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'Kinesthesis' and Cinematic Montage:
An Historical Examination of the Film Theories and Avant-Garde
Mediation of Slavko Vorkapich in Hollywood
Sheri Chinen Biesen
Abstract
Early film theorist Slavko Vorkapich, a talented European émigré who became one of the first
avant-garde filmmakers in the United States, articulated his conception of cinema as a unique,
distinctive artistic endeavor. I will historically examine extensive original primary archival materials
from the Slavko Vorkapich Collection to historically contextualize his film theories, montage techniques,
and investigate how he envisioned his cinematic philosophy and visual aesthetic in his theoretical
writings on motion pictures regarding "Film As A Visual Language", "The Motion Picture as an Art" and
"Motion and the Art of Cinematography" in 1926 which he went on to stylistically employ in his
independent avant-garde films, such as The Life and Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra (Slavko
Vorkapich and Robert Florey [with Gregg Toland]; US, 1928), and in montage sequences for an extensive
number of Hollywood studio films, including What Price Hollywood? (George Cukor, RKO Pathé; US,
1932). Vorkapich's diverse array of work embodies the dynamic representation of his aesthetic
philosophy encompassed in both his studio and independent productions. Notable is that he manages
to successfully bridge the conceptual economic and artistic abyss between the dominant commercial
industry and the avant-garde. Moreover, an analysis of montage sequences in the commercial film What
Price Hollywood? reveals how his avant-garde stylistic mediation functions to transform the overall
narrative film text by appropriating his innovative experimental aesthetic techniques expounded on in
his film theories within the mainstream commercial production environment of the classical Hollywood
studio system.
Keywords: Slavko Vorkapich, film theory, avant-garde montage cinema, Hollywood history.

Early film theorist and filmmaker Slavko
Vorkapich, a talented European émigré who
became one of the first avant-garde filmmakers
in the United States, articulated his conception
of cinema as a unique, distinctive artistic
endeavor. I will historically examine original
archival papers from the Slavko Vorkapich
Collection to historically contextualize his film
theories, montage techniques, and investigate
how he envisioned his cinematic philosophy and
visual aesthetic in his theoretical writings on
motion pictures, then analyze how he applied his
film theories to his work as a filmmaker which
was influential in the motion picture industry,
specifically in his innovative experimental
montages in What Price Hollywood? (George
Cukor, RKO Pathé; US, 1932), which reveal how his
avant-garde stylistic mediation functions to
transform the overall narrative film text by
appropriating his innovative experimental
www.journalonarts.org

aesthetic techniques expounded on in his film
theories within the mainstream commercial
production environment of the classical
Hollywood studio system.
Primary archival materials in the Slavko
Vorkapich Collection at the University of
Southern California Cinematic Arts Library
Special Collections reveal how he envisioned his
cinematic philosophy: "If film is an art it has to
have its own language of expression." 1 This tenet
1

Slavko Vorkapich quoted in Bozidar Zevevic, Slavko Vorkapich and
Early American Film Theory (Belgrade: Institut za film, 1981), 268; see
also, Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture as an Art,' Film Mercury (29
October-12 November 1926): 4-16; Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion in Motion
Pictures,' Film Mercury (3-17 September 1926): 1-12; Slavko Vorkapich,
'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American Cinematographer,
volume ii, no. 8-9 (November-December 1926): 16-17, 19; Slavko
Vorkapich, 'Film As A Visual Language' and 'The Visual Nature of the
Film Medium' in the Slavko Vorkapich Collection, Special Collections,
University of Southern California Cinematic Arts Library, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, California (hereafter SVC, USC). I will
investigate primary archival materials from the SVC, USC which shed
light to contextualize secondary sources on film theory. These original
materials provide valuable insight into Slavko Vorkapich's film
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comprises the essence of the 'visual dynamic'
aesthetic which Vorkapich expounded upon in
his theoretical writings on motion pictures
regarding "Film As A Visual Language," "The
Motion Picture as an Art" and "Motion and the
Art of Cinematography" in 1926 which he went on
to stylistically employ in independent avantgarde films, such as The Life and Death of 9413 –
A Hollywood Extra (Slavko Vorkapich and Robert
Florey 2; US, 1928), and in montage sequences for
an extensive number of Hollywood studio films,
including What Price Hollywood? and a wide
range of productions: Manhattan Cocktail
(Dorothy Arzner, Paramount Famous Lasky; US,
1928; now 'lost'), Christopher Strong (Dorothy
Arzner, RKO; US, 1933), Dancing Lady (Robert Z.
Leonard, MGM; US, 1933), Crime Without Passion
(Ben Hecht, Paramount; US, 1934), Manhattan
Melodrama (W. S. Van Dyke, MGM; US, 1934), Viva
Villa (Jack Conway, MGM; US, 1934), David
Copperfield (George Cukor, MGM; US, 1935), San
Francisco (W. S. Van Dyke, MGM; US, 1936), Romeo
and Juliet (George Cukor, MGM; US, 1936), The
Good Earth (Sidney Franklin, MGM; US, 1937), The
Firefly (Robert Z. Leonard, MGM; US, 1937),
Maytime (Robert Z. Leonard, MGM; US, 1937), Boys
Town (Norman Taurog, MGM; US, 1938), Test Pilot
(Victor Fleming, MGM; US, 1938), Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington (Frank Capra, Columbia; US, 1939),
Meet John Doe (Frank Capra, Warner Bros.; US,
1941), and Lady in the Dark (Robert Z. Leonard,
MGM; US, 1944).
Vorkapich's diverse array of work embodies
the dynamic representation of his aesthetic
philosophy encompassed in his studio and
independent productions. As a filmmaker and
special effects montage artist, Vorkapich
navigated between the commercial Hollywood
industry and the avant-garde. Vorkapich's film
theories and work as an avant-garde filmmaker
and cinema montage artist outside and within
the American motion picture industry reveals
independent avant-garde artists (such as
Vorkapich, Oskar Fischinger, and others) who
theorized on the nature of cinema as an art
form, made experimental films, and also
engaged in involvement as creative individuals
within the Hollywood studio system, and
established a clear relationship and sphere of
influence between these two divergent realms.
theories, lectures, publications and creative work as a filmmaker and
creative avant-garde montage artist both inside and beyond the
commercial Hollywood motion picture studio system, as well as
independently and across the Atlantic in Europe.
2
Collaborating with Gregg Toland.

4

In the case of Vorkapich, his significant
contributions within and outside of the
commercial film industry transcends beyond this
binary distinction—as evident in his successful
studio montage work, film theories and lectures,
and influential position as one of the first avantgarde filmmakers in the United States.
The
successful
implementation
of
Vorkapich's cinematic theories in independent
and studio productions deviates from this
'Hollywood versus the avant-garde' artistic
divide.3 Moreover, an analysis of montage
sequences in the commercial film What Price
Hollywood? reveals how his avant-garde stylistic
mediation functions to transform the overall
narrative film text by appropriating his
innovative experimental aesthetic techniques
expounded on in his film theories within the
mainstream
commercial
production
environment of the classical Hollywood studio
system. Vorkapich is a fascinating early film
theorist and avant-garde filmmaker who
effectively
functioned
in
and
outside
Hollywood's commercial motion picture industry.
Further, he is also a remarkable transnational
artistic figure who exported his creative montage
theories across the Atlantic from Europe to
America and back, moving between national
filmmaking production and cultural contexts.

Slavko Vorkapich as Film Theorist and
Filmmaker
Originally from Dobrinci, Yugoslavia,
Vorkapich was born in 1894, educated at fine arts
schools in Belgrade and Budapest, then studied
painting at Ecole des Beaux Arts and Academie
Ranson in Paris. In his essay, "Archeology of Film
Theory: Slavko Vorkapich, The First of the
Independents," Bozidar Zecevic also notes that
Vorkapich "belonged to the Parisian strand of
Yugoslav expressionists." 4 In 1920, he emigrated
to the United States working as a commercial
artist and portrait painter in New York before
coming to Hollywood in 1921.5 In 1926, prior to
3

Contradicting the notion, as P. Adams Sitney suggests, that: "The
precise relationship of the avant-garde cinema to American
commercial film is one of radical otherness. They operate in different
realms with next to no significant influence on each other." P. Adams
Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde 1943-1978 (New York:
Oxford University Press. 1979).
4
Bozidar Zevevic, 'Archeology of Film Theory: Slavko Vorkapich, The
First of the Independents,' Framework, no. 21, (Summer 1983): 10 in SVC,
USC.
5
Slavko Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences of Slavko Vorkapich,' Interview by
Ronald L. Davis, Transcript of Oral History Project, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, TX, 11 August 1975, 3 in SVC, USC.
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making any films, Vorkapich published his
cinematic theories in Film Mercury and American
Cinematographer and lectured to the American
Society of Cinematographers. In 1928 he worked
with Robert Florey and Gregg Toland to design,
direct and edit the experimental film The Life
and Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra which
Vorkapich shot with his DeVry camera for 97
dollars using cardboard and cigarette boxes as
sets in his kitchen and living room. 6 Recognized
as one of the first avant-garde films in the U.S.,
Charlie Chaplin screened The Life and Death of
9413 – A Hollywood Extra for a gathering of
prominent Hollywood studio executives who
arranged for the film's distribution and
exhibition in 700 theaters throughout the U.S.
and Europe. 7 Vorkapich was hired by Paramount
one week later as director, designer,
photographer and editor of montage sequences
within narrative films—and subsequently worked
for RKO, MGM and Columbia studios. From 1928
to 1949, he was responsible for an impressive
array of studio montage work, including a
significant number of outstanding montage
sequences for MGM (one of the largest, most
prestigious of the 'Big Five' major studios)
between 1934 and World War II. 8
In 1930, Vorkapich wrote "Cinematics,"
published in Cinematographic Annual, which
revealed his "interest in optics" and "insight into
the psychological effects of camera technique on
the spectator," then lectured on montage theory
through the Museum of Modern Art at Columbia
University in 1938.9 He completed two
independent films, Moods of the Sea (Slavko
Vorkapich and John Hoffman; US, 1942) and
Forest Murmurs (Slavko Vorkapich; US, 1947),
which were never released commercially, then
went on to teach as Head of the Department of
Cinema at the University of Southern California
from 1949 to 1951. During 1952-1956, Vorkapich
traveled and lectured extensively throughout
Europe, returned to Yugoslavia as an artistic
advisor for Belgrade's Avele Film Studios,
directed and edited the feature Hanka (1955;
filmed in Yugoslavia, and presented at the
Cannes Film Festival in 1956), and taught at the

Belgrade Academy of Theatre and Cinema. He
returned to Hollywood in 1956 to edit John
Gunther's High Road travel series for ABC
Television through 1960. In 1959, Vorkapich
published his influential "Toward True Cinema"
theories in Film Culture, before moving to New
York in 1961 to develop his lectures on "The
Visual Nature of the Film Medium" which he
presented at the Museum of Modern Art in 1965,
then taught at Princeton, USC, and UCLA.
Vorkapich's film theories were published by
American Cinematographer in the 1920s and his
lectures later reprinted in the 1970s.

Slavko Vorkapich's Early Film Theories
In his cinematic theories, Vorkapich
championed film as a distinct art form. He
criticized the appropriation of aesthetic
conventions from other media (such as novels or
the theatrical stage) into filmmaking technique
because in his view this practice severely
restricted the creative exploration of developing
film's unique inherent potential. He argued,
It is surprising that motion picture people
are so slow to realize the real form and
purpose of their art. The cinema has been
borrowing so much from the other arts,
especially drama and literature, and it has
become so entangled in those uncinematic
elements, that it will be very hard for it to
get rid of the bad habit and to come into its
own. 10
Vorkapich expounded upon the notion of
"kinesthesis"— what he described as the greatest
power of film which resides in using movement
as a means of aesthetic expression. In his 1926
article, "The Motion Picture As An Art" in Film
Mercury, he states:
We live in a dynamic world and an equally
dynamic world lives in us. The external
world is a world of incessant movement.
From the terrific gyrations of the minute
electrons to the immense sweeping
revolutions of the Universe there is an
indefinite scale and variety of motions that
make up the world in which we live...
science discovered that the world is nothing
but energy... provided us with a medium to

6

Doris Denbo, 'Extra No. 9413 is Snubbed: Maker of 100 Dollar Film
Awaiting Big Opportunity,' Hollywood Citizen, 4 May 1929 in SVC, USC.
7
Richard Allen, 'The Life and Death of 9413 - A Hollywood Extra,'
Framework, no. 21, (Summer 1983): 12 in SVC, USC.
8
Slavko Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae: Slavko Vorkapich,' (undated) in
SVC, USC.
9
Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae,' (undated); see also Slavko Vorkapich,
'Cinematics: Some Principles Underlying Effective Cinematography,'
Cinematographic Annual (1930) in SVC, USC.

10

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (5
November 1926): 4 (Part II of the article) in SVC, USC.
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express this new outlook on the... motion
pictures.11
Vorkapich felt that visual subject matter in
films should be treated cinematically through
the rhythmical organization of motion and
image. "Motion pictures should be... an art of
motions... told in a cinematic manner... moving
patterns of light and darkness on the screen." 12
He defined 'motion' to mean an expressive
"optical change" and expressed terms evocative
of experimental Russian documentary filmmaker
Dziga Vertov's film theories about the possibility
of the camera as a "kino-eye." As Vorkapich
explained, "First of all, you... have to give more
freedom of action to this magical eye: the
camera... to allow... more agility." 13 Vorkapich
envisioned film's realization as an art form
through liberating the camera to enable greater
movement and creative rhythm rather than
static theatrical derivations. He asserted that "All
art, ultimately, is expression of thoughts or
feelings in a rhythmic manner," and argued that
"an accurate reproduction... is far from being
artistic creation." Rather, "Art does not copy, it
expresses feelings."14 In acknowledging film's
sensory and aesthetic potential as a medium
and art form, Vorkapich points out that in order
for motion pictures to be fully realized
artistically, rhythmic visual composition and
editing is necessary to create simple and
complex rhythms of moving images which, when
organized into aesthetic and rhythmic
relationships, achieves a formal expression of
'perceptual' content independent of subject
matter.
In
developing
this
'formalist'
conceptualization, Vorkapich emphasizes that
film must be considered in terms of its medium
specificity (similar to other formalists such as
avant-garde theorist Clement Greenberg).
Vorkapich's film theories refer to cinema as
emphasizing its inherently filmic nature that is
distinctive from other expressive mediums or art
forms. For instance, he states that lines are
expressed through drawing, colors convey the
"world of light" which is realized through the art
of painting, "living forms" are "crystallized" in
11

sculpture, sounds are expressed through music,
but "the world of motions, physical and mental,
is still waiting for those who will be able to grasp
it and recreate it in a dynamic flowing form." 15 He
then expounds upon his notion of medium
specificity: "Each of these... arts... expresses... [a]
vision... different from the others... according to
the laws inherent in its medium... Why should
not the movies express certain human feelings,
thoughts, visions, dreams, etc., in their own
particular way." 16
Vorkapich's formalist tendency is selfreflexively revealed in 1928 in The Life and Death
of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra by exposing and
"laying bare the devices" of the film medium
(similar to the notion posited by Greenberg)
using shots of the camera during the filming
process which are evocative of Dziga Vertov's
Man With A Movie Camera (VUFKU; USSR, 1928).
Vorkapich's expressionistic influence is evident
as well in the dark subjective tone and distorted
high-contrast images of dream sequences and
psychological montages reminiscent of German
Expressionist films of the 1920s.
He critiques the tendency of early
filmmakers to not properly utilize the uniquely
intrinsic motion or rhythmic capabilities of the
film medium to realize the great "kinesthetic
power" and aesthetic experience of the cinema. 17
As an early film theorist and avant-garde
filmmaker who explored and experimented with
the artistic promise and possibilities of motion
pictures as innovative art cinema, Vorkapich
summarizes his criticism of what he regarded as
the 1920s commercial industry's neglect of film's
full creative potential. "The cinema is like a
marvelously gifted child," he argues, "whose
parents exploit its genius for commercial
purposes. Obviously this is a great handicap to
the development of its real talents." 18 He
denounces the formal homogeneity of the
mainstream
commercial
motion
picture
industry's profit machine in favor of true
'cinematography' in his 1926 article "Motion and
the Art of Cinematography" for American
Cinematographer: "I will ask you... to forget... the
business side of film, the box office and the
appeal to audiences... even among the public

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (29
October 1926): 11 (Part I of the article) in SVC, USC.

15

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (12
November 1926): 16 (Part III of the article) in SVC, USC.

16

12

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (29 October 1926): 11 in SVC,
USC.

13

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion in Motion Pictures,' Film Mercury, (3
September 1926): 12 (Part I of the article) in SVC, USC.

14

18

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (12 November 1926): 16 in
SVC, USC.
Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (12 November 1926): 16 in
SVC, USC.
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17

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 24 in SVC, USC.

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (29 October 1926): 11 in SVC,
USC.
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there is an evident demand for 'something
different.'" In fact, he hopefully suggests that
"perhaps the idea" of cinematography "here
expressed, if properly realized, might some day
prove... financially viable."19
Vorkapich conceives of this fully realized
'cinematography' as "the fundamental principle
of cinema-art: Its language must be, first of all, a
language of motions." He adds that "figuratively
speaking, the camera should be able to look
within" one's 'soul' and achieve 'mastery' of
cinematic 'tools' to 'express' "dreams and
visions" in an "eloquent, cinematic manner."20 He
cites F. W. Murnau's extraordinary achievement
in The Last Laugh (F. W. Murnau, UFA; Germany,
1925) as a rare, groundbreaking example of true
'cinematography' whereby a film expressively
utilizes its unique, medium specific capabilities
by placing the camera on a descending elevator
to photograph amid multiple layers of
movement in and around a hotel lobby colored
by "actions... composed into a real symphony of
motions... not confusion" but rather "five or six
distinct motions excellently orchestrated...
optically... intriguing to the eye... mentally
convincing... throbbing with life."21 It is also
interesting to note the potential expressionistic
influence of this stylistic appropriation of
narrative technique since Murnau was one of the
leading directors in the German Expressionism
film movement during the Weimar cinema era of
the 1920s.
In this expressionistic tradition, in his film
theories, experimental films and montages,
Vorkapich is also significantly influenced by
dreams, the unconscious, and what he called the
"Mind's Eye" and its relationship to the film
experience. In addition to observing external
motions, he calls for integrating the imaginative
process to "visualize a blank screen" in "your
mind's eye... let your subconscious mind... play
absolutely freely" and "run riot, no matter how
absurd its whims may appear; do not try to
impose... conventional continuity." Instead,
imagine "original and amazing things... learn that
your subconscious mind is a greater artist.
Dreams... mental pictures move perpetually...
19

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American
Cinematographer, volume ii, no. 8 (November 1926): 19 (Part I of the
article) in SVC, USC.
20

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American
Cinematographer, volume ii, no. 9 (December 1926): 16-17 (Part II of the
article) in SVC, USC.
21

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (5 November 1926): 4 in
SVC, USC.

appear suddenly... grow... gradually... transform,
metamorphose... dissolve... into something else...
fade... reappear... with variations." He added,
"the wealth of moving pictures" in "conscious
dreams is immense." 22
In his 1930 article, "Cinematics: Some
Principles Underlying Effective Cinematography,"
published in Cinematographic Annual, Vorkapich
discusses optics and the psychological effects of
camera technique on the spectator. "Modern
psychology teaches that our primitive emotions
can be sublimated and our reflexes
conditioned... we may create pleasure and
entertainment by suggested motions. By merely
seeing motion on the screen our minds,
conscious or unconscious, may be made to react
in a similar manner as in active participation." 23
He argues that there is intense power in the
movements of film, independent of content or
meaning, and contends: "Motion is energy
visualized, therefore motion is a symbol of life
itself."24 In his essay, "A Fresh Look at the
Dynamics of Filmmaking" (extracts from his
lectures on "The Visual Nature of the Film
Medium"
published
in
American
Cinematographer), Vorkapich further develops
this
relationship
between
motion
and
perception within the context of the viewing
process in what he terms "kinesthetic
responses" which he defines as "implicit motor
impulses" or physical sensations, tensions, and
movements in response to a spectator's visual
participation and to "seen movements." To
achieve an ideal, fully articulated aesthetic
realization of film, Vorkapich argues that the
viewing experience should engage the spectator
both on a formal-physiological level as a vivid
kinesthetic experience, and on a content level as
a poetic experience. However, he points out,
"poetic values can be achieved only if the
referential aspects and literal content of shots
are transcended so that they acquire multilevel
meanings which cannot be verbally described."
He goes on to further emphasize that "moods,
tensions, and conflicts" should be "expressed in

22

Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' (November 1926):
15 in SVC, USC.
23

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Cinematics: Some Principles Underlying Effective
Cinematography,' Cinematographic Annual (1930) in SVC, USC; reprinted
in Richard Koszarski, Hollywood Directors: 1914-1940 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976), 254.
24
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visual-dynamic imagery" rather than in
"histrionics."25
Vorkapich considers visual perception and
applies fundamentals of cognition, optics and
motion to the cinematic experience. His
innovative insights and early film theories on
montage, editing and the cinematic process in
the 1920s and 1930s also coincided with the
writings of Lev Kuleshov (known for his famous
'Kuleshov Experiment'), as well as formalists
Dziga Vertov, Sergei Eisenstein, and the artistic
experimentation of the European avant-garde
cinema. Drawing on his notion of the 'Mind's Eye'
and psychological cognition, Vorkapich relates
perception and kinetic movement to his
innovative editing technique in creating
montage sequences, and incorporates his
influential appropriation of Gestalt psychology
into his visual montage formulae in his later 1959
Film Culture essay, "Toward True Cinema." As he
explains: "The human perceptive mechanism...
may interpret as motion certain phenomena
where no actual motion occurs... Investigated by
Gestalt psychologists... phi-phenomenon or
apparent movement" is the "sensation of
displacement" or "visual leap" between
"sufficiently different shots" or "transformation
of one shape to another" by "intercutting" to
create a "new purely filmic force" producing a
"visual impact that occurs at each cut."26
Vorkapich elaborates on his montage
theory in a lecture for the Museum of Modern Art
at Columbia University in 1938. In this transcript,
he points out that each cinematic "possibility"
has a "different psychological value." For
example, he cites how slow motion is evocative
of a dream and resembles a state of floating.
Again, note Vorkapich's expressionistic influence
and insight into the psychological process in his
film aesthetic, which he articulated in his early
film theories in the 1920s and 1930s (and later
reiterated in the 1950s). He defines "montage"
as "assembling" images or sounds. As he
explains:
Montage can be purely visual or
intellectual, but... primarily visual... meaning
should be expressed filmically... not rely
only on the contents of the image. Montage
25

Slavko Vorkapich, 'A Fresh Look at the Dynamics of Filmmaking,'
(extracts from his lectures on 'The Visual Nature of the Film Medium')
in SVC, USC; reprinted in American Cinematographer, volume 53, no. 2
(February 1972): 223.
26

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Toward True Cinema,' Film Culture, no. 19 (1959):
16 in SVC, USC; reprinted in American Cinematographer, volume 54, no.
7 (July 1973): 884-890.
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is putting two images together or on top of
one another to express an idea or a mood,
atmosphere or lapse of time. 27
It is interesting to note that Vorkapich's montage
film theory—although bearing some similar
formalist language—does not posit the
ideological or intellectual collision dialectic put
forth by Sergei Eisenstein in his Soviet montage
theories.
In applying his montage theory to
sequences not only in independent avant-garde
films, but in an extensive number of studio
narrative films, Vorkapich was an avant-garde
filmmaker and film theorist who conceived of
very visionary and expressive ideas regarding
the medium which moved significantly beyond
what the commercial industry in Hollywood was
doing at the time. Yet, as an innovative thinker,
Vorkapich was nonetheless very successfully
placed into—and his ideas were appropriated
by—the Hollywood studio system. Furthermore,
he achieved wide recognition for his work on
montage sequences—in commercial narrative
films produced by the industry—with the most
prominent, influential producers and directors
(including David O. Selznick, Irving Thalberg,
Frank Capra, George Cukor, Victor Fleming, Hunt
Stromberg, Ben Hecht, Walter Wanger, et. a1.) at
major studios (MGM, Paramount, RKO, as well as
individual films for Columbia, Warner Bros., et.
al.) as a means of financially supporting himself
during the peak period of the classical
Hollywood studio system era (from 1928 into the
1940s). As a result of this stylistic exposure
within and outside of the industry, Vorkapich
subsequently influenced Hollywood narrative
technique. In fact, in realising his film theories in
filmmaking practice, Vorkapich's experimental
montage style was so distinctive and
immediately recognisable that studio executives
referred to his special effects sequences not as a
montage, but as a "Vorkapich."

Slavko Vorkapich's Avant-Garde Montage in
Hollywood: What Price Hollywood?
George Cukor's What Price Hollywood? is a
prototypical example of the successful
implementation of Vorkapich's cinematic
theories in a studio production. An analysis of
this film's montage sequences reveals how
27

Slavko Vorkapich, Transcript From Lecture on Montage Theory,
Museum of Modern Art Film Library's 'History of the Motion Picture,'
Columbia University, New York, 20 December 1938, 14 in SVC, USC.
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Vorkapich's avant-garde stylistic mediation
functions to transform the overall narrative text
by appropriating his innovative philosophic and
aesthetic influence within the production
environment of the dominant studio system.
Although he did not receive screen credit,
Vorkapich refers to this film as one for which he
not only created montage sequences, but also
co-directed with George Cukor for RKO Pathé in
1932. 28 (He is officially credited with "special
effects.") This self-reflexive film on the industry
incorporates the formalist notion of laying bare
the devices of the medium in "glimpses of
behind-the-scenes film-making" which "remain
among the best ever committed to celluloid" and
initiated "one of the most durable plots in
Hollywood history." 29 It culminates in a series of
montage sequences which comprise the film's
climax and form a microcosm of the entire
narrative plot—that is, the A Star is Born vehicle
tracing a well known Hollywood figure's selfdestructive descent amid the success of a rising
star, in this case, an alcoholic ex-film director
and the young actress he discovers.
What Price Hollywood? also appropriates an
expressionistic influence into its dark,
psychologically subjective style in Vorkapich's
stunning montage sequence which is evocative
not only of Vorkapich's earlier avant-garde work
in his 1928 silent avant-garde film The Life and
Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra, but also
seems to anticipate the famous film noir stylistic
aesthetic that would become so prevalent in
later Hollywood films—including Cukor's remake
of What Price Hollywood? into the noir musical,
A Star is Born (George Cukor, Warner Bros.; US,
1954) with Judy Garland and James Mason.30 In
this proto-noir sequence of What Price
Hollywood?, the iconography, visual style, and
subjective psychological tone is distinctive: a
dark, disheveled figure crosses a chiaroscuro
room splintered by diagonally criss-crossing
patterns of shadow from windows which place
expressionistic bars of entrapment across the
character and the walls of his subjective
environment. Shot glass and cigarette in hand,
he staggers across a gun, a mirror, and a framed
28

Vorkapich, cited in both Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae,' (undated) and
in Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences of Slavko Vorkapich,' Oral History
Transcript, in SVC, USC.
29

Richard B. Jewell and Vernon Harbin, The RKO Story (London:
Arlington Press, 1982), 49.
30
Producer David O. Selznick also adapted a version of What Price
Hollywood? as A Star is Born (William Wellman, Selznick International;
US, 1937).

photo portrait of his youth while searching in the
dark for a match. Disgustedly throwing his
photograph aside, he looks in the mirror as
Vorkapich's climactic montage begins.
The sequence comprises multiple montages
which last only two minutes in all. Inclusive is an
intense, three second montage-within-amontage which uses rapid single-frame imagery
to powerfully convey the character's suicide,
followed by a brief visual pause and a final
montage
of
highly
saturated
images
communicating multiple codes of meaning in
relation to the culminating effect of this pivotal
action. Vorkapich utilizes overlapping visual
layers of high-contrast imagery along with a
dark, subjective psychological tone in this
sequence that silently commences with a close
up of the director's haggard face in the mirror
superimposed first with his youthful image
beside a camera—the image blurs and wavers,
then dissolves into his successful image
superimposed gaily drinking a martini in tuxedo
and top hat, wavering and dissolving into his
disheveled mirrored face which he covers with
his hand in disgust as his image dissolves into a
superimposition of diagonally panning prison
bars, then a rippling pool of water over closeups of his feet walking, dissolving to his hand
opening a drawer, reaching for the gun and
pointing it to his heart.
At this point, Vorkapich integrates an
emotionally and perceptually riveting threesecond,
high-contrast
psychological
sub
montage using single frame shots to subjectively
simulate the character's mind and point-of-view
as images of his life flash before us on the
screen
in
a
dreamlike,
stream-ofconsciousness fashion. The firing of a gun
pierces the silence as a rapid visual succession
follows: a flash frame of white, his youthful shot
at the camera, his grinning toast in tuxedo, dark
swish-pans of both he and the actress he
discovered, another flash of white, his dark
haggard profile, an extreme overexposed shot of
his image in the mirror, fading to white, then in
to a rueful two shot with the actress, an abrupt
cut to a dark shot of him behind bars looking
down in shame over the black shoulder of a
prison guard which moves laterally to
completely cover him in the frame, cut to
another flash of white, then to a dark, barred
shadowed, extreme low angle shot of him
holding the gun and falling in slow motion.
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A brief visual pause posits a connotative
comma following Vorkapich's intense montagewithin-a-montage: a silent reaction shot of the
actress in an adjacent room, cut to a completely
blackened room—a light goes on beyond the
opened door, and she rushes in and stops
abruptly to see him laying in shadow on the
floor. As she hesitantly moves toward his
shadowed body in the foreground, Vorkapich
resumes his montage by superimposing the
rapid, siren-blaring procession of black police
cars with bright lights turning toward the
spectator and racing diagonally across the
frame.
This shot dissolves into a bustling reversezoom of a newsroom, close ups of printing
headlines such as "Director Dies of Wounds in
Star's Home" superimposed with the dynamic
movement of the printing press, an extreme lowangle shot of newspapers falling from the sky in
all directions dissolving over a vulnerable close
up of the actress, which is superimposed with a
third low-angle reverse-zoom of a doll-like
gowned starlet with a star lens radiating light
above her head as the white figure becomes
more diminutive and the falling papers fade into
the foreground over both the figure and her face.
As the papers fall, an out-of-focus extreme lowangle shot of dirt falling toward the camera
blends in and out of the superimposition, which
dissolves into headlines reading "Star Collapses
On Stand At Inquest," "Police Quiz Star In Death
of Director," "Film Star Faints at Grave of Former
Director-Friend," "Star Denies Romantic Life With
Director," "Women's Clubs Ban Pictures Of Star
From Theatres" amid the falling dirt and papers
which simulates the point-of-view looking up
from within a grave; the montage ends with a
pile of dirt being thrown atop the paper
headlines—which functions as a double
metaphor of both the media 'digging up the dirt'
on the star, and of her being 'buried alive' by
stylistically simulating a nightmare to establish a
parallel
vulnerability
with
the
star's
psychological referent sharing the deceased
director's point of view from the grave.
While the overall body of the narrative text
in What Price Hollywood?—like other commercial
Hollywood films of the classical studio system
era—remains essentially a dialogue-driven
vehicle visually reliant on relatively static twoshot compositions derivative of the stage,
Vorkapich transcends this framing, cutting and
blocking germane to the proscenium arch by
appropriating his avant-garde stylistic mediation
10

into montage sequences within the text. In
successfully implementing his cinematic theories
in a studio production, he transforms the overall
narrative text from a few static cuts of static
figures
alternating
between
wide,
medium/close-up shots, into a visually dynamic
interplay of movement in the frame and between
shots to create richly layered visual textures
through techniques such as superimpositions,
high-contrast single-frame shots, and slow
motion.

Conclusion
Interestingly, Vorkapich succeeded in
integrating his theories and ideas of film as an
artistic medium into an industry whose
commercial aims were often the antithesis of
that aesthetic objective to actually improve the
quality of the product that was coming out of the
Hollywood
studio
system.
Vorkapich's
contribution significantly improved the quality of
these studio films. As a film theorist, in lecturing
and in his theoretical writings he was also
developing an awareness in other filmmakers (in
and outside the industry) that ultimately
resulted in its appropriation into Hollywood
filmmaking. Although Vorkapich's influential
montage work was a lucrative means of
supporting himself, he did experience a certain
degree of personal compromise. For example, in
later interviews, he expresses disappointment in
repeated, unsuccessful efforts to generate
studio interest and secure financial support
towards completing full-length independent film
projects; additionally, he was unable to release
two independent experimental films which he
did complete, Moods of the Sea and Forest
Murmurs—similar to the disappointing studio
experience of avant-garde animator, Oskar
Fischinger.31
Ironically, Vorkapich was nonetheless
incredibly successful within the Hollywood film
industry: in his self-contained montage
sequences, he was able to 'call the shots,' make
artistic decisions, and retain complete creative
freedom and control—without compromising his
vision. Vorkapich was recognized for his stylish
montage work as in the extraordinary
earthquake sequence with Clark Gable in MGM's
San Francisco. In later interviews, Vorkapich
31

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 27-30 in SVC, USC. Oskar Fischinger was
another talented avant-garde filmmaker whose independent films,
'absolute animation' and 'visual music' inspired Walt Disney's Fantasia
(released through RKO; US, 1940), but was not successful in Hollywood.
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admits he would have preferred greater artistic
license using sound to fully realize his notion of
'sound montage' by creatively layering aural
textures of distortion and natural sounds. For
example, he once edited sound from a storm
sequence in The Good Earth, then combined an
aural montage of wind and thunder with the
battle sequence from the Jeanette MacDonald
film, The Firefly. Although studio executives
agreed that it was "the most terrifying battle
sequence" they had ever experienced, producers
considered the more light hearted film genre
and decided: "This is a musical; we have to use
music" to accompany the sequence. He regretted
having to change it. 32
Regarding Vorkapich's mode of production
as a filmmaker, montage artist and special
effects wizard, the studios hired Vorkapich on
these projects because he could produce these
sequences quickly and inexpensively; he was
especially talented in being able to conceive of
and visually realize ideas in an extremely
economical way (as seen in his modestly
produced The Life and Death of 9413 – A
Hollywood Extra). For instance, if a studio film
was over budget and the studio needed to
inexpensively convey a considerable amount of
filmic information within a minimum amount of
time for minimal financial cost, Vorkapich could
expediently realize the idea in his montages at
relatively insignificant expense. As a result, he
saved the studios a great deal of money; so,
predictably,
Vorkapich's
involvement
in
commercial
narrative
productions
often
functioned primarily from an economic—rather
than purely aesthetic—motivation on the part of
the industry.
Vorkapich's work on specific films and
mobility between various studios evolved from
his relationship with certain prominent
independent producers, such as David O.
Selznick, and directors, such as Frank Capra and
George Cukor. For example, because Selznick
preferred to hire Vorkapich for montage effects
on his films (often with Cukor directing), he
brought Vorkapich onto projects which moved
among different studios depending on the
production. Additionally, Frank Capra, impressed
with his 'special effects' reputation, hired
32

Vorkapich to create the impressive montage
sequences in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington and
Meet John Doe—notably these productions are
for different studios, Columbia and Warner Bros.
As a result of these collaborations,
Vorkapich had established quite a reputation in
the industry for creating montage sequences. In
fact, when he began Hollywood montage work in
1928, he succeeded in breaking considerable
ground as one of very few creative individuals in
the industry having the capability to produce
these sequences during this early period.
Montage become more prevalent in subsequent
years when studios realized that not only could
they produce films which were more visually
dynamic, but there was significant financial
savings as well; the vertically-integrated 'Big
Five' major studios discovered that saving
significant time in film length would generate
greater revenues because it enabled them to
exhibit more films in their studio-owned theater
houses. Thus, ultimately, Vorkapich's creative
involvement and aesthetic innovation within the
Hollywood studio system remained inextricably
tied to the industry's bottom line—an answer to
the question ironically posited by the film's title:
What Price Hollywood?

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 15 in SVC, USC.
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Los estados de ausencia como experiencia estética
Juan Carlos Meana
Resumen
El artículo desarrolla el análisis de una experiencia estética sobre los estados de ausencia que se
reconocen como un estado necesario dentro del proceso para la creación artística. Se ha de entender
estado como el desarrollo de una disposición específica dentro del amplio proceso creativo en el que se
destaca una determinada situación y ausencia como una desaparición o, más bien, la aparición de un
vacío que resulta ser productivo para la creación artística. Se ha utilizado el acto de caminar y la deriva
por un territorio desconocido como procedimiento para una pérdida de control de la voluntad, dejando
así que haga aparición una experiencia diferente que ubique la percepción en otro orden. La percepción
en el acto de caminar implica no solo los sentidos, sino todo el cuerpo. El cuerpo en movimiento, el
desplazamiento, supone una experiencia donde se confronta la memoria y registros del pasado junto a
la percepción del presente que se está viviendo al caminar. Esto permite la aparición de un nuevo
enfoque que interrelaciona sentidos nuevos.
Se pretende ahondar en un estado donde hacen aparición unos motivos y situaciones que
transforman la percepción de la realidad desbordando la lógica de la certeza y la verosimilitud. Todo
ello predispone para la experiencia estética, tanto en la creación como en la recepción. De igual modo
advertimos un posicionamiento de cierta resistencia desde la actitud de negación, del no hacer, que
posibilita la entrada en otras potencialidades creativas encaminadas a no dar respuesta inmediata a
modo de los sistemas hiperproductivos.
El artículo se desarrolla a partir del análisis de la experiencia de caminar llevada a cabo por el
autor y que ha quedado reflejada en el libro de reciente publicación La ausencia necesaria.
Palabras clave: ausencia; experiencia estética; proceso creativo; caminar; deriva; paisaje; territorio;
aparecer; contemplación; cuerpo.

Introducción
El "estado de ausencia" lo podemos definir
a partir de la matizada y extensa idea que hace
Antoni Marí ayudándonos a situar el concepto y
así comprender su significado dentro del
análisis de su función en el proceso creativo:
"…"estado", remite a una posición de la
conciencia, dinámica y estática a la vez, a un
estado pasajero que se mantiene el tiempo
necesario para distinguirse del momento
anterior y del posterior, que forma parte de
la cadena de la vida y es un eslabón que se
engarza como una perla en el collar de la
existencia. La palabra "ausencia" evoca la
pérdida, el olvido, el abandono, la presencia
que deja la ausencia y el vacío provocado
por su desaparición." (Marí, 2012, pp.17)
Si nos atenemos a esta definición es lógico
pensar que subyace de esta experiencia un
sentimiento de lejanía, de pérdida de identidad,
www.journalonarts.org

de desaparición, no exenta de un cierto alivio,
acompañada de una pérdida de voluntad que
adentra a quien la experimenta en un estado de
imprevisibilidad e indeterminación. También
podemos pensar que la segunda parte de la
definición guarda similitud con el hecho mismo
de la representación, es decir, cuando la
presencia de un objeto es sustituida por su
imagen, cobrando así la presencia del objeto
mismo. Con ello el espectador se adentra en un
espacio fracturado donde la distancia entre el
objeto y su imagen da pie a múltiples y ricas
interpretaciones y recreaciones, base, todo ello,
de la creación artística. La representación en sí
misma se sustenta en la idea de ausencia al
sustituir el objeto por su representación
sensible, al ausentarse el objeto y hacer
aparición su representación. Un ejemplo claro
del misterio y fascinación de lo que ocurre con
este fenómeno lo tenemos en las imágenes
fotográficas.
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Hacemos un análisis de diferentes matices
que encontramos en los estados de ausencia y
que se desarrollan en esta experiencia estética
donde, desde una actitud contemplativa, vamos
generando modos de entender y de
posicionarnos frente a la realidad desde un
punto de vista creativo y estético.

1. Contextualización
El procedimiento que opera en los estados
de ausencia que analizamos, viene determinado
por una implicación física de todo el cuerpo. Se
trata del caminar como acto de implicación del
sujeto para adquirir un estado que permita un
disfrute estético donde se vea envuelto en una
experiencia intensa mediada por la imaginación.
La supervivencia llevó a la humanidad a
caminar y recorrer un espacio en busca de
alimentos, refugio y abrigo para el grupo. Una
vez asegurada estas cuestiones básicas, caminar
se convirtió en un acto esencialmente simbólico
que permitió habitar el espacio, convertirlo en
territorio y posteriormente en país. Las primeras
manifestaciones estéticas tienen que ver con la
acción de caminar e institucionalizan la
experiencia estética de caminar que se
desarrollará desde las primeras manifestaciones
arquitectónicas, escultóricas y pictóricas.
Podemos afirmar que "la trashumancia nómada,
considerada por lo general como el arquetipo de
cualquier recorrido, constituye en realidad un
desarrollo de las interminables batidas de caza
del paleolítico" (Careri, 2005, pp.20). El caminar
errante ha sido motivo de reflexión y uso para la
religión, los mitos, la literatura, y también como
acto de protesta, reivindicación y sacrificio. Todo
ello ha generado muchas narraciones. Es en el s.
XX cuando, de manera más contundente,
adquiere un valor estético.
La ocupación y dominio del territorio por el
grupo social ha evolucionado hasta generar lo
que en la actualidad podemos entender con el
concepto de país como un área geográfica bien
delimitada que unifica y acoge en un lugar
concreto a un determinado grupo social,
garantizando su cohesión y protección. Del
mismo modo, el paso o carga simbólica y
cultural de ese país al paisaje supone una
construcción cultural del territorio que se habita
(Roger, 2007). No se trata de una ocupación, sino
de una culturización del concepto país, donde lo
simbólico es tanto o más importante que las
condiciones físicas del territorio. "El país es, en
cierto modo, el grado cero del paisaje, lo que
16

precede a la artealización, tanto si ésta es
directa (in situ) o indirecta (in visu)" (Roger, 2007,
pp. 23).
Roger en su tesis maneja una doble
articulación: la de país-paisaje, es decir, aquella
donde expone que asumimos que el paisaje es
una visión estética del país, capaz de albergar,
contener y dar rienda suelta a las expresiones
emotivas
que
ese
territorio
produce
convirtiéndose el país, entonces, en paisaje; en
definitiva, un ente cultural con una capacidad
simbólica. Y añade otra segunda articulación
que indaga en las dos formas de intervención en
el objeto natural, y que pueden ser "directa, in
situ; o indirecta, in visu, por mediación de la
mirada" (Roger, 2007, pp.21). Las prácticas de
intervención directa con los propios materiales y
en el propio territorio, nos llevaría a hablar de
una práctica in situ, con sus matices y
modalidades; mientras que aquella filtrada por
la mirada que determina la naturaleza
indeterminada, es la que denominamos in visu, a
la que pertenecería, por ejemplo, toda la
tradición de la pintura paisajista.
Dentro de la articulación in situ, donde el
país pasa a ser recorrido, pateado y dotado de
una mirada cultural, el ámbito simbólico que
genera puede distinguirse en tres momentos
esenciales a lo largo del s. XX: la transición del
Dadaísmo al Surrealismo (1921-1924), la de la
Internacional Letrista a la Internacional
Situacionista (1956-1957), y la del Minimalismo al
Land Art (1966-1967) (Careri, 2005, pp. 21). De
todos ellos, es el último el más centrado en
espacios, tanto urbanos como espacios abiertos
de la naturaleza, que servirá para reflexionar
sobre los cambios experimentados en relación a
esa naturaleza, sobre el recorrido y sobre los
orígenes del paisajismo.
1.1. Caminar
La ocupación y el habitar un área geográfica
hemos visto que nace de la acción primigenia de
caminar sobre ese territorio, acto que conlleva
una presencia directa y activa del cuerpo. Desde
nuestro punto de vista el caminar supone un
equilibrio frente al inmenso protagonismo que
la mirada tiene en nuestro tiempo. Podemos
decir que activa el cuerpo para una participación
que posibilita una experimentación plena. El
caminar entendido como un procedimiento,
supone una percepción de la duración del
tiempo y del espacio que puede ser utilizado
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como experiencia estética frente a la rapidez e
inmediatez de lo tecnológico.
Las necesidades mínimas que requiere la
caminata nos sitúan frente a una actitud que ha
de comulgar de lo mínimo, de lo sencillo, del
despojo, de lo elemental y necesario. Es el
cuerpo la medida del espacio y el tiempo.
Cualquier impresión de duración se desvanece
sumergiendo al caminante en un tiempo lento
que es el de la medida vital que el propio cuerpo
impone. Lo mismo ocurre con el espacio, es el
paso la medida de todas cosas, siendo el cuerpo
el instrumento que ha de dominar y cubrir el
espacio. "Cuando el caminante recorre
infinitamente el espacio, realiza un circuito igual
a través de su cuerpo que adopta entonces la
proporción
de
un
continente
cuyo
reconocimiento siempre será parcial". (Le
Bretón, 2011, pp.31)
En el caminar tiene especial importancia el
hecho de un caminar en grupo, en comunidad,
como si ello supusiera una energía añadida en el
estado de ausencia:
"caminar con un ritmo constante, buscando
el paso apropiado para que el cuerpo no
sufriera, era una práctica de adecuación
entre las circunstancias del momento y las
posibilidades físicas de cada uno de
nosotros. Seguir los pasos de quien fuera
delante agudizaba la mirada de los
pequeños fragmentos de piedras, tierra y
vegetación donde colocaba el pie. Cada
pequeña parcela de suelo contenía todos
los detalles y el pisar acompasado, rítmico
y en grupo, provocaba una especial
sensación: se formaba parte del grupo, pero
al mismo tiempo la ausencia estaba
presente" (Meana, 2015, pp.67).
Caminar en nuestros días se entiende no ya
tanto como un dominio del territorio puesto que
los sistemas de locomoción y las nuevas
tecnologías de la información lo consiguen de
manera más eficaz y contundente, sino más bien
como una forma de resistencia, un método de
inmersión, de dejarse penetrar por las cosas
más sencillas y por la naturaleza que nos hace
contactar con aquellas sensaciones más
pegadas al territorio y lo mundano. Todo ello
encaminado a contactar con un universo
inaccesible a las formas de conocimiento más
actuales y promulgar un modo de percepción
diferente al predominante, activando todos los
sentidos.

2. La experiencia del sujeto: de los estados
de ausencia a la experiencia estética
En el libro "La ausencia necesaria" (Meana,
2015), queda reflejada con numerosos matices la
experiencia estética de los estados de ausencia
necesarios para la creación y contemplación
estética. Transcurre la narración en Bulgaria,
país escogido para iniciar un proceso de
transformación donde la pérdida de voluntad, la
contemplación, el recorrido por el territorio, el
pasaje y el paisaje, van tejiendo una experiencia
de orden estético que sensibiliza al autor y al
lector.
La experiencia sensible encaminada a
provocar y experimentar estos estados ausentes,
surge como encuentro con formas, paisajes,
gentes y vidas distantes y diferentes que son los
que desencadenan una crisis de lo aprendido,
posibilitando la aparición de nuevos estados y
sensibilidades.
El pensamiento estético y las reflexiones de
los artistas, principalmente desde la literatura,
sitúan esta experiencia de la ausencia en una
lucha de fuerzas opuestas que crean una tensión
que da pie a diferentes posicionamientos en
ella. Antoni Marí sitúa dos modos de ausencia:
por exceso de dolor y de pesar, o por exceso de
gozo y de consuelo. Ambas corresponden a una
tradición y a corrientes estéticas opuestas. El
exceso de dolor lo podemos definir por aquello
que los anglosajones llaman spleen y que remite
al sentimiento de "pesadez de la existencia, de
la carga del tiempo, de la miseria cotidiana y de
la presencia incuestionable de la muerte" (Marí,
2012, p.75). Son experiencias que por exceso de
dolor, llevan a la narcosis del sujeto provocando,
a modo de huida, un estado en el que reina el
desinterés por la cosa de fuera, por el mundo
exterior.
Obviamente
esto
supone
un
aislamiento y una pérdida de la capacidad de
amar y de ser amado. "Es una enfermedad de la
voluntad" (Marí, 2012, pp. 75). La ausencia en este
caso es un modo de liberación de esta pesada
carga, aligerando responsabilidades y el deber
de vivir.
De otro lado, el ideal provoca un exceso de
gozo que lleva a confiar en nuestras capacidades
transformadoras, en la conciencia de un yo al
que nada se le resiste. Actúa como un
sentimiento en el que se libera la carga de vivir y
se adentra en unos estados de libertad
generadora y creativa.
Cualquiera de las dos posiciones, o la
misma tensión entre ambas, experimentadas por
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muchas personas, supone un acercamiento a la
experiencia estética que favorece la creación
artística así como el disfrute y experiencia de
transformación con la contemplación de la obra
de arte. Hay que decir que no solamente surge
con la confrontación con la obra de arte, sino
que hay experiencias que pueden provocar esta
lejanía del mundo posibilitando mirar las cosas
con otra distancia.
2.1. La desaparición del sujeto imperativo
El concepto mismo de desaparición
presente en la definición inicial, nos sitúa en una
posición como sujetos experimentadores de una
percepción estética. Los estados de ausencia
permiten suspender la actitud de dominio que
se tiene sobre el mundo y que radica en la
autoafirmación del sujeto. Permanecer un cierto
tiempo en el estado de ausencia es un
abandono de nosotros mismos, provocando una
situación de espera que no espera nada en
concreto, siendo el acto mismo de esperar el
que supone una apertura porosa que permite
estar en el presente.
A este desprendimiento de la actitud le
sigue un desprendimiento de la percepción que
suspende nuestra determinación sobre las
cosas. Es esto lo que permite radicalmente estar
abiertos en una espera que no se impone.
La experiencia de la percepción estética
nos lleva a vivir y experimentar conscientemente
una percepción del presente que supone un
abandono
del
pensamiento
prepotente,
determinante y proyectivo, para dejar que, en
una actitud de juego, sea la percepción la que
experimente la apertura.
La consecuencia de estos estados de
ausencia para la percepción supone un estar en
el presente tomando conciencia de lo que allí
sucede, un detenerse para entrar en la espera
pero con los sentidos bien abiertos. La
desaparición está en la esencia misma de la
percepción estética que posibilitan los estados
de ausencia. Tal y como nos afirma Martin Seel,
"el placer estético es el placer de la existencia
finita en la existencia finita" (Seel, 2010, pp. 209).
Esta experiencia tiene, a juicio del autor citado
un efecto liberador
"porque acontece como una conciencia de
posibilidades
inexploradas,
no
preconcebidas, que se encuentran abiertas,
y que sin embargo están presentes aquí y
ahora. Esta conciencia nace cuando algo es
18

percibido en su particularidad sensible por
esta misma particularidad sensible. Deviene
consciente de que lo radicalmente
indeterminable no es el futuro, sino el
presente." (Seel, 2010, pp. 209)
Vemos entonces que la aportación de esta
experiencia es un vivir el presente de manera
mucho más consciente, sumamos una
intensidad que no es tanto una extenuación
física sino una forma de detenerse con los
sentidos en el presente que se está viviendo.
Surge así una conciencia que percibe el presente
y es capaz de imaginarlo al mismo tiempo que
supone una reflexión sobre la percepción del
presente.
2.2. La contemplación
Los estados de ausencia posibilitan esta
entrada en la experiencia estética de la
percepción que arranca desde la actitud de la
contemplación, de la parada para contemplar,
desde el detenimiento para adquirir la
percepción adecuada de aquello que hace
aparición, de lo que Barthes denominó, para la
fotografía, como el punctum. "El punctum se
abre tan solo a la consideración que se demora
contemplativamente" (Byung-Chul, 2013, p.55). El
punctum es el grado de tensión que viene a
romper y sorprendernos en el stadium, que es
flujo de información que contiene una imagen y
que se registra desde una posición del gusto, un
tanto distante y carente de pasión.
La demora a la que hacemos mención, es la
que posibilita la entrada del silencio en el acto
perceptivo, un silencio necesario para que
resuene en nuestra sensibilidad aquello que se
da y hace aparición. Sin silencio no es posible le
experiencia estética, es el esfuerzo por el
silencio el que nos adentra en la ausencia,
estadio previo de la experiencia estética.
Contemplar es la base de nuestros logros
culturales a partir de la cual se ha desarrollado
el pensamiento y la experiencia estética.
Contemplar supone una percepción lenta que ha
de ir buscando su centro generador, su mirada
creativa. En el contemplar está subyacente el
aburrimiento, un aburrimiento profundo que es
innato a una actitud creativa. "Quien se aburra al
caminar y no tolere el hastío deambulará
inquieto y agitado, o andará detrás de una u otra
actividad. Pero, en cambio, quien posea una
mayor tolerancia para el aburrimiento
reconocerá, después de un rato, que quizás
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andar, como tal, lo aburre." (Byung-Chul, 2012,
pp. 36).
En La ausencia necesaria hemos relatado
minuciosamente la experiencia que supone la
asociación que establecemos entre caminar y
contemplar potenciando lo que de ritual hay en
esta actitud:
"comenzar el día caminando es una manera
de adentrarse en aquello que no se conoce
con la suavidad de quien va haciéndose con
las cosas, los paisajes y la compañía que
rodea a uno. Pasear era pasar por los
lugares con un actitud abierta a la
fascinación del viaje. Cualquier detalle
podría llamar la atención y ejercer un
estado de asombro que me sacaría del
estado habitual para, en la ausencia,
valorar de manera especial cuanto la retina
retenía. Y todo ello en movimiento, sin
provocar fatiga y alejando cualquier
posibilidad de pereza y cansancio. Caminar
no iba a ser una labor en el viaje, sino el
viaje mismo". (Meana, 2015, p.66)
De igual modo, y como elemento de la
contemplación, vemos que una actitud de
silencio es esencial para estar dispuestos a
recoger aquello que en el estado de ausencia se
genera y que, en el caso de esta experiencia
comunitaria, se agranda al ser copartícipes de la
experiencia:
"Caminar en silencio era una práctica que
abría los poros de la sensibilidad para ser
protagonista de lo que estaba pasando.
Seguir acompasadamente el paso tenía sin
duda un efecto sobre la percepción, no sé
qué extraño y placentero sentir produce,
pero seguir los pasos del compañero es
encontrar la serenidad con el otro que nos
habita y que tantas amargas disputas nos
ofrece a diario". (Meana, 2015, p.67)
Aprender a mirar constituye un primer paso
hacia una espiritualidad que trascienda la mera
contingencia de las cosas. La desaceleración que
produce la contemplación frena el impulso
maquínico de la permanente hiperactividad que,
lejos de dejar espacio para el pensamiento,
convierte a la acción misma en una producción
sin fin. La contemplación, por el contrario,
posibilita el interludio, el espacio del parón, de
la interrupción que nos saca de la actividad
frenética de la producción inagotable.

2.3. La resistencia del no hacer
Resistirse supone una mirada calmada, un
posar la vista lento buscando el deleite y
disfrute, lejos del goce de la inmediatez, como si
fueran las cosas las que buscaran nuestra
mirada:
"Nuestro espacio mental, nuestro espacio
de sensibilidad se va ocupando de las
impresiones que recibimos en ese mirar
diario que nosotros les lanzamos (a los
objetos que se encuentran en el taller) y
que ellos nos devuelven en forma de
impresión. Cuando el mirar nuestro y el
impresionar de los objetos coinciden en un
espacio y en un tiempo concreto, aparece la
posibilidad de la acción concertada que ha
de dar lugar a la construcción de la
imagen". (Meana, 2000, p.32)
Desde esta actitud de frenar los impulsos
más inmediatos para evitar responder de
manera hiperactiva, se genera una conciencia
del no, del retardo, del no hacer, de la ausencia
consciente que emprende una actitud donde el
impulso a responder al instinto se frena, se
retarda como dejando el espacio suficiente para
que haga aparición una actitud creativa abierta,
pensativa y que apunte en una dirección
diferente a la diseñada por el poder. Contemplar
supone más que nunca una negación a
participar. En este caso la contemplación es un
transitar lento, pausado, que nos deja tiempo
para atravesar lo contingente. "La aceleración
suprime cualquier entre-tiempo". (Byung-Chul,
2012, pp. 55)
Se desprende de toda esta actitud que los
estados de ausencia provocan una especie de
interludio, de paréntesis en una sociedad que
nos toca vivir donde precisamente lo que se
busca y prodiga es una dividualización o
potencial individual encaminado a una
hiperproducción vinculada a un pensamiento
positivo. La sociedad tardomoderna no posibilita
ya un pensamiento o potencial como grupo,
como especie a la que hay que sacrificarse en
aras de una mejora colectiva. La sociedad actual
prodiga desde el positivismo una mirada donde
"cada cual lleva consigo su campo de trabajos
forzados" (Byung-Chul, 2012, pp. 48). De ahí que
una actitud contemplativa de cierto placer en el
retardo del no hacer, de experimentar el lento
suceder de las cosas buscando momentos de
cierta identidad y empatía con lo que sucede,
sitúa la creación artista en el foco mismo de una
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creación crítica, resistente a los modelos de
producción.
La potencia negativa, tal y como nos la
define el autor coreano es la que nos interesa
como actitud y proceso de trabajo en este
estado de ausencia que venimos analizando
"la negativa es la potencia del no hacer… Se
diferencia, no obstante, de la mera
impotencia, de la incapacidad de hacer
algo… La potencia negativa excede la
positividad, que se halla sujeta a algo. Es
una potencia del no hacer. Si se poseyera
tan solo la potencia positiva de percibir
algo, sin la potencia negativa de no percibir,
la percepción estaría indefensa, expuesta a
todos los impulsos e instintos atosigantes.
Entonces ninguna "espiritualidad" sería
posible". (Byung-Chul, 2012, pp. 59)
Nuestro sistema social más actual se basa
en una sobreabundancia y en un exceso de
positividad. Byung-Chul hace una clara
diferencia entre los paradigmas sociales de la
negatividad y los de la positividad.
Lejos de una sociedad de lo disciplinar que
resulta punitiva y castigadora, nos encontramos
en un medio que utiliza la huida hacia delante
donde la proyección y la superproducción en un
contexto hiperactivo genera un exceso de
positivismo donde nos vemos obligados a
responder permanentemente. Básicamente en la
negatividad existía un elemento, la otredad, lo
extraño; aquello que no se domina, que es lo
que hay que combatir y con lo que hay que
establecer una relación de protección y ataque
si fuera preciso. Frente a este paradigma de lo
negativo, tenemos la positividad, que es lo que
se da en nuestros días con un exceso creciente y
que acaba con nuestro sentido de lo colectivo,
de comunidad porque lo que se produce es una
relación entre lo individual y lo global.
Anulada la capacidad de enfrentarnos a lo
extraño, Byung-Chul nos dirá que el peligro
radica precisamente en lo idéntico y la violencia
que ello genera, puesto que en los sistemas de
producción, de información y de comunicación
lo que se genera es una "obesidad" encaminada
a alimentar la propia maquinaria de producción,
generando una ansiedad por la falta de límite y
de identificación de un elemento extraño al que
combatir.
Frente a este exceso de positividad, la
opción de la negatividad, no se puede basar en
lo punitivo, en el castigo. Esto exige una
sociedad de la vigilancia y el castigo que ya no
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se da. Pero dentro de esta negatividad es
posible una resistencia basada en no participar
o boicotear ese hacer exigente, que se
incrementa cada vez y que no tiene fin. El arte y
una actitud contemplativa basada en el no hacer
nos lleva a tomar consciencia del sistema y en
intentar, al menos, tomar presencia y participar
de lo particular y singular frente a lo global. Una
actitud que esté basada en lo contemplativo
frente a la sociedad del rendimiento. El no hacer
es, en definitiva, una postura que desvía al
sujeto de los parámetros de producción. El
sujeto inmerso en los procesos de rendimiento
no encuentra el límite, con lo que la
autoexigencia va incrementándose hasta dosis
que pueden acabar con el sujeto mismo. De ahí
la afirmación "La depresión… refleja aquella
humanidad que dirige la guerra contra sí
misma". (Byung-Chul, 2012, p.31)

3. El aparecer
En el análisis y desarrollo de los estados de
ausencia, seguimos, una vez descritos y
contextualizados sus matices, el análisis de
Martin Seel ( Seel, 2010). Frente a la desaparición
de un sujeto imperante de voluntad, ha de
aparecer un sujeto de la percepción que en su
estar en el presente desentrañe mediante la
percepción la experiencia sensible para con el
mundo.
En La ausencia necesaria (Meana, 2015) no
describimos el mundo como realidad estética o
como conjunto de objetos y acontecimientos
estéticos. La posición que se toma es desde el
sujeto que percibe y que trabaja con esa
percepción como experiencia para lo cual ha de
desentrañar y profundizar en su propio estado
provocando una especial sensibilidad. Es decir,
en el libro no se habla desde la aparición del
objeto estético, sino desde la percepción
estética del sujeto, o más bien desde la
predisposición para la percepción estética. No
interesa el qué sino el cómo.
En este mismo sentido es importante
entender que la percepción estética es una
relación con el presente porque hay algo
performativo en ello, es decir construimos esa
percepción en el momento mismo de ser
desarrollada. Es entonces cuando se desvela el
aparecer estético de los objetos y de los
acontecimientos. Seel define este aparecer
como "la interacción de las apariciones
perceptibles y presentes de un objeto en cada
caso" (Seel, 2010, p.77), todo ello fuera de la
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función y valorando en sí mismo el encuentro, el
acontecer.
En la percepción estética Seel registra
diferentes grados, siendo estos posibles, a
nuestro juicio, gracias a los estados de ausencia
donde la voluntad deja de ser imperativa, lo que
provoca un estar en el presente abierto a la
aparición de la percepción estética. Distingue
tres formas en el aparecer que se van acercando
en profundidad al sentido último del aparecer
mismo (Seel, 2010, p.140):
"Si nos limitamos a la presencia sensible de
algo, entonces ese algo viene a la percepción
como un simple aparecer". Esta percepción
estética contemplativa supone que dejamos que
el objeto esté exclusivamente en su aparecer
sensible. Es una forma exclusiva de captar el
presente que no tiene una ambición de
trascender el aquí y el ahora. Es una forma
exclusiva de captar el presente. Este estadio es
el que desarrollamos en gran medida en el libro
La ausencia necesaria (Meana, 2015) cuando
contemplamos paisajes y acontecimiento que no
llegan a ser obras de arte.
"Si en este aparecer se da un reflejo de
nuestra vida, de nuestra experiencia más
personal, entonces estamos hablando de un
aparecer atmosférico". Podemos decir que aquí
la experiencia del sujeto configura al aparecer
un determinado sentido al verse confrontado el
acto mismo de la aparición con lo vivido por el
sujeto de la percepción. "Lo atmosférico se da a
partir de una correspondencia existente entre
las perspectivas y las expectativas de nuestras
vidas, por un lado, y, por otro lado, el modo en el
que aparece una situación a la luz de esas
perspectivas y expectativas." (Seel, 2010, p.144145). Son situaciones en las que cabe pensar en
un saber cargado de referencias culturales y en
la experiencia del propio sujeto. En este sentido
podemos alcanzar este grado de apariencia
atmosférica en las situaciones mencionadas al
comienzo en la que A. Roger nos confronta país
con paisaje. Percibimos culturalmente algo
cuando confrontamos el pasaje recorrido con
una memoria visual y cultural existente como
experiencia y memoria.
"Y si lo percibido se capta como una forma
particular de presentación, entonces estaríamos
hablando de la forma de un aparecer artístico".
Son presentaciones de "constelaciones" que
apuntan a objetos cuya organización posee un
orden particular insustituible de los elementos
significantes. Va más allá del mero aparecer y

del aparecer atmosférico (Seel, 2010, p.148). Son
objetos que en su aparecer quieren darse a
entender y requieren una interpretación por
parte de quienes los contemplan. Esto nos lleva
a pensar que requieren y despiertan un presente
en la experiencia donde la vida del sujeto que
contempla está presente. Podríamos aplicar este
grado del aparecer a los numerosos ejemplos
que se ponen en La ausencia necesaria (Meana,
2015) cuando percibimos la presentación de
pinturas de frescos y nos llevan posteriormente
a reflexionar sobre la pintura y la imagen
fotográfica.
Estas tres formas o estadios del aparecer
están íntimamente relacionadas, transitamos en
la experiencia estética de un estado a otro, y en
ocasiones se experimentan simultáneamente.
Vemos, de acuerdo a esta tesis de Seel, que
para que se produzca un aparecer de orden
estético ha de darse una implicación del sujeto
que percibe en tanto que ha de realizar una
interpretación del objeto o acontecimiento,
participando del orden interno de los elementos
significantes. Añadiríamos que en nuestra
experiencia como creadores, los estados de
ausencia posibilitan la organización de los
elementos significantes, siendo estos estados
una fase inicial del proceso que hace que no
impere una voluntad predeterminada, sino que
en la capacidad de juego con el presente de la
realidad posibilitamos nuevos modos de
organización de los elementos significantes, es
decir, aparece la posibilidad de nuevas
creaciones artísticas y sus interpretaciones.

Conclusiones
Como conclusión podemos afirmar que los
estados de ausencia forman parte de la
experiencia estética en los que una parte del
sujeto desaparece, justamente aquella que tiene
que ver con la imposición de la voluntad, para
adentrarse en experiencias donde la aparición
va a tener lugar en forma de objetos y
acontecimientos de orden estético que se
consideran relevantes para la percepción
sensible de la realidad.
En la experiencia llevada a cabo se ha
utilizado el acto de caminar como estrategia de
desprendimiento y desaparición del sujeto
imperativo de la voluntad, de manera que se ha
hecho posible que actitudes como la
contemplación cobren protagonismo y generen
estrategias de resistencia al utilizar el no hacer
como recurso y posicionamiento creativo frente
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a las corrientes imperantes en la sociedad
positivista del crecimiento exponencial de la
producción. Este aumento de la producción,
lejos de encontrar límites, supone una
responsabilidad para el sujeto que llega a
desbordarlo, suponiendo un quiebro en su
articulación como sujeto y en su relación con el
contexto social.
Los estados de ausencia conllevan el acto
de contemplar como actitud que ha de suponer
una grieta en el sistema hiperproductivo y que
supone una actitud del no hacer impuesto, un
parón, un retardo, un cansancio y una espera
que pone en tela de juicio la velocidad
cambiante de los sistemas de producción, de la
eficacia, de la productividad exigente y
autoexigida
y
totalmente
interiorizada.
Contemplar es un no hacer activo que lejos de
llevar al desánimo, supone una actitud activa

pero lejos de los sistemas de producción.
Contemplar supone romper con la velocidad del
sistema y la sociedad del positivismo en un
proceso que tiene que ver más con un ejercicio
de introspección y de madurez responsable para
con la experiencia desarrollada. Esta experiencia
de la contemplación supone la antesala de la
experiencia estética que da lugar a la aparición,
donde el sujeto se confronta con experiencias
que le han de llevar a una transformación en el
sentido estético del término.
La aparición tiene lugar como un nuevo
orden en la organización de elementos
significantes en determinados objetos y
situaciones, lo que implica que debe haber una
interpretación que se produce en el momento
mismo del acontecer, en un presente que es el
que da sentido y activa tanto el sentido de la
creación como la interpretación del espectador.
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Abstract
Nalini Malani is an Indian contemporary artist who lives in Mumbai. Her work is constructed as a
narrative that interweaves Eastern and Western mythologies and aesthetics forms to address
interreligious violence in India, especially on women. Her emphasis on the feminine figure as a topos of
violence, both received and produced, and as an ambivalent figure, both caring and destroying, locates
her art within feminist discourses. Yet she claims to be beyond this linkage and to be using mythical
images of Medea, Cassandra or Sita as images of conflicts and violence within human psyche, both
feminine and masculine. This paper purports to present her work and the mechanisms of its reception in
order to evaluate its potential cathartic role on collective consciousness regarding communal violence
in India and elsewhere, both for and Indian and international audience, a function which she claims for
her art.
Keywords: Nalini Malani, contemporary Indian art, Partition, mythology and art, feminism and art,
Collective Unconscious, catharsis, chora, Julia Kristeva, the abject.

Nalini was born in Karachi in 1946, a year
prior to the partition between India and Pakistan
that followed the independence from the British
Empire. She went into exile to Calcutta in 1947
with her parents, and moved to Bombay in 1954.
The Partition has marked her personality and
her work as she “tried to make sense of the
feelings of loss, exile and nostalgia” that have
overshadowed her childhood. 1 Yet it was not
until 1992, after the destruction of the Babri
Mosque in Ayodhya by Hindu extremists, that
interreligious violence became weaved into her
work, indirectly through the performance Medea,
after Heiner Muller’s play, and the works which
derived therefrom; directly through a series of
multimedia installations such as Remembering
Toba Tek Singh of 1998, Hamlet Machine, 19992000, Stains 2000, Unity in Diversity, 2003, Mother
India: Transactions in the Construction of pain,
2005, and the recent – and haunting – In Search
of vanished blood, 2012 (fig. 1).
The capacity of her works to woo audiences
stems from three main elements. One is her
emphasis on the corporal and the local as
1

Nalini Malani, “Unity in diversity”, Nalini Malani, [exhibition catalogue,
Irish Museum of Modern Art, July-October 2007], Dublin, Irish Museum
of Modern Art et Milan: Charta, 2007, p. 99. See also Johan Pijnappel
(ed.), “Nalini Malani”, Crossing Currents: Video Art and Cultural Identity,
[exh. cat. Lalit Kala Akademi New Delhi, 2004], Royal Netherlands
Embassy publication, 2006, pp. 81-87, p. 82.

www.journalonarts.org

vehicles for memories of sensations and
emotions. The second is her painting technique,
on reverse acrylic paper with acrylic and enamel,
combined into installations with moving
pictures, videos, and sound.
The third element is the content she uses,
based on myths taken from both Indian and
Western traditions, that address the mind
through metaphors long established, playing
with archaic patterns, to which she manages to
give a contemporary relevance.

Fig. 1. In Search of vanished blood, 2012, six channel video/shadow
play with five rotating reverse painted Mylar cylinders, sound, 11
min., dimensions variable. © Malini Malani
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Thus Malani convenes multiple universes,
combining text and images, present and past,
locality and globality into a kind of theatre in
which facts are mixed with affects – anger and
sorrow, fear and disgust, love and sacrifice – that
relate to individual and collective life story. We
shall examine successively the role of these
three elements in the reception of Malani’s
works and its power, asserted by the artist, to
assuage intercommunity hatred, by performing a
catharsis.

The role of the corporal and the local in
Malani’s work
Nalini displays a constant desire to link her
work to a place, to the physical and to psychic
sensations which inform peoples’ experience of
a place. In 1980 she participated with five male
artists – Vivan Sundaram, Bhupen Khakkar, Jogen
Chowdhury, Gulam Mohammed Sheikh and
Sudhir Patwardhan – in the exhibition conceived
by the critic Geeta Kapur's Places for People,
which focused on the indigenous and the local,
in an anti-modernist gesture. 2 It marked the first
occurrence of Post-modern thought in India.3
Malani contributed His Life, a series of eight
paintings started in 1978, recounting the life of
an ordinary man, his personal and professional
relationships, asserting the importance of the
collective in the construction of individual
identity and the fragmentary nature of it, made
of juxtapositions of distinct “me”, built by others.
At the time, she herself lived and worked in
the commercial district of Lohar Chawl, located
near the docks, in South Mumbai. The vibrant
location in which commercial activity is mixed
with religious temples and service industry, will
later inspire a series of monotypes, called Lohar
Shawl, 1991, which, like an emotional map,
superimpose various impressions from the
bazaar, as if pressing on the inner world of the
artist visual, olfactory, auditory sensations
received from the colourful and noisy alleys.
Emphasizing the link between the individual and
the collective, Malani hereby manifests the
importance of living communities, as well as of
bodily sensations and emotions, in the
construction of a particular memory. She says:

Memory is what you are, past is in the
present and in the future. Memory means
the collective Memory – Memory of the
race, Memory of the community. 4
This dual – individual and social –
construction of one’s identity, although a priori
universally shared, 5 appears in this quote as
related specifically to Hindu culture in which the
real and the imaginary, the past, present and the
future, the individual and the collective are
enmeshed, particularly through the concept of
karma, according to which the body is the
vehicle of successive lives, made of meetings,
exchanges, dividers, accidents.6

Fig. 2. Remembering Toba Tek Singh, 1998, four channel, twelve
monitor video installation, twelve in trunks. 20 min., sound,
dimensions variable. © Malini Malani

After years of painting, Malani will turn to
installations in 1998, with Remembering Toba Tek
Singh, (fig. 2), that plays precisely with this
bodily, communal and mnemonic dimension.
The installation consists of iron canteens
containing small video screens, placed at the
centre of a room, lined with large screens. On
the small screens, archival images of the
Partition show scenes of domestic life of
refugees on the road of exile, including
childbirth. They are dubbed by a voice telling the
short story by the Pakistani writer Saadat Hasan
Manto, of 1955, from which it borrows its title.
The story tells the forced exodus of a patient of
Lahore psychiatric hospital, a Sikh born in the
town of Toba Tek Singh which the authorities
have decided to send to an Indian psychiatric
4

2

Place for People, exhibition Jehangir Art gallery, Bombay, 1980,
Rabindra Bhavan, Delhi, 1981. Geeta Kapur presents the project on line
http://www.afterall.org/online/geeta-kapur-on-the-curatorial-inindia-part2. (All websites mentioned in this text are active on 1st April
2015).
3
See Parvez Kabir, cited in Jyoti Dhar, “Nalini Malani, in the heart of
darkness,” Art Asia Pacific, N° 84, July-August 2013, pp. 57-63, p. 58.
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Nalini Malani cited in ibid., p. 63. She also says that up to now her
mother – who is 93 – recalls the sights, the smells, the food, and her
house in Karachi (Nalini Malani in conversation with the author, May
2015).
5
Regarding the link between collective and individual memory in the
West, see Maurice Halbwachs, La Mémoire collective, Paris: PUF, 1950.
6
Malani is not a Hindu though, her mother being a Sikh and her father
a Theosophist (Malani in Johan Pijnappel, op. cit., p. 82).
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hospital, three years after the Partition. Brought
by bus to the frontier and asked to cross the no
man’s land to the other side, he refuses to
choose side and lets himself die in the
undisputed land. The domestic images in the
canteens – an object associated to moving –
oppose the “big story,” told by the large screens
distributed around the room, showing images of
international nuclear conflict: The explosion of
the atomic bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, US
nuclear testing in the Pacific atolls, conflict in
the Balkans. The work has been triggered by
India’s announcement of its possessing the
nuclear bomb, a claim that Pakistan will make a
few days later. Malani use of unrelated archival
images eschews a direct commentary,
underpinning the role of memories and rancour
in new conflicts. Some images are blurred copies
made with a VCR.
Between these displays, images shot by
Malani show two women facing each other, one
supposedly Indian and the other Pakistani. They
are busy completing the same domestic task, the
folding of a sari. As Malani explains, the display
of the same learned gestures reveals their
kinship beyond political and nationalist rift, as in
this vast double exile, rapes and abductions
were committed, women exchanged as spoils of
war and symbols of power of each nation.7
With this narrative Malani wants to pay
tribute to women that provide food and care for
their families in wars and on the roads of exile,
without being allowed to participate in the
process of decision making. The allegory is
transparent (perhaps too much): madness and
death is on the side of history – decided by men
– life and restraint on women side.8
The mosaic of images, some blurred, some
clear, evokes memories, a mixed of emotions
and recollections, of inner and collective images,
and purports to “reconnect the collective
consciousness.” 9 Geeta Kapur sees Malani’s
images as a transitional object by which the
artist brings back the collectively repressed, like
Melanie Klein who used play to enter into
7

Four years later a reverse exchange was enforced, women being
requested to return to their homeland, undergoing a second exile,
tearing apart their family ties.
8
Murtaza Vali, “Nalini Malani, her Cassandra Complex,” Art Asia Pacific,
N° 63, May-June 2009, electronic version, online
http://artasiapacific.com/Magazine/63/HerCassandraComplexNaliniM
alani.
9
Cited in Johan Pijnappel, “Selected biography: Compulsions toward a
filmic view,” Nalini Malani, Arjun Appadurai, Carolyn ChristovBakargiev, et al., 2012, p. 60- 87, p. 76.

dialogue with the unconscious of her young
patients.10
In 2005 Malani returns to the theme of
intercommunity violence with the video
installation Mother India: Transactions in the
Construction of pain, which invites the viewer to
confront the lie behind the noble and lovable
image of the motherland, in view of recurrent
interethnic attacks. On five large screens images
of the Partition, followed by anti-Muslim attacks
in Gujarat in 2002, alternate with the quiet faces
of women engaged in domestic duties,
archetypes of gentleness and compassion,
combined with images of Hindu war divinities –
such as Durga on her tiger. These images remind
the viewer of the ambivalence of Hindu female
deities, which are both protective and
destructive, an ambivalence that Hindu
fundamentalists, according to Malani, want
erased, postulating that Hinduism is all peace
while Islam is violent and the source of evil.11 A
burning mouth recalls the terrible deeds of the
Gujarat incidents while the voice of a woman
and a man are heard in succession, recalling the
reactions of women abducted during the
Partition and that of Indian parliamentarians
who dismissed them:12 The shrill, hysterical voice
of the woman shouts, “Do you take me for a
machine?” The male voice replies, with a “Nehru”
tone, that “the honour of the state is at stake.” 13
The title is inspired by an essay, “Language
and body: transactions in construction of pain”,
of 1996, by the anthropologist Veena Das, which
questions the meaning of the abduction of
women as markers of ethnic groups’ relative
power during the Partition. 14 Using a complex
intertextuality, Malani’s installation also refers
indirectly to Rabindranath Tagore’s novel The
Home and the World, of 1916, which evokes the
appropriation by the Indian nationalist
movement of the divine status of women –
regarded as the supreme deity Devi, mother of
the world – and its transfer to the image of the
nation, deified as the “Great Mother”, “Mother
10

See Geeta Kapur, “Body as gesture: Indian women artists at work,”
Vidya Dehejia (ed.), Representing the Body: Gender Issues in Indian Art,
New Delhi: Kali for women, 1997, p. 166-197, p. 184.
11
Nalini Malani, “Stories retold,” Nalini Malani, 2007, p. 87.
12
Veena Das, “Language and body: Transactions in the Construction of
Pain,” Daedalus, Vol. 125, N° 1, “Social Suffering” (Winter 1996), p. 67-91,
p. 87.
13
Ella Mudie, “Disembodied Voices, Nalini Malani: Mother India, Art
Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney,” The Aesthetica Blog, accessible
on line http://aestheticamagazine.blogspot.fr/2012/ 02/disembodiedvoices-nalini-malani-mother.html.
14
Das, “Language and body: transactions in the construction of pain,”
op. cit.
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India”. This equivalence, according to Tagore,
permanently deprived women of their
subjecthood.15 For Malani the traditional and
nationalist patriarchal discourse that associates
women to divinities transforms them into
emblem of fortitude but at the same time into
objects of use, in both cases into “an inferior
category of human beings without rights,”16
which explains their use as war take.
Veena Das both underlines and further
complexifies this transactional game in regard to
the Partition, suggesting that the silence which
the women abducted and later returned have
maintained in regard to their suffering, is related
to their self-espousing of this sacred role: “In the
work of mourning in many societies it is the
transactions between language and body,
especially in the gendered division of labour, by
which the antiphony of language and silence
recreates the world in the face of tragic loss.”17
According to Das the body of the reified Indian
woman is the receptacle of violence, an object
without rights, but also the mediator of a repair
process, since women are, in traditional
societies, in charge of lamentation rituals. They
symbolically absorb pain through ritual songs.
This idea of the female body as a site of “the
transaction of pain” is expressed in the
installation Mother India, through its title, yet
Malani had previously explored this theme in a
mesmerizing series called Mutant, of 1994-1996.
The latter consists in so called “mutant”
bodies, sturdy female figures in black and white
dye painted on milk carton paper. Some face the
spectator in a position of offering, their arms
extended and hands opened, or of threat, their
sexual attributes undifferentiated: Mutant II
Series A, of 1994, shows a masculine face over
massive shoulders, its flat and hairy chest
monstrously echoing the black triangle of the
pubic hair planted between its monumental
thighs. The left hand is hidden in the back. The
index and middle fingers of the raised right hand
are covered with finger puppets. They seem to
be moving to attract or distract an invisible
subject, implicitly located to the right of the
painting in the direction of its gaze. These
monstrous figures, evoking violence and the
abject, first appeared in her Medea’s projects
around 1994. They were painted on milk
cardboards to suggest tainted milk, and were

related to undisclosed nuclear tests by the US in
the Marshall Islands, leading to malformations. 18
A new series called Body as site-Mutant III series
B of 1996, shows among others a potent and
violent maternal body, armed with a pistol,
threatening the gentle figure of a child (fig. 3).
The paintings have been washed away with milk
by female performers at the 2nd Asia-Pacific
Triennial (Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane,
Australia). This performance suggests a ritual
cleaning/erasing of the abject painting.

Fig. 3. Body as Site: Mutant III Series B, of 1996, fabric dye painting
and milk carton paper, 142 x 96 cm. © Malini Malani

Therefore the series conveys the topic of
milk as an absorber of violence which is also
staged in Malani’s installation Stains, 2000 (fig.
4).

Fig. 4 Stains, 2000, stop motion animation video, colour, sound, 7. 50
min., dimensions variable. © Malini Malani

15

Veena Das herself discusses Tagore’s novel in ibid., p. 72 et seq.
Nalini Malani, “Woman in myth,” Nalini Malani, op. cit., 2007, p. 113.
17
Das, op. cit., p. 68.
16
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See “Nalini Malani, Mutant series B,” in The visual Library / The
Legacy
Project,
accessible
on
line
http://www.legacyproject.org/index.php?page=art_detail_large&artID=878&num=3.
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Stains
consists
of
watercolours
representing blood, bones, internal fluids
(lymph, plasma), filmed and then projected by
means of a video projector on a “screen” of milk
in the form of a gigantic latex ball / breast. To
see the images, the viewer must get inside of a
circle that encloses the device. The title and the
installation suggest both that milk cleanses the
blood and that it is stained by it. Reducing the
female body to a giant udder that washes
violence, the work establishes a correspondence
between woman and society, in which her role is,
according to the traditional association with
Devi, to cuddle and nourish. However, the blood
that impregnates this enormous mass also
suggests that this nurturing role is made at her
expense, as testimonies of the Partition suggest:
“What is there to be proud in a woman's body –
everyday it is polluted by being consumed,” says
a woman raped during the Partition. 19 The breast
carries the memories of violence, which women
keep within themselves, like a poison, in order to
protect their families: “Just as a woman's body is
made so that she can hide the faults of her
husband deep within her, so she can drink all
pain – take the stance of silence”20, says another.
Malani proposes that the body of women
sublimates horror, by turning it into a monstrous
teat, tainted with the spirit of the dead.
These installations are the metaphor of the
body as the locus of violence and a mean to
erase this violence. We need to explore Malani’s
techniques and contents to understand how this
process is carried out.

The role of Malani’s technique
Since the 1990s Malani has abandoned oil
painting on canvas. She now paints with acrylic
mixed with enamel on a transparent Mylar sheet,
which she attaches to a canvas or folds into a
circular lantern, placing the painted side on the
inside. This demanding technique does not allow
correction. She drops a pool of paint on the
Mylar, then extends and refines it with the tip of
the brush in order to build creatures out of it.
Because the enamel is sticky, the shapes are
often indistinct. They seem to float. The lack of
perspective and bright colours are inspired by
the Kalighat paintings – a Bengali tradition of
popular religious imagery of Goddess Kali – in an
19
20

Cited by Das, op. cit., p. 85.
Ibid.

attempt by the artist to connect the present and
the past:
Kalighat is a very important moment in
Indian art for me [....] And for me to make
my own figure, but with a Kalighat stroke, I
would like to make the viewer recall […] the
resonance of the past from that period in
the nineteenth century, interjecting it into
the present [...] These are the little things
that I do [...]; you meander through it, like in
a labyrinth [thanks to] the curiosity to
understand why a figure has two heads and
a tail. 21
The paintings are sometimes combined with
multiple sound and light effects, sometimes with
videos. The projected images spread and move
slowly onto the walls, floors and ceiling of the
room, dominating the viewer who is immersed in
the interplay of violent and redeeming images
and sounds, and directly challenged by it. Malani
thus constructs a multifaceted experience based
on storytelling schemes that continues a popular
oral and visual tradition, and purports to eschew
class boundaries: “The paintings are like the
pages of a book,” 22 says the artist emphasizing
also the influence of traditional Pat Bengali
painting, or Patachira, a succession of images on
horizontal or vertical rolls, telling mythological
or folkloric stories “like a comic book style.”23
Using Patachira as well as Kalighat painting style
she hopes to involve the average Indian, less as
ease with contemporary art. 24 Yet she wants to
challenge the storytelling, that has become
“petrified”: “My idea is not only to retell the
stories in a new form but also in new
configurations.”25
The installation In Search of Vanished
Blood, 2012, presented at Documenta 13,
exemplifies
this
multimedia
technique.
Accompanied by the prosody of an Indian singer,
followed by strident voices announcing
prophecies, the Mylar cylinders project on the
walls gigantic images of deities, as in Ajanta’s
21

Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in
conversation with Nalini Malani,” Nalini Malani, Arjun Appadurai,
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, et al., Nalini Malani, In Search of vanished
blood, Ostfildern, Hatje Cantz, Cassel: Documenta and Museum
Fridericianum Veranstaltungs, 2012, pp. 12-35, p. 26.
22
Vali, op. cit.
23
Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in
conversation with Nalini Malani,” op. cit., p. 14.
24
Ibid., p. 16.
25
Johan Pijnappel, “Nalini Malani: Interview with Nalini Malani from
the iCon India Catalogue produced for the Indian show at the 51 Venice
Biennale,”
accessible
on
line
on
the
artist
website,
http://www.nalinimalani.com/texts/venice.htm.
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caves. In a soundtrack made of collages, Malani
combines oral excerpts from several sources: In
Search of Vanished Blood, a poem by Faiz Ahmed
Faiz, regarding the silence of women victims of
the Partition; Cassandra, a novel by a
contemporary Austrian writer, Christa Wolf26 and
Draupadi, by Mahasweta Devi, 1988,27 a short
story about a Bengali raped by police while
defending the land of her tribe against the
appetite of British settlers. Draupadi is originally
the name of a mythical figure of the epic
Mahabharata (4th c. BCE) that escapes rape
thanks to the protection of Krishna. In
Mahasweta Devi’s short story she is an
Aboriginal, of the tribe of Santal, arrested by
Senanayak, the educated head of the local
police, who reads anti-fascist journals. After
being raped by her guards, she walks naked into
Senanayak’s office, like a monstrous apparition:
Draupadi pushes Senanayak with her two
mangled breasts, and for the first time,
Senanayak is afraid to stand before an
unarmed target, terribly afraid. 28
According to Gayatri Spivak, Senanayak
represents the complicity of the bourgeoisie at
the service of the British Raj, as well as of
herself, as a well-meaning intellectual who tends
to ignore local realities:
When we wander out of our own academic
and First-World enclosure, we share
something like a relationship with
Senanayak's doublethink. […] For the rest of
the world's women, the sense of whose
personal micrology is difficult (though not
impossible) for us to acquire, we fall back
on a colonialist theory of most efficient
information retrieval. […] As I see their
photographs in women's-studies journals or
on book jackets – indeed, as I look in the
glass – it is Senanayak with his anti-Fascist
paperback that I behold.29
Similarly Malani seeks to plug the breach of
indifference that has opened between the
globalized Indian bourgeoisie, to which she
belongs herself, and the popular classes, victims
26

Christa Wolf, Cassandra, the Premise and the Story [1984], Alain
Lance and Renate Lance-Otterbein (trans.), Paris: Stock, 2003.
27
Mahasweta Devi,, “Draupadi”, Gayatri Spivak (trans.) Multitudes, N°
29,
February
2007,
pp.
37-49,
accessed
online
at
http://www.cairn.info/revue-multitudes-2007-2-page-37.htm.
28
Mahasweta Devi, “Draupadi”, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (intro. and
transl.), Multitudes, N° 29, Feb. 2007, pp. 381-402, accessible on line
http://www.cairn.info/revue-multitudes-2007-2-page-37.htm, p. 402.
29
Spivak, introduction to “Draupadi”, op. cit., 2007, p. 382.
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of ethnic violence as well as “abject poverty”,
through mythical narratives. 30

Myth as interclass vocabulary
In an attempt to formulate a language
“potentially shared” Malani uses mythical figures
as myth is, she says, “a universal language [that]
creates a bond with the viewer,” particularly in
India where mythical narratives are performed
everyday.31 Yet she convokes exclusively female
figures, taken from Indian and Western
mythology: Medea, Cassandra, Sita, Raddha. In
ancient and contemporary collective imagination
they all represent abjection and folly, says
Malani who uses those figures to address the
violence of Indian society, but also all human
beings transformed into “mutant” beings by
violence.32 Among these various appropriations,
the figure of Medea is distinguished by its
multiple occurences.
The Myth of Medea
Malani began working sporadically on
Medea in 1974. Her first encounter with the Greek
myth came through a stay in Paris where she
attended the Sorbonne and visited the Louvre.
But the myth of Medea became pregnant after
1993, when the actress and director Alaknanda
Samarth presented the artist with the drama
Medea-material by the German play writer
Heiner Muller, 33 and invited Malini to paint the
decor for her performance at the Max Mueller
Bhavan Centre in Mumbay. Medea then became
for Malani the metaphor of a destroyed woman. 34
The staging was followed by the installation
Medeaproject, 1995-1996, that presented the
different stages of Medea from high priestess in
Colchide, to bride, to poisoner, through three
successive dresses painted on mylar with bright
colours. 35 On the walls, the Mutant series showed
black naked bodies, of uncertain gender,
covered with white gouache dots. The paintings
combined with the dresses appear as the
metaphor of the body inhabited by the poison of
30

Vali, op. cit.
Johan Pijnappel, “Nalini Malani: Interview with Nalini Malani from
the iCon India Catalogue produced for the Indian show at the 51 Venice
Biennale,” op. cit.
32
Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, op. cit., 2012, p. 22.
33
Heiner Müller, Despoiled Shore Medea-material Landscape with
Argonauts [1982], Dennis Redmond (transl.), 2002, accessible on line
http://members.efn.org/~dredmond/despoiled.pdf.
34
Malani, “Woman in myth,” in Nalini Malani, 2007, op. cit., p. 61.
35
Kamala Kapoor, and Amita Desai, (eds.), Nalini Malani: Medeaprojekt,
Bombay, Max Mueller Bhavan, 1997.
31
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untold deeds, that cannot find any dwelling, as
conceived by Muller: “I want to break humanity
in two / And live in the empty middle I / No
woman no man.” 36 They also echo the unspoken
words of the women violated during the
Partition evoked by Das above, a silence that
keeps them in a twilight zone:
When women's bodies were made the
passive witnesses of the disorder of the
Partition in this manner, how did women
mourn the loss of self and the world? […]
Sometimes a woman would remember
images of fleeing, but as one woman
warned me, it was dangerous to remember.
These memories were sometimes compared
to poison that makes the inside of the
woman dissolve, as a solid is dissolved in a
powerful liquid (andar hi andar ghulja rahi
h ai). At other times a woman would say
that she is like a discarded exercise book in
which the accounts of past relationships
were kept – the body, a parchment of
losses.37
The comparison with Medea fits the process
of self-imposed alienation described by Das who
says that the women “use the metaphor of
pregnancy – hiding pain, giving it a home just
like a child is given a home in the woman’s body
[but with a difference, as] unlike the child, which
the woman will be able to offer to the husband,
this holding of the pain inside must never be
allowed to be born.” 38 The proximity of the
metaphors used by women facing actual events,
reported by Das, with Malani’s installation
underscores her capacity to transform literary
texts into images, that then become metaphor
for traumas of various kinds. This is indeed the
power of myths, which the artwork emulates.

The repair process in the work of Malani
In the work related to Medea, as in Mother
India, Stains, and the Mutant series, Malani
establishes a correspondence between the
feminine and the sacred, both divine and
monstrous. This form of female sanctity is
present in Indian culture, as suggested by Veena
Das, but Griselda Pollock also evokes Western
occurrences such as the figure of Isis and the
36

Nalini Malani quoting Heiner Muller, the artist website, accessible
on line http://www.nalinimalani.com/installations/ Medea.htm,
37
Das, op. cit., p. 84.
38
Ibid., p. 85.

“Red cow” of the Bible. 39 Isis, the head crowned
with horns, is restorative. She picks up the
pieces of the body of her husband Osiris,
murdered and dismembered by his brother, thus
becoming a deity of “restauration” of life. The
Red cow is a figure linked to purifying sacrifices
after a contact with the world of the dead.40 It
consists in spraying the subject with water mixed
with the ashes of a sacrificed cow. This mixture is
called mei niddab, a term that translates as
”menstrual water” and ”water of separation”.41
Thus the ritual evokes the healing power of
menstrual blood and the feminine in general.
Can we compare Medea, Stains, the Mutant
series and the performance Body as site, to a
ritual cleansing of death, like the ritual of the
“Red cow”? Veena Das uses the Kristevan
concept of “pregnancy” in regards to the role of
women in purification processes,42 and it may be
appropriate to convoke this concept into the
interpretation of Malani’s works, who quoted
Kristeva’s essay Experiencing the Phallus as
Extraneous in a recent exhibition a at Kiran
Nadar museum. Kristeva said:
The maternal body is in a position to
transform the violence of eroticism […] into
tenderness. The maternal body is the
frontier for that translation that permits a
human being to live, to not become
psychotic, to not die in solitude, but to live.
This gives woman an enormous role,
namely the destiny of humanity is in the
hands of women. 43
Nevertheless I find it more appropriate to
refer to the concept of the amorphous,
monstrous and archaic maternal body to which
Kristeva refers in The Revolution of Poetic
Language as the container of the subject before
the subject, and which she compares to the
Platonic chora. 44
39

Griselda Pollock, “Sacred cows: Wanderings in feminism,
psychoanalysis and anthropology,” Griselda Pollock and Victoria
Turvey Sauron (eds), The Sacred and the Feminine, Imagination and
Sexual Difference, London, New York, I. B. Tauris, 2008, pp. 9-48, p. 29 et
30. Regarding the kinship between Greek and Indian feminine deities
see Wendy Doniger, Splitting the Difference: Gender and Myth in
Ancient Greece and India, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999.
40
Ibid., p. 31.
41
Ibid., p. 35, 36.
42
Das, op. cit., p. 85.
43
Julia Kristeva, “Experiencing the Phallus as extraneous, or Women’s
twofold Oedipus complex”, in Griselda Pollock (guest ed.), “Julia
Kristeva 1966-96: aesthetics, politics, ethics,” Parallax, N° 8, JulySeptember 1998, p. 29-44, p. 41.
44
Julia Kristeva, La Révolution du langage poétique, Paris, Le Seuil,
1974, p. 22 et seq. The original text is: “Nous empruntons le terme de
chora à Plato dans le Timée pour désigner une articulation toute
provisoire, essentiellement mobile [incertaine et indéterminée que]
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The chora is a period of uncertainty, “of
rupture and linkage,” prior to “spatiality and
temporality.” 45 “It predates and underlies
figuration, thus specularization, and is only
analogous to the vocal or kinesthetic rhythm.” 46
It is opposed to discourse (social, patriarchal)
because “it is never fixed.” 47 The chora is time
and place “without argument, without position”;
Plato refers to it as “nurturing and maternal.” 48
Within it begins a structuring of the subject but
an
unstable,
shifting
structuring
“that
temporarily articulates discontinuities and
reshuffles them constantly.” 49 It precedes the
cogito 50 and the learning of language that aims
to freeze the cogito and takes place in a
“negative” process in a “detachment from the
mother's body” and a rejection of the “mobility
of the chora.”51
The chora is the figure of the abject,
because a return to this stage threatens the
symbolic order of “the Law of the father”
embedded in language, and the integrity of the
subject.52 This return may however be a purifier.
Reopening the borders between the conscious
and preconscious subject, it participates in a
process of “purification”, says Kristeva.53 It is a
return to an indeterminate stage (especially
sexually) of the ego that occurs during a process,
be it ritual, psychoanalytic, or artistic, and allows
a catharsis.54 The mutant females of Malani,
black bodies riddled with white dots, these
asexual and threatening bodies, painted on milk
cartons, and Stains can be understood as
representation of the abject and the chora. Their
“erasure” is akin to a “purifying” ritual that
symbolically allows “a detachment from the
mother's body,” from the kingdom of the dead
so as to regain life. Their symbolic efficiency
prays on their resemblance with Western and
Eastern ritual processes such as the Red cow,
and also tantric practices related to Kali, an
inner journey toward the indeterminate.55
nous distinguerons […] d’une disposition qui relève déjà de la
représentation.”
45
Ibid.
46
Ibid., p. 24.
47
Ibid., p. 23
48
Ibid., p. 25.
49
Ibid.
50
Ibid., p. 34.
51
Ibid., p. 44.
52
Kristeva, Le Pouvoir de l’horreur, Paris, Le Seuil, 1980, p. 24.
53
Pollock, op. cit., p. 31.
54
Kristeva, Le Pouvoir de l’horreur, op. cit., p. 24.
55
See Christine Vial Kayser, Le Spirituel dans l’art d’Anish Kapoor,
Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2013, p. 82 et seq.
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Other works by Malani can also be
understood as part of this return to a stage prior
to language and cogito: In the series painting
Splitting the Other a Medealike female figure
drags two dead children, sometimes two brains,
still attached by an umbilical cord, in a world
populated by nightmarish figures: insects, larvae,
monstrous animals. What is at stake, says
Malani, is to trace the source of the
“mutation,” 56 when Medea becomes a monster,
and to erase her violence by internalizing it:
“Death must be internalized to be erased,” 57 she
says.

Conclusion: The Cathartic effect of Malani’s
works
At a recent conference entitled From the
affect or “The intense depth of the words,” 58 Julia
Kristeva states that the affect is a dynamic
mechanism associated with impulses – “horror,
pity, shame, disgust, shame, anger, anxiety,
phobia, fear, hatred, violence, sensation of
dying, grief, pain [...] but also joy, jubilation,
tenderness, peace, pleasure, the exaltation.” 59 It
arises outside of the realm of reason, thanks to
the poetic process and allows “an overhaul of
metaphysical categories” (body / soul, matter /
mind, in / out, inside / outside). By promoting a
return to the unconscious self, to an id, where
the categories are cut into pieces, it allows a
reassembling of the pieces in a different order.
Such a proposal seems to explain Malani’s
process on which she writes (regarding Stains):
Body fluids, secretions, mucous, ooze,
bubble and stain living tissue. These morph
into humans that act ambiguously toward
each other: loving, hating, killing each other.
Finally the mass of bones that remain form
a pair of bloody hands that seem to almost
come together but instead a bomb pops out
from between the palms and explodes. The
death oozes bubbles out and is evacuated. 60
The repair process conveyed by the work of
art is distinct from the psychoanalytic treatment
as it relates to an archaic and poetic order. A
56

“Splitting the Other,” Nalini Malani, 2007, p. 125.
See Payal Kapadia, Cassandra’s Gift, 2012, a film on Documenta 13,
excerpt on line http://vimeo.com/42065716.
58
Julia Kristeva, De l'affect ou ‘L'intense profondeur des mots’, Milan,
Facultà Teologica dell'Italia Settentrionale, 23-24 fév. 2010, accessible
on line http://www.kristeva.fr/de-l-affect.html.
59
Ibid.
60
Nalini Malani, the artist’s website http://www.nalinimalani
.com/video/stains.htm.
57
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transfer seems to occur nevertheless between
the image and the spectator, in which the
emotion is replayed and amended. This transfer
is understood in traditional Indian theatre,
according to the theory of rasa, as a
correspondence
between
the
physical
manifestations of the eight major emotions,
which the actors enact, and the spectator’s
emotional states. It takes place when the
spectator’s is in an appropriate mood, which
depends both on him and on the potency of the
staging. 61 Those rasa, or emotional experiences,
are associated in pairs, one giving way to the
other: love/laugh; value/wonder; anger/sorrow;
In
Malani’s
works
two
distaste/fear.62
associations are highlighted: anger and sorrow,
distaste and fear. We may understand her works
according to the theory of rasa as healing the
fear (of others) triggered by distaste, and an
atonement of the sorrow brought about by anger
and finally a sense of value linked to an
experience of wonder (brought about the works
themselves). The emotion of the spectator in
view of the abject presented in the image seems
to be absorbed into an interstitial space, the no
man's land opened by violence and the
prohibition of its public disclosing, which the
object mediates.
The work reaches an international audience
thanks to its sensitive portrayal of a wounded
body and mind, its juxtaposition of violent and
peaceful images, mediated by the shiny semi
transparent painting or by the slowly moving
images, evocative of internal fluids and of the
way emotions slowly take form within percepts.
The installations are staged in a performative
way, combining images, rhythm and sounds with
the displacement of the spectator. This aurality
recreates the real while it transcends it into a
mythical narrative that can involve the average
indian.63 The enlarged and moving images
accompanied by text read aloud, evoke the
drama and contemporary trauma seen through
the eyes of a frightened witness (the artist
herself) but, according to Geeta Kapur, Malani
even wants to escape her own body and mind in
order to identify herself with the average man
and woman, in a “desire of [collective]
61

Édith Parlier-Renault, “Les Rasa dans la sculpture et la peinture de
l’Inde”, in Véronique Alexandre Journeau and Christine Vial Kayser
(eds.), Notions esthétiques, la perception sensible organisée,
L’Harmattan, 2015, pp. 289-305, p. 289.
62
Ibid., p. 291; see also Ranjana Thapalyal, “Sringara Rasa,” Griselda
Pollock and Victoria Turvey-Sauron (eds.), p. 136.
63
Malani in “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in conversation with Nalini
Malani,” op. cit., 2012, p. 16.

belonging.” 64 Thus the work expresses a
collective memory. It is therefore embedded in a
triple Indian tradition: that of Patachira, a
mythical, religious or folk narrative illustrated
with pictures animated by the narrator, that of
the theatre, in which emotions are elicited and
reshuffled but also in that of the Indian
autobiography of the early 20th century, in which
the author expresses his/her feelings not as an
individual caught in history, but as a privileged
witness of a collective situation. In this tradition
the narrator’s individuality exists only as a
member of a group, and his/her storytelling,
according to Partha Chatterjee, is a kind of
participation in the public space “as a show or
performance”. 65 Thus Malani's work is the
expression of a collective voice. It both
manifests and compensates symbolically the
absence of collective acknowledgement of
intercommunity violence in India.66 It echoes
Veena Das's proposal regarding mourning rituals
conducted by women both in ancient Greece and
in Punjab. Das distinguishes “good death” from
bad “silent death”, “without the support of loved
ones,” after which the spirit of the dead remains
on earth as a ghost, unburied, whereas “the
objectification of the sorrow” in the loved one –
and in the community at large – 67 manifests the
admission of loss. It thus provides a “substitute
body” to the spirit of the dead that allows “the
ghost to finally become an ancestor.”68 This
mourning is done by women while men stand by,
mute: “The task of mourning for the men was to
hear this silence, to mold it by their presence.”69
Das adds:
It appears to me that just as women drank
the pain so that life could continue, so men
longed for an unheroic martyrdom by which
they could invite the evil back upon
themselves and humanize the enormous
looming images of nation and sexuality. 70
64

Geeta Kapur, op. cit., p. 185.
Voir Partha Chatterjee, History in the Vernacular, Ranikhet:
Permanent Black, 2008, p. 420.
66
Regarding the absence of a collective acknowledgement of the
Partition in Indian collective psyche see Urvashi Butalia (ed.), Partition:
The Long Shadow, New Delhi, London, Zubaan/Penguin, 2015,
especially Sukeshi Kamra, “Engaging Traumatic Histories: The 1947
Partition of India in Collective Memory”, ch. 8.
67
“Instead, we begin to think of pain as asking for acknowledgment
and recognition; denial of the other's pain is not about the failings of
the intellect but the failings of the spirit. In the register of the
imaginary, the pain of the other not only asks for a home in language
but also seeks a home in the body.” Das, op. cit., p. 88.
68
Ibid., p. 78-81.
69
Ibid., p. 87.
70
Ibid.
65
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Malani’s
installations
that
manifest
madness in the public space are imbued with
this feminine quality of collective mourning that
distinguishes her work from the individualistic
and solitary literary work of Manto, that lead him
to madness and suicide. 71
The inspiration of the artist stems from
contemporary Indian history and culture but her
work conveys a transnational vision of a conatus,
71

Ibid., p. 87 et 89.

a principle of collective life: that of a world
dominated by the values feminine of empathy
and imbued with a capacity of catharsis:
We are now in a non-brechtian state [and]
the idea of alienation is not valid today. [...]
at this moment we have to get into the
Aristoletian argument of catharsis.72
72

Malani in “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in conversation with Nalini
Malani,” op. cit., p. 27-28.
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A Practical Assessment of the Modes of Visual Narratives
in the Art of Benin in Nigeria
Sweet Ufumwen Ebeigbe
Abstract
African narrative art is characterized by a complexity of style, iconography and functions, hence
scholars of sub-Saharan African art often find it difficult to identify, interpret and appraise this
fundamental genre of African art. This is especially true of scholars who utilize Western yardstick in their
interpretations. Thus scholars pay a cursory glance at this aspect of African art or ignore it outright.
Consequently, there is a dearth of literature on the nature and cultural significance of this genre of
African art and little is known of it outside the continent. It is therefore no surprise that a common
perception in the West is that African art is devoid of narrative art. Such an erroneous impression needs
to be corrected in order to promote a better understanding and appreciation of the arts of African
cultures. This is the motivation for this art-historical appraisal which employs the stylistic, functionalistic
and iconographic analytical methods to elucidate the form, content, functions and meaning of African
narrative art. The art of Benin (Nigeria) provides excellent exemplars of this unique African mode of
expression. Thus this paper focuses on an analysis of the visual narratives that are depicted on principal
Benin royal artforms, and their significance in the cultural life of their creators and users.
Keywords and Phrases: narrative art, Benin art, carved tusks, royal stools, African culture.

Introduction
Simply put, narrative art is art which depicts
components of a story in visual form. This mode
of expression is an imperative and fundamental
genre of African creative objectifications.
However, the identification, interpretation and
appraisal of the genre usually pose great
challenges for scholars of sub-Saharan African
art. This is attributable to many factors. Firstly,
this genre of African art is characterized by a
complexity of style, iconography and functions.
Secondly, scholars often use Western standard
in their appraisal of African art generally, and
they tend to favour an appraisal of African art,
detached from the socio-cultural background
that engendered it.
The use of such
interpretative schemes in the evaluation of
African art makes it difficult for analysts to
understand fully African artforms in their
symbolic,
art-historical
and
socioanthropological totality. In this regard, African
narrative art is no exception. Some non-Africans
usually misconstrue the contextual meaning of
this African genre, consequently; they fail to
appreciate fully its significance. This exceptional
African mode of expression has remained,
www.journalonarts.org

hitherto,
inadequately
explicated
and
insufficiently exposed, in terms of analysis of its
nature and significance, to non-African cultures.
Thus, there is a dearth of literature on its nature
and cultural significance in the life of their
creators and users. It is therefore not surprising
that the general perception of some Western
scholars, for example, Laurie Adams (1984), is
that "there is virtually no narrative in African
art." Contrary to this view, the truth is that
based on the standards by which narrative art is
judged in African cultures, there is no doubt that
Africans produce veritable narrative art. As
Dzobo (n.d.) correctly stated, "Africans have been
using both visual and oral "picture words" for a
considerable time to express, transmit and store
their thoughts, emotion and attitude"1. In actual
fact, not only is narrative art a prevalent mode of
expression in African art, the genre is also a
crucial and indispensible aspect of African art
traditions because of the functions they serve in
their cultures of origin.
Therefore, the main aim of this arthistorical appraisal, which employs the stylistic,
functionalistic and iconographic analytical
1

http://www.crvp.org/book/series02/ii-1/chapter_iv.htm
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methods, is to elucidate the form, content,
functions and meaning and significance of the
narrative themes in African art with a focus on
the court art of Benin in Nigeria. This appraisal is
aimed at expanding further knowledge about
this mode of expression of African art outside
the continent. In this regard, this essay examines
some specific Benin court artforms that convey
themes that are explicitly or implicitly narrative
in nature. The art objects under consideration
are: carved royal stools and carved ivory tusks.
But first, what characteristics distinguish Benin
visual narratives.

The Nature of Benin Visual Narratives
Benin visual narratives are meticulous
depictions, rendered in great details, of factual
stories, historical events, the life experiences of
Benin Kings as well as imperative facets of Benin
culture, especially as they pertain to Benin
kingship institution. The themes are diverse and
expansive and they are portrayed copiously in
low-relief on the surfaces of both secular and
religious court artforms. They are rendered in
varied forms without focus on perspective scale
or spatial relation. Superficially, the depictions
seem to be arranged randomly and not overly
concerned with organization, but in actual fact,
the forms are deployed in a systematic manner
that is readable and meaningful to persons who
have adequate knowledge of their nature and
connotations.
Benin narrative art is highly distinctive. It is
characterized by a variety of strikingly diverse
styles, and a highly complex iconography. The
modes of expression in Benin narrative art are in
accord with the atypical nature, complex style,
inherent multiplicity of meanings, and
intellectual complexity that characterize African
art generally. It is usually difficult for observers
who are not acquainted with the nature and
functions of these narratives to discern their
narrative content. This is due to the seemingly
lack of apparent narrative elements in the
themes, motifs and symbols that constitute the
narratives. Therefore, it must be pointed out that
in order to secure a correct identification,
understanding, appreciation and interpretation
of the narrative content of this African idiom of
expression, it is necessary to search for in-depth
information on local conception of the elaborate
and rich iconographic coding of the traditional
allegories and imagery as conceived and
intended by their creators.
36

Generally, narrative arts are executed in a
variety of styles or modes. This is true of Benin
visual narratives, which manifest four main
styles, namely: (1) simultaneous narrative, (2)
monoscenic narrative, (3) multiple narrative, and
(4) continuous narrative. It is perhaps expedient
to refer to some definitions of these types of
narrative styles. As Petersen (2010) explains, a
simultaneous narrative often centres on
geometric or abstract designs in addition to the
arrangement of items within the work of art, and
it focuses on repeatable patterns and
superfluous schemes with emphasis on dualities.
He adds further that a simultaneous narrative
exhibits minimum visually distinguishable
organization to viewers who are not acquainted
with its purpose, therefore, its interpretation
depends on its creator, or the underlying
principles for its creation. On the other hand, a
monoscenic narrative, according to Dehejia
(1990), portrays a single scene without the
repetition of characters, it has only one action
taking place, and it depicts one scene of great
importance that is easily identifiable in the
context of the narrative. In contrast, a
continuous narrative illustrates multiple scenes
and actions in a single visual field without any
evident demarcations, and the sequence of the
events within the narrative is defined via the
repetitive use of the main character or
characters. Simply put, a continuous narrative
uses the repetition of figures to convey multiple
scenes of a story in single composition. These
definitions
appropriately
capture
the
fundamental essence of the styles of Benin
visual narratives, and they serve well as a
background for appraising the depictions.
A striking feature of Benin narratives is that
they exhibit a dominance of the themes and
symbols that have a prevalent use in Benin art.
This is because the established artistic
convention in Benin art requires the creators of
the narratives to draw inspiration from the rich
repertoire of Benin traditional themes. Also, in
accord with the typical nature of Benin art, the
formal configuration and iconography of the
narrative themes are inspired by the basic
concepts of Benin kingship because Benin art is
court art, and as such, it is produced principally
for
the
glorification
of
Benin
Kings.
Consequently, a majority of Benin narrative
themes illustrate factual stories regarding the
life and experiences of Benin past Kings, royal
ceremonies and rituals, and other socio-political
activities and historical events connected with
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Benin kingship institution, as well as themes that
evoke the fundamental aspects of Benin culture.
Some Benin narrative themes communicate
social messages, while others are visual
commentary and criticism of anti-social behavior
aimed at edifying Benin people. Additionally,
there are also themes that are visual allusions to
historical events, Benin folklores, proverbs and
mythologies.
An additional important point to note is
that the motifs and themes in Benin narratives
are not used purely for decorative purposes. The
formal elements deployed in the narratives have
meanings within the context in which they are
employed. The way the images are configured
(their style), their complex iconography
(meaning), context of use and functions
demonstrate adequately (as shall be shown in
our examples) that they are veritable visual
chronicle of the social, religious and political
aspects of Benin culture, especially as they
pertain to Benin kingship institution.
Perhaps the strongest collaboration and
indication of the narrative nature of these visual
depictions is the fact that there exist an evident
correlation between formal evidence and Benin
oral tradition. Put differently, the visual
information conveyed in the narratives are also
enshrined and corroborated in Benin oral
history. Thus it is imperative to first secure
adequate knowledge of the social and historical
contexts of the themes depicted in the
narratives in order to decode the precise
meaning of their inherent symbolism. As is the
case with all true visual narratives, the
interpretation of Benin visual narratives is
dependent on the reason for their creation, and
the intentions of their creators.
Furthermore, Benin narratives consist of
symbols, motifs and patterns that are
characterized by abbreviation, stylization and
symbolism. In this, they concur with the
fundamental nature of Nigerian ethnic arts. As
Udosen (1998) observes, Nigerian (African) arts
usually underline "the universal elements of
form rather than the particulars," and this
tendency is typical of Nigerian traditional artists
because like other African artists, they focus on
establishing the symbol of the essence of a thing
unlike the Western artist who "struggled to
represent the true appearance, from a particular
perspective, of a material thing" (Udosen, 1998).
The focus on stylization in Benin narrative
art is not totally unexpected because Benin art

(in the manner of African art generally) is not
overly concerned with the simulation of nature
in its verisimilitude. Thus, in their distinctive
character, Benin narrative themes are configured
in a highly stylized manner, and the forms are
purposely schematized and limited to depictions
that capture, express and record visually only
the most important aspects of the subjectmatter that is symbolized. This is in accord with
the established artistic convention in Benin art,
which emphasizes these styles of expression.
Intriguingly, even though the themes are simple
and emblematic in nature, they consist of
carefully selected patterns, motifs and symbols
that have a multiplicity of compelling meanings.
The inclusion of such elements is purposeful as
they are intended to make up adequately for
what is not captured visually in the depictions.
For example, in a typical Benin monoscenic
narrative, a single motif is used to symbolize the
entire story or event being relayed, and only the
scene that is most significant and easily
identifiable within the context of the narrative is
depicted. As a result, Benin visual narratives are:
(1) remarkable from an art-historical perspective
for their composite style, their rich multilayered
iconographic content, and their lucid graphic
legibility, and (2) they are outstanding for the
details that their creators include in each
subject-matter represented such as: careful
detailing, the use of biographical information
about the personages depicted and the
astonishing accuracy of the rendering of their
emblem of identity, office and status, in addition
to the use of convincing pictorial portrayals of
their actions, poses and gestures. For instance,
in Benin narratives, the human figures in group
compositions are arranged in a hierarchical
manner with prominent size given to elevated
status. This is exemplified in the larger size given
to the images of Benin Kings to denote their
iconic royal status in contrast to the use of
smaller figures for their subjects to denote their
subordinate status. Another example is the use
of insignias of office to indicate the ranks and
roles of the personages depicted as typified in
the figures of Benin Kings wearing royal regalia,
crowns, body adornments, and holding spiritual
objects such as ceremonial swords, royal staffs
and royal talismans. Such distinct regalia items,
body adornments and handheld implements are
used not only to indicate their status as Kings,
but also to indicate their roles as spiritual heads
of their people, and their role as the custodians
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of the customs and traditions of their land. In
addition, to aid identification of the people
depicted, several items such as ritual objects,
musical instruments, hairstyles, and court
objects that indicate rank or status are depicted
explicitly on the figures of Benin personages.
This meticulous attention to details is also
observable in portrayals of historical events. For
instance, a variety of symbols are used as
appropriate imagery to signify the major aspects
or the most critical moments of the events or
stories being relayed in the narratives, and the
key attributes of the persons involved in the
events or stories. All the aforementioned unique
features make the informative narrative content
of the depicted themes distinctly perceptible to
those who are conversant with the connotations
intended in the depictions.
Furthermore, a significant aspect of Benin
narratives that cannot be ignored is the fact that
it is impossible to get full appreciation of the
contextual meaning of these visual expressions
without adequate knowledge of the stories they
illustrate, and the circumstances in which they
were created because their interpretation is
dependent on the underlying reason for their
creation and utilization. This knowledge is
needed for their full enjoyment and appreciation
because the intention of their creators and users
cannot be deciphered simply by mere physical
examination of the formal qualities of the
narratives. Also, it is clear from examples cited in
this paper, that the meaning potentials in the
themes and symbolism in Benin narrative art are
significant because they convey complex sociocultural information in easily decipherable form
to those who have access to specialized
information about their exact meanings.
Benin narrative art is also characterized by
richness of forms and decorations. Generally,
Benin narrative art manifests a perceptible
compulsion to treat forms ornately and to fill
surfaces copiously. This style which Dark (1973)
referred to as "horror vacui" style, is a hallmark
of Benin art. Hence when Benin craftsmen depict
the themes in their art, as he correctly noted,
they decrease the open space to a minimum and
a richness of design which falls short of being
jam-packed (Dark, 1973). This is also a prime
quality of Benin narrative art.
Other important factors that determine the
way Benin visual narratives are configured are
also worth mentioning here. For instance, Benin
craftsmen are guided by the dictates of the
established artistic conventions that are
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prevalent in their society, and they often imitate
the precedents laid by their predecessors in the
profession, however each artist also portrays his
personal idiosyncrasies in his creations. Thus the
personal inclinations of the makers of Benin
narrative art also impinge on how they decide to
depict their themes, the manner in which they
represent the space, and how they configure
time within their works of art without digressing
too far from the acceptable idioms of expression
in Benin art.
All the aforementioned characteristics not
only underscore the importance of the themes
depicted in Benin narratives, they also indicate
that beyond their aesthetic functions, the
narratives are symbolic and didactic in nature.
These key distinctive features jointly ensure the
communicative success of Benin visual
narratives, and they make the informative
narrative content of the depicted themes
distinctively logical, perceptible and easily
comprehensible.
Finally, an equally crucial fact is that in
Benin art, form and functionality are indivisible,
thus a majority of Benin artforms have functions
that determine their formal configurations.
Function is also a major determinant of the
forms deployed in Benin narrative art. Therefore,
it is relevant to examine the functions of these
narratives.

The Functions of Benin Visual Narratives
Benin visual narratives are created with
specific purposes and functions for their culture
of origin. Firstly, reminiscent of any artistic
creation, the purpose of these narratives is
expression. Benin craftsmen, like all artists
worldwide are born in and nurtured by the
society they live in, thus, naturally they
constitute an essential part of their society
consequently, and their creative objectifications
are a reflection of their society. Accordingly, the
purpose of the art that the Benins produce, their
narrative art inclusive, is to reflect their society.
Secondly, Benin narrative art is a mnemonic
communicative device. Basically, the Benins, like
other Africans, largely produce art that attempt
to instruct or edify, hence a large corpus of their
artforms have religious or didactic intent
although they sometimes produce artforms that
serve only aesthetic functions. Undoubtedly,
Benin narrative art is intended to serve an
edifying function because their inherent
meanings are instructive, well-reasoned and
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explicit, and they transmit coherently, the
complex socio-cultural facts that they embody.
The fact that Benin narrative art performs a
communicative
function
is
not
totally
unexpected because in Benin, as it is in most
parts of Africa, narrative art was, and still is, a
primary means that the people use as a means
of communication. In the typical manner of
African narrative art, the type that the Benins
produce is able to reflect and explain vital
aspects of Benin culture, the spiritual and
religious beliefs of the people inclusive. The
Benins use this mode of expression effectively to
explain their relationship with, and perception
of, the natural world, and to explain the nature
of things. Thus when Benin craftsmen illustrate
stories in their visual narratives, they use
enigmatic symbols in their distinctive forms and
characteristics to convey potent diverse social,
moral, political or religious messages to aid
them in narrating stories, and more importantly,
to help them pass down religious and cultural
information. This style of representation is
reminiscent of the way Benin storytellers utilize
many dramatic techniques such as meaningful
gestures, diverse dance steps, elaborate
costumes, melodic songs, varied tones of voice,
and drum beats to assist them in the
dramatization in order to bring the stories they
are narrating to life before their audience. Given
that Benin visual narratives, like their storytelling, is a means that they use to educate
people on the values of their culture, naturally
the narratives are carriers of diverse meanings,
and they convey various information, messages,
lessons and warnings.
Moreover, Benin narratives are visual
documentations of imperative aspects of their
culture of origin. By means of these narratives,
the Benins are not only able to express and
preserve their cultural heritage; they are also
able to address the problem of transmitting
information about their culture from one
generation to another.
The narratives serve also as practical aids
to memory on which Benin oral traditions rely
for cultural transmission and permanence;
consequently, the themes that constitute the
narratives are rendered in a simple stylized
mode which makes it easy for their viewers to
memorize and recollect the information that the
narratives convey. Benin narratives are a form of
disguised symbolism that encodes and
encapsulates the various ideas that are

fundamental to Benin societal ideologies and
worldviews; therefore, the themes that the
depictions convey are depicted in a figurative
manner by means of expressive symbols that are
imbued with a multiplicity of enigmatic
connotations.
From the foregoing, it is clear that the
Benins make diverse demands of their art. The
fact that they utilize their art in the atypical
manner they do is not strange, given that the
iconographic exploits of the Benins are
derivatives of their mystical and social beliefs,
and they are purposefully conceived to express
their treasured cultural values. The various
functions that these narratives serve are
expedient and of great importance to the Benins
because Benin traditional society is oral-driven,
has no written language and is largely without a
written history. Judging from what has been said
so far, it is obvious that indisputably, these
narratives play a significant role in traditional
Benin. Take for instance, the way the custom and
tradition that give the Benins their distinct
cultural identity as a people have been kept
alive for thousands of years in this genre of their
art, the same way they have been enshrined in
Benin oral history, myths, legends, folktales,
rituals, prayers, festivals, proverbs, songs and
dances.
It is pertinent to add that it is because of
the important functions that these narratives
serve, that the Benins, as a matter of necessity,
had to develop remarkable idiosyncratic ways to
ensure that their narratives perform the
functions ascribed to them effectively. To do
these effectively, they imbue the visual themes
with inherent connotations to help facilitate
proper interpretations of the narrative themes.
And as noted earlier, the Benins also evolved
distinctive ways to aid identification of the each
subject-matter that they portray as exemplified
by the numerous vital narrative and pictorial
cues and clues that they include in the forms
deployed in their visual narratives. Some
examples of such elements are: careful detailing,
the inclusion of biographical references to
aspects of the personality of each person
depicted and an amazing accuracy in the
rendering
of
their
regalia,
hairstyles,
scarification marks and emblems of identity.
These distinct features not only ensure that the
meanings of the depicted themes are not
forgotten or misinterpreted over time, they also
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make the intended connotations easy for
viewers to decode.
To further elucidate the points made in the
preceding texts, a selected few of Benin artforms
that have typical Benin visual narratives are
appraised presently. The appraisal focuses on
the form, style, and the content, context of use,
and iconography of the narrative themes. The
artforms involved in this analysis are: carved
ivory tusks and royal stools.

Benin Royal Stools
Benin royal stools are two types, namely:
the wooden rectangular stools called agba that
have their seats, legs and connecting stretchers
completely covered with narrative themes
(Figure 1), and the round stools referred to as
erhe that have visual narrative themes on their
two reversible circular seats and central
supports.

Benin adage, "fi agba" ("to bring out the agba"),
which translated means, "to summon an
assembly." The phrase originated from the use
of agba as a "Judgment Seat" by the Ogiso rulers
whenever they presided over civil cases in their
courts in ancient Benin.
The forms deployed on Benin royal stools
are specially selected to indicate their major
functions since they are seats of kingship and
authority. Consequently, they are embellished
with distinctive symbolic political, religious and
secular themes, and symbols that are connected
with the Benin kingship institution. The
narratives themes consist of several diverse
motifs that typically have deep narrative content
as exemplified in scenes from Benin history,
palace ceremonies and traditional Benin motifs.
For example, the seat of the stool below
(Figure 2) alludes to Igue (ugie) festival, a royal
annual ceremony performed by the Oba and the
people of Benin. This ceremony that is extant in
Benin often attracts a huge crowd including nonAfricans from within and outside Benin. The
narrative theme portrayed on the seat of the
stool (Figure 2) shows the figure of the Oba
portrayed larger than the other figures in
hierarchical proportion typical of Benin art. The
Oba’s arms are held by arm-supporters and the
group is under a huge umbrella held by a palace
attendant, while the sword bearer (omada)
standing beside the Oba holds the royal
ceremonial sword, ada. The Oba never appears
in public without the ada because it is the
symbol of authority of the royal ancestors.

Figure 1: Agba Stool
Source: www.stevenson.info

As Ezra (1992) reports, both types of stools
are symbolically and functionally significant in
royal context, because they are central in the
affirmation of Benin royal authority. According to
Hess (1983), the agba initially was a symbol of
legitimate authority that Oba Ewedo (c.1255), one
of the Kings of Benin, used to establish his
authority after he appropriated its use from the
representatives of the regime of the Ogiso
dynasty, which existed in Benin around 900AD. At
present agba stools are used in Benin only by
the Oba (King), chiefs and high priests as
emblems of prestige, status and statecraft. BenAmos (1980) reports that the intrinsic political
significance of the agba is expressed in the
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Figure 2: The Seat of an Agba Royal Stool.
Source: http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/colonial/item58.htm

Also depicted on the stool is a male figure
looking sideways at the central group, and
another man holding a hat in one hand and a
walking stick in another. These male figures
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symbolize European nationals and other
foreigners who usually attend the yearly festival.
Additionally, the top left corner of the seat of the
stool has the image of a leopard, which is a
symbol of the Oba. In Benin, the Oba is referred
to metaphorically as "Leopard of the House"
("Ekpen ne owa"). The leopard motif, being a
royal icon, has a prevalent use in Benin art, and
it is an enigmatic visual metaphor with multiple
meanings that are interpreted according to the
context in which the motif is used. For example,
the leopard motif is used as a monoscenic
narrative on many royal stools (Figure 2) to
relate a true life experience of Oba Ewuare
(c.1440). As Benin oral tradition tells the story,
before he became Oba, Ewuare went into exile
where he lived in the forest to escape the
assassins of his father, Oba Ohen (c.1334). It is
said that one night, as he slept under a tree in
the bush, he felt liquid drop on his head, and on
inspection, he found that it was blood dripping
from a prey that was being devoured by a
leopard up on the tree. As he moved to leave the
spot, he discovered that he had lain down on a
huge coiled viper all night. The story further
reveals that Oba Ewuare killed both animals,
used their blood to anoint his head to mark his
narrow escape from death. Oba Ewuare
interpreted his escape from death from the viper
and leopard as a good omen, and after he
regained his throne, he chose the leopard and
the viper as his identifying symbols. It is said
that he also introduced Igue festival during
which he sacrificed a leopard to propitiate his
head and his good fortune. Igue festival, which is
still performed annually by every Benin Oba,
memorializes Oba Ewuare’s victory over death in
the forest. The Benins consider Oba Ewuare’s
escape from death as a divine salvation. During
the royal annual rites of Igue, the propitiation of
the head of the reigning Oba takes place in
Benin. This story connected to Oba Ewuare is
illustrated on Benin royal stools, as it is depicted
on the stool (Figure 2), as an image of the
leopard rendered in full face in contrast to the
usual profile depiction of the leopard as seen
on other Benin artforms. According to Ben-Amos
(1980), when rendered in this form, the motif
serves as a challenge to the viewer because it
recalls the Benin adage of awe for authority,
which asserts that "one never looks the leopard
in the eyes." This motif is a typical Benin
monoscenic narrative that serves a dual
function. Firstly, it tells the story of Oba Ewuare

who is recorded in Benin oral tradition as one of
the greatest rulers of Benin, which earned him
his epithet: "Oba Ewuare the Great" ("Ewuare
Ogidigan"). Secondly, the monoscenic narrative
is an explicit proclamation of royal power,
because the leopard motif also denotes the
fierce and lethal power of Benin Kings. This
particular variant of the leopard motif being a
characteristic Benin monoscenic narrative uses
only a lone motif to represent a story. The theme
gives further insights into the remarkable nature
of Benin monoscenic narrative style. For
instance, it reveals how Benin craftsmen relay,
using a lone inert image, a story that is linear in
form and which unfold in time. It also shows
clearly that in their narrative, the Benins use
specific elements to evoke the entire sequence
of an event or story. Furthermore, the motif
shows that Benin visual narratives convey
content through the use of
disguised
symbolism, details loaded with individual,
cryptic meaning, and complex images that
reflect not only the complex underlying factors
for their creation and utilization, but also the
circumstances of their creation. One thing
remains obvious from the forgoing, that is, the
fact that Benin visual narratives are not easy to
decipher by the casual viewer without the full
understanding of the narratives which the
scenes allude to, because the stories that the
narratives relay are disguised, and not often
sufficiently evident in the physical elements
depicted. Furthermore, the example reveals how
the Benins use their narratives to keep records
of the lives, exploits and experiences of Benin
past Kings. Like many of the dominant themes in
Benin art, the narratives illustrate stories that
are linked with Benin kings. Such themes, apart
from being records of events, are also intended
to proclaim the grandeur, power, centrality and
nobility of Benin Kings. Thus in such themes,
Benin Kings are portrayed dressed in
meticulously portrayed royal regalia of coral
beads, the emblem of their divinity, and they are
portrayed flanked by their retinue of chiefs and
palace courtiers who are also depicted in
costumes that reveal their ranks in Benin
society. Such themes imply social status, power
and authority. Many of the themes in Benin
narratives purposely focus on themes that
illustrate various historical events that underline
the authority, mystical power and sacrosanct
office of Benin Kings, and other themes
document and evoke the major contributions
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that various Benin Kings made to their kingdom’s
art, rituals and politics. The aim of such themes
is to preserve for posterity the achievements of
Benin Kings.
One key function of Benin royal stools that
gives further insight into the nature of Benin
narrative art is their use by past Benin Kings as
communicative objects which they used to
transmit coded cryptic messages that were
interpreted pictorially. A fine example is a round
stool (erhe) that is still in the custody of Benin
National Museum in Nigeria that was carved for
Oba Eweka II (1914-1933) for such a purpose. The
archival record of the Museum describes this
artifact as a ‘telegraphic stool’ and it reports that
it is one of the several stools that Oba Eweka II
(who ruled Benin from 1914 - 1933)
commissioned to convey coded messages to his
father, Oba Ovonramwen (who ruled Benin
from1888-1914). The British punitive expedition
team attacked Benin in 1897 under the command
of Rear Admiral Rawson, as correctly reported by
Awodiya (2003), and they deported Oba
Ovonramwen to Calabar (Nigeria). After his heir,
Oba Eweka II ascended the throne after his
father’s demise in 1914; he commissioned many
stools that had themes that were mainly visual
narrations of the events that took place in the
royal court in Benin, and he sent them to his
father in exile in Calabar to keep him fully
informed of the events that took place in his
absence.

Benin Carved Tusks
In
the
past,
every
new
Oba
commissioned carved ivory tusks in addition to
other art objects to commemorate his departed
father. The tusks are mounted atop brass
memorial
heads
and
displayed
on
royal altars used in the worship of royal
ancestors. The tusks bear ( on their entire
surface) images in relief sculpture that depict
past Benin Obas, palace priests, warriors and
officials, foreigners, symbols of royalty and
power, and themes that record the events of
the reigns of Benin past Obas. The tusks are
produced by Igbesamwan royal guild of carvers
who portray, in the typical style of their
creations, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
images that are typically disproportionate,
thickset, frontally posed, rigid, symmetrical and
highly stylized. Many of the themes are
continuous narratives that use the repetition of
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figures and themes to convey multiple scenes of
a story in a single composition.

Figure 2: Carved Elephant Tusk
Source: commons.wikimedia.org

One remarkable example is the triad theme
that consists of the image of an Oba with his
arms supported by two attendants. There are
different versions of this theme, and each one
has specific pictorial clues that help the viewer
identify the specific stories or events that each
theme illustrates. For example, when the figure
of the Oba in a triad is depicted with mudfish
legs (Figure 3), the theme relates the story of
Oba Ohen (c.1334), who, as Benin oral tradition
reports, after becoming paralyzed, explained his
problem as the consequence of having
metamorphosed mystically into Olokun, the
Benin fertility god. According to another legend
reported by Ekuase (2013), it is said that Oba
Ohen’s paralysis was actually due to his being
the son of Olokun, who sent him that when Oba
Ohen’s deception was later exposed by his prime
minister (Chief Iyase), the Oba had him executed,
which led to an uprising by the Benins that
ended with the demise of the tyrannical Oba.
The mudfish has symbolic significance among
the Benin people because it can live on land and
sea. It is also associated with Olokun, the giver of
wealth; hence it is an icon of wealth and the
divine powers of the Oba of Benin.
On the other hand, when the triad motif
depicts an Oba with normal legs, it alludes to a
different Benin Oba, and it relates a completely
different story. The motif is a monoscenic
narrative that alludes to Oba Ewuare (c. 14401473) and how he supposedly appropriated the
coral regalia of beaded crowns, vestments and
necklaces of Olokun from under the sea, but
later found, when he got back ashore and
donned his booty, that the enormous weight of
the mystical beads was too much for him to
carry alone. This story, which is recorded in
Benin oral traditions, adds further that Oba
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Ewuare had to implore the Benins to help him
bear the crown because no Oba can rule without
the assistance and support of his subjects.
According to the interpretation based on this
legend, the triad symbol symbolizes the
responsibility of the Benins to assist the Oba in
carrying out his duties effectively. It is a visual
expression that alludes to the enormous task of
governance.

.
Figure 3: Oba with Mudfish Legs Theme on Carved Ivory Tusk
Source: www.mylearning.org

The examples of Benin narrative themes
cited in this essay brings to the fore the unique
characteristics of this unique genre of Benin art.

Conclusion
This essay analyzed the form, content,
functions and meaning of the themes portrayed
in the narrative art of the people of Africa with a

focus on Benin narrative art from Nigeria. It
demonstrated that this genre is an imperative
aspect of African art, and that African narratives
consist solely of metaphorical themes and
symbols that signify key facts about the events,
people and things that they symbolize. It also
revealed that the narratives are highly peculiar
in nature as they are characterized by a variety
of markedly diverse styles, and a multilayered
iconography. Additional facts that emerged from
this appraisal indicate that to decode, interpret
and appraise African narratives, it is vital to
acknowledge them as genuine symbols that
shape, and are in turn shaped, by the social
vision of the socio-religious culture that created
them. Furthermore, it is vital to recognize that
the cultural significance and the stylistic and
iconographic import of African visual narratives
are as a result of the ideas and underlying
principles that are behind their creation and
utilization. Lastly, it was established that African
visual narratives play a significant role in the
cultural life of their makers and users because
they serve many vital functions. What the
examples analyzed in this essay make clear also
is that when African narrative themes , like other
African visual depictions are properly decoded, it
becomes unmistakably obvious that their
creators have recorded their thoughts,
aspirations, history, cultural heritage and
treasured societal values in their narrative art
through the use of enigmatic images and
symbols. The above-mentioned facts underline
the relevance, essence and contextual meaning
of this exceptional mode of expression in African
art. Therefore, to understand and appreciate this
peculiar African mode of expression, the genre
must not be judged from a purely aesthetic
standpoint, instead, it should be analyzed, as
this essay has done, in the context of the overall
artistic production in the society that created it.
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Suspended Subject Positions:
Cai Guoqiang and the Medium of Gunpowder
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Abstract
This paper argues that the contemporary artist Cai Guoqiang (b. 1957), a Chinese expatriate and
resident of New York City since 1995, suspends his own position of subjectivity through his use of the
volatile medium of gunpowder for his explosion events. Raised in the Fujian province in the southern
parts of China, both Daoism and the ideas of Mao Zedong left an early mark. Like a field of potentiality
or creative void, Cai describes himself as a "vessel," subject to the things and events that happen to him.
During Mao's rule, the idea of the individual as a subject was suppressed in order to emphasize the
collective and objective gaze of critique. The individual remained formless. In his artistic projects, Cai not
only withholds his own sense of agency, willfully submitting to the nature of his medium, he also
withdraws and minimizes his own gaze in favor of an external and objective gaze upon himself. Using
the examples of his Project for Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, Cai Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000present, Venice's Rent Collection Courtyard, 1999, and his more recent explosion event Freja: Explosion
Event for Faurschou Foundation, 2012, this essay demonstrates the ways in which Cai Guoqiang defers
his own agency. The larger implication is that, as a globetrotting artist often hired by major institutions
to be present for artistic interventions, because of his biography, he in fact suspends his own presence
and subjectivity in his gunpowder explosions and becomes the "vessel" of others instead.
Keywords: Cai Guoqiang, gunpowder, fireworks, explosion event, subject positions, identity, Mao,
Cultural Revolution, Daoism, China.

What does it mean for an artist to choose
gunpowder as an artistic medium? What are the
connotations of gunpowder as a medium of
artistic expression when the artist grew up in
China during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76)
and includes in his influences both Mao
Zedong's ideas alongside Daoism? Cai Guoqiang
(b. 1957), a Chinese expatriate and resident of
New York City since 1995, has been using
gunpowder in his art since the late 1980s. Today,
he provides explosion events for major cultural
institutions across the globe, such as the
Romerillo Organic Museum in Cuba or the
Fundación Proa museum in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.1 This essay examines a handful of
works by Cai, from the early 1990s to the present,
in order to demonstrate the enduring and
overarching theme of his suspended subjectivity
1

Liberation of 7th Avenue: Explosion for Cuba, 7th Avenue between 116
and 118th Street, Cuba, 2015, Collection of the artist, Commissioned by
Romerillo Organic Museum. Life is a Milonga: Tango Fireworks for
Argentina, held at Vuelta de Rocha, Buenos Aires, in front of the
museum Fundación PROA and commissioned by the Patronage
Cultural Arts District, Grupo Clarín, and American Express. See the
artist's homepage, http://www.caiguoqiang.com/projects.
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primarily achieved through his use of
gunpowder. Cai thinks of himself as a "vessel." A
vessel is not only a boat that serves to transport
someone temporarily, but also an empty
receptacle that receives and holds things. In
order to think of the ways in which Cai becomes
a vessel of either kind, I first turn to his early
Project for Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, when he
began using the medium of gunpowder
consistently. Project for Extraterrestrials shows
how the uncontrollability, indeed agency, of this
medium is key for Cai's message. He must obey
the medium and not vice versa. His explosion
events were often arranged for an "unknown"
audience in outer space, and Cai's role as the
object under observation becomes a dominant
theme in his 1992 Fetus Movement II: Project for
Extraterrestrials No. 9. Why does Cai choose
gunpowder, refer to himself as a vessel, favor
limited artistic agency, and place himself as a
passive object for others' eyes? In his work Cai
Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000-present, and
Venice's Rent Collection Courtyard, from 1999, I
demonstrate how Chinese Communism and the
45
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Cultural Revolution influenced his concept of
identity as a suspended subjectivity. The paper
concludes with his 2011 explosion event Freya,
created for a Copenhagen art gallery. It is in
many ways the framework of much of his
contemporary work. Typically these explosion
events inaugurate an exhibition of his in a
museum or gallery, and the explosion or
fireworks or gunpowder thematize the cultural
specifity of the location through references in
the title. The larger implication of Cai Guoqiang's
oeuvre is that, as a globetrotting artist often
hired by big institutions for artistic interventions
precisely because of his artistic biography or
position of subjectivity, he in fact denies this
very position through his art, especially with his
use of gunpowder.

Gunpowder's Field of Potentiality
While an artistic medium tends to be a tool
or material skillfully manipulated by an artist,
the powerful and highly volatile medium of
gunpowder is tricky and difficult to control.
Gunpowder mediates both beauty and violence,
producing both firework celebrations and
destructive artillery fire. The invention of
gunpowder was happenchance. A group of
alchemists, in 850 AD Tang Dynasty China, mixed
together a concoction that exploded before their
eyes. In Chinese culture, the sound of
gunpowder firecrackers warded off evil spirits,
while fireworks ushered in the Chinese New Year.
The celebratory nature of gunpowder continued
during the Chinese Cultural Revolution marking
special birthdays and other festive events.
Cai Guoqiang is from the Fujian province in
the southern parts of China, but he began using
gunpowder in drawings and installations during
his lengthy stay in Japan, 1986-1995.2 While in
Japan, he assimilated cross-cultural frameworks
in his art such as Eastern philosophy and
Western Expressionism.3 At first, Cai Guoqiang
used a fan to apply pigment onto canvas to
promote spontaneity. He soon discovered that
gunpowder held a far more enticing danger and
unpredictability that permitted him to almost
fully relinquish artistic control. Much of the
pluralist and experimental art of the postCultural Revolution period of the 1980s in China
exhibited
an
interest
in
metaphysical
2

Cai says about his stay: "It's not that I chose Japan, Japan chose me"
(Phaidon Press, 2002), 14.
3
Judicaël Lavrador, "La part du feu: Etincelles modernes," Beaux Arts
Magazine 225 (February 2003): 74-7.
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exploration and transcendence. It also drew
eclectically from Western modernism and
postmodernism. 4 Cai's artistic practice draws,
among other things, on on the philosophy of
Daoism and its field of potentiality, ideas that
were essential parts of his upbringing. 5
Cai's explosions invite the accidental and
formless, providing the foundation for his
lifelong artistic practice. In Project for
Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, he continuously
experimented with gunpowder for works in both
China and Japan. As a result he completed thirtythree variations on the theme. 6 In 1993, as part of
this series, he planted gunpowder in extension
of the Great Wall, Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters, collaborating
with the Fireworks Display Factory of the Beijing
Municipality, as well as a group of assistants and
local citizens.7 The explosion created a
momentary wall of fire in the Gobi dessert, for
him representing both the heroic and
destructive, the romantic and poisonous. 8 The
key to his projects is that he must let gunpowder
take him in the direction "it wants to go." He is
subsumes by its agency, and he must accept its
uncontrollability in order to simply "work with
it." 9
The polar opposite and relational yin and
yang emerge as energies in Cai's projects,
stressing their passive and active forces. For
example, the theme of failure is crucial to his
artistic method as a means to emphasize not
only his minimal role in the outcome of his
explosion events, but also the inherent polarity
of success and failure. In 1991, in Sakurajima,
Japan, he sought to ignite gunpowder up the side
4

Wu Hung, Transcience: Chinese Experimental Art at the end of the
Twentieth Century (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), 20.
5
Dao is a source of pure potential from which things emanate. Out of
an unidentifiable, unnameable background emerges the potential
production of a thing, a creative void that signals incompleteness and
unrepresentability. By analogy, Dao might be compared to the spatial
breaks of mist that simultaneously obscure and connect spaces in
Chinese landscape painting. It is formlessness, invisible but pregnant,
in flux, and prior to the nameable object. "Art is about what you don't
say," says Cai Guoqiang, "it is the profundity of the unseen. Art in the
Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): Cai Guoqiang. DVD; Arnolds
Grava, "Dao: An Age-Old Concept in Its Modern Perspective,"
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 13, no. 3 (October 1963): 238-244.
6
Cai Guoqiang, edited by Fei Dawei (Paris: Actes Sud and Foundation
Cartier pour l'art contemporain, 2000).
7
Takashi Serizawa, "Going Beyond the Wall: Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters; Project for Extraterrestrial No. 10," in
Cai Guoqiang (2002), 102-11, 107.
8
Takashi Serizawa, "Going Beyond the Wall: Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters; Project for Extraterrestrial No. 10," in
Cai Guoqiang (2002), 102-11, 107; Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season
3 (2005): "Power": Cai Guoqiang. DVD.
9
Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): "Power": Cai
Guoqiang. DVD.
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of a volcano, but an unfortunate natural disaster
made it impossible to carry out his project. Cai
speaks of several global projects that failed in a
similar fashion because of conditions external to
the projects themselves. The success and failure
of the 2003 firework projects Light Cycle in New
York and the non-event Fire Dragon,
commissioned by the Tate Modern in London, as
well as the online bankers Egg in celebration of
the Chinese New Year 2003, 10 these all show how
he views not only nature but also technology as
an exterior force out of his control. Cai reduces
his ability to manage the outcome of his events
by employing computer programmed fireworks,
which completely remove the hand of the
artist. 11 As such, he positions his own subjectivity
in a passive role against the agency of another
force. Removing himself still further as an avatar,
he quotes his assistant who explains how "things
that work out successfully do so merely by
chance, while those that don't reflect the way
things really are."12
Cai uses destruction, a prevalent theme in
Chinese contemporary art after the Cultural
Revolution, as a tool to highlight formlessness
and spontaneity. The beauty of destruction
points to the cosmic and heroic, rendering his
aesthetic a beauty through pain. 13 Destruction
also serves to defer his own positions of
subjectivity. In 1992, he produced Fetus
Movement II: Project for Extraterrestrials No. 9, in
which he placed himself at the center of multiple
rings of gunpowder with machines monitoring
his heart rate and brainwaves:
I was interested in comparing the
physiological effects before, during and
after the explosion. So there's a record of
all the vibrations throughout—not just
during the explosion but afterwards as well.
To ignite the gunpowder fuse I placed
slowly burning incense near it, so the
moment of the explosion wasn't directly
connected to me... I wanted my explosions
to take place in a vast open space, as if
designed to be seen from well above the
earth.14
10

Louisa Buck, "The Nature of the Beast," The Art Newspaper, no. 134
(March 2003), 30.
11
Barbara Pollack, "Gunpowder Drawings: Cai Guoqiang," Art on Paper,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Nov-Dec. 2003): 38.
12
Cai Guoqiang, "The Foolish Man and His Mountatin, 2001" in Cai
Guoqiang (2002), 130.
13
Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): Cai Guoqiang. DVD.
14
Cai Guoqiang, interview by Zaya (2002), 16.

Cai inserted himself into a violent and
potentially disastrous environment that also
served, by extension, as a metaphorical
deconstruction of himself through the dialectic
of death and renewal. The structural field of the
cosmos gives birth, by analogy, to new
beginnings after the violent act. As Derrida
notes, the violence of deconstructive critique is
like an explosion that blasts the foundations and
clears the path to produce anew.15 In Fetus
Movement rings of gunpowder circumscribed
him while a group of scientists with
seismographic tools monitored his physical and
mental reactions, which, incidentally, were
Cai
minimal
during
the
detonations.16
relinquished his ability to act at the moment of
rebirth, producing a thing forcefully subject to
the gaze and control of others. He became part
of the creative void, a deconstructed and cleared
path, a fetus representing both potential and
potentially nothing.
Transformed into an object for another's
gaze, Fetus Movement brings into view his
obsession with wishing to be seen from afar, by
aliens from "well above the earth." 17 Because Cai
seeks to view himself from the outside, his selfpositioning enacts the kind of third-person
consciousness that the philosopher Frantz Fanon
so cogently articulated decades ago. Fanon
describes the awareness of his own ontology as
a black man in a world of white power. It is an
ontology only viewable from the outside in its
solidity, which makes it impossible to simply
exist without the knowledge of this existence. "It
is a third-person consciousness," describes
Fanon, "I subjected myself to an objective
examination... I took myself far off from my own
presence, far indeed, and made myself an
object." 18 Fanon explains how he "made a scene,
a grand slam" by bursting out of his passivity,
insulting a woman, which allowed him, for a
moment, to forget his ontology before the
illusion was shattered once again. Fanon's
description of a third-person consciousness is
more than illuminating for Cai's projects. Fetus
15

Jacques Derrida, "Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of
Authority'," in Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice, ed. Drucilla
Cornell, Michel Rosenfeld and David Carlson, trans. Mary Quaintance
(New York: Routledge, 1992).
16
Cai Guoqiang, interview by Zaya (2002), 16.
17

Fumio Nanjo, "Cai Guoqiang: One Who Lays Bridges," in Cai
Guoqiang: Une histoire arbitraire/An Arbitrary History (Lyons: Musée art
contemporain, 2001): 39-43, 39.
18
Frantz Fanon, "The Fact of Blackness," in Anatomy of Racism, edited
by David Theo Goldberg (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1990), 109-110.
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Movement becomes a desperate dialogue with
the negation, yet shaping of identities and, as I
will show, it exhibits the remnants of a thirdperson consciousness left over form the visual
ideology imposed during Mao Zedong's rule.

Meta-Views and the Cultural Revolution
In his essay "Split China," Ching-kiu Stephen
Chan argues for the significance of reading
China's modernity in terms of a "becoming,"
based on a split subject: the simultaneous
workings of a misrecognition of an image of the
self as "complete" and a recognition of that
selfsame misrecognition. The resulting rupture
of the subject reveals an incomplete, but still
desired construction of subjectivity. Chan notes
that "like desire, identity is powerful only as
form." 19 The visual cultures that emerged in
twentieth-century China did not simply reflect
changing attitudes and identities, but also
created them. The appropriation of a schema in
an attempt to take on and visualize different
identities pervaded the collective imaginary.
Decidedly, the Communist party in China
understood the significance of representing an
image of a collective identity. Paradoxically, yet
necessarily, the result of the creation of Chinese
identity meant frequently an objectification of
the subject.20
Cai Guoqiang was nine years old when Mao
Zedong's vision of the world was laid as a stencil
onto society in the Cultural Revolution, 19661976, imposing his rigid forms on the masses and
demanding they conform to his school of
thought. During the most fervent years of the
Cultural Revolution, 1966-1970, all development
of art education, art journals and other cultural
institutions were closed or cancelled, and
artworks, ancient religious icons, and books
were violently smashed or burned on the
19

Ching-kiu Stephen Chan, "Split China, or, The Historical/Imaginary:
Toward a Theory of the Displacement of Subjectivity at the Margins of
Modernity," in Politics, Ideology, and Literary Discourse in Modern
China: Theoretical Interventions and Cultural Critique, edited by Liu
Kang and Xiaobing Tang (Durham and London: Duke University Press,
1993), pp. 70-101, 81.
20
Under Communism, the idea of the ideal Chinese was represented in
images: "The Right Cause," "The Common Good," "The Needs of
Society" "Modern," "Man," "Woman," or "Chinese." The dissemination of
these visualized ideals formed the collective imaginary and the
individual's understanding of his or her identity. Take for example Cai
Chusheng's film Xin nuxing (New Woman), from 1934, where it is never
quite clear which image of a new woman is the "proper" one—the
bourgeois, financially and socially independent "subject" in Shanghai
or the (masculine) woman subjected to Communist ideology, using her
resources for the public good. On the ambiguities of the film, see
Kristine Harris, "The New Woman: Image, Subject, and Dissent in 1930s
Shanghai Film Culture," Republican China 20, no. 2 (April 1995): 55-79.
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grounds that they reflected a line of thought too
ancient or bourgeois in form. After 1970, most art
students were comprised of workers, peasants
or soldiers, and the ideologically optimistic
images permitted no space for individual
interpretation. It was thus an environment of
restraint and control that guided the hands and
minds of artists of the Cultural Revolution.
Chairman Mao's portraits reigned supreme
generating an almost religious aura that made
the viewing of these images a forced
experience.21 Visuality, then, became a construct
imposed upon the masses who were denied the
possibility of a voluntary gaze.
Contemporary Chinese artists have reacted
in different ways to the Maoist restrictions. In
her article "Gunpowder Drawings," Barbara
Pollack notes that Cai's method with fire served
as a response to the rigid educational purposes
of art during the Cultural Revolution. 22 Cai
himself notes, however, that he takes from Mao's
method his use of collaborations with the
masses for his projects.23 To me, Cai's explosion
events serve as a clear reaction to an
environment
of
constant
control
and
surveillance. It is not a reaction against Maoism;
rather, it is in tangential agreement with it. Gao
Minglu remarks on the Chinese continuation of
the beliefs of the Cultural Revolution in Chinese
political pop of the 1990s, arguing that its
references to Mao do not express criticism
toward Mao's ideology but, instead, an
ambivalence toward nationalism. 24 Similarly,
critics perceived Cai as criticizing socialist realist
art when he exhibited his extensive collection of
paintings by the Soviet artist Konstantin
Maximov (1913-1994). Maximov's well-executed
paintings of smiling Chinese workers had a
profound impact on Chinese painting in the mid
1950s and introduced socialist realism to China.25
Cai Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000-present
was exhibited at the Shanghai Art Museum in
2002, the first retrospective to be held in China
for a contemporary Chinese artist. The exhibition
21

Maria Galikowski, Art and Politics in China, 1949-1984 (Hong Kong:
Chinese University Press, 1998), 143, 168-9.
22
Barbara Pollack, "Gunpowder Drawings: Cai Guoqiang," Art on Paper,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Nov-Dec. 2003): 38-9.
23
Steve
Dow,
"Beauty
and
Terror,"
9
May
2010.
http://www.stevedow.com.au/default.aspx?id=503 (accessed June 17,
2014).
24
Gao Minglu, "Toward a Transnational Modernity: An Overview," in
Inside Out: New Chinese Art, edited by Gao Minglu (Berkeley, Los
Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 1998), 29.
25
Marek Bartelik, "Cai Guoqiang: Shanghai Art Museum," Artforum
International, vol. 40, no. 20 (Summer 2002): 189.
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of Maximov's work was surely a means to reflect
on the ideological influence of art in China. 26 It
therefore comes as no surprise when a critic
erroneously interprets Cai's exhibition of his
gunpowder drawings next to Maximov's
paintings in Shanghai as an attempt at irony.27
But such a viewpoint is worth questioning.
For example, Cai's installation Venice's Rent
Collection Courtyard, from 1999, demonstrates
how Cai's ideas are mediated by Chinese
Marxism and Mao's ideology. This installation,
which won the Leone d'Oro award at the 48th
Venice Biennale, presented live artists working
on a sculptural arrangement comprising a partial
copy of the original Rent Collection Courtyard,
first installed in the people's museum, Dayi,
Sichuan, in 1965. The 1965 socialist realist
sculptural arrangement in clay depicts 114 lifesize peasants bringing rent to a landlord. The
Sichuan leadership had commissioned a group
of artists from the Sichuan Institute of Fine Arts
with the goal of representing the corruption of
feudalism and the importance of class struggle.
The authorities under Mao Zedong later made
fiberglass replicas of the original and installed
them
throughout
China
as
communist
propaganda exalting Mao. 28 Cai, who saw one of
the early versions when he was a boy, partially
reconstructed the installation in Venice, hiring
several Chinese artists, one of whom had worked
on the original Rent Collection. 29 These sculptors
created 108 life-sized sculptures in situ using
clay, wire and wood armature while viewers at
the Venice Biennale watched. Since Cai's human
installation makes an explicit and controversial
reference to his cultural heritage, it has been
read as a critique of China's history and politics.
But the project was by no means principally
meant as a critique. 30 Rather, the tableau vivante
concerns the mobility of human beings as
representations, the human as a subject and,
notably, one constituted by the other's gaze:
At the time I was thinking about turning
‘looking at sculpture' into ‘looking at making
sculpture', using the very process as a work
of art. That was the starting point. Venice's
Rent Collection Courtyard expresses a
26

P. Jodidio, "Cai l'alchimiste," Connaissances des Arts 590 (January
2002): 118-23, 121-2.
27
Heartney, 95-6.
28
Ellen Liang, The Winking Owl (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1988), 62.
29
Heartney, 96.
30
Heartney, 96.

number of different things. One of them is
the tragedy of time, of people, of artists
who were once full of passion and
conviction in their beliefs. Reflecting upon
the artist's work in particular, we see the
discrepancy between ideology and reality,
the tragedy of it all. It also reflects on us
now; we're so busy working on projects, full
of passion and idealism, but what purpose
do we serve? 31
Cai speaks of the misfortune of the loss of
conviction, but also cautiously remarks on
current, perhaps purposeless idealism, which by
no means equates with the cynicism often
attributed to contemporary Chinese artists'
recollections of their political past. 32 When Cai
saw the original Rent Collection Courtyard, he
was, at the time, deeply moved by the
sculptures, losing himself in the passion of the
piece.33 Neither cynical nor derisive, Cai's
attitudes toward the political beliefs during
Mao's rule include the empathetic and nostalgic.
"In some sense, Mao Zedong influenced all
artists from our generation with his utopian
romance and sentiment," declares Cai. 34 But
most importantly, his method of portraying an
image of subjectivity in Venice's Rent Collection
Courtyard mirrors the sign systems of the
Cultural Revolution by turning the visual field
into a spectacle and framing the collective
subject in a position determined by the objective
gaze of the beholder, whether that gaze
belonged to Mao Zedong, viewers at the Venice
Biennale, or extraterrestrials.
Even an artist as anti-authoritarian as Ai
Weiwei continues to work with a Communist
ethos: "I was born in a society that emphasized
critique, bestowing on self-criticism the highest
value. Chairman Mao instructed us to carry out
criticism and self-criticism, so we always looked
at our surroundings and objects with a critical
31

Cai Guo Qiang, interview by Zaya, Cai Guoqiang (2002), 9
See, for example, Wu Hung, "Post-Cultural Revolution Experimental
Chinese Art (1979-1993)," in the introduction to Transcience: Chinese
Experimental Art at the End of the Twentieth Century (Chicago: The
David and Alfred Smart Museum and The University of Chicago, ), 20;
see also the excellent introduction by Geremie Barmé, "Exploit, Export,
Expropriate: Artful Marketing from China, 1989-93," in China's New Art,
Post-1989 (Hong Kong: Hanart TZ Gallery, 1993), xvii-li. And Gao Minglu,
"Toward a Transnational Modernity," in Inside Out: New Chinese Art,
edited by Gao Mingly (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of
California Press, 1998), 35.
33
Cai Guo Qiang, interview by Zaya, Cai Guoqiang (2002), 9.
34
Steve
Dow,
"Beauty
and
Terror,"
9
May
2010.
http://www.stevedow.com.au/default.aspx?id=503 (accessed June 17,
2014).
32
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world-view."35 Ai internalized Mao's ideal of
critique and self-critique, a goal never practiced
in earnest by Mao himself. Ai now seeks to
improve society through public critiques and is,
as such, arguably a true Communist in spirit. 36
Mao's worldview was also thoroughly visual in
character, establishing collective rituals with the
color red dominating the visual field and
fireworks and explosions serving as a public
announcements. Public dances served as a
collective spectacle of loyalty toward Mao. 37 He
spoke of the structural relations of society, and
thus indirectly on the suppression of both
subjective agency and the independent gaze,
since citizens were always subordinate to the
Central Committee. 38 The Cultural Revolution was
the peak at which subjective and collective
consciousness, visual culture and ideology, were
forcefully merged from above.39
Born the same year as Ai Weiwei, Cai
Guoqiang also inherited a particular worldview
from the Cultural Revolution. To use an
explosion event as an expressive tool is, I would
argue, not far removed from Mao's desire that all
Chinese apply a tool—whether hammer, hoe,
plough, pen, or gun—and become expressive
critics. Mao wanted to turn the gaze objectively
and critically toward the self and destroy
bourgeois traditions in oneself and society. Cai
wants to direct the gaze objectively toward the
self, and critique the self and so defer the
agency of the subject who reminds as of yet
formless. Mao Zedong wrote extensively about
contradiction and the necessity of not resolving
the dialectic. For Mao, closing the contradiction
with a solution constituted an attempt to answer
a question in a subjective, one-sided, and
superficial manner.40 Dao's yin and yang finds its
strange bedfellow in Mao's principle of the
dialectic. Mao's denial of subjectivity has meant
that artists in post Cultural Revolution China
have had to come to terms with the negative
associations with individualism in Chinese
culture, and must do so while still adhering to

Communist ideology. 41 Cai himself has noted
how "psychological walls are less easy to
dismantle than physical ones," 42 so he
demolishes the physical walls and withholds the
question of individualism.
Under Mao's watchful eye, the visual field
was not voluntary but artificially constructed.
Cai's Project for Extraterrestrials reflects the
awareness of being observed by an other's gaze,
a state of mind cultivated by authorities to
prevent Chinese citizens from acting from a
position of subjectivity. Fetus Movement requires
that Cai be closely monitored from an objective
and scientific point of view during the explosion
event comprising his own metaphorical rebirth,
as of yet unformed and in the hands of an
external source. In both Cai Guoqiang's Maximov
Project, 2000-present and Venice's Rent
Collection, he asks the viewer to take a metaview, a palimpsest of distanced views of looking
at looking. The theme of failure appears
repeatedly in Mao's writings and is expressed in
the Chinese idiom "failure is the mother of
success."43 You must constantly adjust your
subjective positions against the objective
external world, for it is the latter that ultimately
reigns. To Cai, the moments of being unable to
attain control or fulfill his artistic actions reflect
this reality.

35

41

Ai Weiwei, Time and Place (Guangxi: Guangxi Normal University
Press, 2010), 124. Quoted in Christian Sorace, "China's Last Communist:
Ai Weiwei," Critical Inquiry, vol. 40, no. 2 (Winter 2014): 402.
36
Christian Sorace, "China's Last Communist: Ai Weiwei," Critical
Inquiry, vol. 40, no. 2 (Winter 2014):
37
Maria Galikowski, Art and Politics, 146.
38
Galikowski, 13.
39
Galikowski, 147.
40
Mao Tse Tsung, "On Contradiction" (August 1937), Selected Works,
Vol. I, pp. 323-24. http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/
works/red-book/ch22.htm
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The Tension of Subject Positions
Cai Guoqiang describes himself as a
"vessel" travelling between natural, cultural, and
historical sites. 44 He positions himself as a
vessel between sites, a hollow receptacle and
carrier of the "arbitrary histories" 45 that
happened upon him. Cai recently orchestrated
one of his trademark explosion events at the
Faurschou Foundation in Copenhagen in 2012.
From a small boat hoisted on a cran in the
harbor of Nordhavn, more than 1800 mini
rockets exploded outward in a short-lived
display referencing the goddess of love in Norse
Galikowski, 209, 226.
Including projects such as Extraterrestrial projects at the Great Wall
(1993) and the Berlin Wall project (unrealized). Cai Guoqiang, "Light
Your Fire," interview by Jérôme Sans, Cai Guoqiang: Une histoire
arbitraire/An Arbitrary History (Lyon and Milano: Musée d'Art
Contemporain de Lyon and 5 Continents Editions, 2002), 53-9, 54.
43 "On Practice" (July 1937), Selected Works, Vol. I, pp. 296-97.
44 Karen Smith, Cai Guoqiang: A Clan of Boats, edited by Karen Chen
and Jannie Haagemann (Copenhagen: Farschou Foundation, 2014).
45
To Cai, "arbitrary history" signifies possibility and the arbitrary
nature of subjectivity. Cai Guoqiang: Une histoire arbitraire/An
Arbitrary History (Lyons: Musée art contemporain, 2001), 12.
42
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mythology Freja: Explosion Event for Faurschou
Foundation. Freja inaugurated his Copenhagen
exhibition A Clan of Boats showing gunpoweder
drawings as well as the boat serving as a
continuous metaphor for voyage, but also
himself as a vessel and the destruction of it.
While Freja summons both ancient Chinese
and Norse traditions through the use of
fireworks and the name of a goddess, these
serve as devices pointing to, but not truly
embedded in, the culturally specificity of
Copenhagen. In fact, rather than the particular
site of Nordhavn in Copenhagen or Freyja, the
goddess of fertility and destruction, the event
appears to signal the mark of the artist's
presence first and foremost. That is to say, Cai
Guoqiang has become a celebrity, a global,
transnational artist, hired to be present for
cultural events. In 2015, Cai organized 36
gunpowder explosions for Cuba and Cubans,
Liberation of 7th Avenue: Explosion for Cuba, 7th
Avenue between 116 and 118th Street, Cuba,
commissioned by Romerillo Organic Museum
shortly after the Havana Biennale. His 2014
explosion event Life is a Milonga: Tango
Fireworks for Argentina, held at Vuelta de Rocha,
Buenos Aires, in front of the museum Fundación
Proa and commissioned by the Patronage
Cultural Arts District, Grupo Clarín, and American
Express, renders thematic Argentina's love for
tango. The assumed uniqueness of each place is
authenticated by the artist's signature, his
presence, and "interventionary services,"
quoting Miwon Kwon's critique of contemporary
global interventions.46 Cai becomes, then, a
service provider, producing explosion events one
place after another while arguably participating
in art's commodification and homogenization.
If Cai Guoqiang's pyrotechnic interventions
do not suggest site specificity as its primary
concern, and if we consider the artist as the site
who delivers authenticity, then who is the
subject that Cai demonstrates with his
gunpowder projects? Western critics and
institutions tend to construct for him a subject
position between "Chineseness" and the global.
They map his practice as a temporal bridge
builder
connecting
the
ancestral
and
contemporary, philosophical traditions and
experimentalism.47 But this mediation of an
46

Miwon Kwon. "One Place After Another: Notes on Site Specificity." In
October 80 (Spring 1997): 103, n33.
47
See for example, Matthew Guy Nichols, "Cai Guoqiang at Central Park
& the Asia Society," Art in America, vol. 92, no. 1 (January 2004): 96;

imagined spatial and temporal continuity
undermines the specific cultural political milieu
under which Cai was raised. Mao Zedong's
Cultural Revolution appears as merely a faint
memory in much of the art of his generation, and
the critic Eleanor Heartney claims that Cai's work
highlights "how much things have changed since
the days of the Chinese Cultural Revolution." 48
This essay has argued that Cai indeed enacts a
"Chineseness" through his use of gunpowder. His
explosion events and related work assimilate
both Daoist thinking and the identitarian
representations of subjectivity imposed during
Chairman Mao's rule. The medium of gunpowder
makes this very suspension of subjectivity
possible: it is formless when actualized, has a
volatile mind of its own, favors beauty and
destruction, and demands an all-consuming
spectacle of sound and vision. With gunpowder
as a medium, there is no room for the artist at
the front of the stage.
This deference of his own subject position
brings into question what Cai currently delivers
in his commissions as a globetrotting artist.
When Cai Guoqiang produced Freja: Explosion
Event for Faurschou Foundation in the
Copenhagen harbor as part of the 2012 opening
of Faurschou's new commercial gallery space, it
begs the question of what he brings to that
particular time and place. By naming his
explosion event the Norse goddess of love,
fertility, and war, he gains instant, albeit
superficial, rapport with local tradition. It is Cai's
name in the world of art that truly carries the
project. 49 He authenticates the explosion event
and caliber of the institution in a seemingly
perfect
conglomerate
representation
of
"Chineseness," the global and local. Cai
Guoqiang's artistic practices demonstrate the
ways in which he holds in suspension his own
identity making processes. Thus, while it is his
Judicaël Lavrador, "Art et Feux d'artifice: Étincelles Modernes." Beaux
Arts Magazine 225 (February 2003): 74–77.
48
Eleanor Heartney, "Cai Guoqiang: Illuminating the New China," Art in
America, vol. 90, no. 5 (May 2002): 92. Wu Hung asserts that "many
artists have finally bid farewell to the Cultural Revolution and all its
visual and mental baggage." Wu Hung, "Ruins, Fragmentation, and the
Chinese Modern/Postmodern," in Inside Out: New Chinese Art, edited
by Gao Minglu (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of
California Press, 1998), 64.
49
According to a review in Kunsten.Nu: "med en kunstner som Cai
Guoqiang fra den absolutte top af kunstmarkedet er tonen sat for,
hvilket niveau af kunstnere man kan forvente at finde på Nordhavnen i
fremtiden: Dem, de andre fem eksisterende (og non-kommercielle)
kunsthaller vil have svært ved at finansiere. Boom!" Erik B. Duckert, "Er
du
underholdt?"
Kunsten.Nu,
19
September
2012,
http://www.kunsten.nu/artikler/artikel.php
?fauerschou+cai+guoqiang+freja+a+clan+of+boats
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biography that delivers the event, the subject
position he enacts revolves around the very
negation of it through his use of gunpowder. He

displays, instead, the shell of a self after the
explosion.

Biographical note
Kristine Nielsen, PhD is Assistant Professor of modern and contemporary art at Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, USA.
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Telling the Stories of Left-behind Children in China:
From Diary Collection to Digital Filmmaking
Janice Hua Xu
Abstract
The issue of "left-behind children" in China has been widely recognized as a significant social
problem, as more than 61 million children are living in villages away from their parents, who have
migrated to large cities to seek employment opportunities. There is a very limited number of media
products depicting left-behind children in rural China as central characters with individual personalities.
This paper analyzes how stories and voices of this underprivileged group are presented in recent years
to the public in different non-fictional media forms, particularly documentary films. Through content
analysis of selected film samples, the paper examines how narratives are weaved about the lives and
emotions of these children, and how the stories make sense of their family experiences. The paper
discusses the power of digital narratives and visual-based expressions in representing this special
group in remote areas of the country. It also examines how the products of representation are mediated
by different types of storytellers, who are often motivated by a sense of social engagement to raise
awareness about the plight of these children to appeal for support, but addresses the issue from their
specific perspectives.

Introduction
Left-behind children refer to rural children
under 18 who are left at home when both or one
of their parents migrate to urban area for work.
Across China more than 61 million children nearly a quarter of children in China - live in
rural villages without the presence of their
parents, who have migrated in search of work to
provide a better life for their families. Recent
findings showed that left-behind children were
disadvantaged by developmental, emotional and
social problems (Su, Li, Lin, Xu, Zhu, 2013).
Researchers found that due to a lack of family
protection and educational opportunities, there
have been growing signs of serious mental
health problems and an increased criminal
record among this vulnerable group (CCRCSR,
2014). Because migrant workers rarely get to
spend time with their children, children often
feel lonely and helpless, and sometimes have
the fear of being abandoned. They are more
prone to skipping class, fighting and even
dropping out of school, as their caretakers are
often unable or unwilling to monitor their study
habit. It is also fount that left-behind children
had lower scores in health behavior and school
engagement than rural children of non-migrant
worker parents (Wen & Lin, 2012).
www.journalonarts.org

This paper analyzes how the situation of
this underprivileged group is presented in recent
years in platforms outside mainstream media,
specifically in documentary films. It examines
how narratives are weaved about the lives of
these children by different storytellers, and how
the stories make sense of their unique family
experiences with absent parents to the
audience. As Stuart Hall states, representation is
the process or channel or medium through
which meanings are both created and reified.
Culture depends on giving things meaning by
assigning them to different positions within a
classificatory
system.
The
marking
of
"difference" is thus the basis of that symbolic
order which we call culture. As Corner (1995: 143)
proposes with respect to the documentary,
media scholars need to "develop closer and
better micro- analysis, of the language and
image of the media." Silverstone points out that
the study of media mediation of reality requires
giving attention to both the institutions and
technologies via which the circulation of news
discourse takes place (2004). Also, mediation can
be seen as a public–political process, a process
that sets up norms of public conduct and shapes
the spectator as a citizen of the world, and
carries important ethical power of contemporary
public life (Chouliaraki, 2006).
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Traditionally, Chinese media rarely put
children as the main subjects of reporting except
for programs produced for children, with content
that usually emphasize "childishness" and
"prettiness" (Donald, 2005). In 1999-2000, CCTV
produced a series on children in the Western
provinces in connection with the national
campaign of "opening up the West," portraying
these children as "clever, decorative, and
different," but their problems such as poverty
and lack of media access were not foregrounded
(Donald, 2005, p.9). Media reports in China about
LB children started to appear in 2002, and
increased in numbers in 2006, when a legislation
was proposed at Chinese People Consultative
Conference by 24 members to establish a
mechanism to safeguard these children’s healthy
growth. More media reports have been
addressing this matter since 2010, when a few
provinces passed laws to protect the rights of
minors, with decrees referring to the LB children
(Zeng, 2013). However, media representations of
these children in news reports were often
stereotypes, usually as targets of charity or
protective policy, or as "problematic children."
Academic research papers by scholars usually
focus on sociological and psychological issues
caused by absent parents and present these
children as one abstract category. It is very rare
to have their own voices heard or individual
personalities represented in the media.
In 2012, a collection of the diaries of 26
"left-behind children" in China’s remote Guizhou
province was published in the form as a book. It
unveils for the first time the inner lives of these
young people. Their 34-year-old teacher, Yang
Yuansong, who initiated the project by compiling
diaries, letters, and pictures of these children
whose average age was 9, explained his
motivation: "People tend to have a stereotype
about left-behind children, seeing them as
pitiful kids who live in poverty and isolation.
People think all they need is something to eat
and wear. But they are so much more than that."
He traveled to Beijing and Shanghai to look for
publishers but was refused 10 times before
finally securing a publisher in Jiangsu province.
With an initial print run of 15,000 copies, the
book sold more than 100,000 copies in a few
months (Sun, 2013).
While there is a lack of in-depth reports on
the LB children issue in mainstream media, news
reports about shocking events, such as
children’s deaths from accidents caused by lack
of supervision or arrests of rural elementary
54

school teachers molesting LB children, have
brought more attention across the nation to the
precarious condition in which some left-behind
children live, as well as the long-term
consequence of having absent parents working
far away from their hometowns. In 2013, Phoenix
Satellite Television Company made a 5-episode
documentary titled The Left-behind Children in
China, with interviews with residents at various
locations in China as well as scholars and
education experts. CCTV also made public
service announcements encouraging volunteers
to contribute to the growth of these children,
and covered this topic in talk show programs.
Outside the programs produced by Chinese
mainstream media, there have been a few
dozens of films or "minifilms" made on LB
children. These documentary films can be
divided into the following categories: corporate
public affair mini documentary, films by
independent filmmakers, and films by
volunteer/student teams. Although they share
the general theme of raising awareness about
the LB children and calling for love and care for
them, each has its unique strengths in telling a
story, and tends to take narrative structures that
reflect the implied messages of the film.

Corporate Public Affair Mini Documentary
Western corporations conducting business
in China have engaged in various public relations
initiatives to build a brand image among Chinese
consumers, including making public affair mini
documentaries. The issue of LB children can
appeal to a wide audience and is politically safe,
unlike many other problems facing Chinese
society such as pollution, food safety,
corruption, and so on.

Coca-Cola and PR agency McCann’s
Shanghai
branch
created
a
4-minute
documentary entitled 'Love and Care for China's
left-behind Children' which launched across
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China, and was shared on social media and
shown on taxi screens before the 2014 Chinese
New Year holiday starts. It was viewed more than
2 million times on video sharing website
todou.com. It draws people’s attention to the
vital question of how the children cope without
their parents, and how parents cope without
seeing their children, focusing on the hope and
joy of reunion at Chinese New Year.
In the film, an 11-year old boy says he is
older now and has stopping crying at night for
missing his parents. A 7-year-old girl says she's
not sure her mom can tell her apart from her
twin sister. It's been too long since their mother,
a migrant worker, has come back home. A 7–
year-old boy wants to see his parents and asks
them to bring to him a bike as gift. The film also
shows scenes from the parents’ workplaces in
the cities, with one father wearing a helmet in a
construction site saying he really misses his
children, but this year’s work was particularly
busy. The suspense focuses on the question
whether the children will be able to see their
parents this New Year. Later the viewers see the
parents of the three families arriving their
homes in a red Coco-Cola van, driven by a
uniformed driver, reuniting with their children
and the grandparents, and then sitting at the
New Year banquet table where Coke bottles are
placed next to the abundant food. The red Coke
mingles well into the red colors of New Year
celebration around the house. The problem and
solution is visually represented by contrasting
images of separation and reunion, with
emotional moments such as the mother arriving
at home and asking her daughter "Who am I?"
and getting the reply "You are Mommy!" Aired
right before 2014 Chinese New Year, the message
of "going home" echoes with millions of people
making their way home from cities across the
country to celebrate the Lunar New Year with
family. The minifilm can be seen as a successful
public service announcement that enhances the
brand image while bringing awareness to a
social problem.

Independent Documentary Film
Since
the
early
1990s,
so-called
"underground" and "independent" documentary
films have emerged in the public domain of
mainland China, and received attention in
international film festivals (Berry, 2010; Liu, 2006;
Wang, 2005). As digital cameras became
affordable to the middle class, independent

filmmakers use methods of direct cinema to
address "the spectrum of life the government
usually stakes off as taboo: prostitution,
bureaucratic corruption, rural protests against
land expropriation, the impoverished elderly
and mentally handicapped, a compromised
education
system,
religious
fervor,
homosexuality, and just sexuality period
(Nornes, 2009: 50)."
Independent filmmakers documenting the
lives of LB children usually have close ties to the
area when the film is shot, and are more or less
familiar with the characters in the film. They
tend to structure the film as day-in-life story,
depicting how the children cope with their
parents’ absence living with grandparents or
other relatives. Due to limited funding, the films
usually do not include scenes of the city
workplaces of the parents. The filmmaker
captures the moments from the lives of LB
children in a detailed manner that reveals the
challenges of living without their parents. This
could include the material conditions of their
daily existence and their psychological state, as
expressed through their activities in isolation or
ways of interacting with others. In this narrative
structure, there is little immediate conflict or
confrontation, and probably there is no
resolution, even though the conditions of the
character could be seen as highly problematic in
the eyes of the audience. For instance, the child
walks alone at night with a flashlight to return
home from school, or escape classes to play
pokers.

This narrative structure is utilized in the
work of independent filmmaker Jiang Nengjie,
who was himself a "left behind" child. Jiang
Nengjie was born in Hunan in 1985, and
graduated from university in 2008. He worked
briefly in the city, and spent nearly six years
from 2009 to 2014 to complete a series of
documentaries about his hometown, returning
to the city sometimes to work and raise funds.
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These include mini-films "Road," "When I Grow
Up," and a 92 minute-long "Children at a Village
School." In this remote village in Hunan Province,
80 per cent of children are left behind. As a new
college graduate, Jiang started his filming
projects after learning that the school in his
home village with 22 children was shutting down.
Through temporary teaching at the school,
working on and off in the city and fundraising, he
managed to create several films documenting
the growth journey of several village children,
and the decaying state of his home village. He
stated that his motivation for the projects was to
raise concern about the issue to help maintain
the small village school, and later, to raise funds
to get a substitute teacher and school bus, as
some children had to walk three to four hours a
day to go to school. The films also raise
questions about the fate of these children and
the effect of their upbringing.
Jiang’s films were watched by a lot of
viewers online, and were featured at Songzhuang
Documentary Festival in Beijing and Guangzhou
International Documentary Festival in China. In
2014, through public support, "Children at a
Village School" was being screened at
Guangzhou, Changsha, Wuhan, Beijing and other
large cities. While the children have grown up in
the years between the different films, their
classrooms are still shabby, and their dreams of
love still unfulfilled, even though the village
school managed to receive donations and visits
from volunteers and a BBC filming crew.

split bamboo, and water basin for washing
clothes with, all offer vivid details of the daily
lives of the children and their struggle for
survival. While the images might represent a
typical rural household, sometimes among them
there is an object which seems to be surprisingly
fancy, such as a brand-new schoolbag with
foreign cartoon characters, which is probably a
gift from their absent parents. These images
bring to the audience in urban areas visual
evidence of the theme of the film, reflecting the
reality of widespread loneliness among the left
behind children. Different from the corporate
documentaries, the independent filmmaker does
not intend to create an "upbeat" mood or avoid
showing embarrassing moments in their films,
including moments when parents returning from
the city could not recognize their children. As
they see different sides of the lives of their
subjects and the odds they face, there is often
an ambivalent attitude toward the future of
these children, even when some progress is seen
in the films.

The University/Volunteer Team
Documentary

One of the appeals of the documentary
films of Jiang Nengjie comes from the visual
depictions of the living environment of the LB
children, which can have a strong impact on the
audience from urban regions unfamiliar with
poverty. The children’s stained and bulky
clothes, unwashed faces, the muddy road in
front of the house, the smoky kitchen where
firewood is used for cooking, the fence made of
56

Another type of documentaries about LB
children is made because of the arrival of
outsiders at the rural village, for instance,
"School in the Depth of the White Cloud," a 2012
documentary about 40 volunteers from Shanghai
visiting the mountainous region Jiangxi Province
during the traditional Lunar New Year Dragon
Boat Festival. In this story line, a team of
volunteers or college students arrives from the
city to a rural village or school for short term
teaching or aid activities. Usually shot from the
visitors’ point of view as a byproduct of their
service trip, the film narrates the undesirable
conditions they see, the local children they
encounter, and the efforts and activities they
engage in to help the locals. In the process the
two sides coming from different background and
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age groups discover about each other and
challenge each other in unexpected ways, and
find their existing views about the world
somewhat changed because of the encounter
and the eye-opening experience.
A recent example of a film with this
narrative structure is "Summer of Sangying
Town," which highlights the 20-day experience of
a group of students from Shanghai Maritime
University to address the needs of left-behind
children in a boarding school in Anhui province
in a hot summer. The 50-minute film made in
2013 described the reactions of the students to
the living conditions of the children and their
efforts in providing psychological counseling and
bringing entertainment to brighten the
monotonous life of children. It documented their
efforts in utilizing limited resources to launch a
moot court, sports games, music classes, and a
carefully organized variety show, eventually
forming certain level of friendship with the
children. While the students fulfilled their
scheduled tasks and delivered help that was
appreciated by the local children and villagers,
they also found their power to help the children
rather limited. For instance, upon arrival at the
boarding school the college students tried to
improve conditions of the shabby boarding
school dormitory full of bunk beds. While they
managed to shop in the local market and install
mosquito-proof screens on the windows, they
found it too difficult to changing the lighting
structure of the dim room.
Another example of a film with this
structure is titled Grass on the Plain, made by 8
graduate students of Southwest University of
China who were assigned to teach for one year
at Wushan County in Chongqing, as part of their
education requirement. The college students
found that the children’s vision of the outside
world was limited to the Wushan county center,
and they were mostly introvert and short in
confidence or desire to study, and at the same
time yearning for family love. The film focuses
on the graduate students’ effort to adjust to a
life in the isolated poverty-stricken rural village,
communicate with the children, gain their
respect, and help them strengthen emotional
ties with their parents. They managed to acquire
online chat facilities, and gradually helped the
children learn information about the outside
world and build a dream about their own future.
It was awarded first prize in the Western China
international film festival in September 2013. The

film’s director, Li Jie, later produced another film
about a LB children’s family.
For films of this structure, one of the
themes driving story development is how the
visitors engage in problem solving initially to
deal with some material needs of the children,
and through the process develop a relationship
with the local children. These children usually
have different communication styles with city
children who tend to be the center of attention
of the family, surrounded by their parents and
grandparents due to China’s one-child policy.
Another theme is insight and growth. As the
outsiders are young people who grow up in
comfortable surroundings and hold somewhat
romantic notions of remote areas, the encounter
with the LB children often raises questions about
their own assumptions, as well as strength to
endure hardship and problem-solving abilities,
leading to new ways of looking at their own lives
in the city.

Conclusion
Documentaries often attend to social issues
of which we are consciously aware. They can be
seen as a symbolic form that unites the
argumentative and the aesthetic functions of
discourse. They are not transparent renderings
of situations. They are not what postmodernists
call discursive constructions either. Through a
variety of story telling devices and strategies, a
text can make itself believable as representation
of reality. "A slice of life" can take on the quality
of being about something meaningful and
profound. While different storytellers start the
filmmaking process with a variety of motivations
and may frame the issue of LB children from a
particular angel of their choice, the outcomes
are also shaped by the fact that families and
villages with LB children vary vastly in their
individual situations.
The issue of children being left behind can
be viewed from many perspectives, such as their
schooling, their psychological and emotional
state, their access to adequate material
resources like nutritional food, their interactions
with other children and adults, and so on. While
the storytellers engage dramatic forms such as
conflict or problem/resolution, the plight of
many of these children raises more questions
than answers, drawing the sensibilities of the
audience and engaging them in a reflection of
the human price paid for modernization.
Although the situations of the children are vastly
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different from that of the audience in the cities,
the universal themes of family, love, and dream
can make these films widely appealing with an
intricate manner.
In August 2014, a new documentary about
LB children premiered in Beijing, entitled Stories
Through 180 Lenses. It is funded by Porsche
China’s "Empowering the Future" program and
directed by well-known director Zhang Yimou
(CSR News, 2014). The production team

distributed 180 digital video cameras free of
charge to children in 72 schools in remote
Southwest China. Ninty percent of the half-hour
film consists of footage shot over six months by
2,000 children. As the children take cameras in
their own hands, the audience can expect
another way for the expression of their daily
encounters, emotional reflections and artistic
creativities to be depicted in a fresh manner.
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The Texture of Interiority: Voiceover and Visuals
Swarnavel Eswaran Pillai
Abstract
This essay concerns itself with the myriad ways in which the voice-over gets interwoven with other
sounds within the final soundtrack of a film, and variety of reactions these elicit from the audience as
auditors as well as viewers. Focusing on a few selected films like Sydney Pollack’s Out of Africa (1985),
David Lean’s Brief Encounter (1945), Chris Marker and Pierre Lhomme’s Le Joli Mai (1963), and Bob Rosen
and Andrea Simon’s Fayum Portraits (1988), filmmakers paying specific attention to the role of female
voice-overs therein, it explores how the voice-over assumes the role of the heterodiegetic voice of a
third-person narrator, or the first person voice of a character embedded in the film, and further, goes on
to sometimes defy these definitions by addressing the audience directly in the second person. Voiceover narration in films range from representing the inner monologue of a main character that offers a
limited point-of-view, to allowing the audience access to an omniscient narrator, which then allows the
filmmaker to experiment with unlimited points-of view as well as with the time and sequence of the
occurrence of various events in the film.
More important, this essay also examines, how the materiality of the sounds in voice-overs, and the
dynamic relationship the voice-over forms with other sounds, both inside and outside the diegesis,
create a texture which enables a space for experimentation with regard to the specific goals of narration
in a film. Toward this end, with the textual readings of the voiceover and its specificity, it engages with
Deleuze and Guattari’s seminal essay, “The Smooth and the Striated,” to explore the ways we could think
of texture in the context of the materiality of the voice and its valences as it weaves itself through other
dominant sounds in the soundscape of a film, and more importantly, coheres the visuals to delineate
the narrative, while simultaneously shedding light on the interiority of the characters.
Keywords: Voiceover, Sound Balance, Smooth and Striated, Out of Africa, Chris Marker, Brief
Encounters, Le Joli Mai, Interiority, Texture, Soundscape.

Beginning with films such as Fritz Lang’s M
(1932) and William K. Howard’s The Power and
Glory (1933) 1 from the early 1930s, the voiceover—a cinematic device as old as the sound
film itself—continues to be an important part of
modern day cinema, creatively employed to
great effect in a host of landmark films. These
include Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity (1944)
and Sunset Boulevard
(1950), Abraham
Polonsky's Force of Evil (1948), Martin’s
Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976), Goodfellas (1990)
Gangs of New York (2002), and The Wolf of Wall
Street (2013), Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse
Now (1979), Terrence Malick’s The Thin Red Line
(1998) and The Tree of Life (2011), Chris Nolan’s
Momento (2000) and The Prestige (2006), and
Spike Jonze’s Adaptation (2002), which has a
homodiegetic voice-over that reflects the
1

For a brief history of the voice-over in cinema, see Kozloff, “Ancestors,
Influences and Development,” pp 23-40.
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stream-of-consciousness style of the narration,
and Her (2013), and Wes Anderson's The Royal
Tenenbaums (2001) to his recent The Grand
Budapest Hotel (2014). 2
My paper concerns itself with the myriad
ways in which the voice-over gets interwoven
with other sounds within the final soundtrack of
a film, and variety of reactions these elicit from
the audience, as auditors, as well as viewers.
Focusing on a few selected films and their
soundtracks to analyze the voice-over and its
dynamic relationship with other diegetic and
non-diegetic sounds, I explore how the voiceover assumes the role of the heterodiegetic
voice of a third-person narrator, or the
homodiegetic first person voice of a character
2

I am using homodiegetic to refer to the narration of a character
embedded in the text and diegesis, and heterodiegetic to the voiceover of a narrator who is not a character in the story, as defined by
Gerard Genette and explicated in Kozloff, p 42.
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embedded in the film, and further, goes on to
sometimes defy these definitions by addressing
the audience directly in the second person.
Voice-over narration in films range from
representing the inner monologue of a main
character that offers a limited point-of-view, to
allowing the audience access to an omniscient
narrator, which then allows the filmmaker to
experiment with unlimited points-of view as well
as with the time and sequence of the occurrence
of various events in the film.
However, despite the theoretical challenges
posed by its fluid nature, voice-over sound often
enables lucid comprehension and concrete
analysis, either by establishing an identifiable
pattern within films where it is used
substantially, or, when used as expository or as a
concluding piece of narration, by drawing
attention to the materiality of the voice. The
dynamic relationships that develop as it engages
with the other sounds enable us to understand
the ways through which voice-overs affect the
sound balance every time it occupies the sound
space of a film. It is through its capacity and
power of valence that we perceive the mood of
the protagonist(s) who drives the narrative. The
way it harnesses the other sounds in setting up
the mood of the film often dictates the visual
aesthetics or the style of the film. The voiceover,
therefore, plays a significant role in weaving the
various components that contribute to the
affective texture of the film.
Both due its unique quality of assertion,
which considerably impacts the other sounds
within the film's soundscape, and due its being a
direct narrational tool which exudes a for-meness in its sound, the voice-over is also among
the most easily abused sound, too often used by
unthinking image-makers to patch-up the holes
in a badly narrated story, or as an ill-suited
expository frame which does not easily segue
into the main narration of the film. At the same
time, the history of cinema bears witness to the
fact that the voice-over can be one of the most
effective tools of narration in cinema whether
one wants to use it as a character’s voice or an
omniscient narrator’s voice or as the voice of the
image-maker/ author of the film. The many
exciting ways in which exemplary artists
including Orson Welles, Billy Wilder, Stanley
Kubrick, Chris Marker, Alain Resnais, Sydney
Pollack, Francis Ford Coppola, Martin Scorsese
and their sound technicians/ designers, working
always with a clear audio-vision of the overall
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sound design of their films, have used the voiceover, is sufficient evidence of this.
In this essay, I analyze the sound tracks of
Sydney Pollack’s Out of Africa (1985), David
Lean’s Brief Encounter (1945), and Chris Marker
and Pierre Lhomme's Le Joli Mai (1963), Bob
Rosen and Andrea Simon's Fayum Portraits
(1988), filmmakers paying specific attention to
the role of female voice-overs therein, in order
to explore how this sound, in conjunction with
the effects and accompanying music, affect the
narration of these films. In the process, I also
examine relevant voice-overs in other significant
films. What I hope to underscore through my
efforts here is how the voice-over, even as it
appears to assert itself in its relationship with
other sounds, like the dialogues in the
production tracks of the classical Hollywood
films, exists in fact, in a continually evolving
relationship with the two other notable elements
of a film's sound track—its music, and its sound
effects. More important, I also examine in this
essay, how the materiality of the sounds in
voice-overs, and the dynamic relationships the
voice-over forms with other sounds, both inside
and outside the diegesis, create a texture which
enables a space for experimentation with regard
to the specific goals of narration in a film.
Toward this end, with the textual readings of the
voiceover and its specificity, I will engage with
Deleuze and Guattari's seminal essay, "The
Smooth and the Striated," in A Thousand
Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1987) to
explore the ways we could think of texture in the
context of the materiality of the voice and its
valences as it weaves itself through other
dominant sounds in the soundscape of a film.

Women and Voice–Over Sound
Sarah Kozloff has argued that female firstperson narrators generally tend to narrate their
own life stories or their own memories in
“women’s films, adaptations, and occasional
noirs; their area of knowledge is generally
constricted to what they have personally
experienced and to what is presumed to be of
interest to primarily female viewers” (100). Both
in the first person voice-overs of the older Karen
in “Out of Africa” or of Laura in “Brief Encounter”
(both films adapted from novels), what is
narrated to the audience are indeed their own
memories and personal experiences. However,
the effect of these voice-overs on the audience
is not merely one limited to catering to the
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interest of women therein. Karen’s longing for
Africa or the inner monologue of Laura that
sounds like the chattering of our own mind also
enables the audience to identify with their
feelings of longing and imperfection, as these
films use their voice-overs to organize the layers
of nostalgia and longing or guilt expressed in
these voices and juxtaposes them with the story
at pre-determined sound spaces. Kozloff’s
argument, made in the context of Bonitzer and
Mary Ann Doane’s observations regarding the
gendered bias in voice-overs in films, is useful in
drawing our attention to the rarity of a woman’s
voice as a third-person heterodiegetic narrator
(99). 3 But with the increasing presence of
women’s voice-overs in recent films, it is
important to note that Kozloff herself concludes
that “barriers for women as narrators are
crumbling now” (101).

Karen in Out of Africa
Out of Africa’s script was inspired by many
books including Out of Africa and Other Writings
by Isak Dinesan, Isak Dinesan, The Life of a
Storyteller by Judith Thurman, and Silence Will
Speak by Errol Trzebinski. The final film has six
broad segments, framed within seven voiceovers of the Dane, Karen Dinesan/Blixen (Meryl
Streep), who enters into a wedlock with the
financially broke baron Bror Blixen (Kaus Maria
Braundauer) to become the baroness Karen
Blixen after their marriage in British East Africa,
through each of which she addresses the
audience directly. These voiceovers focus less on
her power as a colonizer/coffee plantation
owner or the void at the center of her marriage
of convenience to an indolent and licentious
husband.
Instead, it originates from an older Karen's
longing for her past and colors the film with
nostalgia through a picturesque landscape of
African soil and people, and flora and fauna, and
coheres the catalogues of these picture
postcards and Karen's interior landscape by
superimposing the texture of Karen's voice over
the striated backdrop which provides the canvas
for the (melo)drama of her life in Africa to be
enacted. Karen's voice is delineated from music
and sound effects through its sentimentality
3

Also see Mary Ann Doane’s “The Voice in the Cinema: The Articulation
of Body and Space,” Yale French Studies, pp 33-50, where she observes
that casting women as third-person narrators is not favored because it
leads to the gendered compromise of the narrator’s power and
knowledge in a male dominated industry.

and, more importantly its materiality, as
exemplified by the key sequences discussed
below.

Pic. 1: Karen (Meryl Streep) in Out of Africa (1985)
Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmeryl-streep-in-out-ofafrica

The first significant voice-over in the film is
a heterodiegetic narration by the older Karen
and begins with her saying “I had a farm in
Africa.” This is juxtaposed over a long shot of a
landscape. The voice is normal in volume, not
very loud, with a little reverb. Theme music that
has started earlier runs through the voice-over
at a lower volume. The sound of her voice
serves to arouse our curiosity, inviting us to
participate in her nostalgia. A few seconds later,
over extreme long shot images of the continuing
landscape, the older voice begins again: “I had a
farm in Africa at the foot of the Ngong Hills…” At
this point the voice is lower in volume than the
first time and quieter in its quality. The music
rises in crescendo and there is a gradual attack
of the sound of a train engine. After another few
seconds, we hear the old woman repeat: “I had a
farm in Africa.” This time her voice is even
quieter than before, and thereby amplifying the
sense of nostalgia about Africa. The
corresponding increase in the sound of the
moving train engine juxtaposes this feeling of
nostalgia with a sense of a journey, or a
movement to the past, and to Africa. All of this is
enhanced by the nostalgic theme music.
Therefore when voice-over’s precursor—the title
card—reading “Kenya, East Africa, 1913,” is
superimposed over a rickety train in a long shot
of the landscape, our sense of departure to
Africa is complete. So also, is our voyage into
the past of the Dutch baroness Isak Dinesen,
who has now transformed into a young woman,
called Karen Blixen. In Deleuze and Guattari's
conceptualization the nomadic space would be
striated as opposed to the stable terrain within
boundaries. Here, the striated texture of the
African landscape in the backdrop and its
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uneven quality seems to be seductive for Karen
to intrude in the secure company of her would
be husband baron Blixen.
The next title card, which reads “This Film is
Based on Out of Africa and Other Writings by Isak
Dinesen,” allows us to comprehend that what we
are now witnessing is Isak Dinesen's story. The
sound effect of the train over this title card adds
value to the image of a past journey undertaken
by Karen in the same train, as the train wends its
way across the African landscape. Thus the old
woman’s voice, the nostalgic music, and the
sound effects of the moving train, set up the
expository sounds of the film, which segues into
the establishing sound of Out of Africa with its
unique soundscape, especially once Karen is in
Africa. The sound effect of a running train is used
heterogeneously, in this instance, to create the
here-and-now effect of immediacy, while
simultaneously evoking feelings of distance, and
the past. In this instance, by combining the
sound of the train with the older woman’s voice,
the film succeeds in transporting us to Karen's
younger past.
After her husband leaves for war and she
falls in love with Denys, we see Karen Blixen
becoming more intimate with the Kenyans and
with their African way of life. Towards this, her
voice-over in these segments, are layered over
the local sounds of Africa, sometimes
punctuated with specific sounds, like the
prolonged wailing of a child in its mother’s arm.
While the pitch of the baby’s cry does not
interfere with Karen’s voice, it works brilliantly in
compelling the auditor towards causal listening;
and since the source—the child—is embedded in
the crowd, draws our attention to the Africans
themselves adding to the warmth of Karen's
affinity towards them. More important, the
texture of the wailing child in high pitch alludes
to Karen's own childlessness, even as it critiques
Karen's investment in animals more than the
Kenyan people. Nonetheless, Karen's increasing
attraction for Africa at this point, is primarily
constructed through the sound track. When she
talks to African Kamanate, using the local dialect,
the low-volume sound effects of workers
planting coffee seeds in the background,
exemplifies an instance of how the materiality of
her voice, with its pronounced accent and nasal
tone, is used to showcase her growing love for
the visceral quality of African life, while
simultaneously hinting at her exploitation of the
locals as a colonizer/plantation owner. In the
succeeding voice-over, the spatial signature of
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the old Karen’s voice does not draw as much of
our attention as do the ambient sounds of the
African landscape. The quality of nostalgia in her
voice is heightened by the carefully structured
effect track, which introduces us to ethnic
African sounds one at a time, (like the sound
made by small bells for example,) without
overcrowding the sound track.
Since the narrative foregrounds Karen’s
failing marriage to Bror as well as her growing
love affair with Denys, I would argue that the
very essence of the film —her love for Africa—is
essentially achieved through the affective use of
sound effects mixed with her voice-overs. Thus
for example, the sound track maps the
awakening of her heart towards the Africans as
she says emotionally, with a broken sound, “The
friends of the farm came to the house and went
away again. They were not the kind of people
who stay for a long time in the same place.”
Again, towards the end of the film, before
leaving for Denmark, Karen says at Denys’ grave:
“Now take back the soul of Denys… whom You
have shared with us. He brought us joy…We
loved him well… He was not ours… He was not
mine.” This speech is accompanied by the low
volume sound effect of birds (not of a generic
nature), and there is a noticeable absence of
music. Even though the visuals foreground
Denys’ white friends as the Africans recede into
the background, the sound continues to
emphasize, at a semantic level, Karen's love for
Africa, and by extension for nature itself—
emblematized by the serene sound of birds—
which appears to subsume her love for Denys.
From young Karen’s recitation at the grave, as
she prepares to leave Africa, the voice-over
takes us back to the older Karen’s voice, who
says, with deep longing: “If I know a song of
Africa… of the giraffe and the African new moon
lying on her back… Does Africa know a song of
me?” 4 Through this narration, by avoiding a high
level of reverb, the voice-over emphasizes the
materiality of the nasal tone, thereby enhancing
the sense of her rootedness to earth and
augmenting the emotions evoked by preceding
visuals of her inability to drop a handful of earth
onto Denys's grave. The sound of her elegiac
words draw our attention to the materializing
sound indices of the actress Meryl Streep’s
breathing and lip movements, even as it engages
us emotionally with visuals of African coffee
4

See Out of Africa: The Shooting Script for Karen’s entire voice-over.
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fields, and reminds of the close relationships
Karen has forged with Juma, Kumante, and other
natives. This moment becomes doubly poignant
as we become gradually aware of Meryl Streep,
an American actress, playing a Dutch Baroness
with heavily accented English, and thus her
falling in love with Africa and the lament in her
voice adds another dimension to the film, as we
recognize an extra-textual historical context.
This perception of the difference in
sound quality between the younger and older
voices of Karen vividly demonstrates that the
voice-over can be used to great effect in playing
with the time-gap between the narrating-I and
the participating-I, as well as towards truncating
psychological space by converging loss-in-thepresent (Denys's death,) with a longing-for-thepast (i.e, the older Karen’s longing for Africa).
Even more important, Karen's voiceover during
key moments in the film sheds light on the
striated spaces it stitches together: on the one
hand, Karen's journey in the beginning recalls
the Orientalist jaunt of many colonizers, but
soon we realize her deeper engagement with
Africa and her people and her profound but
schizoid relationship with them of love for their
pristine land and obedience and apprehensions
regarding their free spirit and defiance, as
epitomized by her attraction and repulsion
toward Denys, his whiteness offering her the
security she seeks as a lonely and loveless
woman in a foreign land but his raw and wild
spirit of adventure and unwillingness to be
tamed by the ritual of marriage undermining any
such solace.

Pic. 2: Karen (Meryl Streep) and Denys (Robert Redford) in Out of
Africa (1985) Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmerylstreep-in-out-of-africa

Even more important is the way her voice
erases the fact that she was one of the feudal
landlords and an epitome of British imperialism:
"In the film Kikuyu are portrayed as near
caricatures of complacency, given to occasional
comic intransigence. Yet history shows that,

following World War II, a resistance movement
developed within the Kikuyu tribe, headed by
the secret Mau Mau society. By 1955, the British
claimed to have ended the movement, killing an
estimated 10,000 of the tribe. So much for what
Dinesan described as 'the absolute passivity of
the native.'" Angela Bonavoglia's insightful
review also reveals how Karen has been reduced
to a "glossy Hollywood hero, and the film
whitewashed and one-dimensional, rosy and
romanticized, offers only a majority view" (1986,
44-5). 5
Susan Brantley in her review of Aage
Jorgensen's anthology on Out of Africa, points to
Sydney Pollack's admission of the romanticized
Karen Blixen in the film, and to the critique of
the two Kenyans in the collection who reject the
apology on behalf of Karen that "… she
nevertheless took a reformer's interest in the
autonomy and education of the African natives,
and
appreciated
tribal
customs
and
characteristics… (as quoted in Brantley 1990,
258)." Sydney Pollack's adaptation takes liberties
with the novel in its portrayal of Karen generally
as a well intentioned baroness who is
preoccupied with her failing marriage with a
philandering husband and later, with the
impregnable Denys. The incongruity in Out of
Africa is not only because of the discordant
presence of the plantation owner, the heavily
accented Dutch Karen, in the British colony of
Kenya, but also due to the casting of the
American actor Robert Redford as Denys: "His
lack of even the pretense of a British accent is
disturbing as well, but overall he succeeds in
portraying a carefree romantic in the spirit of
Peter Pan" (Bonavoglia 1986, 45). The British
actress Jane Seymour vouches for Redford's
decent British accent, nevertheless according to
Pollack, the decision to "drop the accent" was
propelled by the doubts regarding audiences'
acceptance of such an accent ("Accent thrown"
2014) While the oddity of Redford playing Denys
is smoothened for an audience which is aware of
his persona as an American star, it is entrenched
with Meryl Streep's Danish accent as the
audience expects her as a preeminent method
actor to mark her roles with individuality and
cultural specificity. While Brantley is convinced
that Meryl Streep has "done wonders for
University enrollments in Karen Blixen courses"
(257), Bognavolia heaps praise on her acting: "In
5
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contrast to Streep's singularly studied
performances in earlier films, here she portrays
freer character, easy, spontaneous, less
predictable …" (44). This is in polarity to the
general criticism about the length of the film (161
minutes) and its languid pace. The epic and
episodic narrative could thus be argued to be
held together not by the seamless continuity
editing of Hollywood alone, in this particular
case, it is mainly by the texture of Streep's voice
in Karen's voiceovers. The stress on the heavy
accent, and the very conscious tone of her
delivery, enable an insight into her anomalous
presence, and thereby, her spontaneous
exploration of the African landscape and
concern for the Kenyan people of the Kikuyu
tribe, thus provoking our interest in her
humanity despite her colonizing imperatives as a
plantation owner. The star text of Meryl Streep
as the unique Hollywood star when it comes to
sensitive female protagonists enables the
smoothness within the striated surface in Out of
Africa.
In this context, Deleuze and Guattari's
meditations on the passage of the smooth to the
striated and vice versa sheds light on texture of
Streep's voice as it coheres the narrative: "… the
two spaces [striated/nomadic and the smooth/
sedentary] in fact exist only in mixture: smooth
space is constantly being translated and
transversed into a striated space; striated space
is constantly being reversed, returned to a
smooth space" (474). They posit the
heterogeneous felt, which is "infinite, open, and
unlimited in every direction" (475-476) and
"implies no separation of threads, no
intertwining" as a binary of the homogeneous
fabric with its traditional warp and woof
structure (475), only to argue for the blurring of
the divide and the passage of one into the other,
as exemplified by the transformation from the
stilted and accented voice of the baroness Karen
to her chirpy and whispery tone when she is
romancing with Denys: instead of being in
control as a colonizer, she is driven by her
passion for Denys and wanders into exciting but
perilous adventures with him, to fill the void at
the center of her sedentary and lonely existence.
In the context of the nomads, Deleuze and
Guattari observe that "[e]ven the technologists …
give them credit for felt: a splendid insulator, an
ingenious invention, the raw material for tents,
clothes, and armor among Turco-Mongols. Of
course, the nomads of Africa and the Maghreb
instead treat the wool as a fabric" (476). In the
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film, literally Karen in her passionate (and
nomadic) outings with Denys is framed in such
tents and costumes where his wildness seems to
be the fabric, like the felt and the wool in the
hands of the nomad, which keeps her warm as
she drops her formal and labored way of
conversing with people around and sheds the
baggage of hierarchy to speak to his heart.

Pic. 3: Karen (Meryl Streep) in Out of Africa (1985)
Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmeryl-streep-in-out-ofafrica

Thus it is the texture of Streep's voice
during Karen's voiceover that weaves her
nomadic journey through Kenya together and
smoothens the picturesque but striated surfaces
on the uneven landscapes of her exterior and
interior journey.

Laura in Brief Encounter
Laura Jesson’s (Celia Johnson) voice-over in
Brief Encounters comes as a confession of guilt
as she shares her story with us, the audience.
Given the way that David Lean sets up Laura’s
homodiegetic narration to earn the sympathy of
the audience, Brief Encounters is the perfect
example of limited first-person point of view
story telling. It is not unlimited like in Out of
Africa, where we understand Karen’s feeling for
not only Denys, her lover, but her husband Bror,
and towards Africa and her people. Here, Laura
attempts to make us understand her story
through her subjective narration, as it revolves
around her extra-marital affair with Alec Harvey
(Trevor Howard). The guilty chattering of her
inner mind does not give us a detailed picture of
her home or the people around. To focus on this
inner limited point of view, Lean uses
Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto, played
by the well-known pianist Eileen Joyce, in order
that the audience may sense Laura's emotions
when she meets and falls in love with Alec. Thus,
the voice-over here is used to tell a complex
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emotional tale of adventure, unsettlement, joy,
and guilt.
Since Laura’s confessions do not appear as
a continuous pouring from her heart, at a certain
point of time in the story, but rather, as streams
of guilt interspersed with delicate adventures,
negotiating the voice-over as it encapsulates the
various segments of this story poses a challenge.
The sound track is therefore carefully designed
by favoring the voice-over in sound balance, as
is normally done in films, and also at the same
time, making it unique by using a romantic
Rachmaninov piano theme. The generic sounds
of traffic on the busy Milford street by day, along
with the familiar soundscape of Milford railway
station by night, are effectively used to create a
romantic out-of–focus sound frame that
carefully layers the anxiety ridden, guilt-filled,
and sometimes hysterical, voice-overs.

Pic. 4: Alec (Trevor Howard) watching Laura (Celia Johnson) at the
Milford Railway Station in Brief Encounter(1945)
Source: https://wondersinthedark.wordpress.com/2014/10/03/
2-brief-encounter-1945/

The music and effects are carefully linked to
the diegesis that enable the audience, despite
the blurred, ambivalent, confessions of the
homodiegetic narration of Laura, to get involved
in the actions as it unfolds. However, during the
voice-over itself, the sound effects are low in
volume and dipped under. Territorial sounds,
like the bell sound at the Milford station, or the
rumbling and roaring of the steam engines along
with the visuals of the smoke they emit, are
carefully woven to punctuate the end of her
voice-overs.
The use of effects is particularly noticeable
in the train sequence when Laura says in the
voice-over: “This can’t last… this misery can’t
last… I want to remember every minute-alwaysalways-to the end of my days…”6 Laura’s head
6

simulates a sudden jerk immediately after the
voice-over, as we hear the suddenly amplified
noise of the train coming to a standstill. The
volume of this effect is substantially higher than
the prior effect of the running train and the
music during the voice-over. Later, sound effects
mark the beginning of a voice-over, when Laura
describes her first meeting with Alec. Her voiceover starts immediately after the sound of a
train drawing to a standstill. She says in a joyful
voice: “… that’s how it all began… just through
me getting a little piece of grit in my eye.”
This strategy in the use of effects continues
through the film. Later, half-way through the
film, the cloud of steam and the sound of the
incoming engine act as visual fade-out and a
simultaneous sound-fade in, and creates an
unusual dissolve as we see her enter a crowded
third-class compartment of the train to
Ketchworth. The sound of the grinding brakes of
the train and the hiss of steam is used to
punctuate the end of her voice-over lines: “… I
knew beyond a shadow of doubt that he
wouldn’t say a word, and at that moment the
first awful feeling of danger swept over me.”
The station bell is also used to similar effect
in other places. As Laura says in her voice-over,
for example, that
“… Nobody could have
guessed what he was really feeling… then the
bell went for his train.” The platform bell rings.
This points to a general pattern in the film,
where we first listen to her voice-over and then,
are again visually reminded of what she has just
narrated. Such a redundancy underscores the
fact that “this long flashback is not just a device
for telling one story in the context of another,
but is specifically Laura’s telling of it.” 7 As far as
the music is concerned, Rachmaninov and Laura
are juxtaposed together. Thus, the piano
concerto we hear during the credits later
becomes her theme, as it first enters with a
gradual attack inside the train sequence, while
the camera tracks into her close-up and her
voice-over begins in the film for the first time.
The texture of Laura's voice over is thus laid like
an embroidery, rather than using the voiceover
as the normative patchwork: Laura's anxiety and
her inner "blues" are woven together with
Rachmaninov's
velvety romantic tunes to
embroider the striation in her very smooth
middleclass sedentary life.
7

See Masterworks for Laura’s voice-over in its entirety.
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Pic. 5: Laura' double/interiority in Brief Encounter (1945)
Source: http://thefifiorganization.net/janus/brief-encounter/

The sound effects form the thick black lines
which delineate the passage into the interiority
form the outside formal world of Laura. But as
we have seen in Out of Africa, here too there is a
spillage of the striation into the smooth urban
middleclass home of Laura.
For instance, like the effects, the music is
also brought into the diegesis early on in a scene
at home where she is with her husband Fred
Jesson (Cyril Raymond). Here, Laura crosses the
room, turns on the radio and tunes into the
opening movement of the Rachmaninov Piano
Concerto in C minor. As Fred is busy with a
crossword puzzle in The Times, she takes up her
sewing and sits quietly opposite him. We see her
eyes fill with tears through a close shot, as her
inner monologue starts in a tender voice: “Fred,
Fred, dear Fred. There’s so much I want to say to
you. You are the only one in the world with
enough wisdom and gentleness to understand…
I don’t want you to be hurt. You see, we are a
happily married couple and must never forget
that. This is my home.” These lines emphasize
the theme of the film. It also indicates that the
film is going to be narrated by Laura.
Simultaneously, the Rachmaninov music, layered
under the voice-over, becomes another voice of
her interiority and expressivity, as it tells of her
emotions, of the love and guilt imbued in her
relationship with Alec. The soundscale being set
at a constant level, her voice-overs allow us to
feel as though we were in a privileged position
within the confession box from where she is
narrating the whole story. The semantics of her
voice-overs hint at the anxiety of a middle-class
English woman when confronted with her own
moral imperfection, particularly when she says:
“I felt so utterly humiliated and defeated and so
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dreadfully, dreadfully ashamed”;… “I should
have been utterly wretched and ashamed… I
know I should, but I wasn’t.” By focusing on the
inner recesses of her heart, and through its
hurried and self–critical tone, the voice-over
strives to make the audience sympathize with
Laura. While her highly subjective narration
restricts the showcasing of the British life in the
forties essential to our understanding of the
milieu of the story, through our capacity for
reduced listening it succeeds in drawing us to
her guilt, stemming from her ingrained values of
family and love, thereby enabling us to
extrapolate her entire society outside from
within it, and to then empathize with her plight.
In their delineation of the musical model to
explicate their take on the striated and smooth
spaces, Deleuze and Guattari invoke Pierre
Boulez: "[He] was the first to develop a set of
simple oppositions and complex differences … In
the simplest terms, Boulez says that in a smooth
space-time one occupies without counting,
whereas in a striated space-time one counts in
order to occupy. He makes perceptible the
difference between nonmetric and metric
mulitiplicities, directional and dimensional
spaces. He renders them sonorous" (477). This
passage seems like the apt description of Laura's
interiority as she moves from the smooth spacetime of her home to her anxiety ridden, often
staccato style voiceover driven meeting with her
paramour, wherein she literally counts to occupy
as epitomized by the huge clock and the bell
sound, at the railway station. The directional
space of the railway station and the dimensional
space of her home gets blurred as
Rachmaninov's music and her impulse to
confess/share her secret life striates the smooth
domestic sphere, even as it provides the canvas
to weave her story of uninhibited desire and
passion, and thus smoothen her disconnected
heart and its longings. Thus, the textural
embroidery surrounding Laura's passionate but
anxiety ridden voice underpins this classic
narrative of the flow desires between the
subconscious/striated
and
the
conscious/smooth.
However, Deleuze and Guattari distinguish
between "the central theme or motif" in
embroidery and "the piece by piece
constructions, [and the] infinite, successive
additions of fabric" in patchwork by focusing on
the harmonious center of the former.
Nonetheless, as in Laura's case above,
embroidery could be a frame which links or is
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the conduit between the external/exterior and
the internal/interior patches of Laura's universe,
and the frame could be read as an always
shifting outside/inside boundary from the
subjectivity of the protagonist, rendering the
texture of her voice/emotions and its valences
with music and effect as a dynamic one.

Pic. 6: Laura (Celia Johnson) and Alec (Trevor Howard) in Brief
Encounter (1945)
Source: http://www.gonemovies.com/WWW/Drama/Drama/Bri
efEncounterKiss.asp

Heterodiegetic Voice-Over and
Documentaries: Simone Signoret’s voiceover narration in Le Joli Mai
Chris Marker and Pierre Lhomme's Le Joli
Mai or The Merry Month of May (1963), is a
portrait of Parisians in May 1962, the month that
marked the end of Algerian war. This classic
cinema-verite documentary captures the spirit
of Paris in the early 1960s and incorporates
ethnographic interviews with a broad cross
section of Parisians including a slum dweller, a
merchant, an African student, an Algerian
worker, as well as a priest turned militant
communist.
The film begins and ends with a meditative,
poetic voice-over commentary, jointly authored
by Chris Marker and Catherine Varlin, and
rendered in Simone Signoret’s contemplative
voice. In the first half of the film throughout the
vignettes of Paris, the voice-over is joyful, with
the background music characterized by the lively
use of accordion. Accompanying sound effects
include the territory sounds of the railway
station, as well as the generic sounds of busy
streets and the stock exchange. As the
documentary proceeds to interview individual
Parisians, however, the urban soundscape of

Paris dip the music, while the sound effects
combine noticeably with the human voice. Then,
when the film broadens out to expose the
physical setting and the political context in
which the Parisians lived, through a moving
portrayal of the central prison in particular, the
tone of the voice-over becomes quieter and the
variations in pitch decrease.
Towards the end of the film, Marker and
Lhomme frame a series of visuals of anxious,
tired faces of the Parisians as they walk through
a busy downtown street, mainly in mid-shots
and close-ups. The live sound of cars and other
vehicles on the close-ups, draw our attention to
specific details, like the tired strides of an old
Jean Renoir after a hard day’s work. As a series of
close-ups captured through telephoto lens
follow, the continuing sound of traffic in the
effect track is foregrounded by an increase in
volume. By this juxtaposition, these faces
increasingly come to resemble an angst ridden
landscape, and this effect is enhanced by the
narration. Simone Signoret’s voice becomes
more personal as she says: “Are you afraid of
God? Is that it?…” The music lowers and the
traffic effect dips under the voice and becomes
almost inaudible as she says: “You are in Paris in
the midst of a prosperous country…” Whereupon
the effect once again rises in the succeeding
lines: “Perhaps you feel in a confused way…” The
music and effects continue over the faces of
tired Parisians when the voice is silent for a few
seconds, and creating a meditative space for
Marker and Lhomme's final words, as Simone
Signoret directly addresses us, the audience, in
second person: “As long as poverty exists, you
are not rich.” Her voice is pulled forward with an
increase in the volume and the music is set at a
very low level and the effects dip even further
down. The music decays quickly after the voiceover. On the next close up of a man, the voiceover says: “As long as despair exists you are not
happy.” At this point, there is only the sound
effect of the traffic set at a very low level along
with the voice-over. Then the effect decays
quickly. Finally, the final line comes on the closeup of the same man (the face of the prisoner we
are shown earlier in the film): “As long as prisons
exist you are not free.”8

8
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Pic. 7: Chris Marker's Le Joli Mai (1963): The Happy and Cheerful
Month of May;
Source: http://www.newyorker.com/culture/richardbrody/chris-marker-and-pierre-lhommes-le-joli-mai

Thus, employing a reductive approach at
the physical level, initially decaying the music
and then the effects, the film draws our
attention to the voice itself .The materialization
sound indices--"Sonic details that "materialize"
or "de-materialize" the sound of moving
images;" a high level of MSI's draws attention to
the very material [and its texture] (Chion 2014)-of Simone Signoret’s voice points us to the
sound of her breathing. This increases our
curiosity about the source of the sound. The
titles at the end reveal that the voice belonged
to Simone Signoret—a French actress—who was
narrating in English. This adds to the realism of
this cinéma vérité film, as we are able to
recognize her accent as a sound belonging to
people within the diegesis of the film.
Joseph Conte's erudite observations on
patchwork sheds light on Ezra Pound's Cantos
and argues for how his " compositional method
of 'ply over ply'… suggests multi-layered striae of
allusions and quotation," but nonetheless, "the
often haphazard patchwork or collage of
references demonstrates an affinity for smooth
space" (61). Conte's reading of the modernist
poems of Pound through the lens of Deleuze and
Guattari is useful for reading Marker's
documentaries and essay films, in particular his
collaboration with Lhomme, Le Joli Mai. It's an
assemblage of their impressions on Paris and its
people immediately after the end of the Algerian
war. Like Marker's other famous film Sans Soleil
(1983), this is also an essay film full of references
to and/or quotations from French history, artists
and activists, and Algeria. As in the case of the
patchwork in Cantos and its "affinity for
smoothness," Marker and Lhomme's compilation
of impressions on Paris and her people enable
their pacifist and leftist egalitarian ideals to
intersect through the voice of Signoret who
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addresses their concern for the Others in a
foreign language (English). She weaves a texture
through her accent and her differential stress on
the syllables and the pronunciation of vowels, to
express their concern about Otherness due to
the swiftly modernizing and alienating Paris, as
well as their eagerness to communicate with the
Others despite the difference.
Conte in his insightful analysis of the
"literary 'quilting'" in Lyn Hejinian's prose poem
My Life, points to how her experimental
"patchwork form [is] expandable," like the sixth
section of her book, which "refers to the
traditional Hindu form of 'raga' in which themes
and variations are improvised within a
prescribed framework" (61-2). The climax of Le
Joli Mai, analyzed above for its reductive and
minimal formal aesthetics in terms of its
soundscape, also has an expansive texture when
a compassionate but concerned Signoret
ruminates over Marker's authorial themes of
poverty and richness, despair and happiness,
and prison and freedom. The peculiarly husky
voice of Signoret which was endearing early on
in the film, now becomes gradually alarming: She
improvises on the theme of love and
compassion
and its variations "within the
prescribed framework" of Marker and Lhomme's
montage,
to
reveal
reflexively
and
retrospectively how her voice narrating their
meditations on the hopes surrounding the end
of
Algerian
war
as
well
as
the
despair/apprehensions regarding the future is
not the patchwork but the main fabric of the film
which coheres together the absorbing
assemblages of Paris and her people.

Pic. 8: Chris Marker's Le Joli Mai (1963): The Cheerful but
Contemplative Parisians in the Aftermath of the Algerian War.
Source: http://blogs.artinfo.com/moviejournal/2013/09/12/lejoli-septembre-marker’s-classic-doc-returns/
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Voice-Over and the Subalterns
Another film that employs the voice-over in
interesting ways is Fayum Portraits (1988), a
documentary by filmmakers Bob Rosen and
Andrea Simon, who worked in collaboration with
art historian Richard Brilliant. “It is a haunting
presentation of Hellenistic Egyptian funerary
portraits, produced in the context of the ‘Art on
Film’ program sponsored by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Getty Museum (Altman
173).” The film showcases over fifty mummy
portraits painted in the Fayum region of Egypt
between A.D 100 and 300 during Roman rule,
accompanied by the music of Meredith Monk, as
well as with a heterodiegetic voice-over track.
The voice-over track is constructed with different
voices of men and women arranged individually
one after another. Recording outdoors ensures
that the redundant quality of a studio recorded
voice-over track is avoided, and a unique effect
is achieved by varying the reverb levels of these
voices. The beautifully shot visuals of the
Egyptian portrait paintings evoke an archaic
sensibility, such as that of the indoors of an old
studio, or of a picture exhibition in an ancient
cave. By using the voices of common people, the
voice-over narration gives us a glimpse of the
ordinary people of ancient Egypt, and reminds
us of their lives and values as we get absorbed in
their artistically painted faces from centuries
ago.
The documentary begins with the sound of
women humming. Subsequently, a woman
begins narrating: “You are in the oasis of Fayum.
It is here these people live and die…” Next, we
hear a man’s voice saying: “These portraits are
painted from life. Yet the painter captures the
essence of human subjects…”
After the introduction, while the history of
Fayum and her people is being narrated,
different voices in the voice-over track inform us
of their beliefs and tells us of their culture as the
camera pans and tilts across various portraits of
men and woman with dissolves in between. The
film then depicts the indigenous treatment given
by their creators to the hair, eyes, and faces in
their paintings for the preservation of color.
Then, over a portrait of a bearded man, the
voice-over says: “I longed for the Lord of the
winds… I seek for God himself not for the work of
God.” The voice-over, through the quality of its
sound, adds value to the image here, as the
audience interprets it as the plea of the bearded
man in the portrait. By avoiding the studio and

incorporating the ambience of an outdoor space,
these different voices in the narration add a
realistic dimension through their quotidian
texture that draws attention to the community
rather than individuals. The juxtaposition of the
present with the faces of people from the past
creates a unique effect, drawing us into this
history of the subalterns, who appear so
majestic in appearance.
The camera proceeds to pan away from the
bearded man’s portrait to a young woman’s
portrait. A woman’s voice takes over: “My
thoughts are torn this way and that… in the habit
of change, and shall the earth see all of paradise
that we shall know.” The visceral texture of the
voices brings the portraits alive by the
ordinariness of their sound quality. The voicesover along with sporadically used ethnic music,
enable us through the voices of the subaltern
and its texture of the ordinary to perceive the
celebration of life as the primary theme in the
portraits of these Fayum painters from so long
ago.

Conclusion
In this essay I have studied voice-overs
from a select sample of films, in order to detail
the voice-over’s primary role in cinema, as a
conspicuous narrating agent of the imagemaker. As a narrating agent, the voice-over
works in tandem with the musical score as well
as with the sound effects of the film. On the
surface, this relationship appears to be an
uncomplicated one, with the voice-over
dominating all the time. However, as my study
has shown, the relationship between voice-over,
sound effects and music is a complex one that
varies from film to film. There are subtle
variations in each instance, depending on the
goals of narration and the concomitant texture.
My study also reveals the complexity of the
voice-over sound as it differs significantly in the
way it is used by the various auteurs and
according to the needs of the genre. The
uniqueness of the voice-over sound, therefore,
lies, as exemplified by the landmark films
discussed above, in its singularity of texture to
affect the audience, mainly through the
materiality of the voice and its valences as it
weaves itself through other dominant sounds in
the soundscape of a film, and more importantly,
by cohering the visuals to delineate the
narrative, while simultaneously shedding light
on the interiority of the characters.
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Family Expressions of Pain in Postmortem Portraiture
Lauren Summersgill
Abstract
This essay argues that in postmortem portraits there are visible traces of the pain of mourning and
bereavement. Using independent research with Thanatos Archive, I analyze the way in which the pose,
style, props and placement of early postmortem photographs reflect the pain of the mourner. These
tropes, I argue, relate to Marianne Hirsch’s concept of the familial gaze, where the viewer is aware of a
photograph being taken for the family and circulated within it. Having formed a basis for reading the
family into the postmortem photograph, I then reconsider Nan Goldin’s contemporary postmortem
portrait, Cookie in Her Casket (1989) to offer a reading of the portrait as an expression of Goldin’s pain
that overwhelms any attempt to present a representational portrait of Cookie.
Keywords: postmortem photography, portraiture, mourning, familial gaze, Nan Goldin.

Portraiture, in its original use, referred to a
‘type or likeness’: that which typified the subject,
accentuating certain traits and relaying an
impression of the individual (Oxford English
Dictionary Online, 2012). Because of this history,
considering pain relative to portraiture might
easily center on the subject of the portrait and
their expressed or repressed pain. Any such
discussion stands on the platform of Barthes,
Nancy and Owen who all discuss the pose as a
submission or rejection of the photographer’s
gaze (Barthes, 1981, pp. 201–217; Owens, 1992;
Nancy, 2005). However, this risks limiting
research to an exploration of ‘the portraiture of
pain’. One way to reopen the subject is to
consider portraits where the subject cannot
pose. In postmortem portraiture, the subject
becomes an object in death, therefore lacking
the assertion of subjectivity. What remains in
such a portrait is an intersection of gazes upon
the subject, including those of the photographer
and the viewer, but additionally, the relatives of
the deceased. In some cases, the photographer
is a family member, but historically, the family
has been an additional invisible hand within the
image. This paper aims to consider the
complexity of what Marianne Hirsch described as
the ‘familial gaze’ in addition to other visible
gestures of pain and loss on the postmortem
portrait (Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). By reconsidering the
postmortem portrait through the pain of the
family, I question both the role of the viewer in
reading pain in a photograph and the way in
www.journalonarts.org

which the family controls the image of the
deceased.
Drawing on my research into the Thanatos
Archive in Washington State, I will consider the
familial expressions of pain within postmortem
portraiture. Beginning with nineteenth and early
twentieth century postmortem photographic
portraits from across America, I will first outline
the role of postmortem photography and
demonstrate how it encourages empathy in
viewers to empathies with familial loss. Drawing
on Hirsch's concept of the 'family gaze', I will
then examine the practice of postmortem
portraiture as an opportunity for the family to
care for the deceased and, in turn, express their
own pain of loss. This will lay the groundwork for
an analysis of photographer Nan Goldin's Cookie
in Her Casket as an example of how the familial
gaze is used in an art context to encourage
identification with the pain of the photographer
and Mueller’s family of friends. Focus in this
presentation is limited to American portraiture
due to its unique Protestant background.
In early postmortem photographs, such as
this daguerreotype of a young boy c.1853 (Figure
1), it was standard to photograph the deceased
from the side, laying on a soft surface. This pose
was described by anthropologist Ruby as the
‘Last Sleep’ style (Ruby, 1995, p. 63).
The ‘Last Sleep’ is a typical Western
representation in an historic association of
death with sleep. However, it also ties into the
Protestant roots of America. In his canonical
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history of death and dying in Western culture,
The Hour of Our Death, Airès explained that after
the eighteenth century Protestants, whose
beliefs did not allow them to pray for their dead
in aid of getting them into heaven, grew
frustrated with having to relinquish their loved
ones to the unknown (Airès, 1981, p. 462).

Figure 1. Boy with Wreath, Philadelphia, PA, c. 1983, Thanatos
archive, Washington, USA.

As such, the care of the body was tied up
with the soul's continued existence: a peaceful
look of rest would reflect a peaceful and
beautiful afterlife. While Airès regarded
embalming and the tradition of viewing as
extreme – which he equated to fear of death in
his essay ‘The Reversal of Death: Changes in
Attitudes Toward Death in Western Societies’ –
he acknowledged the religious desire to have a
hand in the fate of the dead (Airès, 1974, p. 134–
158). Audrey Linkman also acknowledged the
power of Protestant religious beliefs in American
death portraiture in Photography and Death,
noting that Americans believed the body and the
soul would be reunited on the Day of Judgment
(Linkman, 2011, p. 14). The beautification of the
body was believed to inform this Last Judgment:
if one rose decayed it suited images of
damnation rather than eternal peace. With
confirmed belief in the unity of body and soul, a
postmortem
photograph
performed
two
important functions: it showed that the family
had properly cared for the deceased, and it
confirmed a positive image of the deceased,
which the bereft would associate with their
loved one’s place in heaven.
Even in the creation of a postmortem ‘Last
Sleep’ image it becomes evident how the
photograph encourages consideration of the
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family – it was taken for them and under their
instruction. The standardization of a ‘Last Sleep’
pose might suggest there is little room to
express pain, but the demonstration of care
encourages viewers, even today, to consider the
family’s pain in addition to the death of the
subject. This is particularly powerful in images of
children, like Figure 1. Thanatos Archive includes
an online component with a membership
community, which offers insight into viewer
response to these postmortem photographs. The
membership is a mix of collectors and interested
amateurs, but the comments are generally
consistent. For this image, there was an
amalgam of comments which one could find
across the archive: ‘I have a hunger to know
more about them’; ‘such a tragedy’; in addition
to comments specifically considering the family,
‘[it is] like his parents expected him to grow into
that jacket’ (“Boy With Wreath,” 2011). How is it
these photographs elicit such strong sympathy
even two-hundred years after the fact? Why is it
that some images, like Figure 1, garner many of
these comments, where other images have none,
or only comment on the subject? I argue that it
goes beyond simple human compassion; that
viewers are encouraged to sympathize with the
pain of the family.
Empathy for the family and their loss is part
of what Hirsch identified in the ‘familial looking’
(Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). While the concept of the
familial gaze has existed since the formation of
the family unit, as an academic term Hirsch
clarified it in her work on family looking (see
Lines, 1987 for discussion). The familial gaze is
the act of looking by the family, but also applies
to the awareness by removed viewers that an
image was taken for or viewed by the family. The
familial gaze was described by Hirsch in her
introduction to The Familial Gaze as ‘the
conventions and ideologies of family through
which they [the family unit] see themselves’
highlighting the internal relationships of the
family and the convergence of public and private
identity (Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). Outside of the family,
the familial gaze lingers, though it becomes
compounded with additional gazes relating to
the social, cultural and political contexts in
which 'the family' and individual designations
within that family (mother, sister) are viewed.
Hirsch argued: ‘the camera has become the
family's primary instrument of self-knowledge
and self-representation – the primary means by
which family memory is perpetuated, by which
the family's story is told’ (Hirsch, 1996, p. xvi).
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This suggests that photography can serve as
self-definition for the family as well as
encourage identification between the viewer and
the familial tropes within the photograph. My
notion of the familial gaze highlights the attempt
to control how the family is perceived through
the representation of its individual members.
This concern relates to Hirsch's aforementioned
description of family photography as medium 'by
which the family's story is told'. I am particularly
concerned with how the familial gaze is read by
viewers outside of the family.
Examples of the family control over the
familial gaze are most obvious in postmortem
portraits of children included with their family or
a parent. In this 1855 daguerreotype, titled
‘Lovely Light’ (Figure 2) a mother holds her
deceased infant child, a pose that has variations
but is still used today (see Linkman, 2011).

Figure 2. Lovely Light, location unknown, c.1855, Thanatos archive,
Washington, USA.

Holding and looking at her dead child the
reading of the image could be likened to
paintings of Mary and Christ. Her face turns
toward the child, hiding particular facial
expressions, but ensuring her emotions about
the death of her child are considered in the
portrait. The child is carefully arranged,
demonstrating love and care for her body and
the pink ribbon was coloured later, reinforcing a
lost mother-daughter connection. These little
tropes, cues for the viewer, firmly establish the
family story – loving mother and tragically lost
daughter – and in doing so encourages
compassion for the pain of that loss. The mother
is looking at her child in a neutral, though hardly
happy expression, meaning that we can only
guess as to her emotions, but this ambiguity
incites interest. She has lost her child: what must

she be going through? As a member of the
archive commented ‘I cannot fathom holding my
dead child […] I would be hysterical’ (“The Lovely
Light,” 2014).
The desire to see through the mother’s
eyes, and even identify with such pain would
have been more potent at the time, when the
daguerreotype would be shown to friends and
family who might have known the child and
certainly knew the family. Seeing the motherchild relationship also makes room for the rest
of the family. At the time, a portrait such as this
would be displayed along with other family
daguerreotypes or kept by a family member,
where today we are left with questions about the
absent family members. Additionally, images of
the deceased in jewelry draw focus to the ritual
of mourning and the role these images play in
expressing the pain of the mourning process. In
Forget Me Not: Photography and Memory,
Geoffrey Batchen comments: 'No longer seen in
isolation, the photograph becomes an extension
of the wearer' acknowledging how great an effect
mourning jewelry had on the wearer as well as
the image of the deceased (Batchen, 2004, p. 35).
Wearing lockets such as this one are signals of
pain that is always present for the wearer, even
if they are not actively in mourning. I would also
note that the family imposes itself of the image
though choices like clothing or style of jewelry
whereby the photograph is part of their public
expression of mourning. This locket remains part
of a narrative of mourning, a demonstration that
the pain of losing this child endured.
Moving further into the pain of mourning,
the placement of an image in a family album can
serve to compound the sense of loss. In this
example of Mary Bradley, the misfortune of
infant death is made more poignant by the
embedded words ‘Our Baby’s Picture’ (Figure 3).
This is the first image in the album of baby
pictures, and most likely the only image of that
child. The album would include spaces for other
moments in the child’s life, and of other family
moments, all haunted by the absence of this
child. The album preserves the image, offering
protection from light and weather, and while this
was a common means of maintaining and
sharing photographs, the placement of
photographs in an album was not purely a
matter of record keeping. The album allowed the
owner
to
contextualize
and
decorate
photographs, displayed to their taste and with
their own narrative (see Batchen, 2004). In the
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context of an album the loss is not limited to a
single image, instead viewers keep that loss
throughout the album, thinking back to the
image of the dead child in future family portraits
or blank pages. It is an apt metaphor for how the
dead linger with the bereaved, making every
moment of their life slightly coloured by that
loss. Even the inclusion of these photographs in
an album invites the viewer to consider how the
family, usually the mother, presented their child.
Work like that of di Bello and Siegel has
discussed the love and care women put into
their family albums, but the question of how
these details reflect pain, and what that means
for our reading of these images today, needs
further research (Di Bello & Siegel, 2009; Di Bello,
2007).

Figure 3. Our Baby’s Picture, Oelwin, Iowa, 1914, Thanatos archive,
Washington, USA

Another important addition to the image of
Mary Bradley is the inclusion of flower wreathes
and bouquets. Moving from the nineteenth to
the twentieth century, the growing funeral
industry in America began to influence
postmortem images (Burns, 1990; Habenstein &
Lamers, 1955; Linkman, 2011; Pine, 1975;
Sapikowski, 2013). As the funeral home took
charge of embalming and laying out the body,
photographers and families relinquished control
of how the body was arranged. The funeral
homes generally laid out a coffin surrounded by
flowers, though in this case, the child is arranged
on a sofa. Research has found that the floral
tributes, coordinated by the funeral home and
the mourners, gradually became a staple of the
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postmortem photograph (e.g. Airès, 1975; Harris,
2007; Linkman, 2011; Mitford, 1963; Pine, 1975).
Their inclusion was evidence of the skill of the
funeral director in laying out the body. Metcalf
and Huntington highlighted the subtle
differentiation
in
appropriate
mourning
paraphernalia noting:
[…] sumptuous flower arrangements
surrounding the coffin are a feature of the
“viewing”, and it could be argued that the
mourners compete to display their
affluence in such gifts. However, very nice
distinctions of status govern the size of
floral tributes (Metcalf & Huntington, 1991,
p. 199).
Their work implies a certain relationship
between mourning and family status, but also
notes a demonstrable hierarchy of mourning in
the presentation of flowers. In the case of this
photograph, a single floral arrangement is likely
to be that of the parents or immediate family.
These floral tokens, no matter how large, are
read as evidence of loss and of the pain felt by
those left behind. Such visual cues encourage
the viewer to see the dead as belonging to a
family, and as beloved. The visible affection of
the family indicates their wealth and their
affection for their lost family member.
As the twentieth century moved forward,
the funeral industry blossomed and began to
take control, pulling focus away from the face of
the dead and toward the funeral arrangements
and the scene of the viewing. As you can see in a
1920s funerary photograph (Figure 4), by this
point the deceased is barely visible, buried
under clothing, casket lining and flowers, and
the mourners take focus, either by their physical
presence, or the ornate offerings they have left
behind.
In Figure 4, the expression of loss is
overwhelming, as floral arrangements fill the
room relaying to the viewer the extent of the
grief and the amount of people grieving. In
addition to the bouquets and floral
arrangements, there is evidence of care that the
family lavished on the deceased through her
beautiful clothing and headdress, the lace
canopy and the elaborate satin-lined casket.
This casket is particularly extravagant with
carved columns on either side of deep-lipped
lid. It was unquestionably custom made. This
speaks to social status and money of the family,
but also how important it was for them to care
for their lost loved one. No expense is spared in
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the comfort of her coffin and the beauty of her
viewing. Images such as these would be sent to
family who could not attend the funeral. This not
only included them in the funeral process, but
also demonstrated that the deceased had been
well cared for. Tokens of care, are still very much
part of how we, in the West, manage our pain.

Figure 4. Funerary Photo of a Young woman age 36, c.1920-25,
Thanatos archive, Washington, USA.

Some, like Jessica Mitford, have argued that
the funeral industry preys on our desire to
express pain through physical tokens. In The
American Way of Death, Mitford commented that
the dressing of the dead, which she views an
unnecessary excess, is supported by the funeral
industry, whose terminology she quotes when
relaying her experience at a trade fare:

and Catherine Lucas in Costume for Births,
Marriages & Deaths. Cunnington and Lucas
relayed an example in Oxford in 1938 of a
mother who wanted her daughter buried in a
coat “to keep her warm” (Cunnington & Lucas,
1972, p. 125). The authors noted that the mother’s
request for a jacket followed a tradition of using
clothing to protect and offer comfort to her lost
child. The concern for the child being cold shows
a motherly concern that she would have had if
the child were alive. This example demonstrates
how the desire for comfort reinforces a preexisting relationship between the deceased and
the bereft. In this way, one can also see the
elaborate funeral dress as a form of affection
and a way for the bereft to maintain their
relationship with the deceased.
Looking at these images from the past, the
question of how these postmortem portraits
express the pain of the bereaved demands
inquiry. I hope to have raised interesting
possibilities
for
research
along
with
demonstrating how familial pain is expressed
through these images, and how viewers are
encouraged to engage with that pain. While a
great deal more work can, and should, be done
in this area, for the moment I will bring these
themes up to date with an analysis of Nan
Goldin’s 1989 Cookie in Her Casket (Figure 5).

Burial
footwear
demonstrates
“consideration and thoughtfulness for the
departed”. The closed portion of the casket
is opened for the family, who on looking see
that “the ensemble is complete although
not showing. You will gain their complete
confidence and good will” (Mitford, 1963, p.
25).
Mitford finds these justifications excessive,
arguing in her book that the funeral industry is a
sycophantic trade that preys on the bereft.
While Mitford might consider the comfort of the
dead to be a commercial facade by the funerary
industry, the act of dressing the deceased often
allows the family to feel they are providing for
the deceased independently of commerce. In
contrast others, such as psychiatrist Vamik
Volkan, see it as a valuable way to externalise
the pain of loss (Volkan, 2007). In fact, Mitford
does not consider that dressing the deceased
can reinforce the bonds between family
members, as described by Phillis Cunnington

Figure 5. Nan Goldin, Cookie in Her Casket, NYC, November 15, 1989.
Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

Whose Cookie? Reconsidering Cookie in Her
Casket
Nan Goldin’s Cookie in Her Casket is a
postmortem portrait complicated by its role as a
publicly circulated artwork, and circulated within
a fifteen-image portfolio. The image is at once
acutely private as a postmortem portrait and
directly professional as a chosen work for
display and sale. If we consider the work within
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its historical context, the relationship it shares
with traditional postmortem portraits suggests
an attempt to express the pain of loss felt not
only by Goldin, but also by many other artists,
activists and individuals in New York
surrounding the AIDS crisis. It would be too
complex to untangle the layers of narrative that
conflate the issue of public and private, but I will
briefly demonstrate that Cookie in Her Casket is
presented to the viewer in the framework of a
personal, quasi-familial relationship.

Figure 6. Nan Goldin, Cookie and Millie in the Girls' room at the Mudd
Club, 1979. Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

The portfolio begins by establishing a
familial framework for the images by the
inclusion of a eulogistic letter, written by the
artist, explaining how she met Cookie and how
much Goldin cared about her. The eulogy is hand
written as though to demonstrate more directly
that these are Goldin’s raw emotions, and in it,
Goldin calls Cookie ‘my best friend and my sister’
(Goldin, 1996, p. 256). It also explains that Goldin
was shattered when Cookie contracted AIDS, and
admitted that the photographs of Cookie in the
portfolio only ‘show [Goldin] how much I have
lost’ (Goldin, 1996, p. 256). This letter frames how
the viewer will read the portfolio: we are
prepared from the onset for Cookie’s death, and
made aware of how close the photographer was
with the subject. In this letter Goldin relays that
Cookie will die, but also that Goldin admired
Cookie, and thought of her as a sister.
Cookie in Her Casket is part of a fifteenpiece portfolio in which we see images of
Mueller at some of her most private moments,
including
club
toilets.
The
intimacy
demonstrated in these images compounds with
each photograph, and the friendship between
Goldin and Cookie is solidified. For example, in
Cookie and Millie in the Girl’s Room at the Mudd
Club (Figure 6), Goldin captures a wild and
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vibrant Cookie with her self-designed outfit,
unruly hair and trademark heavy cats eye
makeup. She was considered by Goldin to be ‘the
queen of the downtown scene’ (Goldin, 2001).
Images such as these not only demonstrate
intimacy, they encourage us to feel an intimacy
with the subject – Cookie’s guard is down she is
laughing and inviting, happy to have us be part
of her world. This is a common reading of Goldin
as a photographer, taking photographs from
inside a friend group, Goldin opens a personal
relationship to the public for consideration and
identification. Goldin captured Cookie in clubs,
in the intimacy of bathrooms, at her wedding,
and even as she struggled with AIDS.
The closeness of the portfolio included
Cookie at her most vulnerable, such as Cookie
being x-rayed (Figure 7).
This is the sole image is Goldin’s entire
opus where Cookie was not wearing rings or
bangles – as her long-time lover and friend
Sharon recounted, Cookie tried desperately to
avoid taking off her jewelry and makeup for
hospital visits (Coulthart, 1995). She seems
disconnected, with her eyes closed, surrounded
by the shadows of the x-ray, which recall the
void of death. This is not the vibrant young
woman of Cookie and Millie, but an exhausted
woman being intimately probed by a machine in
a completely impersonal environment. Even
through the viewer is connected to Cookie
through Goldin’s camera, there is a clear
distance as evidenced by the shadows from the
machine which cross along Cookie’s face. She is
separating from us; from the world. Through the
narrative of The Cookie Portfolio, we have seen
Cookie become good friends with Goldin,
allowing her into increasingly more private
moments, and felt a similar intimacy develop for
ourselves. To see her in this vulnerable position,
nearing death, with the void of blackness
surrounding her, the sense of pain begins; she
could almost be dead.
Then, in Cookie in Her Casket, she is; and
the pain of loss, which has been slowly
anticipated over the course of the portfolio, sets
in. After seeing a vibrant young woman become
diminished by a disease, the image of Cookie in
Her Casket shows the power of the ‘Last Sleep’
tradition. Throughout the series Cookie has a
very expressive face, and certain trademarks
that we saw in the image of Cookie and Millie:
her hair is a wild untamed bundle of curls, her
clothes are all handmade and she always had on
heavy eye-makeup. In Cookie in Her Casket the
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placid exterior of a well groomed Cookie is
jarring. The image is peaceful, and unusually
traditional. This disjuncture is compounded by
Goldin's composition: the low-lighting results in
a markedly plain image for Goldin, with the
shades of orange and black recalling early black
and white photography. For these reasons, critic
Andy Grundberg highlights Cookie in Her Casket
as ‘a difficult emotional experience’ (Grundberg,
1990, p. C23).

Figure 7. Nan Goldin, Cookie being x-rayed, NYC, October, 1989.
Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

The familiarity of postmortem imagery, the
inclusion of a personal eulogy and the intimate
moments shared in The Cookie Portfolio all offer
the viewer way to step into Goldin's shoes. We
are asked to see Cookie as Goldin sees her – as a
friend, a mother, and Goldin’s ‘queen of the
downtown scene’, making the pain of Cookie’s
loss all the more accessible (Goldin, 2001). We
are encouraged by the portfolio to acknowledge
the family gaze by which Goldin views Cookie,
and that we too are pulled in to empathies and
identify with the subjects if not the
photographer. In extending her familial gaze,
Goldin was mindful of her presentation of the
deceased. In order to invite others to take on the
gaze, it makes sense that Cookie in Her Casket
would not clash with existing conceptions of
imaging death. But to what end does Goldin
encourage us to empathise with her pain? I
contend that Goldin was responding to a crisis in
her time.
In the eighties and early nineties, HIV
positive patients were largely overlooked by the
healthcare system, as hospitals and hospices
often refused patients care, uncertain how the
disease spread (UNAIDS, 2006). Those lucky
enough to get treatment in a facility would find
themselves in hospitals rather than hospices,
facing what Susan Sontag and medical historian

John Tercier described as a cold, musicalised
death (Sontag, 1990; Tercier, 2005). In The
Contemporary Deathbed, Tercier outlined the
medical death as one of machines – he used the
term ‘hi-tech death’ – where the dying had
minimal human contact in a sterile environment
(Tercier, 2005, p. 10). Tercier married the violent
probing of machines with Philippe Airès’ notion
of the ‘invisible’ death by noting that while death
in a hospital might be loud with the noise of
machines,
death
had
become
so
institutionalised in the hospital that it was
socially invisible (Airès, 1981, p. 590; Tercier,
2005). So, death was not only impersonal and
mechanical, but it was socially ignored. Sontag’s
work highlighted the social ignorance of death
and the social ostracising of AIDS and cancer
patients (Sontag, 1990). A medical death was
socially detached and clinically distant.
Cookie spoke out against her own isolation
and that of fellow HIV positive individuals in
rallies and her health column ‘Ask Dr. Cookie’ for
the East Village Eye. In one instance, Cookie
insisted that her readers not approach the
American Medical Association (A.M.A.) if they
contracted AIDS because: ‘Like some bizarre scifi C.I.A. plot the A.M.A. seems to be trying, albeit
unwittingly to obliterate the following groups:
queers, voodooers, drug fiends, hemophiliacs
who need transfusions often, and straights who
share Sabrette hotdogs with gays’ (Mueller, 1997,
p. 235). The anger Cookie expressed at the A.M.A.
was shared by ACT UP, who targeted the A.M.A.
for their lack of accountability (Morgan, 1988;
Russell, 1989; Stockdill, 2003). Wojnarowicz’s
‘Postcards from America: X-Rays from Hell’
echoed the pervading sentiment of distrust and
disgust.
Wojnarowicz
acknowledged
that
although ‘my life at times has a nightmarish
quality about it because of the society in which I
live and that society’s almost total inability to
deal with this disease’ it would be worse to be
on the street, faced with the threat of rape,
death and ‘the overwhelmed clinics and
sometimes
indifferent
clinic
doctors’
(Wojnarowicz, 1991, p. 118). The extent to which
the medical community fostered clinical and
inhumane treatment of AIDS patients was further
exposed by Sontag in AIDS and Its Metaphors
(Sontag, 1990). This compounded with the
political lack of response to AIDS and its social
exclusion to make an AIDS death feel like a sin.
At a time of division, Goldin’s photographs
invite comparisons between the viewer and the
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subject. In particular, it encourages empathy on
behalf of the viewer. This is not unusual for
postmortem
photographs
in
general.
Postmortem photographs of children, for
example, seem to invite the viewer to take on
the familial gaze, even momentarily. Thanatos
archive’s online member comments demonstrate
sympathy for the bereft family. In the case of the
postcard of a young boy in a casket, for example,
members remarked on the intensity of the grief
they might feel if it were their grandson
(“Frankie,” 2014). The desire to emotionally
connect through photography was explored by
anthropologist Gillian Rose in relation to media
photographs, and though these images were of
the living, she found that Anthropologist Gillian
Rose found that even the style of a family snap,
an image taken by a family member to capture a
moment, encourages a connection when
circulated in the media, and in a traumatic
instance, create an easy route for personal
identification (Rose, 2010). The Cookie Portfolio
in its entirety encourages viewers to step into
Goldin’s shoes. Sarah Ruddy argued with respect
to Goldin’s earlier work, The Ballad of Sexual
Dependency, that Goldin’s photographs are part
of an ‘affective documentary’ where all of
Goldin’s images encourage the viewer to see
through Goldin’s eyes (Ruddy, 2009, p. 349).
Ruddy notes that ‘Rather than vainly attempting
to negate loss by producing a representation of
the lost object, Goldin’s images deny this
negation by enacting loss’ and in enacting loss
they reproduce the sense of loss in the viewer
(Ruddy, 2009, p. 352). As the viewer takes on the
familial gaze, they are encouraged to consider
Goldin’s mind-set. The Cookie Portfolio is
presented as a memorial to Cookie and Goldin’s
friendship, with text about their relationship
accompanying the images. Additional interviews
also relayed Goldin’s realisation of loss when
creating the portfolio (Goldin, 2001). Knowing
that Goldin realised the finality of loss through
the portfolio engages the viewer in Goldin’s
experience of the images.
Using the familial gaze among other
techniques, Goldin was able to express the
personal sense of loss at Cookie’s death.
Expressing this pain through portraiture – not
just Cookie in Her Casket, but the entire portrait
portfolio – also encouraged the compassion in
the viewer. By seeking to connect through pain,
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Goldin cut through the coldness that surrounded
AIDS. Cookie in Her Casket encourages viewers to
see Cookie, and by extension other AIDS victims,
as part of a normal family cycle of loss. Chris
Townsend has similarly viewed Goldin’s image of
Cookie as part of a move to present death as
normal part of life (Townsend, 2008, p. 70).
While I would not go this far – Goldin clearly
beautifies death rather than presenting it
unmediated – she does offer a place for AIDS
deaths to be seen as beautiful and somewhat
normalised. The photograph presents Cookie as
a commemorated and beloved individual part of
a social group, like any other lost loved one.
Through pain, Goldin also validates the sense of
loss for the entire community who found their
friends or themselves dying from AIDS but
received no care or acceptance from the
government. Goldin used pain as a tool: to
promote compassion, and to reinstate the right
of grieving to a community, which was socially
and politically ostracised.
***
This brief analysis has demonstrated the
presence of familial pain through specific
readings of postmortem images, and relayed the
power of this familial pain to draw in the viewer
through compassion or identification with the
bereaved, rather than the subject of the portrait.
Goldin’s Cookie in Her Casket is an example of
artistic use of this pain, specifically in creating a
sense of the familial within The Cookie Portfolio.
By way of conclusion, I will return to the idea
that began this essay: the portrait as that which
typifies the subject. Considering postmortem
portraits, where the subject is deceased and
therefore cannot assert themselves, it becomes
apparent how much influence the photographer
and other external forces have over the single
portrait. In this context, a portrait may be said to
typify and individual, but typify them for whom?
The image of the dead, my research suggests, is
always in the hands of the living, resulting in a
reading of the dead through their eyes. In the
context of pain, death is seen, then, through the
mourner. At the very least, this work has raised
some key questions about how and why pain is
presented in portraiture. Pain is more than an
expression to be caught by the camera, it is a
powerful tool for both artists and art historians.
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Art Criticism:
The Transformation of a Moral Matter into a Global Free Speech
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Abstract
The role, the form and the author of art criticism have changed. After the experimentalism of the
vanguards that broke with the canons of classic arts, a crisis of representation started in the middle of
the last century. The introduction of the curator and the collector in the international art circle forced
the change of the art criticism model proposed by Denis Diderot.
Nowadays, art is judged in the name of the public and society is criticized in the name of art. The
boundaries between the duty of the critic, the theoretical and the artist are unclear, leading to a crisis in
the art’s world. Simultaneously, art criticism was never so massively produced and so massively ignored.
This paper intends to be a reflection about the path of criticism throughout history, intersecting the
eradication of the distinctions between image and action, production and reception, with the
introduction of new global art forms, in the West, and an artistic practice that wants to interfere with
reality. Finally, it also intends to understand the process that turned art criticism into an art in its own
right, where the disciplinary heterogeneity of its actors transformed a moral matter into a global free
speech.
Keywords: art criticism, artist, spectator, public, theoretical.

The eighteenth century is considered an
aesthetic century: «the century of the critique»
according to E. Cassirer (Carreño 2000, 32). In
fact, these years were guided by theoretical
reflections on art, by the appearance of the first
aesthetic categories and their multiplication
(decentralizing beauty from the main role), and
by ongoing discussions around the appreciation
of the artwork.
In 1725, the tradition of salons starts with
the Salon Carré, 1 at the Louvre, disseminating
trends and tastes and publicly exposing works
that until that time had only been displayed to
more distinct groups of society. The blend
between the information on art and the debate
itself around the artwork gives place to the
criticism 2 which appears as a personal account
1

The Salon Carré, so named because of the exposure in 1667 to
commemorate the founding of the Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture, was not the only real institution with a key role in the
dissemination of art. Although the geographical location of most
salons is French, and the years of the revolution have contributed to
the intensification of his experience due to democratization thereof,
other cities began to join the similar nature of exposures (e.g. the
exhibitions organized by the Royal Academy of Arts, from 1769).
2
Etymologically, the critical word comes from the Greek verb crino,
meaning judge (Serraller 2000, 155).
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that values artworks and compares them, but
also informs about their content. Its wording,
brief and effective, has no exhaustive ambition or
treaty writer spirits (Bozal 2000, 23).
The age of Enlightenment, during the
eighteenth century, situated criticism as the
fundamental pillar of intellectual activity and
valued the judgment in writing about art, in
contrast to the writing of treatises, fashion par
excellence of the time, characterized by
suspending any review about the author and his
work. In the perspective of the art critic James
Elkins (b. 1954), Denis Diderot (1713-1784) was the
founding philosopher of art criticism. Excellent
writer, endowed with a strong intellectual
philosophy (...), encyclopedic, of a very refined
taste, as exemplified in his criticism to the salon
exhibitions, between 1759 and 1781, a model, one
of a kind, on how to do criticism (Serraller 2000,
160).
The path of criticism throughout history was
made with the contribution of famous names
like Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), Oscar Wilde
(1854-1900), Royal Cortissoz (1867-1948), Arthur
Clive Bell (1881 1964), Edwin John Canaday (190781
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1985) and Clement Greenberg (1909-1994). With
the emergence of avant-garde art, the figure of
the critic is no longer associated with the
external observer of the work, and enters into a
transformation process. Avant-garde artists such
as Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), Marcel
Duchamp (1887-1968), Piet Mondrian (1872-1944)
or Kazimir Malevich (1879-1935), according to
Boris Groys (b. 1947), change the path of
criticism, to the extent that the role of analyzing
is no longer reserved to the public, becoming an
intrinsic characteristic of the artwork, which
judges the collective (Groys 2007, 62).
The end of the 50s were marked by a
representation crisis, caused by the appearance
of an art that valued a new social, political and
economical postwar environment, relating
directly with popular culture (...) and the
exploitation's picture of everyday life. Indeed,
the desire to break with abstraction induced
movements such as Pop Art in England or the
Nouveau Realism in France (Alves, 2012, p. 55).
Across the Atlantic, concurrently with the Marcel
Duchamp’s readymade or the exhibition This is
Tomorrow, held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in
1956, artists such as Robert Rauschenberg (19252008) or Jasper Johns (b. 1930) developed mixed
and ambiguous techniques that linked painting
to a world of real objects (Alves 2012, 56). The
legacy to later generations will be the unification
of the artist, the work and the public, through
the creative process, resulting in the emergence
of the Happening and the Performance.
From the perspective of the writer and critic
Sally O'Reilly (b. 1971), the totalitarian art idea
introduced by the art school of Bauhaus and the
Russian Constructivism, was a precursor of the
participatory audience, in that all forms of art
were engaged in the production of meaning. In
turn, the happening of the sixties, led the
audience also to the arena, eradicating the
distinctions between image and action,
production and reception (O'Reilly, 2009, p. 12).
After this moment in history, the performance
was considered as a challenge to the traditional
and a process against the inertia in art.
In the 60s Roland Barthes (1915-1980) said
that the birth of the reader must be at the cost of
the death of the Author (Barthes, 1987, p. 148).
Aware that the text is not a succession of words,
but a domain of multiple dimensions that unites
different types of writing - the text is a tissue of
quotations - reversing the classical canons,
Barthes says, everything is to be disentangled,
nothing deciphered (Barthes, 1987, pp. 146-147).
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In fact, all possible interpretive experiences are
reserved to the reader, unlike the classical
criticism, in which there is not in the literature
any other man besides the one that writes
(Barthes, 1987, p. 148).
In 1967, shortly thereafter, the French
philosopher
Jacques
Derrida
(1930-2004)
continues the subversion of the roles of the
author and the audience, in the book Of
Grammatology, by questioning the dichotomous
binomials
speech/
writing,
mind/body,
man/woman, among others. In the same line of
thought, Stanley Fish (b. 1938) formulated the
theory of "reader response", arguing that the
work is read by an interpretive community,
rather than an individual person (Fish, 1976).
Throughout the twentieth century, the
identity of the participating public was
reinvented in each moment of history. The
evolution came from a public that demands a
role to the avant-garde artist who keeps control
of the proscenium, to an audience that enjoys its
subordination to strange experiences devised for
them by an artist, to an audience that is
encouraged to be a co-producer of the work (and
who, occasionally, can even get paid for this
involvement) (Bishop, 2012, p. 277).
The desire to activate the audience in
participatory art is at the same time a drive to
emancipate it from a state of alienation induced
by the dominant ideological order – be this
consumer capitalism, totalitarian socialism, or
military dictatorship (Bishop 2012, 275). This line
of thought developed with names such as Guy
Debord (1931-1994), when he equalizes the role
of participation and the role of project – artistic
practice can no longer revolve around the
construction of objects to be consumed by a
passive bystander. Instead, there must be an art
of action, interfacing with reality, taking steps –
however small – to repair the social bond; or
Grant Kester that understands the art in a
privileged position to counter a world in which
‘we
are
reduced
to
an
atomised
pseudocommunity
of
consumers,
our
sensibilities dulled by spectacle and repetition’
(Bishop 2012, 11).
With this reversal, in place of the critic in
the name of society arose social critique in the
name of art: the artwork doesn’t form the object
of judgment but is instead taken as the point of
departure for a critique aimed at society and the
world (Groys 2007, 63). As a result, it generates a
paradox: the art is judged in the name of the
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public, and society is criticized in the name of
art.
According to Elkins, art criticism 3 is in
worldwide crisis (Elkins 2007, 71). Despite the
existence of a greater number of writers to
disclose criticism through newspapers and
magazines – art criticism is massively produced –
there is also the fear of quoting these
publications, and even the most known are
massively ignored by the historians. (Elkins 2007,
73). This criticism is read by the public, but it is
not studied nor deepened, since it circulates
outside the contemporary intellectual debate.
Elkins calls this critic diaphanous – it’s like a veil,
floating in the breeze of cultural conversations
and never quite settling anywhere (Elkins 2007,
74).
In contemporary times, the role of the critic
is losing relevance. Professor Stephen Melville,
an expert in the fields of history and theory of
contemporary art, points out that the leading
role belongs to collectors and curators. Over the
last decade of the twentieth century, the
emergence of the international curatorial star,
who may have no actual home base or have only
the loosest of ties to such a base (Melville 2007,
114), was evident. This curatorial star moves in
the circle drawn by the community of biennials,
referring to a secondary plan the figure of the
critic, since, when it comes into play, his main
role has been assumed already, and in the
majority of times, the artwork is already sold.
According to the same author, the critic
feels a voice - a calling - to develop its function.
With university tradition and training in art or art
history, the critic carries out his work in studios,
galleries, museums, and socially in bars, cafes
and parties – basically in the same circle where
now the collectors and curators move - sharing
their resources with other urban dwellers as the
flâneur or the dandy (Melville 2007, 116).
Boris Groys shares the same opinion
regarding the uncertainty on the role of criticism
in art, especially in relation to contemporary art.
Influenced by the book Critique of Judgment
3

The way art criticism emerges is complex and pluralistic. If the critic
Peter Plagens (b. 1941) suggested a three-part scheme, which is to
emphasize the division between academia and everything else that is
external to it, Elkins faces criticism as a hydra with seven heads. The
catalog essay (ordered by department stores), the academic treatise
(cultural references of Benjamin, Bourdieu or Buber), the cultural
criticism, the conservative harangue (the author recites about what art
should be), the philosopher’s essay, the descriptive art criticism (whose
purpose is to transport readers to the works that they cannot visit) and
the poetic art criticism (what is relevant is the writing itself) are an
attempt to draw a unified critical image of contemporary art (Elkins
2007, 80).

(1790), also known as the third Critique of
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), Groys defends the
judgment as an incorruptible activity exempt of
bonds with the artist. In the perspective of this
author, the role of the art critic or art
commentator – which, according to the same
author, is a qualification that best denotes the
function – is that of protecting the artwork.
Images without text are embarrassing, like a
naked person in a public space (Groys 2007, 61).
Hence, aside from private collections, the
artworks must be accompanied by a label
containing at least the author and the title, with
this
role
being
reserved
for
the
critic/commentator of art. The text, which
promotes better protection, must be absolutely
clear, due to the belief that the clearer it is, the
more it becomes opaque, thus making it free of
any formulation view.4
This view totally contrasts with the
perspective of Elkins, a defender of the critics
who must be ready to respond with their own
opinion. 5 Aware that a lot of judging activity is
hidden behind a brilliant writing that is
simultaneously
vague
(in
relation
to
contemporary art), when Elkins reads a critical
newspaper, he likes to feel anger or passion
before the exposed arguments. He likes to
understand, clearly, the argument about the
historical
movements,
including
cubism,
surrealism, modernism and postmodernism
(Elkins 2003, 79).
Tradition understands the criticism as
synonymous with the people’s voice (Serraller
2000). When we read Walter Benjamin (18921940), in The Critic’s Technique in Thirteen Theses,
we understand that this philosopher and literary
critic faces criticism as a matter of moral and not
as an aesthetic sense. To him, the public must
always be proved wrong, yet always feel
represented by the critic (Benjamin 1979, 67).
4
Clement Greenberg (1909-1994) shares the theory of Boris Groys in
the essay Complaints of an Art Critic. There, he defends that you have
your prejudices, your leanings and inclinations, but you are under the
obligation to recognize them as that and keep them from interfering
(Elkins 2007, 91).
5

The ideal art criticism, from the perspective of this author, is
personified in Peter Schjeldahl (b. 1942), The New Yorker writer.
Published in 2002, by the occasion of the exhibition Surrealism: Desire
Unbound, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (N.Y.), it is just
independent enough to count as a new sense of surrealism. Schjeldahl
differs from Greenberg's viewpoint in the rejection of surrealism, or
from the perspective of Hal Foster and Rosalind Krauss favoring the
same. For Elkins, the writer in question records a definitive position
with measurable consequences and embodies what is best in
contemporary writing (Elkins 2003).
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In the XXI century, despite the criticism
becoming closer to being a literary genre more
than a field of art history (Melville 2007, 117), the
old boundaries between making and theorizing,
historicizing and displaying, criticizing and
affirming have long been eroded (Rogoff 2007,
97). Acording to I. Rogoff, instead of “criticism”
being an act of judgment addressed to a
clear-cut object of criticism, we now recognize
not just our own imbrication in the object or the
cultural moment, but also the performative
nature of any action or stance we might be
taking in relation to it (Rogoff 2007, 98). In this
context, it is manifestly obvious that it is
impossible to materialize the separation
between being artistic and being theoretical.
Boris Groys, James Elkins, Irit Rogoff and
Stephen Melville all agree that contemporary
criticism is in crisis. Perhaps because we still
think about the critic in the sense of Melville, like
the urban inhabitant governed by the vocation
that was given to him. But after all, what is
happening is that we are witnessing a new
mapping of the art market. The apparent
democratic progress raised the extension of
aesthetic notions, within the art history own
limits (Lageira, 2009).
Today, the rewriting of the Global
Programme, provided by the entry in history of
forgotten concepts and events, resulted in a
period of expansion of art and creativity (Weibel
2013, 26). The five hundred years of Western
hegemony, formed, according to the CEO of the
ZKM (Center for Art and Media) Peter Weibel (b.
1944), by the dynamic quadruple - colonialism,
capitalism, slavery and racism (Weibel, 2013, p.
22) - foresaw their end in the post-World War II,
when new types of aesthetic discourses and new
artists penetrated the culture of Western art
(Seppä, 2010, p. 18). At the same time, all over
the world, a new circle drawn by the community
of art biennials highlighted the role of collectors
and curators (Melville, 2007, p. 114). The art of
today does not represent only a new art, it
represents also a new art form, an art that is
expanding around the globe (Belting &
Buddensieg, 2013, p. 28).
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Although the term global is understood as a
greater proximity between cultures, religions and
languages, the ethnic and identity differences
are intensified (Weibel, 2013, p. 20). Therefore,
the pretext of learning to live with pluralism,
favored by the american art critic and
philosopher Arthur Danto (1924-2013), appears to
become an aesthetic ecumenicism, as we
continue to evaluate contemporary issues by
means of a traditional system (Lageira, 2009).
Roland Barthes in his theory on death
began the ideology that later would originate the
definition of art as a collective production,
influenced by authors like Mikhail Bakhtin (18951975), Michel Foucault (1926-1984) or Pierre
Bourdieu (1930-2002). From this point of view,
the Author with a capital A, as in the poetics of
Romanticism, was deconstructed by the
linguistic-discursive function of the post
structural criticism (Tota 2000, 29-31), referring
to the dissipation of the boundary between
genius and public, artist and critic.
***
In conclusion, the emancipation of the
audience turned the visitor's role into a
performative user (Weibel 2013, 27). In addition
to the artwork being in many cases in a constant
change, the intervention of the public on the
artwork, made the public an artist. The art critic’s
betrayal of the criteria of public taste turned him
into an artist (Groys 2007, 68). In this process of
change, in which the visitor has become a
performative agent, like the art critic when it
acts in his own, the alleged principles of
judgment or criticism remained, although their
form was changed. Both Boris Groys and Iritt
Rogoff share the vision that the boundaries
between criticism and art are vanishing. Step by
step, the artist and the critic became a
complement of each other, while the traditional
boundary between artist and curator, critic and
curator, started disappearing. In fact, art
criticism became an art in its own right, where
the disciplinary heterogeneity of its actors
transformed a moral matter into a global free
speech.
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La relación creativa de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz
Eva Asensio Castañeda
Resumen:
La intención y razón de ser de esta investigación, no pretende el análisis de la importancia de la
producción artística de cada uno, sus aportaciones personales al arte contemporáneo español, la
innegable calidad de sus obras o un acercamiento a éstas; sino el singular interés que suscita el hecho
de que existan conexiones e influencias mutuas en la obra pictórica de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz, sólo
en apariencia tan contradictorias y opuestas. Eso, y el hecho de que, las obra de ambos y sus
personalidades artísticas, nos hayan servido para ayudarnos a desentrañar mejor el complejo y
ambiguo momento artístico que caracterizó la posguerra española.
Un momento definido por los conflictos ideológicos, la pluralidad estilística, y los frecuentes
debates artísticos surgidos que nacían de la profunda oposición y diferencia de criterio declarada entre
los dos bandos que defendían y atacaban las dos corrientes plásticas más importantes de nuestra
posguerra: Figuración y Abstracción.
Las trayectorias vitales y las producciones artísticas de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz son la
demostración de que es posible alcanzar la armonía y lograr la convivencia y el diálogo entre dos
opuestos. Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz compartieron estrechamente, durante cuarenta años de relación
artística, su trabajo y experiencias pictóricas. Consecuencia de ello, se entablarán constantes diálogos
pictóricos que, a su vez, provocarán conexiones y sinergias mutuas en sus lenguajes expresivos
enriqueciéndolos.
Palabras clave: Amalia Avia, Lucio Muñoz, relación, creativa, pintura, abstracción, figuración,
Informalismo, Realismo.

Abstract:
The intention and rationale of this research, it does not pursue the analysis of the importance of
the artistic production of each, their personal contributions to Spanish contemporary art, the
undeniable quality of their work or an approach to them; but instead, the special interest aroused by the
fact that there are connections and mutual influences in the paintings of Amalia Avia and Lucio Muñoz,
only apparently so contradictory and conflicting. That, and the fact that the work of both and their
artistic personalities, served us to help unravel the complex and ambiguous artistic moment that
characterized the Spanish Civil War.
A moment defined by the ideological conflicts, stylistic plurality and the frequent artistic debates
emerged, that were born of deep opposition and difference of criteria declared between the two sides
that defended and attacked the two most important artistic currents of our postwar: Figuration and
Abstraction.
The life path and artistic productions of Amalia Avia and Lucio Muñoz are demonstrating that it is
possible to achieve harmony and reach coexistence and dialogue between two opposites. Amalia Avia
and Lucio Muñoz shared closely for forty years of artistic relationship, their work and pictorial
experiences. Consequently, constant pictorial dialogues, which in turn cause connections and mutual
synergies in enriching their expressive languages will be entered into.
Keywords: Amalia Avia, Lucio Muñoz, relation, creative, painting, abstraction, figuration,
Informality, Realism.
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Introducción
Con motivo de la primera exposición
individual de Amalia Avia en la Librería Fernando
Fé de Madrid en 1959, el poeta y pintor Eduardo
Chicharro, amigo y gran conocedor de la pareja,
(de quien Lucio Muñoz se definió discípulo, y a
cuyas clases y debates artísticos acudió en
algunas ocasiones Amalia Avia), escribió un
discurso, para nosotros muy oportuno, que
tituló “Lo femenino en el arte”, el cual
comenzaba con las siguientes preguntas: “¿se
perciben en modo acusado diferencias sexuales
en la obra de arte?; ¿pinta, escribe, hace música
lo mismo la mujer que el hombre?; ¿hay motivos
para que sus respectivos modos de expresión
den lugar a productos diferenciados?”.
Seguidamente, Chicharro estableció dos
columnas: una con atributos propios de la
condición masculina y otra con sus
correspondientes, y a veces antónimos,
femeninos. Afirma, entre otros comentarios, que
el arte es:
Tan amplio que no admite sello de sexo.
(...). No tiene fisonomía sexual ni masculina ni
femenina, por consiguiente tampoco es exacto
decir que impere la masculina y ésta sea imitada
por la mujer artista. (...). Siempre encontraremos
diferencias más profundas entre cultura y
cultura que entre producciones masculinas y
femeninas.
Esta situación y tema que nos ocupa, la de
Amalia Avia artista respecto de su pareja, podría
hacernos plantear hipotéticas situaciones: si
Amalia Avia como otras, y por sus circunstancias
personales, pudo haberse visto limitada a
cumplir con el papel tradicional de la mujer en
el arte; o si su trayectoria pudiera haber
transcurrido mermada y silenciada por el
dominio, el éxito de su pareja, o si, por el
contrario, es una mujer que ha sido capaz de
crear con independencia una obra con valor y
carácter propio, a quien la relación con su
marido y compañero de profesión le ha servido
para enriquecer y fortalecer su trabajo...
En un primer y somero acercamiento, el
estado de la cuestión es el siguiente: una pareja
formada por dos pintores. Lucio Muñoz, fallecido
en el año 1998, es un artista de gran importancia
y significación en la pintura de la segunda mitad
del pasado siglo; autor de relevantes
aportaciones e innovaciones plásticas y dilatada
trayectoria.
Lucio Muñoz alcanzó en vida merecido y
notable
reconocimiento
nacional
e
internacional, y es, por el público, más conocido
88

que su pareja. Amalia Avia, por su parte, cuenta
con un nada despreciable curriculum de
exposiciones. Desde 1959, fecha de su primera
exposición individual, hasta su fallecimiento en
2013, han transcurrido cincuenta años de oficio y
tiene el apoyo y respeto de la crítica
especializada desde los inicios de su carrera.
En común tienen biográfica y artísticamente
mucho: Ambos pertenecen a la misma
generación, son hijos de la posguerra española.
Lucio Muñoz nació en Madrid en 1929 y Amalia
Avia en 1930, en la provincia de Toledo, (aunque
desde niña se trasladará con su familia a la
capital), y los dos pasarán su juventud y
madurez en Madrid, fijando su residencia con
carácter permanente y desarrollando la práctica
totalidad de sus obras en esta ciudad. Se
casaron en 1960, tuvieron cuatro hijos y han
estado juntos desde entonces y hasta la muerte
de su marido, Lucio Muñoz.
Al ser coetáneos, tener amigos comunes y
vivir en la misma ciudad, los dos, pese a que
estilísticamente han elegido diferentes caminos,
han respirado el mismo ambiente sociocultural y
artístico y la dificultad de ser, dos jóvenes
artistas en una España de la posguerra con un
ambiente cultural precario.
En un escrito publicado en Marzo de 1968
de Victor Nieto Alcaide, presentación de la
exposición que Amalia Avia realizó en la
Dirección General de Bellas Artes de Madrid,
(reeditado posteriormente en 1995 con motivo
de la exposición individual de Amalia Avia en la
Galería Detursa de Bilbao, titulado “El proceso
de una labor”), ya entonces apuntaba Nieto
Alcaide un aspecto fundamental del tema que
nos ocupa, y es el entorno y las circunstancias
personales que han rodeado desde el principio
de su carrera a Amalia Avia, que habrían podido,
de no ser por el carácter y la voluntad de la
artista, obstaculizarla y apartarla de la pintura.
“Un pintor de extraordinaria personalidad,
cuyo arte es lo suficientemente sugeridor para
eclipsar a muchos artistas”, y el ser madre de
cuatro hijos, “razón más que suficiente para que
una pintora vea mermada su labor en tiempo y
constancia”. (Tusell, 1993, p.56).
Es una interesante alusión a la difícil
situación que a Amalia Avia, como pintora
femenina se le planteó, al igual que a otras
muchas mujeres artistas que, a diferencia de
Amalia Avia, acabarán por abandonar su sueño
dada su triple condición de mujer-esposamadre.
Que entre la pintura de ambos descubrimos
sorprendentes
sinergias,
contagios
y/o
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coincidencias no es una invención nuestra; la
crítica y ambos lo reconocen:
“Yo me siento mucho más cerca, en cuanto
a concepción y confección del cuadro, de
cualquier abstracto que de Antoñito”, declaraba
Amalia Avia en sus memorias, publicadas en
2004.
Y la crítica especializada lo corrobora: “A
veces aparecen sorprendentes vínculos de
afinidad
que
trascienden
aparentes
disimilitudes estéticas. Amalia Avia está más
cercana a Lucio Muñoz que a Francisco López
Hernández, por ejemplo, y Enrique Gran se
aproxima más a Antonio López de lo que se
pueda pensar en un principio”. (Tusell, 1992,
p.10).
...lo cierto es que la relación existente entre
artistas tan diversos ha sido mucho más
que una profunda amistad. En este sentido,
las “afinidades electivas” de Lucio Muñoz,
Antonio López, Julio López Hernández o
Amalia Avia tienen mucho que ver, aunque
parezca paradójico y contradictorio, con
unas formas comunes de entender la
pintura o la escultura. Hasta el punto de
que atendiendo a las razones profundas
por las que se establece esta relación
podemos desentrañar aspectos de la obra
de cada uno de estos artistas que sería
imposible determinar de otro modo. Porque
el valor de lo real, como estímulo
configurador de un desarrollo artístico, no
fue algo entendido como una solución
plástica, un ideario de tendencia o una
moda, sino como una profunda convicción.
Convicción que puesta en práctica podía
ser acometida desde puntos de vista y
planteamientos muy dispares. (Nieto
Alcaide, 1992, p.27).
Las palabras de Víctor Nieto Alcaide
contienen la clave de en qué se basa
fundamentalmente la relación creativa de
ambos y en qué consisten básicamente las
similitudes que se encuentran en la obra de
Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz. En esencia, se trata
de una idéntica concepción en el valor que
ambos conceden a lo real, de un común modo
de concebir de la realidad y del impulso
creativo de ambos, de lo que les induce a pintar
y del significado y sentido que para ambos tiene
la pintura. Los dos artistas coinciden en su
manera de implicarse con la pintura y poseen
una concepción humanista del Arte.
El mensaje subliminal y la intención que
persiguen sus obras es la representación de: La

realidad que va más allá de lo real aparente y es
concebida con un sentido de evocación y
testimonio en la figuración de Amalia Avia, y la
realidad trascendida y propia, esa Realidad Otra,
que sustituye una poética convencional de la
forma por una poética íntima y ensimismada de
lo real en la abstracción de Lucio Muñoz. (Nieto
Alcaide, 1989, p.33).
Amalia Avia es, también, una pintora
urbana. Algunos autores han comentado que su
obra está en consonancia con la realidad urbana
descrita por noventayochistas como Pío Baroja
(tanto en ella como en Lucio Muñoz se ha
destacado
en numerosas ocasiones como
característica de sus obras “lo español”, el poso
de nuestra tradición latente.
Tal aspecto podemos considerarlo como
otra coincidencia en la relación creativa de
ambos. No obstante, su “españolismo” no tiene
los mismos referentes y recuerdos. En el caso de
Lucio Muñoz, su hondura y sobriedad, gravedad
expresiva y oscuridad cromática, se remonta a la
herencia de Goya y Zuloaga, principalmente. A
Amalia Avia se la relaciona, en cambio, con el
citado Baroja y con los pintores naturalistas del
siglo de Oro, como Velázquez y Zurbarán.
Como explica Mª Isabel Cabrera García, uno
de los puntos del debate que más polémica
levantará en los años cincuenta, “haciendo
correr ríos de tinta”, será el de si las relaciones
con la realidad o la naturaleza eran válidas en la
abstracción, o si bien ésta, por su propia
definición, debía alejarse de toda referencia
objetiva. Esta polémica en torno a la realidad y
la abstracción no es un debate nuevo, sino una
prolongación de aquel antagonismo teórico, dice
Cabrera, que siempre ha existido entre el
Arte/Naturaleza, entre los conceptos de
invención/imitación.
El debate en torno al naturalismo en el arte
contemporáneo ha estado presente de alguna
manera en todas las poéticas de vanguardia,
bien sea para negarlo o para aproximarse a él
desde nuevas vías, descubriendo otros
“territorios” hasta entonces desconocidos.
(Cabrera García, 1998, p.281).
La dualidad Realidad/Abstracción (en
apariencia imposibles de armonizar para
muchos artistas y críticos incluso en nuestros
días) y el resto de los juegos de oposiciones que
aparecen en el texto anterior, encuentran
solución y perfecta fusión en las obras y
personalidades artísticas de Amalia Avia (que
podría representar la Realidad) y Lucio Muñoz (la
Abstracción), en las que tras su análisis se
concluye que no sólo realidad y abstracción en
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sus obras no están enfrentadas o son aspectos
incompatibles, sino que, por ende, coexisten, se
conectan y enriquecen mutuamente en el
cuadro, produciéndose una relación perfecta y
plena entre ambas.
Los dos artistas logran una integración
equilibrada entre lo real e imaginado, lo objetivo
y el sentimiento, la realidad y la abstracción.
Resuelven este conflicto que para muchos y
durante largo tiempo ha sido objeto de debate y
que parecía no tener posibilidad de
compatibilidad.
En esta cuestión es donde muestran sus
diferencias los críticos, separándose,
podríamos decir, en tres grupos: unos, los
que rechazan categóricamente el sustento
real, indicando que la creación responde a
otro tipo de verdad interior que no necesita
para nada la referencia objetiva; otros,
exponen su más firme repulsa por cualquier
intento de librarse de la realidad
circundante, en la que el arte y el artista
están
irremisiblemente
sumergidos;
existiendo finalmente otro grupo que se
inclina a favor de una vía intermedia
intentando conciliar ambas posturas y
afirmando que los mismos lazos con lo real
se establecen desde la propia vida interior
del artista que es vertida en la obra, dicho
subjetivismo o expresionismo no vendría a
ser una parcela más de la existencia, de lo
real. (Cabrera García, 1998, p.281).
Ambos artistas, al igual que el resto de los
miembros del grupo de los realistas madrileños,
se adscriben en la tercera vía, la del realismo
humanista, donde la plasmación de la realidad y
el sentimiento del artista y su modo de
percibirla y sentirla, son inseparables.

Dos realdades en consonancia: "realismo
poético / poética de lo real"
Recordemos que, en sus comienzos, muy al
principio de su trayectoria pictórica, Lucio
Muñoz postulaba en las filas de la figuración,
realizando sus primeros ensayos informalistas
en 1954, unos años antes de que “El Paso” y el
informalismo irrumpiesen y cobrasen fuerza en
España. Pese a decantarse por la abstraccción,
Lucio Muñoz nunca se desligó del grupo, si bien
por el contrario, los lazos se estrecharon más.
Desde sus inicios y en sus cimientos estéticos
comunes, lo que básicamente confirió la unidad
e identidad a sus componentes como grupo de
artistas, e hizo tan compatible la convivencia
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realismo y abstracción, fue el hecho de que estas
dos tendencias no eran sino dos formas de
conseguir un objetivo final idéntico: el acceso a
la realidad. Como afirma Javier Tusell (1992,
p.92).
Lucio Muñoz, Enrique Gran o Joaquín Ramo
son realistas porque nunca han dejado de
trabajar ceñidos a ese mundo exterior
cercano e inmediato; mientras que la
figuración de los hermanos López
Hernández,
Antonio
López,
Maribel
Quintanilla, María Moreno, Esperanza
Parada o Amalia Avia, no es sólo realismo,
sino que evoca a una realidad que está más
allá de la puramente aparente. Es más, a
veces aparecen sorprendentes vínculos de
afinidad que trascienden a aparentes
disimilitudes estéticas.
Amalia Avia está más cercana a Lucio Muñoz
en actitud pictórica. La propia artista,
manifestaba que la problemática de Antonio
López quedaba respecto de la suya más lejos
que la de Lucio Muñoz. Así lo manifiesta en una
entrevista realizada en 1979:
Aunque aparentemente distintas, Lucio y yo
estamos bastante cerca en actitud pictórica.
Lucio me ha ayudado y me ayuda mucho,
aunque
nuestros
cuadros
sean
temáticamente lejanos.
Yo me siento
mucho más cerca, en cuanto a concepción y
confección de cuadro de cualquier
abstracto que de Antonio.
Amalia Avia es una pintora realista, algunos
han definido sus pintura como realismo social,
realismo humanista o realismo de crónica. Pinta
temas de hoy, cosas reales que vemos y que
forman parte de nuestra realidad cotidiana. Su
pintura nos conecta con la realidad de un modo
extraordinariamente directo y veraz, y nos hace
enfrentarnos, toparnos de frente con ella, pero
su pintura, sin embargo, no es una copia formal
o fotográfica de esa realidad. Ni siquiera
técnicamente es un alarde de virtuosismo. ”Pinto
lo que no puedo fotografiar”, ese es su lema. La
fuerza y originalidad de su pintura, la
autenticidad de su contenido y su atracción y
encanto expresivo radica, en realidad, en la
poética de su realismo.
Es este sentido y esta actitud pictórica la
que armoniza y conecta con la de Lucio Muñoz.
Nieto Alcaide fue el primero en acuñar el
término de poética de lo real para definir la
inmensidad y la expresión del universo aformal
pictórico de Lucio Muñoz. La relación entre
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pintura y realidad no tenía porqué establecerse
desde lo figurativo. De hecho, apunta Víctor
Nieto Alcaide, “cuando Lucio Muñoz abandonó la
figuración, se hizo más realista, o lo que es lo
mismo, más preocupado por la indagación en
torno a la realidad de una nueva y sugerente
poética”. (1989, p.45).
Tanto Lucio Muñoz como Amalia Avia han
hecho
con su pintura aportaciones muy
importantes,
logrando
dar
una
nueva
significación y abrir nuevas dimensiones de la
realidad; él por medio de las posibilidades
alcanzadas con la experimentación con la
materia, la madera. Y ella, dotando a la realidad
de un valor testimonial, que no nostálgico, e
histórico de lo cotidiano.
¿En qué momento de sus trayectorias y
cómo llegaron ambos artistas a estos hallazgos?
Para Lucio Muñoz la abstracción supuso un
modo de descubrir nuevas posibilidades
pictóricas que en la figuración no encontraba. El
viaje que realizó en 1954 a París fue
determinante para él, ya que significó el
encuentro con el informalismo.
El contacto con el informalismo me abrió
caminos. El descubrimiento de que la
materia podía contener, en sí, una
sorprendente facultad expresiva, pasando
de ser un medio a ser un fin, podía resolver
muchos de mis problemas pictóricos. En
principio temí que la abstracción pudiera
coartar la expresión, porque dejaba fuera
toda la riqueza de la tradición figurativa,
pero enseguida fue para mí como una
liberación. Me di cuenta de que lo que me
interesaba de la figuración eran aspectos
de la realidad que no salían en una
fotografía, no estaban contenidos en la
imagen. Por otra parte, el informalismo me
exigía un desarrollo técnico que me ayudó
a identificar algunos aspectos de la
realidad que luego iban a resultar
determinantes para mí. (1989, p.50).
Desde entonces, el propio pintor y los
estudiosos de su obra que mejor la conocen y lo
conocieron, definieron como realista la pintura
de Lucio Muñoz. En este aspecto, en su común
preocupación por el análisis de la realidad,
coinciden dos estéticas pictóricas en apariencia
tan distintas, la obra de Lucio Muñoz y la de
Amalia Avia. Ambas son realismos, pero no en el
mismo sentido. Cada uno de ellos es realista:
Amalia Avia formalmente y Lucio Muñoz de
contenido, pero ese hallazgo, esa realidad, ha

sido descubierta y desarrollada individualmente,
por caminos diferentes y estilos propios.
En Lucio Muñoz la realidad no es sólo lo
que hay, sino la que el autor nos dice que
hay. Lucio Muñoz nos ofrece su relación con
la realidad. Frente al realismo de la imagen,
Lucio Muñoz representa la realidad de la
cosa. Las cosas dejan de ser lo que
representan para tornarse exclusivamente
en lo que son. (Castilla del Pino, Carlos,
1978, p.48).
En cuanto a lo real y al realismo poético en
la pintura de Amalia Avia, su relación con la
realidad se establece de otro modo aunque
conecta muy bien con la de Lucio Muñoz.
Cuando algunos críticos han hablado de la
pintura social y del humanismo de la pintura de
Amalia Avia, en definitiva, estaban resaltando el
gran sentido poético que subyace en su pintura,
porque el tema constante en su pintura es el
hombre y su realidad, sus circunstancias, su
entorno y su día a día. Los lugares por los que
pasea, la ciudad donde vive, las calles, las
fachadas que diariamente ve y las casas que
habita, externa e internamente (no olvidemos
sus interiores); hasta los objetos cotidianos que
utiliza rescata. La realidad diaria y silenciosa que
rodea al hombre es el tema de su pintura.
¿Hay algo más humano y real? Amalia Avia
pinta lo que hay, es cronista de nuestras vidas
(siempre anónima y colectivamente), su pintura
resulta tan creíble y su expresión tan poética
porque está muy ligada a su propia vida y
entorno personal. Por eso nos sorprende y
comunica tanto con el espectador, pues, en
mayor o menor grado, hay una identificación con
ella y un encuentro directo con la realidad al
contemplar sus cuadros.
No hay dobles sentidos, lecturas políticas,
ni posibles intenciones reivindicativas. Algunos
críticos de arte quisieron ver un contenido social
y un compromiso ideológico en su pintura de los
años sesenta. Como la misma Amalia Avia
declaró, su pintura es social porque trata temas
humanos, relacionados con la vida del hombre,
pero no caben segundas interpretaciones ni ella
lo pretende. Su análisis de la realidad tiene un
sentido testimonial no de denuncia.
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“Me parece ingenuo y pretencioso tratar de
cambiar el mundo pintando cuadros.(...) Yo
no pretendo hacer pintura social: me sale
así como consecuencia de una manera de
ser. Cuando elijo mis temas no pienso en el
arte social: pinto lo que veo, las cosas que
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me rodean. (...) Si, creo que mi pintura es
una crónica de lo cotidiano. En lo cotidiano
se mezclan los hechos más vulgares con los
más trascendentales”. (Falero, José. 1976).
La pintura de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz nos
resultan sinceras y transmiten verdad porque
ambas son el resultado de un constante e
intenso proceso de interiorización. Las
realidades que pintan no se reducen meramente
al objeto o a la materia en su apariencia formal,
sino que ambos lo trascienden, realizan una
operación intelectual, de abstracciones, donde
ese objeto alcanza una significación plena, una
realidad poética.
Anteriormente comentábamos que Amalia
Avia se reconocía más cercana, en actitud
pictórica, a Lucio Muñoz que a los realistas, y
que ambos pintores se autodefinían realistas
porque sus obras tienen como finalidad última
abordar el análisis de la realidad. Además, los
dos se preocupan de que el contenido
expresado sea creíble y veraz, sirviéndose
ambos de lenguajes muy directos, y que así lo
sienta el espectador. De todo lo anterior,
deducimos que tanto Amalia Avia como Lucio
Muñoz, coinciden en un aspecto fundamental, y
es el de la realidad que les interesa captar y
reflejar en su pintura. Como hemos visto, Amalia
Avia afirmaba en 2003:
“Pinto lo que no puedo fotografiar. Uso la
fotografía únicamente como modelo. Si son
temas de Madrid, hago una fotografía y
luego me acerco varias veces a ver el lugar
mientras lo pinto. Si el lugar no es Madrid lo
que pinto está basado en los recuerdos que
me traigo. En cambio, mis compañeros
realistas pintan del natural. Como Antoñito,
que se sienta en la Gran Vía debajo de un
farol, durante horas. Está muy bien pintar
del natural, pero cada uno tiene su método
y costumbres.”
Por su parte, Lucio Muñoz declaraba “me di
cuenta de que lo que me interesaba eran
aspectos de la realidad que no salían en una
fotografía”.
Es esa realidad que no se copia, compleja y
sutil, poética, la que importa a ambos. La misma
realidad, aunque interpretada y representada
de diferente modo. En cuanto a si esta
coincidencia desvela una influencia, no
podemos demostrar tal afirmación, pues aunque
son comentarios hechos por los artistas en
diferentes momentos de sus trayectorias (la de
ella en el año 1979, y la de él hacía referencia a
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sus primeras obras informalistas de los años
cincuenta), y la de Amalia Avia es posterior,
desde sus primeros cuadros la pintora tenía
definida la misma trayectoria, manteniendo
idéntica actitud ante la realidad.
Un aspecto que ha sido destacado en
numerosas ocasiones y de forma unánime por la
crítica es, siendo ésta otra característica común,
la fidelidad estilística y la extraordinaria
coherencia de ambas estéticas durante toda su
extensa vida artística, ejemplares muestras de la
firme personalidad pictórica de sus autores y de
la consonancia y consecuencia con su forma de
pensar y de entender la pintura.
Si repasamos la evolución pictórica de los
dos, nos damos cuenta de que en ninguno de los
casos puede hablarse propiamente de cambios,
se trata más bien, sobre todo en el caso de Lucio
Muñoz, de variaciones sobre el mismo tema, de
evoluciones tranquilas y lógicas, nunca giros
drásticos ni bruscos.
Si es cierto que en sus inicios Lucio Muñoz
fue figurativo (una de las obras más especiales
por su contenido es el retrato que realizó a
Amalia Avia en 1958 - además en este tiempo el
artista era plenamente abstracto, lo que
aumenta el interés de este cuadro con
independencia de su valor personal-), y que esta
tendencia sería muy pronto sustituida por el
informalismo, que definió su obra y no
abandonó hasta su fallecimiento, en el caso de
Amalia Avia ni siquiera al principio hubo dudas.
Su pintura, desde su primera exposición en los
años cincuenta, ha sido realista y ha abordado la
temática de lo social, del hombre y su entorno,
sin sufrir cambios sustanciales y conservando el
mismo carácter y lenguaje.
Además, los dos artistas han cultivado
tanto la pintura como el grabado a lo largo de
sus trayectorias. Si bien Amalia Avia ha cultivado
el aguafuerte, con tendencia al pequeño
formato, y lo simultaneaba con la obra pictórica,
Lucio Muñoz, por su parte, se decantó por la
técnica mixta, los tamaños grandes, y lo
alternaba con la práctica de la pintura. Si
pintaba no grababa, para él el grabado suponía
una renovación y una revitalización intelectual,
un alto en el camino, en ocasiones necesario,
para continuar pintando con renovado
entusiasmo. En el caso de ambos, el estilo y el
lenguaje utilizado en sus pinturas se
corresponde con el de su obra gráfica.
Adolfo Castaño, gran conocedor de la
pintura de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz, que ha
publicado varios artículos sobre ambos y los ha
entrevistado
individualmente
en
varias
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ocasiones, en un escrito publicado en 1990
titulado “Fuerte Interiorización”, destacó una
serie de conexiones halladas en la obra de
ambos. Según Castaño, la técnica pictórica de
Amalia Avia no es del todo realista y se
encuentra influida por la de Lucio Muñoz, que, a
su vez muestra la influencia del lirismo de ella;
“Osmosis admirable que no sólo a ninguno de los
dos estorba sino que enriquece”.
También establece una similitud en los
volúmenes, el trazo (equiparables en cuanto a su
firmeza) y la paleta de ambos. Ciertamente,
hallamos un paralelismo en la evolución
cromática de ambos. En las primeras décadas,
sobre todo durante los cincuenta y los sesenta,
los colores predominantes eran más apagados y
sombríos, con menos brillo, y definidos por una
paleta más reducida, a base de grises y
marrones (gris plomizo con una soberbia
variedad de gamas que dotaban de una cierta
expresión nostálgica a los cuadros de Amalia
Avia), que calaban profundamente en el
espectador.
Durante las últimas décadas (sobre todo en
el caso de Lucio Muñoz a partir de 1977, se
aprecia una renovación cromática más profunda,
lo que Nieto Alcaide en 1989 denominó “el
triunfo de la luz y el color de la democracia”). La
paleta de ambos se aclaró adoptando un
idéntico matiz esperanzado, como dice Castaño.
Pero siempre, tanto en Amalia Avia como en
Lucio Muñoz, aún en los años más fríos, el color
nos ha sorprendido por la riqueza de sus
calidades y texturas, por su buena cocina, y
también por la correspondencia que, entre
carácter y paleta encontramos en los dos.
La razón que explique la viveza y el
aclarado
cromático
no
parece
estar
directamente
asociada
con
algún
acontecimiento personal o artístico concreto
ocurrido en sus vidas, salvo posiblemente el
hecho común de que los últimos veinte años es,
en ambas trayectorias, (y así lo han evaluado
algunos de los que mejor conocen sus obras) un
periodo que viene definido por la madurez
pictórica, de plenitud, años en los que sus obras
nos han transmitido, desde entonces, una
actitud más sosegada y plácida ante la vida, la
realidad y el arte.
Por lo demás, la evolución que han sufrido
sus trayectorias son consecuencia lógica de las
características
técnicas,
estilísticas
y
procedimentales propias de la pintura de cada
uno. Excepto en la coincidencia de la evolución
del cromatismo, hacia colores más vivos y claros,
no parece haber una correspondencia

cronológica en la obra de ambos cuando, tanto
Amalia Avia como Lucio Muñoz, han introducido
alguna novedad o cuando han modificado en
algo la temática o composición de sus cuadros.
En el caso de Lucio Muñoz se observan
variaciones en cuanto al uso de los materiales
(de la madera y la cola, por ejemplo) y al
proceso de elaboración y concepción del cuadro,
cada vez más esquemático y depurado en la
década de los noventa. Y en el de Amalia Avia,
las novedades que han ido introduciendo son
más bien, por lo general, de índole temática.
Aunque tiene temas constantes como Madrid,
recordemos que, en los años sesenta, trabajará
más lo social, la poética del barrio castizo, de la
vida cotidiana y de la gente anónima y sencilla.
A finales de esta década comienza a
prescindir de la figura humana - Camilo José
Cela la define por ello como la pintora de la
ausencia- y se centra más en los escenarios
urbanos de Madrid, sobre todo sus tiendas,
puertas, fachadas y paredes. Paredes en las que
a menudo encontramos fragmentos que son
verdaderas
muestras de la más pura
abstracción. Podría ser este detalle otro
elemento de conexión con la plástica de Lucio
Muñoz.
Los años setenta estarán marcados por este
tipo de obras, donde los críticos y autores como
Cela han visto en el realismo de Amalia Avia una
expresión melancólica muy próxima a Baroja,
Solana o Goya. También en los años setenta, y
hasta la actualidad, Amalia Avia comienza a
introducir, en convivencia con los temas
anteriores, los interiores domésticos y la
temática de los objetos cotidianos, donde toda
esa estética del intimismo (o “poética del
interior”, como ha definido muy acertadamente
Juan Manuel Bonet en 1993), alcanza su mayor
plenitud.

Trayectoria expositiva de ambos
Repasando la extensa trayectoria pictórica
de Amalia Avia admira comprobar que, pese a
tales circunstancias personales, desde que
comenzó a exponer en el año 1959 no habido
(salvo 1960 que fue el año en que se casó con
Lucio Muñoz y nació su primer hijo) año en el
que no haya realizado alguna exposición
individual o colectiva durante cuarenta años,
hasta
la
actualidad.
Ha
mantenido
prácticamente idéntico ritmo de participación
expositiva incluso en los años sesenta, lo cual
tiene gran mérito teniendo en cuenta que entre
1960 y 1967 nacieron sus cuatro hijos,
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consiguiendo compaginar, a fuerza de trabajo y
tesón, la maternidad y la pintura, sin disminuir
la frecuencia de su participación en tales
eventos durante cuatro décadas.
La trayectoria expositiva de Lucio Muñoz, la
cual recordemos que se inicia en 1955 en la
madrileña Galería Fé hasta la actualidad (la
última, recientemente clausurada, en la Galería
Marlborough), es muy extensa, prolífica e
internacional; aunque hay que decir que la de
Amalia Avia no es en absoluto desdeñable.
Durante sus dos últimas décadas de trayectoria
pictórica, Lucio Muñoz participó en numerosos
certámenes
y
ferias
nacionales
e
internacionales. Concretamente, en España,
estuvo presente en todas las ediciones de Arco
de los años noventa representando a la Galería
Marlborough.
Los premios y reconocimientos que obtuvo
Lucio Muñoz durante su vida, comenzaron a
otorgarse a partir de los años ochenta, cuando
(tras treinta años de profesión) estaba ya
considerado por la crítica especializada y la
opinión pública, como uno de los mejores
exponentes del informalismo español. Así, en
1982 se le concede el Primer Premio de Grabado
en la Feria Internacional de Arte Gráfico, Arteder
(Bilbao); en 1983, recibe el Premio Nacional de
Artes Plásticas; en 1993, recibe la medalla de oro
de las Bellas Artes, y en 1996, el Premio de la
Asociación Española de Críticos de Arte.
Su obra, asimismo, se encuentra repartida
en museos y colecciones públicas y privadas de
todo el mundo.
Si hacemos un breve repaso a las
trayectorias expositivas de ambos, hallamos
algunas interesantes coincidencias en cuanto a
las galerías en las que han expuesto, a veces
incluso los dos en el mismo año, y en cuanto a
los críticos que más han escrito sobre ellos y sus
obras. En 1957 Lucio Muñoz celebró en la Galería
Fernando Fe de Madrid su segunda exposición
individual, y dos años más tarde, en el mismo
sitio tendría lugar la primera individual de
Amalia Avia.
De entre todas, es quizá la Galería Juana
Mordó de Madrid con la que han estado más
años vinculados, manteniendo ambos pintores
un estrecho lazo profesional pero también de
amistad (la Mordó es la madrina de uno de sus
cuatro hijos) desde que la galerista se
independizó y creó en 1964 su propia galería,
considerada en aquellos años como uno de los
pocos y más importantes centros de encuentro
de la vanguardia artística de Madrid, donde
tenían cabida las obras de los jóvenes pintores
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de entonces que luchaban por abrirse paso y
darse a conocer en el complicado mercado del
arte.
Pintores de la posguerra, mayoritariamente
abstractos y coetáneos a Lucio Muñoz, entre los
que Amalia Avia era una excepción siendo su
obra realista. En 1964 ambos artistas pasan a
formar parte de su grupo de pintores (hasta 1991
en el caso de Lucio Muñoz) y participan en la
muestra colectiva que tiene lugar con motivo de
la inauguración de la galería. En ese mismo año,
los dos exponen, además, individualmente.
Juana Mordó ha sido muy importante para
nosotros. (...) Por su galería pasaron todos
los pintores españoles contemporáneos
más importantes. Al poco de fallecer,
recuerdo que se le hizo un homenaje en el
Círculo de Bellas Artes, aunque mi opinión
es que se le debía haber hecho años
después para que también los jóvenes se
acordasen más de Juana Mordó. Era una
mujer extraordinaria e inteligentísima.
Quizá con más intuición que sensibilidad.
Pero es que para ser una buena marchante
hay que tener más de lo primero. Yo me
acuerdo mucho de ella. (Avia, Amalia, 2003).
Tras su andadura en la Juana Mordó, Amalia
Avia se vincularía más con la Galería Biosca,
donde expondrá en numerosas ocasiones
durante los años setenta y ochenta, mientras
que Lucio Muñoz permanecerá con la Mordó
hasta que firma un contrato en exclusiva con la
Marlborough en los inicios de la década de los
noventa.
Las muestras colectivas de Amalia Avia han
sido casi siempre con sus amigos, los miembros
del grupo de realistas madrileños (Antonio
López, los hermanos López, Isabel Quintanilla,
María Moreno...), donde en ocasiones los
galeristas aprovechaban para integrar a otros
pintores realistas como Carmen Laffon. La
Galería Juana de Aizpuru y la Marlborough de
Londres, entre otras, han organizado varias
exposiciones sobre el realismo español
contemporáneo en las que siempre han reunido
a los del grupo de Madrid. Por su parte, Lucio
Muñoz, ha participado también en algunas
colectivas junto con sus amigos, donde a veces
todos eran realistas menos él. Una de las más
significativas muestras de ello fue la que, en
1955, se inauguró en la Dirección General de
Bellas Artes de Madrid y en la que mostró sus
obras junto con las de Antonio López y los
escultores López Hernández.
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También, ocasionalmente, Amalia Avia y
Lucio Muñoz han expuesto juntos. En 1992 la
Fundación Caja de Madrid organizó una
entrañable exposición en la que volvían a
encontrarse todos los amigos del grupo
(realistas como Amalia Avia y Antonio López y
abstractos como Lucio Muñoz y Joaquín Ramo),
titulada “Otra Realidad. Compañeros en Madrid”.
Y En los últimos años, durante la segunda mitad
de la década de los noventa, la Juan Gris ha
reunido al menos en dos ocasiones a la pareja
junto con otros pintores de variadas tendencias
(la exposición que los congregó en 1997 , de
hecho, se llamó “Plural”.). La referencia más
reciente la encontramos en la muestra que, este
verano, servía para la inauguración en Teruel del
Museo Salvador Victoria, pintor abstracto como
Lucio Muñoz y gran amigo de la pareja, cuya
colección cuenta con obras de ambos.

Conclusiones
Analizadas
las evidentes conexiones y
coincidencias existentes entre dos tendencias
artísticas tan diferentes y opuestas como la
Figuración y la Abstracción, materializadas en
las personalidades estéticas de Amalia Avia y
Lucio Muñoz, concluimos con una reflexión, a
nuestro juicio, esclarecedora sobre este debate
inconcluso:

La abstracción surge como omisión de la
figuración y la conciencia de que la pintura
es autosuficiente para operar con sus
medios específicos: forma, color, dibujo,
composición, textura, dimensión. Lo cual
está muy lejos, pese a lo que se ha dicho en
alguna ocasión, de que la abstracción esté
al margen o de espaldas a la realidad. Lo
que omite es la representación de la
realidad, no la expresión de una realidad ni
la referencia de historicidad, pues la
abstracción lo que hace es expresar la
realidad de nuestro tiempo con un sistema
acorde con él y, por tanto, al margen de
cualquier dependencia plástica tradicional.
(Nieto Alcaide, Víctor, 1987, p.24).
En definitiva, el bagaje pictórico de Amalia
Avia y Lucio Muñoz ha sido compartido de casi
desde el inicio de sus trayectorias, siendo una
de las parejas artísticas más sólidas y queridas
por los que los conocieron, y mejor valoradas
por los críticos y galeristas de arte. El hecho de
su gran unión personal como pareja y su larga
vida en común, han podido influir en el hecho de
que las trayectorias de ambos, y esta es otra
característica en común importante, hayan sido
pictórica y estilísticamente tan coherentes y
consecuentes, respondiendo siempre no a las
modas, sino a los principios estéticos y el sentir
creativo de ambos artistas, fieles a ellos mismos.
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Perspectives of social in Brazilian contemporary art: discussing project
Comboio, Favela Moinho, 31st Bienal de São Paulo
Michelle Sommer
Abstract
Since the 2000, the preoccupations with the social dimensions of art have given rise to new
strategies in the intersection between art and political activism in Brazil. In the early 70s, already
worried about the encroachment of the entertainment industry in art, the critic Mário Pedrosa (19001981) proposes political action as the only way to break the circle, creating new conditions for the
emergence of a new man and the flourishing of a new art. Within this context, this paper critically
discusses “the uses of art” through project Comboio at Favela Moinho, São Paulo, in the context of the
31st Bienal de São Paulo. The Comboio acts in “informal spaces” in the central area of São Paulo and
describes itself as a project of research and urban intervention. As the last remaining favela in central
São Paulo, Moinho provides a crucial counterpoint in cultural terms and conditions to the Bienal,
located in Ibirapuera Park. Can this be seen as a contemporary example of what Mário Pedrosa called,
in his criticism of art and politics, “authentic artists” who distinguish themselves from the “silkworm" of
mass production to take up the defensive position of what he calls “rearguard art"?
Keywords: uses of art, Mário Pedrosa, 31st Bienal de São Paulo.

Picture 1. Online collaborative map developed by Arquitetura da Gentrificação (AG), a group that collects, archives and
disseminates information about human rights violations committed by public officials against the residents of Favela Moinho.
Each icon on the map addresses a violation. Source: http://reporterbrasil.org.br/gentrificacao/mapa-colaborativo-denunciaviolencia-cometida-contra-moradores-da-favela-do-moinho (accessed on 09-04-2015).
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Favela Moinho resists
Favela Moinho started 25 years ago with the
occupation of the urban land under the overpass
where was located the Matarazzo mill (moinho),
1
which earned it the name . Recently, the
settlement was the target of two suspected
2
arsons , after which its continued existence has
become a symbol of resistance against property
speculation and for housing rights in the most
populated city of South America. Between the
first and second fires, the local government of
São Paulo built a 8 metre high wall – “the wall of
shame”, as the community has called it – with
the stated purpose of isolating the burned area
from the rest of the inhabited area. Today, 480
families have a temporary legal title to remain in
Favela
Moinho.
The local
organization
Movimento Moinho Vivo, created in 2013 through
the initiative of dwellers and community
partners, presently conducts studies with a view
to building a participatory urbanization project.

Comboio: mobile political activism in
affirmative actions of the right to the city
Comboio defines itself "as a project (in
action) of research and urban intervention,
which since 2010 operates in 'informal spaces' in
the center of São Paulo, seeking ways to exercise
3
and assert the right to the city" . The researches
conducted in the intervention sites are run by
real demands of the communities to create
exercises of empowerment of the local actors
4
and appropriation of underutilized space . The
main objective is to strengthen the relation of
territorial belonging through the creation of
interactive, inclusive and participatory public
spaces inside communities.

Picture 3 – To the right: Public House. To the left: Vermelhão
Park. Source:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/projetocomboio#!page4/cfvg
, accessed on 09-04-2015. #NóisPorNóis!
#FavelaDoMoinhoResiste! #ContraEspeculaçãoImobiliária!
#PorTodasAsFavelasDoBrasil! #LutasAutônomas!
#PoderPopular!

Comboio is working at Favela Moinho since
2012. There were four starting points for the
actions in Favela Moinho: public art, bottom-up
micro urban planning, popular financing, ethics
and citizenship. The project is structured in two
phases, each of which built public forums: "The
Public House" (phase 1) and “Vermelhão Park”
(phase 2), carried out in partnership with
Movimento Moinho Vivo. All interventions are
directly funded by the community, without
intermediaries, through donations of money and
other resources used exclusively for the creation
of these public spaces in the community. During
the execution of these actions, Comboio and

Picture 2. “This is a paintbrush”. Source:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/projetocomboio#!page4/cfvg
, accessed on 09-04-2015.

1

About the history of Favela Moinho: Arquitetura da Gentrificaçao http://reporterbrasil.org.br/gentrificacao , accessed April 9, 2015.
2
In 2011, the first fire destroyed a third of the community and left 600
people homeless. In 2012, the second fire consumed 80 homes and
injured several people. Before the two large fires, the community was
inhabited by 1,200 families (around 5000 people). The fires in the
Brazilian favelas are not isolated cases, but rather a systemic problem
connected to land speculation. In São Paulo, between 2005 and 2012,
more than 800 fires were registered. Source: Movimento Passe Livre
São Paulo - http://saopaulo.mpl.org.br , accessed April 9, 2015.
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3

Comboio was involved at the following occupations: Ocupação Sérgio
Buarque de Holanda (2007), Ocupação Prestes Maia and São João
(2010) and Ocupação Cambuci (2012), all of them in São Paulo. Comboio
is coordinated by artists Caio Castor and Flavia Lobo de Felicio. About
Comboio: http://projetocomboio.wix.com/ projetocomboio, accessed
April 9, 2015.
4
The project involves the memory of the residents in relation to their
own knowledge and technologies. The common spaces were built
using materials locally available or collected in the immediate
surroundings.
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Movimento Moinho Vivo also co-organized the
destruction of “the wall of shame” in August
2013, meeting the community's demand for an
escape route in case of a new fire in the area.
The four points in Comboio's methodology
5
and
for the construction of Public House
6
Vermelhão Park were (1) mobilization of the
residents in order to gather materials and
volunteer work for the project; (2) activation and
mobilization of services by municipal agents; (3)
popular funding (donation of funds and material
7
resources) ; (4) T-shirt sales of Moinho Vivo. The
public forums became the main convergence
space for the community, connecting various
political and cultural actors, internal and
external to the community. Project Comboio is
still ongoing until this date.

The curatorial intention in developing a
collaboration between Comboio and the
community of Favela Moinho in the context of
the 31st Bienal de São Paulo focuses on
exploring art's ability to interfere in different
contexts. As part of the 31st Bienal de São Paulo,
Comboio and Moinho Vivo developed a series of
cultural and educational public workshops, from
10
September to November, 2014 , whose activities
were: sidewalk drawing workshop, planting and
gardening workshop, electrical workshop, toy
workshop, urban furniture workshop and a
concert.

Comboio / Favela Moinho / 31st Bienal de
São Paulo
The title of the 31st Bienal de São Paulo,
“How to (…) things that don’t exist”, is a poetic
invocation of art’s capacities, its ability to reflect
8
and act upon life, power and belief . The
curatorial text conjures up a state of turn in the
contemporary condition and an attempt to find a
way out of established parameters in order to
give space to complexity and flexibility, without
9
shying away from conflict and confrontation .
The emphasis is on process and collaborative
action between individual and groups, on
relationships that should continue and develop
throughout, moving in the opposite direction to
the closure (and imprisonment) of the biennial
in itself.
5

The Public House was inaugurated in June, 2013. The project´s
accounts can be accessed at:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/
projetocomboio#!transparncia/c1sil ,accessed April 9, 2015.
6
"Vermelhão Park" had become a garbage dump, reduced to rubble
and ashes by the September 2012 fire. Until this time, the place was
used by children as a playing area.
7
On December, 2013 the Movimento Moinho Vive and the Comboio
made an independent campaign to collect resources (materials, tools
and money) to build the "Vermelhão Park".
8
http://www.31bienal.org.br/en/information/766, accessed April 9,
2015.
9
“This is not a Bienal built on art and objects, but on people working
with people on projects, on collaborations between individuals and
groups, on relationships that should continue and develop throughout
and, perhaps, even after the 31st Bienal is over. While a small group of
people might be the initiators, the stress of the 31st Bienal is on all
those who will be in contact with the project and make use of it, and
on what the encounters with the projects and the event as a whole will
create. The openness of the process needs to be understood in terms
of a process of learning: an educational exchange that is established
throughout and on each level and therefore unresolved and
exploratory”. The curatorial text can be accessed at:
http://www.31bienal.org.br /en/information/766 , accessed April 9,
2015.

Pictures 4 and 5 – Images of the workshops occurred at Favela
Moinho and the the exhibition space. Source:
https://m.flickr.com/#/photos/bienalsaopaulo/15405564824/
, accessed on 09-04-2015.

In terms of presence in the exhibition
context, after meetings between curators, artists
10

The activities were: sidewalk drawing workshop, planting and
gardening workshop, electrical workshop, toy workshop, urban
furniture workshop and a concert at Favela Moinho.
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and community to discuss whether and how to
present materials relating to the project, it was
decided that relevant phrases and slogans
related to the community's struggle would be
shown on a large glass panel in the Cicillo
Matarazzo Pavilion at Ibirapuera Park, which
houses the Bienal. The material shown was
assembled by artists and community together.

Social perspectives in Brazilian art: a
“rearguard art”, according to Mário Pedrosa
The emergence of political consciousness in
the Brazilian art context dates back to the 1920s
and 30s. Mário Pedrosa (1900-1981) was one of
the most important contributors for Brazilian
11
social history of art , and his work can still help
us think through the preoccupations with the
social dimension of art that, since the 2000, have
given rise to new strategies in the intersection
12
between art and political activism in Brazil .
Mário Pedrosa argues that art and politics
are inseparable, and art will always be
revolutionary for as long as it is socially engaged
and committed to raising awareness and
communicating with all, without becoming a
means in the hands of the state: an art of
combat, not propaganda. He distinguishes
between "works with immediate aesthetic
purpose", which express a class consciousness
that arises out of "the feeling of solidarity in
misfortune and so its first expression necessarily
takes a defensive way", and the "experimental
exercise of freedom" – a favorite expression of
Pedrosa's, which first emerges in the mid-1960s
and then follows him throughout his life –, an art
proposal that refuses to become a merchandise
and takes place in the form of acts, gestures and
collective actions, ephemeral and environmental.
These are the openings in the “autonomy of
13
granted by the capitalist system: the
art”
11

Mário Pedrosa was a journalist, professor, art critic, curator, writer,
collaborator of the Bienal de São Paulo Foundation and MAM-RJ (Rio
de Janeiro Museum of Modern Art), socialist activist and leader. He
opened a way for Trotsky´s thought in Brazil and, symbolically, signed
the first membership card of the Workers' Party, in 1980, one year
before his death.
12
The right to the city, housing rights and a new discussion about the
meaning of the public and the private constitute the commom matrix
for the following ongoing actions in Brazil: #ocupeestelita, Recife / PE;
Ocuppy Parque Augusta, São Paulo / SP; Occupy Cais Mauá, Porto
Alegre / RS; Vila Itororó, em São Paulo / SP.
13
During his trajectory, Mário Pedrosa did not interpret the autonomy
of art in the same way. In his early criticism, "proletarian art" and
"utilitarian art" were used as terms of praise in relation to Kathe
Kollwitz's work, in his first published piece of criticism, "Social trends
of art and Kathe Kollwitz," of 1933. Later, Pedrosa will become wary of
the possible confusion between “proletarian art” and socialist realism,
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“experimental exercise of freedom” is the
minimal room for manoeuvre, to be preserved
and enhanced, available for socially engaged
artists in capitalism.
In the 70s, already worried about the
encroachment of the entertainment industry in
art, Pedrosa proposes political action as the only
way to break the circle, creating new conditions
for the emergence of a new man and the
flourishing of a new art. It is up to “authentic
artists”, who distinguish themselves from the
“silkworm" of mass production, to take up the
defensive position of what he calls “rearguard
14
art" . "But where are the social and cultural
conditions that allow these animals to continue
to produce their silk and use of their natural gift
in full freedom? How to preserve that silk in its
original authenticity and how to distribute it
without changing its intrinsic existence, how to
give it and exchange it in a society with synthetic
silk aplenty and carried away by the mass
15
mobilizations and mass entertainment ?" .

About possible uses of art (today)
16

Charles Esche , one of the curators of the
31st Bienal de São Paulo, emphatically declared
that if we live in scary times, we need scary
concepts: the days of art for art's sake are gone –
17
a useful art is necessary . For him, the
commons materialised in cultural institutions
and the concomitant bankruptcy of the state
create the opportunity for something like what
and will enhance its meaning to include the constant and updated
renewal of means of expression and form.
14
Lecture presented at the First Latin American Bienal de São Paulo
Symposium, 3 / 11-17 / 12/1978. "Variations without a theme or the art
of defense" is not a thesis, it is a proposition which I hope will be
worthy of attention for future Latin American biennials. His
disillusionment, until the end of life, with the sterilization of art in
consumer society would be a recurring theme in his late criticism.
15
Pedrosa, Mario (2007, pp. 113).
16
Charles Esche is Director of van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven and
Editorial Director of Afterall Journal and Books based at Central
St.Martins College of Art and Design, University of the Arts, London. In
the last years, he has focused on analysing the narratives of the
museum collection and investigating the cultural and political history
of exhibition making. He has (co)curated the following international
exhibitions since 2002: It doesn’t always have to be beautiful, unless
it’s beautiful, National Art Gallery of Kosovo, Prishtinë, 2012; Strange
and Close, CAPC, Bordeaux, 2011 both with Galit Eilat; 5th U3 triennial,
Ljubljana, 2010; 2nd and 3rd Riwaq Biennale, Ramallah, Palestine, 20079 with Reem Fadda and Khalil Rabah; the 9th Istanbul Biennial 2005
with Vasif Kortun, Esra Sarigedik Öktem and November Paynter and the
Gwangju Biennale 2002 in Korea with Hou Hanru. From 2000-2003 he
was Director of the now defunct Rooseum Center for Contemporary Art,
Malmö. He writes extensively for journals and publications.
http://cimam.org/charles-esche/ , accessed April 9, 2015.
17
http://www.publico.pt/culturaipsilon/noticia/instrumentalizar-aarte-sim-diz-charles-esche-vivemos-tempos-assustadoresprecisamos-de-conceitos-assustadores-1680141 , accessed April 9,
2015.
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Pedrosa referred to as “experimental exercise of
freedom”: the possibility of “harnessing” the
permissiveness granted to art by bourgeois
society in order to generalize the idea of
collective ownership.
Almost half a century after Mário Pedrosa´s
early identification of one of the fundamental
conditions of the transition from the modern to
the contemporary – the shift from the exclusive
focus on the artwork to the expanded focus on
the artistic action –, Charles Esche takes up the
idea of the opening provided by the autonomy of
art to think it in relation to the institutional
context. Esche argues that the art institutions
can and should take on the role of agents in the
reinvention of a decaying state, in the necessary
actions of translation for new surfaces. Esche's
argument is thus quite similar to Mário
Pedrosa's. According to both, the main question
can be summarized in two points: the first one is
the instrumentalization of art as a possible use
from its own autonomy; the second one is that
pushing art beyond an exclusively aesthetic
scope can produce an impulse towards social
construction, and thus the possibility of some
kind of rupture/revolution into the system. "If
being creative, in the capitalist sense, is to
imagine what does not exist for the creation of
18
'the new', why can art not imagine society?”
The social practice of art as a political issue
has historical antecedents and certainly there is
a clear threshold between the art as a tool for
socialization of society and the art as a tool for
19
political propaganda . In general, what
encourages the socially engaged artists today
are not the policies generated by governments
or institutions, but rather perceived demands
that emerge from their own activist practice.
There is a sense of urgency, the immediacy in
these practices that are guided by a common
matrix for citizenship education (or "education
through art," according to Mário Pedrosa). The
scale of operation is 1:1, including the important
discussing of the actual meaning of the "public"

20

in contemporary art and social theory? . Here
art plays a functional role within structures of
thought, where the language is not just used in a
symbolic way to present proposals, and where
the aesthetic "function" is disabled in the
foreground for the activation of function
"usefulness".
Yes, I am aware that the concept of
instrumentalization of art sounds terrible for
those who advocate that art is an autonomous
field and the arguments that is just because of
the potential of the inoperative that makes it
liberating. Nevertheless, I am not advocating the
end of the autonomy of art: on the contrary, I
believe that the use of art in specific practices is
one of the transgressive possibilities opened to
art by its very autonomy. I propose that rather
than debating if artistic practices can or cannot
be instrumentalized (indeed, the proliferation of
these actions is a concrete proof of this
possibility), we discuss the uses of art today. If in
Mário Pedrosa´s time his thoughts turned to the
artistic tensions between the symbolic and the
useful, nowadays, when the social practice of art
is consolidated, the researches move on to
discuss possibilities of action.
For now, I will not dwell on terminological
21
discussions about art as a social practice , and
neither will I reduce it to "arte útil" [useful art]. If,
as the Cuban artist Tania Bruguera asserts, that
we can already put Duchamp's urinal back in the
bathroom, it is also important not to forget that
this possible return does not invalidate the
achievements of his previous actions. Both
possibilities for the "urinal" can and should coexist. Regarding the concept of "useful art", I
would like to argue here against the claim that
all actions that fall under this concept are
automatically anti-capitalist.
We can talk about escape attempts,
ruptures and questioning the capitalist system,
but no action taken on its own is anticapitalist
per se. Artistic social practices are possible
precisely because of the "gap" in the existing
system itself: they negotiate tactical and

18

Idem.
Mário Pedrosa, who remained a Marxist and close to Trotskyism
throughout his life, opposed socialist realism and always advocated
full freedom of artistic production. These positions are repeated
mainly in his writings in the Vanguarda Socialista (Socialist Vanguard)
newspaper. Vanguarda Socialista was a weekly newspaper founded by
Pedrosa which circulated from 1945 to 1948 in Rio de Janeiro. The
newspaper brought together socialist intellectuals, mostly Trotskyists
and dissidents from the Communist Party; it was not related to any
political party and aimed to develop a critique of work and
construction of the revolutionary movement in opposition to the
guidelines issued by the Stalinist leadership in the Soviet Union.
19

20

About this discussion: Rodrigo Nunes, "Towards a Politics of
Counterpimping" Revista MESA, May, 2015. http://institutomesa.
org/revista-mesa/ , accessed April 9, 2015.
21
Many terms have been proposed to refer to works of art as social
practice. Among them: "conversational art" (Homi K. Bhabha),
"dialogical aesthetics" (Grant Kester), "new genre public art" (Suzanne
Lacy), "new institutionalism" (Claire Doherty), "connective aesthetics"
(Suzy Gablik), "participatory art" (Claire Bishop) etc. On this discussion
see: Exhibition of Social Intervention "Culture in Action", 1993. Joshua
Decter, Helmut Draxler and other authors Exhibition Histories Afterall,
Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts London, 2014.
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strategic exchanges in it. Even though the
"value" of these works does not lie in their
marketable materiality in terms of the
mainstream art system, it is never the case that
they exist outside relations that can either make
them directly profitable or instrumental for
capitalistic interests. The symbolic economies of
art and activism in this context can be explored
from the concepts of escapology and gaming,
22
launched by Wright (2014) . Escapology, in
short, is the theory and practice of suspending
the operations of all these mechanisms of
capture. “The verb ‘escape’ is usually thought to
derive from the Vulgar Latin excapare, from ex(‘out’) + capio (‘capture’). It may well be, however,
that it comes from the Late Latin ex cappa, in
reference not to capture at all but to a ‘cape’ or
cloak which remains behind even as the living
23
body which it had clad has slipped away” .
Through the concept of gaming, Wright (2014,
pp. 30) launches the questions: “is there
anything outside gaming? Certainly there are
different ways of gaming, but is there anything
beyond gaming? Is playing the spoilsport not
also a game?” Art as social practice can be
understood as the rearguard art of resistance, as
Pedrosa already described it in 1978, but it still is
an action of the capitalist system. “Usership is
not beyond gaming; indeed, it’s just gaming – but
24
playing for real” .

Returning to the configuration Comboio /
Favela Moinho at the 31st Bienal de São
Paulo
The collaboration among projects that have
different temporalities generates a clash
between the long and the short term. Favela
Moinho has a history before, during and after
project Comboio. In turn, Comboio is a long-term
project in relation to the Bienal and biennial
models in general. The insertion of the
discussion of an artistic social practice in an
institutional context such as a biennial can be an
accelerationist "kick" to the internal dynamics of
an ongoing collective action by binding the
different temporalities into a single, coinhabited
time. This coinhabited time is what Bruno Latour
25
would call "the great Complicator" , where the
22

23
24

Wright (2014)

Wright (2014, pp. 23-24)

Wright (2014, pp. 32).
In order to move beyond the modern term of a reflexive subject – a
concept for which the transition between passive and active
participants in art is difficult to assess – it is necessary to consider the
25
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shared democratic space is understood as time
publicly in common, as opposed to independent
time frames.
In the structural context of the biennial
exhibition model, the criteria for the discussion
of what to present of artistic social practice is
not itself aesthetic. It is rather a matter of what
and how to convey the density of information of
an artistic social practice taking place in a space
/ time outside the institution. Taking the
distinction proposed by Draxler (2014, pp. 10)
between two particular categories of artistic
26
practices – the exhibitionary and the discursive
– Comboio / Favela Moinho is a discursive action
communicating a new challenge for insertion of
these practices at the institutional level.
The insertion of artistic social practices in
institutional spheres is one of the possible "uses
of the institution" that expand its ability to
function as a platform for critical thinking and
social change. Art can and should go beyond the
spaces traditionally ascribed to it, be they the
studio, the gallery, the museum or alternative
spaces. On the other hand, there is no way of
saying in advance whether the "kicks" involved
in bringing artistic social practices into
institutional settings have for the practice and
the community itself point forward or
backwards; such mediations are not good or bad
per se, but should be discussed case by case. ?
On the other hand, there is no way of saying in
advance whether the "kicks" involved in bringing
artistic social practices into institutional settings
have, for the practice and the community itself
point of view, advantages or drawbacks.

issue of time. More specifically, how public time is framed in order that
a space of co-production can emerge. Latour, Bruno. “From realpolitik
to dingpolitik or how to make thing public”. Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 2005.
26
“The exhibitionary includes ways of arranging and presenting
objects or displaying information; ways of addressing, assembling and
guiding people; and ways of interacting symbolically with those objects
of information via conversation, education, marketing or critique, in
which the discursive has become a means of intervening into the
exhibitionary situation through voiced debates and targeted
questioning”. Decter, J; Draxler, H and other authors (2014, pp. 10).
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Présence et Absence. La Corporalité dans l’art contemporain
Ilinca Stoiciu
Abstract
La corporalité est signe d’une quantité, se traduisant par visibilité, matière, substance, forme, étant
la manifestation de la présence physique du corps, et dans l’art contemporain cette corporalité réponde
à des interrogations sur la mémoire, l’oubli, la mort, l’identité. Cette structure ayant des fortes
connotations symboliques est simultanément explorée en tant que source des pulsions créatrice et
destructrices, en tant que ressource capable à revisiter la mémoire où objet dérisoire qui tombe dans
l’anonymat. L’image du corps se multiplie ou se disperse, et les notions de présence ou d’absence
corporelle traitent précisément cet aspect de l’affirmation ou de l’anéantissement de la structure
corporelle dans la vision de quatre artistes contemporains. Travaillant sur la corporalité comme marque
de l’identité, de la temporalité, de la présence en termes d’affirmation de l’existence et de l’absence
comme disparition et dissolution, le travail de Geta Brãtescu, Ion Grigorescu, Christian Boltanski et
Ernesto Neto explore néanmoins des thématiques et des mediums différents. Le choix est motivé par les
concepts qui nourrissent leurs propos artistiques et qui peuvent offrir une perspective ponctuelle et
comparative par rapport à l’impacte des circonstances de l’époque actuelle.
L’esthétique dissparitionniste, dans le sens introduit par Paul Ardenne, le corps-objet, le corpsmémoire, le corps-intime ou le corps-collective, le corps organique ou le corps synthétique sont des
attitudes et des pratiques corporelles qui convergent dans l’exploration artistique de l’incertitude qui
caractérise la postmodernité.
Termes-clé: corporalité, identité, mémoire, disparition, absence, mort

La corporalité met en évidence un état
physique, tactile du corps. Elle parlera d’une
visibilité de l’apparence qui consolide la
perception de la présence, mais qui n’assurera
pas aussi une indéniable affirmation du soi, de
l’identité, ou même d’un statut vivant. Le propos
de cet essaie cherche à répondre et à savoir de
quelle manière la corporalité et l’usage du corps
rentrent dans un discours encré sur l’affirmation
ou la négation de la personne. Paul Ardenne,
dans son ouvrage Art, le présent, remarque :
« corps-cadavre,
corps-dépression,
corps
désacralisé, corps-fuite, corps-relation, corpsenfant, corps-animal, corps-sexe, corps "autre"… Jamais le corps humain, sans doute
n’aura donné lieu à autant d’interprétations
artistiques. »1 C’est alors à travers une
manifestation inépuisable dans le champ des
arts que le corps se réaffirme en tant que
structure archétypale de toutes les pulsions
humaines. Considérant l’énumération faite par
Ardenne, qui commence avec le cadavre, on
1

Paul Ardenne, Art, le Présent. La Création Plasticienne au Tournant du
XXIe siècle, (Paris : Editions du Regard, 2009), 161.

www.journalonarts.org

comprend que le corps intervient dans
l’imagerie contemporaine dépourvu d’idéalisme,
dénué d’esthétisation, en tant que structure
réelle, dérisoire, grotesque, une figure aux
croisement des désirs et contraintes. D’autre
part,
cette
abondance
ou
même
la
surabondance des images des corps, cette foisci remplissant l’espace publique et les médias,
ne conduit-elle pas vers un anéantissement de
la forme, vers un sort d’annulation de la
présence ? La transformation par la suite en
matière amorphe efface les traits, les mêle
ensemble sans possibilité de discerner les
formes individuelles.
C’est en analysant le travail de quatre
artistes confirmés de l’époque actuelle, Geta
Brãtescu, Ion Grigorescu, Christian Boltanski et
Ernesto Neto, dont les questionnements créatifs
et conceptuels tournent autour du corps, qu’il
soit sous forme des performances ou des
installations et d’objets qui l’évoquent qu’on
explore quatre pistes différentes d’agir par
rapport aux concepts de présence et d’absence
corporelle. Ce sont quatre approches distinctes
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qui visent des thèmes comme l’identité, la
perception de soi, la mémoire, la manifestation
spatiale et temporelle du corps, la présence
physique et psychique, le corps intime et le
corps public. Le regard comparatif prend en
compte le contexte sociopolitique ainsi que celui
culturel quand on discute les motivations et les
formes de manifestation, lorsqu’on surprend
l’impacte du communisme en ce qui concerne
les artistes roumains Geta Brãtescu et Ion
Grigorescu, ou l’histoire de l’Holocauste sur l’art
de Christian Boltanski. De l’observation
autoréflexive et intime d’Ion Grigorescu aux
vastes mis en scènes d’Ernesto Neto, le corps
est traité comme un instrument qui se déploie
sous le regard intrusif de l’autre. L’art de ces
artistes diffère en tant que discours, motivation,
style, visibilité sur le plan international, mais elle
peut offrir une perspective ponctuelle sur les
moyens d’expression et d’interpellation du
public par l’usage d’un vocabulaire visuel
complexe concentré autour du corps.
La représentation du corps dans l’art
contemporain est influencée par le contexte
social, politique et culturel des artistes, il n’y a
plus des dogmes, canons ou écoles qui dirigent
le style ou les sujets approchés. On remarque
plutôt un mobile « terrain philosophique » 2,
pour reprendre un syntagme de Labelle-Rojoux,
que chaque artiste se construit. L’artiste ne
cherche plus une réaction positive du public,
une approbation, essayant par contre à cibler
ses propres préoccupations conceptuelles lors
de chaque intervention, de provoquer
visuellement et intellectuellement par son art.
Le public constitue un récepteur avec les sens
un peu anesthésiés à cause de sa soumission
constante aux images et attitudes crues et
choquantes, développant un plaisir pour
l’expérimentation du morbide. Ardenne souligne
le fait que « le corps incertain dont fait état l’art
de la "postmodernité", cette culture du doute
marquant le dernier tiers du 20e siècle, ne surgit
pas ex nihilo. Il est, avant tout, un résultat : le
signe que le corps est une formule instable,
figure qui s’esquive, s’échappe parfois, que l’on
ne saurait représenter sans douter bientôt de la
valeur de ce que l’on représente » 3 Le concept
d’absence ou de présence corporelle est
introduit selon la perspective que l’artiste
souhaite transmettre. On parle d’absence
2

Arnaud Labelle-Rojoux, L’Acte pour l’Art, (Paris : Les Editeurs Evidant,
1988), 8.
3

Paul Ardenne, ibid., 9.
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corporelle quand il s’agit du corps vivant
remplacé par l’inanimé, ou par des objets
rappelant le passé. La présence est souvent une
dramatisation de la vitalité, du temps présent,
elle implique une conscientisation organique et
sensorielle de la corporalité. Cependant, les
deux concepts ne peuvent pas être strictement
séparés, transférant leur sens de l’un à l’autre,
pouvant même s’inverser dans le cadre d’une
même œuvre d’art. La liberté d’interprétation et
l’intention artistique ne se rencontrent pas
toujours sur les mêmes idées.
Les œuvres se nourrissent ou sont dévorées
par le public, c’est une relation de dominance
qui s’érige parfois, et qui conduit finalement à
cette question du départ de cet essai, c’est-àdire de savoir quels sont les rapports au corps
qui génèrent l’impacte visuel d’une disparition
ou par contre d’une indéniable évidence
physique. On serait tenté de dire qu’un premier
stade de l’annulation de la présence résidait
dans un rapport de taille, un rétrécissement de
forme renforçant l’effet d’absence. De même, on
pourrait prétendre qu’un volume envahissant de
matière construira et consolida une présence.
On verra que la situation n’est pas si simple que
ça, et que des fois c’est même le contraire qui
valide un positionnement démesuré. Une mise
en scène de l’absence déclenche la nécessité de
remplir le vide ressentit avec des formes et des
images qui estompent les manques et qui
soignent l’angoisse de la disparition. Les parties
du corps déchirés, écartés de leurs sens et de
leurs origines, ainsi que les objets personnels
déplacés de leur contexte affectif constituent
des fragments, et en tant que fragments ils
représentent les traces d’une forme disparue.
Catalysant l’imagination, l’absence entretienne
alors une relation personnelle avec le regardeur,
déterminant une projection de sa propre
corporalité (future, présente, passée) en
dissolution. On assiste alors à un paradoxal effet
de souvenir.

Corps-subjectif / Corps-objectif
Dans le cas de Geta Brãtescu, ses actions
sur le corps, la simulation de la disparition, la
mise en scène, l’artifice, l’intimité, l’acceptation
de soi en tant qu’élément en cours de
dissolution suscite une forme d’esthétique
« disparitionniste », pour reprendre un concept
de
Paul Ardenne. Pour Ion Grigorescu
l’exploration de la relation entre la réalité de
son corps et celle de l’objet quotidien, ainsi que
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ses expérimentes convergent vers une
esthétique de l’affirmation de soi, de l’identité.
Christian Boltanski fait référence aux concepts
de mémoire, de souvenir, de perte, de mort et
d’identité en construisant un dialogue silencieux
entre les corps (qu’il soient les corps issus du
public ou les corps reproduits dans des
photographies) avec les objets extraits du
quotidien, les objets intimes, imprégnés par
l’empreinte humaine. Ernesto Neto emploie une
imagerie particulière sur le corps, transformant
des espaces urbaines dans des paysages
organiques, tactiles, interactives, proposant ainsi
une redécouverte de la corporalité en
immergeant le public dans des corps
translucides et bio-morphes.
Giorgio Agamben, dans son étude sur le
concept de contemporanéité affirme que celui
est « une singulière relation avec son propre
temps, auquel on adhère tout en prenant ses
distances »4, précisant le fait que « ceux qui
coïncident trop pleinement avec l’époque, qui
conviennent parfaitement avec elle sur tous les
points, ne sont pas des contemporains parce
que, pour ces raisons mêmes, ils n’arrivent pas à
la voir. Ils ne peuvent pas fixer le regard qu’ils
portent sur elle. »5 Autrement dit, être un artiste
contemporain suppose s’y éloigner, avoir une
certaine objectivité, prendre du recul et établir
une vision à soi pour pouvoir surprendre les
subtilités de son époque. En plus, dans l’état de
déconcentration
dont
se
trouve
la
postmodernité, caractérisée par un manque de
repères, une crise de la représentation
déterminée par le refus de toutes règles de
représentation et de classification, la liberté
totale de l’artiste détermine aussi un
anéantissement de l’esprit du regardeur,
obligeant à trouver toujours des nouvelles voies
d’interpeller, de déstructurer, de déstabiliser,
finalement de sensibiliser.
L’expérimente est à la base de la création
des artistes qu’on compare, et dans l’analyse des
œuvres il faut tenir compte de dégrée de la
liberté d’opinion entre l’ouest et l’est, ainsi que
de l’implication des artistes dans les
événements de l’époque. On essayera d’établir
dans quelle mesure on peut en parler d’un corps
subjectif en ce qui concerne la création de ces
deux artistes roumains – auxquels on identifie
une évidente tendance vers l’intériorisation de

l’image, une vision plutôt biographique, et d’un
corps objectif dans la création de Christian
Boltanski et d’Ernesto Neto – l’extériorisation de
l’image ainsi qu’une forte liaison entre l’œuvre
et le public sont des éléments qui permettent
une plus forte distanciation de la part de
l’artiste. Néanmoins, les évènements sociaux et
politiques du XXème siècle ont été fortement
assimilés par les artistes devenant des
véritables sources d’inspiration. Paul Ardenne
parle du fait que les principaux « accidents
symboliques majeurs » ont conduit à une
nouvelle, en permanente transformation et
irréversible manière de se rapporter au corps.
Ces accidents symboliques : « 1 – l’abandon
quasi définitif de la conception du corpus
d’essence divine ; 2 – croissance du
matérialisme, qui élargit la voie aux théories de
l’"homme-machine", base d’’une relation plus
technique qu’éthique au corps ; 3 – crise
profonde, et sans doute irréversible, de
l’humanité, que précipitent les tragédies de
l’histoire, à commencer par la Solution finale et
la mise en place par les nazis d’une industrie de
la mort planifiée » 6 se manifestent dans l’art
sous forme de renoncement graduel au
caractère sacré du corps, pour une vision plus
charnelle, plus anatomique, le corps approchant
le statut d’objet, une entité dématérialisé,
virtuelle et instable.

4

6

Giorgio Agamben, Qu’est ce que le contemporain?, (Paris : Payot et
Rivages, 2008), 11.
5

Ibid.

L’espace roumain
La
création
artistique
roumaine
réactionnaire de la deuxième moitie du XXème
siècle et son évolution après la chute du régime
communiste fait preuve de forts essaies de
s’approprier les principes de l’art occidentale,
d’assimiler les tendances et les expérimentes
artistiques de l’ouest. Elle porte en même temps
l’empreinte de son contexte social et politique.
Ileana Pintilie, critique et curateur d’art,
spécialiste de l’art roumain de la période
communiste, observe le fait que « l’actionnisme
roumain s’est développé comme un phénomène
artistique ayant une forte partie conceptuelle,
mêlant une série des périodes et des directions
stylistiques de l’art internationale d’après
1960. » 7 (tr. aut.) Brãtescu et Grigorescu sont
deux personnalités reconnues en Roumanie
mais aussi à l’international, ayant en commun la

7

Paul Ardenne, ibid., p. 9

Ileana Pintilie, Actionism in Romania during the Communist Era, (Cluj :
IDEA Design&Print, 2002), 10.
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préoccupation pour les plasticités du corps dans
le cadre de l’expérimente artistique, et la
volonté d’aborder une palette très variée des
techniques, allant de la peinture à la
performance, au film expérimental, à la vidéo, à
la photographie, à l’installation etc. En

comparaison avec l’art de Boltanski et de Neto,
qui relèvent un art conçue autour de la relation
avec le public, les deux artistes roumains se
concentrent sur une forme d’expressivité plutôt
intime, due principalement à la censure infligée
par le régime communiste.

Geta Brãtescu, Vers le blanc. Autoportait en sept séquences, 1975.
Photographie b/n, 17,5 x 72 cm.© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Geta Brãtescu, Surâsul (Le Sourire), 1978.
Photographie b/n montée sur papier, 17 x 35 cm.© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Pour Geta Brãtescu l’atelier est « un espace
de la liberté et de la sécurité émotionnelle. Il est
une extension spatiale du son corps, milieu
privilégié de la jonction avec le monde »8
constate Alexandra Titu, critique d’art.
Vers la fin des années ‘70 Brãtescu loue un
atelier qui lui sert comme espace de travail,
d’intimité, et d’exposition pour ses installations
temporaires, mais aussi comme sujet effectif
pour sa pratique artistique, devenant scène pour
ses performances filmées. Du point de vue
stylistique et conceptuelle, on peut distinguer
dans le corpus de son œuvre des ressemblances
avec l’art de Bruce Naumann, John Baldessari et
Cindy Sherman, la performance et la mise en
scène de son corps étant deux caractéristiques
principales de son œuvre.
Elle emploie son propre corps comme un
espace de création en soi, étant une
représentante du féminisme dans l’art roumain
dans une période où ce type de préoccupation
était considéré comme décadent par le régime
au pouvoir. Son corps de femme lui sert pour
explorer l’identité féminine, mais plus largement
il lui sert pour construire un discours sur
8

Alexandra Titu, Experimentul în Arta Româneascã dupã 1960,
(Bucarest : Meridiane, 2003), 102.
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l’identité composée à partir de la corporalité.
Située entre « expérimente et investigation
intérieure »9, Brãtescu explore l’effacement des
limites entre l’atelier en tant que milieu réservé
pour l’art et l’espace de la vie quotidienne,
l’artiste s’intégrant corporellement dans les
deux sphères sous forme d’élément de cohésion.
Dans la performance Vers le blanc l’artiste se fait
filmer dans le cadre de son atelier,
premièrement en tant que présence active,
créatrice, puis se laisse graduellement assimilée
en
tant
qu’élément
component
de
l’environnement, s’effaçant d’une coté sa propre
corporalité et de l’autre celle de son atelier par
le recouvrement successif avec des grandes
feuilles de papier blanc, les deux entités formant
finalement un corpus commun, où elles se
neutralisent réciproquement.
L’autoportrait est l’axe directeur pour l’art
de type actioniste de l’artiste roumaine,
soulignant l’intérêt pour son propre corps
engagé dans un processus d’anéantissement.
Les « moments successifs (enregistrés dans un
séquençage) d’un rituel de "blanchissement" de
l’espace de son atelier ou de sa propre figure où
9

Alexandra Titu, ibid., 131.
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son visage perds son identité, se couvrant d’un
masque blanc »10, mettent en évidence
l’importance de la couleur blanche pour faire
ressentir le sentiment d’effacement et de
passivité.

l’identité, le corps de l’artiste se transformant de
présence en absence physique. Les instances
photographiques du son propre visage, avec des
superpositions anatomiques genre collage,
comme on voit dans Autoportrait censuré,
soulignent le principe de la transformation de
soi, de la dualité de l’individu, et de la pression
sociale imposée en tant que censure à l’époque.
Le corps de l’artiste subit une métamorphose, il
est défragmenté, en train de disparaître. Selon
Pascal Hintermeyer, « tout ce qui défait la vie,
tout ce qui évoque ou annonce la mort, se
caractérise généralement par une altération
chromatique. La morbidité se manifeste souvent
par la pâleur. » 11

Geta Brãtescu, Vers le blanc, 1975.
Action-installation, photographiée par Mihai Brãtescu, 9
montées sur papier, 89.5 x 89.5 cm. © 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan
Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Geta Brãtescu, Autoportrait censuré, 1978.
Photographie, collage, 20,5 x 31 cm. © 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan
Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Le blanc et la « processualité » mis
ensembles dans l’art de Brãtescu marquent
l’acceptation de la transformation corporelle
comme un acte inévitable de disparition de
10

Ileana Pintilie, « Performance Art in Romania. Between Gestures and
Ritual », publié dans l’ouvrage issu à l’occasion de la conférence
internationale Crossroads in Central-Europe. Ideas, Themes, Methods
and Problems of Contemporary Art and Art Criticism, Budapest, 1996,
[http://www.zonafestival.ro], ressource électronique non plus
disponible.

Geta Brãtescu et Alexandru Solomon, Earthcake, 1992.
Vidéo couleur, 7:18 min, Beta SP, sans son. Trames de la vidéo.
© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie
Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

La transition est un effet recherché par
l’artiste. Dans Vers le blanc (Autoportrait en sept
séquences) lorsque sa présence évolue vers
l’absence, elle maintienne le même regard,
l’inaction devenant signe pour l’acceptation de
son devenir, de son corps, de son identité. D’une
11

Pascal Hintermeyer, « Etats » in Corps et couleurs. L’identité dans
Tous ses Eclats, P. Blanchard, G. Böetsch, D. Chevé (éds.), (Paris : CNRS
éditions, 2008), 64.
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façon rituelle, son visage est recouvert
successivement jusqu’à la disparition visuelle,
jusqu’à la perte des repères. Le plastique utilisé
pour le recouvrement fait aussi allusion à
l’emballage industriel, aux techniques de
conservation des produits de consommation.
L’esthétique « disparitionniste » semble
d’être une caractéristique de l’art du XXème
siècle, Ardenne remarquant que disparaître, «
étymologiquement, renvoie à la double
dimension de la dissimulation et de la mort. (…)
Disparaître, c’est tantôt s’absenter, tantôt être
mort, tantôt se dissoudre. Une seule certitude, le
corps cessera d’être visible, il lui faut enregistrer
le passage du statut de réalité perceptible à son
contraire. » 12 L’idée de la transformation et de la
dualité est exprimée par Geta Brãtescu en Atelier
continuu, livre d’artiste ouverte à ses pensées :
« l’art est, vraiment, un désir actif, l’action
pathétique d’une conscience, qui, par acte,
émigre dans une autre matière. » 13
L’œuvre de Brãtescu ne parle pas
seulement du corps féminin soumis à des
transformations sociétales, mais aussi de la
temporalité, de la répétitivité de la vie, de
l’automatisme. Dans son vidéo Earthcake
l’artiste fait un « petit essai sur l’exaspération
transmise
par
l’automatisme,
ou
sur
l’exaspération ressentie quand on est contraints
aux automatismes. Il est un "vice" humain qu’il
faut conscientiser. On peut avoir des
automatismes
même
dans
l’atelier. »14
L’automatisme et la répétitivité conduisent à
l’existence des plusieurs identités déterminées
par le geste qui se continue d’une instance à
l’autre. Brãtescu, en reprenant le même geste,
celui de manger, arrive à contenir une identité
future, aussi bien qu’une identité passé, dans un
seul instant. Encore une fois, la blancheur de son
masque et les traits de son visage quasiment
effacés évoquent une absence, une présence
fluctuante, ni réelle ni fictive, engagée dans une
action atemporelle.
La vidéo présente aussi une recherche des
limites physiques du corps de l’artiste,
lorsqu’elle commence de manière ludique à
12

Paul Ardenne, L’Image Corps. Figures de l’Humain dans l’Art du
XXème siècle, (Paris : Editions du Regard, 2001), 451.
13

Geta Brãtescu, Atelier Continu, (Bucarest : Cartea Româneascã, 1985),
105.
14

Geta Brãtescu entretien avec Raluca Alexandrescu dans « Un Atelier
al Incercarilor Continue. Interviu cu Geta BRÃTESCU » in Observatorul
Cultural. Spiritul Critic în Actiune, n° 24, 8.08.2000,
ressource
électronique :
[http://www.observatorcultural.ro/Un-atelier-alincercarilor-continue.-Interviu-cu-Geta-BRATESCU*articleID_5501articles_details.html], consulté le 5.06.2013.
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préparer un gâteau de terre, puis le mangeant
complètement.

Ion Grigorescu, Autosuperposition, 1977. Photographie b/n,
tirage argentique, triptyque, 51 x 61 cm chaque image.© 2015
Ion Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

L’artiste Ion Grigorescu explore la
problématique du corps par l’intermède de son
propre corps, la présence du son propre corps
dans ses performances, films et photographies
cherchant à combattre les sentiments
d’annihilation identitaire imposés par le régime
communiste, ce qui conduit qu’une grande
partie de ses œuvres sont marqués par un
caractère
subversif.
Grigorescu
est
un
représentant de l’art actionniste dans le paysage
artistique roumain, connaissant les tendances
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des années ’60-’70 qui dominaient la scène
artistique occidentale. Pour lui, ses projets
artistiques utilisant le corps, la nudité et
l’intimité traduisent des actions de proteste
contre la censure et l’oppression imposés à l’art
et à la société. Il développe ses projets soit seul,
entouré par les objets du quotidien se trouvant
dans son atelier et par les appareils
d’enregistrement, soit face à un public assez
restreint, ses actions ayant un caractère
mystique, secret. En comparaison avec Geta
Brãtescu, pour laquelle l’espace de l’atelier à
une connotation positive, symbiotique jusqu’à la
neutralisation des corps, pour Ion Grigorescu
l’atelier
est
un
espace
hermétique,
claustrophobe, apaisant, limité, aggloméré,
dépourvu de liberté et de mouvement. La
solitude et les difficultés subis par l’artiste
nourrissent sa création, avouant dans un
entretien avec Daria Ghiu qu’il avait refusé de se
réfugier à Paris, parce que la légèreté de la vie
lui semblait « en quelque sorte trop simple, un
peu trop sans goût. Chez moi il est plus
difficile… »15 Il affirme de plus, dans un autre
entretien, qu‘il est significatif que dans cette
période quand je me sentais inutile, arraché et
isolé, utile qu’à moi – il est significatif que,
précisément dans cette période, j’ai osé plus et
j’ai avancé plus calme et sans complexes. » 16
Dans le triptyque Autosuperposition la
silhouette fantomatique de l’artiste se dissolve
dans l’espace de l’atelier, essayant des exercices
de lévitation pour échapper à la réalité
quotidienne.
Mettant un point fixe d’observation du
cadre, l’artiste cherche à transmettre, dans cette
œuvre et dans d’autres qui suivent le même
principe, les limitations de l’espace, le sentiment
d’angoisse, la compression physique, qui font
que le corps se dissipe comme un brouillard,
devenant un objet fluctuant, même irréel.
Le caractère subversif, évident dans l’œuvre
Notre maison, par son dureté et par le réalisme
sans censure des images, rapproche Grigorescu
de la sphère des actionnistes viennoises. La
nudité brute, les actions de défécation et
d’urination ainsi que l’angle dont les images sont
prises renforcent le rôle de voyeur involontaire
dont le spectateur est soumis à interpréter. Le
15

Daria Ghiu, « Sã fim sinceri şi sã vedem », entretien avec Ion
Grigorescu, 26.07.2009, publié dans Dilema Veche, (mai 2009)
[http://atelier.liternet.ro/articol/7758/Daria-Ghiu-Ion-Grigorescu/Safim-sinceri-si-sa-vedem.html], consulté le 2 mai 2013.
16

Theodor Redlow, « Mesajul binelui » entretien avec Ion Grigorescu,
in Revista Arta, Bucureşti, nr. 4, 1991.

spectateur devient une partie intégrante de
cette maison, obligé d’interagir avec l’artiste
trouvé dans ses plus intimes postures, même
devant des photographies. Pour lui, la censure,
le manque de liberté, la surveillance constante,
la misère, et peut être même la routine
nourrissent son besoin d’auto exposition,
lorsqu’il cherche par l’intermède de son propre
corps d’exprimer sa frustration, son angoisse
terrible.
Alexandra Titu, dans L’Expérimente dans
l’art roumain après 1960 met le point sur la
motivation qui se trouvait à la base des
impulsions artistiques de l’époque : « les
transformations radicales, consommées très
rapidement, qui ont touchées la société
roumaine (…) laissaient place à des
déracinements culturels et créaient le besoin
d’une implication de la part des artistes, elles la
demandaient même. » 17

Ion Grigorescu, Notre maison, 1974. Photographie b/n, tirage
argentique diptyque, 51 x 61 cm chaque image. © 2015 Ion
Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

L’action de 1976, La Cuisine – art dans une
seule chambre, présente le corps de l’artiste
dans une confrontation directe avec la vie
quotidienne. Les gestes n’ont rien de théâtral, de
17
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faux, c’est le réalisme pur qui est mis en scène
comme si la caméra n’était pas là. Le film montre
la cuisine, plein à refus de vaisselle salle et
d’autres objets de mobilier, l’artiste effectuant

des activités quotidiennes comme le repassage
d’une chemise, il prend son repas, il peint sans
tenir compte du chaos qu’il entoure.

Ion Grigorescu, Atelier, 1979. Photographie b/n, tirage argentique, © 2015 Ion Grigorescu, Galerie Artra, Milan

Ion Grigorescu, La Cuisine. Art dans une seule chambre, 1976.
Vidéo b/n, 10 min. © 2015 Ion Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

En 1967 l’artiste notait : « je m’ironise le
moi, avec ses méthodes, avec son manque
d’imagination, de tumulte, avec son monde.
L’idéal de moi, le surmoi, commande une
libération, une découverte des personnes dans
moi-même, leur mise en fonction, leur
appréciation. » 18 La recherche de l’identité, des
rapports avec l’extérieur, avec l’espace, avec
l’autre, avec soi-même représentent le centre de
la création artistique de Ion Grigorescu. La
démarche de l’artiste suppose un regard
introspectif, psychanalysant, aboutie dans une
exposition totale du soi dans l’œuvre d’art,
qu’elle soit film expérimental, installation, objet,
peinture ou performance.
C’est très intéressant de mentionner une
série d’actions que l’artiste construit et performe
18

Ion Grigorescu in Documente, I. Grigorescu, R. Balaci (éd.), (Cluj : IDEA
Design&Print, 1998).
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uniquement dans son for intérieur, dont il avoue
avoir conservé et enregistré le moment à travers
des photos qu’il ne montre pourtant pas au
public. Le dégrée d’autoanalyse et d’autocensure
l’auraient poussé à se manifester dans l’intimité
de sa propre conscience, conjurant une
corporalité contenue, renfermé, élaborant une
expérience artistique non-partagée, sans public,
sans appréciations critiques, sans trace sauf ses
propres souvenirs des actions.

L’espace occidental
La société occidentale de la deuxième
moitié du XXème siècle n’a pas connu des
mécanismes de censure officiels s’adressant à
l’art et aux artistes similaires à la politique
communiste, mais il y a eu un vif engagement de
proteste qui soutenait l’esprit artistique contre
les abus et les discriminations.
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Même si la plupart de l’Europe du XXème
siècle a enregistrée des souffrances dues aux
guerres, il y a néanmoins une distinction nette
entre l’est et l’ouest. Les régimes totalitaires ont
persisté plus long temps à l’est, le communisme
en particulier, ainsi que ses dures restrictions. A
l’ouest, pendant les guerres, une grande partie
des artistes se sont refugiés aux Etas-Unis, et
finiront en trouvant un milieu fertile pour
l’innovation artistique. Pour l’est, la fermeture
des frontières survenue après une période
d’intenses échanges culturels avec l’occident, la
nouvelle forme de surveillance du peuple, la
Securitate, le contrôle des gens par l’état (en fait,
il s’agissait d’un système tellement pervers que
les gens ne se faisaient plus confiance entre
eux), la censure de la culture, de l’art, la peur
d’être accusé en tant qu’ « ennemies de l’état »
ont représenté tant des motifs pour quoi la
création artistique n’a pas connu la même
envergure que celle occidentale, et pour quoi
même les manifestations artistiques secrètes
étaient souvent dévoilées et sanctionnées.
Si Grigorescu cherche, en usant sa propre
corporalité, de libérer des personnes intérieures,
Christian Boltanski cherche à imprégner, en
recourant aux mécanismes de la mémoire et à
une corporalité collective, le sentiment de perte
des personnes intérieures, puisque ces
mécanismes glissent inexorablement vers
l’oubli : « j’ai toujours eu le sentiment qu’au fur
et à mesure de sa vie, on perd plusieurs
personnes en soi, notamment l’enfant ; ce sont
des mondes terminés dont j’ai essayé de trouver
les traces. »19 Boltanski confronte le regardeur
avec l’inévitabilité de la mort, en exploitant
l’image des traces, des restes rappelant des
individus disparus. Etant marqué par ses
origines juives et par les actes du Holocauste
commises contre les juifs, l’œuvre de Boltanski
fait souvent références indirectes aux pratiques
d’effacement de l’identité, aux amassements des
gens, aux pratiques d’archivages. La question de
la mort, le réveil de la mémoire, le temps et
l’absence sont les coordonnées-clés dans le
travail de Christian Boltanski. Chez lui,
l’amassement des objets à l’histoire personnelle,
la collection des traces oblige à regarder avec un
œil nostalgique l’écoulement du temps, la
disparition des corps, le vide. L’artiste fait appel
à une mise en scène laborieuse pour créer des

vastes espaces peuplés des objets, des
photographies, dans une sorte d’archive de la
mort et de l’anonymat des corps évanouis.
La notion de trace fait référence à une
histoire inconnue, ouvrant la voie à des
interprétations innombrables, étant un signe
sans langage, sans identité. Le reste est à son
tour une entité provenant d’une autre entité,
une forme tirée d’une autre, donc un signe d’une
identité déchirée. Selon François Théron « il est
impossible de parler du reste sans parler du
tout, sans s’interroger sur l’actualité et de
l’inactualité des systèmes totalisants.» 20 Alors la
trace, le reste, l’empreinte, tous concepts utilisés
par Boltanski suscitent la mémoire sur des corps
et identités disparus. Soit-il des portraits
anonymes archivés dans des espaces énormes,
ou des objets à caractère personnel rangés dans
des vitrines ou tiroirs, des vêtements vidés de
contenu, ces « corps », c’est par l’intermède
d’une scénographie bien mise au point que ses
œuvres dialoguent avec le public, le forçant de
trouver sa propre image dans ce miroir des
souvenirs. Chez Boltanski l’absence se manifeste
par la suggestion de la mort, du passage du
temps, l’artiste étant, comme le décrit Catherine
Grenier, « obsédé par l’idée de la perte et de la
disparition, hanté par la question de l’identité,
focalisé sur des pratiques compulsives,
profondément imprégné par la conscience de
l’absurdité de la vie. » 21 Suisses morts
représente un exemple de la création
boltanskienne où l’accumulation compulsive,
comme la nomme Grenier, du matériel
photographique transforme l’espace dans une
véritable archive de corps aplatis au mur, sans
histoire précise et sans identité, les
innombrables visages d’adultes, enfants et vieux
évoquant un désastre inattendu et dramatique
qu’aurait pulvérisé les personnes. La plupart des
installations de Boltanski semblent répondre
directement à l’affirmation de Pierre Fédida
« l’absence est, d’abord, paradoxalement un
trop-plein. »22

20

François Théron, « La Part d’Intraitable chez Georges Bataille », in Le
Reste. Actes du Colloque de Montpellier (12-13 mars 2004), Suzanne
Lafont (éd.), (Monts : Publications de Montpellier III Université PaulValéry, 2006), 76.
21

19

Christian Boltanski en entretien avec Emmanuelle Lequeux,
« Personnes au Grand Palais » in Christian Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/
Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 15.

Catherine Grenier, « Il y a une Histoire » in Boltanski, (Paris :
Flammarion/Institut Francais, 2011), 12.
22

Pierre Fédida, L’Absence, (Paris : Gallimard, coll. « Folio Essais »,
1978), 10.
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l’accent qu’il met sur la place de l’objet comme
signe et présence à la fois corporelle et
discursive. L’objet à la fonction de souvenir
incorpore des histoires, Catherine Grenier notant
le fait que « face à ses installations, on
remarquera l’importance des objets : des objets
qui parlent, pour lui et de lui. La parole se
constitue ainsi principalement au travers d’un
répertoire familier, les images-souvenirs tout
d’abord, qui sont souvenirs et objets avant d’être
images, puis les meubles, les boîtes de biscuits,
les marionnettes, les vêtements. »23

Christian Boltanski, Personnes, 2010. Installation temporaire,
différentes vues de l’installation, dimensions spécifiques au
site. Grand Palais, Paris.© Christian Boltanski

Christian Boltanski, Suisses morts, 1990. Installation,
dimensions spécifiques au site. © Museum fur moderne Kunst,
Frankfurt

Le corps apparaît chez cet artiste comme un
élément ressentit, comme une entité qui laisse
sa trace sur les espaces, sur les objets, le
regardeur ayant la difficile tâche de réconcilier
et accepter l’évidence de ce vide. Contrairement
aux prémisses fondamentales pour Grigorescu,
telles que la recherche d’un réalisme objectif,
non-altéré, non-falsifié, s’accrochant en fait à la
vitalité, Boltanski met en évidence ses
questionnements sur le rapport entre la
corporalité et la mort. Il cherche à se servir des
images au statut de souvenir de manière à
transmettre des histoires à interpeller au niveau
personnel chaque regardeur par la force de leur
présence. C’est alors une démarche qui opère
avec un fin réglage entre fiction et réalité, qui
mise sur la transmission de profondes émotions
sans pourtant choquer, fait réalisable à travers
114

A l’occasion de Monumenta en 2010,
Boltanski présente une installation qui fait
effectivement preuve du monumentalisme. Dans
Personnes il déploie sous le Nef du Grand Palais
des centaines des vêtements rangés dans des
formes rectangulaires, encadrés par des piliers
comme s’il s’agissait des lits ou des maisons
détruits. L’atmosphère froide de la grande salle,
le rapport disproportionné entre le regardeur et
la quantité des vêtements vides, le caractère
mortuaire de l’installation poussent la réflexion
vers la conscientisation d’un espace dont les
restes sont les témoignes d’une formidable
absence. Le crochet automatique qui récupère
quelques vêtements pour les laisser tomber à
nouveau dans la grande pyramide « textile »
prend l’apparence d’une pseudo-salvation
marquée par le hasard. Le public est confronté à
regarder l’amassement des vêtements comme
des personnes disparues, une corporalité
évanouie derrière des traces anonymes. Le titre
choisi par Boltanski fait un double jeu, d’une
23

Catherine Grenier, La Revanche des Emotions. Essai sur l’Art
Contemporain, (Paris : Seuil, coll. « Fiction et Cie », 2008), 90.
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côté personnes signifie effectivement des
individus, des présences physiques, et de l’autre
la sonorité indique le rien, le vide, le manque
d’une présence physique. Selon Boltanski,
« dans mon installation, ces objets montrent
l’absence du sujet. Comme quand on voit la
photo de quelqu’un, on ne voit que la photo de
son absence. Je suis infiniment conscient de
l’unicité de chacun comme de sa fragilité. » 24

Ce qui est spécifique pour l’art de Boltanski
est un certain sens dramatique qui se ressent
devant son perpétuel essai de capter les
particules du passé, d’attraper le temps et le
vide à partir des souvenirs sans corporalité :
« l’artiste campe alors son œuvre entre le
tragique, qu’introduit le sentiment inéluctable
de l’oubli programmé, et l’absurde que
manifeste cette révolte dérisoire contre le

temps », énonce Grenier. C’est dans une
recherche du temps qui avance aussi sur le
territoire de la culture de masse contemporaine,
lorsque la vue de cette vaste masse de
vêtements fait un point sur l’histoire du
gaspillage qui en résulte de la consommation.
Dans l’installation tripartite Chance conçue
à l’occasion de la Biennale de Venise en 2011,
Boltanski approche le thème de la vie et de la
mort sous l’aspect d’un jeu du hasard. De la
même manière dont « la main » accrochait
aléatoirement des vêtements dans Personnes, le
géant
mécanisme
de
type
imprimerie
industrielle (Wheel of Fortune) s’arrête pour
quelques instants de sa vitesse et de son bruit
sur un visage de bébé, pour ensuite continuer le
déroulement des centaines des visages de
nouveau-nés. Les images provenaient d’un
journal polonais qui enregistrait chaque
naissance d’un jour. Be New, la deuxième partie
de l’installation, est une projection d’un portrait
composé de trois segments qui se changent très
rapidement, la base des portraits utilisés étant
de 60 visages de nouveau-nés et 52 visages de
suisses morts. Ainsi, les hybridations obtenues
comptent environ un million et demi de
combinaisons. La troisième partie apporte une
vision plus exacte de la situation vue dans les
deux segments précédents, en affichant sur deux
grands chronomètres les naissances et les décès
d’un jour dans le monde. Le remplacement des
corps avec la froide évidence mathématique met
en discussion la pouvoir d’autosuggestion de la
présence corporelle. L’entier ensemble crée un
mélange entre vie, mort et hasard.
Le corps collectif absent, dramatiquement
arraché, oublié dans un silence assourdissante
se trouve dans le centre de la thématique
approchée par Boltanski. Il ne s’agit pas d’une
attitude d’indignation face à la mort et à la
disparition, mais plutôt d’une approche
objective, comme s’il fait la régie d’un théâtre où
les restes de ces corps anonymes provoquent
une implication émotionnelle, un déclic de la
mémoire du regardeur. La mémoire est une
possession fugitive, et on doit l’entretenir par
l’intermède des souvenirs, semble être le
postulat de l’artiste qui affirme que « nous
avons une mémoire. Et cette mémoire est une
chose extrêmement fragile, qui forcement
disparaît. » 25

24

25

Christian Boltanski, Personnes, 2010. Installation temporaire,
différentes vues de l’installation, dimensions spécifiques au
site. Grand Palais, Paris.© Christian Boltanski

Emmanuelle Lequeux, « Personnes au Grand Palais » in Christian
Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/ Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts
éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 7.

Christian Boltanski, entretien avec Itzhak Goldberg, « Portfolio :
Objets et Lieux de Mémoire » in Christian Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/
Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 18.
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Christian Boltanski, Chance – Wheel of Fortune, Be New, 2011.
Installation temporaire, dimensions spécifiques au site. La
Biennale de Venise © Christian Boltanski

Si le dramatisme et l’obscure caractérisent
principalement les installations de Boltanski,
pour Ernesto Neto c’est le ludique, le diaphane,
la corporalité tactile, la nature positive de la vie
qui définissent ses œuvres. L’œuvre de Neto
peut s’approcher de la nature de l’œuvre de
Geta Brãtescu par la vision positive de l’insertion
de la corporalité dans l’environnement. Le jeune
artiste non-européen n’a pas connu les mêmes
événements troublants qui ont marqué la
création des trois autres artistes présentés dans
ce chapitre, mais il parle néanmoins à un public
européen occidental. Neto vise le corps de
manière ludique, faisant appel à la métaphore
116

plutôt qu’au réalisme objectif spécifique aux
Brãtescu, Grigorescu et Boltanski. La mise en
scène de ses installations laisse s’entrevoir
l’espace original qui est envahi par des
structures de type organique, translucides,
élastiques.
Comme le soulignent Rochelle Steiner, mais
aussi Charlotte Bonham-Carter et David Hodge,
la création de cet artiste est inspirée par le néoconcrétisme brésilien, surtout par deux
représentants de ce mouvement, Lygia Clark et
Hélio Oiticica qui, entre 1950 et 1960,
s’opposaient aux idées modernistes de la
géométrie abstraite. Un art qui s’attache à
l’architecture, et qui modifie l’architecture de
telle
manière
qu’elle
semble
vivante,
encapsulant le regardeur l’a beaucoup inspiré.
Selon les axes conceptuels suivis par
l’artiste brésilien, le rapport dimensionnel entre
l’œuvre et le spectateur peut être interprété
comme la démonstration de la propagation et
de la capacité d’incorporation/protection du
corps organique sur l’espace et sur les corps
concrets l’entourant : « j’aime penser aux corps
comme un paysage de plaisir, comme une
méditation sensorielle. » 26 L’artiste propose des
immersions actives du corps réel du public dans
l’espace monumentale, organique de ses
structures bio-morphes. La matérialité, le décor
surréaliste,
la
métamorphose
de
l’environnement créent un discours ancré sur
l’idée de la source de la vitalité. Les principes
masculin/féminin,
intérieur/extérieur,
élévation/lourdeur n’ont plus de caractère
d’opposition chez Ernesto Neto, l’artiste arrivant
à éliminer leur nature conflictuelle. Il joue avec
les notions de l’intimité et de la sexualité, avec
la perception de statique et dynamique, de
l’organique et de l’artificiel. Il crée à partir de
matériaux comme le nylon, le lycra, le mousse
de polystyrène, l’artificialité de ces structures
accentuant le caractère surdimensionné du
corps postmoderne.
Elaborant des rapports entre l’espace vide,
les structures s’y attachant, et le spectateur,
Neto offre une utilisation particulière aux
concepts d’absence et de présence corporelle.
La semi-opacité de ses sculptures pousse le
public à aller y chercher dedans, ou à y aller
dedans, et dans la dernière option le corps
humain devient la substance de l’installation. La
transparence instigue les yeux à aller voir
26

Ernesto Neto, article par Kirsty Bell in Art Now, vol. 2, Uta Grosenick
(éd.), (Köln : Taschen, 2008), 216.
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jusqu’au but du champ visuel, le blanc semiopaque des membranes se comportant comme
un écran qui empêche la vue et crée de
l’incertitude. Ressemblant stylistiquement à la
chromatique utilisée par Geta Brãtescu, le blanc
s’impose comme élément capable à anéantir ou
à neutraliser les corps, inspirant non pas
seulement de la pureté, mais aussi un état de
peur.

Ernesto Neto, Navedenga, 1998. Tissu elastic en polyamide,
sable, Styrofoam, clous de girofle, corde, ruban, 365.8 x 457.2 x
640.1 cm.
© 2010 Jason Mandella, Musée d’Art Moderne, New York.

Navdenga, une œuvre de jeunesse de
l’artiste, propose une chromatique fondée sur le
blanc et la lumière, rendant une atmosphère
irréelle. Cette œuvre a été interprétée par les
curateurs de chez MoMA comme ressemblant
« aussi bien avec les zones intimes du corps
qu’avec un vaisseau fantastique. » 27 Les
matériaux pliables, souples, translucides incitent
le public à pénétrer ces espaces inhabituels,
devenant des présences vivantes dans des corps
artificiels.
Les formes ovoïdales, la lumière qui
pénètre les matériaux, les fins nuances de blanc
et pastels, le recours aussi aux sens olfactif en
utilisant des épices créent une sorte de
« "sculptures d’expérience", explorant des effets
corporels et sensoriels et encourageant le
spectateur à une participation active. » 28 Dans Ô
Bicho!, installation conçue pour la Biennale de
Venise de 2001, le spectateur est confronté avec
27

Descriptif de l’installation Navedenga de l’artiste Ernesto Neto à
l’occasion de l’exposition de 22 janvier à 5 avril, 2010 à MoMA New York,
disponible
sur
le
site :
[http://www.moma.org/visit/
calendar/exhibitions/1032], consulté le 6 juin 2012.
28

Kirsty Bell, « Ernesto Neto », in Art Now, vol. 2, Uta Grosenick (éd.),
(Köln : Taschen, 2008), 214.

un corps suspendu en dessus de soi, aux
dimensions menaçantes, mais qui, due à ses
formes coulantes et rondes inspire un sentiment
de protection. La chromatique fondée sur des
tons de blanc joue un rôle très important, ainsi
que la souplesse des matériels utilisés,
permettant à filtrer l’éclairage et à créer
l’apparence d’une couche de peau très fine. Le
blanc facilite une réaffirmation du soi.

Ernesto Neto, E ô Bicho!, 2001.
Installation temporaire, lycra tulle, tubes de polyamide, poivre
noir, clous de girofle, dimensions variables. Biennale de
Venise © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York et Galerie Fortes
Vilaça, Sao Paolo

Par rapport à Christian Boltanski qui
investit d’habitude des grandes espaces pour
ses installations, et qui recourt aux effets de
type mise en scène théâtrale avec des éclairages
assez spécifiques, Ernesto laisse la lumière
naturelle envahir ses installations. Dans
Personnes Boltanski, en utilisant le cadre du
Grand Palais, se sert de la lumière froide
naturelle pour créer son atmosphère glaciale et
pour obliger le spectateur à ressentir l’échelle
entre sa taille et la taille de l’absence humaine.
Neto, dans une installation aussi sur Paris,
Léviathan Thot, conçue pour le Panthéon,
« attrape » le public par un paysage
« organique » qui se propage dans l’espace
architectural. L’éclairage est celui offert
naturellement par les haute-positionnées
fenêtres du Panthéon.
Une fois de plus, les membranes coulantes
en nuances blanches se trouvent à la limite
entre réalité et illusion optique, étant quand
même très présentes par la lourdeur dont elles
semblent tomber. Le mouvement des formes
apparaît comme figé dans le temps, en cours de
collision mais stoppé à un moment donné.
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L’artiste se concentre sur l’expression des trois
instances corporelles dans ce travail, le corps de
l’espace architectural, le corps de l’installation
comme métaphore d’un organisme bio-morphe,
et le corps du spectateur. Le corps de l’espace,
construction architecturale avec des paramètres
clairement définis, est transformé par
l’écoulement des membranes qui semblent
sortir de la construction même. Le corps du
spectateur, du public, en tant qu’élément
transitoire dans cet environnement en
transformation devient à son tour une particule,
une cellule encapsulée par l’énorme structure
artificielle.

cohérence du discours artistique d’Ernesto Neto
une prédilection vers le monochrome, vers
l’univers infini offert par les valences du blanc
en fonction de son environnement, de la lumière
changeante, mais allant aussi à le mettre en
rapport avec la transparence qui, une fois de
plus, montre l’importance de la symbiose entre
ses installations et l’espace les accueillant.

Ernesto Neto, Léviathan Thot, 2006.
Installation temporaire, matériaux divers, dimensions
variables.
Panthéon, Paris. © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York.

Ernesto Neto, Léviathan Thot, 2006.
Installation temporaire, matériaux divers, dimensions
variables.
Panthéon, Paris. © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York

Barbara Rose, discutant de la présence du
monochrome chez les artistes contemporains,
affirme que « les artistes monochromistes se
sont tout particulièrement attachés à mettre en
évidence cette interdépendance de l’œuvre d’art
et de son contexte. »29 On y voit dans la
29

Barbara Rose, « Le Monochrome. De l’Objet à l’Installation » in Le
Monochrome. De Malevitch à aujourd’hui, V. Varas, R. Rispa (éds.),
(Paris : Editions du Regard, 2004), 8.
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Travaillant avec le corps sous ses aspects
biologiques, organiques, sensoriels, recherchant
les rapports entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur à
travers la membrane artificielle qui s’étend, se
fragilise et menace à la fois, Neto explore les
valences de la temporalité. C’est une présence
qui invite à conscientiser un temps de
méditation, imposant une réflexion sur la
relation existante entre le corps et la nature et le
circuit de la matière. Les dimensions
envahissantes de ces structures sensorielles font
penser à une accumulation des corps et des
matières qui cherchent une réintégration
terrestre qui est perturbée seulement par
l’appréhension de la nature biosynthétique qui
porte sur le corps contemporain et son emploi
de l’artificiel. Les explorations de ses
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installations, qu’elles soient immersives ou non,
évoquent un temps de la création, un stade
d’incubation, embryonnaire, cellulaire de la
forme, un univers ovulaire encapsulant la
matière. Paradoxalement, ses œuvres renvoient
aussi vers un stade final, la perception de la
mort n’étant pas façonnée de manière tragique,
mais tournée plutôt vers une corporalité fluide
et transitoire. Portant donc sur cet aspect dual
de la corporalité, conception et finitude, Neto
illustre une approche presque transcendantale,
qui stimule le regardeur/le participant de
retrouver un sens de l’origine et du flux du
corps.

Conclusions
Si l’art actuel demeure depuis Duchamp
sous le signe de la liberté complète de la
représentation, ce fait à été quand même vu
comme un piège plutôt que libérateur. C’est
Labelle-Rojoux qui remarque que « l’art devint
alors pour beaucoup, dans le public comme
dans la critique, une sulfureuse excentricité de
mystificateurs ou d’iconoclastes. » 30 On observe
cette attitude chez Ion Grigorescu qui se sent
plus impliqué physiquement et psychiquement
quand il doit dépasser et combattre des
jugements de valeur. Sally O’Reilly affirme que à
cause des changements radicaux de position
accélérés dans le XXe siècle le corps a quitté la
sphère de la passivité et s’est imposé dans un
rôle actif, « de telle manière qu’ile n’est plus
considéré dorénavant comme un phénomène
optique statique, mais comme l’incarnation des
rapports humains dynamiques et, dans le cadre
d’un seul œuvre, comme un vecteur de
changement et d’influence. » 31 Dans les œuvres
sélectionnés se manifestent deux attitudes
principales, l’intériorité et l’extériorité de
l’image, le subjectif et l’objectif. La création de
Brãtescu et Grigorescu exprime des expériences
extrêmement personnelles, les artistes faisant
appel à leur propre corps en tant que sujet. En
ce qui concerne Boltanski et Neto, approches
distincts en tant que discours et positionnement
sur le corps, visent exprimer des structures
corporelles sans identité, complétées par la
présence du public. Les deux attitudes,
30
31

l’implication de type biographique et celle de
type distanciation caractérisent la position que
l’artiste de nos jours se permet à prendre par
rapport au corps, en cherchant à exprimer ou à
effacer l’identité, à souligner les coordonnées
temporelles et mortelles du corps ou sa vitalité.
Même si les artistes d’aujourd’hui voyagent le
monde entier et s’identifient avec un lieu au fur
et à mesure qu’ils changent de location, dans cet
essaie
j’ai
approfondit
la
dimension
géographique caractérisant l’origine de chaque
artiste en tant que coordonnée remplie de
valeur personnelle.
En traçant un contexte comparatif entre
l’ouest et l’est européen, on observe comment
l’héritage culturel et personnel, nourrit par des
emprunts et inspirations extérieurs détermine
l’évolution de l’emploi du corps dans la
postmodernité. C’est un constat qui pousse les
interrogations vers la recherche d’une approche
de type micro-univers ou macro-monde qui
distingue les manières de travailler et de se
rapporter au public, faisant apparaître des
visions plus intimes et de petite taille,
autocentrées face aux manifestations d’ampleur
qui impliquent une activation des corps
externes.

Arnaud Labelle-Rojoux, ibid., 8.

Sally O’Reilly, Le Corps dans l’art contemporain, (Paris : Thames and
Hudson, coll. « L’Univers de l’art », 2010), 17.
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Espacio arquitectónico e imagen fotográfica: metalepsis visuales
María José Prada Rodriguez
Resumen
La representación del espacio arquitectónico en la contemporaneidad se muestra en muchas
formas que non son únicamente ilusionistas, figuradas o proyectadas sobre el plano del cuadro, sino
que ofrecen perspectivas de comprensión que incluyen al espacio real en que se sitúa, poniendo en
relación distintos niveles diegéticos en la obra y posibilitando así la mirada autoreflexiva del
observador.
En este artículo se analizan autores que trabajan con la instalación fotográfica y obras que,
basadas en la imagen fotográfica plana, cuestionan la relación entre realidad y representación a través
de mecanismos de ruptura, quiebro y dislocación: Aitor Ortiz, Mike Hewson, Ofra Lapid, Patrick Grijalvo.
Palabras clave: Fotografía, instalación, espacio arquitectónico, metalepsis visual, presencia.

Abstract
Architectural space and photographic image: visual metalepsis
Currently, the representation of architectural space in contemporary art is made in some ways that
are not only illusionistic, figurative or projected on the plane of the work, but give perspectives of
understanding which include the physical limits of the image itself as much as real space in which it is
placed, bringing different diegetic levels together within the artwork and making possible the selfreflexive’s eye of the onlooker.
This paper tracks down authors in photo-installations and pieces of work based on bidimensional
photographic image that put in question the relation between reality and representation through
mechanisms of disruption, collapse and displacement, such as Aitor Ortiz, Mike Hewson, Ofra Lapid or
Patrick Grijalvo.
Keywords: Photography, installation, architectural space, visual metalepsis, presence.

Introducción. Entre la superficie fotográfica
y el objeto.
Este artículo reflexiona en torno a artistas y
obras situados en el campo de la instalación
fotográfica, que manifiestamente cuestionan los
mecanismos perceptivos poniendo en relación la
imagen y su espacio de recepción. El museo es el
espacio natural para algunos de ellos (Aitor
Ortiz, Patrik Grijalvo); otros, con una propuesta
más social, trabajan sobre el espacio público,
directa (Mike Hewson) o indirectamente (Ofra
Lapid).
Las prácticas que presento aquí parecen
plantear abiertamente la relación entre el
espacio representado por medios fotográficos (a
veces entendido como “objeto” arquitectónico) y
www.journalonarts.org

el espacio de su recepción, a través de la
incidencia en los soportes de la imagen —que
son lo que en último término “separa” el espacio
representado del espacio real—. No se trata sólo
de operar materialmente sobre los soportes,
sino de que éstos entren en resonancia con la
imagen que contienen. De este modo se
posibilita el deslizamiento de significados entre
ambos (imagen y contenedor).
Estos artistas tienen en común una cierta
manera de trabajar que les permite plantear
relaciones entre los mundos separados por el
plano de la representación en el que
convencionalmente tiene lugar la fotografía (del
espacio arquitectónico):
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La dicotomía entre exterior e interior, entre
fachada para contemplar e interior para
habitar, que la arquitectura gestiona de
manera prototípica, es un fenómeno
extensible a prácticamente todo el ámbito
de las imágenes. (...) Siempre hay un interior
de las imágenes 1
En general, estos mundos no se tocan entre
sí. Pero estos artistas rompen las fronteras entre
niveles diegéticos y los ponen en relación a
través del soporte de la imagen fotográfica,
tendiendo puentes entre ellos a través de los
elementos convencionales que permiten
establecer el discurso (la imagen). Cuando lo
hacen, se produce un efecto (estético) de
extrañamiento, y se subvierten ciertas
convenciones de la representación fotográfica.
En términos de la narratología este recurso se
denomina “metalepsis”2.
Por situar de algún modo estas prácticas
fotográficas en un contexto histórico, cabría
ponerlas en relación:
Por un lado, con la representación
ilusionista para la que la fotografía constituyó
un culmen en su día y desde entonces como tal
está permanentemente puesta en cuestión.
En el contexto de las artes visuales
entendemos la representación como un mundo
ficticio que de algún modo es narrado a través
del medio (en este caso: fotográfico). Cuando se
exhibe la producción de la ficción, cuando se
proclama su carácter de sistema artificial, se
ofrece la posibilidad de conectar ese espacio de
ficción con el espacio de recepción, exterior al
de la ficción (extradiegético, por tanto).
En la tarea de evidenciar la convención de
la ficción representativa el escultor reflexiona
sobre la peana (marco y valoración de la obra);
el pintor sobre el bastidor como dispositivo de
recepción de la obra (Fig. 1) y el fotógrafo sobre
el papel como soporte convencional de la
fotografía (Fig. 2) 3.
Por otra parte, estas prácticas enlazan con
la literalidad minimalista (que según la
distinción clásica sería mimética en el sentido
literario de que “muestra” directamente, no
“relata”). El minimalismo estableció en los años
1

Catala, J. M. La imagen compleja. La fenomenología de las imágenes
en la era de la cultura visual. Servicio de Publicaciones de la
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 2005, pág. 91.
2
Metalepsis es un término que Gerard Genette rescata de la retórica
para su aplicación en el campo de la narratología. Ver: Genette, G.
Metalepsis. Traducción de Carlos Manzano. Barcelona: Reverso, 2006.
3
http://www.meggangould.net/site_seeingVII.htm,
consultado
8/06/2015.
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setenta el paradigma de la presencia del objeto
artístico en la sala de exposiciones; esa
presencia como material físico en general no es
visible en las fotografías porque como
espectadores nos vemos atraidos por la imagen
(sobre todo si se trata de un espacio interior,
que induce a ser recorrido).
La condición plana de la imagen fotográfica
hace invisible el soporte, pero una fotografía no
deja de ser un objeto presente en el espacio de
exposición, y así un buen número de artistas que
trabajan con la imagen fotográfica en el campo
de la instalación (en el contexto español: Tono
Carbajo, Isidro Blasco, Nacho Martín Silva,
Rosendo Cid, Ian Waelder entre muchos otros)
presentan sus fotografías en un contexto de
objetos y materiales diversos que dota de
nuevos significados a la imagen fotográfica.

Fig. 1: Cornelius Gijsbrechts, El reverso de un cuadro (1678)
66,4 x 87 cm Óleo sobre lienzo. Statens Museum for Kunst,
Copenhague, Dinamarca.

Fig. 2: Meggan Gould, Taped mess (Serie Verso) (Cortesía de Meggan
Gould).

Algunos de ellos, además, reflexionan sobre
el papel que el propio soporte de la fotografía
podría tener en la definición de la obra final, de
tal modo que obra y soporte —y todas las
acciones que se pueden hacer sobre este una
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vez considerado como objeto— se ofrecen
integradas y coherentes bajo la perspectiva de
su recepción en el espacio expositivo (dentro o
fuera de la sala exposiciones).
En tercer lugar, podemos reconocer el
proyecto postmoderno en estas prácticas, en la
deconstrucción los lenguajes de representación
por la vía de las formas, que está presente como
una consideración general en el planteamiento
de este trabajo. A medio camino entre la
literalidad moderna y la representación
ilusionista pre-moderna, se complica la
pretensión de claridad al instaurar el discurso en
el lugar de la presencia. 4
Establezcamos ahora un paralelismo entre
los elementos de la narración y los mecanismos
de producción de la imagen fotográfica para
poder explicar estas prácticas como metalepsis:
A. El relato y su narración.
Para aplicar este modelo a un tipo de
creación en fotografía que no suele ser
precisamente narrativa (fotografía de espacios,
fotografía de arquitectura) hay que forzar un
poco los límites. En los artistas y obras
analizados no se puede hablar en rigor de un
relato, sino que más bien se trata de una
descripción visual, o de signos que establecen
su presencia.
Y sin embargo, la fotografía de arquitectura,
en el momento en que se exhibe en una sala,
tiene a menudo ese carácter metaléptico más o
menos explícito, que se facilita especialmente
cuando la escala de lo representado se
aproxima a la natural, y tiene lugar en la
conexión entre niveles con ese efecto de
abismación que ilustran Borges y Genette. La
ruptura perceptiva que se produce cuando se
transfiere el discurso más allá de su ámbito
convencional de acción (el cuadro, plano) remite
a cierta trascendencia como cuestionamiento de
la naturaleza de nuestra presencia en el mundo,
y también orienta la atención hacia nuestra
propia forma de mirar. Si nos reconocemos
como espectadores dentro de un contexto
similar al que percibimos en la obra, cabría
dudar de que podríamos a su vez estar siendo
observados…
En expresión de Borges:
4

Esta cita de Rosalind Krauss sobre el Collage es perfectamente
aplicable al tema que nos ocupa. Ver: Krauss, R. La originalidad de la
vanguardia y otros mitos modernos. Madrid: Alianza, 1996, pág. 49.

“¿Por qué nos inquieta que Don Quijote sea
lector del Quijote, y Hamlet, espectador de
Hamlet? Creo haber dado con la causa: tales
inversiones sugieren que si los caracteres de
una ficción pueden ser lectores o
espectadores, nosotros, sus lectores o
espectadores, podemos ser ficticios.” 5
…y también de Gerard Genette:
“El efecto más inquietante de la metalepsis
se encuentra en esta hipótesis inaceptable
insistente según la cual el nivel
extradiegético podría ser diegético, y el
narrador y sus narratarios —es decir:
vosotros y yo— podríamos pertenecer a un
relato.” 6
Con todo, la fotografía se inscribe en el
ámbito de la representación, de manera que
precisa de ciertas convenciones para establecer
la ficción representativa (las coordenadas de la
diégesis, las condiciones de su posibilidad). Al
hacer visibles y explícitos estos mecanismos de
ficcionalización —o, por el contrario: al
negarlos— se posibilita el salto entre niveles:
-Las coordenadas geométricas: un plano,
paralelo a la pared, delimitado por el marco, y
que hace por sí mismo de límite entre la
representación y el espacio real en la normal a
su plano, con unas ciertas dimensiones como
objeto físico.
-El medio (elementos del lenguaje
fotográfico): grano, profundidad de campo,
borrosidad, encuadre, exposición.
-La escala (de la imagen en relación al
referente).
Para situar con claridad la representación
de la arquitectura por medio de la fotografía
como diégesis, cabría ponerla en relación con el
trabajo de otros artistas como Gregor Schneider
o Monika Sosnowska que, prescindiendo de
estas convenciones, inciden directamente en el
espacio arquitectónico. Son propuestas que no
necesitan
artefactos
narrativos
(de
representación),
sino
que
presentan
directamente la experiencia arquitectónica, en la
tradición del arte minimalista. La experiencia de
recepción es completamente diferente.
5

Borges en Otras inquisiciones (1952), “Magias parciales del Quijote”
(Obras completas de JL Borges, tomo II, Madrid: Círculo de Lectores,
2003, pág. 262).
6
Genette; G. Figuras III, Volumen 3. Traducción de Carlos Manzano.
Barcelona: Lumen 1989, pág. 245.
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B. Los niveles diegéticos en conexión
El espacio “relatado” (diegético): quizá sería
más preciso y más cercano al campo fotográfico
hablar del “espacio de la toma”; es el espacio
(también el tiempo) donde tiene lugar la
transferencia lumínica del referente (paradigma
de la fotografía analógica o su equivalente
digital), el espacio representado. Como
decíamos, el salto entre niveles se facilita
cuando la cuestión de la escala está resuelta
(por ejemplo, en las instalaciones de Ofra Lapid,
Mike Hewson y Aitor Ortiz), de modo que casi no
precisa de más elementos para traspasar sus
límites diegéticos.
El espacio real (extradiegético) donde se
“narra” el relato: es el espacio al que pertenecen
el espectador, la obra físicamente considerada y
también el autor de la obra. Respecto del
espacio “representado” (espacio diegético,
aunque en él no suceda otra cosa que su
presencia) es exterior, y podemos considerarlo
un espacio extradiegético.
Otras posibilidades se mencionan aquí por
completar
los
casos
posibles,
aunque
únicamente interesan como un ejemplo fractal
de los casos que estamos estudiando: el espacio
metadiegético, un nivel que aparecería en el
interior del diegético. Por ejemplo, las imágenes
dentro de fotografías o las re-fotografías (caso
particular de abismaciones autosímiles).

representación de arquitectura como metalepsis
(salto entre niveles diegéticos):

Aitor Ortiz8, Modular MOD (2002)
Modular Mod (2002) es un conjunto de
imágenes
fotográficas
montadas
sobre
bastidores basculantes, que juegan con la
alteración de la perspectiva y actúan como
conjuntos escultóricos, cuestionando el papel
documental de la fotografía y la capacidad del
espectador de leer el espacio representado.
Sostenidos a una cierta distancia del suelo y
también de la pared, y agrupados en función del
espacio de cada sala o según cada proyecto
expositivo, los paneles tienen una proporción
que remite a la de la figura humana, ausente en
el espacio representado, pero de algún modo
evocada como figura real del espectador dentro
de la sala.

C. La metalepsis de medio
Gerard Genette es el responsable de la
transferencia al campo de la narratología de
este término que proviene de la retórica y
técnicamente es un tropo consistente en la
designación figurada de un efecto por su causa
(o viceversa). En el campo de la narratología, la
metalepsis designa las formas de transgresión
de los límites (internos o externos) de la ficción,
poniendo en tela de juicio una cierta
representación del mundo, como decíamos.
En las obras que veremos se produce esa
transgresión (ruptura, quiebro, dislocación) en
forma de contaminación del contexto de
enunciación en el universo ficcional a través de
la disolución o tematización del marco que hace
posible la representación (Metalepsis de medio o
hiperlepsis, Zavala 7). Veamos ahora cuatro
ejemplos
sobre
los
que
indagar
la

Fig. 1: Aitor Ortiz, Modular Mod (varios)
190 x 120 c/u. Copia fotográfica digital entre aluminio y metacrilato
mate con bastidor de aluminio y acero basculante. Cortesía de Aitor
Ortiz.

7

Zavala, L. El extraño caso de la metalepsis, una aproximación
tipológica.
(www.academia.edu/9584773/El_extraño_caso_de_
la_metalepsis_una_aproximación_tipológica), consultado 8/06/2015.
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8

Aitor Ortiz, Bilbao, 1971. Formado como fotógrafo, vive y trabaja en
Bilbao.
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Los paneles representan fragmentos de
estructuras de hormigón descontextualizadas
gracias a que Ortiz lleva al límite los recursos del
lenguaje fotográfico, y pone en relación la
cualidad del espacio en el momento de la toma
y en su recepción. El ángulo de visión y la
profundidad de campo son extremos, forzando
su definición canónica en la representación de la
arquitectura, con pérdida de legibilidad de los
valores funcionales de la arquitectura pero
ganando en posibilidades plásticas y ópticas de
su representación, en su capacidad de evocación
o de aportación de nuevos significados. Gracias
al dispositivo ideado para su exhibición en la
sala, parecen reconciliarse esos dos tiempos y
esos dos espacios de creación de la imagen
(toma y recepción), en un elegante salto
metaléptico.
El propio autor reconoce la relación entre el
contenido, medio y dispositivo de exposición, al
enfrentar aspectos del lenguaje fotográfico con
la propia definición de la fotografía; para él la
obra plantea un dilema entre la representación y
la interpretación que resuelve con la:

la propia materia (papel) que recibe la obra
como soporte.
Grijalvo se aproxima al salto metaléptico a
través de la manipulación de la fotografía en sus
aspectos materiales y la naturaleza objetual del
soporte-papel (en consecuencia, una relación de
escala muy concreta respecto al productor y al
receptor de la obra, que no facilita la inmersión
en el espacio representado).

“Relación entre elementos inscritos en la
propia imagen y elementos que están en la
sala; la propia memoria o asociación de
ideas. También la relación entre los
elementos que aparecen inscritos en la
imagen y la 'fisicidad' que ocupa la propia
imagen: el soporte, la puesta en escena, la
escala; lo que provoca esa imagen en el
espacio (con la iluminación, sombras,
proyecciones).” 9

Patrick Grijalvo10, Serie Photography as
object (2014)
PH101 es una fotografía de formato medio y
proporción cuadrada, enmarcada. Ese marco
refuerza la autonomía de la obra y su
pertenencia al mundo de la representación
ilusionista, pero al tratar de comprender su
lógica como imagen, esta convicción se viene
abajo: lo que aparenta ser un espacio
arquitectónico es un espacio paradójico,
imposible. Sólo siguiendo el perfilado negro de
los planos (los representados pero también los
reales) podemos deconstruir nuestra propia
percepción y reconocer la acción del autor sobre
9

http://oralmemories.com/aitor-ortiz/ consultado 8/06/2015.
Patrik Grijalvo, Bilbao, 1984. Formado como artista en la facultad de
Bellas Artes, especializado en Imagen Audiovisual y Fotografía, vive y
trabaja en Bilbao.
10

Fig. 2: Patrik Grijalvo, PH101 (150 x 150 x 12 cm) Fotografía tomada
con cámara analógica Hasselblad de formato medio, con película TMax, digitalizada e impresa sobre papel Hahnemühle Fine Art Photo
Rag con tintas pigmentadas y montadas en marco de arquitecto de
roble americano con metacrilato como protección. Cortesía de Patrik
Grijalvo.
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La fotografía es aquí, materialmente, un
papel contenedor de imágenes, y como tal, es
posible incidir en él mediante operaciones
materiales: corte, superposición, plegado,
rasgado… Lo que hace Grijalvo es poner en
relación estas operaciones con el contenido de
la imagen a través de la geometría (implícita en
la arquitectura y también en su representación),
reivindicando la autonomía de la obra desde la
representación fotográfica de la arquitectura.
Sus trabajos son creaciones a partir de
fotografías de arquitectura. Se aproxima al
collage más que ningún otro artista de los que
estamos viendo en el sentido de que se
mantiene dentro del campo de la representación
plana, aunque las acciones que lleva a cabo en
la imagen no serían posibles sin la intervención
de elementos que se encuentran en el espacio. Y
a través del collage (cortar y pegar, aún en
planos
superpuestos),
Grijalvo
consigue
deshacer la coherencia de la imagen y la lógica
espacial que encontraba en el referente
(arquitectónico).
La manipulación tridimensional del papel
que sirve de soporte a la imagen fotográfica le
permite introducir materialmente —de una
manera no-ilusionista— el espacio en su
representación, de tal modo que ante sus
fotografías no podemos establecernos en el
espacio representado (no podemos penetrar del
todo en la imagen), aunque sí late la apelación a
hacerlo, y ese juego entre la presencia y el signo
termina en tablas en el plano del cuadro,
denotado en la aparición del reverso de la
imagen (en algunas de sus obras).

destrucción del patrimonio arquitectónico del
rural americano. Sobre una base fotográfica
apropiada, la imagen se pliega a la
representación tridimensional de los elementos
en proceso de destrucción, y luego se presenta
como fotografía.

Fig. 3: Ofra Lapid, Serie Broken Houses (2010-11)
Edición de 5 + 2 AP. Impresión digital sobre papel con calidad de
archivo.

Ofra Lapid11, Broken Houses (2010-11),
Broken assembled Houses
Ofra Lapid ha desarrollado este proyecto
Broken Houses Series (2010-11) a partir de las
fotografías apropiadas (encontradas en un
conocido portal de fotografía aficionada) que
documentaban meticulosamente el proceso de
degradación de edificios abandonados en el
medio rural de Dakota del Norte en los Estados
Unidos. Ofra Lapid usó estas fotos como
referencia para sus maquetas, que construye y
refotografía.
La fotografía se conforma como objeto en
la estabilización de un momento efímero de la
11

Ofra Lapid, Tel Aviv, 1982. Vive y trabaja en Nueva York. Formada en
Arte en París, Tel Aviv y Nueva York. http://www.canalplus.fr/cemissions/c-ms-l-oeil-de-links/pid7534-l-emission.html?vid =943465
consultado 8/06/2015.
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Fig. 4: Ofra Lapid, Serie Broken Houses (2010-11) House nº 17
(30 x 36 cm) Edición de 5 + 2 AP. Impresión digital sobre papel con
calidad de archivo.

Rastreando sus procesos de trabajo
podemos ver la relación con la fotografía
canónica de arquitectura (plana, frontal, que
describe el edificio según sus vistas principales),
aquí oculta en la acumulación de toda clase de
ricas texturas que se encuentra en los edificios
en decadencia en cualquier lugar del mundo.
Aquí la fotografía sirve para reconstruir algo
que está roto, para prestar atención a lo que
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normalmente no recibe mirada alguna y para
poner en valor una forma de paisaje en
desaparición que se percibe indirectamente y a
kilómetros de distancia (a través de internet).

resorte que activa su proceso creativo en el
espacio público: en el proyecto Homage to the
lost spaces (2012), Hewson utiliza imágenes
cotidianas, tomadas en el interior del estudio
que compartía con su hermano y otros
compañeros, para crear una especie de
homenaje a un tiempo y un lugar que había
conocido y que también estaba a punto de
desaparecer.
Las imágenes, impresas a gran tamaño y
dispuestas sobre un plano arquitectónico de
referencia para su recepción en el espacio
público, se establecen abierta y rotundamente
en un espacio con el que se ponen en relación,
tanto a nivel discursivo como material y
visualmente.

Fig. 4: Ofra Lapid, Broken Assembled House nº 17 (60 x 80 x 40 cm)
Impresión digital sobre madera sobre una base de MDF. Cortesía de
Ofra Lapid.

El salto metaléptico es aquí un poco
peculiar, porque no tiene lugar la presencia de
la imagen en el espacio desde sus propios
códigos, sino por su inmersión (minuciosa,
técnicamente cercana a los “trabajos manuales”)
o plegamiento a una forma tridimensional que a
su vez se deriva de esas imágenes.

Mike Hewson12, Homage to the lost spaces
(2012)
La demolición inminente de un edificio
histórico en el vecindario del estudio en el que
trabajaba Mike Hewson en Nueva Zelanda es el
12

Mike Hewson, 1985 Dunedin, Nueva Zelanda. Formado como
ingeniero. Vive y trabaja en Nueva York.

Fig. 5: Mike Hewson, Homage to the lost spaces (government life
building studio series), 2012 (hasta 5.0 x 2.4 m) Técnica mixta.
Localización: crammer courts, cnr kilmore & Montreal ave,
christchurch, CBD, Nueva Zelanda. Cortesía de Mike Hewson.

La imagen se deforma en anamorfosis para
favorecer un punto de vista desde el que se
entiende la fotografía como proyección en un
plano del cuadro virtual. Sin embargo, en
combinación con los elementos reales (y sus
perspectivas no-estabilizadas), sus imágenes
fotográficas producen un cierto extrañamiento
que reta a la percepción del espacio y a su
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comprensión:
aquí
el
mecanismo
de
ficcionalización (la planitud del objeto
fotográfico) se reconstruye y se hace explícito
pero no desde sí mismo, sino en función de un
observador virtual situado en un punto concreto
del espacio público, que es exterior a la imagen.
El salto entre niveles se produce a través de esa
restitución que introduce el plano de la
representación fotográfica (por anamorfosis) en
el lugar en el que no se espera. Es decir: ante los
ojos se representa un espacio interior
(“cóncavo”) sobre un soporte que es un diedro
convexo, y esa contradicción se resuelve en un
plano virtual que se hace visible desde un único
punto de vista.
“Mucho de lo que me gusta hacer consiste
simplemente en mostrarle a la gente algo
que ya está allí, pero de una manera que les
obliga a observarlo con otra luz y bajo otra
perspectiva'' 13.
***
En todos estos trabajos hay una reflexión
sobre el plano de la representación, que
encuentra su definición por negación (desde la
ausencia, como en los trabajos anamórficos de
Mike Hewson). Todos estos autores trabajan con
ilusiones perceptivas de forma más o menos
13

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/mysterious-words-by-theharbour-hold-up-their-audience-20130801-2r1vj.html#ixzz3chcIwcTL
consultado 8/06/2015.

declarada. Todos ellos buscan la superación de
los límites estrictos que impone la condición
plana de la representación fotográfica.
Preocupaciones comunes y soluciones
similares se pueden detectar en otras obras de
la trayectoria de todos ellos: Ofra Lapid ha
trabajado en la instalación de fotografías de
espacios interiores a escala natural (Living
Room, 2009); algunas obras de Aitor Ortiz se
pueden aproximar al concepto de maqueta
fotográfica (Amorfosis 001, 2008); Mike Hewson
trabaja en la representación arquitectónica de
una manera parecida a como Ofra Lapid trabaja
en las maquetas: ambos utilizan un soporte
tridimensional (el primero a escala natural,
Lapid a pequeña escala) para recibir las
imágenes
impresas
en
papel,
ambos
restituyendo una realidad en proceso de pérdida
o decadencia. Y todos ellos trabajan sobre el
papel y su disposición en el espacio, aunque
tengamos que ampliar el concepto de materia
“papel” como soporte a otros materiales más
sólidos y duraderos, igualmente laminares
(como el aluminio en Aitor Ortiz o la lona vinílica
en Mike Hewson).
En cualquier caso, y es algo que constituye
la motivación de este artículo, ese plano de la
representación es un elemento constitutivo del
trabajo fotográfico, y en estos casos no sirve de
límite entre dos mundos separados, sino que, en
su salto metaléptico, los une e integra.
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“Oneiric communication” as a way of constructing one’s identity.
Around Richard Kwietniowski’s Flames of Passion
Ewelina Twardoch
“[E]very person has a star, every star has a friend, and for
every person carrying a star there is someone else who reflects it, and
everyone carries this reflection like a secret confidante in the heart.”
Orhan Pamuk, Snow

Abstract
The aim of the paper is to introduce the issue of process of communication and the problem of
onirism in the Ryszard Kwietniowski’s short movie Flames of passion from 1989. Richard Kwietniowski is
the British movie director, but his family come from Poland. “Flames of passion” is one of his short
movies, inspired by a not very well-known silent movie under the same title from 1922, directed by
another British director, Graham Cutts, and also influenced by Provencal lyric poetry. In the paper is
considered the possibility of existing the process of communication between movie’s subjects – the
mysterious main characters of the film. Communication act is understood not as established process of
transmitting the information/statement, but – following the thesis of Tomas Goban-Klas – as a game
between the subjects. Onirism is in the paper introduced in the context of psychoanalytical
interpretation of the subject and identity (Freud, Lacan), and the vision of dreams, and such
understanding allows the author to create the category of unconscious/oneiric communication. The
paper considers the place and role of the subject in such kind of communication and how it influences
and determines the process of individual’s identity creating. Onirism is therefore understood in the
analysis not only as a surrealistic, dreamy reality, but first of all as a state of mind. Moreover, in the
paper is considered the epistemological potential of photography, which in the movie is a trigger to
communicate. The author takes into consideration also another important factor of communication –
narcissistic paradigm which creates the moment of characters’ meting and understanding. In reference
to the movie it is rather better to talk about the deformation of traditional communication, than about
communication itself (it is the conclusion of the paper). Such kind of communication is also confirmed
by particular movie technique – montage, shots, etc.
Keywords: communication,
narcissism.

onirism,

Richard

Introduction
One may say that an attempt to look at
communication through the prism of onirism is
actually a negation of the possibility of the
existence of an actual act of communication and
that a juxtaposition of those two notions may
function only as an oxymoron. Therefore, it
appears necessary to at least briefly present the
accepted understanding of communication and
onirism which I use, so that the validity of
applying
the
category
of
“oneiric
communication” in general, and further also in
www.journalonarts.org

Kwietniowski,

photography,

psychoanalysis,

relation to Richard Kwietniowski’s movie,
becomes clearer.
To me, in the analysis of the process of
communicating (oneirically), of significance will
be mainly the issue of the subject’s identity and
the influence of this process on shaping the
character’s identity and revealing certain
elements of the character’s psyche as a result of
accepting or creating the perspective of an
oneiric vision.
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a) Subject in the process of communication
The communication process assumes first
and foremost transmission of the meaning of
given information. One should add here that the
information should be either the means or the
place of the meaningful purpose (in an
unambiguous and the clearest possible way) of
the message (Loska, 2004, 206). For
understanding to occur, the message must have
the sender and the receiver; both should be able
to move within the semantic network of the
other party to the act of communication.
Obviously, communication depends on the
context in which the message is sent. The
background, against which the act of
communication occurs, usually allows us to limit
the field of reception and interpretation of the
meaning of given information (understood here
broadly: as a mere transfer of certain facts or as
an only emotional message). The element which
is indispensable in the context and which
simultaneously
constitutes
the
act
of
communication is, above all, the conscious
presence of the sender’s intentions (Loska, 2004,
207). Quoting the article’s authors, we may also
name the process of communication in the
following way: “information transmission
(preparing
information
for
transmission,
transmitting it through a medium, and receiving
information from a medium) and information
processing (understanding the meaning of
information and integrating it into a mental
model)” (Dennis, Fuller, Valacich, 2008, 576).
However, if we omit the binary method of
perceiving communication by accepting Tomasz
Globan-Klas’s proposition that we treat the act
of communication more like a relationship
between people, similar to personal relations
formed between participants of the same game
(Goban-Klas, 1990,16), it may transpire that the
context is only relatively stable and that the
conscious presence of the subject in the act of
communication is implemented only partially or
eliminated altogether. The communicated
message, as a result of various procedures (for
instance, differently interpreted rules of the
“game” or different expectations of the
“players”), may depart from its original
application; it may also become independent of
the players’ intentions, assume a completely
different form and a completely different tone
than the ones in the message prototype.
In the most general terms, occurrence of a
clear act of communication, concordant with the
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original assumptions, is very unlikely. Even if we
do not assume interference of any irrational
elements in communication, it will probably be,
to a lesser or greater extent, disturbed, and the
function of the subject will be deformed, as a
subject unable to send a meaningful and
precisely tailored message cannot be called a
“pure subject.” Therefore, in order to speak of
intersubjective communication, one should
revise his or her expectations connected with
understanding between individuals and examine
those levels of communication which by
definition do not take into consideration the
possibility of existence of a conscious emotional
and intellectual connection between the
participants.
b) Onirism in psychoanalytical understanding; its
influence on the act of communication
Therefore, is it possible to perform an act of
communication within the presumed sphere of
the structure of unconsciousness determining a
potential communicative situation? Is it possible
in a situation when, as I have assumed, even the
structure of consciousness does not give us a
“clear” communicative result? According to the
binary model, it would be unattainable (the act
would be unreliable because not conducted in
the state of full consciousness). However, if one
follows the theory of psychoanalysis, one will
see that unconscious processes influence human
perception,
understanding
of
meanings,
reactions; that the processes belonging to
consciousness and that even this set of feelings
and
behaviors
which
we
ascribe
to
consciousness are marked by unconscious
elements. In Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan’s
version (in contrast with Descartes’s still selfconscious subject-reason being the basis of
cognition), the subject is always unconscious of
the self and of his or her own products, does not
know what he or she is or says (Markowski, 2006,
67), because “we are locked in the world of our
mental images” (Jung, 1996, 66; own translation –
E. T.), which, as the mental apparatus has a
trophic aspect and thus is composed of the
spheres of consciousness, subconsciousness and
unconsciousness, do not depend on human will
and cannot be fully tamed by man and thus
comprehended
(Markowski,
2006,
49-51).
Therefore, one may conclude that the act of
communication may be only more or less
conscious. Transfer of information or an
emotional message in an invariably unstable
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context, filtered through the psyches of both the
sender and the receiver, can never be
implemented in its pure form, although we can
consider such a message as one which can take
place if we take into account the specifics of
human mental processes and if we notice their
profound
influence
on
the
way
of
communicating and the consequences for the
message which result from them.
Psychoanalysis has also left the theory of
dream understood as one of mental processes
which transforms concealed thoughts into overt
dreams (Freud, 1982, 236). Psychoanalysts did
not treat oneiric visions as irrational (mystical)
elements in man but as one of the signs of
mental activity. Analysis of dreams was to help
discover and explain the reason for neuroses or
disorders in the functioning of the mental
apparatus; also, to Freud, the structure of dream
and neurosis remained analogical (Freud, 1982,
251), which was changed by Carl Gustav Jung,
who stated that dreams were the greatest
reservoir of archetypes and thus very precious to
the development of culture (Jung, 1988, 18-102).
Dream appears to influence communication
in a similar way as mental processes occurring in
reality do, as in both cases one should take into
consideration the trophic aspect of human
psyche and the influence of unconsciousness on
perception and cognition. Therefore, I do not
believe that the act of communication taking
place in a dream may be implemented to a no
lesser degree than in reality. Consequently, to
me, communication in the oneiric sphere does
not have an oxymoronic flavor, and
communication and the oneiric perspective are
not mutually exclusive.
However, the difference is that in dreams
suppressed
and
repressed
needs
and
experiences have more possibilities of being
voiced. Moreover, Freud differentiates between
the visible message of dream and the “thought,”
stating that what we remember from our dreams
is only part of their actual message, the
translation of suppressed thoughts onto their
other level, more visible and impossible to be
experienced in reality (Freud, 1982, 241). Hence
the fact that frequently certain experiences and
desires do not come to fore even in the available
dream matter deeply in human mind. Obviously,
in dream we are less controlled by social and
cultural conventions, and fantastical visions and
frequent, broadly understood deformations
connected with them gain the status of

popularly understood reality. The difference may
also occur within the context of a given situation
as it may assume shapes which it would not have
in reality. It may be less tamed but it is also
difficult to state whether it would also have to
be less stable, as oneiric visions have their own
logic and their own laws of probability
(understood even according to Descartes’s idea).
It is also worth adding that according to the
theory of psychoanalysis, the status of the
subject in the act of communication in oneiric
reality does not undergo violent changes. After
all, he or she is as unconscious of himself or
herself as well as his or her own epistemological
and perceptive situation as in communication in
reality. Frequently the degree of the taming of
oneiric space-time is to him or her no greater
than in reality. Nevertheless, it appears that the
diegesis, from the oneiric perspective, assumes
creational abilities of the subject at a higher
level, as all events must be filtered through his
or her psyche, through each of its aspects, and
the major role is played here by the sphere of
“id.”
The oneiric perspective, according to which
I would like to examine the act of
communication taking place (with any
abovementioned conclusions connected with
the possibility of the occurrence of an act of
communication in mind) in the movie Flames of
Passion by Richard Kwietniowski, remains
identical with the oneiric vision, understood in
terms of psychoanalysis as a special state of
mind, not surrealistic (assuming an irrational
juxtaposition of regular objects, creating a new
aspect of reality, also subject to the nature of
dream). This differentiation might seem
unnecessary as both methods must analyze the
logic which governs oneiric visions, although
psychoanalysis moves the balance point to the
subject taking part in communication and, by
making it the dominant, makes reality registered
and shaped from its perspective. On the other
hand, the mere way of shaping space-time
treated as a completely autonomous creation
frequently becomes fundamental to surrealistic
concepts. To me, the influence of the condition
of the subject presented in the movie on the way
of shaping the movie’s diegesis, their mutual
relationships and analogies between them,
constructed from the protagonist’s perspective,
will be the most significant.
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Photography as a prelude to the world of
illusion
The oneiric form of communication in
Flames of Passion, so far assumed only
hypothetically,
should
become
more
understandable and visible after an analysis of
the way the two (initial assumption) characters
of the movie contact each other. Flames of
Passion is a short movie from 1989. Its author,
Richard Kwietniowski, is a British movie director,
but his family come from Poland. Flames of
Passion is one of his short movies, inspired by a
not very well-known silent movie under the
same title from 1922, directed by another British
director, Graham Cutts, and also influenced by
Provencal lyric poetry.
It is difficult for me to determine the
establishing scene of the origin of such contact,
which may be caused by the fact that the short
movie by Kwietniowski is characterized by its
brief, fragmentary plot composed of seven
impressions (seven days of passion) of a certain
feeling or, as the quite ironic title of the work
suggests (given that this phrase has its origins in
the conventional imagery of Provencal lyric
poetry), “flames of passion.” It is easily
observable that the reason for the nameless
protagonist’s experience of passion (for the
record, I will call the character “A”) is his
discovery of pictures of a man (character “B”) in
a photo booth at the station. The medium of
photography for a long time remains to A the
basis for meeting B and thus it appears to
determine the character of their relationship in
general. In the present text, in the analysis of the
functions of photography, I will place emphasis
mainly on its mimetic function; more specifically,
on its ability to create illusions.
Richard C. Allen states that photography
creates reproductive illusion, which is able to
register and also create illusion, concealing the
actual status of the presented object (Allen,
1999, 286). To Allen, also the cognitive aspect of
photography, the degree enabled by a
photograph to which we can trust our cognition,
is important. The author believes that the
epistemological function of photography is not
necessary,
although
illusion
which
we
experience by means of it undoubtedly drives a
wedge between thought and perception (Allen,
1999, 292). Moreover, to Allen, in the process of
perception our visions and the expression of one
thing through another one (not becoming aware
of the falsehood within the representation itself)
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are inseparable from thinking; therefore, sensual
and rational perception does not yield to
illusion. In Flames of Passion illusion, which is
always in a way carried by photographic
representations, appears to remain unnoticed by
A. The moment he finds the photographs of the
mysterious man, he starts looking for him.
Whenever he is on the platform, he appears to
be looking out for B; he believes he will find the
man also outside the photographs. During their
first “real” encounter, A is rather surprised but
he quickly decides to come closer, rather
intimately and in a way definitely implying
familiarity. Meanwhile, we cannot be sure that
the man in the photograph exists in reality and
is not a mere projection created on the basis of
the photograph in A’s mind. Let us take a closer
look at B himself: he appears for the first time as
a photographed person and remains one for
quite a long time, stuck in A’s imagination. He is
introduced into the movie as a “real” person also
through a number of conventional ways of
estheticization; he is rather blurred and
surrounded by brighter light. B’s disappearance
is inexplicable, accidental and sudden (just as
his appearance) and, in spite of the passionate
kiss, the protagonists later continue to
communicate by means of the photograph,
perpetuating the illusion. It is also very telling
that in Flames of Passion we do not see the
context of the meeting (we only know that for
seven consequent days A visits the station and
gets on the train) nor a broader description of
reality; we only see those aspects in which A
participates.
Moreover, the contact takes place by means
of a preset, tamed code, which is not language,
but this lack of verbal communication appears to
be crucial in the act of communication. First,
oneiric reality is usually discovered by means of
images, as words are probably an insufficient
medium to communicate certain messages.
Negating the verbal aspect of communication
may, however, also be a sign of an attempt to
establish as real contact as possible, not
depending on linguistic conventions which limit
understanding. Jacques Lacan said that
unconsciousness is subjective disinheritance in
language, language which man cannot control
and to which thus he or she has to subject
(Markowski, 2006, 64). The only words spoken in
the movie assume a graphic form and the
images-signs appearing in the movie in the form
of photography and sign language become a
code. In case of sign language we also witness an
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unusual phenomenon, as gestures are presented
to the main character… in pictures. Interestingly,
he believes in the reality of photography to such
an extent that he buys a book explaining sign
language. The linguistic code (conventional,
tamed) is thus changed into a system of signs
which A must decipher. Therefore, it appears
that the model based on inference, not the
semiotic code system, becomes closer to the
communicative situation. According to James
Peterson, this model allows for capturing the
innovative form of avant-garde movies
(Peterson, 1999, 160).
One should also add that the two meetings
of the characters take place in accordance with a
certain pre-arranged ritual. Each time they kiss,
which is preceded by B’s losing his contact lens,
looking for it, and by shaking hands, in which the
lens is presumably crushed. Those symbolic
gestures may be interpreted in various ways;
however, in my opinion, they show the greatly
passionate
form
of
interpersonal
communication, some kind of blindness,
limitation of perceptive and cognitive abilities
(lack of the use of language).
It also appears that lyrical intimacy so
quickly established between the characters
suggests their pre-conscious “acquaintance.” It
is doubtful that they could have known one
another earlier if they are only able to
communicate by means of photographs left in
the booth. Therefore, they sense some
subconscious connection; B may also be an
oneiric projection by A, resulting from his
memories of the real B. If we assume that the
situation takes place in reality, the characters’
contact appears completely inexplicable and B,
surrounded by a supernatural aura in the movie,
appears to play the role of a magician or a spirit.
In oneiric space-time the illusion of photography
and the oddity of the contact may be explained
by means of the protagonist’s memories, wishes
or fantasies.
The presented space-time also appears to
be constructed in oneiric stylistics. However, we
do not encounter here any surrealistic
juxtaposition of the elements of reality, but slow
movements of the camera, frequently with soft
editing, unreal lighting combined with smoke
going up during the meetings, slow rhythm,
freeze-frames. The world is not deformed, it
does not implement iconography characteristic
of science-fiction or fantasy movies, but, by
means of filmic measures, signals that the

presented reality is not known from common
experience. The construction of space-time in
Kwietniowski’s work thus remains commensurate
with the shape which the filmed communicative
situation receives. In other words, the world
appears to be recorded through the eyes of the
main character: we can only see this part of
space which is important to A. The camera’s way
along the stairs suggests that the character has
taken them, the space of the station is also
presented in a very cursory manner (there are no
panoramic shots), reduced to A’s immediate
surroundings. Even the train is “composed” only
of the door through which the protagonist enters
the compartment in which he sits down.
Therefore, both on the factual level of the movie
and on the level of the symbolic dimension of
image, we remain within the area of A’s
observations and feelings. Narration structured
in this way is typically subjective narration from
the point of view of the character ().

The self and “the other.” The narcissistic
paradigm
Narcissism has been widely discussed on
the
level
of
psychoanalysis.
Popularly
understood as egoistic love for oneself,
according to psychoanalysts, it has its origins in
suffering, unfulfilled or lost love, as a result of
which feelings are transferred from the loved
object to oneself (Brown, 1997, 643-648).
However, the loved “self” is always perceived as
an alter ego, someone else is subconsciously
projected, even if his or her form is not fully
crystallized. The phenomenon of projecting “the
other” by the subject, who in this way has lost
part of his or her identity, has been divided and
remains an incomplete identity, as well as
narcissism are connected with making reality
unreal (Jankun-Dopartowa, 2001, 61). By
analyzing the character of Locke/Robertson in
The Passenger directed by Antonioni, Krzysztof
Loska states that the “other” becomes to the
protagonist the carrier of all values and wishes
and that the “hallucinatory immersion in the
other is based on the rejection of one’s identity
and the transgression of one’s ego” (Loska, 208;
own translation – E. T.). This statement might
also characterize actions taken by A from
Kwietniowski’s movie.
When A appears on the screen for the first
time, he is presented to the viewer as a dull
person, conventionally dressed, not showing any
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emotions (interestingly and according to my
previous theses that the movie’s space-time is
perceived by the viewer through the main
character’s eyes, the world is presented
analogically to A: the colorless space of the
station, conventionalized characters with their
schematic, non-dynamic movements). A’s
identity begins to show only after he meets B.
The development of the character’s emotional
sphere is inseparably connected to “the other.”
Only after meeting B does the director show us
the protagonist deliberately and joyfully
smoking a cigarette in a non-smoking
compartment, paying attention to his fellow
passengers reading Keats’s book of poems or Iris
Murdoch’s novel The Italian Girl. During the
contact with the other character, A’s need for
closeness is revealed. It might also be the need
for fulfilment connected with his homosexual
orientation. The subject clearly looks for his
complement, which may be suggested also by
the symbolic act of joining the characters’ hands
or by the doubled image of embracing lovers
shown at the end of the movie. At the beginning
of the essay I said that the presence of two
characters in Kwietniowski’s movie was stated
only tentatively. Of course, this notion is
unjustified as both men’s appearances are
clearly different from one another and there is
no evident basis to identify those two characters
as one. However, as I have mentioned before, A’s
identity appears to develop and to be
complemented by means of B. What is more, this
process does not occur the other way around, as
B appears only as a hazy spectrum, the reality is
not presented from his perspective and it is
difficult to say what feelings he might have for A.
Mariola Jankun-Dopartowa states that the main
characteristics of the narcissistic paradigm are
“attempts at reducing senses,” and, as a result, a
stereotypical and fragmentary approach toward
reality, trivial poetization of events as well as
presentation of the world conventionally made
unreal by means of applying “long shots, hazy
symbols, moodiness” (Jankun-Dopartowa, 61;
own translation – E. T.). All of the characteristics
can be easily found in Flames of Passion.
Accepting the narcissistic paradigm would
additionally explain A’s attempts to complement
his own identity, his search for the cohesion of
his psyche and subjective identity, which can
only occur as a result of closeness with another
person or one’s alter ego. The narcissistic
perspective is characterized by sharper focus on
one’s own needs and emotions as well as by the
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sensed primacy of identity over the surrounding
reality (Jankun-Dopartowa, 60), while an
excellent background for its occurrence remains
space-time made unreal, e.g. by means of an
oneiric vision.

Deformation of the process of
communication? Conclusion
If we assume, just as in the present article,
that in the act of communication the
interlocutors’ identities interact (also in case of
nonverbal communication), one should accept
that in Flames of Passion this process has been
disrupted, deformed, a shift has occurred in it. It
is mainly caused by the fact that shaping the
identity pertains to only one of the persons, and
if we were to accept my theses of the existence
of the “other self” and of the implemented
narcissistic paradigm, one may conclude that the
act of communication occurs in the movie only
between one split identity. The relationship
between the self and “the other self” occurs in a
reality made unreal and photographic illusion
has been used as a medium being an agent in
the act of communication. Those notions, on the
other hand, lead to the conclusion that
connection between the two poles of the
character’s identity may only occur in the oneiric
perspective, allowing one to explore his or her
own self and reveal secret wishes and
experiences.
The movie’s subject is shaped through
mystification, illusive perception, elements of
game, “which, as a matter of fact, lead to the
equation of illusion and reality” (Loska, 209; own
translation – E. T.). The spheres of reality and
dream merge and complement one another, just
as A’s identity and the identity of “the other self”
do. Reality is presented to us and shaped as the
movie’s diegesis, analogically to the main
character’s psyche; therefore, we encounter here
parallelism of the structures of the micro- and
the macro-world. The world surrounding the
subject depends on the degree to which this
subject’s identity is shaped and to which this
subject is complete. The peculiar narration is
conducted from the perspective of the
characters; the place, time and even the
characters and their appearance reflect the
current condition of A’s identity. Introspection of
the protagonist’s psyche implies the process of
inspecting reality – it does not allow us to access
those elements of space-time which do not
define or pertain to A in any way.
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Here one should consider, for the last time
in the present essay, what communication we
encounter in Kwietniowski’s movie or rather
between whom and whom (what) it occurs.
Therefore, it might be an attempt to reach
fullness in a dichotomous identity (a narcissistic
identity or one projecting “the other”) as well as
understanding between the individual and
reality, to find, by means of an alleged or
genuine (it does not matter) feeling his or her
place in the world, which, as might be suggested
by the last caption in the movie, has been at
least partially found. However, one may also
interpret
Kwietniowski’s
movie
as
an
epistemological study of man in the era of
audiovisual media, which problematizes the
relationship between a human creature’s
identity and space-time to which he or she
belongs.
Regardless of which of the proposed
interpretation keys we accept, it is difficult to

ignore the functioning of the oneiric level
determining the process of communication
taking place in the movie. It allows us to perceive
the act of communication as possible and
important, not rejecting the distance toward the
events. It also implies the necessity of examining
the subject taking part in the process of
communication and the process of shaping the
protagonist’s identity as a result of strongly-felt
experiences. Therefore, I think that the structure
of oneiric space-time and including in it the fate
of some peculiar intimate relationship do not
cause
deformation
of
the
presented
communication in Richard Kwietniowski’s Flames
of Passion, which gives new possibilities of
analyzing such understanding, even ones taking
into consideration the achievements of
psychoanalysis. Therefore, it is a filmic
representation of a subversive communication
model rather than its negation.
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Oscillations of Otherness: Disinterestedness and the Capacity of Affect
in Trinh T. Minh-ha’s Reassemblage
Andie E. Shabbar
Abstract
This paper explores the affective capacity of Trinh T. Minh-ha’s experimental documentary,
Reassemblage: Fire Light to the Screen. Examining Trinh’s unconventional use of sound and image, I
argue that Reassemblage’s disruptive aesthetics have the affective capacity to produce, rather than
represent, new subjectivities wherein the line between subject/object, filmmaker/viewer, self/other, and
insider/outsider begin to dissolve. In so doing, the paper builds an unlikely theoretical alliance between
Gilles Deleuze’s delineation of affect, the Kantian notion of disinterestedness, and feminist scholarship
on aesthetics. Paying particular attention to the space in-between an interested and disinterested
aesthetic approach, the paper stresses that one must engage in an oscillation of otherness in order to
reconsider both the distance and proximity between self and other.
Keywords: Trinh T. Minh-ha, aesthetics, affect theory, disinterestedness, feminist film theory,
experimental film, feminist art philosophy.

1. Introduction
“Truth and meaning: the two are likely
equated with one another. Yet what is put
forth as truth is nothing more than a
meaning. And what persists between the
meaning of something and its truth is the
interval, a break without which meaning
would be fixed and truth congealed”– Trinh.
T. Minh-ha 1
The experimental film Reassemblage: Fire
Light to the Screen, by Vietnamese filmmaker
and feminist theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha, is a work
that
calls
into
question
conventional
documentary aesthetics that engage in
processes of othering. Shot in Senegal in 1981
(released 1982), the film uses various editing
techniques in unexpected ways to expose
colonialist
undercurrents
in
traditional
ethnographic
filmmaking
practices.
In
Reassemblage, montages are disordered,
voiceovers repetitious, scenes reoccur with slight
difference, the narrative is non-linear or absent,
and music is interspersed with intervals of
silence; all of which serve to interrupt the
spectator’s passive gaze.
As the audience
1

Trinh, T. Minh-ha. “Documentary Is/Not a Name”. October. 52 (1990):
76. Print.
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navigates their way around Reassemblage’s
disorienting aesthetic in search of narrative, the
question that arises is not what the meaning of
the film is, but who assigns meaning and how.
Likewise, this paper answers not what
Reassemblage is about, but, rather, what it does.
That is, I argue that Reassemblage’s disruptive
aesthetics have the affective capacity to
produce,
rather
than
represent,
new
subjectivities wherein the line between
subject/object, filmmaker/viewer, self/other,
and insider/outsider begin to dissolve. In so
doing, the paper builds an unlikely theoretical
alliance between Gilles Deleuze’s delineation of
affect, the Kantian notion of disinterestedness,
and feminist scholarship on aesthetics.
The bulk of feminist scholarship on
aesthetics
critiques
Immanuel
Kant’s
disinterested approach to art, arguing that there
cannot be a separation between subjective
political interests and works of art (Eaton 2008;
Lauter 1990). Nonetheless, this paper follows the
trajectory of feminist theorists who revisit
principles of disinterestedness anew (Brand
1998; Daniels 2008). Beyond revitalizing
disinterestedness as a useful tool for feminist
aesthetics, the paper treads new territory; I
claim, the oscillation between interest and
disinterest is the condition necessary for an
affective, and, therefore, more politically
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nuanced, art encounter. Ultimately, the paper
stresses that Reassemblage’s affective aesthetics
produces new ways of thinking, feeling, and
being with/as/through the self and other.

2. Disrupting Representations of Otherness
Conventional ethnographic documentary
film uses a particular set of filming and postproduction techniques to authenticate its
representations of a culture. Trinh explains:
Lip-synchronous sound is validated as the
norm; it is a “must”—not so much in
replicating reality (this much has been
acknowledged among the fact-makers) as in
“showing real people in real locations at
real tasks.” (Even non-sync sound recorded
in context are considered “less authentic”
because
the
technique
of
sound
synchronization and its institutionalization
use have become “nature” within film
culture.) Real time is thought to be more
“truthful” than filmic time, hence the longtake… and minimal or no editing (change at
the cutting stage is “trickery,” as if montage
did not happen at the stages of conception
and shooting) are declared to be more
appropriate if one is to avoid distortions in
structuring material. The camera is the
switch onto life. Accordingly, the close-up is
condemned for its partiality, while the wide
angle is claimed as more objective because
it includes more in the frame; hence it can
mirror the event-in-context- more faithfully
(Documentary 80).
Wide-angle framing, synchronized image
and sound, talking heads, and authoritative
voiceover narration give the illusion that reality
is captured, rather than constructed. Disrupting
these techniques, Trinh uses sound and image in
startling ways to interrogate traditional
documentary filmmaking practices. Thus,
Reassemblage exposes the artificiality of the film
medium; Trinh challenges the documentary
genre as one that simply delivers truth and
meaning about another culture through “honest”
depictions of reality.
In the opening sequence of the film, African
drumming and a cacophony of voices emanate
from a black screen. Listening to and feeling the
rhythmic texture of the music, a sense of
anticipation arises as we wait for the first image
to appear—one that will correspond with the
sound and provide meaning to what is heard.
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After a minute, the music cuts out unexpectedly,
and the viewer is jolted into silence as the first
series of images colour the screen. Instead of an
image that compliments the previous sound of
drums and voices—such as a scene of people
drumming and dancing—what appears is a
roughly edited montage of everyday day life in a
Senegalese village. Images cut from people
working to children playing as Trinh’s heavily
accented voice disrupts the silence: “Scarcely
twenty years were enough to make two billion
people define themselves as underdeveloped 2. I
do not intend to speak about, just nearby”. The
music continues just as abruptly as it stopped
only to cut out moments later for Trinh’s second
narrative interruption: “A film about what? A film
on Senegal, but what in Senegal?” Reflecting on
this question, our expectations of ethnographic
film surface: we expect an anthropological film
with a coherent narrative to provide objective
knowledge about Senegalese culture. In its
place, fragmented visuals accompanied by nondiegetic sound repeat throughout the fortyminute film, throwing the relationship between
documentary, truth, and representation into
question. Likewise, the dissonance between
sight and sound pull apart the comfortable
ménage à trois between ethnography, reality,
and meaning, making conventional documentary
viewing habits uncomfortable, if not impossible.
Unable to passively sit back and receive
knowledge, viewers become intensely aware of
the film’s form. In this way, Reassemblage
exposes the limitations of documentary
filmmaking practices by revealing both the
filmmaker’s role as well as the spectator’s in
constructing otherness. With documentary film’s
subjective interests exposed, the question of
how to represent the other becomes not only an
aesthetical concern, but also an ethical one.
Beyond challenging representations of
otherness, I argue that Reassemblage’s aesthetic
interruptions have the affective capacity to
produce new subjectivities. Expanding on Baruch
de Spinoza’s distinction between affection
(affectio) and affect (affectus), Gilles Deleuze
(1988) explains that ‘affection’ is the corporeal
trace, the state of the affected body, and ‘affect’
is the movement from one state to another in
the affected body. Unlike emotion, which is
semantically and semiotically formed, affect is a
2

Not accidently, at the time Trinh filmed Reassemblage it had been
twenty years since most African countries became independent
(including Senegal). Thus, here, she speaks to the imposed definitions
on the newly post-colonial Africa.
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visceral impingement on the body, an
incomprehensible sensorial event that escapes
discursive knowledge. Affect operates in excess
off—or beside—linguistic systems and discursive
power. As Carolyn Pedwell and Anne Whitehead
note, “affect thus cannot be reduced to either
‘discourse’ or ‘emotion’, but rather exceeds
these categories…” (116). For Brian Massumi
(2002), affect is ‘a shock to thought’. Similarly, for
Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth “affect
arises in the midst of in-between-ness: in the
capacities to act and be acted upon” (1). Affect,
therefore, is a force, a relational intensity felt
through sensation that changes the body from
one state to another.
As an interruption to the senses,
Reassemblage’s potential to affect manifests
with Trinh’s shocking use of disjointed image
and sound. The film jolts the viewer from a
comfortable place of passivity to an acute
awareness of how otherness is constructed.
Revealing documentary film’s meaning-making
processes, Reassemblage, therefore, has the
affective potential to alter how we come to feel
and know (cultural) difference. Nevertheless,
interruptive aesthetics alone do not guarantee
that Reassemblage’s potential to affect will
actualize. The spectator’s aesthetic approach to
the film is equally important in considering how
affect transpires during the art encounter.

3. The Moment of Disinterestedness
Discussing
different
aesthetic
approaches to art, Kant, in the Critique of
Judgement, remarks that aesthetic judgments,
particularly judgements of beauty, are
‘subjectively universal’. That is, although
judgments of beauty are based on individual
subjective feelings, they also claim universal
validity. According to Kant feelings about beauty
differ from feelings of pleasure in that the
former is disinterested. In other words, while we
seek to possess pleasurable objects, we simply
appreciate beauty even though it does not
appear to have any practical use. Because
individual wants and needs do not come into
play when appreciating beauty, our aesthetic
response is, according to Kant, disinterested and
thus universal.
Kant describes disinterestedness as the
first moment in an aesthetic judgement of
beauty. We first judge an artwork based on
intuitive feeling rather than rational (moral)
thought. This disinterested moment is in

contrast to an interested aesthetic judgement,
which is tied to ethical, social, and political
motivations. Thus, to be disinterested is to
concern oneself only with the form (shape) of an
object and not its sensible content (colour). The
latter, according to Kant, is connected to
collective interests. He states that if we concern
ourselves with ‘agreeables’ such as colour, we
cannot make a judgement of beauty because
these aspects are merely sensuous personal
preferences that, therefore, cannot be
universalized. Thus, in an aesthetic judgement of
beauty, one’s experience or taste must be
traceable to non-sensory aspects (Daniels 201).
Therefore, to be disinterested is to be without
interest in the objects existence; or in another
way, a disinterested approach to art is to take
pleasure in an artwork because we judge it
beautiful, rather than judging it beautiful
because we find it pleasurable (Brand 5,
Burnham
2005).
Importantly
then,
a
disinterested attitude does not exclude pleasure
but rather the desire to posses an object
through conceptualization.
Feminist art philosophy is particularly
critical
of
the
Kantian
notion
of
disinterestedness. At first glance, a disinterested
approach appears to suggest that in order to
make a universal claim of beauty, a universal
subject is necessary. From this perspective, Katy
Deepwell
argues
that
disinterestedness,
therefore, ignores a subject’s positionality and
how one’s social-location (based on gender,
race, class, ability, sexuality) affect an aesthetic
judgement (8). In her words, “Feminism’s critique
of the disinterested observer exposed the
partisan nature of all readings (when that
‘neutral’ figure was identified as white, male and
middle-class), and began to explore how reading
[art] is inevitably informed by political positions”
(8). Thus, for Deepwell, a disinterested attitude
can only be held through a position of privilege
that reinforces gender oppression. In support,
bell hooks contends that any claim to a neutral,
distanced, disinterested mode of perception
glosses over the deeply invested interests and
influences of one’s experience of gender, race,
class, sexuality and ability (116-118).
Estella
Lauter
further claims
that
disinterestedness, like formalism (the practice of
judging artwork based purely on form rather
than context or content), is partial to the male
experience. According to Lauter, formalist
aesthetics are in direct opposition to feminist art
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theory (103). In comparing formalism to feminist
reception theory 3, Lauter genders the former as
male and the latter as female. She claims that a
formalist approach is dependant upon formal
education and artistic training—a criteria that
assumes one has access to these privileges and
the ability to “set time aside from daily life to
perceive art and to cultivate a separate mode of
response (called psychical distance or
disinterestedness) that will allow a momentary
release from life’s pressures” (104). In contrast,
feminist responses to art, writes Lauter, involve
“political, social, religious, economic and
aesthetic sensitivity…” (104, emphasis in
original). Moreover, she declares that, unlike the
aesthetic attitude of disinterestedness, feminist
art theory concerns itself with an artwork’s
potential to empower a particular group of
people. To do so, the interests of both the artist
and art critic are considered in the process of
assessing the work’s artistic value (104).
Alongside Lauter, Marcia Eaton challenges
Kant’s assertion that judgements of beauty are
void of interest. Eaton argues that judgements of
beauty are contextually linked to collective
attitudes and one’s ethical imperative. To
illustrate this point, she refers to Kant’s
characterization of female beauty, which he
describes as as a woman with blonde hair and
blue eyes (Eaton 356). Such, attributes, Eaton
affirms, are deeply invested in interested
notions of gender and race. Ultimately, as Peggy
Brand writes, “The general consensus [amongst
feminists] is that there is no disinterested gazer
of visual images, only one whose gaze is
saturated with interest” (8). A feminist
philosophy on aesthetics, therefore, promotes
and encourages an interested approach to art
and takes one’s positionality and situatedness
into account. In this regard, the content and
context of an artwork is just as important as its
form, if not more so.
In a surprising move, Brand goes against
feminist these critiques of Kantian aesthetics.
She claims that a disinterested approach to art
is not only possible but that it is useful for
feminist theory. Although she acknowledges the
validity of an interested approach to art, she
3

Feminist reception theory, sometimes referred to as just reception
theory and also known as the reader-response approach, gives an
essential role to the viewer (or 'reader'). This approach considers
meaning as something produced, negotiated, or fabricated by an
interaction of between the film and its viewer. In other words,
reception theory analyzes the reading of a text as a communicative
process.
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proposes that a conscious switching between
interest and disinterest is the “fullest and fairest
experience of a work of art” (4). Brand states,
“what I suggest here is a bit of ‘gender treason’the simultaneous endorsement of both authority
and freedom, order and flexibility, objectivity
and subjectivity, and reason and feeling” (10).
Drawing a distinction between a disinterested
attitude and a disinterested attention, she
defines the latter as not a pure disinterested
stance, void of subjective interests, but “only
something approximating it” (13). This stance,
Brand assures, strips away various subjective
‘lenses’ such as race, class, gender and so on
(13). She continues that a disinterested attention
allows one to ‘disengage’ with their emotional
response and free themselves to the intellectual
impressions a work has to offer. Nonetheless,
Brand admits that one cannot fully experience a
work of art with disinterest alone. Instead, she
contends, one must ‘retrieve’ imaginative
interpretations gained from an interested
position in order to add contextual meaning to a
disinterested one. This, she asserts, provides a
richer experience of the artwork (13-14). Brand
maintains that ‘toggling’ between an interested
attention (which she claims is the initial
reaction) and a disinterested attention (the
secondary reaction), is analogous to viewing an
optical illusion—only one type of attention can
be occupied at a time; it is an either/or situation
(10). In a contradictory statement, however, she
claims that an interested attention “may be
interspersed with brief moments or long
intervals of… disinterested attention” (10,
emphasis added). Despite her earlier description
of interest and disinterest as being separate and
consecutive moments, here, she suggests they
occur simultaneously: disinterestedness exists
within interest.
Despite this revelation, Brand strangely
continues to impose a dichotomy between
interest and disinterest. What is more, she
genders this dichotomy as female and male
respectively. Brand states:
The feminist viewer whose tendency is to
adopt a more physically and bodily based
interested stance… may also benefit from
the
lesson
of
undergoing
an
intellectualizing and abstracting process.
Like the viewer with a male gaze, who
undergoes a radical shift by learning to view
with a feminist lens, the feminist who looks
upon [art] formalistically is self-consciously
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and deliberately shedding her feminist lens
to view the work as disinterestedly as
possible (15).
Consequently, Brand implies that a feminist
should not only disassociate intellect from
emotion (if that is at all possible) but that she
would actually benefit from ‘shedding’ her
feminist perspective to adopt a male gaze. This
line of thinking systematically recreates binary
modes of thought where objective/subjective
translates to intellectual/emotional and is
associated with the hierarchal division between
male/female.
Rather
than
following
a
dichotomous logic, as Brand does, I argue that
the boundaries around an interested and
disinterested approach are porous in such a way
that one approach cannot help but leak into the
other. Disinterest and interest, then, are not
oppositional; they cannot be separated; they
exist in interaction, relationality, and oscillation.
Thus, Brand’s notion of ‘toggling’ between
objective and subjective, intellectual and
emotional, and disinterest and interest during
an aesthetic judgement relies on the notion of
stable categories and is, therefore, amiss.
Brand’s insistence that interest and disinterest
occur in discrete moments is informed by her
(mis)reading of Kant’s description of universality.
Unwittingly, she collapses universality into
objectivity writing, “We can attempt to be neutral
and objective, in the spirit of the traditional
notion of disinterestedness…”. However, Kant’s
understanding of universality is more complex.
He does not claim that a viewer is neutral and
objective but that a judgement of beauty is
based on ‘subjective universals’.
Taking a closer look at Kant’s concept of
‘subjective universal judgements’, Paul Daniels
argues that, despite also being subjective,
aesthetic judgements of beauty are universal not
in content but form. More specifically, Daniels
claims that for Kant universality refers not to any
social attitude or location, but to the universal
process of cognition, which then forms
subjective opinion. Daniels writes, “While the
content of subjects may differ, the form of a
judgement is common… It is the validity of this
commonality which Kant supposes justifies our
aesthetic judgements” (207). Put differently, it is
the neurological processes and the force of
perceiving beauty that defines the universal
experience in an aesthetic judgement. With this
in mind, disinterestedness as a universal
judgement is not claiming to be objective, it

simply is. Cerebral processes, the firing of
neurons for example, exit outside of subjective
awareness. Thus, like the relationship between
affect and emotion, as soon as the physiological
pleasure of perceiving is brought into thought it
becomes subjective with a person’s “covert
incentives” (Daniels 202). Although Daniels
interpretation
of
‘subjective
universal
judgments’ is not without problems (such as the
assumption that all subjects share identical
neurological and cognitive faculties) his reading
of ‘subjective universals’ is an interesting
intervention to Brand’s conflation of universality
and objectivity.

4. The Affective Dimensions of
Disinterestedness
In her short but thoughtful chapter,
“Beauty: Machinic Repetition in the Age of Art”,
Melissa McMahon attends to the affective
dimensions of disinterestedness. She explains
that disinterest is commonly misunderstood as
an attitude of disaffection. This, she says, implies
a distance between the viewer and art object.
McMahon clarifies that it is actually an
interested attitude that seeks to put subject and
art objects at a distance. With its moral and
theoretical investments, an interested approach
asks what the art object is, or what it is good for
as a way to assess the appropriate proximity to
the object (6). A disinterested approach, on the
other hand, is unconcerned with such questions,
and, therefore, does not create distance
between the viewer and artwork, but actually
marks its loss (6). Because disinterest is
detached from political investments, the
aesthetic experience is no longer about a
relationship to the object itself; rather, an
aesthetic encounter becomes one of sensation
and affect operating outside cognition. Fittingly,
McMahon writes, “[disinterest is] an encounter
which precisely strips the subject of its habits of
thought” (6). In a disinterested moment, affect is
not attached to the object as a whole but to the
eventfulness of its fragmented attributes (6).
Likewise, I contend that Reassemblage is
affective not as a whole, but through its
fragmentation. Indeed, spaces and people in
Reassemblage are never wholly represented; just
as they come together they move apart. Through
jump cuts that seem to separate one image from
the next, the audience is denied a linear
progression of time and thought, thus revealing
the impossibility of ever capturing the ‘whole’
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(Odin 600). For Trinh these fragmented images or
scenes are not in opposition to a whole but
rather they are “a way of living with difference”
(Framer Framed 156). The fragments exist on
their own as pieces of difference. For instance,
the film’s fragmented non-diegetic sound
interrupts passive, yet interested, spectatorship
by unsaying and momentarily freeing images
from their meaning. Impinging on the senses and
catching the viewer unawares, sound and silence
affect the viewer by their sudden and
unexpected eventfulness. Caught by the film’s
intervals, the viewer is obliged to sense the form
of the film while also attending to content.
Writing on the importance of black screens in
Reassemblage, Jaishree Odin claims, “the
[viewers] need to have momentary blindness or
emptiness in order to enter the reality of the
other” (614). The black screen, or ‘negative
space’, as Trinh calls it, is not absent of meaning
but marked with presence. Accordingly, this
presence or ‘momentary blindness’ is one of
disinterest and interest, where form is called to
the
forefront
through
fragmentation.
Reassemblage’s affective capacity, therefore, is
not generated through an interested attention to
the sequence of images or through a
disinterested attitude toward the intervals of
black screens, but from the space that exists
between aesthetic judgements.
Deleuze’s concept of ‘any-momentswhatever’ provides a useful tool to unfold the
potential of this in-between space. He describes
‘any-moments-whatever’ as a flattening out of
time absent of a linear succession of moments
that move from one privileged point to another.
Instead, any moment is just as any other,
mapped out without attributing specific value to
one instance over another: “when ‘anymoments-whatever’ collide the course of things
follows” (McMahon 3). That is to say, what
potentially follows out of a meeting of moments
cannot be predetermined; it emerges at the
possible site of connection: “[Movement] can be
intercepted at ‘any-moment-whatever’ in order
to yield information” (3). Correspondingly, the
fragmented arrangement of images and sounds
in
Reassemblage
creates
‘any-momentswhatever’. This, I claim, is the affective inbetween space that allows for new meaning to
take place. Just as judgements of the beautiful
cannot be mapped as privileged points (such as
starting with interest and moving to disinterest
and back again), no one image or sound in
Reassemblage is more important than the other.
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Trinh brings together ‘any-moments-whatever’—
an image of burning house, followed by an image
of a woman cutting wood, interspersed with
music then silence then narration—without
prescribing meaning or more value to one image
over another. Because scenes have no
beginning, climax or end, our attention turns to
the space in-between image and sound. This
space, however, is not empty; it fills up with
unpredictable ‘any-moments-whatever’ with
every jump cut.
The gathering of ‘any-moments-whatever’
into a single context is, what Deleuze and Felix
Guattari call, an assemblage. This meeting of
things (images, sounds, thoughts, forces),
according to Deleuze and Guattari, is a relation
that produces a number of effects (3-4). Unlike a
unified whole with a single and dominant
reading, assemblages are a mixing of
exchangeable fluid pieces that have multiple
functions. Drawing on the example of a book,
Deleuze and Guattari explain that the various
components of a book including text, thought,
and its material properties are all fragments that
operate outside of the assemblage of a book in
other contexts or assemblages (3-4). Further,
assemblages exist in a web of interactions with
entities to continuously re-create new
formations. For instance, the book interacts with
any number of assemblages including readers,
libraries, or even as kindle for fire. Thus,
assemblages contain other assemblages within
themselves and enter into new assemblages
through various interactions (Wise 79).
Assemblages, then, are open-ended processes
always coming together while simultaneously
moving apart. As such, they may or may not form
emergent thought
The first assemblage in Reassemblage
occurs in the titling of the film. Using the prefix
‘re’ before ‘assemblage’, Trinh points to the
repetitious nature of constructing otherness in
ethnographic film. The ‘re’ signifies the recreation and re-presentation of otherness, but
also illustrates how the boundaries around
these
meaning-making-assemblages
are
continually influx. Although conventional
ethnographic film attempts to assemble and reassembles image and sound in certain ways in
order to provide particular meaning to the film,
there is no guarantee what the spectators'
perception will be. This is because, as Deleuze
and Guattari describe, assemblages are volatile
fleeting
forces
with
unstable
borders.
Reassemblage plays at/with the borders of
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ethnographic film testing its limits and exposing
the instability of documentary practices.
This paper argues that there is an affective
dimension in disinterested approaches to art.
Furthermore, this dimension is felt in the
oscillation of ‘any-moments-whatever’ between
insider/
outside,
self/other,
and
interest/disinterest. By turning to the affective
capacities of Reassemblage, we can explore how
Trinh’s filmic techniques push out comfortable,
categorical ways of knowing in order to make
room for new ways of thinking and feeling.
Instead of taking an interested approach to
filmmaking, in which scenes are scripted, Trinh

edits together an assemblage of ‘any-momentswhatever’ with a disinterested attitude focusing
not only on content but form. Trinh’s
disinterested and, at the same time, interested
approach to representing difference as an
unstable re-assemblage underscores the
inability to know difference. That is, difference is
always in a process reconstitution and reassemblage. What I argue is that a disinterested
approach to art is an affective one. In our
fluctuations between interest and disinterest we
find ourselves in a space between that is full of
potential. It is here, in this space that we can
begin to think, feel, and sense otherness anew.
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Diasaféo. Illustration as Envisioning or Interpretation
of the Holy Book
in the Works of Marc Chagall and Robert Crumb
Sînziana Șerbãnescu
Abstract
"I saw the Bible, I dreamed it. Since childhood, the Bible captivated me. For me it has always been
and still is now the greatest source of poetry of all time" used to say Marc Chagall to Franz Meyer.
Chagall was commissioned in 1930 to draw a series of illustrations of the Bible, on which occasion he
explores similar cultural products and makes some of the most famous drawings of the sacred book.
Starting from Chagall's statement with its obvious applicability on the Christian world and considering
the Bible is one of the most read books, I will try to answer some specific questions: what is the link
between illustration and the sacred text? What role has the illustration in the representation of the
sacred text? Which would be some relevant works or art to the history of biblical illustrations? How do
these stories re-appear in illustrations in contemporary times?
The verb diasaféo (to clarify, to present with explanations, to clarify) appears in the Greek version
of the Bible and is present only once in the Old Testament, when Moses clarifies at his turn the laws on
Mount Sinai. He repeats it, but he also clarifies, explains them. Not only semblance, but also
interpretation. Likewise, illustrations made for the biblical text can be only appearances or they can they
can explain the text.
Through two case studies which are highlights in the history of art and that of illustration (painter
Marc Chagall and comics artist Robert Crumb) I will try to determine which is the relation between text
and illustration. The point of view upon the artworks will be the one stating that the Bible is primarily a
mythology, but it is that particular mythology presented by the book that was prevalent in the world of
illustration over time in various media. There is on the one hand the text and on the other's its
representation.
Keywords: Bible, illustration, painting, mythology, comics.

Introduction: Illustration as an art form and
the context of illustrating the Bible
The verb diasaféo 1 (to elucidate, bring
explanations, clarify) appears in the Greek
version of the Bible and it is only present once in
the Old Testament, when Moses “clarifies” in his
turn the commandments on Mount Sinai. He
repeats but also clarifies, elucidates them. In the
same fashion, illustrations to the Bible can only
be “envisions” or, more than that, they can be
designed and regarded as interpretations, as
they may clarify the text, they may bring
additional explanations. The stylistic register in
which the illustration is designed bears, most of
1

Valeriu Anania Bartolomeu, Biblia sau Sfânta Scriptură [The Bible or
The Holy Scripture]. Cluj-Napoca: Renașterea, 2009, p.200.
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the time, the graphic markers of the time when it
was accomplished.
The perspective on the illustrations of the
holy text is the one in which the Bible is mainly a
mythology, only that it is a mythology spread in
the most illustrated books, on the most
diversified supports in the world, along history.
Thus, there is for one thing the text and its
graphic representation for the other. With the
help of two major case studies in the history of
art and, implicitly, of the illustration practice, I
will try and determine the relation between the
text and the illustration and the functions of the
latter.
Starting therefore with the idea that the
Bible is the most read of the books, and that the
holy texts are the most represented in the world
along history, from stained glass and easel
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painting, to cinema and comic strips, I will try to
answer questions like: what is the relation
between illustration and the holy book? What is
the function of illustration in the process of
representation of the holy book? Which are the
major examples for a history of the biblical
illustration? How is contemporary world present
in the illustration of these stories? Which are the
main actors involved in the process of text
representation? What does it actually mean for
an artist to illustrate the Bible?
A relevant point of view for this topic comes
from the works of Michael Baxandall, a British art
historian who analysed the works of art through
the intellectual, social and physical conditions in
which these were produced. His concept of the
period eye appears in his work Painting and
Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A primer in
the Social History of Pictorial Style where he
describes the cultural conditions in which the
Renaissance art was created, seen and
understood. The period eye is a method of
analysis often used in the works of art historians.
Baxandall explains how we process differently
information in our brains, using a mix of “tools”
that we get from birth (the eye and the actual
sight process), as well as tools we acquired by
experience and that are culturally determined2.
Cultural factors influence the visual features that
are attractive in each separate period of time.
The period eye analyses how the artist and the
work of art function in the original social,
commercial and religious context.
Renaissance is probably the most
definite time of a boost in demand for the
illustration of the biblical scenes, which is not to
say that they were not present before, only that
their visibility was less poignant. Possibly due to
the progress in the painting techniques , the
sensation that this period brings is one of
abundance. It is also the time when, for the first
time, artists are valued as individuals, as
personalities, which supports the process of a
wide recognition of their works.
Baxandall points out how the painter
depends on the viewer and on the science of
making his work understood. When the latter is
not familiar with the biblical scenes before
viewing a new painting illustrating them,
everything is in vain; he won't understand it,
which does not mean that the painter made any

mistake. The painter, as Baxandall explains, is a
“professional visualizer” of the Bible stories.
This, strictly in reference to the Quattrocento,
works of art were not accepted as we see them
now, but rather as the “marriage” between the
painter and the personal history of visualizations
of each viewer. Can we still speak, in this case of
a precise function of illustration or only of in
duet with the one interpreting it?
Giotto, for example, as we read in
Gombrich 3, followed in his practice the advice of
the preaching monks who told believers that
when they read the Bible they should imagine
the scenes just as they might have taken place in
reality. Giotto thus contextualised with the most
honest curiosity, constantly wondering how
everything might have looked during those
times, while also employing the critical eye of a
possible viewer of the scene. For Giotto, painting
is more than a mere supplanting of the writing
and goes beyond painting's role as educator of
the masses at the time. Giotto is a pioneer,
brings authenticity to the biblical scenes, for the
first time in the history of art and he is also the
first artist whose history becomes relevant in
itself. He will be followed by all artistic destinies
regarded so, when the artist walks to the
foreground with his work following.

Robert Crumb and Marc Chagall as
milestones in Bible illustrations
For the exemplification of the theme, I
chose two series of illustrations of the Bible
accomplished by two artists, as different from
one another, as surprising in their decision to
approach this theme. They are Marc Chagall, with
his series Dessins pour la Bible, colour
lithographs accomplished between 1930 and
1955, and Robert Crumb, with his work The Book
of Genesis Illustrated from 2009, best selling
graphic novel on which he worked for 5 years.
Robert Crumb is an American illustrator and
musician, born in 1943, a controversial
underground artist (he created on LSD during
the years when it was still legal), known to the
wide public especially for his character Fritz, the
Cat. He participated, by selection, in the 55th
edition of the Venice Biennial (2013) with the
work The Book of Genesis Illustrated, a graphic
novel representing the story of the biblical
Genesis. At that time, Crumb was rather an artist

2

Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy:
A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988, p.35-40.
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invalidated on the international art scene, and
his presence in the central exhibition of the
Biennial curated by Massimiliano Gioni and
called The Encyclopedic Palace was unexpected
for contemporary art practices. By extrapolation,
it was a sort of validation of illustration as an
independent artistic practice, a victory after a
long endeavour in which illustration fought for
representation and to overcome the status of
commercial art.
Robert Crumb is a god example of what
Kearny4 called the attempt of a contemporary
artistic consciousness to assimilate the biblical
texts. How does this assimilation, this
appropriation happen? Kearney explains:
through imagination, as it has always happened.
It is not an attempt to precisely understand the
old texts, neither one to decode them or place
them in a present context. It is rather a process
of “mutual convergence”. The old is
reinterpreted, the time distance vanished in the
process of interpretation, which becomes in this
case twofold: while the alien becomes familiar,
the familiar becomes alien. By assimilating
different meanings, adopting different meanings
in our own perspective, we separate ourselves at
the same time from this perspective, in order to
open that meaning someplace else. Bringing in
the present old texts through a process of
reinterpretation turns into a dialogue, in the
most literal sense possible of the Greek term
dia-legein: to read by crossing, to read between,
among the two. What sort of imagination by reappropriation do we see in Robert Crumb? In
consideration of his works prior to the
illustration of the Bible, marked by highly
original fiction, the drawings surprise by their
precise following of the plot. It keeps to the word
of the Bible, and the drawing flow like a story. It
is a graphic novel, par excellence, it is the myth
disguised in the form of a different genre.
“Mutual convergence” is thus translated in
adopting a familiar tone with the biblical text
closely followed, while the author gives up his
own originality, separating from the famous
characters that defined him so far. The alien
becomes familiar when dressed in present
stylistic garments. Crumb's drawing style for the
biblical illustration is consistent with his entire
work. Plain and crossed hatching, in black and
white, reminding us of Dürer's work in the 1500's,
is the drawing technique for the entire book and
4

Richard Kearney, The Wake of Imagination. Toward a postmodern
culture. London: Routledge, 1988, p.38.

seem to carry the artist towards a surprising
classicism for someone with a practice like his.
Interested, as illustrator, in creating typologies,
Crumb revisits the first human archetypes that
are born in the holy texts. His interest for the
subject is the interest of any artist reaching a
certain maturity of creation. Robert Hughes,
critic of art, finds in Crumb's drawings for the
Bible influences of artists like Bosch, Pieter
Bruegel, Rubens, Hogarth and Goya 5. The artist
himself confesses his intentions of a direct
approach of the chosen theme: "I fooled around
in the sketchbooks with those ideas and I just, I
didn't like how it was working out so I just
decided to do a straight illustration job of it. It
seemed to me that the original text was so
strange in its own way that there was no need to
do any sendup or satire of it. My trial efforts to
do that seemed lame, it wasn't working out” 6.
What separates Crumb's drawings from the
works of the mentioned artists is, first of all, the
media support, the comic strip format chose for
the representation. This frames the biblical story
and makes us aware of all the conventions of the
genre. We are not surprised to see people naked
in all the details, and the perspective of the
author is a pragmatic one, allowing us to
understand that the artistic act was nevertheless
limited: „I didn’t want to show sex organs, cause
then the thing becomes X-rated and it limits the
sales. I’ve done my share of explicit sexual
drawings, as anybody who knows my work can
certainly attest. I just decided it wasn’t really
necessary”7.
Miles away, the far more famous oeuvre of
Marc Chagall lies a different testimony on the
sacred narration. „I did not see the Bible, I
dreamed it. Ever since early childhood, I have
been captivated by the Bible. It has always
seemed to me and still seems today the greatest
source of poetry of all time“8 Marc Chagall told
Franz Mayer, his son in law, a museum director.
Chagall was assigned in 1930 by Ambroise
Vollard, famous editor, art collector and art
dealer, to create a series of illustrations of the
Bible, on which occasion he intensely explores
5

Robert Hughes, “Robert Crumb. Roll right up, folks!”, http://
theguardian.com/books/2005/mar/07/robertcrumb.comics1 (visited
on December 15th, 2014).
6
Alex Wood, “Hey, I’m Still Here…”, http://crumbproducts.com/pages/
about/hey.html (visited on December 15th, 2014).
7
Eric Spitznagel, “Robert Crumb Thinks God Might Actually Be Crazy”,
http://www.ericspitznagel.com/awkward-question-time/robert-crumb
(visited on December 15th 2014).
8
Jackie Wullschlager, Chagall: A Biography. New York: Knopf, 2008.
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similar cultural works, so that later he can create
the most famous drawings of the Holy Book.
Chagall is more renowned for his drawings than
his paintings and it can be seen better that in
any of his other works in the drawings
representing the biblical stories. They are
dramatic works accomplished by powerful
contrasts, through a fluid and intense drawing.
Chagall creates framed scenes, each bearing a
touch of mise en scene.
For Chagall, the illustration of the Bible is
more related to expressing the emotions of the
artists, than with presenting a narrative. He
creates portraits taken out of the context,
separated from each other. Just as in the case of
Robert Crumb, Chagall imports in his family on
paper the biblical characters that he recreates in
his own style. Or maybe there are the initial
Chagallian characters that are now populating
the Bible. Chagall does not tell a story, as Crumb
does, but instead presents an isolated narrative,
where characters often seem to be floating,
melting into the surrounding objects, in a
childish and innocent manner, that often gives
them an unfinished aspect. The Bible seems to
represent to him rather a starting point for a
journey in itself. With Crumb, one can note the
line between the illustration and the story; he
tells a story with the help of the drawing,
creating a full visual narrative. Episodes are
narrated step by step and no detail in the story
is left out. Each word of the biblical text is
represented in drawing, as well as textually
reproduced. Crumb's book includes a complete
version of the Genesis and this might be Crumb's
solution for the text and the image to fully
coexist. With Chagall, however, the text is
completely stroke out, as we have been used to
see for centuries when looking at illustrations of
the biblical scenes, but his drawings do not
remind of the classic paintings, nor of the icons.
His drawings reveal the biblical scenes as if they
were a series of dreams lacking any realism in a
drawing. They don't look like anything familiar to
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us but, then again, why should they? It is an
ingression to the painter's own imaginary, and
his introspection actually reveals a certain
aesthetic choice that he puts forward. The thick
lines used on the characters and sometimes on
the background, the vivid, primary colours, in
small number in each composition, the lack of
perspective all place Chagall's works in a space
of illusion, of the unreal.

Conclusions
Returning to the initial point of the work,
while Robert Crumb gives an illustration that
envisions and faithfully represents the biblical
text, also fully including it in the book, Chagall
brings a more abstract interpretation, fully
original in both style and composition. A close
look into the works of the two reveals several
functions that might be assigned to the
illustration in relation to the biblical text.
Illustration has a mimetic function, that of
translating the text into images, of accounting it
in a visual narrative, so that the story may be
understood from the images only. The ethical
function of the images is present in the choice of
preserving or not the piety of the initial text. The
anthropologic function is that of placing the
viewer into a certain period of time, with its
specifics. And, eventually, the religious function
of the illustration, similar to the one in the
Quattrocento, for example 9, when there was a
functional nature of the Holy Book illustration,
so that it served as guide to those who could not
read.
Regardless of the relation between the
illustration and the biblical text or of the way in
which the artist related to it, the power of the
Holy Book of generating new works of art
remains undiminished.
9

Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy:
A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988, p.41.
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Appendix 1 – Creation

Appendix 3 – Cain and Abel

Fig. 1: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Appendix 2 – Adam and Eve

Fig. 4: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Appendix 4 – Lot and his daughters

Fig. 2: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Fig. 5: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood
Fig. 3: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Figure 1: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://26.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_l68jgdmlmI1qz6f4bo1_500.png (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
Figure 2: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://www.metroactive.com/features/book-of-genesis.html (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
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Figure 3: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://25.media.tumblr.com/ab7DluYNrqaniw7krjDTy3cpo1_500.jpg (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
Figure 4: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://www.theguardian.com/books/gallery/2009/oct/23/robert-crumb-art (visited on Dec.
15th 2014)
Figure 5: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://commonsenseatheism.com/?p=8606 (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
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Immaterial Interruption: Paul Chan’s New New Testament
Sara Collins
“The media… is where democracies conduct their civil wars.”
Cloud Atlas, David Mitchell*

ABSTRACT
“Immaterial Interruption” investigates the 2014 e-book, New New Testament, published by the artist
Paul Chan. Through the juxtaposition of scanned ready-mades and visual poetry, this article seeks to
expand upon how Chan utilizes the e-book as a time-based medium that relies upon the operations of
the digital, network, but instead, exploits the generative structure of this platform through processes of
cognition.
The ascension of the image over the signifier was confirmed with the advent of cinema, and later, with
the mass production and consumption of televisions. The television network has directed digital
publishing in an economic sense, but the focus upon the speed of light associated with the image limits
the development of a discourse surrounding a process formerly particular to language: the nonsimultaneous labor of substitution and displacement. The subsumption of the traditional support of
paper does not qualify the act of reading and writing with images as a disembodied project, but rather,
demonstrates the full integration of the hyper-real within knowledge and communication.
Storytelling, or more abstractly, the transmission of ideology through a series of codes, is not
experienced in the linear fashion of historical time, but rather, a layered evocation of images that
synchronously exchanges and substitutes is a consequential result of this use of images. New New
Testament attempts to slow down the speed of images by utilizing images as a language in order to
produce a content not subjugated to the form of the e-book or book, but comprised within and by it.
Unlike previous forms of e-publications, this work does not seek to substitute itself for knowledge. On
the contrary, cognition operates on a continuum that is constantly generative. What is of interest for
storage and memory is why certain images or language keep reappearing, and what processes of
production make them disappear.
Keywords: aesthetic theory, critical theory, media studies, visual culture, e-pubs, digital humanities.

The first technology to capture light was
photography, and through the imposition of a
frame the mass-production of images birthed
the crisis of aura and authorship. Currently, the
screen mediates the enframed image, and in
Feedback: Televisions Against Democracy, David
Joselit elaborates upon the detention of light
with the first form of media that combines both
the frame and the screen. Joselit states,
“Television tames the comet by turning light into
private property. Art stands against television as
figure stands against ground, and television, in
its privatization of public speech and its strict
control over access to broadcasting, stands

against democracy”.1 Belying the fundamentalist
principles from which government sponsored
projects proclaim equal representation, e-books
and the publishing network have modeled their
economy to mimic television’s systematization
and integration into society in order to build a
new visual regime. The trajectory of the e-book
and e-reader mirror the history of consumer
television, and Wendy Chun illuminates how this
is the result of an ideological conflation between
television and new media. With the lense of
Chun, the 2014 publication New New Testament
by the artist Paul Chan can be perceived as a
time-based, digital-born book. The economic
1

David Joselit, Feedback: Television against Democracy (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 2007), xi.
*David Mitchell, Cloud Atlas: A Novel (New York: Random House Trade Paperbacks, 2004), 124.
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model and social interest of the mass
consumption of technology is established with
Joselit’s history of consumer television, and Chun
illustrates
the
contradictions
and
misunderstandings of new media that are rooted
within reproducing the conditions of television’s
ideology.
New New Testament inaugurates an imageevent by utilizing the book in both the material
and digital form as a space for the exploration of
the aesthetic and as the generation of artistic
experience. Through the juxtaposition of a past
work, Volumes (2012, in which Chan appropriated
books covers and utilized them as a readymade
and canvas, painting abstract squares of
landscapes),
with
visual
poetry,
Chan
incorporates symbols, signs, and word signifiers
that manifest a formal language through the
manipulation of the book’s structure. The
subsumption of the traditional support of paper
does not qualify the act of reading and writing
with images as a disembodied project, but
rather, demonstrates the full integration of
hyper-real images within knowledge and
communication. The tension of translation and
reading words with images manifests an event in
real time, and as the images and words are read,
an interruption occurs within the act of cognitive
reproduction, generating an association. Chun
asserts this consistent displacement, formerly
applicable only to language, is beholden not to
the speed of light associated with the
appearance of an image, but rather, due to the
images’ ephemeral character. The conventions
established by the history of television need to
be recast with digital media, and New New
Testament’s practice makes visible the
productive processes of new media while
questioning the democratic means of knowledge
and dissemination.
The first relationship that Joselit identifies
within the history of television is, “The network is
a function of the commodity. Television existed
as a technology before it was clear how it might
be marketed as a product”.2 The large
manufacturers that arose out of the economy of
World War II found a place in society after the
war by mass-producing televisions. However,
before television became a mass marketed
product, the economy had to reflect a shift and
focus in the consumer’s demands. The history of
electronic publications, like all forms of media,
has its roots in government-sponsored projects,
2

Ibid, 15.
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and the rise in the consumption of e-pubs
parallels the changing ways in which information
is consumed.
In 1971, Michael S. Hart published the first
electronic text, The Declaration of Independence,
by emailing users of Arpanet, the government
funded network that resembled a pre-Internet.3
The obituary for Hart published by The New York
Times is laden with patriotic references such as
the Fourth of July and subsequent publications
put online by Hart: The Bill of Rights, the U.S.
Constitution, and the King James Bible. Even if
Hart was promoting values of equal access to
literature with his continued project of making
books accessible online within the public
domain, Hart’s utilization of Arpanet makes it
impossible to divorce technological progress
from the interests and benefaction of the State.4
Additionally, the ideological impulse of Hart’s
project imitates assumptions established by
Vannevar Bush decades earlier.
Chun outlines the argument of, “As We May
Think”, an article published by Bush in 1945, and
discusses how the memex created new media in
an effort to preserve media. Chun states, “Thus
the [scientific] archive, rather than pointing us to
the future, is trapping us in the past, making us
repeat the present over and over again”. 5 Chun’s
words are poignant in the context of Hart’s
choice in publications; even the name of the
Hart’s endeavor, “Project Gutenberg”, harkens a
forgotten past. Nonetheless, publishing books
online began a modern conflict within the free,
eminent domain of the Internet by making
private property accessible to the public. File
sharing and copyright laws attempt to control
access to information, and at the foundation of
these complex efforts of privatization is a
presumed subject. Chun, critical of the ambiguity
of Bush’s title, reveals an uncertainty principle
between
man
and
machine.
Technoprogressivists like Bush defend the limitations of
technology
through
development
and
advancement in complex modes of cognition. In
Bush’s model of knowledge, the subject is
3

William Grimes. "Michael Hart, a Pioneer of E-Books, Dies at 64" The
New York Times, 8 September 2011. Web. http://www.nytimes.com/
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4
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premeditated due to the equation of software to
hardware. Chun states, “In Bush’s writing…there
is no difference between access to and
understanding the record, between what would
be called…machine reading and human reading
and comprehension, between information and
argument”.6 Thus, publishing the Bible and The
Declaration of Independence online does not
guarantee the promotion of the American,
Christian legacy, but may be representative of
such ideologies by serving as the content. The
conjecture that the content of human
consciousness was suffice for media was
established by Bush and the memex, and the
failure of the subject coincides with Bush’s
assertion
because
it
indicates
larger
epistemological problems.
Chun states, “Bush’s argument assumes that
human records make possible the construction
of an overarching archive of human knowledge
in which there is no gap, no absence—a
summation of human knowledge… This
conversion of medium into storage—grounds
Bush’s progressivist and idealist ideology”. 7
Hart’s project is fundamental to the historical
tension between publishers, authors, and giant
content managers such as Sony, Amazon, and
Barnes and Noble; however, the function of
storage marginalizes the production of new
forms by the memex and e-book. Hart
manifested a network for digital publications
and the creation of content managers is another
result of the technically prolific stifling creative
production.
In 2011, in the case of Bertelsmann versus
Random House, “the agency model” was
solidified as proper business conduct for the
publishing world. Publishers were allowed to set
the price for titles while e-booksellers acted as
the selling agents.8 At this point, content
managers were producing their own versions of
the e-reader, and the agency model permitted
content managers to store and solicit titles.
Purchasing e-books from a publisher became an
extra step for the content managers and did not
allow them to offer customers a break when
buying e-readers. Amazon resolved this conflict
by becoming a publisher. By increasing
privatization within the publishing network,
Amazon adopted a closed circuit modus
6
7
8

Ibid, 159.
Ibid.

Kelvin John Smith, The Publishing Business from P-Books to E-Books
(Lausanne ; Worthing: AVA Academia, 2012).

operandi that mimics the history of television by
converting the medium into storage.
The second principle in the history of
television is, “The commodity is a function of the
network”.9 The commodity has a subjective
function within the network by identifying
individuals based upon their socio-economic
status, determined by the possession of private
property and wealth. As television became the
signifier of the middle-class in America, it also
served as a platform for the advertisement of
any other commodity. In a more intimate
manner, these qualities are reproduced by the
economic functions of the e-book. What are for
purchase on the e-publishing market are two
different commodities. The e-reader is a status
symbol and affiliation; for example, do you own
an iPad, Kindle, or Nook? The DRM (Digital Rights
Management) copyright protection system
utilizes metadata such as the ISBN number or an
implanted code to catalog every purchase. As
Alessandro Ludovico states, “…(in case anyone
still needs convincing that customer profiling is
here to stay), every single e-book or e-magazine
purchase is tracked and registered, just like
anything else on any network”.10
By
vertically
integrating
production
processes, Amazon fixes the consumer in a
relationship between the device and the e-books
that are available through the content manager.
E-books are not transferrable to other devices,
and as multiple brands of e-readers and tablets
are created, the world of programming platforms
is accordingly disparate. The consequences of
privatizing light suppress the capabilities of
digital media’s functions and network, and the
wide dissemination of devices for a “closeup” 11 individual use is shrinking market share
amongst publishers and booksellers. While this
further destabilizes categories of authorship and
the fight for creative representation on either
side of the publishing spectrum, the
foundational presumptions of digital media’s
subjective purpose were made on behalf of Bush
and the memex.
_

9
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While many companies were developing the
e-reader to be capable of hosting other services
such as web browsing, Amazon and founder Jeff
Bezos were the primary proponents of the ereader imitating the look and feel of a book. This
shift in the way in which information is received
modifies the perspective from the frame to the
screen, and Bezos’ interest in the e-book by
association or supplementation to the tangible
object complicates the principles first purported
by Bush by begetting the creation of a new form
while also omitting any precedent. Bezos’
conflation of the two forms of publishing belies
its’ very ideology. Chun states:
Networked new media does not follow the
same logic of seriality as television; flow
and segmentation do not quite encompass
digital media’s ephemerality…To program a
television show is to schedule or broadcast
it; to program a computer is to produce a
series
of
stored
instructions
that
[supposedly] guarantee—and often stand in
for—a certain action. One is descriptive, the
other prescriptive…Digital media with its
memory was supposed to be the opposite
of or the solution to television. That is, new
media scholars’ blindness to the similarities
between new media and TV is ideological; it
stems from an overriding belief in digital
media as memory—and thus possibly
memorable—and TV as liveness… Digital
media through the memory at its core, was
supposed to solve, if not dissolve, archival
problems…not create archival problems of
its own.12
Mass consumption is the sole interest
television and the e-reader have in common,
and
this
similarity
spawns
the
miscomprehension of memory, storage, and
forms of narrative. Joselit discusses how the
television heightened the alienation between
the producer and consumer by presenting digital
images in which to align one’s identity, and how
programming can influence an ideological
narrative. Increasingly, as the e-book becomes
more prominent in the use of education, the
relationship between alienation and the
production of subjects is located beyond the
structure of the commodity and the network.
While the e-book advertises the consumer to
third parties not (always) visible or permissible
to the user, Bush’s institution of media as
12

Chun, 153-154. Emphasis mine.
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storage is substantiated in the digital form.
Severing the capacities of the medium
transforms the e-book into a capitalist function
by exploiting the immaterial results of capture.
These logistical functions were first ingrained
with the foundation of the television network,
and digital media reproduce the conditions of
television’s ideological production.
Another e-publication by Chan that is
exemplary of Chun’s claim of conflation between
digital media and television is AD Book by the
artist group, BFFA3AE. AD Book comprises of ads
for galleries, artists, art-related publications, and
businesses. The network of the art market
becomes the narrative when flipping or swiping
through this e-book, and AD Book permits
advertisements to occupy a space of media
storytelling. Chun discusses the qualities of
digital media that are overlooked by stating,
“The major characteristic of digital media is
memory. Its ontology is defined by memory from
content to purpose…the move from calculator to
computer
depended
upon
‘regenerative
memory’… Vacuum tubes, unlike mechanical
switches, can hold value precisely because their
signals can degenerate—and thus regenerate”. 13
The value of digital media’s productivity is
extinguished when knowledge is equated to
information, and the possibility for cognitive
(re)generation is lost with the appropriation of
shallow, recycled content.
The third relationship that Joselit identifies
is, “The network is [itself] a commodity… like the
highway system of the 1950s… the development
of a televisual infrastructure was viewed as both
a national identity and a corporate boom. Access
to the public was itself fashioned as a kind of
A
harmonious
agreement
commodity”. 14
between private corporations and public interest
endowed by the State ignores the material basis
that the advancement of technological progress
stands upon: the labor of marginalized groups
and individual consumers. Chun affirms the
rhetoric surrounding the dynamic of new media
“is based on a conflation of storage with access,
of memory with storage, of word with action.
This belief depends on our machines as more
stable and permanent and, thus, better record
holders than human memory; it depends on an
analogy between digital and analog media”. 15
The primary mode of public interaction and
13
14
15
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consumption of images assumes the live
omnipresence of television’s narrative, and the
functions that characterize the human condition,
such as the ephemerality of memory, have been
erased due to the alienation experienced
between the image, the commodity, and the
consumer. The availability of new media belies
public access to nationalist monitoring and
corporate restrictions; forms of infringement
that are defended with a focus upon the future
of digitality that is symptomatic to the past. A
discussion regarding the future becomes
problematic with the conceptual substitution of
memory for storage, and Chun asserts acts of
cognition, such as reading and writing, are more
suited to explain the functionality of computers
and digital media. With the creation of new
media, the support of cognition, traditionally
understood as the book, pen, and paper,
becomes part of the “nonsimultaneous
dissemination”16 of the image and media object,
and the focus is toward the appearance and
repetition of an image throughout time.
Additionally, the presence of memory as a
logistical function of new media allows for a
space of regeneration that permanently
threatens the apparition and disappearance of
an image.
Access to the public via the network was not
lost on publishing companies, and aside from
tracking purchases made by consumers, Smith
identifies sponsorship as a revenue source for
publishing companies. Subscribers to a
publication pay prior to the printing; this method
is most obviously enacted with magazine
subscriptions and is increasingly popular in the
e-book world with the release of multiple
chapters or volumes for a single e-book. 17
Inadvertently, this was my experience when
purchasing New New Testament through iBooks.
New New Testament was divided into eight
different volumes. Each volume of New New
Testament has the same introductory essay by
Chan and art historian, Sven Lütticken, however
the amount of content differs for each volume
and none of this is apparent to the consumer
until after purchase. New New Testament is also
published in book form, and while the amount of
content in each e-volume is reflective of chapter
length, comparative questions of value and

worth surface with the necessary purchase of
multiple digital volumes.
Smith identifies the “P.E.S.T” factors in
publishing: politics, the economy, social
relations, and technological advancements.18
While these are obvious elements that impact
businesses, the nature of publishing is
fragmented, therefore, each element is
considered within a specific faction of
publishing. To the consumer, publishing
companies are selling one product, but a
nuanced process of book publishing precedes
the complexity of the e-book. Traditionally, the
life of a book is formatted and sold as a
hardcover before it enters the “B” format of the
more user-friendly paperback. If the title
accomplishes success on the market, the
publishing
company
will
mass-produce
paperbacks, and perhaps a more aggressive
marketing endeavor will be deployed in order to
broaden the audience.19 The book title is
exploited on a variety of levels; certain stages
indicate a commodity that circulates within
specific sectors of the economy. The current
mode of publishing releases hard copies
simultaneously with e-books, and the continued
contestation of the digital by the world of art
book publishing compels the production of New
New Testament.
Art book publishing companies struggle to
innovate their product and market outreach due
to resisting attitudes towards the digital form.
New New Testament and Chan’s publishing
company, Badlands Unlimited, nominally falls
into the category of art book publishing,
however, the divergent nature of Chan’s
publishing company became clear this past
February at an event hosted by the New York
Public Library called, “Trends in Art Book
Publishing”. 20 Representatives from Phaidon,
Yale University Press, David Zwirner gallery, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Sigilio Press
delivered short presentations about the method
and history of each publisher while addressing
the problems that art book publishers face with
a dwindling audience and the rise of the digital
format. Unsurprisingly, these companies and
institutions are not receptive to e-publications.
Yale University Press was perhaps the most
lamentable when describing the unenthusiastic

16

18

Chun states, “Also, the lag between a digital object’s creation and its
popular or scholarly uptake—its nonsimultaneous dissemination—
does not belie new media, but rather… grounds it as new”. 153
17
(Smith).
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attitude of art book publishing companies
formatting publications for the digital and/or
making their content available online. Yale
University Press is a commercial publisher that
accepted a grant focused on establishing an eportal over the next two years. Although this
seems like good news, the stipulation that some
of the content is to be open source concerned
the Yale University representative. The e-portal
is a method used by other companies wishing to
present their product in a space that is not
affiliated with third parties like Amazon. All of
these publishers spoke of an online presence
which showcases their titles, although, the
motivation is particular in each case. Yale
University Press is attempting to find a new
revenue source through the e-portal by offering
services such as print-on-demand or purchasing
backlisted titles. The Metropolitan Museum
offers these functions on the Met publications
website, but due to institutional affiliation and
funding, the Met’s e-portal is an open access
source.
The majority of the participants, including
the moderator, skirted around the question of
the digital, but Mark Polizzotti, director of the
Publications Program at the Met was candid
about the problems faced by art book
publishers. Firstly, Polizzotti established a
hierarchical binary amongst e-books and art
books by proclaiming that e-books are
successful for certain genres such as
instructional, fiction, or romance. Then, Polizzotti
asserted the art book as an object of desire.
According to Polizzotti, the art book will never be
fully transferable to the digital because the
digital is unable to mimic the complex content
and design of the art book. Polizzotti’s argument
supports traditional forms of commodity
fetishism and consumption only because
Polizzotti and the other publishers present are
unable to imagine the infinite possibility of the
digital form—i.e. these publishers were focusing
on the digital as storage. The lack of creativity
and market adaption consequentially resulted
from the perseverance of the memex’s ideology,
and New New Testament coerces new media by
turning the e-book into a medium with the
capacity for epistemological investigation.
Deborah Aaronson, from Phaidon, revealed
the key behind best-sellers, such as Nan Goldin’s
The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, Cindy
Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills, or Robert Frank’s
The Americans: these books are the objects that
became the primary representation and source
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for the work of art. The perpetual circulation of
best-selling art books is caused by their status
as a commodity and art object. It is also not a
coincidence that the best-selling art books
named are books of photography. Joselit’s
testament to the power of the image is recalled
through the apprehension of light and the
subsequent influence of advertising, and the
economic model of contemporary art seeks to
mask the social processes that are embedding
these objects into the canon. If one needs
further proof of the sycophantic nature of the art
world, David Zwirner’s Todd Bradway, bragged
about the inclusion of twenty artists, whom are
represented by the gallery, in a new Phaidon
publication on 21 century art.
Another project emerging from Phaidon is
the complete catalogue raisonné of Andy
Warhol, but the title that represents Phaidon’s
success most aptly is The Story of Art by E.H.
Gombrich. The history of this title is subject to
multiple versions and re-printings, and the goals
and achievements of The Story of Art highlight
the e-book’s contribution and deviation from
traditional forms of knowledge production.
Gombrich conceived the work with an interest in
speaking to the non-specialized reader. Thus,
the impact of The Story of Art affected a
consensus of understanding (or consciousness)
of art surrounding the last 30,000 years.
Through form and content, Chan’s New New
Testament generates cognitive associations
linked to knowledge and representation by
utilizing normative notions of language and the
visual. The presence of a “non-specialized”
reader fades as a concern for Chan’s project
because of the lack of narrative or subject within
the work. Instead of a linear history of time
though the accounting of objects, Chan
approaches the ephemeral qualities of art and
language through processes of (re)generation,
asking us as Chun did, to reconsider the
relationships in between the moments of
conscious production.
The final relationship that Joselit identifies
within the history of television is, “The audience
is a commodity…[advertisers] began to regard
their audiences less as undifferentiated masses
and more as a spectrum of distinct sectors
defined by their consumption patterns”.21 The
archaic version of the DRM system is a mapping
of visual consumerism that completes the
subject. Through the television, the process of
st

21
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subjecthood occurs through network affiliations
and brand representation. With the aid of
technologies, consumption and circulation are
increasingly monitored, and the democratic
choice of purchase is turned into information
and working knowledge. Statistics are used to
plot audience expansion and outreach to other
types of consumers. Polizzotti conveyed the
obstacles confronted by art book publishers in
reaching a broader audience willing to identify
with a particular publication or institutional
mission. His response to dwindling sales and
strategies for widening the market is simple:
exploit the product and the network. Polizzotti
maintained success to conceit by proclaiming
the necessity of superficial judgments. Utilizing
the old axiom, “Judge a book by its’ cover”,
Polizzotti desired more pathways of exploitation
that reach consumers at the “trade” level, rather
than only within the confines of the museum
bookstore. It is surprising that Polizzotti has yet
to apply these ideas to the digital realm, but
there are more nuanced ways that other
companies are approaching the integration of
the digital. David Zwirner uses social media:
Twitter and Instagram, in order to promote book
events at the gallery and elsewhere. Phaidon’s
strategies resemble a multi-level marketing
scheme with various sectors of their publishing
force focused on different aspects of the art
community and the general public. For example,
Phaidon’s contemporary art series produces art
books according to the artists’ medium,
reflecting a user-friendly price-point, design, and
editorial content meant to reach a wider
audience. Phaidon’s sister platform, Artspace,
showcases Phaidon’s books as well as acting as a
channel of communication by harvesting
information about the Phaidon customer. The
average price of a book sold on Artspace begins
at $1,300, thereby reflecting the users of this
platform to be of a higher consumer class.
The challenges of publishing today ensue
the history of modern production by
demonstrating a fundamental shift in the way in
which capital moves through space. Economic
production takes place through technologically
enhanced forms of cognition, crafting a result
that is both immaterial and embodied. The
framework of capitalism is congruent with
television and the e-book, and the technotheology that compels the extraction of the
subjects it exploits and produces flattens
qualities of new media. The production and

exchange of signs and signifiers ascribes a
subject through the labor and disappearance of
another, and New New Testament makes the
subject conscious of the processes of production
through a generation of cognitive associations.
The abstract nature of New New Testament lends
the work to continually displace normative
signfiers while simultaneously constructing new
links between words and images. The e-book is
authorized as a new moment in the history of
cultural and social production by opening the
space of cognition, completed by the
subsumption of the e-reader as a support. What
occurs when the hypokeimenon is utilized as a
readymade, or is made an active agent through
discourse? Chun quotes Frances A. Yates’ The Art
of Memory, in order to emphasize the difference
in cultural production: “For the places are very
much like wax tablets or papyrus, the images like
the letters, the arrangement and disposition of
the images like the script, and the delivery is like
the reading”. 22
While the television network has directed
publishing in an economic sense, the rhetoric
surrounding the speed of light limits the
development of a discourse focusing on the nonsimultaneous production and substitution of the
image. Paper, acting as a medium, was a space
for writing, but inherently lacks the
dimensionality of software and hardware. If
Yates’ words can be truly considered, a
compression of historical time is not
experienced with this type of narrative, but
rather, a layered evocation of images that
accounts for a synchronous exchange of one
another is to read and write with images. New
New Testament attempts to slow down the speed
of images by utilizing images as a language,
producing a hyper-real content not subjugated
to the form, but comprised within and by it. A
new act of reading and writing does not
substitute knowledge for content; on the
contrary, if the perception of the image moves
beyond light, cognition operates on a continuum
that is constantly generative. What is of interest
for storage and memory is why certain images or
language keep reappearing, and what processes
of production make them disappear.

22
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'Kinesthesis' and Cinematic Montage:
An Historical Examination of the Film Theories and Avant-Garde
Mediation of Slavko Vorkapich in Hollywood
Sheri Chinen Biesen
Abstract
Early film theorist Slavko Vorkapich, a talented European émigré who became one of the first
avant-garde filmmakers in the United States, articulated his conception of cinema as a unique,
distinctive artistic endeavor. I will historically examine extensive original primary archival materials
from the Slavko Vorkapich Collection to historically contextualize his film theories, montage techniques,
and investigate how he envisioned his cinematic philosophy and visual aesthetic in his theoretical
writings on motion pictures regarding "Film As A Visual Language", "The Motion Picture as an Art" and
"Motion and the Art of Cinematography" in 1926 which he went on to stylistically employ in his
independent avant-garde films, such as The Life and Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra (Slavko
Vorkapich and Robert Florey [with Gregg Toland]; US, 1928), and in montage sequences for an extensive
number of Hollywood studio films, including What Price Hollywood? (George Cukor, RKO Pathé; US,
1932). Vorkapich's diverse array of work embodies the dynamic representation of his aesthetic
philosophy encompassed in both his studio and independent productions. Notable is that he manages
to successfully bridge the conceptual economic and artistic abyss between the dominant commercial
industry and the avant-garde. Moreover, an analysis of montage sequences in the commercial film What
Price Hollywood? reveals how his avant-garde stylistic mediation functions to transform the overall
narrative film text by appropriating his innovative experimental aesthetic techniques expounded on in
his film theories within the mainstream commercial production environment of the classical Hollywood
studio system.
Keywords: Slavko Vorkapich, film theory, avant-garde montage cinema, Hollywood history.

Early film theorist and filmmaker Slavko
Vorkapich, a talented European émigré who
became one of the first avant-garde filmmakers
in the United States, articulated his conception
of cinema as a unique, distinctive artistic
endeavor. I will historically examine original
archival papers from the Slavko Vorkapich
Collection to historically contextualize his film
theories, montage techniques, and investigate
how he envisioned his cinematic philosophy and
visual aesthetic in his theoretical writings on
motion pictures, then analyze how he applied his
film theories to his work as a filmmaker which
was influential in the motion picture industry,
specifically in his innovative experimental
montages in What Price Hollywood? (George
Cukor, RKO Pathé; US, 1932), which reveal how his
avant-garde stylistic mediation functions to
transform the overall narrative film text by
appropriating his innovative experimental
www.journalonarts.org

aesthetic techniques expounded on in his film
theories within the mainstream commercial
production environment of the classical
Hollywood studio system.
Primary archival materials in the Slavko
Vorkapich Collection at the University of
Southern California Cinematic Arts Library
Special Collections reveal how he envisioned his
cinematic philosophy: "If film is an art it has to
have its own language of expression." 1 This tenet
1

Slavko Vorkapich quoted in Bozidar Zevevic, Slavko Vorkapich and
Early American Film Theory (Belgrade: Institut za film, 1981), 268; see
also, Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture as an Art,' Film Mercury (29
October-12 November 1926): 4-16; Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion in Motion
Pictures,' Film Mercury (3-17 September 1926): 1-12; Slavko Vorkapich,
'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American Cinematographer,
volume ii, no. 8-9 (November-December 1926): 16-17, 19; Slavko
Vorkapich, 'Film As A Visual Language' and 'The Visual Nature of the
Film Medium' in the Slavko Vorkapich Collection, Special Collections,
University of Southern California Cinematic Arts Library, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, California (hereafter SVC, USC). I will
investigate primary archival materials from the SVC, USC which shed
light to contextualize secondary sources on film theory. These original
materials provide valuable insight into Slavko Vorkapich's film
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comprises the essence of the 'visual dynamic'
aesthetic which Vorkapich expounded upon in
his theoretical writings on motion pictures
regarding "Film As A Visual Language," "The
Motion Picture as an Art" and "Motion and the
Art of Cinematography" in 1926 which he went on
to stylistically employ in independent avantgarde films, such as The Life and Death of 9413 –
A Hollywood Extra (Slavko Vorkapich and Robert
Florey 2; US, 1928), and in montage sequences for
an extensive number of Hollywood studio films,
including What Price Hollywood? and a wide
range of productions: Manhattan Cocktail
(Dorothy Arzner, Paramount Famous Lasky; US,
1928; now 'lost'), Christopher Strong (Dorothy
Arzner, RKO; US, 1933), Dancing Lady (Robert Z.
Leonard, MGM; US, 1933), Crime Without Passion
(Ben Hecht, Paramount; US, 1934), Manhattan
Melodrama (W. S. Van Dyke, MGM; US, 1934), Viva
Villa (Jack Conway, MGM; US, 1934), David
Copperfield (George Cukor, MGM; US, 1935), San
Francisco (W. S. Van Dyke, MGM; US, 1936), Romeo
and Juliet (George Cukor, MGM; US, 1936), The
Good Earth (Sidney Franklin, MGM; US, 1937), The
Firefly (Robert Z. Leonard, MGM; US, 1937),
Maytime (Robert Z. Leonard, MGM; US, 1937), Boys
Town (Norman Taurog, MGM; US, 1938), Test Pilot
(Victor Fleming, MGM; US, 1938), Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington (Frank Capra, Columbia; US, 1939),
Meet John Doe (Frank Capra, Warner Bros.; US,
1941), and Lady in the Dark (Robert Z. Leonard,
MGM; US, 1944).
Vorkapich's diverse array of work embodies
the dynamic representation of his aesthetic
philosophy encompassed in his studio and
independent productions. As a filmmaker and
special effects montage artist, Vorkapich
navigated between the commercial Hollywood
industry and the avant-garde. Vorkapich's film
theories and work as an avant-garde filmmaker
and cinema montage artist outside and within
the American motion picture industry reveals
independent avant-garde artists (such as
Vorkapich, Oskar Fischinger, and others) who
theorized on the nature of cinema as an art
form, made experimental films, and also
engaged in involvement as creative individuals
within the Hollywood studio system, and
established a clear relationship and sphere of
influence between these two divergent realms.
theories, lectures, publications and creative work as a filmmaker and
creative avant-garde montage artist both inside and beyond the
commercial Hollywood motion picture studio system, as well as
independently and across the Atlantic in Europe.
2
Collaborating with Gregg Toland.

4

In the case of Vorkapich, his significant
contributions within and outside of the
commercial film industry transcends beyond this
binary distinction—as evident in his successful
studio montage work, film theories and lectures,
and influential position as one of the first avantgarde filmmakers in the United States.
The
successful
implementation
of
Vorkapich's cinematic theories in independent
and studio productions deviates from this
'Hollywood versus the avant-garde' artistic
divide.3 Moreover, an analysis of montage
sequences in the commercial film What Price
Hollywood? reveals how his avant-garde stylistic
mediation functions to transform the overall
narrative film text by appropriating his
innovative experimental aesthetic techniques
expounded on in his film theories within the
mainstream
commercial
production
environment of the classical Hollywood studio
system. Vorkapich is a fascinating early film
theorist and avant-garde filmmaker who
effectively
functioned
in
and
outside
Hollywood's commercial motion picture industry.
Further, he is also a remarkable transnational
artistic figure who exported his creative montage
theories across the Atlantic from Europe to
America and back, moving between national
filmmaking production and cultural contexts.

Slavko Vorkapich as Film Theorist and
Filmmaker
Originally from Dobrinci, Yugoslavia,
Vorkapich was born in 1894, educated at fine arts
schools in Belgrade and Budapest, then studied
painting at Ecole des Beaux Arts and Academie
Ranson in Paris. In his essay, "Archeology of Film
Theory: Slavko Vorkapich, The First of the
Independents," Bozidar Zecevic also notes that
Vorkapich "belonged to the Parisian strand of
Yugoslav expressionists." 4 In 1920, he emigrated
to the United States working as a commercial
artist and portrait painter in New York before
coming to Hollywood in 1921.5 In 1926, prior to
3

Contradicting the notion, as P. Adams Sitney suggests, that: "The
precise relationship of the avant-garde cinema to American
commercial film is one of radical otherness. They operate in different
realms with next to no significant influence on each other." P. Adams
Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde 1943-1978 (New York:
Oxford University Press. 1979).
4
Bozidar Zevevic, 'Archeology of Film Theory: Slavko Vorkapich, The
First of the Independents,' Framework, no. 21, (Summer 1983): 10 in SVC,
USC.
5
Slavko Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences of Slavko Vorkapich,' Interview by
Ronald L. Davis, Transcript of Oral History Project, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, TX, 11 August 1975, 3 in SVC, USC.
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making any films, Vorkapich published his
cinematic theories in Film Mercury and American
Cinematographer and lectured to the American
Society of Cinematographers. In 1928 he worked
with Robert Florey and Gregg Toland to design,
direct and edit the experimental film The Life
and Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra which
Vorkapich shot with his DeVry camera for 97
dollars using cardboard and cigarette boxes as
sets in his kitchen and living room. 6 Recognized
as one of the first avant-garde films in the U.S.,
Charlie Chaplin screened The Life and Death of
9413 – A Hollywood Extra for a gathering of
prominent Hollywood studio executives who
arranged for the film's distribution and
exhibition in 700 theaters throughout the U.S.
and Europe. 7 Vorkapich was hired by Paramount
one week later as director, designer,
photographer and editor of montage sequences
within narrative films—and subsequently worked
for RKO, MGM and Columbia studios. From 1928
to 1949, he was responsible for an impressive
array of studio montage work, including a
significant number of outstanding montage
sequences for MGM (one of the largest, most
prestigious of the 'Big Five' major studios)
between 1934 and World War II. 8
In 1930, Vorkapich wrote "Cinematics,"
published in Cinematographic Annual, which
revealed his "interest in optics" and "insight into
the psychological effects of camera technique on
the spectator," then lectured on montage theory
through the Museum of Modern Art at Columbia
University in 1938.9 He completed two
independent films, Moods of the Sea (Slavko
Vorkapich and John Hoffman; US, 1942) and
Forest Murmurs (Slavko Vorkapich; US, 1947),
which were never released commercially, then
went on to teach as Head of the Department of
Cinema at the University of Southern California
from 1949 to 1951. During 1952-1956, Vorkapich
traveled and lectured extensively throughout
Europe, returned to Yugoslavia as an artistic
advisor for Belgrade's Avele Film Studios,
directed and edited the feature Hanka (1955;
filmed in Yugoslavia, and presented at the
Cannes Film Festival in 1956), and taught at the

Belgrade Academy of Theatre and Cinema. He
returned to Hollywood in 1956 to edit John
Gunther's High Road travel series for ABC
Television through 1960. In 1959, Vorkapich
published his influential "Toward True Cinema"
theories in Film Culture, before moving to New
York in 1961 to develop his lectures on "The
Visual Nature of the Film Medium" which he
presented at the Museum of Modern Art in 1965,
then taught at Princeton, USC, and UCLA.
Vorkapich's film theories were published by
American Cinematographer in the 1920s and his
lectures later reprinted in the 1970s.

Slavko Vorkapich's Early Film Theories
In his cinematic theories, Vorkapich
championed film as a distinct art form. He
criticized the appropriation of aesthetic
conventions from other media (such as novels or
the theatrical stage) into filmmaking technique
because in his view this practice severely
restricted the creative exploration of developing
film's unique inherent potential. He argued,
It is surprising that motion picture people
are so slow to realize the real form and
purpose of their art. The cinema has been
borrowing so much from the other arts,
especially drama and literature, and it has
become so entangled in those uncinematic
elements, that it will be very hard for it to
get rid of the bad habit and to come into its
own. 10
Vorkapich expounded upon the notion of
"kinesthesis"— what he described as the greatest
power of film which resides in using movement
as a means of aesthetic expression. In his 1926
article, "The Motion Picture As An Art" in Film
Mercury, he states:
We live in a dynamic world and an equally
dynamic world lives in us. The external
world is a world of incessant movement.
From the terrific gyrations of the minute
electrons to the immense sweeping
revolutions of the Universe there is an
indefinite scale and variety of motions that
make up the world in which we live...
science discovered that the world is nothing
but energy... provided us with a medium to

6

Doris Denbo, 'Extra No. 9413 is Snubbed: Maker of 100 Dollar Film
Awaiting Big Opportunity,' Hollywood Citizen, 4 May 1929 in SVC, USC.
7
Richard Allen, 'The Life and Death of 9413 - A Hollywood Extra,'
Framework, no. 21, (Summer 1983): 12 in SVC, USC.
8
Slavko Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae: Slavko Vorkapich,' (undated) in
SVC, USC.
9
Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae,' (undated); see also Slavko Vorkapich,
'Cinematics: Some Principles Underlying Effective Cinematography,'
Cinematographic Annual (1930) in SVC, USC.

10

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (5
November 1926): 4 (Part II of the article) in SVC, USC.
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express this new outlook on the... motion
pictures.11
Vorkapich felt that visual subject matter in
films should be treated cinematically through
the rhythmical organization of motion and
image. "Motion pictures should be... an art of
motions... told in a cinematic manner... moving
patterns of light and darkness on the screen." 12
He defined 'motion' to mean an expressive
"optical change" and expressed terms evocative
of experimental Russian documentary filmmaker
Dziga Vertov's film theories about the possibility
of the camera as a "kino-eye." As Vorkapich
explained, "First of all, you... have to give more
freedom of action to this magical eye: the
camera... to allow... more agility." 13 Vorkapich
envisioned film's realization as an art form
through liberating the camera to enable greater
movement and creative rhythm rather than
static theatrical derivations. He asserted that "All
art, ultimately, is expression of thoughts or
feelings in a rhythmic manner," and argued that
"an accurate reproduction... is far from being
artistic creation." Rather, "Art does not copy, it
expresses feelings."14 In acknowledging film's
sensory and aesthetic potential as a medium
and art form, Vorkapich points out that in order
for motion pictures to be fully realized
artistically, rhythmic visual composition and
editing is necessary to create simple and
complex rhythms of moving images which, when
organized into aesthetic and rhythmic
relationships, achieves a formal expression of
'perceptual' content independent of subject
matter.
In
developing
this
'formalist'
conceptualization, Vorkapich emphasizes that
film must be considered in terms of its medium
specificity (similar to other formalists such as
avant-garde theorist Clement Greenberg).
Vorkapich's film theories refer to cinema as
emphasizing its inherently filmic nature that is
distinctive from other expressive mediums or art
forms. For instance, he states that lines are
expressed through drawing, colors convey the
"world of light" which is realized through the art
of painting, "living forms" are "crystallized" in
11

sculpture, sounds are expressed through music,
but "the world of motions, physical and mental,
is still waiting for those who will be able to grasp
it and recreate it in a dynamic flowing form." 15 He
then expounds upon his notion of medium
specificity: "Each of these... arts... expresses... [a]
vision... different from the others... according to
the laws inherent in its medium... Why should
not the movies express certain human feelings,
thoughts, visions, dreams, etc., in their own
particular way." 16
Vorkapich's formalist tendency is selfreflexively revealed in 1928 in The Life and Death
of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra by exposing and
"laying bare the devices" of the film medium
(similar to the notion posited by Greenberg)
using shots of the camera during the filming
process which are evocative of Dziga Vertov's
Man With A Movie Camera (VUFKU; USSR, 1928).
Vorkapich's expressionistic influence is evident
as well in the dark subjective tone and distorted
high-contrast images of dream sequences and
psychological montages reminiscent of German
Expressionist films of the 1920s.
He critiques the tendency of early
filmmakers to not properly utilize the uniquely
intrinsic motion or rhythmic capabilities of the
film medium to realize the great "kinesthetic
power" and aesthetic experience of the cinema. 17
As an early film theorist and avant-garde
filmmaker who explored and experimented with
the artistic promise and possibilities of motion
pictures as innovative art cinema, Vorkapich
summarizes his criticism of what he regarded as
the 1920s commercial industry's neglect of film's
full creative potential. "The cinema is like a
marvelously gifted child," he argues, "whose
parents exploit its genius for commercial
purposes. Obviously this is a great handicap to
the development of its real talents." 18 He
denounces the formal homogeneity of the
mainstream
commercial
motion
picture
industry's profit machine in favor of true
'cinematography' in his 1926 article "Motion and
the Art of Cinematography" for American
Cinematographer: "I will ask you... to forget... the
business side of film, the box office and the
appeal to audiences... even among the public

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (29
October 1926): 11 (Part I of the article) in SVC, USC.

15

Slavko Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' Film Mercury, (12
November 1926): 16 (Part III of the article) in SVC, USC.

16

12

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (29 October 1926): 11 in SVC,
USC.

13

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion in Motion Pictures,' Film Mercury, (3
September 1926): 12 (Part I of the article) in SVC, USC.

14

18

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (12 November 1926): 16 in
SVC, USC.
Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (12 November 1926): 16 in
SVC, USC.
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17

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 24 in SVC, USC.

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (29 October 1926): 11 in SVC,
USC.
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there is an evident demand for 'something
different.'" In fact, he hopefully suggests that
"perhaps the idea" of cinematography "here
expressed, if properly realized, might some day
prove... financially viable."19
Vorkapich conceives of this fully realized
'cinematography' as "the fundamental principle
of cinema-art: Its language must be, first of all, a
language of motions." He adds that "figuratively
speaking, the camera should be able to look
within" one's 'soul' and achieve 'mastery' of
cinematic 'tools' to 'express' "dreams and
visions" in an "eloquent, cinematic manner."20 He
cites F. W. Murnau's extraordinary achievement
in The Last Laugh (F. W. Murnau, UFA; Germany,
1925) as a rare, groundbreaking example of true
'cinematography' whereby a film expressively
utilizes its unique, medium specific capabilities
by placing the camera on a descending elevator
to photograph amid multiple layers of
movement in and around a hotel lobby colored
by "actions... composed into a real symphony of
motions... not confusion" but rather "five or six
distinct motions excellently orchestrated...
optically... intriguing to the eye... mentally
convincing... throbbing with life."21 It is also
interesting to note the potential expressionistic
influence of this stylistic appropriation of
narrative technique since Murnau was one of the
leading directors in the German Expressionism
film movement during the Weimar cinema era of
the 1920s.
In this expressionistic tradition, in his film
theories, experimental films and montages,
Vorkapich is also significantly influenced by
dreams, the unconscious, and what he called the
"Mind's Eye" and its relationship to the film
experience. In addition to observing external
motions, he calls for integrating the imaginative
process to "visualize a blank screen" in "your
mind's eye... let your subconscious mind... play
absolutely freely" and "run riot, no matter how
absurd its whims may appear; do not try to
impose... conventional continuity." Instead,
imagine "original and amazing things... learn that
your subconscious mind is a greater artist.
Dreams... mental pictures move perpetually...
19

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American
Cinematographer, volume ii, no. 8 (November 1926): 19 (Part I of the
article) in SVC, USC.
20

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' American
Cinematographer, volume ii, no. 9 (December 1926): 16-17 (Part II of the
article) in SVC, USC.
21

Vorkapich, 'The Motion Picture As An Art,' (5 November 1926): 4 in
SVC, USC.

appear suddenly... grow... gradually... transform,
metamorphose... dissolve... into something else...
fade... reappear... with variations." He added,
"the wealth of moving pictures" in "conscious
dreams is immense." 22
In his 1930 article, "Cinematics: Some
Principles Underlying Effective Cinematography,"
published in Cinematographic Annual, Vorkapich
discusses optics and the psychological effects of
camera technique on the spectator. "Modern
psychology teaches that our primitive emotions
can be sublimated and our reflexes
conditioned... we may create pleasure and
entertainment by suggested motions. By merely
seeing motion on the screen our minds,
conscious or unconscious, may be made to react
in a similar manner as in active participation." 23
He argues that there is intense power in the
movements of film, independent of content or
meaning, and contends: "Motion is energy
visualized, therefore motion is a symbol of life
itself."24 In his essay, "A Fresh Look at the
Dynamics of Filmmaking" (extracts from his
lectures on "The Visual Nature of the Film
Medium"
published
in
American
Cinematographer), Vorkapich further develops
this
relationship
between
motion
and
perception within the context of the viewing
process in what he terms "kinesthetic
responses" which he defines as "implicit motor
impulses" or physical sensations, tensions, and
movements in response to a spectator's visual
participation and to "seen movements." To
achieve an ideal, fully articulated aesthetic
realization of film, Vorkapich argues that the
viewing experience should engage the spectator
both on a formal-physiological level as a vivid
kinesthetic experience, and on a content level as
a poetic experience. However, he points out,
"poetic values can be achieved only if the
referential aspects and literal content of shots
are transcended so that they acquire multilevel
meanings which cannot be verbally described."
He goes on to further emphasize that "moods,
tensions, and conflicts" should be "expressed in

22

Vorkapich, 'Motion and the Art of Cinematography,' (November 1926):
15 in SVC, USC.
23

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Cinematics: Some Principles Underlying Effective
Cinematography,' Cinematographic Annual (1930) in SVC, USC; reprinted
in Richard Koszarski, Hollywood Directors: 1914-1940 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976), 254.
24
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visual-dynamic imagery" rather than in
"histrionics."25
Vorkapich considers visual perception and
applies fundamentals of cognition, optics and
motion to the cinematic experience. His
innovative insights and early film theories on
montage, editing and the cinematic process in
the 1920s and 1930s also coincided with the
writings of Lev Kuleshov (known for his famous
'Kuleshov Experiment'), as well as formalists
Dziga Vertov, Sergei Eisenstein, and the artistic
experimentation of the European avant-garde
cinema. Drawing on his notion of the 'Mind's Eye'
and psychological cognition, Vorkapich relates
perception and kinetic movement to his
innovative editing technique in creating
montage sequences, and incorporates his
influential appropriation of Gestalt psychology
into his visual montage formulae in his later 1959
Film Culture essay, "Toward True Cinema." As he
explains: "The human perceptive mechanism...
may interpret as motion certain phenomena
where no actual motion occurs... Investigated by
Gestalt psychologists... phi-phenomenon or
apparent movement" is the "sensation of
displacement" or "visual leap" between
"sufficiently different shots" or "transformation
of one shape to another" by "intercutting" to
create a "new purely filmic force" producing a
"visual impact that occurs at each cut."26
Vorkapich elaborates on his montage
theory in a lecture for the Museum of Modern Art
at Columbia University in 1938. In this transcript,
he points out that each cinematic "possibility"
has a "different psychological value." For
example, he cites how slow motion is evocative
of a dream and resembles a state of floating.
Again, note Vorkapich's expressionistic influence
and insight into the psychological process in his
film aesthetic, which he articulated in his early
film theories in the 1920s and 1930s (and later
reiterated in the 1950s). He defines "montage"
as "assembling" images or sounds. As he
explains:
Montage can be purely visual or
intellectual, but... primarily visual... meaning
should be expressed filmically... not rely
only on the contents of the image. Montage
25

Slavko Vorkapich, 'A Fresh Look at the Dynamics of Filmmaking,'
(extracts from his lectures on 'The Visual Nature of the Film Medium')
in SVC, USC; reprinted in American Cinematographer, volume 53, no. 2
(February 1972): 223.
26

Slavko Vorkapich, 'Toward True Cinema,' Film Culture, no. 19 (1959):
16 in SVC, USC; reprinted in American Cinematographer, volume 54, no.
7 (July 1973): 884-890.
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is putting two images together or on top of
one another to express an idea or a mood,
atmosphere or lapse of time. 27
It is interesting to note that Vorkapich's montage
film theory—although bearing some similar
formalist language—does not posit the
ideological or intellectual collision dialectic put
forth by Sergei Eisenstein in his Soviet montage
theories.
In applying his montage theory to
sequences not only in independent avant-garde
films, but in an extensive number of studio
narrative films, Vorkapich was an avant-garde
filmmaker and film theorist who conceived of
very visionary and expressive ideas regarding
the medium which moved significantly beyond
what the commercial industry in Hollywood was
doing at the time. Yet, as an innovative thinker,
Vorkapich was nonetheless very successfully
placed into—and his ideas were appropriated
by—the Hollywood studio system. Furthermore,
he achieved wide recognition for his work on
montage sequences—in commercial narrative
films produced by the industry—with the most
prominent, influential producers and directors
(including David O. Selznick, Irving Thalberg,
Frank Capra, George Cukor, Victor Fleming, Hunt
Stromberg, Ben Hecht, Walter Wanger, et. a1.) at
major studios (MGM, Paramount, RKO, as well as
individual films for Columbia, Warner Bros., et.
al.) as a means of financially supporting himself
during the peak period of the classical
Hollywood studio system era (from 1928 into the
1940s). As a result of this stylistic exposure
within and outside of the industry, Vorkapich
subsequently influenced Hollywood narrative
technique. In fact, in realising his film theories in
filmmaking practice, Vorkapich's experimental
montage style was so distinctive and
immediately recognisable that studio executives
referred to his special effects sequences not as a
montage, but as a "Vorkapich."

Slavko Vorkapich's Avant-Garde Montage in
Hollywood: What Price Hollywood?
George Cukor's What Price Hollywood? is a
prototypical example of the successful
implementation of Vorkapich's cinematic
theories in a studio production. An analysis of
this film's montage sequences reveals how
27

Slavko Vorkapich, Transcript From Lecture on Montage Theory,
Museum of Modern Art Film Library's 'History of the Motion Picture,'
Columbia University, New York, 20 December 1938, 14 in SVC, USC.
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Vorkapich's avant-garde stylistic mediation
functions to transform the overall narrative text
by appropriating his innovative philosophic and
aesthetic influence within the production
environment of the dominant studio system.
Although he did not receive screen credit,
Vorkapich refers to this film as one for which he
not only created montage sequences, but also
co-directed with George Cukor for RKO Pathé in
1932. 28 (He is officially credited with "special
effects.") This self-reflexive film on the industry
incorporates the formalist notion of laying bare
the devices of the medium in "glimpses of
behind-the-scenes film-making" which "remain
among the best ever committed to celluloid" and
initiated "one of the most durable plots in
Hollywood history." 29 It culminates in a series of
montage sequences which comprise the film's
climax and form a microcosm of the entire
narrative plot—that is, the A Star is Born vehicle
tracing a well known Hollywood figure's selfdestructive descent amid the success of a rising
star, in this case, an alcoholic ex-film director
and the young actress he discovers.
What Price Hollywood? also appropriates an
expressionistic influence into its dark,
psychologically subjective style in Vorkapich's
stunning montage sequence which is evocative
not only of Vorkapich's earlier avant-garde work
in his 1928 silent avant-garde film The Life and
Death of 9413 – A Hollywood Extra, but also
seems to anticipate the famous film noir stylistic
aesthetic that would become so prevalent in
later Hollywood films—including Cukor's remake
of What Price Hollywood? into the noir musical,
A Star is Born (George Cukor, Warner Bros.; US,
1954) with Judy Garland and James Mason.30 In
this proto-noir sequence of What Price
Hollywood?, the iconography, visual style, and
subjective psychological tone is distinctive: a
dark, disheveled figure crosses a chiaroscuro
room splintered by diagonally criss-crossing
patterns of shadow from windows which place
expressionistic bars of entrapment across the
character and the walls of his subjective
environment. Shot glass and cigarette in hand,
he staggers across a gun, a mirror, and a framed
28

Vorkapich, cited in both Vorkapich, 'Curriculum Vitae,' (undated) and
in Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences of Slavko Vorkapich,' Oral History
Transcript, in SVC, USC.
29

Richard B. Jewell and Vernon Harbin, The RKO Story (London:
Arlington Press, 1982), 49.
30
Producer David O. Selznick also adapted a version of What Price
Hollywood? as A Star is Born (William Wellman, Selznick International;
US, 1937).

photo portrait of his youth while searching in the
dark for a match. Disgustedly throwing his
photograph aside, he looks in the mirror as
Vorkapich's climactic montage begins.
The sequence comprises multiple montages
which last only two minutes in all. Inclusive is an
intense, three second montage-within-amontage which uses rapid single-frame imagery
to powerfully convey the character's suicide,
followed by a brief visual pause and a final
montage
of
highly
saturated
images
communicating multiple codes of meaning in
relation to the culminating effect of this pivotal
action. Vorkapich utilizes overlapping visual
layers of high-contrast imagery along with a
dark, subjective psychological tone in this
sequence that silently commences with a close
up of the director's haggard face in the mirror
superimposed first with his youthful image
beside a camera—the image blurs and wavers,
then dissolves into his successful image
superimposed gaily drinking a martini in tuxedo
and top hat, wavering and dissolving into his
disheveled mirrored face which he covers with
his hand in disgust as his image dissolves into a
superimposition of diagonally panning prison
bars, then a rippling pool of water over closeups of his feet walking, dissolving to his hand
opening a drawer, reaching for the gun and
pointing it to his heart.
At this point, Vorkapich integrates an
emotionally and perceptually riveting threesecond,
high-contrast
psychological
sub
montage using single frame shots to subjectively
simulate the character's mind and point-of-view
as images of his life flash before us on the
screen
in
a
dreamlike,
stream-ofconsciousness fashion. The firing of a gun
pierces the silence as a rapid visual succession
follows: a flash frame of white, his youthful shot
at the camera, his grinning toast in tuxedo, dark
swish-pans of both he and the actress he
discovered, another flash of white, his dark
haggard profile, an extreme overexposed shot of
his image in the mirror, fading to white, then in
to a rueful two shot with the actress, an abrupt
cut to a dark shot of him behind bars looking
down in shame over the black shoulder of a
prison guard which moves laterally to
completely cover him in the frame, cut to
another flash of white, then to a dark, barred
shadowed, extreme low angle shot of him
holding the gun and falling in slow motion.
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A brief visual pause posits a connotative
comma following Vorkapich's intense montagewithin-a-montage: a silent reaction shot of the
actress in an adjacent room, cut to a completely
blackened room—a light goes on beyond the
opened door, and she rushes in and stops
abruptly to see him laying in shadow on the
floor. As she hesitantly moves toward his
shadowed body in the foreground, Vorkapich
resumes his montage by superimposing the
rapid, siren-blaring procession of black police
cars with bright lights turning toward the
spectator and racing diagonally across the
frame.
This shot dissolves into a bustling reversezoom of a newsroom, close ups of printing
headlines such as "Director Dies of Wounds in
Star's Home" superimposed with the dynamic
movement of the printing press, an extreme lowangle shot of newspapers falling from the sky in
all directions dissolving over a vulnerable close
up of the actress, which is superimposed with a
third low-angle reverse-zoom of a doll-like
gowned starlet with a star lens radiating light
above her head as the white figure becomes
more diminutive and the falling papers fade into
the foreground over both the figure and her face.
As the papers fall, an out-of-focus extreme lowangle shot of dirt falling toward the camera
blends in and out of the superimposition, which
dissolves into headlines reading "Star Collapses
On Stand At Inquest," "Police Quiz Star In Death
of Director," "Film Star Faints at Grave of Former
Director-Friend," "Star Denies Romantic Life With
Director," "Women's Clubs Ban Pictures Of Star
From Theatres" amid the falling dirt and papers
which simulates the point-of-view looking up
from within a grave; the montage ends with a
pile of dirt being thrown atop the paper
headlines—which functions as a double
metaphor of both the media 'digging up the dirt'
on the star, and of her being 'buried alive' by
stylistically simulating a nightmare to establish a
parallel
vulnerability
with
the
star's
psychological referent sharing the deceased
director's point of view from the grave.
While the overall body of the narrative text
in What Price Hollywood?—like other commercial
Hollywood films of the classical studio system
era—remains essentially a dialogue-driven
vehicle visually reliant on relatively static twoshot compositions derivative of the stage,
Vorkapich transcends this framing, cutting and
blocking germane to the proscenium arch by
appropriating his avant-garde stylistic mediation
10

into montage sequences within the text. In
successfully implementing his cinematic theories
in a studio production, he transforms the overall
narrative text from a few static cuts of static
figures
alternating
between
wide,
medium/close-up shots, into a visually dynamic
interplay of movement in the frame and between
shots to create richly layered visual textures
through techniques such as superimpositions,
high-contrast single-frame shots, and slow
motion.

Conclusion
Interestingly, Vorkapich succeeded in
integrating his theories and ideas of film as an
artistic medium into an industry whose
commercial aims were often the antithesis of
that aesthetic objective to actually improve the
quality of the product that was coming out of the
Hollywood
studio
system.
Vorkapich's
contribution significantly improved the quality of
these studio films. As a film theorist, in lecturing
and in his theoretical writings he was also
developing an awareness in other filmmakers (in
and outside the industry) that ultimately
resulted in its appropriation into Hollywood
filmmaking. Although Vorkapich's influential
montage work was a lucrative means of
supporting himself, he did experience a certain
degree of personal compromise. For example, in
later interviews, he expresses disappointment in
repeated, unsuccessful efforts to generate
studio interest and secure financial support
towards completing full-length independent film
projects; additionally, he was unable to release
two independent experimental films which he
did complete, Moods of the Sea and Forest
Murmurs—similar to the disappointing studio
experience of avant-garde animator, Oskar
Fischinger.31
Ironically, Vorkapich was nonetheless
incredibly successful within the Hollywood film
industry: in his self-contained montage
sequences, he was able to 'call the shots,' make
artistic decisions, and retain complete creative
freedom and control—without compromising his
vision. Vorkapich was recognized for his stylish
montage work as in the extraordinary
earthquake sequence with Clark Gable in MGM's
San Francisco. In later interviews, Vorkapich
31

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 27-30 in SVC, USC. Oskar Fischinger was
another talented avant-garde filmmaker whose independent films,
'absolute animation' and 'visual music' inspired Walt Disney's Fantasia
(released through RKO; US, 1940), but was not successful in Hollywood.
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admits he would have preferred greater artistic
license using sound to fully realize his notion of
'sound montage' by creatively layering aural
textures of distortion and natural sounds. For
example, he once edited sound from a storm
sequence in The Good Earth, then combined an
aural montage of wind and thunder with the
battle sequence from the Jeanette MacDonald
film, The Firefly. Although studio executives
agreed that it was "the most terrifying battle
sequence" they had ever experienced, producers
considered the more light hearted film genre
and decided: "This is a musical; we have to use
music" to accompany the sequence. He regretted
having to change it. 32
Regarding Vorkapich's mode of production
as a filmmaker, montage artist and special
effects wizard, the studios hired Vorkapich on
these projects because he could produce these
sequences quickly and inexpensively; he was
especially talented in being able to conceive of
and visually realize ideas in an extremely
economical way (as seen in his modestly
produced The Life and Death of 9413 – A
Hollywood Extra). For instance, if a studio film
was over budget and the studio needed to
inexpensively convey a considerable amount of
filmic information within a minimum amount of
time for minimal financial cost, Vorkapich could
expediently realize the idea in his montages at
relatively insignificant expense. As a result, he
saved the studios a great deal of money; so,
predictably,
Vorkapich's
involvement
in
commercial
narrative
productions
often
functioned primarily from an economic—rather
than purely aesthetic—motivation on the part of
the industry.
Vorkapich's work on specific films and
mobility between various studios evolved from
his relationship with certain prominent
independent producers, such as David O.
Selznick, and directors, such as Frank Capra and
George Cukor. For example, because Selznick
preferred to hire Vorkapich for montage effects
on his films (often with Cukor directing), he
brought Vorkapich onto projects which moved
among different studios depending on the
production. Additionally, Frank Capra, impressed
with his 'special effects' reputation, hired
32

Vorkapich to create the impressive montage
sequences in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington and
Meet John Doe—notably these productions are
for different studios, Columbia and Warner Bros.
As a result of these collaborations,
Vorkapich had established quite a reputation in
the industry for creating montage sequences. In
fact, when he began Hollywood montage work in
1928, he succeeded in breaking considerable
ground as one of very few creative individuals in
the industry having the capability to produce
these sequences during this early period.
Montage become more prevalent in subsequent
years when studios realized that not only could
they produce films which were more visually
dynamic, but there was significant financial
savings as well; the vertically-integrated 'Big
Five' major studios discovered that saving
significant time in film length would generate
greater revenues because it enabled them to
exhibit more films in their studio-owned theater
houses. Thus, ultimately, Vorkapich's creative
involvement and aesthetic innovation within the
Hollywood studio system remained inextricably
tied to the industry's bottom line—an answer to
the question ironically posited by the film's title:
What Price Hollywood?

Vorkapich, 'Reminiscences,' 15 in SVC, USC.
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Los estados de ausencia como experiencia estética
Juan Carlos Meana
Resumen
El artículo desarrolla el análisis de una experiencia estética sobre los estados de ausencia que se
reconocen como un estado necesario dentro del proceso para la creación artística. Se ha de entender
estado como el desarrollo de una disposición específica dentro del amplio proceso creativo en el que se
destaca una determinada situación y ausencia como una desaparición o, más bien, la aparición de un
vacío que resulta ser productivo para la creación artística. Se ha utilizado el acto de caminar y la deriva
por un territorio desconocido como procedimiento para una pérdida de control de la voluntad, dejando
así que haga aparición una experiencia diferente que ubique la percepción en otro orden. La percepción
en el acto de caminar implica no solo los sentidos, sino todo el cuerpo. El cuerpo en movimiento, el
desplazamiento, supone una experiencia donde se confronta la memoria y registros del pasado junto a
la percepción del presente que se está viviendo al caminar. Esto permite la aparición de un nuevo
enfoque que interrelaciona sentidos nuevos.
Se pretende ahondar en un estado donde hacen aparición unos motivos y situaciones que
transforman la percepción de la realidad desbordando la lógica de la certeza y la verosimilitud. Todo
ello predispone para la experiencia estética, tanto en la creación como en la recepción. De igual modo
advertimos un posicionamiento de cierta resistencia desde la actitud de negación, del no hacer, que
posibilita la entrada en otras potencialidades creativas encaminadas a no dar respuesta inmediata a
modo de los sistemas hiperproductivos.
El artículo se desarrolla a partir del análisis de la experiencia de caminar llevada a cabo por el
autor y que ha quedado reflejada en el libro de reciente publicación La ausencia necesaria.
Palabras clave: ausencia; experiencia estética; proceso creativo; caminar; deriva; paisaje; territorio;
aparecer; contemplación; cuerpo.

Introducción
El "estado de ausencia" lo podemos definir
a partir de la matizada y extensa idea que hace
Antoni Marí ayudándonos a situar el concepto y
así comprender su significado dentro del
análisis de su función en el proceso creativo:
"…"estado", remite a una posición de la
conciencia, dinámica y estática a la vez, a un
estado pasajero que se mantiene el tiempo
necesario para distinguirse del momento
anterior y del posterior, que forma parte de
la cadena de la vida y es un eslabón que se
engarza como una perla en el collar de la
existencia. La palabra "ausencia" evoca la
pérdida, el olvido, el abandono, la presencia
que deja la ausencia y el vacío provocado
por su desaparición." (Marí, 2012, pp.17)
Si nos atenemos a esta definición es lógico
pensar que subyace de esta experiencia un
sentimiento de lejanía, de pérdida de identidad,
www.journalonarts.org

de desaparición, no exenta de un cierto alivio,
acompañada de una pérdida de voluntad que
adentra a quien la experimenta en un estado de
imprevisibilidad e indeterminación. También
podemos pensar que la segunda parte de la
definición guarda similitud con el hecho mismo
de la representación, es decir, cuando la
presencia de un objeto es sustituida por su
imagen, cobrando así la presencia del objeto
mismo. Con ello el espectador se adentra en un
espacio fracturado donde la distancia entre el
objeto y su imagen da pie a múltiples y ricas
interpretaciones y recreaciones, base, todo ello,
de la creación artística. La representación en sí
misma se sustenta en la idea de ausencia al
sustituir el objeto por su representación
sensible, al ausentarse el objeto y hacer
aparición su representación. Un ejemplo claro
del misterio y fascinación de lo que ocurre con
este fenómeno lo tenemos en las imágenes
fotográficas.
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Hacemos un análisis de diferentes matices
que encontramos en los estados de ausencia y
que se desarrollan en esta experiencia estética
donde, desde una actitud contemplativa, vamos
generando modos de entender y de
posicionarnos frente a la realidad desde un
punto de vista creativo y estético.

1. Contextualización
El procedimiento que opera en los estados
de ausencia que analizamos, viene determinado
por una implicación física de todo el cuerpo. Se
trata del caminar como acto de implicación del
sujeto para adquirir un estado que permita un
disfrute estético donde se vea envuelto en una
experiencia intensa mediada por la imaginación.
La supervivencia llevó a la humanidad a
caminar y recorrer un espacio en busca de
alimentos, refugio y abrigo para el grupo. Una
vez asegurada estas cuestiones básicas, caminar
se convirtió en un acto esencialmente simbólico
que permitió habitar el espacio, convertirlo en
territorio y posteriormente en país. Las primeras
manifestaciones estéticas tienen que ver con la
acción de caminar e institucionalizan la
experiencia estética de caminar que se
desarrollará desde las primeras manifestaciones
arquitectónicas, escultóricas y pictóricas.
Podemos afirmar que "la trashumancia nómada,
considerada por lo general como el arquetipo de
cualquier recorrido, constituye en realidad un
desarrollo de las interminables batidas de caza
del paleolítico" (Careri, 2005, pp.20). El caminar
errante ha sido motivo de reflexión y uso para la
religión, los mitos, la literatura, y también como
acto de protesta, reivindicación y sacrificio. Todo
ello ha generado muchas narraciones. Es en el s.
XX cuando, de manera más contundente,
adquiere un valor estético.
La ocupación y dominio del territorio por el
grupo social ha evolucionado hasta generar lo
que en la actualidad podemos entender con el
concepto de país como un área geográfica bien
delimitada que unifica y acoge en un lugar
concreto a un determinado grupo social,
garantizando su cohesión y protección. Del
mismo modo, el paso o carga simbólica y
cultural de ese país al paisaje supone una
construcción cultural del territorio que se habita
(Roger, 2007). No se trata de una ocupación, sino
de una culturización del concepto país, donde lo
simbólico es tanto o más importante que las
condiciones físicas del territorio. "El país es, en
cierto modo, el grado cero del paisaje, lo que
16

precede a la artealización, tanto si ésta es
directa (in situ) o indirecta (in visu)" (Roger, 2007,
pp. 23).
Roger en su tesis maneja una doble
articulación: la de país-paisaje, es decir, aquella
donde expone que asumimos que el paisaje es
una visión estética del país, capaz de albergar,
contener y dar rienda suelta a las expresiones
emotivas
que
ese
territorio
produce
convirtiéndose el país, entonces, en paisaje; en
definitiva, un ente cultural con una capacidad
simbólica. Y añade otra segunda articulación
que indaga en las dos formas de intervención en
el objeto natural, y que pueden ser "directa, in
situ; o indirecta, in visu, por mediación de la
mirada" (Roger, 2007, pp.21). Las prácticas de
intervención directa con los propios materiales y
en el propio territorio, nos llevaría a hablar de
una práctica in situ, con sus matices y
modalidades; mientras que aquella filtrada por
la mirada que determina la naturaleza
indeterminada, es la que denominamos in visu, a
la que pertenecería, por ejemplo, toda la
tradición de la pintura paisajista.
Dentro de la articulación in situ, donde el
país pasa a ser recorrido, pateado y dotado de
una mirada cultural, el ámbito simbólico que
genera puede distinguirse en tres momentos
esenciales a lo largo del s. XX: la transición del
Dadaísmo al Surrealismo (1921-1924), la de la
Internacional Letrista a la Internacional
Situacionista (1956-1957), y la del Minimalismo al
Land Art (1966-1967) (Careri, 2005, pp. 21). De
todos ellos, es el último el más centrado en
espacios, tanto urbanos como espacios abiertos
de la naturaleza, que servirá para reflexionar
sobre los cambios experimentados en relación a
esa naturaleza, sobre el recorrido y sobre los
orígenes del paisajismo.
1.1. Caminar
La ocupación y el habitar un área geográfica
hemos visto que nace de la acción primigenia de
caminar sobre ese territorio, acto que conlleva
una presencia directa y activa del cuerpo. Desde
nuestro punto de vista el caminar supone un
equilibrio frente al inmenso protagonismo que
la mirada tiene en nuestro tiempo. Podemos
decir que activa el cuerpo para una participación
que posibilita una experimentación plena. El
caminar entendido como un procedimiento,
supone una percepción de la duración del
tiempo y del espacio que puede ser utilizado
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como experiencia estética frente a la rapidez e
inmediatez de lo tecnológico.
Las necesidades mínimas que requiere la
caminata nos sitúan frente a una actitud que ha
de comulgar de lo mínimo, de lo sencillo, del
despojo, de lo elemental y necesario. Es el
cuerpo la medida del espacio y el tiempo.
Cualquier impresión de duración se desvanece
sumergiendo al caminante en un tiempo lento
que es el de la medida vital que el propio cuerpo
impone. Lo mismo ocurre con el espacio, es el
paso la medida de todas cosas, siendo el cuerpo
el instrumento que ha de dominar y cubrir el
espacio. "Cuando el caminante recorre
infinitamente el espacio, realiza un circuito igual
a través de su cuerpo que adopta entonces la
proporción
de
un
continente
cuyo
reconocimiento siempre será parcial". (Le
Bretón, 2011, pp.31)
En el caminar tiene especial importancia el
hecho de un caminar en grupo, en comunidad,
como si ello supusiera una energía añadida en el
estado de ausencia:
"caminar con un ritmo constante, buscando
el paso apropiado para que el cuerpo no
sufriera, era una práctica de adecuación
entre las circunstancias del momento y las
posibilidades físicas de cada uno de
nosotros. Seguir los pasos de quien fuera
delante agudizaba la mirada de los
pequeños fragmentos de piedras, tierra y
vegetación donde colocaba el pie. Cada
pequeña parcela de suelo contenía todos
los detalles y el pisar acompasado, rítmico
y en grupo, provocaba una especial
sensación: se formaba parte del grupo, pero
al mismo tiempo la ausencia estaba
presente" (Meana, 2015, pp.67).
Caminar en nuestros días se entiende no ya
tanto como un dominio del territorio puesto que
los sistemas de locomoción y las nuevas
tecnologías de la información lo consiguen de
manera más eficaz y contundente, sino más bien
como una forma de resistencia, un método de
inmersión, de dejarse penetrar por las cosas
más sencillas y por la naturaleza que nos hace
contactar con aquellas sensaciones más
pegadas al territorio y lo mundano. Todo ello
encaminado a contactar con un universo
inaccesible a las formas de conocimiento más
actuales y promulgar un modo de percepción
diferente al predominante, activando todos los
sentidos.

2. La experiencia del sujeto: de los estados
de ausencia a la experiencia estética
En el libro "La ausencia necesaria" (Meana,
2015), queda reflejada con numerosos matices la
experiencia estética de los estados de ausencia
necesarios para la creación y contemplación
estética. Transcurre la narración en Bulgaria,
país escogido para iniciar un proceso de
transformación donde la pérdida de voluntad, la
contemplación, el recorrido por el territorio, el
pasaje y el paisaje, van tejiendo una experiencia
de orden estético que sensibiliza al autor y al
lector.
La experiencia sensible encaminada a
provocar y experimentar estos estados ausentes,
surge como encuentro con formas, paisajes,
gentes y vidas distantes y diferentes que son los
que desencadenan una crisis de lo aprendido,
posibilitando la aparición de nuevos estados y
sensibilidades.
El pensamiento estético y las reflexiones de
los artistas, principalmente desde la literatura,
sitúan esta experiencia de la ausencia en una
lucha de fuerzas opuestas que crean una tensión
que da pie a diferentes posicionamientos en
ella. Antoni Marí sitúa dos modos de ausencia:
por exceso de dolor y de pesar, o por exceso de
gozo y de consuelo. Ambas corresponden a una
tradición y a corrientes estéticas opuestas. El
exceso de dolor lo podemos definir por aquello
que los anglosajones llaman spleen y que remite
al sentimiento de "pesadez de la existencia, de
la carga del tiempo, de la miseria cotidiana y de
la presencia incuestionable de la muerte" (Marí,
2012, p.75). Son experiencias que por exceso de
dolor, llevan a la narcosis del sujeto provocando,
a modo de huida, un estado en el que reina el
desinterés por la cosa de fuera, por el mundo
exterior.
Obviamente
esto
supone
un
aislamiento y una pérdida de la capacidad de
amar y de ser amado. "Es una enfermedad de la
voluntad" (Marí, 2012, pp. 75). La ausencia en este
caso es un modo de liberación de esta pesada
carga, aligerando responsabilidades y el deber
de vivir.
De otro lado, el ideal provoca un exceso de
gozo que lleva a confiar en nuestras capacidades
transformadoras, en la conciencia de un yo al
que nada se le resiste. Actúa como un
sentimiento en el que se libera la carga de vivir y
se adentra en unos estados de libertad
generadora y creativa.
Cualquiera de las dos posiciones, o la
misma tensión entre ambas, experimentadas por
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muchas personas, supone un acercamiento a la
experiencia estética que favorece la creación
artística así como el disfrute y experiencia de
transformación con la contemplación de la obra
de arte. Hay que decir que no solamente surge
con la confrontación con la obra de arte, sino
que hay experiencias que pueden provocar esta
lejanía del mundo posibilitando mirar las cosas
con otra distancia.
2.1. La desaparición del sujeto imperativo
El concepto mismo de desaparición
presente en la definición inicial, nos sitúa en una
posición como sujetos experimentadores de una
percepción estética. Los estados de ausencia
permiten suspender la actitud de dominio que
se tiene sobre el mundo y que radica en la
autoafirmación del sujeto. Permanecer un cierto
tiempo en el estado de ausencia es un
abandono de nosotros mismos, provocando una
situación de espera que no espera nada en
concreto, siendo el acto mismo de esperar el
que supone una apertura porosa que permite
estar en el presente.
A este desprendimiento de la actitud le
sigue un desprendimiento de la percepción que
suspende nuestra determinación sobre las
cosas. Es esto lo que permite radicalmente estar
abiertos en una espera que no se impone.
La experiencia de la percepción estética
nos lleva a vivir y experimentar conscientemente
una percepción del presente que supone un
abandono
del
pensamiento
prepotente,
determinante y proyectivo, para dejar que, en
una actitud de juego, sea la percepción la que
experimente la apertura.
La consecuencia de estos estados de
ausencia para la percepción supone un estar en
el presente tomando conciencia de lo que allí
sucede, un detenerse para entrar en la espera
pero con los sentidos bien abiertos. La
desaparición está en la esencia misma de la
percepción estética que posibilitan los estados
de ausencia. Tal y como nos afirma Martin Seel,
"el placer estético es el placer de la existencia
finita en la existencia finita" (Seel, 2010, pp. 209).
Esta experiencia tiene, a juicio del autor citado
un efecto liberador
"porque acontece como una conciencia de
posibilidades
inexploradas,
no
preconcebidas, que se encuentran abiertas,
y que sin embargo están presentes aquí y
ahora. Esta conciencia nace cuando algo es
18

percibido en su particularidad sensible por
esta misma particularidad sensible. Deviene
consciente de que lo radicalmente
indeterminable no es el futuro, sino el
presente." (Seel, 2010, pp. 209)
Vemos entonces que la aportación de esta
experiencia es un vivir el presente de manera
mucho más consciente, sumamos una
intensidad que no es tanto una extenuación
física sino una forma de detenerse con los
sentidos en el presente que se está viviendo.
Surge así una conciencia que percibe el presente
y es capaz de imaginarlo al mismo tiempo que
supone una reflexión sobre la percepción del
presente.
2.2. La contemplación
Los estados de ausencia posibilitan esta
entrada en la experiencia estética de la
percepción que arranca desde la actitud de la
contemplación, de la parada para contemplar,
desde el detenimiento para adquirir la
percepción adecuada de aquello que hace
aparición, de lo que Barthes denominó, para la
fotografía, como el punctum. "El punctum se
abre tan solo a la consideración que se demora
contemplativamente" (Byung-Chul, 2013, p.55). El
punctum es el grado de tensión que viene a
romper y sorprendernos en el stadium, que es
flujo de información que contiene una imagen y
que se registra desde una posición del gusto, un
tanto distante y carente de pasión.
La demora a la que hacemos mención, es la
que posibilita la entrada del silencio en el acto
perceptivo, un silencio necesario para que
resuene en nuestra sensibilidad aquello que se
da y hace aparición. Sin silencio no es posible le
experiencia estética, es el esfuerzo por el
silencio el que nos adentra en la ausencia,
estadio previo de la experiencia estética.
Contemplar es la base de nuestros logros
culturales a partir de la cual se ha desarrollado
el pensamiento y la experiencia estética.
Contemplar supone una percepción lenta que ha
de ir buscando su centro generador, su mirada
creativa. En el contemplar está subyacente el
aburrimiento, un aburrimiento profundo que es
innato a una actitud creativa. "Quien se aburra al
caminar y no tolere el hastío deambulará
inquieto y agitado, o andará detrás de una u otra
actividad. Pero, en cambio, quien posea una
mayor tolerancia para el aburrimiento
reconocerá, después de un rato, que quizás
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andar, como tal, lo aburre." (Byung-Chul, 2012,
pp. 36).
En La ausencia necesaria hemos relatado
minuciosamente la experiencia que supone la
asociación que establecemos entre caminar y
contemplar potenciando lo que de ritual hay en
esta actitud:
"comenzar el día caminando es una manera
de adentrarse en aquello que no se conoce
con la suavidad de quien va haciéndose con
las cosas, los paisajes y la compañía que
rodea a uno. Pasear era pasar por los
lugares con un actitud abierta a la
fascinación del viaje. Cualquier detalle
podría llamar la atención y ejercer un
estado de asombro que me sacaría del
estado habitual para, en la ausencia,
valorar de manera especial cuanto la retina
retenía. Y todo ello en movimiento, sin
provocar fatiga y alejando cualquier
posibilidad de pereza y cansancio. Caminar
no iba a ser una labor en el viaje, sino el
viaje mismo". (Meana, 2015, p.66)
De igual modo, y como elemento de la
contemplación, vemos que una actitud de
silencio es esencial para estar dispuestos a
recoger aquello que en el estado de ausencia se
genera y que, en el caso de esta experiencia
comunitaria, se agranda al ser copartícipes de la
experiencia:
"Caminar en silencio era una práctica que
abría los poros de la sensibilidad para ser
protagonista de lo que estaba pasando.
Seguir acompasadamente el paso tenía sin
duda un efecto sobre la percepción, no sé
qué extraño y placentero sentir produce,
pero seguir los pasos del compañero es
encontrar la serenidad con el otro que nos
habita y que tantas amargas disputas nos
ofrece a diario". (Meana, 2015, p.67)
Aprender a mirar constituye un primer paso
hacia una espiritualidad que trascienda la mera
contingencia de las cosas. La desaceleración que
produce la contemplación frena el impulso
maquínico de la permanente hiperactividad que,
lejos de dejar espacio para el pensamiento,
convierte a la acción misma en una producción
sin fin. La contemplación, por el contrario,
posibilita el interludio, el espacio del parón, de
la interrupción que nos saca de la actividad
frenética de la producción inagotable.

2.3. La resistencia del no hacer
Resistirse supone una mirada calmada, un
posar la vista lento buscando el deleite y
disfrute, lejos del goce de la inmediatez, como si
fueran las cosas las que buscaran nuestra
mirada:
"Nuestro espacio mental, nuestro espacio
de sensibilidad se va ocupando de las
impresiones que recibimos en ese mirar
diario que nosotros les lanzamos (a los
objetos que se encuentran en el taller) y
que ellos nos devuelven en forma de
impresión. Cuando el mirar nuestro y el
impresionar de los objetos coinciden en un
espacio y en un tiempo concreto, aparece la
posibilidad de la acción concertada que ha
de dar lugar a la construcción de la
imagen". (Meana, 2000, p.32)
Desde esta actitud de frenar los impulsos
más inmediatos para evitar responder de
manera hiperactiva, se genera una conciencia
del no, del retardo, del no hacer, de la ausencia
consciente que emprende una actitud donde el
impulso a responder al instinto se frena, se
retarda como dejando el espacio suficiente para
que haga aparición una actitud creativa abierta,
pensativa y que apunte en una dirección
diferente a la diseñada por el poder. Contemplar
supone más que nunca una negación a
participar. En este caso la contemplación es un
transitar lento, pausado, que nos deja tiempo
para atravesar lo contingente. "La aceleración
suprime cualquier entre-tiempo". (Byung-Chul,
2012, pp. 55)
Se desprende de toda esta actitud que los
estados de ausencia provocan una especie de
interludio, de paréntesis en una sociedad que
nos toca vivir donde precisamente lo que se
busca y prodiga es una dividualización o
potencial individual encaminado a una
hiperproducción vinculada a un pensamiento
positivo. La sociedad tardomoderna no posibilita
ya un pensamiento o potencial como grupo,
como especie a la que hay que sacrificarse en
aras de una mejora colectiva. La sociedad actual
prodiga desde el positivismo una mirada donde
"cada cual lleva consigo su campo de trabajos
forzados" (Byung-Chul, 2012, pp. 48). De ahí que
una actitud contemplativa de cierto placer en el
retardo del no hacer, de experimentar el lento
suceder de las cosas buscando momentos de
cierta identidad y empatía con lo que sucede,
sitúa la creación artista en el foco mismo de una
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creación crítica, resistente a los modelos de
producción.
La potencia negativa, tal y como nos la
define el autor coreano es la que nos interesa
como actitud y proceso de trabajo en este
estado de ausencia que venimos analizando
"la negativa es la potencia del no hacer… Se
diferencia, no obstante, de la mera
impotencia, de la incapacidad de hacer
algo… La potencia negativa excede la
positividad, que se halla sujeta a algo. Es
una potencia del no hacer. Si se poseyera
tan solo la potencia positiva de percibir
algo, sin la potencia negativa de no percibir,
la percepción estaría indefensa, expuesta a
todos los impulsos e instintos atosigantes.
Entonces ninguna "espiritualidad" sería
posible". (Byung-Chul, 2012, pp. 59)
Nuestro sistema social más actual se basa
en una sobreabundancia y en un exceso de
positividad. Byung-Chul hace una clara
diferencia entre los paradigmas sociales de la
negatividad y los de la positividad.
Lejos de una sociedad de lo disciplinar que
resulta punitiva y castigadora, nos encontramos
en un medio que utiliza la huida hacia delante
donde la proyección y la superproducción en un
contexto hiperactivo genera un exceso de
positivismo donde nos vemos obligados a
responder permanentemente. Básicamente en la
negatividad existía un elemento, la otredad, lo
extraño; aquello que no se domina, que es lo
que hay que combatir y con lo que hay que
establecer una relación de protección y ataque
si fuera preciso. Frente a este paradigma de lo
negativo, tenemos la positividad, que es lo que
se da en nuestros días con un exceso creciente y
que acaba con nuestro sentido de lo colectivo,
de comunidad porque lo que se produce es una
relación entre lo individual y lo global.
Anulada la capacidad de enfrentarnos a lo
extraño, Byung-Chul nos dirá que el peligro
radica precisamente en lo idéntico y la violencia
que ello genera, puesto que en los sistemas de
producción, de información y de comunicación
lo que se genera es una "obesidad" encaminada
a alimentar la propia maquinaria de producción,
generando una ansiedad por la falta de límite y
de identificación de un elemento extraño al que
combatir.
Frente a este exceso de positividad, la
opción de la negatividad, no se puede basar en
lo punitivo, en el castigo. Esto exige una
sociedad de la vigilancia y el castigo que ya no
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se da. Pero dentro de esta negatividad es
posible una resistencia basada en no participar
o boicotear ese hacer exigente, que se
incrementa cada vez y que no tiene fin. El arte y
una actitud contemplativa basada en el no hacer
nos lleva a tomar consciencia del sistema y en
intentar, al menos, tomar presencia y participar
de lo particular y singular frente a lo global. Una
actitud que esté basada en lo contemplativo
frente a la sociedad del rendimiento. El no hacer
es, en definitiva, una postura que desvía al
sujeto de los parámetros de producción. El
sujeto inmerso en los procesos de rendimiento
no encuentra el límite, con lo que la
autoexigencia va incrementándose hasta dosis
que pueden acabar con el sujeto mismo. De ahí
la afirmación "La depresión… refleja aquella
humanidad que dirige la guerra contra sí
misma". (Byung-Chul, 2012, p.31)

3. El aparecer
En el análisis y desarrollo de los estados de
ausencia, seguimos, una vez descritos y
contextualizados sus matices, el análisis de
Martin Seel ( Seel, 2010). Frente a la desaparición
de un sujeto imperante de voluntad, ha de
aparecer un sujeto de la percepción que en su
estar en el presente desentrañe mediante la
percepción la experiencia sensible para con el
mundo.
En La ausencia necesaria (Meana, 2015) no
describimos el mundo como realidad estética o
como conjunto de objetos y acontecimientos
estéticos. La posición que se toma es desde el
sujeto que percibe y que trabaja con esa
percepción como experiencia para lo cual ha de
desentrañar y profundizar en su propio estado
provocando una especial sensibilidad. Es decir,
en el libro no se habla desde la aparición del
objeto estético, sino desde la percepción
estética del sujeto, o más bien desde la
predisposición para la percepción estética. No
interesa el qué sino el cómo.
En este mismo sentido es importante
entender que la percepción estética es una
relación con el presente porque hay algo
performativo en ello, es decir construimos esa
percepción en el momento mismo de ser
desarrollada. Es entonces cuando se desvela el
aparecer estético de los objetos y de los
acontecimientos. Seel define este aparecer
como "la interacción de las apariciones
perceptibles y presentes de un objeto en cada
caso" (Seel, 2010, p.77), todo ello fuera de la
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función y valorando en sí mismo el encuentro, el
acontecer.
En la percepción estética Seel registra
diferentes grados, siendo estos posibles, a
nuestro juicio, gracias a los estados de ausencia
donde la voluntad deja de ser imperativa, lo que
provoca un estar en el presente abierto a la
aparición de la percepción estética. Distingue
tres formas en el aparecer que se van acercando
en profundidad al sentido último del aparecer
mismo (Seel, 2010, p.140):
"Si nos limitamos a la presencia sensible de
algo, entonces ese algo viene a la percepción
como un simple aparecer". Esta percepción
estética contemplativa supone que dejamos que
el objeto esté exclusivamente en su aparecer
sensible. Es una forma exclusiva de captar el
presente que no tiene una ambición de
trascender el aquí y el ahora. Es una forma
exclusiva de captar el presente. Este estadio es
el que desarrollamos en gran medida en el libro
La ausencia necesaria (Meana, 2015) cuando
contemplamos paisajes y acontecimiento que no
llegan a ser obras de arte.
"Si en este aparecer se da un reflejo de
nuestra vida, de nuestra experiencia más
personal, entonces estamos hablando de un
aparecer atmosférico". Podemos decir que aquí
la experiencia del sujeto configura al aparecer
un determinado sentido al verse confrontado el
acto mismo de la aparición con lo vivido por el
sujeto de la percepción. "Lo atmosférico se da a
partir de una correspondencia existente entre
las perspectivas y las expectativas de nuestras
vidas, por un lado, y, por otro lado, el modo en el
que aparece una situación a la luz de esas
perspectivas y expectativas." (Seel, 2010, p.144145). Son situaciones en las que cabe pensar en
un saber cargado de referencias culturales y en
la experiencia del propio sujeto. En este sentido
podemos alcanzar este grado de apariencia
atmosférica en las situaciones mencionadas al
comienzo en la que A. Roger nos confronta país
con paisaje. Percibimos culturalmente algo
cuando confrontamos el pasaje recorrido con
una memoria visual y cultural existente como
experiencia y memoria.
"Y si lo percibido se capta como una forma
particular de presentación, entonces estaríamos
hablando de la forma de un aparecer artístico".
Son presentaciones de "constelaciones" que
apuntan a objetos cuya organización posee un
orden particular insustituible de los elementos
significantes. Va más allá del mero aparecer y

del aparecer atmosférico (Seel, 2010, p.148). Son
objetos que en su aparecer quieren darse a
entender y requieren una interpretación por
parte de quienes los contemplan. Esto nos lleva
a pensar que requieren y despiertan un presente
en la experiencia donde la vida del sujeto que
contempla está presente. Podríamos aplicar este
grado del aparecer a los numerosos ejemplos
que se ponen en La ausencia necesaria (Meana,
2015) cuando percibimos la presentación de
pinturas de frescos y nos llevan posteriormente
a reflexionar sobre la pintura y la imagen
fotográfica.
Estas tres formas o estadios del aparecer
están íntimamente relacionadas, transitamos en
la experiencia estética de un estado a otro, y en
ocasiones se experimentan simultáneamente.
Vemos, de acuerdo a esta tesis de Seel, que
para que se produzca un aparecer de orden
estético ha de darse una implicación del sujeto
que percibe en tanto que ha de realizar una
interpretación del objeto o acontecimiento,
participando del orden interno de los elementos
significantes. Añadiríamos que en nuestra
experiencia como creadores, los estados de
ausencia posibilitan la organización de los
elementos significantes, siendo estos estados
una fase inicial del proceso que hace que no
impere una voluntad predeterminada, sino que
en la capacidad de juego con el presente de la
realidad posibilitamos nuevos modos de
organización de los elementos significantes, es
decir, aparece la posibilidad de nuevas
creaciones artísticas y sus interpretaciones.

Conclusiones
Como conclusión podemos afirmar que los
estados de ausencia forman parte de la
experiencia estética en los que una parte del
sujeto desaparece, justamente aquella que tiene
que ver con la imposición de la voluntad, para
adentrarse en experiencias donde la aparición
va a tener lugar en forma de objetos y
acontecimientos de orden estético que se
consideran relevantes para la percepción
sensible de la realidad.
En la experiencia llevada a cabo se ha
utilizado el acto de caminar como estrategia de
desprendimiento y desaparición del sujeto
imperativo de la voluntad, de manera que se ha
hecho posible que actitudes como la
contemplación cobren protagonismo y generen
estrategias de resistencia al utilizar el no hacer
como recurso y posicionamiento creativo frente
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a las corrientes imperantes en la sociedad
positivista del crecimiento exponencial de la
producción. Este aumento de la producción,
lejos de encontrar límites, supone una
responsabilidad para el sujeto que llega a
desbordarlo, suponiendo un quiebro en su
articulación como sujeto y en su relación con el
contexto social.
Los estados de ausencia conllevan el acto
de contemplar como actitud que ha de suponer
una grieta en el sistema hiperproductivo y que
supone una actitud del no hacer impuesto, un
parón, un retardo, un cansancio y una espera
que pone en tela de juicio la velocidad
cambiante de los sistemas de producción, de la
eficacia, de la productividad exigente y
autoexigida
y
totalmente
interiorizada.
Contemplar es un no hacer activo que lejos de
llevar al desánimo, supone una actitud activa

pero lejos de los sistemas de producción.
Contemplar supone romper con la velocidad del
sistema y la sociedad del positivismo en un
proceso que tiene que ver más con un ejercicio
de introspección y de madurez responsable para
con la experiencia desarrollada. Esta experiencia
de la contemplación supone la antesala de la
experiencia estética que da lugar a la aparición,
donde el sujeto se confronta con experiencias
que le han de llevar a una transformación en el
sentido estético del término.
La aparición tiene lugar como un nuevo
orden en la organización de elementos
significantes en determinados objetos y
situaciones, lo que implica que debe haber una
interpretación que se produce en el momento
mismo del acontecer, en un presente que es el
que da sentido y activa tanto el sentido de la
creación como la interpretación del espectador.
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Abstract
Nalini Malani is an Indian contemporary artist who lives in Mumbai. Her work is constructed as a
narrative that interweaves Eastern and Western mythologies and aesthetics forms to address
interreligious violence in India, especially on women. Her emphasis on the feminine figure as a topos of
violence, both received and produced, and as an ambivalent figure, both caring and destroying, locates
her art within feminist discourses. Yet she claims to be beyond this linkage and to be using mythical
images of Medea, Cassandra or Sita as images of conflicts and violence within human psyche, both
feminine and masculine. This paper purports to present her work and the mechanisms of its reception in
order to evaluate its potential cathartic role on collective consciousness regarding communal violence
in India and elsewhere, both for and Indian and international audience, a function which she claims for
her art.
Keywords: Nalini Malani, contemporary Indian art, Partition, mythology and art, feminism and art,
Collective Unconscious, catharsis, chora, Julia Kristeva, the abject.

Nalini was born in Karachi in 1946, a year
prior to the partition between India and Pakistan
that followed the independence from the British
Empire. She went into exile to Calcutta in 1947
with her parents, and moved to Bombay in 1954.
The Partition has marked her personality and
her work as she “tried to make sense of the
feelings of loss, exile and nostalgia” that have
overshadowed her childhood. 1 Yet it was not
until 1992, after the destruction of the Babri
Mosque in Ayodhya by Hindu extremists, that
interreligious violence became weaved into her
work, indirectly through the performance Medea,
after Heiner Muller’s play, and the works which
derived therefrom; directly through a series of
multimedia installations such as Remembering
Toba Tek Singh of 1998, Hamlet Machine, 19992000, Stains 2000, Unity in Diversity, 2003, Mother
India: Transactions in the Construction of pain,
2005, and the recent – and haunting – In Search
of vanished blood, 2012 (fig. 1).
The capacity of her works to woo audiences
stems from three main elements. One is her
emphasis on the corporal and the local as
1

Nalini Malani, “Unity in diversity”, Nalini Malani, [exhibition catalogue,
Irish Museum of Modern Art, July-October 2007], Dublin, Irish Museum
of Modern Art et Milan: Charta, 2007, p. 99. See also Johan Pijnappel
(ed.), “Nalini Malani”, Crossing Currents: Video Art and Cultural Identity,
[exh. cat. Lalit Kala Akademi New Delhi, 2004], Royal Netherlands
Embassy publication, 2006, pp. 81-87, p. 82.

www.journalonarts.org

vehicles for memories of sensations and
emotions. The second is her painting technique,
on reverse acrylic paper with acrylic and enamel,
combined into installations with moving
pictures, videos, and sound.
The third element is the content she uses,
based on myths taken from both Indian and
Western traditions, that address the mind
through metaphors long established, playing
with archaic patterns, to which she manages to
give a contemporary relevance.

Fig. 1. In Search of vanished blood, 2012, six channel video/shadow
play with five rotating reverse painted Mylar cylinders, sound, 11
min., dimensions variable. © Malini Malani
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Thus Malani convenes multiple universes,
combining text and images, present and past,
locality and globality into a kind of theatre in
which facts are mixed with affects – anger and
sorrow, fear and disgust, love and sacrifice – that
relate to individual and collective life story. We
shall examine successively the role of these
three elements in the reception of Malani’s
works and its power, asserted by the artist, to
assuage intercommunity hatred, by performing a
catharsis.

The role of the corporal and the local in
Malani’s work
Nalini displays a constant desire to link her
work to a place, to the physical and to psychic
sensations which inform peoples’ experience of
a place. In 1980 she participated with five male
artists – Vivan Sundaram, Bhupen Khakkar, Jogen
Chowdhury, Gulam Mohammed Sheikh and
Sudhir Patwardhan – in the exhibition conceived
by the critic Geeta Kapur's Places for People,
which focused on the indigenous and the local,
in an anti-modernist gesture. 2 It marked the first
occurrence of Post-modern thought in India.3
Malani contributed His Life, a series of eight
paintings started in 1978, recounting the life of
an ordinary man, his personal and professional
relationships, asserting the importance of the
collective in the construction of individual
identity and the fragmentary nature of it, made
of juxtapositions of distinct “me”, built by others.
At the time, she herself lived and worked in
the commercial district of Lohar Chawl, located
near the docks, in South Mumbai. The vibrant
location in which commercial activity is mixed
with religious temples and service industry, will
later inspire a series of monotypes, called Lohar
Shawl, 1991, which, like an emotional map,
superimpose various impressions from the
bazaar, as if pressing on the inner world of the
artist visual, olfactory, auditory sensations
received from the colourful and noisy alleys.
Emphasizing the link between the individual and
the collective, Malani hereby manifests the
importance of living communities, as well as of
bodily sensations and emotions, in the
construction of a particular memory. She says:

Memory is what you are, past is in the
present and in the future. Memory means
the collective Memory – Memory of the
race, Memory of the community. 4
This dual – individual and social –
construction of one’s identity, although a priori
universally shared, 5 appears in this quote as
related specifically to Hindu culture in which the
real and the imaginary, the past, present and the
future, the individual and the collective are
enmeshed, particularly through the concept of
karma, according to which the body is the
vehicle of successive lives, made of meetings,
exchanges, dividers, accidents.6

Fig. 2. Remembering Toba Tek Singh, 1998, four channel, twelve
monitor video installation, twelve in trunks. 20 min., sound,
dimensions variable. © Malini Malani

After years of painting, Malani will turn to
installations in 1998, with Remembering Toba Tek
Singh, (fig. 2), that plays precisely with this
bodily, communal and mnemonic dimension.
The installation consists of iron canteens
containing small video screens, placed at the
centre of a room, lined with large screens. On
the small screens, archival images of the
Partition show scenes of domestic life of
refugees on the road of exile, including
childbirth. They are dubbed by a voice telling the
short story by the Pakistani writer Saadat Hasan
Manto, of 1955, from which it borrows its title.
The story tells the forced exodus of a patient of
Lahore psychiatric hospital, a Sikh born in the
town of Toba Tek Singh which the authorities
have decided to send to an Indian psychiatric
4

2

Place for People, exhibition Jehangir Art gallery, Bombay, 1980,
Rabindra Bhavan, Delhi, 1981. Geeta Kapur presents the project on line
http://www.afterall.org/online/geeta-kapur-on-the-curatorial-inindia-part2. (All websites mentioned in this text are active on 1st April
2015).
3
See Parvez Kabir, cited in Jyoti Dhar, “Nalini Malani, in the heart of
darkness,” Art Asia Pacific, N° 84, July-August 2013, pp. 57-63, p. 58.
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Nalini Malani cited in ibid., p. 63. She also says that up to now her
mother – who is 93 – recalls the sights, the smells, the food, and her
house in Karachi (Nalini Malani in conversation with the author, May
2015).
5
Regarding the link between collective and individual memory in the
West, see Maurice Halbwachs, La Mémoire collective, Paris: PUF, 1950.
6
Malani is not a Hindu though, her mother being a Sikh and her father
a Theosophist (Malani in Johan Pijnappel, op. cit., p. 82).
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hospital, three years after the Partition. Brought
by bus to the frontier and asked to cross the no
man’s land to the other side, he refuses to
choose side and lets himself die in the
undisputed land. The domestic images in the
canteens – an object associated to moving –
oppose the “big story,” told by the large screens
distributed around the room, showing images of
international nuclear conflict: The explosion of
the atomic bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, US
nuclear testing in the Pacific atolls, conflict in
the Balkans. The work has been triggered by
India’s announcement of its possessing the
nuclear bomb, a claim that Pakistan will make a
few days later. Malani use of unrelated archival
images eschews a direct commentary,
underpinning the role of memories and rancour
in new conflicts. Some images are blurred copies
made with a VCR.
Between these displays, images shot by
Malani show two women facing each other, one
supposedly Indian and the other Pakistani. They
are busy completing the same domestic task, the
folding of a sari. As Malani explains, the display
of the same learned gestures reveals their
kinship beyond political and nationalist rift, as in
this vast double exile, rapes and abductions
were committed, women exchanged as spoils of
war and symbols of power of each nation.7
With this narrative Malani wants to pay
tribute to women that provide food and care for
their families in wars and on the roads of exile,
without being allowed to participate in the
process of decision making. The allegory is
transparent (perhaps too much): madness and
death is on the side of history – decided by men
– life and restraint on women side.8
The mosaic of images, some blurred, some
clear, evokes memories, a mixed of emotions
and recollections, of inner and collective images,
and purports to “reconnect the collective
consciousness.” 9 Geeta Kapur sees Malani’s
images as a transitional object by which the
artist brings back the collectively repressed, like
Melanie Klein who used play to enter into
7

Four years later a reverse exchange was enforced, women being
requested to return to their homeland, undergoing a second exile,
tearing apart their family ties.
8
Murtaza Vali, “Nalini Malani, her Cassandra Complex,” Art Asia Pacific,
N° 63, May-June 2009, electronic version, online
http://artasiapacific.com/Magazine/63/HerCassandraComplexNaliniM
alani.
9
Cited in Johan Pijnappel, “Selected biography: Compulsions toward a
filmic view,” Nalini Malani, Arjun Appadurai, Carolyn ChristovBakargiev, et al., 2012, p. 60- 87, p. 76.

dialogue with the unconscious of her young
patients.10
In 2005 Malani returns to the theme of
intercommunity violence with the video
installation Mother India: Transactions in the
Construction of pain, which invites the viewer to
confront the lie behind the noble and lovable
image of the motherland, in view of recurrent
interethnic attacks. On five large screens images
of the Partition, followed by anti-Muslim attacks
in Gujarat in 2002, alternate with the quiet faces
of women engaged in domestic duties,
archetypes of gentleness and compassion,
combined with images of Hindu war divinities –
such as Durga on her tiger. These images remind
the viewer of the ambivalence of Hindu female
deities, which are both protective and
destructive, an ambivalence that Hindu
fundamentalists, according to Malani, want
erased, postulating that Hinduism is all peace
while Islam is violent and the source of evil.11 A
burning mouth recalls the terrible deeds of the
Gujarat incidents while the voice of a woman
and a man are heard in succession, recalling the
reactions of women abducted during the
Partition and that of Indian parliamentarians
who dismissed them:12 The shrill, hysterical voice
of the woman shouts, “Do you take me for a
machine?” The male voice replies, with a “Nehru”
tone, that “the honour of the state is at stake.” 13
The title is inspired by an essay, “Language
and body: transactions in construction of pain”,
of 1996, by the anthropologist Veena Das, which
questions the meaning of the abduction of
women as markers of ethnic groups’ relative
power during the Partition. 14 Using a complex
intertextuality, Malani’s installation also refers
indirectly to Rabindranath Tagore’s novel The
Home and the World, of 1916, which evokes the
appropriation by the Indian nationalist
movement of the divine status of women –
regarded as the supreme deity Devi, mother of
the world – and its transfer to the image of the
nation, deified as the “Great Mother”, “Mother
10

See Geeta Kapur, “Body as gesture: Indian women artists at work,”
Vidya Dehejia (ed.), Representing the Body: Gender Issues in Indian Art,
New Delhi: Kali for women, 1997, p. 166-197, p. 184.
11
Nalini Malani, “Stories retold,” Nalini Malani, 2007, p. 87.
12
Veena Das, “Language and body: Transactions in the Construction of
Pain,” Daedalus, Vol. 125, N° 1, “Social Suffering” (Winter 1996), p. 67-91,
p. 87.
13
Ella Mudie, “Disembodied Voices, Nalini Malani: Mother India, Art
Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney,” The Aesthetica Blog, accessible
on line http://aestheticamagazine.blogspot.fr/2012/ 02/disembodiedvoices-nalini-malani-mother.html.
14
Das, “Language and body: transactions in the construction of pain,”
op. cit.
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India”. This equivalence, according to Tagore,
permanently deprived women of their
subjecthood.15 For Malani the traditional and
nationalist patriarchal discourse that associates
women to divinities transforms them into
emblem of fortitude but at the same time into
objects of use, in both cases into “an inferior
category of human beings without rights,”16
which explains their use as war take.
Veena Das both underlines and further
complexifies this transactional game in regard to
the Partition, suggesting that the silence which
the women abducted and later returned have
maintained in regard to their suffering, is related
to their self-espousing of this sacred role: “In the
work of mourning in many societies it is the
transactions between language and body,
especially in the gendered division of labour, by
which the antiphony of language and silence
recreates the world in the face of tragic loss.”17
According to Das the body of the reified Indian
woman is the receptacle of violence, an object
without rights, but also the mediator of a repair
process, since women are, in traditional
societies, in charge of lamentation rituals. They
symbolically absorb pain through ritual songs.
This idea of the female body as a site of “the
transaction of pain” is expressed in the
installation Mother India, through its title, yet
Malani had previously explored this theme in a
mesmerizing series called Mutant, of 1994-1996.
The latter consists in so called “mutant”
bodies, sturdy female figures in black and white
dye painted on milk carton paper. Some face the
spectator in a position of offering, their arms
extended and hands opened, or of threat, their
sexual attributes undifferentiated: Mutant II
Series A, of 1994, shows a masculine face over
massive shoulders, its flat and hairy chest
monstrously echoing the black triangle of the
pubic hair planted between its monumental
thighs. The left hand is hidden in the back. The
index and middle fingers of the raised right hand
are covered with finger puppets. They seem to
be moving to attract or distract an invisible
subject, implicitly located to the right of the
painting in the direction of its gaze. These
monstrous figures, evoking violence and the
abject, first appeared in her Medea’s projects
around 1994. They were painted on milk
cardboards to suggest tainted milk, and were

related to undisclosed nuclear tests by the US in
the Marshall Islands, leading to malformations. 18
A new series called Body as site-Mutant III series
B of 1996, shows among others a potent and
violent maternal body, armed with a pistol,
threatening the gentle figure of a child (fig. 3).
The paintings have been washed away with milk
by female performers at the 2nd Asia-Pacific
Triennial (Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane,
Australia). This performance suggests a ritual
cleaning/erasing of the abject painting.

Fig. 3. Body as Site: Mutant III Series B, of 1996, fabric dye painting
and milk carton paper, 142 x 96 cm. © Malini Malani

Therefore the series conveys the topic of
milk as an absorber of violence which is also
staged in Malani’s installation Stains, 2000 (fig.
4).

Fig. 4 Stains, 2000, stop motion animation video, colour, sound, 7. 50
min., dimensions variable. © Malini Malani

15

Veena Das herself discusses Tagore’s novel in ibid., p. 72 et seq.
Nalini Malani, “Woman in myth,” Nalini Malani, op. cit., 2007, p. 113.
17
Das, op. cit., p. 68.
16
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See “Nalini Malani, Mutant series B,” in The visual Library / The
Legacy
Project,
accessible
on
line
http://www.legacyproject.org/index.php?page=art_detail_large&artID=878&num=3.
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Stains
consists
of
watercolours
representing blood, bones, internal fluids
(lymph, plasma), filmed and then projected by
means of a video projector on a “screen” of milk
in the form of a gigantic latex ball / breast. To
see the images, the viewer must get inside of a
circle that encloses the device. The title and the
installation suggest both that milk cleanses the
blood and that it is stained by it. Reducing the
female body to a giant udder that washes
violence, the work establishes a correspondence
between woman and society, in which her role is,
according to the traditional association with
Devi, to cuddle and nourish. However, the blood
that impregnates this enormous mass also
suggests that this nurturing role is made at her
expense, as testimonies of the Partition suggest:
“What is there to be proud in a woman's body –
everyday it is polluted by being consumed,” says
a woman raped during the Partition. 19 The breast
carries the memories of violence, which women
keep within themselves, like a poison, in order to
protect their families: “Just as a woman's body is
made so that she can hide the faults of her
husband deep within her, so she can drink all
pain – take the stance of silence”20, says another.
Malani proposes that the body of women
sublimates horror, by turning it into a monstrous
teat, tainted with the spirit of the dead.
These installations are the metaphor of the
body as the locus of violence and a mean to
erase this violence. We need to explore Malani’s
techniques and contents to understand how this
process is carried out.

The role of Malani’s technique
Since the 1990s Malani has abandoned oil
painting on canvas. She now paints with acrylic
mixed with enamel on a transparent Mylar sheet,
which she attaches to a canvas or folds into a
circular lantern, placing the painted side on the
inside. This demanding technique does not allow
correction. She drops a pool of paint on the
Mylar, then extends and refines it with the tip of
the brush in order to build creatures out of it.
Because the enamel is sticky, the shapes are
often indistinct. They seem to float. The lack of
perspective and bright colours are inspired by
the Kalighat paintings – a Bengali tradition of
popular religious imagery of Goddess Kali – in an
19
20

Cited by Das, op. cit., p. 85.
Ibid.

attempt by the artist to connect the present and
the past:
Kalighat is a very important moment in
Indian art for me [....] And for me to make
my own figure, but with a Kalighat stroke, I
would like to make the viewer recall […] the
resonance of the past from that period in
the nineteenth century, interjecting it into
the present [...] These are the little things
that I do [...]; you meander through it, like in
a labyrinth [thanks to] the curiosity to
understand why a figure has two heads and
a tail. 21
The paintings are sometimes combined with
multiple sound and light effects, sometimes with
videos. The projected images spread and move
slowly onto the walls, floors and ceiling of the
room, dominating the viewer who is immersed in
the interplay of violent and redeeming images
and sounds, and directly challenged by it. Malani
thus constructs a multifaceted experience based
on storytelling schemes that continues a popular
oral and visual tradition, and purports to eschew
class boundaries: “The paintings are like the
pages of a book,” 22 says the artist emphasizing
also the influence of traditional Pat Bengali
painting, or Patachira, a succession of images on
horizontal or vertical rolls, telling mythological
or folkloric stories “like a comic book style.”23
Using Patachira as well as Kalighat painting style
she hopes to involve the average Indian, less as
ease with contemporary art. 24 Yet she wants to
challenge the storytelling, that has become
“petrified”: “My idea is not only to retell the
stories in a new form but also in new
configurations.”25
The installation In Search of Vanished
Blood, 2012, presented at Documenta 13,
exemplifies
this
multimedia
technique.
Accompanied by the prosody of an Indian singer,
followed by strident voices announcing
prophecies, the Mylar cylinders project on the
walls gigantic images of deities, as in Ajanta’s
21

Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in
conversation with Nalini Malani,” Nalini Malani, Arjun Appadurai,
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, et al., Nalini Malani, In Search of vanished
blood, Ostfildern, Hatje Cantz, Cassel: Documenta and Museum
Fridericianum Veranstaltungs, 2012, pp. 12-35, p. 26.
22
Vali, op. cit.
23
Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in
conversation with Nalini Malani,” op. cit., p. 14.
24
Ibid., p. 16.
25
Johan Pijnappel, “Nalini Malani: Interview with Nalini Malani from
the iCon India Catalogue produced for the Indian show at the 51 Venice
Biennale,”
accessible
on
line
on
the
artist
website,
http://www.nalinimalani.com/texts/venice.htm.
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caves. In a soundtrack made of collages, Malani
combines oral excerpts from several sources: In
Search of Vanished Blood, a poem by Faiz Ahmed
Faiz, regarding the silence of women victims of
the Partition; Cassandra, a novel by a
contemporary Austrian writer, Christa Wolf26 and
Draupadi, by Mahasweta Devi, 1988,27 a short
story about a Bengali raped by police while
defending the land of her tribe against the
appetite of British settlers. Draupadi is originally
the name of a mythical figure of the epic
Mahabharata (4th c. BCE) that escapes rape
thanks to the protection of Krishna. In
Mahasweta Devi’s short story she is an
Aboriginal, of the tribe of Santal, arrested by
Senanayak, the educated head of the local
police, who reads anti-fascist journals. After
being raped by her guards, she walks naked into
Senanayak’s office, like a monstrous apparition:
Draupadi pushes Senanayak with her two
mangled breasts, and for the first time,
Senanayak is afraid to stand before an
unarmed target, terribly afraid. 28
According to Gayatri Spivak, Senanayak
represents the complicity of the bourgeoisie at
the service of the British Raj, as well as of
herself, as a well-meaning intellectual who tends
to ignore local realities:
When we wander out of our own academic
and First-World enclosure, we share
something like a relationship with
Senanayak's doublethink. […] For the rest of
the world's women, the sense of whose
personal micrology is difficult (though not
impossible) for us to acquire, we fall back
on a colonialist theory of most efficient
information retrieval. […] As I see their
photographs in women's-studies journals or
on book jackets – indeed, as I look in the
glass – it is Senanayak with his anti-Fascist
paperback that I behold.29
Similarly Malani seeks to plug the breach of
indifference that has opened between the
globalized Indian bourgeoisie, to which she
belongs herself, and the popular classes, victims
26

Christa Wolf, Cassandra, the Premise and the Story [1984], Alain
Lance and Renate Lance-Otterbein (trans.), Paris: Stock, 2003.
27
Mahasweta Devi,, “Draupadi”, Gayatri Spivak (trans.) Multitudes, N°
29,
February
2007,
pp.
37-49,
accessed
online
at
http://www.cairn.info/revue-multitudes-2007-2-page-37.htm.
28
Mahasweta Devi, “Draupadi”, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (intro. and
transl.), Multitudes, N° 29, Feb. 2007, pp. 381-402, accessible on line
http://www.cairn.info/revue-multitudes-2007-2-page-37.htm, p. 402.
29
Spivak, introduction to “Draupadi”, op. cit., 2007, p. 382.
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of ethnic violence as well as “abject poverty”,
through mythical narratives. 30

Myth as interclass vocabulary
In an attempt to formulate a language
“potentially shared” Malani uses mythical figures
as myth is, she says, “a universal language [that]
creates a bond with the viewer,” particularly in
India where mythical narratives are performed
everyday.31 Yet she convokes exclusively female
figures, taken from Indian and Western
mythology: Medea, Cassandra, Sita, Raddha. In
ancient and contemporary collective imagination
they all represent abjection and folly, says
Malani who uses those figures to address the
violence of Indian society, but also all human
beings transformed into “mutant” beings by
violence.32 Among these various appropriations,
the figure of Medea is distinguished by its
multiple occurences.
The Myth of Medea
Malani began working sporadically on
Medea in 1974. Her first encounter with the Greek
myth came through a stay in Paris where she
attended the Sorbonne and visited the Louvre.
But the myth of Medea became pregnant after
1993, when the actress and director Alaknanda
Samarth presented the artist with the drama
Medea-material by the German play writer
Heiner Muller, 33 and invited Malini to paint the
decor for her performance at the Max Mueller
Bhavan Centre in Mumbay. Medea then became
for Malani the metaphor of a destroyed woman. 34
The staging was followed by the installation
Medeaproject, 1995-1996, that presented the
different stages of Medea from high priestess in
Colchide, to bride, to poisoner, through three
successive dresses painted on mylar with bright
colours. 35 On the walls, the Mutant series showed
black naked bodies, of uncertain gender,
covered with white gouache dots. The paintings
combined with the dresses appear as the
metaphor of the body inhabited by the poison of
30

Vali, op. cit.
Johan Pijnappel, “Nalini Malani: Interview with Nalini Malani from
the iCon India Catalogue produced for the Indian show at the 51 Venice
Biennale,” op. cit.
32
Malani in Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, op. cit., 2012, p. 22.
33
Heiner Müller, Despoiled Shore Medea-material Landscape with
Argonauts [1982], Dennis Redmond (transl.), 2002, accessible on line
http://members.efn.org/~dredmond/despoiled.pdf.
34
Malani, “Woman in myth,” in Nalini Malani, 2007, op. cit., p. 61.
35
Kamala Kapoor, and Amita Desai, (eds.), Nalini Malani: Medeaprojekt,
Bombay, Max Mueller Bhavan, 1997.
31
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untold deeds, that cannot find any dwelling, as
conceived by Muller: “I want to break humanity
in two / And live in the empty middle I / No
woman no man.” 36 They also echo the unspoken
words of the women violated during the
Partition evoked by Das above, a silence that
keeps them in a twilight zone:
When women's bodies were made the
passive witnesses of the disorder of the
Partition in this manner, how did women
mourn the loss of self and the world? […]
Sometimes a woman would remember
images of fleeing, but as one woman
warned me, it was dangerous to remember.
These memories were sometimes compared
to poison that makes the inside of the
woman dissolve, as a solid is dissolved in a
powerful liquid (andar hi andar ghulja rahi
h ai). At other times a woman would say
that she is like a discarded exercise book in
which the accounts of past relationships
were kept – the body, a parchment of
losses.37
The comparison with Medea fits the process
of self-imposed alienation described by Das who
says that the women “use the metaphor of
pregnancy – hiding pain, giving it a home just
like a child is given a home in the woman’s body
[but with a difference, as] unlike the child, which
the woman will be able to offer to the husband,
this holding of the pain inside must never be
allowed to be born.” 38 The proximity of the
metaphors used by women facing actual events,
reported by Das, with Malani’s installation
underscores her capacity to transform literary
texts into images, that then become metaphor
for traumas of various kinds. This is indeed the
power of myths, which the artwork emulates.

The repair process in the work of Malani
In the work related to Medea, as in Mother
India, Stains, and the Mutant series, Malani
establishes a correspondence between the
feminine and the sacred, both divine and
monstrous. This form of female sanctity is
present in Indian culture, as suggested by Veena
Das, but Griselda Pollock also evokes Western
occurrences such as the figure of Isis and the
36

Nalini Malani quoting Heiner Muller, the artist website, accessible
on line http://www.nalinimalani.com/installations/ Medea.htm,
37
Das, op. cit., p. 84.
38
Ibid., p. 85.

“Red cow” of the Bible. 39 Isis, the head crowned
with horns, is restorative. She picks up the
pieces of the body of her husband Osiris,
murdered and dismembered by his brother, thus
becoming a deity of “restauration” of life. The
Red cow is a figure linked to purifying sacrifices
after a contact with the world of the dead.40 It
consists in spraying the subject with water mixed
with the ashes of a sacrificed cow. This mixture is
called mei niddab, a term that translates as
”menstrual water” and ”water of separation”.41
Thus the ritual evokes the healing power of
menstrual blood and the feminine in general.
Can we compare Medea, Stains, the Mutant
series and the performance Body as site, to a
ritual cleansing of death, like the ritual of the
“Red cow”? Veena Das uses the Kristevan
concept of “pregnancy” in regards to the role of
women in purification processes,42 and it may be
appropriate to convoke this concept into the
interpretation of Malani’s works, who quoted
Kristeva’s essay Experiencing the Phallus as
Extraneous in a recent exhibition a at Kiran
Nadar museum. Kristeva said:
The maternal body is in a position to
transform the violence of eroticism […] into
tenderness. The maternal body is the
frontier for that translation that permits a
human being to live, to not become
psychotic, to not die in solitude, but to live.
This gives woman an enormous role,
namely the destiny of humanity is in the
hands of women. 43
Nevertheless I find it more appropriate to
refer to the concept of the amorphous,
monstrous and archaic maternal body to which
Kristeva refers in The Revolution of Poetic
Language as the container of the subject before
the subject, and which she compares to the
Platonic chora. 44
39

Griselda Pollock, “Sacred cows: Wanderings in feminism,
psychoanalysis and anthropology,” Griselda Pollock and Victoria
Turvey Sauron (eds), The Sacred and the Feminine, Imagination and
Sexual Difference, London, New York, I. B. Tauris, 2008, pp. 9-48, p. 29 et
30. Regarding the kinship between Greek and Indian feminine deities
see Wendy Doniger, Splitting the Difference: Gender and Myth in
Ancient Greece and India, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999.
40
Ibid., p. 31.
41
Ibid., p. 35, 36.
42
Das, op. cit., p. 85.
43
Julia Kristeva, “Experiencing the Phallus as extraneous, or Women’s
twofold Oedipus complex”, in Griselda Pollock (guest ed.), “Julia
Kristeva 1966-96: aesthetics, politics, ethics,” Parallax, N° 8, JulySeptember 1998, p. 29-44, p. 41.
44
Julia Kristeva, La Révolution du langage poétique, Paris, Le Seuil,
1974, p. 22 et seq. The original text is: “Nous empruntons le terme de
chora à Plato dans le Timée pour désigner une articulation toute
provisoire, essentiellement mobile [incertaine et indéterminée que]
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The chora is a period of uncertainty, “of
rupture and linkage,” prior to “spatiality and
temporality.” 45 “It predates and underlies
figuration, thus specularization, and is only
analogous to the vocal or kinesthetic rhythm.” 46
It is opposed to discourse (social, patriarchal)
because “it is never fixed.” 47 The chora is time
and place “without argument, without position”;
Plato refers to it as “nurturing and maternal.” 48
Within it begins a structuring of the subject but
an
unstable,
shifting
structuring
“that
temporarily articulates discontinuities and
reshuffles them constantly.” 49 It precedes the
cogito 50 and the learning of language that aims
to freeze the cogito and takes place in a
“negative” process in a “detachment from the
mother's body” and a rejection of the “mobility
of the chora.”51
The chora is the figure of the abject,
because a return to this stage threatens the
symbolic order of “the Law of the father”
embedded in language, and the integrity of the
subject.52 This return may however be a purifier.
Reopening the borders between the conscious
and preconscious subject, it participates in a
process of “purification”, says Kristeva.53 It is a
return to an indeterminate stage (especially
sexually) of the ego that occurs during a process,
be it ritual, psychoanalytic, or artistic, and allows
a catharsis.54 The mutant females of Malani,
black bodies riddled with white dots, these
asexual and threatening bodies, painted on milk
cartons, and Stains can be understood as
representation of the abject and the chora. Their
“erasure” is akin to a “purifying” ritual that
symbolically allows “a detachment from the
mother's body,” from the kingdom of the dead
so as to regain life. Their symbolic efficiency
prays on their resemblance with Western and
Eastern ritual processes such as the Red cow,
and also tantric practices related to Kali, an
inner journey toward the indeterminate.55
nous distinguerons […] d’une disposition qui relève déjà de la
représentation.”
45
Ibid.
46
Ibid., p. 24.
47
Ibid., p. 23
48
Ibid., p. 25.
49
Ibid.
50
Ibid., p. 34.
51
Ibid., p. 44.
52
Kristeva, Le Pouvoir de l’horreur, Paris, Le Seuil, 1980, p. 24.
53
Pollock, op. cit., p. 31.
54
Kristeva, Le Pouvoir de l’horreur, op. cit., p. 24.
55
See Christine Vial Kayser, Le Spirituel dans l’art d’Anish Kapoor,
Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2013, p. 82 et seq.
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Other works by Malani can also be
understood as part of this return to a stage prior
to language and cogito: In the series painting
Splitting the Other a Medealike female figure
drags two dead children, sometimes two brains,
still attached by an umbilical cord, in a world
populated by nightmarish figures: insects, larvae,
monstrous animals. What is at stake, says
Malani, is to trace the source of the
“mutation,” 56 when Medea becomes a monster,
and to erase her violence by internalizing it:
“Death must be internalized to be erased,” 57 she
says.

Conclusion: The Cathartic effect of Malani’s
works
At a recent conference entitled From the
affect or “The intense depth of the words,” 58 Julia
Kristeva states that the affect is a dynamic
mechanism associated with impulses – “horror,
pity, shame, disgust, shame, anger, anxiety,
phobia, fear, hatred, violence, sensation of
dying, grief, pain [...] but also joy, jubilation,
tenderness, peace, pleasure, the exaltation.” 59 It
arises outside of the realm of reason, thanks to
the poetic process and allows “an overhaul of
metaphysical categories” (body / soul, matter /
mind, in / out, inside / outside). By promoting a
return to the unconscious self, to an id, where
the categories are cut into pieces, it allows a
reassembling of the pieces in a different order.
Such a proposal seems to explain Malani’s
process on which she writes (regarding Stains):
Body fluids, secretions, mucous, ooze,
bubble and stain living tissue. These morph
into humans that act ambiguously toward
each other: loving, hating, killing each other.
Finally the mass of bones that remain form
a pair of bloody hands that seem to almost
come together but instead a bomb pops out
from between the palms and explodes. The
death oozes bubbles out and is evacuated. 60
The repair process conveyed by the work of
art is distinct from the psychoanalytic treatment
as it relates to an archaic and poetic order. A
56

“Splitting the Other,” Nalini Malani, 2007, p. 125.
See Payal Kapadia, Cassandra’s Gift, 2012, a film on Documenta 13,
excerpt on line http://vimeo.com/42065716.
58
Julia Kristeva, De l'affect ou ‘L'intense profondeur des mots’, Milan,
Facultà Teologica dell'Italia Settentrionale, 23-24 fév. 2010, accessible
on line http://www.kristeva.fr/de-l-affect.html.
59
Ibid.
60
Nalini Malani, the artist’s website http://www.nalinimalani
.com/video/stains.htm.
57
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transfer seems to occur nevertheless between
the image and the spectator, in which the
emotion is replayed and amended. This transfer
is understood in traditional Indian theatre,
according to the theory of rasa, as a
correspondence
between
the
physical
manifestations of the eight major emotions,
which the actors enact, and the spectator’s
emotional states. It takes place when the
spectator’s is in an appropriate mood, which
depends both on him and on the potency of the
staging. 61 Those rasa, or emotional experiences,
are associated in pairs, one giving way to the
other: love/laugh; value/wonder; anger/sorrow;
In
Malani’s
works
two
distaste/fear.62
associations are highlighted: anger and sorrow,
distaste and fear. We may understand her works
according to the theory of rasa as healing the
fear (of others) triggered by distaste, and an
atonement of the sorrow brought about by anger
and finally a sense of value linked to an
experience of wonder (brought about the works
themselves). The emotion of the spectator in
view of the abject presented in the image seems
to be absorbed into an interstitial space, the no
man's land opened by violence and the
prohibition of its public disclosing, which the
object mediates.
The work reaches an international audience
thanks to its sensitive portrayal of a wounded
body and mind, its juxtaposition of violent and
peaceful images, mediated by the shiny semi
transparent painting or by the slowly moving
images, evocative of internal fluids and of the
way emotions slowly take form within percepts.
The installations are staged in a performative
way, combining images, rhythm and sounds with
the displacement of the spectator. This aurality
recreates the real while it transcends it into a
mythical narrative that can involve the average
indian.63 The enlarged and moving images
accompanied by text read aloud, evoke the
drama and contemporary trauma seen through
the eyes of a frightened witness (the artist
herself) but, according to Geeta Kapur, Malani
even wants to escape her own body and mind in
order to identify herself with the average man
and woman, in a “desire of [collective]
61

Édith Parlier-Renault, “Les Rasa dans la sculpture et la peinture de
l’Inde”, in Véronique Alexandre Journeau and Christine Vial Kayser
(eds.), Notions esthétiques, la perception sensible organisée,
L’Harmattan, 2015, pp. 289-305, p. 289.
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Ibid., p. 291; see also Ranjana Thapalyal, “Sringara Rasa,” Griselda
Pollock and Victoria Turvey-Sauron (eds.), p. 136.
63
Malani in “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in conversation with Nalini
Malani,” op. cit., 2012, p. 16.

belonging.” 64 Thus the work expresses a
collective memory. It is therefore embedded in a
triple Indian tradition: that of Patachira, a
mythical, religious or folk narrative illustrated
with pictures animated by the narrator, that of
the theatre, in which emotions are elicited and
reshuffled but also in that of the Indian
autobiography of the early 20th century, in which
the author expresses his/her feelings not as an
individual caught in history, but as a privileged
witness of a collective situation. In this tradition
the narrator’s individuality exists only as a
member of a group, and his/her storytelling,
according to Partha Chatterjee, is a kind of
participation in the public space “as a show or
performance”. 65 Thus Malani's work is the
expression of a collective voice. It both
manifests and compensates symbolically the
absence of collective acknowledgement of
intercommunity violence in India.66 It echoes
Veena Das's proposal regarding mourning rituals
conducted by women both in ancient Greece and
in Punjab. Das distinguishes “good death” from
bad “silent death”, “without the support of loved
ones,” after which the spirit of the dead remains
on earth as a ghost, unburied, whereas “the
objectification of the sorrow” in the loved one –
and in the community at large – 67 manifests the
admission of loss. It thus provides a “substitute
body” to the spirit of the dead that allows “the
ghost to finally become an ancestor.”68 This
mourning is done by women while men stand by,
mute: “The task of mourning for the men was to
hear this silence, to mold it by their presence.”69
Das adds:
It appears to me that just as women drank
the pain so that life could continue, so men
longed for an unheroic martyrdom by which
they could invite the evil back upon
themselves and humanize the enormous
looming images of nation and sexuality. 70
64

Geeta Kapur, op. cit., p. 185.
Voir Partha Chatterjee, History in the Vernacular, Ranikhet:
Permanent Black, 2008, p. 420.
66
Regarding the absence of a collective acknowledgement of the
Partition in Indian collective psyche see Urvashi Butalia (ed.), Partition:
The Long Shadow, New Delhi, London, Zubaan/Penguin, 2015,
especially Sukeshi Kamra, “Engaging Traumatic Histories: The 1947
Partition of India in Collective Memory”, ch. 8.
67
“Instead, we begin to think of pain as asking for acknowledgment
and recognition; denial of the other's pain is not about the failings of
the intellect but the failings of the spirit. In the register of the
imaginary, the pain of the other not only asks for a home in language
but also seeks a home in the body.” Das, op. cit., p. 88.
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Malani’s
installations
that
manifest
madness in the public space are imbued with
this feminine quality of collective mourning that
distinguishes her work from the individualistic
and solitary literary work of Manto, that lead him
to madness and suicide. 71
The inspiration of the artist stems from
contemporary Indian history and culture but her
work conveys a transnational vision of a conatus,
71

Ibid., p. 87 et 89.

a principle of collective life: that of a world
dominated by the values feminine of empathy
and imbued with a capacity of catharsis:
We are now in a non-brechtian state [and]
the idea of alienation is not valid today. [...]
at this moment we have to get into the
Aristoletian argument of catharsis.72
72

Malani in “Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in conversation with Nalini
Malani,” op. cit., p. 27-28.
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A Practical Assessment of the Modes of Visual Narratives
in the Art of Benin in Nigeria
Sweet Ufumwen Ebeigbe
Abstract
African narrative art is characterized by a complexity of style, iconography and functions, hence
scholars of sub-Saharan African art often find it difficult to identify, interpret and appraise this
fundamental genre of African art. This is especially true of scholars who utilize Western yardstick in their
interpretations. Thus scholars pay a cursory glance at this aspect of African art or ignore it outright.
Consequently, there is a dearth of literature on the nature and cultural significance of this genre of
African art and little is known of it outside the continent. It is therefore no surprise that a common
perception in the West is that African art is devoid of narrative art. Such an erroneous impression needs
to be corrected in order to promote a better understanding and appreciation of the arts of African
cultures. This is the motivation for this art-historical appraisal which employs the stylistic, functionalistic
and iconographic analytical methods to elucidate the form, content, functions and meaning of African
narrative art. The art of Benin (Nigeria) provides excellent exemplars of this unique African mode of
expression. Thus this paper focuses on an analysis of the visual narratives that are depicted on principal
Benin royal artforms, and their significance in the cultural life of their creators and users.
Keywords and Phrases: narrative art, Benin art, carved tusks, royal stools, African culture.

Introduction
Simply put, narrative art is art which depicts
components of a story in visual form. This mode
of expression is an imperative and fundamental
genre of African creative objectifications.
However, the identification, interpretation and
appraisal of the genre usually pose great
challenges for scholars of sub-Saharan African
art. This is attributable to many factors. Firstly,
this genre of African art is characterized by a
complexity of style, iconography and functions.
Secondly, scholars often use Western standard
in their appraisal of African art generally, and
they tend to favour an appraisal of African art,
detached from the socio-cultural background
that engendered it.
The use of such
interpretative schemes in the evaluation of
African art makes it difficult for analysts to
understand fully African artforms in their
symbolic,
art-historical
and
socioanthropological totality. In this regard, African
narrative art is no exception. Some non-Africans
usually misconstrue the contextual meaning of
this African genre, consequently; they fail to
appreciate fully its significance. This exceptional
African mode of expression has remained,
www.journalonarts.org

hitherto,
inadequately
explicated
and
insufficiently exposed, in terms of analysis of its
nature and significance, to non-African cultures.
Thus, there is a dearth of literature on its nature
and cultural significance in the life of their
creators and users. It is therefore not surprising
that the general perception of some Western
scholars, for example, Laurie Adams (1984), is
that "there is virtually no narrative in African
art." Contrary to this view, the truth is that
based on the standards by which narrative art is
judged in African cultures, there is no doubt that
Africans produce veritable narrative art. As
Dzobo (n.d.) correctly stated, "Africans have been
using both visual and oral "picture words" for a
considerable time to express, transmit and store
their thoughts, emotion and attitude"1. In actual
fact, not only is narrative art a prevalent mode of
expression in African art, the genre is also a
crucial and indispensible aspect of African art
traditions because of the functions they serve in
their cultures of origin.
Therefore, the main aim of this arthistorical appraisal, which employs the stylistic,
functionalistic and iconographic analytical
1

http://www.crvp.org/book/series02/ii-1/chapter_iv.htm
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methods, is to elucidate the form, content,
functions and meaning and significance of the
narrative themes in African art with a focus on
the court art of Benin in Nigeria. This appraisal is
aimed at expanding further knowledge about
this mode of expression of African art outside
the continent. In this regard, this essay examines
some specific Benin court artforms that convey
themes that are explicitly or implicitly narrative
in nature. The art objects under consideration
are: carved royal stools and carved ivory tusks.
But first, what characteristics distinguish Benin
visual narratives.

The Nature of Benin Visual Narratives
Benin visual narratives are meticulous
depictions, rendered in great details, of factual
stories, historical events, the life experiences of
Benin Kings as well as imperative facets of Benin
culture, especially as they pertain to Benin
kingship institution. The themes are diverse and
expansive and they are portrayed copiously in
low-relief on the surfaces of both secular and
religious court artforms. They are rendered in
varied forms without focus on perspective scale
or spatial relation. Superficially, the depictions
seem to be arranged randomly and not overly
concerned with organization, but in actual fact,
the forms are deployed in a systematic manner
that is readable and meaningful to persons who
have adequate knowledge of their nature and
connotations.
Benin narrative art is highly distinctive. It is
characterized by a variety of strikingly diverse
styles, and a highly complex iconography. The
modes of expression in Benin narrative art are in
accord with the atypical nature, complex style,
inherent multiplicity of meanings, and
intellectual complexity that characterize African
art generally. It is usually difficult for observers
who are not acquainted with the nature and
functions of these narratives to discern their
narrative content. This is due to the seemingly
lack of apparent narrative elements in the
themes, motifs and symbols that constitute the
narratives. Therefore, it must be pointed out that
in order to secure a correct identification,
understanding, appreciation and interpretation
of the narrative content of this African idiom of
expression, it is necessary to search for in-depth
information on local conception of the elaborate
and rich iconographic coding of the traditional
allegories and imagery as conceived and
intended by their creators.
36

Generally, narrative arts are executed in a
variety of styles or modes. This is true of Benin
visual narratives, which manifest four main
styles, namely: (1) simultaneous narrative, (2)
monoscenic narrative, (3) multiple narrative, and
(4) continuous narrative. It is perhaps expedient
to refer to some definitions of these types of
narrative styles. As Petersen (2010) explains, a
simultaneous narrative often centres on
geometric or abstract designs in addition to the
arrangement of items within the work of art, and
it focuses on repeatable patterns and
superfluous schemes with emphasis on dualities.
He adds further that a simultaneous narrative
exhibits minimum visually distinguishable
organization to viewers who are not acquainted
with its purpose, therefore, its interpretation
depends on its creator, or the underlying
principles for its creation. On the other hand, a
monoscenic narrative, according to Dehejia
(1990), portrays a single scene without the
repetition of characters, it has only one action
taking place, and it depicts one scene of great
importance that is easily identifiable in the
context of the narrative. In contrast, a
continuous narrative illustrates multiple scenes
and actions in a single visual field without any
evident demarcations, and the sequence of the
events within the narrative is defined via the
repetitive use of the main character or
characters. Simply put, a continuous narrative
uses the repetition of figures to convey multiple
scenes of a story in single composition. These
definitions
appropriately
capture
the
fundamental essence of the styles of Benin
visual narratives, and they serve well as a
background for appraising the depictions.
A striking feature of Benin narratives is that
they exhibit a dominance of the themes and
symbols that have a prevalent use in Benin art.
This is because the established artistic
convention in Benin art requires the creators of
the narratives to draw inspiration from the rich
repertoire of Benin traditional themes. Also, in
accord with the typical nature of Benin art, the
formal configuration and iconography of the
narrative themes are inspired by the basic
concepts of Benin kingship because Benin art is
court art, and as such, it is produced principally
for
the
glorification
of
Benin
Kings.
Consequently, a majority of Benin narrative
themes illustrate factual stories regarding the
life and experiences of Benin past Kings, royal
ceremonies and rituals, and other socio-political
activities and historical events connected with
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Benin kingship institution, as well as themes that
evoke the fundamental aspects of Benin culture.
Some Benin narrative themes communicate
social messages, while others are visual
commentary and criticism of anti-social behavior
aimed at edifying Benin people. Additionally,
there are also themes that are visual allusions to
historical events, Benin folklores, proverbs and
mythologies.
An additional important point to note is
that the motifs and themes in Benin narratives
are not used purely for decorative purposes. The
formal elements deployed in the narratives have
meanings within the context in which they are
employed. The way the images are configured
(their style), their complex iconography
(meaning), context of use and functions
demonstrate adequately (as shall be shown in
our examples) that they are veritable visual
chronicle of the social, religious and political
aspects of Benin culture, especially as they
pertain to Benin kingship institution.
Perhaps the strongest collaboration and
indication of the narrative nature of these visual
depictions is the fact that there exist an evident
correlation between formal evidence and Benin
oral tradition. Put differently, the visual
information conveyed in the narratives are also
enshrined and corroborated in Benin oral
history. Thus it is imperative to first secure
adequate knowledge of the social and historical
contexts of the themes depicted in the
narratives in order to decode the precise
meaning of their inherent symbolism. As is the
case with all true visual narratives, the
interpretation of Benin visual narratives is
dependent on the reason for their creation, and
the intentions of their creators.
Furthermore, Benin narratives consist of
symbols, motifs and patterns that are
characterized by abbreviation, stylization and
symbolism. In this, they concur with the
fundamental nature of Nigerian ethnic arts. As
Udosen (1998) observes, Nigerian (African) arts
usually underline "the universal elements of
form rather than the particulars," and this
tendency is typical of Nigerian traditional artists
because like other African artists, they focus on
establishing the symbol of the essence of a thing
unlike the Western artist who "struggled to
represent the true appearance, from a particular
perspective, of a material thing" (Udosen, 1998).
The focus on stylization in Benin narrative
art is not totally unexpected because Benin art

(in the manner of African art generally) is not
overly concerned with the simulation of nature
in its verisimilitude. Thus, in their distinctive
character, Benin narrative themes are configured
in a highly stylized manner, and the forms are
purposely schematized and limited to depictions
that capture, express and record visually only
the most important aspects of the subjectmatter that is symbolized. This is in accord with
the established artistic convention in Benin art,
which emphasizes these styles of expression.
Intriguingly, even though the themes are simple
and emblematic in nature, they consist of
carefully selected patterns, motifs and symbols
that have a multiplicity of compelling meanings.
The inclusion of such elements is purposeful as
they are intended to make up adequately for
what is not captured visually in the depictions.
For example, in a typical Benin monoscenic
narrative, a single motif is used to symbolize the
entire story or event being relayed, and only the
scene that is most significant and easily
identifiable within the context of the narrative is
depicted. As a result, Benin visual narratives are:
(1) remarkable from an art-historical perspective
for their composite style, their rich multilayered
iconographic content, and their lucid graphic
legibility, and (2) they are outstanding for the
details that their creators include in each
subject-matter represented such as: careful
detailing, the use of biographical information
about the personages depicted and the
astonishing accuracy of the rendering of their
emblem of identity, office and status, in addition
to the use of convincing pictorial portrayals of
their actions, poses and gestures. For instance,
in Benin narratives, the human figures in group
compositions are arranged in a hierarchical
manner with prominent size given to elevated
status. This is exemplified in the larger size given
to the images of Benin Kings to denote their
iconic royal status in contrast to the use of
smaller figures for their subjects to denote their
subordinate status. Another example is the use
of insignias of office to indicate the ranks and
roles of the personages depicted as typified in
the figures of Benin Kings wearing royal regalia,
crowns, body adornments, and holding spiritual
objects such as ceremonial swords, royal staffs
and royal talismans. Such distinct regalia items,
body adornments and handheld implements are
used not only to indicate their status as Kings,
but also to indicate their roles as spiritual heads
of their people, and their role as the custodians
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of the customs and traditions of their land. In
addition, to aid identification of the people
depicted, several items such as ritual objects,
musical instruments, hairstyles, and court
objects that indicate rank or status are depicted
explicitly on the figures of Benin personages.
This meticulous attention to details is also
observable in portrayals of historical events. For
instance, a variety of symbols are used as
appropriate imagery to signify the major aspects
or the most critical moments of the events or
stories being relayed in the narratives, and the
key attributes of the persons involved in the
events or stories. All the aforementioned unique
features make the informative narrative content
of the depicted themes distinctly perceptible to
those who are conversant with the connotations
intended in the depictions.
Furthermore, a significant aspect of Benin
narratives that cannot be ignored is the fact that
it is impossible to get full appreciation of the
contextual meaning of these visual expressions
without adequate knowledge of the stories they
illustrate, and the circumstances in which they
were created because their interpretation is
dependent on the underlying reason for their
creation and utilization. This knowledge is
needed for their full enjoyment and appreciation
because the intention of their creators and users
cannot be deciphered simply by mere physical
examination of the formal qualities of the
narratives. Also, it is clear from examples cited in
this paper, that the meaning potentials in the
themes and symbolism in Benin narrative art are
significant because they convey complex sociocultural information in easily decipherable form
to those who have access to specialized
information about their exact meanings.
Benin narrative art is also characterized by
richness of forms and decorations. Generally,
Benin narrative art manifests a perceptible
compulsion to treat forms ornately and to fill
surfaces copiously. This style which Dark (1973)
referred to as "horror vacui" style, is a hallmark
of Benin art. Hence when Benin craftsmen depict
the themes in their art, as he correctly noted,
they decrease the open space to a minimum and
a richness of design which falls short of being
jam-packed (Dark, 1973). This is also a prime
quality of Benin narrative art.
Other important factors that determine the
way Benin visual narratives are configured are
also worth mentioning here. For instance, Benin
craftsmen are guided by the dictates of the
established artistic conventions that are
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prevalent in their society, and they often imitate
the precedents laid by their predecessors in the
profession, however each artist also portrays his
personal idiosyncrasies in his creations. Thus the
personal inclinations of the makers of Benin
narrative art also impinge on how they decide to
depict their themes, the manner in which they
represent the space, and how they configure
time within their works of art without digressing
too far from the acceptable idioms of expression
in Benin art.
All the aforementioned characteristics not
only underscore the importance of the themes
depicted in Benin narratives, they also indicate
that beyond their aesthetic functions, the
narratives are symbolic and didactic in nature.
These key distinctive features jointly ensure the
communicative success of Benin visual
narratives, and they make the informative
narrative content of the depicted themes
distinctively logical, perceptible and easily
comprehensible.
Finally, an equally crucial fact is that in
Benin art, form and functionality are indivisible,
thus a majority of Benin artforms have functions
that determine their formal configurations.
Function is also a major determinant of the
forms deployed in Benin narrative art. Therefore,
it is relevant to examine the functions of these
narratives.

The Functions of Benin Visual Narratives
Benin visual narratives are created with
specific purposes and functions for their culture
of origin. Firstly, reminiscent of any artistic
creation, the purpose of these narratives is
expression. Benin craftsmen, like all artists
worldwide are born in and nurtured by the
society they live in, thus, naturally they
constitute an essential part of their society
consequently, and their creative objectifications
are a reflection of their society. Accordingly, the
purpose of the art that the Benins produce, their
narrative art inclusive, is to reflect their society.
Secondly, Benin narrative art is a mnemonic
communicative device. Basically, the Benins, like
other Africans, largely produce art that attempt
to instruct or edify, hence a large corpus of their
artforms have religious or didactic intent
although they sometimes produce artforms that
serve only aesthetic functions. Undoubtedly,
Benin narrative art is intended to serve an
edifying function because their inherent
meanings are instructive, well-reasoned and
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explicit, and they transmit coherently, the
complex socio-cultural facts that they embody.
The fact that Benin narrative art performs a
communicative
function
is
not
totally
unexpected because in Benin, as it is in most
parts of Africa, narrative art was, and still is, a
primary means that the people use as a means
of communication. In the typical manner of
African narrative art, the type that the Benins
produce is able to reflect and explain vital
aspects of Benin culture, the spiritual and
religious beliefs of the people inclusive. The
Benins use this mode of expression effectively to
explain their relationship with, and perception
of, the natural world, and to explain the nature
of things. Thus when Benin craftsmen illustrate
stories in their visual narratives, they use
enigmatic symbols in their distinctive forms and
characteristics to convey potent diverse social,
moral, political or religious messages to aid
them in narrating stories, and more importantly,
to help them pass down religious and cultural
information. This style of representation is
reminiscent of the way Benin storytellers utilize
many dramatic techniques such as meaningful
gestures, diverse dance steps, elaborate
costumes, melodic songs, varied tones of voice,
and drum beats to assist them in the
dramatization in order to bring the stories they
are narrating to life before their audience. Given
that Benin visual narratives, like their storytelling, is a means that they use to educate
people on the values of their culture, naturally
the narratives are carriers of diverse meanings,
and they convey various information, messages,
lessons and warnings.
Moreover, Benin narratives are visual
documentations of imperative aspects of their
culture of origin. By means of these narratives,
the Benins are not only able to express and
preserve their cultural heritage; they are also
able to address the problem of transmitting
information about their culture from one
generation to another.
The narratives serve also as practical aids
to memory on which Benin oral traditions rely
for cultural transmission and permanence;
consequently, the themes that constitute the
narratives are rendered in a simple stylized
mode which makes it easy for their viewers to
memorize and recollect the information that the
narratives convey. Benin narratives are a form of
disguised symbolism that encodes and
encapsulates the various ideas that are

fundamental to Benin societal ideologies and
worldviews; therefore, the themes that the
depictions convey are depicted in a figurative
manner by means of expressive symbols that are
imbued with a multiplicity of enigmatic
connotations.
From the foregoing, it is clear that the
Benins make diverse demands of their art. The
fact that they utilize their art in the atypical
manner they do is not strange, given that the
iconographic exploits of the Benins are
derivatives of their mystical and social beliefs,
and they are purposefully conceived to express
their treasured cultural values. The various
functions that these narratives serve are
expedient and of great importance to the Benins
because Benin traditional society is oral-driven,
has no written language and is largely without a
written history. Judging from what has been said
so far, it is obvious that indisputably, these
narratives play a significant role in traditional
Benin. Take for instance, the way the custom and
tradition that give the Benins their distinct
cultural identity as a people have been kept
alive for thousands of years in this genre of their
art, the same way they have been enshrined in
Benin oral history, myths, legends, folktales,
rituals, prayers, festivals, proverbs, songs and
dances.
It is pertinent to add that it is because of
the important functions that these narratives
serve, that the Benins, as a matter of necessity,
had to develop remarkable idiosyncratic ways to
ensure that their narratives perform the
functions ascribed to them effectively. To do
these effectively, they imbue the visual themes
with inherent connotations to help facilitate
proper interpretations of the narrative themes.
And as noted earlier, the Benins also evolved
distinctive ways to aid identification of the each
subject-matter that they portray as exemplified
by the numerous vital narrative and pictorial
cues and clues that they include in the forms
deployed in their visual narratives. Some
examples of such elements are: careful detailing,
the inclusion of biographical references to
aspects of the personality of each person
depicted and an amazing accuracy in the
rendering
of
their
regalia,
hairstyles,
scarification marks and emblems of identity.
These distinct features not only ensure that the
meanings of the depicted themes are not
forgotten or misinterpreted over time, they also
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make the intended connotations easy for
viewers to decode.
To further elucidate the points made in the
preceding texts, a selected few of Benin artforms
that have typical Benin visual narratives are
appraised presently. The appraisal focuses on
the form, style, and the content, context of use,
and iconography of the narrative themes. The
artforms involved in this analysis are: carved
ivory tusks and royal stools.

Benin Royal Stools
Benin royal stools are two types, namely:
the wooden rectangular stools called agba that
have their seats, legs and connecting stretchers
completely covered with narrative themes
(Figure 1), and the round stools referred to as
erhe that have visual narrative themes on their
two reversible circular seats and central
supports.

Benin adage, "fi agba" ("to bring out the agba"),
which translated means, "to summon an
assembly." The phrase originated from the use
of agba as a "Judgment Seat" by the Ogiso rulers
whenever they presided over civil cases in their
courts in ancient Benin.
The forms deployed on Benin royal stools
are specially selected to indicate their major
functions since they are seats of kingship and
authority. Consequently, they are embellished
with distinctive symbolic political, religious and
secular themes, and symbols that are connected
with the Benin kingship institution. The
narratives themes consist of several diverse
motifs that typically have deep narrative content
as exemplified in scenes from Benin history,
palace ceremonies and traditional Benin motifs.
For example, the seat of the stool below
(Figure 2) alludes to Igue (ugie) festival, a royal
annual ceremony performed by the Oba and the
people of Benin. This ceremony that is extant in
Benin often attracts a huge crowd including nonAfricans from within and outside Benin. The
narrative theme portrayed on the seat of the
stool (Figure 2) shows the figure of the Oba
portrayed larger than the other figures in
hierarchical proportion typical of Benin art. The
Oba’s arms are held by arm-supporters and the
group is under a huge umbrella held by a palace
attendant, while the sword bearer (omada)
standing beside the Oba holds the royal
ceremonial sword, ada. The Oba never appears
in public without the ada because it is the
symbol of authority of the royal ancestors.

Figure 1: Agba Stool
Source: www.stevenson.info

As Ezra (1992) reports, both types of stools
are symbolically and functionally significant in
royal context, because they are central in the
affirmation of Benin royal authority. According to
Hess (1983), the agba initially was a symbol of
legitimate authority that Oba Ewedo (c.1255), one
of the Kings of Benin, used to establish his
authority after he appropriated its use from the
representatives of the regime of the Ogiso
dynasty, which existed in Benin around 900AD. At
present agba stools are used in Benin only by
the Oba (King), chiefs and high priests as
emblems of prestige, status and statecraft. BenAmos (1980) reports that the intrinsic political
significance of the agba is expressed in the
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Figure 2: The Seat of an Agba Royal Stool.
Source: http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/colonial/item58.htm

Also depicted on the stool is a male figure
looking sideways at the central group, and
another man holding a hat in one hand and a
walking stick in another. These male figures
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symbolize European nationals and other
foreigners who usually attend the yearly festival.
Additionally, the top left corner of the seat of the
stool has the image of a leopard, which is a
symbol of the Oba. In Benin, the Oba is referred
to metaphorically as "Leopard of the House"
("Ekpen ne owa"). The leopard motif, being a
royal icon, has a prevalent use in Benin art, and
it is an enigmatic visual metaphor with multiple
meanings that are interpreted according to the
context in which the motif is used. For example,
the leopard motif is used as a monoscenic
narrative on many royal stools (Figure 2) to
relate a true life experience of Oba Ewuare
(c.1440). As Benin oral tradition tells the story,
before he became Oba, Ewuare went into exile
where he lived in the forest to escape the
assassins of his father, Oba Ohen (c.1334). It is
said that one night, as he slept under a tree in
the bush, he felt liquid drop on his head, and on
inspection, he found that it was blood dripping
from a prey that was being devoured by a
leopard up on the tree. As he moved to leave the
spot, he discovered that he had lain down on a
huge coiled viper all night. The story further
reveals that Oba Ewuare killed both animals,
used their blood to anoint his head to mark his
narrow escape from death. Oba Ewuare
interpreted his escape from death from the viper
and leopard as a good omen, and after he
regained his throne, he chose the leopard and
the viper as his identifying symbols. It is said
that he also introduced Igue festival during
which he sacrificed a leopard to propitiate his
head and his good fortune. Igue festival, which is
still performed annually by every Benin Oba,
memorializes Oba Ewuare’s victory over death in
the forest. The Benins consider Oba Ewuare’s
escape from death as a divine salvation. During
the royal annual rites of Igue, the propitiation of
the head of the reigning Oba takes place in
Benin. This story connected to Oba Ewuare is
illustrated on Benin royal stools, as it is depicted
on the stool (Figure 2), as an image of the
leopard rendered in full face in contrast to the
usual profile depiction of the leopard as seen
on other Benin artforms. According to Ben-Amos
(1980), when rendered in this form, the motif
serves as a challenge to the viewer because it
recalls the Benin adage of awe for authority,
which asserts that "one never looks the leopard
in the eyes." This motif is a typical Benin
monoscenic narrative that serves a dual
function. Firstly, it tells the story of Oba Ewuare

who is recorded in Benin oral tradition as one of
the greatest rulers of Benin, which earned him
his epithet: "Oba Ewuare the Great" ("Ewuare
Ogidigan"). Secondly, the monoscenic narrative
is an explicit proclamation of royal power,
because the leopard motif also denotes the
fierce and lethal power of Benin Kings. This
particular variant of the leopard motif being a
characteristic Benin monoscenic narrative uses
only a lone motif to represent a story. The theme
gives further insights into the remarkable nature
of Benin monoscenic narrative style. For
instance, it reveals how Benin craftsmen relay,
using a lone inert image, a story that is linear in
form and which unfold in time. It also shows
clearly that in their narrative, the Benins use
specific elements to evoke the entire sequence
of an event or story. Furthermore, the motif
shows that Benin visual narratives convey
content through the use of
disguised
symbolism, details loaded with individual,
cryptic meaning, and complex images that
reflect not only the complex underlying factors
for their creation and utilization, but also the
circumstances of their creation. One thing
remains obvious from the forgoing, that is, the
fact that Benin visual narratives are not easy to
decipher by the casual viewer without the full
understanding of the narratives which the
scenes allude to, because the stories that the
narratives relay are disguised, and not often
sufficiently evident in the physical elements
depicted. Furthermore, the example reveals how
the Benins use their narratives to keep records
of the lives, exploits and experiences of Benin
past Kings. Like many of the dominant themes in
Benin art, the narratives illustrate stories that
are linked with Benin kings. Such themes, apart
from being records of events, are also intended
to proclaim the grandeur, power, centrality and
nobility of Benin Kings. Thus in such themes,
Benin Kings are portrayed dressed in
meticulously portrayed royal regalia of coral
beads, the emblem of their divinity, and they are
portrayed flanked by their retinue of chiefs and
palace courtiers who are also depicted in
costumes that reveal their ranks in Benin
society. Such themes imply social status, power
and authority. Many of the themes in Benin
narratives purposely focus on themes that
illustrate various historical events that underline
the authority, mystical power and sacrosanct
office of Benin Kings, and other themes
document and evoke the major contributions
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that various Benin Kings made to their kingdom’s
art, rituals and politics. The aim of such themes
is to preserve for posterity the achievements of
Benin Kings.
One key function of Benin royal stools that
gives further insight into the nature of Benin
narrative art is their use by past Benin Kings as
communicative objects which they used to
transmit coded cryptic messages that were
interpreted pictorially. A fine example is a round
stool (erhe) that is still in the custody of Benin
National Museum in Nigeria that was carved for
Oba Eweka II (1914-1933) for such a purpose. The
archival record of the Museum describes this
artifact as a ‘telegraphic stool’ and it reports that
it is one of the several stools that Oba Eweka II
(who ruled Benin from 1914 - 1933)
commissioned to convey coded messages to his
father, Oba Ovonramwen (who ruled Benin
from1888-1914). The British punitive expedition
team attacked Benin in 1897 under the command
of Rear Admiral Rawson, as correctly reported by
Awodiya (2003), and they deported Oba
Ovonramwen to Calabar (Nigeria). After his heir,
Oba Eweka II ascended the throne after his
father’s demise in 1914; he commissioned many
stools that had themes that were mainly visual
narrations of the events that took place in the
royal court in Benin, and he sent them to his
father in exile in Calabar to keep him fully
informed of the events that took place in his
absence.

Benin Carved Tusks
In
the
past,
every
new
Oba
commissioned carved ivory tusks in addition to
other art objects to commemorate his departed
father. The tusks are mounted atop brass
memorial
heads
and
displayed
on
royal altars used in the worship of royal
ancestors. The tusks bear ( on their entire
surface) images in relief sculpture that depict
past Benin Obas, palace priests, warriors and
officials, foreigners, symbols of royalty and
power, and themes that record the events of
the reigns of Benin past Obas. The tusks are
produced by Igbesamwan royal guild of carvers
who portray, in the typical style of their
creations, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
images that are typically disproportionate,
thickset, frontally posed, rigid, symmetrical and
highly stylized. Many of the themes are
continuous narratives that use the repetition of
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figures and themes to convey multiple scenes of
a story in a single composition.

Figure 2: Carved Elephant Tusk
Source: commons.wikimedia.org

One remarkable example is the triad theme
that consists of the image of an Oba with his
arms supported by two attendants. There are
different versions of this theme, and each one
has specific pictorial clues that help the viewer
identify the specific stories or events that each
theme illustrates. For example, when the figure
of the Oba in a triad is depicted with mudfish
legs (Figure 3), the theme relates the story of
Oba Ohen (c.1334), who, as Benin oral tradition
reports, after becoming paralyzed, explained his
problem as the consequence of having
metamorphosed mystically into Olokun, the
Benin fertility god. According to another legend
reported by Ekuase (2013), it is said that Oba
Ohen’s paralysis was actually due to his being
the son of Olokun, who sent him that when Oba
Ohen’s deception was later exposed by his prime
minister (Chief Iyase), the Oba had him executed,
which led to an uprising by the Benins that
ended with the demise of the tyrannical Oba.
The mudfish has symbolic significance among
the Benin people because it can live on land and
sea. It is also associated with Olokun, the giver of
wealth; hence it is an icon of wealth and the
divine powers of the Oba of Benin.
On the other hand, when the triad motif
depicts an Oba with normal legs, it alludes to a
different Benin Oba, and it relates a completely
different story. The motif is a monoscenic
narrative that alludes to Oba Ewuare (c. 14401473) and how he supposedly appropriated the
coral regalia of beaded crowns, vestments and
necklaces of Olokun from under the sea, but
later found, when he got back ashore and
donned his booty, that the enormous weight of
the mystical beads was too much for him to
carry alone. This story, which is recorded in
Benin oral traditions, adds further that Oba
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Ewuare had to implore the Benins to help him
bear the crown because no Oba can rule without
the assistance and support of his subjects.
According to the interpretation based on this
legend, the triad symbol symbolizes the
responsibility of the Benins to assist the Oba in
carrying out his duties effectively. It is a visual
expression that alludes to the enormous task of
governance.

.
Figure 3: Oba with Mudfish Legs Theme on Carved Ivory Tusk
Source: www.mylearning.org

The examples of Benin narrative themes
cited in this essay brings to the fore the unique
characteristics of this unique genre of Benin art.

Conclusion
This essay analyzed the form, content,
functions and meaning of the themes portrayed
in the narrative art of the people of Africa with a

focus on Benin narrative art from Nigeria. It
demonstrated that this genre is an imperative
aspect of African art, and that African narratives
consist solely of metaphorical themes and
symbols that signify key facts about the events,
people and things that they symbolize. It also
revealed that the narratives are highly peculiar
in nature as they are characterized by a variety
of markedly diverse styles, and a multilayered
iconography. Additional facts that emerged from
this appraisal indicate that to decode, interpret
and appraise African narratives, it is vital to
acknowledge them as genuine symbols that
shape, and are in turn shaped, by the social
vision of the socio-religious culture that created
them. Furthermore, it is vital to recognize that
the cultural significance and the stylistic and
iconographic import of African visual narratives
are as a result of the ideas and underlying
principles that are behind their creation and
utilization. Lastly, it was established that African
visual narratives play a significant role in the
cultural life of their makers and users because
they serve many vital functions. What the
examples analyzed in this essay make clear also
is that when African narrative themes , like other
African visual depictions are properly decoded, it
becomes unmistakably obvious that their
creators have recorded their thoughts,
aspirations, history, cultural heritage and
treasured societal values in their narrative art
through the use of enigmatic images and
symbols. The above-mentioned facts underline
the relevance, essence and contextual meaning
of this exceptional mode of expression in African
art. Therefore, to understand and appreciate this
peculiar African mode of expression, the genre
must not be judged from a purely aesthetic
standpoint, instead, it should be analyzed, as
this essay has done, in the context of the overall
artistic production in the society that created it.
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Suspended Subject Positions:
Cai Guoqiang and the Medium of Gunpowder
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Abstract
This paper argues that the contemporary artist Cai Guoqiang (b. 1957), a Chinese expatriate and
resident of New York City since 1995, suspends his own position of subjectivity through his use of the
volatile medium of gunpowder for his explosion events. Raised in the Fujian province in the southern
parts of China, both Daoism and the ideas of Mao Zedong left an early mark. Like a field of potentiality
or creative void, Cai describes himself as a "vessel," subject to the things and events that happen to him.
During Mao's rule, the idea of the individual as a subject was suppressed in order to emphasize the
collective and objective gaze of critique. The individual remained formless. In his artistic projects, Cai not
only withholds his own sense of agency, willfully submitting to the nature of his medium, he also
withdraws and minimizes his own gaze in favor of an external and objective gaze upon himself. Using
the examples of his Project for Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, Cai Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000present, Venice's Rent Collection Courtyard, 1999, and his more recent explosion event Freja: Explosion
Event for Faurschou Foundation, 2012, this essay demonstrates the ways in which Cai Guoqiang defers
his own agency. The larger implication is that, as a globetrotting artist often hired by major institutions
to be present for artistic interventions, because of his biography, he in fact suspends his own presence
and subjectivity in his gunpowder explosions and becomes the "vessel" of others instead.
Keywords: Cai Guoqiang, gunpowder, fireworks, explosion event, subject positions, identity, Mao,
Cultural Revolution, Daoism, China.

What does it mean for an artist to choose
gunpowder as an artistic medium? What are the
connotations of gunpowder as a medium of
artistic expression when the artist grew up in
China during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76)
and includes in his influences both Mao
Zedong's ideas alongside Daoism? Cai Guoqiang
(b. 1957), a Chinese expatriate and resident of
New York City since 1995, has been using
gunpowder in his art since the late 1980s. Today,
he provides explosion events for major cultural
institutions across the globe, such as the
Romerillo Organic Museum in Cuba or the
Fundación Proa museum in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.1 This essay examines a handful of
works by Cai, from the early 1990s to the present,
in order to demonstrate the enduring and
overarching theme of his suspended subjectivity
1

Liberation of 7th Avenue: Explosion for Cuba, 7th Avenue between 116
and 118th Street, Cuba, 2015, Collection of the artist, Commissioned by
Romerillo Organic Museum. Life is a Milonga: Tango Fireworks for
Argentina, held at Vuelta de Rocha, Buenos Aires, in front of the
museum Fundación PROA and commissioned by the Patronage
Cultural Arts District, Grupo Clarín, and American Express. See the
artist's homepage, http://www.caiguoqiang.com/projects.
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primarily achieved through his use of
gunpowder. Cai thinks of himself as a "vessel." A
vessel is not only a boat that serves to transport
someone temporarily, but also an empty
receptacle that receives and holds things. In
order to think of the ways in which Cai becomes
a vessel of either kind, I first turn to his early
Project for Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, when he
began using the medium of gunpowder
consistently. Project for Extraterrestrials shows
how the uncontrollability, indeed agency, of this
medium is key for Cai's message. He must obey
the medium and not vice versa. His explosion
events were often arranged for an "unknown"
audience in outer space, and Cai's role as the
object under observation becomes a dominant
theme in his 1992 Fetus Movement II: Project for
Extraterrestrials No. 9. Why does Cai choose
gunpowder, refer to himself as a vessel, favor
limited artistic agency, and place himself as a
passive object for others' eyes? In his work Cai
Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000-present, and
Venice's Rent Collection Courtyard, from 1999, I
demonstrate how Chinese Communism and the
45
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Cultural Revolution influenced his concept of
identity as a suspended subjectivity. The paper
concludes with his 2011 explosion event Freya,
created for a Copenhagen art gallery. It is in
many ways the framework of much of his
contemporary work. Typically these explosion
events inaugurate an exhibition of his in a
museum or gallery, and the explosion or
fireworks or gunpowder thematize the cultural
specifity of the location through references in
the title. The larger implication of Cai Guoqiang's
oeuvre is that, as a globetrotting artist often
hired by big institutions for artistic interventions
precisely because of his artistic biography or
position of subjectivity, he in fact denies this
very position through his art, especially with his
use of gunpowder.

Gunpowder's Field of Potentiality
While an artistic medium tends to be a tool
or material skillfully manipulated by an artist,
the powerful and highly volatile medium of
gunpowder is tricky and difficult to control.
Gunpowder mediates both beauty and violence,
producing both firework celebrations and
destructive artillery fire. The invention of
gunpowder was happenchance. A group of
alchemists, in 850 AD Tang Dynasty China, mixed
together a concoction that exploded before their
eyes. In Chinese culture, the sound of
gunpowder firecrackers warded off evil spirits,
while fireworks ushered in the Chinese New Year.
The celebratory nature of gunpowder continued
during the Chinese Cultural Revolution marking
special birthdays and other festive events.
Cai Guoqiang is from the Fujian province in
the southern parts of China, but he began using
gunpowder in drawings and installations during
his lengthy stay in Japan, 1986-1995.2 While in
Japan, he assimilated cross-cultural frameworks
in his art such as Eastern philosophy and
Western Expressionism.3 At first, Cai Guoqiang
used a fan to apply pigment onto canvas to
promote spontaneity. He soon discovered that
gunpowder held a far more enticing danger and
unpredictability that permitted him to almost
fully relinquish artistic control. Much of the
pluralist and experimental art of the postCultural Revolution period of the 1980s in China
exhibited
an
interest
in
metaphysical
2

Cai says about his stay: "It's not that I chose Japan, Japan chose me"
(Phaidon Press, 2002), 14.
3
Judicaël Lavrador, "La part du feu: Etincelles modernes," Beaux Arts
Magazine 225 (February 2003): 74-7.
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exploration and transcendence. It also drew
eclectically from Western modernism and
postmodernism. 4 Cai's artistic practice draws,
among other things, on on the philosophy of
Daoism and its field of potentiality, ideas that
were essential parts of his upbringing. 5
Cai's explosions invite the accidental and
formless, providing the foundation for his
lifelong artistic practice. In Project for
Extraterrestrials, 1990-2000, he continuously
experimented with gunpowder for works in both
China and Japan. As a result he completed thirtythree variations on the theme. 6 In 1993, as part of
this series, he planted gunpowder in extension
of the Great Wall, Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters, collaborating
with the Fireworks Display Factory of the Beijing
Municipality, as well as a group of assistants and
local citizens.7 The explosion created a
momentary wall of fire in the Gobi dessert, for
him representing both the heroic and
destructive, the romantic and poisonous. 8 The
key to his projects is that he must let gunpowder
take him in the direction "it wants to go." He is
subsumes by its agency, and he must accept its
uncontrollability in order to simply "work with
it." 9
The polar opposite and relational yin and
yang emerge as energies in Cai's projects,
stressing their passive and active forces. For
example, the theme of failure is crucial to his
artistic method as a means to emphasize not
only his minimal role in the outcome of his
explosion events, but also the inherent polarity
of success and failure. In 1991, in Sakurajima,
Japan, he sought to ignite gunpowder up the side
4

Wu Hung, Transcience: Chinese Experimental Art at the end of the
Twentieth Century (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), 20.
5
Dao is a source of pure potential from which things emanate. Out of
an unidentifiable, unnameable background emerges the potential
production of a thing, a creative void that signals incompleteness and
unrepresentability. By analogy, Dao might be compared to the spatial
breaks of mist that simultaneously obscure and connect spaces in
Chinese landscape painting. It is formlessness, invisible but pregnant,
in flux, and prior to the nameable object. "Art is about what you don't
say," says Cai Guoqiang, "it is the profundity of the unseen. Art in the
Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): Cai Guoqiang. DVD; Arnolds
Grava, "Dao: An Age-Old Concept in Its Modern Perspective,"
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 13, no. 3 (October 1963): 238-244.
6
Cai Guoqiang, edited by Fei Dawei (Paris: Actes Sud and Foundation
Cartier pour l'art contemporain, 2000).
7
Takashi Serizawa, "Going Beyond the Wall: Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters; Project for Extraterrestrial No. 10," in
Cai Guoqiang (2002), 102-11, 107.
8
Takashi Serizawa, "Going Beyond the Wall: Project to Extend the Great
Wall of China by 10,000 Meters; Project for Extraterrestrial No. 10," in
Cai Guoqiang (2002), 102-11, 107; Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season
3 (2005): "Power": Cai Guoqiang. DVD.
9
Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): "Power": Cai
Guoqiang. DVD.
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of a volcano, but an unfortunate natural disaster
made it impossible to carry out his project. Cai
speaks of several global projects that failed in a
similar fashion because of conditions external to
the projects themselves. The success and failure
of the 2003 firework projects Light Cycle in New
York and the non-event Fire Dragon,
commissioned by the Tate Modern in London, as
well as the online bankers Egg in celebration of
the Chinese New Year 2003, 10 these all show how
he views not only nature but also technology as
an exterior force out of his control. Cai reduces
his ability to manage the outcome of his events
by employing computer programmed fireworks,
which completely remove the hand of the
artist. 11 As such, he positions his own subjectivity
in a passive role against the agency of another
force. Removing himself still further as an avatar,
he quotes his assistant who explains how "things
that work out successfully do so merely by
chance, while those that don't reflect the way
things really are."12
Cai uses destruction, a prevalent theme in
Chinese contemporary art after the Cultural
Revolution, as a tool to highlight formlessness
and spontaneity. The beauty of destruction
points to the cosmic and heroic, rendering his
aesthetic a beauty through pain. 13 Destruction
also serves to defer his own positions of
subjectivity. In 1992, he produced Fetus
Movement II: Project for Extraterrestrials No. 9, in
which he placed himself at the center of multiple
rings of gunpowder with machines monitoring
his heart rate and brainwaves:
I was interested in comparing the
physiological effects before, during and
after the explosion. So there's a record of
all the vibrations throughout—not just
during the explosion but afterwards as well.
To ignite the gunpowder fuse I placed
slowly burning incense near it, so the
moment of the explosion wasn't directly
connected to me... I wanted my explosions
to take place in a vast open space, as if
designed to be seen from well above the
earth.14
10

Louisa Buck, "The Nature of the Beast," The Art Newspaper, no. 134
(March 2003), 30.
11
Barbara Pollack, "Gunpowder Drawings: Cai Guoqiang," Art on Paper,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Nov-Dec. 2003): 38.
12
Cai Guoqiang, "The Foolish Man and His Mountatin, 2001" in Cai
Guoqiang (2002), 130.
13
Art in the Twenty-First Century, Season 3 (2005): Cai Guoqiang. DVD.
14
Cai Guoqiang, interview by Zaya (2002), 16.

Cai inserted himself into a violent and
potentially disastrous environment that also
served, by extension, as a metaphorical
deconstruction of himself through the dialectic
of death and renewal. The structural field of the
cosmos gives birth, by analogy, to new
beginnings after the violent act. As Derrida
notes, the violence of deconstructive critique is
like an explosion that blasts the foundations and
clears the path to produce anew.15 In Fetus
Movement rings of gunpowder circumscribed
him while a group of scientists with
seismographic tools monitored his physical and
mental reactions, which, incidentally, were
Cai
minimal
during
the
detonations.16
relinquished his ability to act at the moment of
rebirth, producing a thing forcefully subject to
the gaze and control of others. He became part
of the creative void, a deconstructed and cleared
path, a fetus representing both potential and
potentially nothing.
Transformed into an object for another's
gaze, Fetus Movement brings into view his
obsession with wishing to be seen from afar, by
aliens from "well above the earth." 17 Because Cai
seeks to view himself from the outside, his selfpositioning enacts the kind of third-person
consciousness that the philosopher Frantz Fanon
so cogently articulated decades ago. Fanon
describes the awareness of his own ontology as
a black man in a world of white power. It is an
ontology only viewable from the outside in its
solidity, which makes it impossible to simply
exist without the knowledge of this existence. "It
is a third-person consciousness," describes
Fanon, "I subjected myself to an objective
examination... I took myself far off from my own
presence, far indeed, and made myself an
object." 18 Fanon explains how he "made a scene,
a grand slam" by bursting out of his passivity,
insulting a woman, which allowed him, for a
moment, to forget his ontology before the
illusion was shattered once again. Fanon's
description of a third-person consciousness is
more than illuminating for Cai's projects. Fetus
15

Jacques Derrida, "Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of
Authority'," in Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice, ed. Drucilla
Cornell, Michel Rosenfeld and David Carlson, trans. Mary Quaintance
(New York: Routledge, 1992).
16
Cai Guoqiang, interview by Zaya (2002), 16.
17

Fumio Nanjo, "Cai Guoqiang: One Who Lays Bridges," in Cai
Guoqiang: Une histoire arbitraire/An Arbitrary History (Lyons: Musée art
contemporain, 2001): 39-43, 39.
18
Frantz Fanon, "The Fact of Blackness," in Anatomy of Racism, edited
by David Theo Goldberg (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1990), 109-110.
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Movement becomes a desperate dialogue with
the negation, yet shaping of identities and, as I
will show, it exhibits the remnants of a thirdperson consciousness left over form the visual
ideology imposed during Mao Zedong's rule.

Meta-Views and the Cultural Revolution
In his essay "Split China," Ching-kiu Stephen
Chan argues for the significance of reading
China's modernity in terms of a "becoming,"
based on a split subject: the simultaneous
workings of a misrecognition of an image of the
self as "complete" and a recognition of that
selfsame misrecognition. The resulting rupture
of the subject reveals an incomplete, but still
desired construction of subjectivity. Chan notes
that "like desire, identity is powerful only as
form." 19 The visual cultures that emerged in
twentieth-century China did not simply reflect
changing attitudes and identities, but also
created them. The appropriation of a schema in
an attempt to take on and visualize different
identities pervaded the collective imaginary.
Decidedly, the Communist party in China
understood the significance of representing an
image of a collective identity. Paradoxically, yet
necessarily, the result of the creation of Chinese
identity meant frequently an objectification of
the subject.20
Cai Guoqiang was nine years old when Mao
Zedong's vision of the world was laid as a stencil
onto society in the Cultural Revolution, 19661976, imposing his rigid forms on the masses and
demanding they conform to his school of
thought. During the most fervent years of the
Cultural Revolution, 1966-1970, all development
of art education, art journals and other cultural
institutions were closed or cancelled, and
artworks, ancient religious icons, and books
were violently smashed or burned on the
19

Ching-kiu Stephen Chan, "Split China, or, The Historical/Imaginary:
Toward a Theory of the Displacement of Subjectivity at the Margins of
Modernity," in Politics, Ideology, and Literary Discourse in Modern
China: Theoretical Interventions and Cultural Critique, edited by Liu
Kang and Xiaobing Tang (Durham and London: Duke University Press,
1993), pp. 70-101, 81.
20
Under Communism, the idea of the ideal Chinese was represented in
images: "The Right Cause," "The Common Good," "The Needs of
Society" "Modern," "Man," "Woman," or "Chinese." The dissemination of
these visualized ideals formed the collective imaginary and the
individual's understanding of his or her identity. Take for example Cai
Chusheng's film Xin nuxing (New Woman), from 1934, where it is never
quite clear which image of a new woman is the "proper" one—the
bourgeois, financially and socially independent "subject" in Shanghai
or the (masculine) woman subjected to Communist ideology, using her
resources for the public good. On the ambiguities of the film, see
Kristine Harris, "The New Woman: Image, Subject, and Dissent in 1930s
Shanghai Film Culture," Republican China 20, no. 2 (April 1995): 55-79.
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grounds that they reflected a line of thought too
ancient or bourgeois in form. After 1970, most art
students were comprised of workers, peasants
or soldiers, and the ideologically optimistic
images permitted no space for individual
interpretation. It was thus an environment of
restraint and control that guided the hands and
minds of artists of the Cultural Revolution.
Chairman Mao's portraits reigned supreme
generating an almost religious aura that made
the viewing of these images a forced
experience.21 Visuality, then, became a construct
imposed upon the masses who were denied the
possibility of a voluntary gaze.
Contemporary Chinese artists have reacted
in different ways to the Maoist restrictions. In
her article "Gunpowder Drawings," Barbara
Pollack notes that Cai's method with fire served
as a response to the rigid educational purposes
of art during the Cultural Revolution. 22 Cai
himself notes, however, that he takes from Mao's
method his use of collaborations with the
masses for his projects.23 To me, Cai's explosion
events serve as a clear reaction to an
environment
of
constant
control
and
surveillance. It is not a reaction against Maoism;
rather, it is in tangential agreement with it. Gao
Minglu remarks on the Chinese continuation of
the beliefs of the Cultural Revolution in Chinese
political pop of the 1990s, arguing that its
references to Mao do not express criticism
toward Mao's ideology but, instead, an
ambivalence toward nationalism. 24 Similarly,
critics perceived Cai as criticizing socialist realist
art when he exhibited his extensive collection of
paintings by the Soviet artist Konstantin
Maximov (1913-1994). Maximov's well-executed
paintings of smiling Chinese workers had a
profound impact on Chinese painting in the mid
1950s and introduced socialist realism to China.25
Cai Guoqiang's Maximov Project, 2000-present
was exhibited at the Shanghai Art Museum in
2002, the first retrospective to be held in China
for a contemporary Chinese artist. The exhibition
21

Maria Galikowski, Art and Politics in China, 1949-1984 (Hong Kong:
Chinese University Press, 1998), 143, 168-9.
22
Barbara Pollack, "Gunpowder Drawings: Cai Guoqiang," Art on Paper,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Nov-Dec. 2003): 38-9.
23
Steve
Dow,
"Beauty
and
Terror,"
9
May
2010.
http://www.stevedow.com.au/default.aspx?id=503 (accessed June 17,
2014).
24
Gao Minglu, "Toward a Transnational Modernity: An Overview," in
Inside Out: New Chinese Art, edited by Gao Minglu (Berkeley, Los
Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 1998), 29.
25
Marek Bartelik, "Cai Guoqiang: Shanghai Art Museum," Artforum
International, vol. 40, no. 20 (Summer 2002): 189.
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of Maximov's work was surely a means to reflect
on the ideological influence of art in China. 26 It
therefore comes as no surprise when a critic
erroneously interprets Cai's exhibition of his
gunpowder drawings next to Maximov's
paintings in Shanghai as an attempt at irony.27
But such a viewpoint is worth questioning.
For example, Cai's installation Venice's Rent
Collection Courtyard, from 1999, demonstrates
how Cai's ideas are mediated by Chinese
Marxism and Mao's ideology. This installation,
which won the Leone d'Oro award at the 48th
Venice Biennale, presented live artists working
on a sculptural arrangement comprising a partial
copy of the original Rent Collection Courtyard,
first installed in the people's museum, Dayi,
Sichuan, in 1965. The 1965 socialist realist
sculptural arrangement in clay depicts 114 lifesize peasants bringing rent to a landlord. The
Sichuan leadership had commissioned a group
of artists from the Sichuan Institute of Fine Arts
with the goal of representing the corruption of
feudalism and the importance of class struggle.
The authorities under Mao Zedong later made
fiberglass replicas of the original and installed
them
throughout
China
as
communist
propaganda exalting Mao. 28 Cai, who saw one of
the early versions when he was a boy, partially
reconstructed the installation in Venice, hiring
several Chinese artists, one of whom had worked
on the original Rent Collection. 29 These sculptors
created 108 life-sized sculptures in situ using
clay, wire and wood armature while viewers at
the Venice Biennale watched. Since Cai's human
installation makes an explicit and controversial
reference to his cultural heritage, it has been
read as a critique of China's history and politics.
But the project was by no means principally
meant as a critique. 30 Rather, the tableau vivante
concerns the mobility of human beings as
representations, the human as a subject and,
notably, one constituted by the other's gaze:
At the time I was thinking about turning
‘looking at sculpture' into ‘looking at making
sculpture', using the very process as a work
of art. That was the starting point. Venice's
Rent Collection Courtyard expresses a
26

P. Jodidio, "Cai l'alchimiste," Connaissances des Arts 590 (January
2002): 118-23, 121-2.
27
Heartney, 95-6.
28
Ellen Liang, The Winking Owl (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1988), 62.
29
Heartney, 96.
30
Heartney, 96.

number of different things. One of them is
the tragedy of time, of people, of artists
who were once full of passion and
conviction in their beliefs. Reflecting upon
the artist's work in particular, we see the
discrepancy between ideology and reality,
the tragedy of it all. It also reflects on us
now; we're so busy working on projects, full
of passion and idealism, but what purpose
do we serve? 31
Cai speaks of the misfortune of the loss of
conviction, but also cautiously remarks on
current, perhaps purposeless idealism, which by
no means equates with the cynicism often
attributed to contemporary Chinese artists'
recollections of their political past. 32 When Cai
saw the original Rent Collection Courtyard, he
was, at the time, deeply moved by the
sculptures, losing himself in the passion of the
piece.33 Neither cynical nor derisive, Cai's
attitudes toward the political beliefs during
Mao's rule include the empathetic and nostalgic.
"In some sense, Mao Zedong influenced all
artists from our generation with his utopian
romance and sentiment," declares Cai. 34 But
most importantly, his method of portraying an
image of subjectivity in Venice's Rent Collection
Courtyard mirrors the sign systems of the
Cultural Revolution by turning the visual field
into a spectacle and framing the collective
subject in a position determined by the objective
gaze of the beholder, whether that gaze
belonged to Mao Zedong, viewers at the Venice
Biennale, or extraterrestrials.
Even an artist as anti-authoritarian as Ai
Weiwei continues to work with a Communist
ethos: "I was born in a society that emphasized
critique, bestowing on self-criticism the highest
value. Chairman Mao instructed us to carry out
criticism and self-criticism, so we always looked
at our surroundings and objects with a critical
31

Cai Guo Qiang, interview by Zaya, Cai Guoqiang (2002), 9
See, for example, Wu Hung, "Post-Cultural Revolution Experimental
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California Press, 1998), 35.
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world-view."35 Ai internalized Mao's ideal of
critique and self-critique, a goal never practiced
in earnest by Mao himself. Ai now seeks to
improve society through public critiques and is,
as such, arguably a true Communist in spirit. 36
Mao's worldview was also thoroughly visual in
character, establishing collective rituals with the
color red dominating the visual field and
fireworks and explosions serving as a public
announcements. Public dances served as a
collective spectacle of loyalty toward Mao. 37 He
spoke of the structural relations of society, and
thus indirectly on the suppression of both
subjective agency and the independent gaze,
since citizens were always subordinate to the
Central Committee. 38 The Cultural Revolution was
the peak at which subjective and collective
consciousness, visual culture and ideology, were
forcefully merged from above.39
Born the same year as Ai Weiwei, Cai
Guoqiang also inherited a particular worldview
from the Cultural Revolution. To use an
explosion event as an expressive tool is, I would
argue, not far removed from Mao's desire that all
Chinese apply a tool—whether hammer, hoe,
plough, pen, or gun—and become expressive
critics. Mao wanted to turn the gaze objectively
and critically toward the self and destroy
bourgeois traditions in oneself and society. Cai
wants to direct the gaze objectively toward the
self, and critique the self and so defer the
agency of the subject who reminds as of yet
formless. Mao Zedong wrote extensively about
contradiction and the necessity of not resolving
the dialectic. For Mao, closing the contradiction
with a solution constituted an attempt to answer
a question in a subjective, one-sided, and
superficial manner.40 Dao's yin and yang finds its
strange bedfellow in Mao's principle of the
dialectic. Mao's denial of subjectivity has meant
that artists in post Cultural Revolution China
have had to come to terms with the negative
associations with individualism in Chinese
culture, and must do so while still adhering to

Communist ideology. 41 Cai himself has noted
how "psychological walls are less easy to
dismantle than physical ones," 42 so he
demolishes the physical walls and withholds the
question of individualism.
Under Mao's watchful eye, the visual field
was not voluntary but artificially constructed.
Cai's Project for Extraterrestrials reflects the
awareness of being observed by an other's gaze,
a state of mind cultivated by authorities to
prevent Chinese citizens from acting from a
position of subjectivity. Fetus Movement requires
that Cai be closely monitored from an objective
and scientific point of view during the explosion
event comprising his own metaphorical rebirth,
as of yet unformed and in the hands of an
external source. In both Cai Guoqiang's Maximov
Project, 2000-present and Venice's Rent
Collection, he asks the viewer to take a metaview, a palimpsest of distanced views of looking
at looking. The theme of failure appears
repeatedly in Mao's writings and is expressed in
the Chinese idiom "failure is the mother of
success."43 You must constantly adjust your
subjective positions against the objective
external world, for it is the latter that ultimately
reigns. To Cai, the moments of being unable to
attain control or fulfill his artistic actions reflect
this reality.
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The Tension of Subject Positions
Cai Guoqiang describes himself as a
"vessel" travelling between natural, cultural, and
historical sites. 44 He positions himself as a
vessel between sites, a hollow receptacle and
carrier of the "arbitrary histories" 45 that
happened upon him. Cai recently orchestrated
one of his trademark explosion events at the
Faurschou Foundation in Copenhagen in 2012.
From a small boat hoisted on a cran in the
harbor of Nordhavn, more than 1800 mini
rockets exploded outward in a short-lived
display referencing the goddess of love in Norse
Galikowski, 209, 226.
Including projects such as Extraterrestrial projects at the Great Wall
(1993) and the Berlin Wall project (unrealized). Cai Guoqiang, "Light
Your Fire," interview by Jérôme Sans, Cai Guoqiang: Une histoire
arbitraire/An Arbitrary History (Lyon and Milano: Musée d'Art
Contemporain de Lyon and 5 Continents Editions, 2002), 53-9, 54.
43 "On Practice" (July 1937), Selected Works, Vol. I, pp. 296-97.
44 Karen Smith, Cai Guoqiang: A Clan of Boats, edited by Karen Chen
and Jannie Haagemann (Copenhagen: Farschou Foundation, 2014).
45
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mythology Freja: Explosion Event for Faurschou
Foundation. Freja inaugurated his Copenhagen
exhibition A Clan of Boats showing gunpoweder
drawings as well as the boat serving as a
continuous metaphor for voyage, but also
himself as a vessel and the destruction of it.
While Freja summons both ancient Chinese
and Norse traditions through the use of
fireworks and the name of a goddess, these
serve as devices pointing to, but not truly
embedded in, the culturally specificity of
Copenhagen. In fact, rather than the particular
site of Nordhavn in Copenhagen or Freyja, the
goddess of fertility and destruction, the event
appears to signal the mark of the artist's
presence first and foremost. That is to say, Cai
Guoqiang has become a celebrity, a global,
transnational artist, hired to be present for
cultural events. In 2015, Cai organized 36
gunpowder explosions for Cuba and Cubans,
Liberation of 7th Avenue: Explosion for Cuba, 7th
Avenue between 116 and 118th Street, Cuba,
commissioned by Romerillo Organic Museum
shortly after the Havana Biennale. His 2014
explosion event Life is a Milonga: Tango
Fireworks for Argentina, held at Vuelta de Rocha,
Buenos Aires, in front of the museum Fundación
Proa and commissioned by the Patronage
Cultural Arts District, Grupo Clarín, and American
Express, renders thematic Argentina's love for
tango. The assumed uniqueness of each place is
authenticated by the artist's signature, his
presence, and "interventionary services,"
quoting Miwon Kwon's critique of contemporary
global interventions.46 Cai becomes, then, a
service provider, producing explosion events one
place after another while arguably participating
in art's commodification and homogenization.
If Cai Guoqiang's pyrotechnic interventions
do not suggest site specificity as its primary
concern, and if we consider the artist as the site
who delivers authenticity, then who is the
subject that Cai demonstrates with his
gunpowder projects? Western critics and
institutions tend to construct for him a subject
position between "Chineseness" and the global.
They map his practice as a temporal bridge
builder
connecting
the
ancestral
and
contemporary, philosophical traditions and
experimentalism.47 But this mediation of an
46

Miwon Kwon. "One Place After Another: Notes on Site Specificity." In
October 80 (Spring 1997): 103, n33.
47
See for example, Matthew Guy Nichols, "Cai Guoqiang at Central Park
& the Asia Society," Art in America, vol. 92, no. 1 (January 2004): 96;

imagined spatial and temporal continuity
undermines the specific cultural political milieu
under which Cai was raised. Mao Zedong's
Cultural Revolution appears as merely a faint
memory in much of the art of his generation, and
the critic Eleanor Heartney claims that Cai's work
highlights "how much things have changed since
the days of the Chinese Cultural Revolution." 48
This essay has argued that Cai indeed enacts a
"Chineseness" through his use of gunpowder. His
explosion events and related work assimilate
both Daoist thinking and the identitarian
representations of subjectivity imposed during
Chairman Mao's rule. The medium of gunpowder
makes this very suspension of subjectivity
possible: it is formless when actualized, has a
volatile mind of its own, favors beauty and
destruction, and demands an all-consuming
spectacle of sound and vision. With gunpowder
as a medium, there is no room for the artist at
the front of the stage.
This deference of his own subject position
brings into question what Cai currently delivers
in his commissions as a globetrotting artist.
When Cai Guoqiang produced Freja: Explosion
Event for Faurschou Foundation in the
Copenhagen harbor as part of the 2012 opening
of Faurschou's new commercial gallery space, it
begs the question of what he brings to that
particular time and place. By naming his
explosion event the Norse goddess of love,
fertility, and war, he gains instant, albeit
superficial, rapport with local tradition. It is Cai's
name in the world of art that truly carries the
project. 49 He authenticates the explosion event
and caliber of the institution in a seemingly
perfect
conglomerate
representation
of
"Chineseness," the global and local. Cai
Guoqiang's artistic practices demonstrate the
ways in which he holds in suspension his own
identity making processes. Thus, while it is his
Judicaël Lavrador, "Art et Feux d'artifice: Étincelles Modernes." Beaux
Arts Magazine 225 (February 2003): 74–77.
48
Eleanor Heartney, "Cai Guoqiang: Illuminating the New China," Art in
America, vol. 90, no. 5 (May 2002): 92. Wu Hung asserts that "many
artists have finally bid farewell to the Cultural Revolution and all its
visual and mental baggage." Wu Hung, "Ruins, Fragmentation, and the
Chinese Modern/Postmodern," in Inside Out: New Chinese Art, edited
by Gao Minglu (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of
California Press, 1998), 64.
49
According to a review in Kunsten.Nu: "med en kunstner som Cai
Guoqiang fra den absolutte top af kunstmarkedet er tonen sat for,
hvilket niveau af kunstnere man kan forvente at finde på Nordhavnen i
fremtiden: Dem, de andre fem eksisterende (og non-kommercielle)
kunsthaller vil have svært ved at finansiere. Boom!" Erik B. Duckert, "Er
du
underholdt?"
Kunsten.Nu,
19
September
2012,
http://www.kunsten.nu/artikler/artikel.php
?fauerschou+cai+guoqiang+freja+a+clan+of+boats
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biography that delivers the event, the subject
position he enacts revolves around the very
negation of it through his use of gunpowder. He

displays, instead, the shell of a self after the
explosion.

Biographical note
Kristine Nielsen, PhD is Assistant Professor of modern and contemporary art at Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, USA.
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Telling the Stories of Left-behind Children in China:
From Diary Collection to Digital Filmmaking
Janice Hua Xu
Abstract
The issue of "left-behind children" in China has been widely recognized as a significant social
problem, as more than 61 million children are living in villages away from their parents, who have
migrated to large cities to seek employment opportunities. There is a very limited number of media
products depicting left-behind children in rural China as central characters with individual personalities.
This paper analyzes how stories and voices of this underprivileged group are presented in recent years
to the public in different non-fictional media forms, particularly documentary films. Through content
analysis of selected film samples, the paper examines how narratives are weaved about the lives and
emotions of these children, and how the stories make sense of their family experiences. The paper
discusses the power of digital narratives and visual-based expressions in representing this special
group in remote areas of the country. It also examines how the products of representation are mediated
by different types of storytellers, who are often motivated by a sense of social engagement to raise
awareness about the plight of these children to appeal for support, but addresses the issue from their
specific perspectives.

Introduction
Left-behind children refer to rural children
under 18 who are left at home when both or one
of their parents migrate to urban area for work.
Across China more than 61 million children nearly a quarter of children in China - live in
rural villages without the presence of their
parents, who have migrated in search of work to
provide a better life for their families. Recent
findings showed that left-behind children were
disadvantaged by developmental, emotional and
social problems (Su, Li, Lin, Xu, Zhu, 2013).
Researchers found that due to a lack of family
protection and educational opportunities, there
have been growing signs of serious mental
health problems and an increased criminal
record among this vulnerable group (CCRCSR,
2014). Because migrant workers rarely get to
spend time with their children, children often
feel lonely and helpless, and sometimes have
the fear of being abandoned. They are more
prone to skipping class, fighting and even
dropping out of school, as their caretakers are
often unable or unwilling to monitor their study
habit. It is also fount that left-behind children
had lower scores in health behavior and school
engagement than rural children of non-migrant
worker parents (Wen & Lin, 2012).
www.journalonarts.org

This paper analyzes how the situation of
this underprivileged group is presented in recent
years in platforms outside mainstream media,
specifically in documentary films. It examines
how narratives are weaved about the lives of
these children by different storytellers, and how
the stories make sense of their unique family
experiences with absent parents to the
audience. As Stuart Hall states, representation is
the process or channel or medium through
which meanings are both created and reified.
Culture depends on giving things meaning by
assigning them to different positions within a
classificatory
system.
The
marking
of
"difference" is thus the basis of that symbolic
order which we call culture. As Corner (1995: 143)
proposes with respect to the documentary,
media scholars need to "develop closer and
better micro- analysis, of the language and
image of the media." Silverstone points out that
the study of media mediation of reality requires
giving attention to both the institutions and
technologies via which the circulation of news
discourse takes place (2004). Also, mediation can
be seen as a public–political process, a process
that sets up norms of public conduct and shapes
the spectator as a citizen of the world, and
carries important ethical power of contemporary
public life (Chouliaraki, 2006).
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Traditionally, Chinese media rarely put
children as the main subjects of reporting except
for programs produced for children, with content
that usually emphasize "childishness" and
"prettiness" (Donald, 2005). In 1999-2000, CCTV
produced a series on children in the Western
provinces in connection with the national
campaign of "opening up the West," portraying
these children as "clever, decorative, and
different," but their problems such as poverty
and lack of media access were not foregrounded
(Donald, 2005, p.9). Media reports in China about
LB children started to appear in 2002, and
increased in numbers in 2006, when a legislation
was proposed at Chinese People Consultative
Conference by 24 members to establish a
mechanism to safeguard these children’s healthy
growth. More media reports have been
addressing this matter since 2010, when a few
provinces passed laws to protect the rights of
minors, with decrees referring to the LB children
(Zeng, 2013). However, media representations of
these children in news reports were often
stereotypes, usually as targets of charity or
protective policy, or as "problematic children."
Academic research papers by scholars usually
focus on sociological and psychological issues
caused by absent parents and present these
children as one abstract category. It is very rare
to have their own voices heard or individual
personalities represented in the media.
In 2012, a collection of the diaries of 26
"left-behind children" in China’s remote Guizhou
province was published in the form as a book. It
unveils for the first time the inner lives of these
young people. Their 34-year-old teacher, Yang
Yuansong, who initiated the project by compiling
diaries, letters, and pictures of these children
whose average age was 9, explained his
motivation: "People tend to have a stereotype
about left-behind children, seeing them as
pitiful kids who live in poverty and isolation.
People think all they need is something to eat
and wear. But they are so much more than that."
He traveled to Beijing and Shanghai to look for
publishers but was refused 10 times before
finally securing a publisher in Jiangsu province.
With an initial print run of 15,000 copies, the
book sold more than 100,000 copies in a few
months (Sun, 2013).
While there is a lack of in-depth reports on
the LB children issue in mainstream media, news
reports about shocking events, such as
children’s deaths from accidents caused by lack
of supervision or arrests of rural elementary
54

school teachers molesting LB children, have
brought more attention across the nation to the
precarious condition in which some left-behind
children live, as well as the long-term
consequence of having absent parents working
far away from their hometowns. In 2013, Phoenix
Satellite Television Company made a 5-episode
documentary titled The Left-behind Children in
China, with interviews with residents at various
locations in China as well as scholars and
education experts. CCTV also made public
service announcements encouraging volunteers
to contribute to the growth of these children,
and covered this topic in talk show programs.
Outside the programs produced by Chinese
mainstream media, there have been a few
dozens of films or "minifilms" made on LB
children. These documentary films can be
divided into the following categories: corporate
public affair mini documentary, films by
independent filmmakers, and films by
volunteer/student teams. Although they share
the general theme of raising awareness about
the LB children and calling for love and care for
them, each has its unique strengths in telling a
story, and tends to take narrative structures that
reflect the implied messages of the film.

Corporate Public Affair Mini Documentary
Western corporations conducting business
in China have engaged in various public relations
initiatives to build a brand image among Chinese
consumers, including making public affair mini
documentaries. The issue of LB children can
appeal to a wide audience and is politically safe,
unlike many other problems facing Chinese
society such as pollution, food safety,
corruption, and so on.

Coca-Cola and PR agency McCann’s
Shanghai
branch
created
a
4-minute
documentary entitled 'Love and Care for China's
left-behind Children' which launched across
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China, and was shared on social media and
shown on taxi screens before the 2014 Chinese
New Year holiday starts. It was viewed more than
2 million times on video sharing website
todou.com. It draws people’s attention to the
vital question of how the children cope without
their parents, and how parents cope without
seeing their children, focusing on the hope and
joy of reunion at Chinese New Year.
In the film, an 11-year old boy says he is
older now and has stopping crying at night for
missing his parents. A 7-year-old girl says she's
not sure her mom can tell her apart from her
twin sister. It's been too long since their mother,
a migrant worker, has come back home. A 7–
year-old boy wants to see his parents and asks
them to bring to him a bike as gift. The film also
shows scenes from the parents’ workplaces in
the cities, with one father wearing a helmet in a
construction site saying he really misses his
children, but this year’s work was particularly
busy. The suspense focuses on the question
whether the children will be able to see their
parents this New Year. Later the viewers see the
parents of the three families arriving their
homes in a red Coco-Cola van, driven by a
uniformed driver, reuniting with their children
and the grandparents, and then sitting at the
New Year banquet table where Coke bottles are
placed next to the abundant food. The red Coke
mingles well into the red colors of New Year
celebration around the house. The problem and
solution is visually represented by contrasting
images of separation and reunion, with
emotional moments such as the mother arriving
at home and asking her daughter "Who am I?"
and getting the reply "You are Mommy!" Aired
right before 2014 Chinese New Year, the message
of "going home" echoes with millions of people
making their way home from cities across the
country to celebrate the Lunar New Year with
family. The minifilm can be seen as a successful
public service announcement that enhances the
brand image while bringing awareness to a
social problem.

Independent Documentary Film
Since
the
early
1990s,
so-called
"underground" and "independent" documentary
films have emerged in the public domain of
mainland China, and received attention in
international film festivals (Berry, 2010; Liu, 2006;
Wang, 2005). As digital cameras became
affordable to the middle class, independent

filmmakers use methods of direct cinema to
address "the spectrum of life the government
usually stakes off as taboo: prostitution,
bureaucratic corruption, rural protests against
land expropriation, the impoverished elderly
and mentally handicapped, a compromised
education
system,
religious
fervor,
homosexuality, and just sexuality period
(Nornes, 2009: 50)."
Independent filmmakers documenting the
lives of LB children usually have close ties to the
area when the film is shot, and are more or less
familiar with the characters in the film. They
tend to structure the film as day-in-life story,
depicting how the children cope with their
parents’ absence living with grandparents or
other relatives. Due to limited funding, the films
usually do not include scenes of the city
workplaces of the parents. The filmmaker
captures the moments from the lives of LB
children in a detailed manner that reveals the
challenges of living without their parents. This
could include the material conditions of their
daily existence and their psychological state, as
expressed through their activities in isolation or
ways of interacting with others. In this narrative
structure, there is little immediate conflict or
confrontation, and probably there is no
resolution, even though the conditions of the
character could be seen as highly problematic in
the eyes of the audience. For instance, the child
walks alone at night with a flashlight to return
home from school, or escape classes to play
pokers.

This narrative structure is utilized in the
work of independent filmmaker Jiang Nengjie,
who was himself a "left behind" child. Jiang
Nengjie was born in Hunan in 1985, and
graduated from university in 2008. He worked
briefly in the city, and spent nearly six years
from 2009 to 2014 to complete a series of
documentaries about his hometown, returning
to the city sometimes to work and raise funds.
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These include mini-films "Road," "When I Grow
Up," and a 92 minute-long "Children at a Village
School." In this remote village in Hunan Province,
80 per cent of children are left behind. As a new
college graduate, Jiang started his filming
projects after learning that the school in his
home village with 22 children was shutting down.
Through temporary teaching at the school,
working on and off in the city and fundraising, he
managed to create several films documenting
the growth journey of several village children,
and the decaying state of his home village. He
stated that his motivation for the projects was to
raise concern about the issue to help maintain
the small village school, and later, to raise funds
to get a substitute teacher and school bus, as
some children had to walk three to four hours a
day to go to school. The films also raise
questions about the fate of these children and
the effect of their upbringing.
Jiang’s films were watched by a lot of
viewers online, and were featured at Songzhuang
Documentary Festival in Beijing and Guangzhou
International Documentary Festival in China. In
2014, through public support, "Children at a
Village School" was being screened at
Guangzhou, Changsha, Wuhan, Beijing and other
large cities. While the children have grown up in
the years between the different films, their
classrooms are still shabby, and their dreams of
love still unfulfilled, even though the village
school managed to receive donations and visits
from volunteers and a BBC filming crew.

split bamboo, and water basin for washing
clothes with, all offer vivid details of the daily
lives of the children and their struggle for
survival. While the images might represent a
typical rural household, sometimes among them
there is an object which seems to be surprisingly
fancy, such as a brand-new schoolbag with
foreign cartoon characters, which is probably a
gift from their absent parents. These images
bring to the audience in urban areas visual
evidence of the theme of the film, reflecting the
reality of widespread loneliness among the left
behind children. Different from the corporate
documentaries, the independent filmmaker does
not intend to create an "upbeat" mood or avoid
showing embarrassing moments in their films,
including moments when parents returning from
the city could not recognize their children. As
they see different sides of the lives of their
subjects and the odds they face, there is often
an ambivalent attitude toward the future of
these children, even when some progress is seen
in the films.

The University/Volunteer Team
Documentary

One of the appeals of the documentary
films of Jiang Nengjie comes from the visual
depictions of the living environment of the LB
children, which can have a strong impact on the
audience from urban regions unfamiliar with
poverty. The children’s stained and bulky
clothes, unwashed faces, the muddy road in
front of the house, the smoky kitchen where
firewood is used for cooking, the fence made of
56

Another type of documentaries about LB
children is made because of the arrival of
outsiders at the rural village, for instance,
"School in the Depth of the White Cloud," a 2012
documentary about 40 volunteers from Shanghai
visiting the mountainous region Jiangxi Province
during the traditional Lunar New Year Dragon
Boat Festival. In this story line, a team of
volunteers or college students arrives from the
city to a rural village or school for short term
teaching or aid activities. Usually shot from the
visitors’ point of view as a byproduct of their
service trip, the film narrates the undesirable
conditions they see, the local children they
encounter, and the efforts and activities they
engage in to help the locals. In the process the
two sides coming from different background and
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age groups discover about each other and
challenge each other in unexpected ways, and
find their existing views about the world
somewhat changed because of the encounter
and the eye-opening experience.
A recent example of a film with this
narrative structure is "Summer of Sangying
Town," which highlights the 20-day experience of
a group of students from Shanghai Maritime
University to address the needs of left-behind
children in a boarding school in Anhui province
in a hot summer. The 50-minute film made in
2013 described the reactions of the students to
the living conditions of the children and their
efforts in providing psychological counseling and
bringing entertainment to brighten the
monotonous life of children. It documented their
efforts in utilizing limited resources to launch a
moot court, sports games, music classes, and a
carefully organized variety show, eventually
forming certain level of friendship with the
children. While the students fulfilled their
scheduled tasks and delivered help that was
appreciated by the local children and villagers,
they also found their power to help the children
rather limited. For instance, upon arrival at the
boarding school the college students tried to
improve conditions of the shabby boarding
school dormitory full of bunk beds. While they
managed to shop in the local market and install
mosquito-proof screens on the windows, they
found it too difficult to changing the lighting
structure of the dim room.
Another example of a film with this
structure is titled Grass on the Plain, made by 8
graduate students of Southwest University of
China who were assigned to teach for one year
at Wushan County in Chongqing, as part of their
education requirement. The college students
found that the children’s vision of the outside
world was limited to the Wushan county center,
and they were mostly introvert and short in
confidence or desire to study, and at the same
time yearning for family love. The film focuses
on the graduate students’ effort to adjust to a
life in the isolated poverty-stricken rural village,
communicate with the children, gain their
respect, and help them strengthen emotional
ties with their parents. They managed to acquire
online chat facilities, and gradually helped the
children learn information about the outside
world and build a dream about their own future.
It was awarded first prize in the Western China
international film festival in September 2013. The

film’s director, Li Jie, later produced another film
about a LB children’s family.
For films of this structure, one of the
themes driving story development is how the
visitors engage in problem solving initially to
deal with some material needs of the children,
and through the process develop a relationship
with the local children. These children usually
have different communication styles with city
children who tend to be the center of attention
of the family, surrounded by their parents and
grandparents due to China’s one-child policy.
Another theme is insight and growth. As the
outsiders are young people who grow up in
comfortable surroundings and hold somewhat
romantic notions of remote areas, the encounter
with the LB children often raises questions about
their own assumptions, as well as strength to
endure hardship and problem-solving abilities,
leading to new ways of looking at their own lives
in the city.

Conclusion
Documentaries often attend to social issues
of which we are consciously aware. They can be
seen as a symbolic form that unites the
argumentative and the aesthetic functions of
discourse. They are not transparent renderings
of situations. They are not what postmodernists
call discursive constructions either. Through a
variety of story telling devices and strategies, a
text can make itself believable as representation
of reality. "A slice of life" can take on the quality
of being about something meaningful and
profound. While different storytellers start the
filmmaking process with a variety of motivations
and may frame the issue of LB children from a
particular angel of their choice, the outcomes
are also shaped by the fact that families and
villages with LB children vary vastly in their
individual situations.
The issue of children being left behind can
be viewed from many perspectives, such as their
schooling, their psychological and emotional
state, their access to adequate material
resources like nutritional food, their interactions
with other children and adults, and so on. While
the storytellers engage dramatic forms such as
conflict or problem/resolution, the plight of
many of these children raises more questions
than answers, drawing the sensibilities of the
audience and engaging them in a reflection of
the human price paid for modernization.
Although the situations of the children are vastly
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different from that of the audience in the cities,
the universal themes of family, love, and dream
can make these films widely appealing with an
intricate manner.
In August 2014, a new documentary about
LB children premiered in Beijing, entitled Stories
Through 180 Lenses. It is funded by Porsche
China’s "Empowering the Future" program and
directed by well-known director Zhang Yimou
(CSR News, 2014). The production team

distributed 180 digital video cameras free of
charge to children in 72 schools in remote
Southwest China. Ninty percent of the half-hour
film consists of footage shot over six months by
2,000 children. As the children take cameras in
their own hands, the audience can expect
another way for the expression of their daily
encounters, emotional reflections and artistic
creativities to be depicted in a fresh manner.
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The Texture of Interiority: Voiceover and Visuals
Swarnavel Eswaran Pillai
Abstract
This essay concerns itself with the myriad ways in which the voice-over gets interwoven with other
sounds within the final soundtrack of a film, and variety of reactions these elicit from the audience as
auditors as well as viewers. Focusing on a few selected films like Sydney Pollack’s Out of Africa (1985),
David Lean’s Brief Encounter (1945), Chris Marker and Pierre Lhomme’s Le Joli Mai (1963), and Bob Rosen
and Andrea Simon’s Fayum Portraits (1988), filmmakers paying specific attention to the role of female
voice-overs therein, it explores how the voice-over assumes the role of the heterodiegetic voice of a
third-person narrator, or the first person voice of a character embedded in the film, and further, goes on
to sometimes defy these definitions by addressing the audience directly in the second person. Voiceover narration in films range from representing the inner monologue of a main character that offers a
limited point-of-view, to allowing the audience access to an omniscient narrator, which then allows the
filmmaker to experiment with unlimited points-of view as well as with the time and sequence of the
occurrence of various events in the film.
More important, this essay also examines, how the materiality of the sounds in voice-overs, and the
dynamic relationship the voice-over forms with other sounds, both inside and outside the diegesis,
create a texture which enables a space for experimentation with regard to the specific goals of narration
in a film. Toward this end, with the textual readings of the voiceover and its specificity, it engages with
Deleuze and Guattari’s seminal essay, “The Smooth and the Striated,” to explore the ways we could think
of texture in the context of the materiality of the voice and its valences as it weaves itself through other
dominant sounds in the soundscape of a film, and more importantly, coheres the visuals to delineate
the narrative, while simultaneously shedding light on the interiority of the characters.
Keywords: Voiceover, Sound Balance, Smooth and Striated, Out of Africa, Chris Marker, Brief
Encounters, Le Joli Mai, Interiority, Texture, Soundscape.

Beginning with films such as Fritz Lang’s M
(1932) and William K. Howard’s The Power and
Glory (1933) 1 from the early 1930s, the voiceover—a cinematic device as old as the sound
film itself—continues to be an important part of
modern day cinema, creatively employed to
great effect in a host of landmark films. These
include Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity (1944)
and Sunset Boulevard
(1950), Abraham
Polonsky's Force of Evil (1948), Martin’s
Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976), Goodfellas (1990)
Gangs of New York (2002), and The Wolf of Wall
Street (2013), Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse
Now (1979), Terrence Malick’s The Thin Red Line
(1998) and The Tree of Life (2011), Chris Nolan’s
Momento (2000) and The Prestige (2006), and
Spike Jonze’s Adaptation (2002), which has a
homodiegetic voice-over that reflects the
1

For a brief history of the voice-over in cinema, see Kozloff, “Ancestors,
Influences and Development,” pp 23-40.
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stream-of-consciousness style of the narration,
and Her (2013), and Wes Anderson's The Royal
Tenenbaums (2001) to his recent The Grand
Budapest Hotel (2014). 2
My paper concerns itself with the myriad
ways in which the voice-over gets interwoven
with other sounds within the final soundtrack of
a film, and variety of reactions these elicit from
the audience, as auditors, as well as viewers.
Focusing on a few selected films and their
soundtracks to analyze the voice-over and its
dynamic relationship with other diegetic and
non-diegetic sounds, I explore how the voiceover assumes the role of the heterodiegetic
voice of a third-person narrator, or the
homodiegetic first person voice of a character
2

I am using homodiegetic to refer to the narration of a character
embedded in the text and diegesis, and heterodiegetic to the voiceover of a narrator who is not a character in the story, as defined by
Gerard Genette and explicated in Kozloff, p 42.
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embedded in the film, and further, goes on to
sometimes defy these definitions by addressing
the audience directly in the second person.
Voice-over narration in films range from
representing the inner monologue of a main
character that offers a limited point-of-view, to
allowing the audience access to an omniscient
narrator, which then allows the filmmaker to
experiment with unlimited points-of view as well
as with the time and sequence of the occurrence
of various events in the film.
However, despite the theoretical challenges
posed by its fluid nature, voice-over sound often
enables lucid comprehension and concrete
analysis, either by establishing an identifiable
pattern within films where it is used
substantially, or, when used as expository or as a
concluding piece of narration, by drawing
attention to the materiality of the voice. The
dynamic relationships that develop as it engages
with the other sounds enable us to understand
the ways through which voice-overs affect the
sound balance every time it occupies the sound
space of a film. It is through its capacity and
power of valence that we perceive the mood of
the protagonist(s) who drives the narrative. The
way it harnesses the other sounds in setting up
the mood of the film often dictates the visual
aesthetics or the style of the film. The voiceover,
therefore, plays a significant role in weaving the
various components that contribute to the
affective texture of the film.
Both due its unique quality of assertion,
which considerably impacts the other sounds
within the film's soundscape, and due its being a
direct narrational tool which exudes a for-meness in its sound, the voice-over is also among
the most easily abused sound, too often used by
unthinking image-makers to patch-up the holes
in a badly narrated story, or as an ill-suited
expository frame which does not easily segue
into the main narration of the film. At the same
time, the history of cinema bears witness to the
fact that the voice-over can be one of the most
effective tools of narration in cinema whether
one wants to use it as a character’s voice or an
omniscient narrator’s voice or as the voice of the
image-maker/ author of the film. The many
exciting ways in which exemplary artists
including Orson Welles, Billy Wilder, Stanley
Kubrick, Chris Marker, Alain Resnais, Sydney
Pollack, Francis Ford Coppola, Martin Scorsese
and their sound technicians/ designers, working
always with a clear audio-vision of the overall
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sound design of their films, have used the voiceover, is sufficient evidence of this.
In this essay, I analyze the sound tracks of
Sydney Pollack’s Out of Africa (1985), David
Lean’s Brief Encounter (1945), and Chris Marker
and Pierre Lhomme's Le Joli Mai (1963), Bob
Rosen and Andrea Simon's Fayum Portraits
(1988), filmmakers paying specific attention to
the role of female voice-overs therein, in order
to explore how this sound, in conjunction with
the effects and accompanying music, affect the
narration of these films. In the process, I also
examine relevant voice-overs in other significant
films. What I hope to underscore through my
efforts here is how the voice-over, even as it
appears to assert itself in its relationship with
other sounds, like the dialogues in the
production tracks of the classical Hollywood
films, exists in fact, in a continually evolving
relationship with the two other notable elements
of a film's sound track—its music, and its sound
effects. More important, I also examine in this
essay, how the materiality of the sounds in
voice-overs, and the dynamic relationships the
voice-over forms with other sounds, both inside
and outside the diegesis, create a texture which
enables a space for experimentation with regard
to the specific goals of narration in a film.
Toward this end, with the textual readings of the
voiceover and its specificity, I will engage with
Deleuze and Guattari's seminal essay, "The
Smooth and the Striated," in A Thousand
Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1987) to
explore the ways we could think of texture in the
context of the materiality of the voice and its
valences as it weaves itself through other
dominant sounds in the soundscape of a film.

Women and Voice–Over Sound
Sarah Kozloff has argued that female firstperson narrators generally tend to narrate their
own life stories or their own memories in
“women’s films, adaptations, and occasional
noirs; their area of knowledge is generally
constricted to what they have personally
experienced and to what is presumed to be of
interest to primarily female viewers” (100). Both
in the first person voice-overs of the older Karen
in “Out of Africa” or of Laura in “Brief Encounter”
(both films adapted from novels), what is
narrated to the audience are indeed their own
memories and personal experiences. However,
the effect of these voice-overs on the audience
is not merely one limited to catering to the
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interest of women therein. Karen’s longing for
Africa or the inner monologue of Laura that
sounds like the chattering of our own mind also
enables the audience to identify with their
feelings of longing and imperfection, as these
films use their voice-overs to organize the layers
of nostalgia and longing or guilt expressed in
these voices and juxtaposes them with the story
at pre-determined sound spaces. Kozloff’s
argument, made in the context of Bonitzer and
Mary Ann Doane’s observations regarding the
gendered bias in voice-overs in films, is useful in
drawing our attention to the rarity of a woman’s
voice as a third-person heterodiegetic narrator
(99). 3 But with the increasing presence of
women’s voice-overs in recent films, it is
important to note that Kozloff herself concludes
that “barriers for women as narrators are
crumbling now” (101).

Karen in Out of Africa
Out of Africa’s script was inspired by many
books including Out of Africa and Other Writings
by Isak Dinesan, Isak Dinesan, The Life of a
Storyteller by Judith Thurman, and Silence Will
Speak by Errol Trzebinski. The final film has six
broad segments, framed within seven voiceovers of the Dane, Karen Dinesan/Blixen (Meryl
Streep), who enters into a wedlock with the
financially broke baron Bror Blixen (Kaus Maria
Braundauer) to become the baroness Karen
Blixen after their marriage in British East Africa,
through each of which she addresses the
audience directly. These voiceovers focus less on
her power as a colonizer/coffee plantation
owner or the void at the center of her marriage
of convenience to an indolent and licentious
husband.
Instead, it originates from an older Karen's
longing for her past and colors the film with
nostalgia through a picturesque landscape of
African soil and people, and flora and fauna, and
coheres the catalogues of these picture
postcards and Karen's interior landscape by
superimposing the texture of Karen's voice over
the striated backdrop which provides the canvas
for the (melo)drama of her life in Africa to be
enacted. Karen's voice is delineated from music
and sound effects through its sentimentality
3

Also see Mary Ann Doane’s “The Voice in the Cinema: The Articulation
of Body and Space,” Yale French Studies, pp 33-50, where she observes
that casting women as third-person narrators is not favored because it
leads to the gendered compromise of the narrator’s power and
knowledge in a male dominated industry.

and, more importantly its materiality, as
exemplified by the key sequences discussed
below.

Pic. 1: Karen (Meryl Streep) in Out of Africa (1985)
Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmeryl-streep-in-out-ofafrica

The first significant voice-over in the film is
a heterodiegetic narration by the older Karen
and begins with her saying “I had a farm in
Africa.” This is juxtaposed over a long shot of a
landscape. The voice is normal in volume, not
very loud, with a little reverb. Theme music that
has started earlier runs through the voice-over
at a lower volume. The sound of her voice
serves to arouse our curiosity, inviting us to
participate in her nostalgia. A few seconds later,
over extreme long shot images of the continuing
landscape, the older voice begins again: “I had a
farm in Africa at the foot of the Ngong Hills…” At
this point the voice is lower in volume than the
first time and quieter in its quality. The music
rises in crescendo and there is a gradual attack
of the sound of a train engine. After another few
seconds, we hear the old woman repeat: “I had a
farm in Africa.” This time her voice is even
quieter than before, and thereby amplifying the
sense of nostalgia about Africa. The
corresponding increase in the sound of the
moving train engine juxtaposes this feeling of
nostalgia with a sense of a journey, or a
movement to the past, and to Africa. All of this is
enhanced by the nostalgic theme music.
Therefore when voice-over’s precursor—the title
card—reading “Kenya, East Africa, 1913,” is
superimposed over a rickety train in a long shot
of the landscape, our sense of departure to
Africa is complete. So also, is our voyage into
the past of the Dutch baroness Isak Dinesen,
who has now transformed into a young woman,
called Karen Blixen. In Deleuze and Guattari's
conceptualization the nomadic space would be
striated as opposed to the stable terrain within
boundaries. Here, the striated texture of the
African landscape in the backdrop and its
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uneven quality seems to be seductive for Karen
to intrude in the secure company of her would
be husband baron Blixen.
The next title card, which reads “This Film is
Based on Out of Africa and Other Writings by Isak
Dinesen,” allows us to comprehend that what we
are now witnessing is Isak Dinesen's story. The
sound effect of the train over this title card adds
value to the image of a past journey undertaken
by Karen in the same train, as the train wends its
way across the African landscape. Thus the old
woman’s voice, the nostalgic music, and the
sound effects of the moving train, set up the
expository sounds of the film, which segues into
the establishing sound of Out of Africa with its
unique soundscape, especially once Karen is in
Africa. The sound effect of a running train is used
heterogeneously, in this instance, to create the
here-and-now effect of immediacy, while
simultaneously evoking feelings of distance, and
the past. In this instance, by combining the
sound of the train with the older woman’s voice,
the film succeeds in transporting us to Karen's
younger past.
After her husband leaves for war and she
falls in love with Denys, we see Karen Blixen
becoming more intimate with the Kenyans and
with their African way of life. Towards this, her
voice-over in these segments, are layered over
the local sounds of Africa, sometimes
punctuated with specific sounds, like the
prolonged wailing of a child in its mother’s arm.
While the pitch of the baby’s cry does not
interfere with Karen’s voice, it works brilliantly in
compelling the auditor towards causal listening;
and since the source—the child—is embedded in
the crowd, draws our attention to the Africans
themselves adding to the warmth of Karen's
affinity towards them. More important, the
texture of the wailing child in high pitch alludes
to Karen's own childlessness, even as it critiques
Karen's investment in animals more than the
Kenyan people. Nonetheless, Karen's increasing
attraction for Africa at this point, is primarily
constructed through the sound track. When she
talks to African Kamanate, using the local dialect,
the low-volume sound effects of workers
planting coffee seeds in the background,
exemplifies an instance of how the materiality of
her voice, with its pronounced accent and nasal
tone, is used to showcase her growing love for
the visceral quality of African life, while
simultaneously hinting at her exploitation of the
locals as a colonizer/plantation owner. In the
succeeding voice-over, the spatial signature of
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the old Karen’s voice does not draw as much of
our attention as do the ambient sounds of the
African landscape. The quality of nostalgia in her
voice is heightened by the carefully structured
effect track, which introduces us to ethnic
African sounds one at a time, (like the sound
made by small bells for example,) without
overcrowding the sound track.
Since the narrative foregrounds Karen’s
failing marriage to Bror as well as her growing
love affair with Denys, I would argue that the
very essence of the film —her love for Africa—is
essentially achieved through the affective use of
sound effects mixed with her voice-overs. Thus
for example, the sound track maps the
awakening of her heart towards the Africans as
she says emotionally, with a broken sound, “The
friends of the farm came to the house and went
away again. They were not the kind of people
who stay for a long time in the same place.”
Again, towards the end of the film, before
leaving for Denmark, Karen says at Denys’ grave:
“Now take back the soul of Denys… whom You
have shared with us. He brought us joy…We
loved him well… He was not ours… He was not
mine.” This speech is accompanied by the low
volume sound effect of birds (not of a generic
nature), and there is a noticeable absence of
music. Even though the visuals foreground
Denys’ white friends as the Africans recede into
the background, the sound continues to
emphasize, at a semantic level, Karen's love for
Africa, and by extension for nature itself—
emblematized by the serene sound of birds—
which appears to subsume her love for Denys.
From young Karen’s recitation at the grave, as
she prepares to leave Africa, the voice-over
takes us back to the older Karen’s voice, who
says, with deep longing: “If I know a song of
Africa… of the giraffe and the African new moon
lying on her back… Does Africa know a song of
me?” 4 Through this narration, by avoiding a high
level of reverb, the voice-over emphasizes the
materiality of the nasal tone, thereby enhancing
the sense of her rootedness to earth and
augmenting the emotions evoked by preceding
visuals of her inability to drop a handful of earth
onto Denys's grave. The sound of her elegiac
words draw our attention to the materializing
sound indices of the actress Meryl Streep’s
breathing and lip movements, even as it engages
us emotionally with visuals of African coffee
4

See Out of Africa: The Shooting Script for Karen’s entire voice-over.
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fields, and reminds of the close relationships
Karen has forged with Juma, Kumante, and other
natives. This moment becomes doubly poignant
as we become gradually aware of Meryl Streep,
an American actress, playing a Dutch Baroness
with heavily accented English, and thus her
falling in love with Africa and the lament in her
voice adds another dimension to the film, as we
recognize an extra-textual historical context.
This perception of the difference in
sound quality between the younger and older
voices of Karen vividly demonstrates that the
voice-over can be used to great effect in playing
with the time-gap between the narrating-I and
the participating-I, as well as towards truncating
psychological space by converging loss-in-thepresent (Denys's death,) with a longing-for-thepast (i.e, the older Karen’s longing for Africa).
Even more important, Karen's voiceover during
key moments in the film sheds light on the
striated spaces it stitches together: on the one
hand, Karen's journey in the beginning recalls
the Orientalist jaunt of many colonizers, but
soon we realize her deeper engagement with
Africa and her people and her profound but
schizoid relationship with them of love for their
pristine land and obedience and apprehensions
regarding their free spirit and defiance, as
epitomized by her attraction and repulsion
toward Denys, his whiteness offering her the
security she seeks as a lonely and loveless
woman in a foreign land but his raw and wild
spirit of adventure and unwillingness to be
tamed by the ritual of marriage undermining any
such solace.

Pic. 2: Karen (Meryl Streep) and Denys (Robert Redford) in Out of
Africa (1985) Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmerylstreep-in-out-of-africa

Even more important is the way her voice
erases the fact that she was one of the feudal
landlords and an epitome of British imperialism:
"In the film Kikuyu are portrayed as near
caricatures of complacency, given to occasional
comic intransigence. Yet history shows that,

following World War II, a resistance movement
developed within the Kikuyu tribe, headed by
the secret Mau Mau society. By 1955, the British
claimed to have ended the movement, killing an
estimated 10,000 of the tribe. So much for what
Dinesan described as 'the absolute passivity of
the native.'" Angela Bonavoglia's insightful
review also reveals how Karen has been reduced
to a "glossy Hollywood hero, and the film
whitewashed and one-dimensional, rosy and
romanticized, offers only a majority view" (1986,
44-5). 5
Susan Brantley in her review of Aage
Jorgensen's anthology on Out of Africa, points to
Sydney Pollack's admission of the romanticized
Karen Blixen in the film, and to the critique of
the two Kenyans in the collection who reject the
apology on behalf of Karen that "… she
nevertheless took a reformer's interest in the
autonomy and education of the African natives,
and
appreciated
tribal
customs
and
characteristics… (as quoted in Brantley 1990,
258)." Sydney Pollack's adaptation takes liberties
with the novel in its portrayal of Karen generally
as a well intentioned baroness who is
preoccupied with her failing marriage with a
philandering husband and later, with the
impregnable Denys. The incongruity in Out of
Africa is not only because of the discordant
presence of the plantation owner, the heavily
accented Dutch Karen, in the British colony of
Kenya, but also due to the casting of the
American actor Robert Redford as Denys: "His
lack of even the pretense of a British accent is
disturbing as well, but overall he succeeds in
portraying a carefree romantic in the spirit of
Peter Pan" (Bonavoglia 1986, 45). The British
actress Jane Seymour vouches for Redford's
decent British accent, nevertheless according to
Pollack, the decision to "drop the accent" was
propelled by the doubts regarding audiences'
acceptance of such an accent ("Accent thrown"
2014) While the oddity of Redford playing Denys
is smoothened for an audience which is aware of
his persona as an American star, it is entrenched
with Meryl Streep's Danish accent as the
audience expects her as a preeminent method
actor to mark her roles with individuality and
cultural specificity. While Brantley is convinced
that Meryl Streep has "done wonders for
University enrollments in Karen Blixen courses"
(257), Bognavolia heaps praise on her acting: "In
5
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contrast to Streep's singularly studied
performances in earlier films, here she portrays
freer character, easy, spontaneous, less
predictable …" (44). This is in polarity to the
general criticism about the length of the film (161
minutes) and its languid pace. The epic and
episodic narrative could thus be argued to be
held together not by the seamless continuity
editing of Hollywood alone, in this particular
case, it is mainly by the texture of Streep's voice
in Karen's voiceovers. The stress on the heavy
accent, and the very conscious tone of her
delivery, enable an insight into her anomalous
presence, and thereby, her spontaneous
exploration of the African landscape and
concern for the Kenyan people of the Kikuyu
tribe, thus provoking our interest in her
humanity despite her colonizing imperatives as a
plantation owner. The star text of Meryl Streep
as the unique Hollywood star when it comes to
sensitive female protagonists enables the
smoothness within the striated surface in Out of
Africa.
In this context, Deleuze and Guattari's
meditations on the passage of the smooth to the
striated and vice versa sheds light on texture of
Streep's voice as it coheres the narrative: "… the
two spaces [striated/nomadic and the smooth/
sedentary] in fact exist only in mixture: smooth
space is constantly being translated and
transversed into a striated space; striated space
is constantly being reversed, returned to a
smooth space" (474). They posit the
heterogeneous felt, which is "infinite, open, and
unlimited in every direction" (475-476) and
"implies no separation of threads, no
intertwining" as a binary of the homogeneous
fabric with its traditional warp and woof
structure (475), only to argue for the blurring of
the divide and the passage of one into the other,
as exemplified by the transformation from the
stilted and accented voice of the baroness Karen
to her chirpy and whispery tone when she is
romancing with Denys: instead of being in
control as a colonizer, she is driven by her
passion for Denys and wanders into exciting but
perilous adventures with him, to fill the void at
the center of her sedentary and lonely existence.
In the context of the nomads, Deleuze and
Guattari observe that "[e]ven the technologists …
give them credit for felt: a splendid insulator, an
ingenious invention, the raw material for tents,
clothes, and armor among Turco-Mongols. Of
course, the nomads of Africa and the Maghreb
instead treat the wool as a fabric" (476). In the
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film, literally Karen in her passionate (and
nomadic) outings with Denys is framed in such
tents and costumes where his wildness seems to
be the fabric, like the felt and the wool in the
hands of the nomad, which keeps her warm as
she drops her formal and labored way of
conversing with people around and sheds the
baggage of hierarchy to speak to his heart.

Pic. 3: Karen (Meryl Streep) in Out of Africa (1985)
Source: http://classiq.me/style-in-filmmeryl-streep-in-out-ofafrica

Thus it is the texture of Streep's voice
during Karen's voiceover that weaves her
nomadic journey through Kenya together and
smoothens the picturesque but striated surfaces
on the uneven landscapes of her exterior and
interior journey.

Laura in Brief Encounter
Laura Jesson’s (Celia Johnson) voice-over in
Brief Encounters comes as a confession of guilt
as she shares her story with us, the audience.
Given the way that David Lean sets up Laura’s
homodiegetic narration to earn the sympathy of
the audience, Brief Encounters is the perfect
example of limited first-person point of view
story telling. It is not unlimited like in Out of
Africa, where we understand Karen’s feeling for
not only Denys, her lover, but her husband Bror,
and towards Africa and her people. Here, Laura
attempts to make us understand her story
through her subjective narration, as it revolves
around her extra-marital affair with Alec Harvey
(Trevor Howard). The guilty chattering of her
inner mind does not give us a detailed picture of
her home or the people around. To focus on this
inner limited point of view, Lean uses
Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto, played
by the well-known pianist Eileen Joyce, in order
that the audience may sense Laura's emotions
when she meets and falls in love with Alec. Thus,
the voice-over here is used to tell a complex
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emotional tale of adventure, unsettlement, joy,
and guilt.
Since Laura’s confessions do not appear as
a continuous pouring from her heart, at a certain
point of time in the story, but rather, as streams
of guilt interspersed with delicate adventures,
negotiating the voice-over as it encapsulates the
various segments of this story poses a challenge.
The sound track is therefore carefully designed
by favoring the voice-over in sound balance, as
is normally done in films, and also at the same
time, making it unique by using a romantic
Rachmaninov piano theme. The generic sounds
of traffic on the busy Milford street by day, along
with the familiar soundscape of Milford railway
station by night, are effectively used to create a
romantic out-of–focus sound frame that
carefully layers the anxiety ridden, guilt-filled,
and sometimes hysterical, voice-overs.

Pic. 4: Alec (Trevor Howard) watching Laura (Celia Johnson) at the
Milford Railway Station in Brief Encounter(1945)
Source: https://wondersinthedark.wordpress.com/2014/10/03/
2-brief-encounter-1945/

The music and effects are carefully linked to
the diegesis that enable the audience, despite
the blurred, ambivalent, confessions of the
homodiegetic narration of Laura, to get involved
in the actions as it unfolds. However, during the
voice-over itself, the sound effects are low in
volume and dipped under. Territorial sounds,
like the bell sound at the Milford station, or the
rumbling and roaring of the steam engines along
with the visuals of the smoke they emit, are
carefully woven to punctuate the end of her
voice-overs.
The use of effects is particularly noticeable
in the train sequence when Laura says in the
voice-over: “This can’t last… this misery can’t
last… I want to remember every minute-alwaysalways-to the end of my days…”6 Laura’s head
6

simulates a sudden jerk immediately after the
voice-over, as we hear the suddenly amplified
noise of the train coming to a standstill. The
volume of this effect is substantially higher than
the prior effect of the running train and the
music during the voice-over. Later, sound effects
mark the beginning of a voice-over, when Laura
describes her first meeting with Alec. Her voiceover starts immediately after the sound of a
train drawing to a standstill. She says in a joyful
voice: “… that’s how it all began… just through
me getting a little piece of grit in my eye.”
This strategy in the use of effects continues
through the film. Later, half-way through the
film, the cloud of steam and the sound of the
incoming engine act as visual fade-out and a
simultaneous sound-fade in, and creates an
unusual dissolve as we see her enter a crowded
third-class compartment of the train to
Ketchworth. The sound of the grinding brakes of
the train and the hiss of steam is used to
punctuate the end of her voice-over lines: “… I
knew beyond a shadow of doubt that he
wouldn’t say a word, and at that moment the
first awful feeling of danger swept over me.”
The station bell is also used to similar effect
in other places. As Laura says in her voice-over,
for example, that
“… Nobody could have
guessed what he was really feeling… then the
bell went for his train.” The platform bell rings.
This points to a general pattern in the film,
where we first listen to her voice-over and then,
are again visually reminded of what she has just
narrated. Such a redundancy underscores the
fact that “this long flashback is not just a device
for telling one story in the context of another,
but is specifically Laura’s telling of it.” 7 As far as
the music is concerned, Rachmaninov and Laura
are juxtaposed together. Thus, the piano
concerto we hear during the credits later
becomes her theme, as it first enters with a
gradual attack inside the train sequence, while
the camera tracks into her close-up and her
voice-over begins in the film for the first time.
The texture of Laura's voice over is thus laid like
an embroidery, rather than using the voiceover
as the normative patchwork: Laura's anxiety and
her inner "blues" are woven together with
Rachmaninov's
velvety romantic tunes to
embroider the striation in her very smooth
middleclass sedentary life.
7

See Masterworks for Laura’s voice-over in its entirety.
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Pic. 5: Laura' double/interiority in Brief Encounter (1945)
Source: http://thefifiorganization.net/janus/brief-encounter/

The sound effects form the thick black lines
which delineate the passage into the interiority
form the outside formal world of Laura. But as
we have seen in Out of Africa, here too there is a
spillage of the striation into the smooth urban
middleclass home of Laura.
For instance, like the effects, the music is
also brought into the diegesis early on in a scene
at home where she is with her husband Fred
Jesson (Cyril Raymond). Here, Laura crosses the
room, turns on the radio and tunes into the
opening movement of the Rachmaninov Piano
Concerto in C minor. As Fred is busy with a
crossword puzzle in The Times, she takes up her
sewing and sits quietly opposite him. We see her
eyes fill with tears through a close shot, as her
inner monologue starts in a tender voice: “Fred,
Fred, dear Fred. There’s so much I want to say to
you. You are the only one in the world with
enough wisdom and gentleness to understand…
I don’t want you to be hurt. You see, we are a
happily married couple and must never forget
that. This is my home.” These lines emphasize
the theme of the film. It also indicates that the
film is going to be narrated by Laura.
Simultaneously, the Rachmaninov music, layered
under the voice-over, becomes another voice of
her interiority and expressivity, as it tells of her
emotions, of the love and guilt imbued in her
relationship with Alec. The soundscale being set
at a constant level, her voice-overs allow us to
feel as though we were in a privileged position
within the confession box from where she is
narrating the whole story. The semantics of her
voice-overs hint at the anxiety of a middle-class
English woman when confronted with her own
moral imperfection, particularly when she says:
“I felt so utterly humiliated and defeated and so
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dreadfully, dreadfully ashamed”;… “I should
have been utterly wretched and ashamed… I
know I should, but I wasn’t.” By focusing on the
inner recesses of her heart, and through its
hurried and self–critical tone, the voice-over
strives to make the audience sympathize with
Laura. While her highly subjective narration
restricts the showcasing of the British life in the
forties essential to our understanding of the
milieu of the story, through our capacity for
reduced listening it succeeds in drawing us to
her guilt, stemming from her ingrained values of
family and love, thereby enabling us to
extrapolate her entire society outside from
within it, and to then empathize with her plight.
In their delineation of the musical model to
explicate their take on the striated and smooth
spaces, Deleuze and Guattari invoke Pierre
Boulez: "[He] was the first to develop a set of
simple oppositions and complex differences … In
the simplest terms, Boulez says that in a smooth
space-time one occupies without counting,
whereas in a striated space-time one counts in
order to occupy. He makes perceptible the
difference between nonmetric and metric
mulitiplicities, directional and dimensional
spaces. He renders them sonorous" (477). This
passage seems like the apt description of Laura's
interiority as she moves from the smooth spacetime of her home to her anxiety ridden, often
staccato style voiceover driven meeting with her
paramour, wherein she literally counts to occupy
as epitomized by the huge clock and the bell
sound, at the railway station. The directional
space of the railway station and the dimensional
space of her home gets blurred as
Rachmaninov's music and her impulse to
confess/share her secret life striates the smooth
domestic sphere, even as it provides the canvas
to weave her story of uninhibited desire and
passion, and thus smoothen her disconnected
heart and its longings. Thus, the textural
embroidery surrounding Laura's passionate but
anxiety ridden voice underpins this classic
narrative of the flow desires between the
subconscious/striated
and
the
conscious/smooth.
However, Deleuze and Guattari distinguish
between "the central theme or motif" in
embroidery and "the piece by piece
constructions, [and the] infinite, successive
additions of fabric" in patchwork by focusing on
the harmonious center of the former.
Nonetheless, as in Laura's case above,
embroidery could be a frame which links or is
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the conduit between the external/exterior and
the internal/interior patches of Laura's universe,
and the frame could be read as an always
shifting outside/inside boundary from the
subjectivity of the protagonist, rendering the
texture of her voice/emotions and its valences
with music and effect as a dynamic one.

Pic. 6: Laura (Celia Johnson) and Alec (Trevor Howard) in Brief
Encounter (1945)
Source: http://www.gonemovies.com/WWW/Drama/Drama/Bri
efEncounterKiss.asp

Heterodiegetic Voice-Over and
Documentaries: Simone Signoret’s voiceover narration in Le Joli Mai
Chris Marker and Pierre Lhomme's Le Joli
Mai or The Merry Month of May (1963), is a
portrait of Parisians in May 1962, the month that
marked the end of Algerian war. This classic
cinema-verite documentary captures the spirit
of Paris in the early 1960s and incorporates
ethnographic interviews with a broad cross
section of Parisians including a slum dweller, a
merchant, an African student, an Algerian
worker, as well as a priest turned militant
communist.
The film begins and ends with a meditative,
poetic voice-over commentary, jointly authored
by Chris Marker and Catherine Varlin, and
rendered in Simone Signoret’s contemplative
voice. In the first half of the film throughout the
vignettes of Paris, the voice-over is joyful, with
the background music characterized by the lively
use of accordion. Accompanying sound effects
include the territory sounds of the railway
station, as well as the generic sounds of busy
streets and the stock exchange. As the
documentary proceeds to interview individual
Parisians, however, the urban soundscape of

Paris dip the music, while the sound effects
combine noticeably with the human voice. Then,
when the film broadens out to expose the
physical setting and the political context in
which the Parisians lived, through a moving
portrayal of the central prison in particular, the
tone of the voice-over becomes quieter and the
variations in pitch decrease.
Towards the end of the film, Marker and
Lhomme frame a series of visuals of anxious,
tired faces of the Parisians as they walk through
a busy downtown street, mainly in mid-shots
and close-ups. The live sound of cars and other
vehicles on the close-ups, draw our attention to
specific details, like the tired strides of an old
Jean Renoir after a hard day’s work. As a series of
close-ups captured through telephoto lens
follow, the continuing sound of traffic in the
effect track is foregrounded by an increase in
volume. By this juxtaposition, these faces
increasingly come to resemble an angst ridden
landscape, and this effect is enhanced by the
narration. Simone Signoret’s voice becomes
more personal as she says: “Are you afraid of
God? Is that it?…” The music lowers and the
traffic effect dips under the voice and becomes
almost inaudible as she says: “You are in Paris in
the midst of a prosperous country…” Whereupon
the effect once again rises in the succeeding
lines: “Perhaps you feel in a confused way…” The
music and effects continue over the faces of
tired Parisians when the voice is silent for a few
seconds, and creating a meditative space for
Marker and Lhomme's final words, as Simone
Signoret directly addresses us, the audience, in
second person: “As long as poverty exists, you
are not rich.” Her voice is pulled forward with an
increase in the volume and the music is set at a
very low level and the effects dip even further
down. The music decays quickly after the voiceover. On the next close up of a man, the voiceover says: “As long as despair exists you are not
happy.” At this point, there is only the sound
effect of the traffic set at a very low level along
with the voice-over. Then the effect decays
quickly. Finally, the final line comes on the closeup of the same man (the face of the prisoner we
are shown earlier in the film): “As long as prisons
exist you are not free.”8
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Pic. 7: Chris Marker's Le Joli Mai (1963): The Happy and Cheerful
Month of May;
Source: http://www.newyorker.com/culture/richardbrody/chris-marker-and-pierre-lhommes-le-joli-mai

Thus, employing a reductive approach at
the physical level, initially decaying the music
and then the effects, the film draws our
attention to the voice itself .The materialization
sound indices--"Sonic details that "materialize"
or "de-materialize" the sound of moving
images;" a high level of MSI's draws attention to
the very material [and its texture] (Chion 2014)-of Simone Signoret’s voice points us to the
sound of her breathing. This increases our
curiosity about the source of the sound. The
titles at the end reveal that the voice belonged
to Simone Signoret—a French actress—who was
narrating in English. This adds to the realism of
this cinéma vérité film, as we are able to
recognize her accent as a sound belonging to
people within the diegesis of the film.
Joseph Conte's erudite observations on
patchwork sheds light on Ezra Pound's Cantos
and argues for how his " compositional method
of 'ply over ply'… suggests multi-layered striae of
allusions and quotation," but nonetheless, "the
often haphazard patchwork or collage of
references demonstrates an affinity for smooth
space" (61). Conte's reading of the modernist
poems of Pound through the lens of Deleuze and
Guattari is useful for reading Marker's
documentaries and essay films, in particular his
collaboration with Lhomme, Le Joli Mai. It's an
assemblage of their impressions on Paris and its
people immediately after the end of the Algerian
war. Like Marker's other famous film Sans Soleil
(1983), this is also an essay film full of references
to and/or quotations from French history, artists
and activists, and Algeria. As in the case of the
patchwork in Cantos and its "affinity for
smoothness," Marker and Lhomme's compilation
of impressions on Paris and her people enable
their pacifist and leftist egalitarian ideals to
intersect through the voice of Signoret who
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addresses their concern for the Others in a
foreign language (English). She weaves a texture
through her accent and her differential stress on
the syllables and the pronunciation of vowels, to
express their concern about Otherness due to
the swiftly modernizing and alienating Paris, as
well as their eagerness to communicate with the
Others despite the difference.
Conte in his insightful analysis of the
"literary 'quilting'" in Lyn Hejinian's prose poem
My Life, points to how her experimental
"patchwork form [is] expandable," like the sixth
section of her book, which "refers to the
traditional Hindu form of 'raga' in which themes
and variations are improvised within a
prescribed framework" (61-2). The climax of Le
Joli Mai, analyzed above for its reductive and
minimal formal aesthetics in terms of its
soundscape, also has an expansive texture when
a compassionate but concerned Signoret
ruminates over Marker's authorial themes of
poverty and richness, despair and happiness,
and prison and freedom. The peculiarly husky
voice of Signoret which was endearing early on
in the film, now becomes gradually alarming: She
improvises on the theme of love and
compassion
and its variations "within the
prescribed framework" of Marker and Lhomme's
montage,
to
reveal
reflexively
and
retrospectively how her voice narrating their
meditations on the hopes surrounding the end
of
Algerian
war
as
well
as
the
despair/apprehensions regarding the future is
not the patchwork but the main fabric of the film
which coheres together the absorbing
assemblages of Paris and her people.

Pic. 8: Chris Marker's Le Joli Mai (1963): The Cheerful but
Contemplative Parisians in the Aftermath of the Algerian War.
Source: http://blogs.artinfo.com/moviejournal/2013/09/12/lejoli-septembre-marker’s-classic-doc-returns/
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Voice-Over and the Subalterns
Another film that employs the voice-over in
interesting ways is Fayum Portraits (1988), a
documentary by filmmakers Bob Rosen and
Andrea Simon, who worked in collaboration with
art historian Richard Brilliant. “It is a haunting
presentation of Hellenistic Egyptian funerary
portraits, produced in the context of the ‘Art on
Film’ program sponsored by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Getty Museum (Altman
173).” The film showcases over fifty mummy
portraits painted in the Fayum region of Egypt
between A.D 100 and 300 during Roman rule,
accompanied by the music of Meredith Monk, as
well as with a heterodiegetic voice-over track.
The voice-over track is constructed with different
voices of men and women arranged individually
one after another. Recording outdoors ensures
that the redundant quality of a studio recorded
voice-over track is avoided, and a unique effect
is achieved by varying the reverb levels of these
voices. The beautifully shot visuals of the
Egyptian portrait paintings evoke an archaic
sensibility, such as that of the indoors of an old
studio, or of a picture exhibition in an ancient
cave. By using the voices of common people, the
voice-over narration gives us a glimpse of the
ordinary people of ancient Egypt, and reminds
us of their lives and values as we get absorbed in
their artistically painted faces from centuries
ago.
The documentary begins with the sound of
women humming. Subsequently, a woman
begins narrating: “You are in the oasis of Fayum.
It is here these people live and die…” Next, we
hear a man’s voice saying: “These portraits are
painted from life. Yet the painter captures the
essence of human subjects…”
After the introduction, while the history of
Fayum and her people is being narrated,
different voices in the voice-over track inform us
of their beliefs and tells us of their culture as the
camera pans and tilts across various portraits of
men and woman with dissolves in between. The
film then depicts the indigenous treatment given
by their creators to the hair, eyes, and faces in
their paintings for the preservation of color.
Then, over a portrait of a bearded man, the
voice-over says: “I longed for the Lord of the
winds… I seek for God himself not for the work of
God.” The voice-over, through the quality of its
sound, adds value to the image here, as the
audience interprets it as the plea of the bearded
man in the portrait. By avoiding the studio and

incorporating the ambience of an outdoor space,
these different voices in the narration add a
realistic dimension through their quotidian
texture that draws attention to the community
rather than individuals. The juxtaposition of the
present with the faces of people from the past
creates a unique effect, drawing us into this
history of the subalterns, who appear so
majestic in appearance.
The camera proceeds to pan away from the
bearded man’s portrait to a young woman’s
portrait. A woman’s voice takes over: “My
thoughts are torn this way and that… in the habit
of change, and shall the earth see all of paradise
that we shall know.” The visceral texture of the
voices brings the portraits alive by the
ordinariness of their sound quality. The voicesover along with sporadically used ethnic music,
enable us through the voices of the subaltern
and its texture of the ordinary to perceive the
celebration of life as the primary theme in the
portraits of these Fayum painters from so long
ago.

Conclusion
In this essay I have studied voice-overs
from a select sample of films, in order to detail
the voice-over’s primary role in cinema, as a
conspicuous narrating agent of the imagemaker. As a narrating agent, the voice-over
works in tandem with the musical score as well
as with the sound effects of the film. On the
surface, this relationship appears to be an
uncomplicated one, with the voice-over
dominating all the time. However, as my study
has shown, the relationship between voice-over,
sound effects and music is a complex one that
varies from film to film. There are subtle
variations in each instance, depending on the
goals of narration and the concomitant texture.
My study also reveals the complexity of the
voice-over sound as it differs significantly in the
way it is used by the various auteurs and
according to the needs of the genre. The
uniqueness of the voice-over sound, therefore,
lies, as exemplified by the landmark films
discussed above, in its singularity of texture to
affect the audience, mainly through the
materiality of the voice and its valences as it
weaves itself through other dominant sounds in
the soundscape of a film, and more importantly,
by cohering the visuals to delineate the
narrative, while simultaneously shedding light
on the interiority of the characters.
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Family Expressions of Pain in Postmortem Portraiture
Lauren Summersgill
Abstract
This essay argues that in postmortem portraits there are visible traces of the pain of mourning and
bereavement. Using independent research with Thanatos Archive, I analyze the way in which the pose,
style, props and placement of early postmortem photographs reflect the pain of the mourner. These
tropes, I argue, relate to Marianne Hirsch’s concept of the familial gaze, where the viewer is aware of a
photograph being taken for the family and circulated within it. Having formed a basis for reading the
family into the postmortem photograph, I then reconsider Nan Goldin’s contemporary postmortem
portrait, Cookie in Her Casket (1989) to offer a reading of the portrait as an expression of Goldin’s pain
that overwhelms any attempt to present a representational portrait of Cookie.
Keywords: postmortem photography, portraiture, mourning, familial gaze, Nan Goldin.

Portraiture, in its original use, referred to a
‘type or likeness’: that which typified the subject,
accentuating certain traits and relaying an
impression of the individual (Oxford English
Dictionary Online, 2012). Because of this history,
considering pain relative to portraiture might
easily center on the subject of the portrait and
their expressed or repressed pain. Any such
discussion stands on the platform of Barthes,
Nancy and Owen who all discuss the pose as a
submission or rejection of the photographer’s
gaze (Barthes, 1981, pp. 201–217; Owens, 1992;
Nancy, 2005). However, this risks limiting
research to an exploration of ‘the portraiture of
pain’. One way to reopen the subject is to
consider portraits where the subject cannot
pose. In postmortem portraiture, the subject
becomes an object in death, therefore lacking
the assertion of subjectivity. What remains in
such a portrait is an intersection of gazes upon
the subject, including those of the photographer
and the viewer, but additionally, the relatives of
the deceased. In some cases, the photographer
is a family member, but historically, the family
has been an additional invisible hand within the
image. This paper aims to consider the
complexity of what Marianne Hirsch described as
the ‘familial gaze’ in addition to other visible
gestures of pain and loss on the postmortem
portrait (Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). By reconsidering the
postmortem portrait through the pain of the
family, I question both the role of the viewer in
reading pain in a photograph and the way in
www.journalonarts.org

which the family controls the image of the
deceased.
Drawing on my research into the Thanatos
Archive in Washington State, I will consider the
familial expressions of pain within postmortem
portraiture. Beginning with nineteenth and early
twentieth century postmortem photographic
portraits from across America, I will first outline
the role of postmortem photography and
demonstrate how it encourages empathy in
viewers to empathies with familial loss. Drawing
on Hirsch's concept of the 'family gaze', I will
then examine the practice of postmortem
portraiture as an opportunity for the family to
care for the deceased and, in turn, express their
own pain of loss. This will lay the groundwork for
an analysis of photographer Nan Goldin's Cookie
in Her Casket as an example of how the familial
gaze is used in an art context to encourage
identification with the pain of the photographer
and Mueller’s family of friends. Focus in this
presentation is limited to American portraiture
due to its unique Protestant background.
In early postmortem photographs, such as
this daguerreotype of a young boy c.1853 (Figure
1), it was standard to photograph the deceased
from the side, laying on a soft surface. This pose
was described by anthropologist Ruby as the
‘Last Sleep’ style (Ruby, 1995, p. 63).
The ‘Last Sleep’ is a typical Western
representation in an historic association of
death with sleep. However, it also ties into the
Protestant roots of America. In his canonical
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history of death and dying in Western culture,
The Hour of Our Death, Airès explained that after
the eighteenth century Protestants, whose
beliefs did not allow them to pray for their dead
in aid of getting them into heaven, grew
frustrated with having to relinquish their loved
ones to the unknown (Airès, 1981, p. 462).

Figure 1. Boy with Wreath, Philadelphia, PA, c. 1983, Thanatos
archive, Washington, USA.

As such, the care of the body was tied up
with the soul's continued existence: a peaceful
look of rest would reflect a peaceful and
beautiful afterlife. While Airès regarded
embalming and the tradition of viewing as
extreme – which he equated to fear of death in
his essay ‘The Reversal of Death: Changes in
Attitudes Toward Death in Western Societies’ –
he acknowledged the religious desire to have a
hand in the fate of the dead (Airès, 1974, p. 134–
158). Audrey Linkman also acknowledged the
power of Protestant religious beliefs in American
death portraiture in Photography and Death,
noting that Americans believed the body and the
soul would be reunited on the Day of Judgment
(Linkman, 2011, p. 14). The beautification of the
body was believed to inform this Last Judgment:
if one rose decayed it suited images of
damnation rather than eternal peace. With
confirmed belief in the unity of body and soul, a
postmortem
photograph
performed
two
important functions: it showed that the family
had properly cared for the deceased, and it
confirmed a positive image of the deceased,
which the bereft would associate with their
loved one’s place in heaven.
Even in the creation of a postmortem ‘Last
Sleep’ image it becomes evident how the
photograph encourages consideration of the
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family – it was taken for them and under their
instruction. The standardization of a ‘Last Sleep’
pose might suggest there is little room to
express pain, but the demonstration of care
encourages viewers, even today, to consider the
family’s pain in addition to the death of the
subject. This is particularly powerful in images of
children, like Figure 1. Thanatos Archive includes
an online component with a membership
community, which offers insight into viewer
response to these postmortem photographs. The
membership is a mix of collectors and interested
amateurs, but the comments are generally
consistent. For this image, there was an
amalgam of comments which one could find
across the archive: ‘I have a hunger to know
more about them’; ‘such a tragedy’; in addition
to comments specifically considering the family,
‘[it is] like his parents expected him to grow into
that jacket’ (“Boy With Wreath,” 2011). How is it
these photographs elicit such strong sympathy
even two-hundred years after the fact? Why is it
that some images, like Figure 1, garner many of
these comments, where other images have none,
or only comment on the subject? I argue that it
goes beyond simple human compassion; that
viewers are encouraged to sympathize with the
pain of the family.
Empathy for the family and their loss is part
of what Hirsch identified in the ‘familial looking’
(Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). While the concept of the
familial gaze has existed since the formation of
the family unit, as an academic term Hirsch
clarified it in her work on family looking (see
Lines, 1987 for discussion). The familial gaze is
the act of looking by the family, but also applies
to the awareness by removed viewers that an
image was taken for or viewed by the family. The
familial gaze was described by Hirsch in her
introduction to The Familial Gaze as ‘the
conventions and ideologies of family through
which they [the family unit] see themselves’
highlighting the internal relationships of the
family and the convergence of public and private
identity (Hirsch, 1996, p. xi). Outside of the family,
the familial gaze lingers, though it becomes
compounded with additional gazes relating to
the social, cultural and political contexts in
which 'the family' and individual designations
within that family (mother, sister) are viewed.
Hirsch argued: ‘the camera has become the
family's primary instrument of self-knowledge
and self-representation – the primary means by
which family memory is perpetuated, by which
the family's story is told’ (Hirsch, 1996, p. xvi).
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This suggests that photography can serve as
self-definition for the family as well as
encourage identification between the viewer and
the familial tropes within the photograph. My
notion of the familial gaze highlights the attempt
to control how the family is perceived through
the representation of its individual members.
This concern relates to Hirsch's aforementioned
description of family photography as medium 'by
which the family's story is told'. I am particularly
concerned with how the familial gaze is read by
viewers outside of the family.
Examples of the family control over the
familial gaze are most obvious in postmortem
portraits of children included with their family or
a parent. In this 1855 daguerreotype, titled
‘Lovely Light’ (Figure 2) a mother holds her
deceased infant child, a pose that has variations
but is still used today (see Linkman, 2011).

Figure 2. Lovely Light, location unknown, c.1855, Thanatos archive,
Washington, USA.

Holding and looking at her dead child the
reading of the image could be likened to
paintings of Mary and Christ. Her face turns
toward the child, hiding particular facial
expressions, but ensuring her emotions about
the death of her child are considered in the
portrait. The child is carefully arranged,
demonstrating love and care for her body and
the pink ribbon was coloured later, reinforcing a
lost mother-daughter connection. These little
tropes, cues for the viewer, firmly establish the
family story – loving mother and tragically lost
daughter – and in doing so encourages
compassion for the pain of that loss. The mother
is looking at her child in a neutral, though hardly
happy expression, meaning that we can only
guess as to her emotions, but this ambiguity
incites interest. She has lost her child: what must

she be going through? As a member of the
archive commented ‘I cannot fathom holding my
dead child […] I would be hysterical’ (“The Lovely
Light,” 2014).
The desire to see through the mother’s
eyes, and even identify with such pain would
have been more potent at the time, when the
daguerreotype would be shown to friends and
family who might have known the child and
certainly knew the family. Seeing the motherchild relationship also makes room for the rest
of the family. At the time, a portrait such as this
would be displayed along with other family
daguerreotypes or kept by a family member,
where today we are left with questions about the
absent family members. Additionally, images of
the deceased in jewelry draw focus to the ritual
of mourning and the role these images play in
expressing the pain of the mourning process. In
Forget Me Not: Photography and Memory,
Geoffrey Batchen comments: 'No longer seen in
isolation, the photograph becomes an extension
of the wearer' acknowledging how great an effect
mourning jewelry had on the wearer as well as
the image of the deceased (Batchen, 2004, p. 35).
Wearing lockets such as this one are signals of
pain that is always present for the wearer, even
if they are not actively in mourning. I would also
note that the family imposes itself of the image
though choices like clothing or style of jewelry
whereby the photograph is part of their public
expression of mourning. This locket remains part
of a narrative of mourning, a demonstration that
the pain of losing this child endured.
Moving further into the pain of mourning,
the placement of an image in a family album can
serve to compound the sense of loss. In this
example of Mary Bradley, the misfortune of
infant death is made more poignant by the
embedded words ‘Our Baby’s Picture’ (Figure 3).
This is the first image in the album of baby
pictures, and most likely the only image of that
child. The album would include spaces for other
moments in the child’s life, and of other family
moments, all haunted by the absence of this
child. The album preserves the image, offering
protection from light and weather, and while this
was a common means of maintaining and
sharing photographs, the placement of
photographs in an album was not purely a
matter of record keeping. The album allowed the
owner
to
contextualize
and
decorate
photographs, displayed to their taste and with
their own narrative (see Batchen, 2004). In the
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context of an album the loss is not limited to a
single image, instead viewers keep that loss
throughout the album, thinking back to the
image of the dead child in future family portraits
or blank pages. It is an apt metaphor for how the
dead linger with the bereaved, making every
moment of their life slightly coloured by that
loss. Even the inclusion of these photographs in
an album invites the viewer to consider how the
family, usually the mother, presented their child.
Work like that of di Bello and Siegel has
discussed the love and care women put into
their family albums, but the question of how
these details reflect pain, and what that means
for our reading of these images today, needs
further research (Di Bello & Siegel, 2009; Di Bello,
2007).

Figure 3. Our Baby’s Picture, Oelwin, Iowa, 1914, Thanatos archive,
Washington, USA

Another important addition to the image of
Mary Bradley is the inclusion of flower wreathes
and bouquets. Moving from the nineteenth to
the twentieth century, the growing funeral
industry in America began to influence
postmortem images (Burns, 1990; Habenstein &
Lamers, 1955; Linkman, 2011; Pine, 1975;
Sapikowski, 2013). As the funeral home took
charge of embalming and laying out the body,
photographers and families relinquished control
of how the body was arranged. The funeral
homes generally laid out a coffin surrounded by
flowers, though in this case, the child is arranged
on a sofa. Research has found that the floral
tributes, coordinated by the funeral home and
the mourners, gradually became a staple of the
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postmortem photograph (e.g. Airès, 1975; Harris,
2007; Linkman, 2011; Mitford, 1963; Pine, 1975).
Their inclusion was evidence of the skill of the
funeral director in laying out the body. Metcalf
and Huntington highlighted the subtle
differentiation
in
appropriate
mourning
paraphernalia noting:
[…] sumptuous flower arrangements
surrounding the coffin are a feature of the
“viewing”, and it could be argued that the
mourners compete to display their
affluence in such gifts. However, very nice
distinctions of status govern the size of
floral tributes (Metcalf & Huntington, 1991,
p. 199).
Their work implies a certain relationship
between mourning and family status, but also
notes a demonstrable hierarchy of mourning in
the presentation of flowers. In the case of this
photograph, a single floral arrangement is likely
to be that of the parents or immediate family.
These floral tokens, no matter how large, are
read as evidence of loss and of the pain felt by
those left behind. Such visual cues encourage
the viewer to see the dead as belonging to a
family, and as beloved. The visible affection of
the family indicates their wealth and their
affection for their lost family member.
As the twentieth century moved forward,
the funeral industry blossomed and began to
take control, pulling focus away from the face of
the dead and toward the funeral arrangements
and the scene of the viewing. As you can see in a
1920s funerary photograph (Figure 4), by this
point the deceased is barely visible, buried
under clothing, casket lining and flowers, and
the mourners take focus, either by their physical
presence, or the ornate offerings they have left
behind.
In Figure 4, the expression of loss is
overwhelming, as floral arrangements fill the
room relaying to the viewer the extent of the
grief and the amount of people grieving. In
addition to the bouquets and floral
arrangements, there is evidence of care that the
family lavished on the deceased through her
beautiful clothing and headdress, the lace
canopy and the elaborate satin-lined casket.
This casket is particularly extravagant with
carved columns on either side of deep-lipped
lid. It was unquestionably custom made. This
speaks to social status and money of the family,
but also how important it was for them to care
for their lost loved one. No expense is spared in
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the comfort of her coffin and the beauty of her
viewing. Images such as these would be sent to
family who could not attend the funeral. This not
only included them in the funeral process, but
also demonstrated that the deceased had been
well cared for. Tokens of care, are still very much
part of how we, in the West, manage our pain.

Figure 4. Funerary Photo of a Young woman age 36, c.1920-25,
Thanatos archive, Washington, USA.

Some, like Jessica Mitford, have argued that
the funeral industry preys on our desire to
express pain through physical tokens. In The
American Way of Death, Mitford commented that
the dressing of the dead, which she views an
unnecessary excess, is supported by the funeral
industry, whose terminology she quotes when
relaying her experience at a trade fare:

and Catherine Lucas in Costume for Births,
Marriages & Deaths. Cunnington and Lucas
relayed an example in Oxford in 1938 of a
mother who wanted her daughter buried in a
coat “to keep her warm” (Cunnington & Lucas,
1972, p. 125). The authors noted that the mother’s
request for a jacket followed a tradition of using
clothing to protect and offer comfort to her lost
child. The concern for the child being cold shows
a motherly concern that she would have had if
the child were alive. This example demonstrates
how the desire for comfort reinforces a preexisting relationship between the deceased and
the bereft. In this way, one can also see the
elaborate funeral dress as a form of affection
and a way for the bereft to maintain their
relationship with the deceased.
Looking at these images from the past, the
question of how these postmortem portraits
express the pain of the bereaved demands
inquiry. I hope to have raised interesting
possibilities
for
research
along
with
demonstrating how familial pain is expressed
through these images, and how viewers are
encouraged to engage with that pain. While a
great deal more work can, and should, be done
in this area, for the moment I will bring these
themes up to date with an analysis of Nan
Goldin’s 1989 Cookie in Her Casket (Figure 5).

Burial
footwear
demonstrates
“consideration and thoughtfulness for the
departed”. The closed portion of the casket
is opened for the family, who on looking see
that “the ensemble is complete although
not showing. You will gain their complete
confidence and good will” (Mitford, 1963, p.
25).
Mitford finds these justifications excessive,
arguing in her book that the funeral industry is a
sycophantic trade that preys on the bereft.
While Mitford might consider the comfort of the
dead to be a commercial facade by the funerary
industry, the act of dressing the deceased often
allows the family to feel they are providing for
the deceased independently of commerce. In
contrast others, such as psychiatrist Vamik
Volkan, see it as a valuable way to externalise
the pain of loss (Volkan, 2007). In fact, Mitford
does not consider that dressing the deceased
can reinforce the bonds between family
members, as described by Phillis Cunnington

Figure 5. Nan Goldin, Cookie in Her Casket, NYC, November 15, 1989.
Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

Whose Cookie? Reconsidering Cookie in Her
Casket
Nan Goldin’s Cookie in Her Casket is a
postmortem portrait complicated by its role as a
publicly circulated artwork, and circulated within
a fifteen-image portfolio. The image is at once
acutely private as a postmortem portrait and
directly professional as a chosen work for
display and sale. If we consider the work within
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its historical context, the relationship it shares
with traditional postmortem portraits suggests
an attempt to express the pain of loss felt not
only by Goldin, but also by many other artists,
activists and individuals in New York
surrounding the AIDS crisis. It would be too
complex to untangle the layers of narrative that
conflate the issue of public and private, but I will
briefly demonstrate that Cookie in Her Casket is
presented to the viewer in the framework of a
personal, quasi-familial relationship.

Figure 6. Nan Goldin, Cookie and Millie in the Girls' room at the Mudd
Club, 1979. Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

The portfolio begins by establishing a
familial framework for the images by the
inclusion of a eulogistic letter, written by the
artist, explaining how she met Cookie and how
much Goldin cared about her. The eulogy is hand
written as though to demonstrate more directly
that these are Goldin’s raw emotions, and in it,
Goldin calls Cookie ‘my best friend and my sister’
(Goldin, 1996, p. 256). It also explains that Goldin
was shattered when Cookie contracted AIDS, and
admitted that the photographs of Cookie in the
portfolio only ‘show [Goldin] how much I have
lost’ (Goldin, 1996, p. 256). This letter frames how
the viewer will read the portfolio: we are
prepared from the onset for Cookie’s death, and
made aware of how close the photographer was
with the subject. In this letter Goldin relays that
Cookie will die, but also that Goldin admired
Cookie, and thought of her as a sister.
Cookie in Her Casket is part of a fifteenpiece portfolio in which we see images of
Mueller at some of her most private moments,
including
club
toilets.
The
intimacy
demonstrated in these images compounds with
each photograph, and the friendship between
Goldin and Cookie is solidified. For example, in
Cookie and Millie in the Girl’s Room at the Mudd
Club (Figure 6), Goldin captures a wild and
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vibrant Cookie with her self-designed outfit,
unruly hair and trademark heavy cats eye
makeup. She was considered by Goldin to be ‘the
queen of the downtown scene’ (Goldin, 2001).
Images such as these not only demonstrate
intimacy, they encourage us to feel an intimacy
with the subject – Cookie’s guard is down she is
laughing and inviting, happy to have us be part
of her world. This is a common reading of Goldin
as a photographer, taking photographs from
inside a friend group, Goldin opens a personal
relationship to the public for consideration and
identification. Goldin captured Cookie in clubs,
in the intimacy of bathrooms, at her wedding,
and even as she struggled with AIDS.
The closeness of the portfolio included
Cookie at her most vulnerable, such as Cookie
being x-rayed (Figure 7).
This is the sole image is Goldin’s entire
opus where Cookie was not wearing rings or
bangles – as her long-time lover and friend
Sharon recounted, Cookie tried desperately to
avoid taking off her jewelry and makeup for
hospital visits (Coulthart, 1995). She seems
disconnected, with her eyes closed, surrounded
by the shadows of the x-ray, which recall the
void of death. This is not the vibrant young
woman of Cookie and Millie, but an exhausted
woman being intimately probed by a machine in
a completely impersonal environment. Even
through the viewer is connected to Cookie
through Goldin’s camera, there is a clear
distance as evidenced by the shadows from the
machine which cross along Cookie’s face. She is
separating from us; from the world. Through the
narrative of The Cookie Portfolio, we have seen
Cookie become good friends with Goldin,
allowing her into increasingly more private
moments, and felt a similar intimacy develop for
ourselves. To see her in this vulnerable position,
nearing death, with the void of blackness
surrounding her, the sense of pain begins; she
could almost be dead.
Then, in Cookie in Her Casket, she is; and
the pain of loss, which has been slowly
anticipated over the course of the portfolio, sets
in. After seeing a vibrant young woman become
diminished by a disease, the image of Cookie in
Her Casket shows the power of the ‘Last Sleep’
tradition. Throughout the series Cookie has a
very expressive face, and certain trademarks
that we saw in the image of Cookie and Millie:
her hair is a wild untamed bundle of curls, her
clothes are all handmade and she always had on
heavy eye-makeup. In Cookie in Her Casket the
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placid exterior of a well groomed Cookie is
jarring. The image is peaceful, and unusually
traditional. This disjuncture is compounded by
Goldin's composition: the low-lighting results in
a markedly plain image for Goldin, with the
shades of orange and black recalling early black
and white photography. For these reasons, critic
Andy Grundberg highlights Cookie in Her Casket
as ‘a difficult emotional experience’ (Grundberg,
1990, p. C23).

Figure 7. Nan Goldin, Cookie being x-rayed, NYC, October, 1989.
Cibachrome print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm

The familiarity of postmortem imagery, the
inclusion of a personal eulogy and the intimate
moments shared in The Cookie Portfolio all offer
the viewer way to step into Goldin's shoes. We
are asked to see Cookie as Goldin sees her – as a
friend, a mother, and Goldin’s ‘queen of the
downtown scene’, making the pain of Cookie’s
loss all the more accessible (Goldin, 2001). We
are encouraged by the portfolio to acknowledge
the family gaze by which Goldin views Cookie,
and that we too are pulled in to empathies and
identify with the subjects if not the
photographer. In extending her familial gaze,
Goldin was mindful of her presentation of the
deceased. In order to invite others to take on the
gaze, it makes sense that Cookie in Her Casket
would not clash with existing conceptions of
imaging death. But to what end does Goldin
encourage us to empathise with her pain? I
contend that Goldin was responding to a crisis in
her time.
In the eighties and early nineties, HIV
positive patients were largely overlooked by the
healthcare system, as hospitals and hospices
often refused patients care, uncertain how the
disease spread (UNAIDS, 2006). Those lucky
enough to get treatment in a facility would find
themselves in hospitals rather than hospices,
facing what Susan Sontag and medical historian

John Tercier described as a cold, musicalised
death (Sontag, 1990; Tercier, 2005). In The
Contemporary Deathbed, Tercier outlined the
medical death as one of machines – he used the
term ‘hi-tech death’ – where the dying had
minimal human contact in a sterile environment
(Tercier, 2005, p. 10). Tercier married the violent
probing of machines with Philippe Airès’ notion
of the ‘invisible’ death by noting that while death
in a hospital might be loud with the noise of
machines,
death
had
become
so
institutionalised in the hospital that it was
socially invisible (Airès, 1981, p. 590; Tercier,
2005). So, death was not only impersonal and
mechanical, but it was socially ignored. Sontag’s
work highlighted the social ignorance of death
and the social ostracising of AIDS and cancer
patients (Sontag, 1990). A medical death was
socially detached and clinically distant.
Cookie spoke out against her own isolation
and that of fellow HIV positive individuals in
rallies and her health column ‘Ask Dr. Cookie’ for
the East Village Eye. In one instance, Cookie
insisted that her readers not approach the
American Medical Association (A.M.A.) if they
contracted AIDS because: ‘Like some bizarre scifi C.I.A. plot the A.M.A. seems to be trying, albeit
unwittingly to obliterate the following groups:
queers, voodooers, drug fiends, hemophiliacs
who need transfusions often, and straights who
share Sabrette hotdogs with gays’ (Mueller, 1997,
p. 235). The anger Cookie expressed at the A.M.A.
was shared by ACT UP, who targeted the A.M.A.
for their lack of accountability (Morgan, 1988;
Russell, 1989; Stockdill, 2003). Wojnarowicz’s
‘Postcards from America: X-Rays from Hell’
echoed the pervading sentiment of distrust and
disgust.
Wojnarowicz
acknowledged
that
although ‘my life at times has a nightmarish
quality about it because of the society in which I
live and that society’s almost total inability to
deal with this disease’ it would be worse to be
on the street, faced with the threat of rape,
death and ‘the overwhelmed clinics and
sometimes
indifferent
clinic
doctors’
(Wojnarowicz, 1991, p. 118). The extent to which
the medical community fostered clinical and
inhumane treatment of AIDS patients was further
exposed by Sontag in AIDS and Its Metaphors
(Sontag, 1990). This compounded with the
political lack of response to AIDS and its social
exclusion to make an AIDS death feel like a sin.
At a time of division, Goldin’s photographs
invite comparisons between the viewer and the
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subject. In particular, it encourages empathy on
behalf of the viewer. This is not unusual for
postmortem
photographs
in
general.
Postmortem photographs of children, for
example, seem to invite the viewer to take on
the familial gaze, even momentarily. Thanatos
archive’s online member comments demonstrate
sympathy for the bereft family. In the case of the
postcard of a young boy in a casket, for example,
members remarked on the intensity of the grief
they might feel if it were their grandson
(“Frankie,” 2014). The desire to emotionally
connect through photography was explored by
anthropologist Gillian Rose in relation to media
photographs, and though these images were of
the living, she found that Anthropologist Gillian
Rose found that even the style of a family snap,
an image taken by a family member to capture a
moment, encourages a connection when
circulated in the media, and in a traumatic
instance, create an easy route for personal
identification (Rose, 2010). The Cookie Portfolio
in its entirety encourages viewers to step into
Goldin’s shoes. Sarah Ruddy argued with respect
to Goldin’s earlier work, The Ballad of Sexual
Dependency, that Goldin’s photographs are part
of an ‘affective documentary’ where all of
Goldin’s images encourage the viewer to see
through Goldin’s eyes (Ruddy, 2009, p. 349).
Ruddy notes that ‘Rather than vainly attempting
to negate loss by producing a representation of
the lost object, Goldin’s images deny this
negation by enacting loss’ and in enacting loss
they reproduce the sense of loss in the viewer
(Ruddy, 2009, p. 352). As the viewer takes on the
familial gaze, they are encouraged to consider
Goldin’s mind-set. The Cookie Portfolio is
presented as a memorial to Cookie and Goldin’s
friendship, with text about their relationship
accompanying the images. Additional interviews
also relayed Goldin’s realisation of loss when
creating the portfolio (Goldin, 2001). Knowing
that Goldin realised the finality of loss through
the portfolio engages the viewer in Goldin’s
experience of the images.
Using the familial gaze among other
techniques, Goldin was able to express the
personal sense of loss at Cookie’s death.
Expressing this pain through portraiture – not
just Cookie in Her Casket, but the entire portrait
portfolio – also encouraged the compassion in
the viewer. By seeking to connect through pain,
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Goldin cut through the coldness that surrounded
AIDS. Cookie in Her Casket encourages viewers to
see Cookie, and by extension other AIDS victims,
as part of a normal family cycle of loss. Chris
Townsend has similarly viewed Goldin’s image of
Cookie as part of a move to present death as
normal part of life (Townsend, 2008, p. 70).
While I would not go this far – Goldin clearly
beautifies death rather than presenting it
unmediated – she does offer a place for AIDS
deaths to be seen as beautiful and somewhat
normalised. The photograph presents Cookie as
a commemorated and beloved individual part of
a social group, like any other lost loved one.
Through pain, Goldin also validates the sense of
loss for the entire community who found their
friends or themselves dying from AIDS but
received no care or acceptance from the
government. Goldin used pain as a tool: to
promote compassion, and to reinstate the right
of grieving to a community, which was socially
and politically ostracised.
***
This brief analysis has demonstrated the
presence of familial pain through specific
readings of postmortem images, and relayed the
power of this familial pain to draw in the viewer
through compassion or identification with the
bereaved, rather than the subject of the portrait.
Goldin’s Cookie in Her Casket is an example of
artistic use of this pain, specifically in creating a
sense of the familial within The Cookie Portfolio.
By way of conclusion, I will return to the idea
that began this essay: the portrait as that which
typifies the subject. Considering postmortem
portraits, where the subject is deceased and
therefore cannot assert themselves, it becomes
apparent how much influence the photographer
and other external forces have over the single
portrait. In this context, a portrait may be said to
typify and individual, but typify them for whom?
The image of the dead, my research suggests, is
always in the hands of the living, resulting in a
reading of the dead through their eyes. In the
context of pain, death is seen, then, through the
mourner. At the very least, this work has raised
some key questions about how and why pain is
presented in portraiture. Pain is more than an
expression to be caught by the camera, it is a
powerful tool for both artists and art historians.
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Art Criticism:
The Transformation of a Moral Matter into a Global Free Speech
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Abstract
The role, the form and the author of art criticism have changed. After the experimentalism of the
vanguards that broke with the canons of classic arts, a crisis of representation started in the middle of
the last century. The introduction of the curator and the collector in the international art circle forced
the change of the art criticism model proposed by Denis Diderot.
Nowadays, art is judged in the name of the public and society is criticized in the name of art. The
boundaries between the duty of the critic, the theoretical and the artist are unclear, leading to a crisis in
the art’s world. Simultaneously, art criticism was never so massively produced and so massively ignored.
This paper intends to be a reflection about the path of criticism throughout history, intersecting the
eradication of the distinctions between image and action, production and reception, with the
introduction of new global art forms, in the West, and an artistic practice that wants to interfere with
reality. Finally, it also intends to understand the process that turned art criticism into an art in its own
right, where the disciplinary heterogeneity of its actors transformed a moral matter into a global free
speech.
Keywords: art criticism, artist, spectator, public, theoretical.

The eighteenth century is considered an
aesthetic century: «the century of the critique»
according to E. Cassirer (Carreño 2000, 32). In
fact, these years were guided by theoretical
reflections on art, by the appearance of the first
aesthetic categories and their multiplication
(decentralizing beauty from the main role), and
by ongoing discussions around the appreciation
of the artwork.
In 1725, the tradition of salons starts with
the Salon Carré, 1 at the Louvre, disseminating
trends and tastes and publicly exposing works
that until that time had only been displayed to
more distinct groups of society. The blend
between the information on art and the debate
itself around the artwork gives place to the
criticism 2 which appears as a personal account
1

The Salon Carré, so named because of the exposure in 1667 to
commemorate the founding of the Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture, was not the only real institution with a key role in the
dissemination of art. Although the geographical location of most
salons is French, and the years of the revolution have contributed to
the intensification of his experience due to democratization thereof,
other cities began to join the similar nature of exposures (e.g. the
exhibitions organized by the Royal Academy of Arts, from 1769).
2
Etymologically, the critical word comes from the Greek verb crino,
meaning judge (Serraller 2000, 155).
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that values artworks and compares them, but
also informs about their content. Its wording,
brief and effective, has no exhaustive ambition or
treaty writer spirits (Bozal 2000, 23).
The age of Enlightenment, during the
eighteenth century, situated criticism as the
fundamental pillar of intellectual activity and
valued the judgment in writing about art, in
contrast to the writing of treatises, fashion par
excellence of the time, characterized by
suspending any review about the author and his
work. In the perspective of the art critic James
Elkins (b. 1954), Denis Diderot (1713-1784) was the
founding philosopher of art criticism. Excellent
writer, endowed with a strong intellectual
philosophy (...), encyclopedic, of a very refined
taste, as exemplified in his criticism to the salon
exhibitions, between 1759 and 1781, a model, one
of a kind, on how to do criticism (Serraller 2000,
160).
The path of criticism throughout history was
made with the contribution of famous names
like Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), Oscar Wilde
(1854-1900), Royal Cortissoz (1867-1948), Arthur
Clive Bell (1881 1964), Edwin John Canaday (190781
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1985) and Clement Greenberg (1909-1994). With
the emergence of avant-garde art, the figure of
the critic is no longer associated with the
external observer of the work, and enters into a
transformation process. Avant-garde artists such
as Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), Marcel
Duchamp (1887-1968), Piet Mondrian (1872-1944)
or Kazimir Malevich (1879-1935), according to
Boris Groys (b. 1947), change the path of
criticism, to the extent that the role of analyzing
is no longer reserved to the public, becoming an
intrinsic characteristic of the artwork, which
judges the collective (Groys 2007, 62).
The end of the 50s were marked by a
representation crisis, caused by the appearance
of an art that valued a new social, political and
economical postwar environment, relating
directly with popular culture (...) and the
exploitation's picture of everyday life. Indeed,
the desire to break with abstraction induced
movements such as Pop Art in England or the
Nouveau Realism in France (Alves, 2012, p. 55).
Across the Atlantic, concurrently with the Marcel
Duchamp’s readymade or the exhibition This is
Tomorrow, held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in
1956, artists such as Robert Rauschenberg (19252008) or Jasper Johns (b. 1930) developed mixed
and ambiguous techniques that linked painting
to a world of real objects (Alves 2012, 56). The
legacy to later generations will be the unification
of the artist, the work and the public, through
the creative process, resulting in the emergence
of the Happening and the Performance.
From the perspective of the writer and critic
Sally O'Reilly (b. 1971), the totalitarian art idea
introduced by the art school of Bauhaus and the
Russian Constructivism, was a precursor of the
participatory audience, in that all forms of art
were engaged in the production of meaning. In
turn, the happening of the sixties, led the
audience also to the arena, eradicating the
distinctions between image and action,
production and reception (O'Reilly, 2009, p. 12).
After this moment in history, the performance
was considered as a challenge to the traditional
and a process against the inertia in art.
In the 60s Roland Barthes (1915-1980) said
that the birth of the reader must be at the cost of
the death of the Author (Barthes, 1987, p. 148).
Aware that the text is not a succession of words,
but a domain of multiple dimensions that unites
different types of writing - the text is a tissue of
quotations - reversing the classical canons,
Barthes says, everything is to be disentangled,
nothing deciphered (Barthes, 1987, pp. 146-147).
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In fact, all possible interpretive experiences are
reserved to the reader, unlike the classical
criticism, in which there is not in the literature
any other man besides the one that writes
(Barthes, 1987, p. 148).
In 1967, shortly thereafter, the French
philosopher
Jacques
Derrida
(1930-2004)
continues the subversion of the roles of the
author and the audience, in the book Of
Grammatology, by questioning the dichotomous
binomials
speech/
writing,
mind/body,
man/woman, among others. In the same line of
thought, Stanley Fish (b. 1938) formulated the
theory of "reader response", arguing that the
work is read by an interpretive community,
rather than an individual person (Fish, 1976).
Throughout the twentieth century, the
identity of the participating public was
reinvented in each moment of history. The
evolution came from a public that demands a
role to the avant-garde artist who keeps control
of the proscenium, to an audience that enjoys its
subordination to strange experiences devised for
them by an artist, to an audience that is
encouraged to be a co-producer of the work (and
who, occasionally, can even get paid for this
involvement) (Bishop, 2012, p. 277).
The desire to activate the audience in
participatory art is at the same time a drive to
emancipate it from a state of alienation induced
by the dominant ideological order – be this
consumer capitalism, totalitarian socialism, or
military dictatorship (Bishop 2012, 275). This line
of thought developed with names such as Guy
Debord (1931-1994), when he equalizes the role
of participation and the role of project – artistic
practice can no longer revolve around the
construction of objects to be consumed by a
passive bystander. Instead, there must be an art
of action, interfacing with reality, taking steps –
however small – to repair the social bond; or
Grant Kester that understands the art in a
privileged position to counter a world in which
‘we
are
reduced
to
an
atomised
pseudocommunity
of
consumers,
our
sensibilities dulled by spectacle and repetition’
(Bishop 2012, 11).
With this reversal, in place of the critic in
the name of society arose social critique in the
name of art: the artwork doesn’t form the object
of judgment but is instead taken as the point of
departure for a critique aimed at society and the
world (Groys 2007, 63). As a result, it generates a
paradox: the art is judged in the name of the
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public, and society is criticized in the name of
art.
According to Elkins, art criticism 3 is in
worldwide crisis (Elkins 2007, 71). Despite the
existence of a greater number of writers to
disclose criticism through newspapers and
magazines – art criticism is massively produced –
there is also the fear of quoting these
publications, and even the most known are
massively ignored by the historians. (Elkins 2007,
73). This criticism is read by the public, but it is
not studied nor deepened, since it circulates
outside the contemporary intellectual debate.
Elkins calls this critic diaphanous – it’s like a veil,
floating in the breeze of cultural conversations
and never quite settling anywhere (Elkins 2007,
74).
In contemporary times, the role of the critic
is losing relevance. Professor Stephen Melville,
an expert in the fields of history and theory of
contemporary art, points out that the leading
role belongs to collectors and curators. Over the
last decade of the twentieth century, the
emergence of the international curatorial star,
who may have no actual home base or have only
the loosest of ties to such a base (Melville 2007,
114), was evident. This curatorial star moves in
the circle drawn by the community of biennials,
referring to a secondary plan the figure of the
critic, since, when it comes into play, his main
role has been assumed already, and in the
majority of times, the artwork is already sold.
According to the same author, the critic
feels a voice - a calling - to develop its function.
With university tradition and training in art or art
history, the critic carries out his work in studios,
galleries, museums, and socially in bars, cafes
and parties – basically in the same circle where
now the collectors and curators move - sharing
their resources with other urban dwellers as the
flâneur or the dandy (Melville 2007, 116).
Boris Groys shares the same opinion
regarding the uncertainty on the role of criticism
in art, especially in relation to contemporary art.
Influenced by the book Critique of Judgment
3

The way art criticism emerges is complex and pluralistic. If the critic
Peter Plagens (b. 1941) suggested a three-part scheme, which is to
emphasize the division between academia and everything else that is
external to it, Elkins faces criticism as a hydra with seven heads. The
catalog essay (ordered by department stores), the academic treatise
(cultural references of Benjamin, Bourdieu or Buber), the cultural
criticism, the conservative harangue (the author recites about what art
should be), the philosopher’s essay, the descriptive art criticism (whose
purpose is to transport readers to the works that they cannot visit) and
the poetic art criticism (what is relevant is the writing itself) are an
attempt to draw a unified critical image of contemporary art (Elkins
2007, 80).

(1790), also known as the third Critique of
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), Groys defends the
judgment as an incorruptible activity exempt of
bonds with the artist. In the perspective of this
author, the role of the art critic or art
commentator – which, according to the same
author, is a qualification that best denotes the
function – is that of protecting the artwork.
Images without text are embarrassing, like a
naked person in a public space (Groys 2007, 61).
Hence, aside from private collections, the
artworks must be accompanied by a label
containing at least the author and the title, with
this
role
being
reserved
for
the
critic/commentator of art. The text, which
promotes better protection, must be absolutely
clear, due to the belief that the clearer it is, the
more it becomes opaque, thus making it free of
any formulation view.4
This view totally contrasts with the
perspective of Elkins, a defender of the critics
who must be ready to respond with their own
opinion. 5 Aware that a lot of judging activity is
hidden behind a brilliant writing that is
simultaneously
vague
(in
relation
to
contemporary art), when Elkins reads a critical
newspaper, he likes to feel anger or passion
before the exposed arguments. He likes to
understand, clearly, the argument about the
historical
movements,
including
cubism,
surrealism, modernism and postmodernism
(Elkins 2003, 79).
Tradition understands the criticism as
synonymous with the people’s voice (Serraller
2000). When we read Walter Benjamin (18921940), in The Critic’s Technique in Thirteen Theses,
we understand that this philosopher and literary
critic faces criticism as a matter of moral and not
as an aesthetic sense. To him, the public must
always be proved wrong, yet always feel
represented by the critic (Benjamin 1979, 67).
4
Clement Greenberg (1909-1994) shares the theory of Boris Groys in
the essay Complaints of an Art Critic. There, he defends that you have
your prejudices, your leanings and inclinations, but you are under the
obligation to recognize them as that and keep them from interfering
(Elkins 2007, 91).
5

The ideal art criticism, from the perspective of this author, is
personified in Peter Schjeldahl (b. 1942), The New Yorker writer.
Published in 2002, by the occasion of the exhibition Surrealism: Desire
Unbound, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (N.Y.), it is just
independent enough to count as a new sense of surrealism. Schjeldahl
differs from Greenberg's viewpoint in the rejection of surrealism, or
from the perspective of Hal Foster and Rosalind Krauss favoring the
same. For Elkins, the writer in question records a definitive position
with measurable consequences and embodies what is best in
contemporary writing (Elkins 2003).
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In the XXI century, despite the criticism
becoming closer to being a literary genre more
than a field of art history (Melville 2007, 117), the
old boundaries between making and theorizing,
historicizing and displaying, criticizing and
affirming have long been eroded (Rogoff 2007,
97). Acording to I. Rogoff, instead of “criticism”
being an act of judgment addressed to a
clear-cut object of criticism, we now recognize
not just our own imbrication in the object or the
cultural moment, but also the performative
nature of any action or stance we might be
taking in relation to it (Rogoff 2007, 98). In this
context, it is manifestly obvious that it is
impossible to materialize the separation
between being artistic and being theoretical.
Boris Groys, James Elkins, Irit Rogoff and
Stephen Melville all agree that contemporary
criticism is in crisis. Perhaps because we still
think about the critic in the sense of Melville, like
the urban inhabitant governed by the vocation
that was given to him. But after all, what is
happening is that we are witnessing a new
mapping of the art market. The apparent
democratic progress raised the extension of
aesthetic notions, within the art history own
limits (Lageira, 2009).
Today, the rewriting of the Global
Programme, provided by the entry in history of
forgotten concepts and events, resulted in a
period of expansion of art and creativity (Weibel
2013, 26). The five hundred years of Western
hegemony, formed, according to the CEO of the
ZKM (Center for Art and Media) Peter Weibel (b.
1944), by the dynamic quadruple - colonialism,
capitalism, slavery and racism (Weibel, 2013, p.
22) - foresaw their end in the post-World War II,
when new types of aesthetic discourses and new
artists penetrated the culture of Western art
(Seppä, 2010, p. 18). At the same time, all over
the world, a new circle drawn by the community
of art biennials highlighted the role of collectors
and curators (Melville, 2007, p. 114). The art of
today does not represent only a new art, it
represents also a new art form, an art that is
expanding around the globe (Belting &
Buddensieg, 2013, p. 28).
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Although the term global is understood as a
greater proximity between cultures, religions and
languages, the ethnic and identity differences
are intensified (Weibel, 2013, p. 20). Therefore,
the pretext of learning to live with pluralism,
favored by the american art critic and
philosopher Arthur Danto (1924-2013), appears to
become an aesthetic ecumenicism, as we
continue to evaluate contemporary issues by
means of a traditional system (Lageira, 2009).
Roland Barthes in his theory on death
began the ideology that later would originate the
definition of art as a collective production,
influenced by authors like Mikhail Bakhtin (18951975), Michel Foucault (1926-1984) or Pierre
Bourdieu (1930-2002). From this point of view,
the Author with a capital A, as in the poetics of
Romanticism, was deconstructed by the
linguistic-discursive function of the post
structural criticism (Tota 2000, 29-31), referring
to the dissipation of the boundary between
genius and public, artist and critic.
***
In conclusion, the emancipation of the
audience turned the visitor's role into a
performative user (Weibel 2013, 27). In addition
to the artwork being in many cases in a constant
change, the intervention of the public on the
artwork, made the public an artist. The art critic’s
betrayal of the criteria of public taste turned him
into an artist (Groys 2007, 68). In this process of
change, in which the visitor has become a
performative agent, like the art critic when it
acts in his own, the alleged principles of
judgment or criticism remained, although their
form was changed. Both Boris Groys and Iritt
Rogoff share the vision that the boundaries
between criticism and art are vanishing. Step by
step, the artist and the critic became a
complement of each other, while the traditional
boundary between artist and curator, critic and
curator, started disappearing. In fact, art
criticism became an art in its own right, where
the disciplinary heterogeneity of its actors
transformed a moral matter into a global free
speech.
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La relación creativa de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz
Eva Asensio Castañeda
Resumen:
La intención y razón de ser de esta investigación, no pretende el análisis de la importancia de la
producción artística de cada uno, sus aportaciones personales al arte contemporáneo español, la
innegable calidad de sus obras o un acercamiento a éstas; sino el singular interés que suscita el hecho
de que existan conexiones e influencias mutuas en la obra pictórica de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz, sólo
en apariencia tan contradictorias y opuestas. Eso, y el hecho de que, las obra de ambos y sus
personalidades artísticas, nos hayan servido para ayudarnos a desentrañar mejor el complejo y
ambiguo momento artístico que caracterizó la posguerra española.
Un momento definido por los conflictos ideológicos, la pluralidad estilística, y los frecuentes
debates artísticos surgidos que nacían de la profunda oposición y diferencia de criterio declarada entre
los dos bandos que defendían y atacaban las dos corrientes plásticas más importantes de nuestra
posguerra: Figuración y Abstracción.
Las trayectorias vitales y las producciones artísticas de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz son la
demostración de que es posible alcanzar la armonía y lograr la convivencia y el diálogo entre dos
opuestos. Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz compartieron estrechamente, durante cuarenta años de relación
artística, su trabajo y experiencias pictóricas. Consecuencia de ello, se entablarán constantes diálogos
pictóricos que, a su vez, provocarán conexiones y sinergias mutuas en sus lenguajes expresivos
enriqueciéndolos.
Palabras clave: Amalia Avia, Lucio Muñoz, relación, creativa, pintura, abstracción, figuración,
Informalismo, Realismo.

Abstract:
The intention and rationale of this research, it does not pursue the analysis of the importance of
the artistic production of each, their personal contributions to Spanish contemporary art, the
undeniable quality of their work or an approach to them; but instead, the special interest aroused by the
fact that there are connections and mutual influences in the paintings of Amalia Avia and Lucio Muñoz,
only apparently so contradictory and conflicting. That, and the fact that the work of both and their
artistic personalities, served us to help unravel the complex and ambiguous artistic moment that
characterized the Spanish Civil War.
A moment defined by the ideological conflicts, stylistic plurality and the frequent artistic debates
emerged, that were born of deep opposition and difference of criteria declared between the two sides
that defended and attacked the two most important artistic currents of our postwar: Figuration and
Abstraction.
The life path and artistic productions of Amalia Avia and Lucio Muñoz are demonstrating that it is
possible to achieve harmony and reach coexistence and dialogue between two opposites. Amalia Avia
and Lucio Muñoz shared closely for forty years of artistic relationship, their work and pictorial
experiences. Consequently, constant pictorial dialogues, which in turn cause connections and mutual
synergies in enriching their expressive languages will be entered into.
Keywords: Amalia Avia, Lucio Muñoz, relation, creative, painting, abstraction, figuration,
Informality, Realism.
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Introducción
Con motivo de la primera exposición
individual de Amalia Avia en la Librería Fernando
Fé de Madrid en 1959, el poeta y pintor Eduardo
Chicharro, amigo y gran conocedor de la pareja,
(de quien Lucio Muñoz se definió discípulo, y a
cuyas clases y debates artísticos acudió en
algunas ocasiones Amalia Avia), escribió un
discurso, para nosotros muy oportuno, que
tituló “Lo femenino en el arte”, el cual
comenzaba con las siguientes preguntas: “¿se
perciben en modo acusado diferencias sexuales
en la obra de arte?; ¿pinta, escribe, hace música
lo mismo la mujer que el hombre?; ¿hay motivos
para que sus respectivos modos de expresión
den lugar a productos diferenciados?”.
Seguidamente, Chicharro estableció dos
columnas: una con atributos propios de la
condición masculina y otra con sus
correspondientes, y a veces antónimos,
femeninos. Afirma, entre otros comentarios, que
el arte es:
Tan amplio que no admite sello de sexo.
(...). No tiene fisonomía sexual ni masculina ni
femenina, por consiguiente tampoco es exacto
decir que impere la masculina y ésta sea imitada
por la mujer artista. (...). Siempre encontraremos
diferencias más profundas entre cultura y
cultura que entre producciones masculinas y
femeninas.
Esta situación y tema que nos ocupa, la de
Amalia Avia artista respecto de su pareja, podría
hacernos plantear hipotéticas situaciones: si
Amalia Avia como otras, y por sus circunstancias
personales, pudo haberse visto limitada a
cumplir con el papel tradicional de la mujer en
el arte; o si su trayectoria pudiera haber
transcurrido mermada y silenciada por el
dominio, el éxito de su pareja, o si, por el
contrario, es una mujer que ha sido capaz de
crear con independencia una obra con valor y
carácter propio, a quien la relación con su
marido y compañero de profesión le ha servido
para enriquecer y fortalecer su trabajo...
En un primer y somero acercamiento, el
estado de la cuestión es el siguiente: una pareja
formada por dos pintores. Lucio Muñoz, fallecido
en el año 1998, es un artista de gran importancia
y significación en la pintura de la segunda mitad
del pasado siglo; autor de relevantes
aportaciones e innovaciones plásticas y dilatada
trayectoria.
Lucio Muñoz alcanzó en vida merecido y
notable
reconocimiento
nacional
e
internacional, y es, por el público, más conocido
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que su pareja. Amalia Avia, por su parte, cuenta
con un nada despreciable curriculum de
exposiciones. Desde 1959, fecha de su primera
exposición individual, hasta su fallecimiento en
2013, han transcurrido cincuenta años de oficio y
tiene el apoyo y respeto de la crítica
especializada desde los inicios de su carrera.
En común tienen biográfica y artísticamente
mucho: Ambos pertenecen a la misma
generación, son hijos de la posguerra española.
Lucio Muñoz nació en Madrid en 1929 y Amalia
Avia en 1930, en la provincia de Toledo, (aunque
desde niña se trasladará con su familia a la
capital), y los dos pasarán su juventud y
madurez en Madrid, fijando su residencia con
carácter permanente y desarrollando la práctica
totalidad de sus obras en esta ciudad. Se
casaron en 1960, tuvieron cuatro hijos y han
estado juntos desde entonces y hasta la muerte
de su marido, Lucio Muñoz.
Al ser coetáneos, tener amigos comunes y
vivir en la misma ciudad, los dos, pese a que
estilísticamente han elegido diferentes caminos,
han respirado el mismo ambiente sociocultural y
artístico y la dificultad de ser, dos jóvenes
artistas en una España de la posguerra con un
ambiente cultural precario.
En un escrito publicado en Marzo de 1968
de Victor Nieto Alcaide, presentación de la
exposición que Amalia Avia realizó en la
Dirección General de Bellas Artes de Madrid,
(reeditado posteriormente en 1995 con motivo
de la exposición individual de Amalia Avia en la
Galería Detursa de Bilbao, titulado “El proceso
de una labor”), ya entonces apuntaba Nieto
Alcaide un aspecto fundamental del tema que
nos ocupa, y es el entorno y las circunstancias
personales que han rodeado desde el principio
de su carrera a Amalia Avia, que habrían podido,
de no ser por el carácter y la voluntad de la
artista, obstaculizarla y apartarla de la pintura.
“Un pintor de extraordinaria personalidad,
cuyo arte es lo suficientemente sugeridor para
eclipsar a muchos artistas”, y el ser madre de
cuatro hijos, “razón más que suficiente para que
una pintora vea mermada su labor en tiempo y
constancia”. (Tusell, 1993, p.56).
Es una interesante alusión a la difícil
situación que a Amalia Avia, como pintora
femenina se le planteó, al igual que a otras
muchas mujeres artistas que, a diferencia de
Amalia Avia, acabarán por abandonar su sueño
dada su triple condición de mujer-esposamadre.
Que entre la pintura de ambos descubrimos
sorprendentes
sinergias,
contagios
y/o
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coincidencias no es una invención nuestra; la
crítica y ambos lo reconocen:
“Yo me siento mucho más cerca, en cuanto
a concepción y confección del cuadro, de
cualquier abstracto que de Antoñito”, declaraba
Amalia Avia en sus memorias, publicadas en
2004.
Y la crítica especializada lo corrobora: “A
veces aparecen sorprendentes vínculos de
afinidad
que
trascienden
aparentes
disimilitudes estéticas. Amalia Avia está más
cercana a Lucio Muñoz que a Francisco López
Hernández, por ejemplo, y Enrique Gran se
aproxima más a Antonio López de lo que se
pueda pensar en un principio”. (Tusell, 1992,
p.10).
...lo cierto es que la relación existente entre
artistas tan diversos ha sido mucho más
que una profunda amistad. En este sentido,
las “afinidades electivas” de Lucio Muñoz,
Antonio López, Julio López Hernández o
Amalia Avia tienen mucho que ver, aunque
parezca paradójico y contradictorio, con
unas formas comunes de entender la
pintura o la escultura. Hasta el punto de
que atendiendo a las razones profundas
por las que se establece esta relación
podemos desentrañar aspectos de la obra
de cada uno de estos artistas que sería
imposible determinar de otro modo. Porque
el valor de lo real, como estímulo
configurador de un desarrollo artístico, no
fue algo entendido como una solución
plástica, un ideario de tendencia o una
moda, sino como una profunda convicción.
Convicción que puesta en práctica podía
ser acometida desde puntos de vista y
planteamientos muy dispares. (Nieto
Alcaide, 1992, p.27).
Las palabras de Víctor Nieto Alcaide
contienen la clave de en qué se basa
fundamentalmente la relación creativa de
ambos y en qué consisten básicamente las
similitudes que se encuentran en la obra de
Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz. En esencia, se trata
de una idéntica concepción en el valor que
ambos conceden a lo real, de un común modo
de concebir de la realidad y del impulso
creativo de ambos, de lo que les induce a pintar
y del significado y sentido que para ambos tiene
la pintura. Los dos artistas coinciden en su
manera de implicarse con la pintura y poseen
una concepción humanista del Arte.
El mensaje subliminal y la intención que
persiguen sus obras es la representación de: La

realidad que va más allá de lo real aparente y es
concebida con un sentido de evocación y
testimonio en la figuración de Amalia Avia, y la
realidad trascendida y propia, esa Realidad Otra,
que sustituye una poética convencional de la
forma por una poética íntima y ensimismada de
lo real en la abstracción de Lucio Muñoz. (Nieto
Alcaide, 1989, p.33).
Amalia Avia es, también, una pintora
urbana. Algunos autores han comentado que su
obra está en consonancia con la realidad urbana
descrita por noventayochistas como Pío Baroja
(tanto en ella como en Lucio Muñoz se ha
destacado
en numerosas ocasiones como
característica de sus obras “lo español”, el poso
de nuestra tradición latente.
Tal aspecto podemos considerarlo como
otra coincidencia en la relación creativa de
ambos. No obstante, su “españolismo” no tiene
los mismos referentes y recuerdos. En el caso de
Lucio Muñoz, su hondura y sobriedad, gravedad
expresiva y oscuridad cromática, se remonta a la
herencia de Goya y Zuloaga, principalmente. A
Amalia Avia se la relaciona, en cambio, con el
citado Baroja y con los pintores naturalistas del
siglo de Oro, como Velázquez y Zurbarán.
Como explica Mª Isabel Cabrera García, uno
de los puntos del debate que más polémica
levantará en los años cincuenta, “haciendo
correr ríos de tinta”, será el de si las relaciones
con la realidad o la naturaleza eran válidas en la
abstracción, o si bien ésta, por su propia
definición, debía alejarse de toda referencia
objetiva. Esta polémica en torno a la realidad y
la abstracción no es un debate nuevo, sino una
prolongación de aquel antagonismo teórico, dice
Cabrera, que siempre ha existido entre el
Arte/Naturaleza, entre los conceptos de
invención/imitación.
El debate en torno al naturalismo en el arte
contemporáneo ha estado presente de alguna
manera en todas las poéticas de vanguardia,
bien sea para negarlo o para aproximarse a él
desde nuevas vías, descubriendo otros
“territorios” hasta entonces desconocidos.
(Cabrera García, 1998, p.281).
La dualidad Realidad/Abstracción (en
apariencia imposibles de armonizar para
muchos artistas y críticos incluso en nuestros
días) y el resto de los juegos de oposiciones que
aparecen en el texto anterior, encuentran
solución y perfecta fusión en las obras y
personalidades artísticas de Amalia Avia (que
podría representar la Realidad) y Lucio Muñoz (la
Abstracción), en las que tras su análisis se
concluye que no sólo realidad y abstracción en
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sus obras no están enfrentadas o son aspectos
incompatibles, sino que, por ende, coexisten, se
conectan y enriquecen mutuamente en el
cuadro, produciéndose una relación perfecta y
plena entre ambas.
Los dos artistas logran una integración
equilibrada entre lo real e imaginado, lo objetivo
y el sentimiento, la realidad y la abstracción.
Resuelven este conflicto que para muchos y
durante largo tiempo ha sido objeto de debate y
que parecía no tener posibilidad de
compatibilidad.
En esta cuestión es donde muestran sus
diferencias los críticos, separándose,
podríamos decir, en tres grupos: unos, los
que rechazan categóricamente el sustento
real, indicando que la creación responde a
otro tipo de verdad interior que no necesita
para nada la referencia objetiva; otros,
exponen su más firme repulsa por cualquier
intento de librarse de la realidad
circundante, en la que el arte y el artista
están
irremisiblemente
sumergidos;
existiendo finalmente otro grupo que se
inclina a favor de una vía intermedia
intentando conciliar ambas posturas y
afirmando que los mismos lazos con lo real
se establecen desde la propia vida interior
del artista que es vertida en la obra, dicho
subjetivismo o expresionismo no vendría a
ser una parcela más de la existencia, de lo
real. (Cabrera García, 1998, p.281).
Ambos artistas, al igual que el resto de los
miembros del grupo de los realistas madrileños,
se adscriben en la tercera vía, la del realismo
humanista, donde la plasmación de la realidad y
el sentimiento del artista y su modo de
percibirla y sentirla, son inseparables.

Dos realdades en consonancia: "realismo
poético / poética de lo real"
Recordemos que, en sus comienzos, muy al
principio de su trayectoria pictórica, Lucio
Muñoz postulaba en las filas de la figuración,
realizando sus primeros ensayos informalistas
en 1954, unos años antes de que “El Paso” y el
informalismo irrumpiesen y cobrasen fuerza en
España. Pese a decantarse por la abstraccción,
Lucio Muñoz nunca se desligó del grupo, si bien
por el contrario, los lazos se estrecharon más.
Desde sus inicios y en sus cimientos estéticos
comunes, lo que básicamente confirió la unidad
e identidad a sus componentes como grupo de
artistas, e hizo tan compatible la convivencia
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realismo y abstracción, fue el hecho de que estas
dos tendencias no eran sino dos formas de
conseguir un objetivo final idéntico: el acceso a
la realidad. Como afirma Javier Tusell (1992,
p.92).
Lucio Muñoz, Enrique Gran o Joaquín Ramo
son realistas porque nunca han dejado de
trabajar ceñidos a ese mundo exterior
cercano e inmediato; mientras que la
figuración de los hermanos López
Hernández,
Antonio
López,
Maribel
Quintanilla, María Moreno, Esperanza
Parada o Amalia Avia, no es sólo realismo,
sino que evoca a una realidad que está más
allá de la puramente aparente. Es más, a
veces aparecen sorprendentes vínculos de
afinidad que trascienden a aparentes
disimilitudes estéticas.
Amalia Avia está más cercana a Lucio Muñoz
en actitud pictórica. La propia artista,
manifestaba que la problemática de Antonio
López quedaba respecto de la suya más lejos
que la de Lucio Muñoz. Así lo manifiesta en una
entrevista realizada en 1979:
Aunque aparentemente distintas, Lucio y yo
estamos bastante cerca en actitud pictórica.
Lucio me ha ayudado y me ayuda mucho,
aunque
nuestros
cuadros
sean
temáticamente lejanos.
Yo me siento
mucho más cerca, en cuanto a concepción y
confección de cuadro de cualquier
abstracto que de Antonio.
Amalia Avia es una pintora realista, algunos
han definido sus pintura como realismo social,
realismo humanista o realismo de crónica. Pinta
temas de hoy, cosas reales que vemos y que
forman parte de nuestra realidad cotidiana. Su
pintura nos conecta con la realidad de un modo
extraordinariamente directo y veraz, y nos hace
enfrentarnos, toparnos de frente con ella, pero
su pintura, sin embargo, no es una copia formal
o fotográfica de esa realidad. Ni siquiera
técnicamente es un alarde de virtuosismo. ”Pinto
lo que no puedo fotografiar”, ese es su lema. La
fuerza y originalidad de su pintura, la
autenticidad de su contenido y su atracción y
encanto expresivo radica, en realidad, en la
poética de su realismo.
Es este sentido y esta actitud pictórica la
que armoniza y conecta con la de Lucio Muñoz.
Nieto Alcaide fue el primero en acuñar el
término de poética de lo real para definir la
inmensidad y la expresión del universo aformal
pictórico de Lucio Muñoz. La relación entre
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pintura y realidad no tenía porqué establecerse
desde lo figurativo. De hecho, apunta Víctor
Nieto Alcaide, “cuando Lucio Muñoz abandonó la
figuración, se hizo más realista, o lo que es lo
mismo, más preocupado por la indagación en
torno a la realidad de una nueva y sugerente
poética”. (1989, p.45).
Tanto Lucio Muñoz como Amalia Avia han
hecho
con su pintura aportaciones muy
importantes,
logrando
dar
una
nueva
significación y abrir nuevas dimensiones de la
realidad; él por medio de las posibilidades
alcanzadas con la experimentación con la
materia, la madera. Y ella, dotando a la realidad
de un valor testimonial, que no nostálgico, e
histórico de lo cotidiano.
¿En qué momento de sus trayectorias y
cómo llegaron ambos artistas a estos hallazgos?
Para Lucio Muñoz la abstracción supuso un
modo de descubrir nuevas posibilidades
pictóricas que en la figuración no encontraba. El
viaje que realizó en 1954 a París fue
determinante para él, ya que significó el
encuentro con el informalismo.
El contacto con el informalismo me abrió
caminos. El descubrimiento de que la
materia podía contener, en sí, una
sorprendente facultad expresiva, pasando
de ser un medio a ser un fin, podía resolver
muchos de mis problemas pictóricos. En
principio temí que la abstracción pudiera
coartar la expresión, porque dejaba fuera
toda la riqueza de la tradición figurativa,
pero enseguida fue para mí como una
liberación. Me di cuenta de que lo que me
interesaba de la figuración eran aspectos
de la realidad que no salían en una
fotografía, no estaban contenidos en la
imagen. Por otra parte, el informalismo me
exigía un desarrollo técnico que me ayudó
a identificar algunos aspectos de la
realidad que luego iban a resultar
determinantes para mí. (1989, p.50).
Desde entonces, el propio pintor y los
estudiosos de su obra que mejor la conocen y lo
conocieron, definieron como realista la pintura
de Lucio Muñoz. En este aspecto, en su común
preocupación por el análisis de la realidad,
coinciden dos estéticas pictóricas en apariencia
tan distintas, la obra de Lucio Muñoz y la de
Amalia Avia. Ambas son realismos, pero no en el
mismo sentido. Cada uno de ellos es realista:
Amalia Avia formalmente y Lucio Muñoz de
contenido, pero ese hallazgo, esa realidad, ha

sido descubierta y desarrollada individualmente,
por caminos diferentes y estilos propios.
En Lucio Muñoz la realidad no es sólo lo
que hay, sino la que el autor nos dice que
hay. Lucio Muñoz nos ofrece su relación con
la realidad. Frente al realismo de la imagen,
Lucio Muñoz representa la realidad de la
cosa. Las cosas dejan de ser lo que
representan para tornarse exclusivamente
en lo que son. (Castilla del Pino, Carlos,
1978, p.48).
En cuanto a lo real y al realismo poético en
la pintura de Amalia Avia, su relación con la
realidad se establece de otro modo aunque
conecta muy bien con la de Lucio Muñoz.
Cuando algunos críticos han hablado de la
pintura social y del humanismo de la pintura de
Amalia Avia, en definitiva, estaban resaltando el
gran sentido poético que subyace en su pintura,
porque el tema constante en su pintura es el
hombre y su realidad, sus circunstancias, su
entorno y su día a día. Los lugares por los que
pasea, la ciudad donde vive, las calles, las
fachadas que diariamente ve y las casas que
habita, externa e internamente (no olvidemos
sus interiores); hasta los objetos cotidianos que
utiliza rescata. La realidad diaria y silenciosa que
rodea al hombre es el tema de su pintura.
¿Hay algo más humano y real? Amalia Avia
pinta lo que hay, es cronista de nuestras vidas
(siempre anónima y colectivamente), su pintura
resulta tan creíble y su expresión tan poética
porque está muy ligada a su propia vida y
entorno personal. Por eso nos sorprende y
comunica tanto con el espectador, pues, en
mayor o menor grado, hay una identificación con
ella y un encuentro directo con la realidad al
contemplar sus cuadros.
No hay dobles sentidos, lecturas políticas,
ni posibles intenciones reivindicativas. Algunos
críticos de arte quisieron ver un contenido social
y un compromiso ideológico en su pintura de los
años sesenta. Como la misma Amalia Avia
declaró, su pintura es social porque trata temas
humanos, relacionados con la vida del hombre,
pero no caben segundas interpretaciones ni ella
lo pretende. Su análisis de la realidad tiene un
sentido testimonial no de denuncia.
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“Me parece ingenuo y pretencioso tratar de
cambiar el mundo pintando cuadros.(...) Yo
no pretendo hacer pintura social: me sale
así como consecuencia de una manera de
ser. Cuando elijo mis temas no pienso en el
arte social: pinto lo que veo, las cosas que
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me rodean. (...) Si, creo que mi pintura es
una crónica de lo cotidiano. En lo cotidiano
se mezclan los hechos más vulgares con los
más trascendentales”. (Falero, José. 1976).
La pintura de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz nos
resultan sinceras y transmiten verdad porque
ambas son el resultado de un constante e
intenso proceso de interiorización. Las
realidades que pintan no se reducen meramente
al objeto o a la materia en su apariencia formal,
sino que ambos lo trascienden, realizan una
operación intelectual, de abstracciones, donde
ese objeto alcanza una significación plena, una
realidad poética.
Anteriormente comentábamos que Amalia
Avia se reconocía más cercana, en actitud
pictórica, a Lucio Muñoz que a los realistas, y
que ambos pintores se autodefinían realistas
porque sus obras tienen como finalidad última
abordar el análisis de la realidad. Además, los
dos se preocupan de que el contenido
expresado sea creíble y veraz, sirviéndose
ambos de lenguajes muy directos, y que así lo
sienta el espectador. De todo lo anterior,
deducimos que tanto Amalia Avia como Lucio
Muñoz, coinciden en un aspecto fundamental, y
es el de la realidad que les interesa captar y
reflejar en su pintura. Como hemos visto, Amalia
Avia afirmaba en 2003:
“Pinto lo que no puedo fotografiar. Uso la
fotografía únicamente como modelo. Si son
temas de Madrid, hago una fotografía y
luego me acerco varias veces a ver el lugar
mientras lo pinto. Si el lugar no es Madrid lo
que pinto está basado en los recuerdos que
me traigo. En cambio, mis compañeros
realistas pintan del natural. Como Antoñito,
que se sienta en la Gran Vía debajo de un
farol, durante horas. Está muy bien pintar
del natural, pero cada uno tiene su método
y costumbres.”
Por su parte, Lucio Muñoz declaraba “me di
cuenta de que lo que me interesaba eran
aspectos de la realidad que no salían en una
fotografía”.
Es esa realidad que no se copia, compleja y
sutil, poética, la que importa a ambos. La misma
realidad, aunque interpretada y representada
de diferente modo. En cuanto a si esta
coincidencia desvela una influencia, no
podemos demostrar tal afirmación, pues aunque
son comentarios hechos por los artistas en
diferentes momentos de sus trayectorias (la de
ella en el año 1979, y la de él hacía referencia a
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sus primeras obras informalistas de los años
cincuenta), y la de Amalia Avia es posterior,
desde sus primeros cuadros la pintora tenía
definida la misma trayectoria, manteniendo
idéntica actitud ante la realidad.
Un aspecto que ha sido destacado en
numerosas ocasiones y de forma unánime por la
crítica es, siendo ésta otra característica común,
la fidelidad estilística y la extraordinaria
coherencia de ambas estéticas durante toda su
extensa vida artística, ejemplares muestras de la
firme personalidad pictórica de sus autores y de
la consonancia y consecuencia con su forma de
pensar y de entender la pintura.
Si repasamos la evolución pictórica de los
dos, nos damos cuenta de que en ninguno de los
casos puede hablarse propiamente de cambios,
se trata más bien, sobre todo en el caso de Lucio
Muñoz, de variaciones sobre el mismo tema, de
evoluciones tranquilas y lógicas, nunca giros
drásticos ni bruscos.
Si es cierto que en sus inicios Lucio Muñoz
fue figurativo (una de las obras más especiales
por su contenido es el retrato que realizó a
Amalia Avia en 1958 - además en este tiempo el
artista era plenamente abstracto, lo que
aumenta el interés de este cuadro con
independencia de su valor personal-), y que esta
tendencia sería muy pronto sustituida por el
informalismo, que definió su obra y no
abandonó hasta su fallecimiento, en el caso de
Amalia Avia ni siquiera al principio hubo dudas.
Su pintura, desde su primera exposición en los
años cincuenta, ha sido realista y ha abordado la
temática de lo social, del hombre y su entorno,
sin sufrir cambios sustanciales y conservando el
mismo carácter y lenguaje.
Además, los dos artistas han cultivado
tanto la pintura como el grabado a lo largo de
sus trayectorias. Si bien Amalia Avia ha cultivado
el aguafuerte, con tendencia al pequeño
formato, y lo simultaneaba con la obra pictórica,
Lucio Muñoz, por su parte, se decantó por la
técnica mixta, los tamaños grandes, y lo
alternaba con la práctica de la pintura. Si
pintaba no grababa, para él el grabado suponía
una renovación y una revitalización intelectual,
un alto en el camino, en ocasiones necesario,
para continuar pintando con renovado
entusiasmo. En el caso de ambos, el estilo y el
lenguaje utilizado en sus pinturas se
corresponde con el de su obra gráfica.
Adolfo Castaño, gran conocedor de la
pintura de Amalia Avia y Lucio Muñoz, que ha
publicado varios artículos sobre ambos y los ha
entrevistado
individualmente
en
varias
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ocasiones, en un escrito publicado en 1990
titulado “Fuerte Interiorización”, destacó una
serie de conexiones halladas en la obra de
ambos. Según Castaño, la técnica pictórica de
Amalia Avia no es del todo realista y se
encuentra influida por la de Lucio Muñoz, que, a
su vez muestra la influencia del lirismo de ella;
“Osmosis admirable que no sólo a ninguno de los
dos estorba sino que enriquece”.
También establece una similitud en los
volúmenes, el trazo (equiparables en cuanto a su
firmeza) y la paleta de ambos. Ciertamente,
hallamos un paralelismo en la evolución
cromática de ambos. En las primeras décadas,
sobre todo durante los cincuenta y los sesenta,
los colores predominantes eran más apagados y
sombríos, con menos brillo, y definidos por una
paleta más reducida, a base de grises y
marrones (gris plomizo con una soberbia
variedad de gamas que dotaban de una cierta
expresión nostálgica a los cuadros de Amalia
Avia), que calaban profundamente en el
espectador.
Durante las últimas décadas (sobre todo en
el caso de Lucio Muñoz a partir de 1977, se
aprecia una renovación cromática más profunda,
lo que Nieto Alcaide en 1989 denominó “el
triunfo de la luz y el color de la democracia”). La
paleta de ambos se aclaró adoptando un
idéntico matiz esperanzado, como dice Castaño.
Pero siempre, tanto en Amalia Avia como en
Lucio Muñoz, aún en los años más fríos, el color
nos ha sorprendido por la riqueza de sus
calidades y texturas, por su buena cocina, y
también por la correspondencia que, entre
carácter y paleta encontramos en los dos.
La razón que explique la viveza y el
aclarado
cromático
no
parece
estar
directamente
asociada
con
algún
acontecimiento personal o artístico concreto
ocurrido en sus vidas, salvo posiblemente el
hecho común de que los últimos veinte años es,
en ambas trayectorias, (y así lo han evaluado
algunos de los que mejor conocen sus obras) un
periodo que viene definido por la madurez
pictórica, de plenitud, años en los que sus obras
nos han transmitido, desde entonces, una
actitud más sosegada y plácida ante la vida, la
realidad y el arte.
Por lo demás, la evolución que han sufrido
sus trayectorias son consecuencia lógica de las
características
técnicas,
estilísticas
y
procedimentales propias de la pintura de cada
uno. Excepto en la coincidencia de la evolución
del cromatismo, hacia colores más vivos y claros,
no parece haber una correspondencia

cronológica en la obra de ambos cuando, tanto
Amalia Avia como Lucio Muñoz, han introducido
alguna novedad o cuando han modificado en
algo la temática o composición de sus cuadros.
En el caso de Lucio Muñoz se observan
variaciones en cuanto al uso de los materiales
(de la madera y la cola, por ejemplo) y al
proceso de elaboración y concepción del cuadro,
cada vez más esquemático y depurado en la
década de los noventa. Y en el de Amalia Avia,
las novedades que han ido introduciendo son
más bien, por lo general, de índole temática.
Aunque tiene temas constantes como Madrid,
recordemos que, en los años sesenta, trabajará
más lo social, la poética del barrio castizo, de la
vida cotidiana y de la gente anónima y sencilla.
A finales de esta década comienza a
prescindir de la figura humana - Camilo José
Cela la define por ello como la pintora de la
ausencia- y se centra más en los escenarios
urbanos de Madrid, sobre todo sus tiendas,
puertas, fachadas y paredes. Paredes en las que
a menudo encontramos fragmentos que son
verdaderas
muestras de la más pura
abstracción. Podría ser este detalle otro
elemento de conexión con la plástica de Lucio
Muñoz.
Los años setenta estarán marcados por este
tipo de obras, donde los críticos y autores como
Cela han visto en el realismo de Amalia Avia una
expresión melancólica muy próxima a Baroja,
Solana o Goya. También en los años setenta, y
hasta la actualidad, Amalia Avia comienza a
introducir, en convivencia con los temas
anteriores, los interiores domésticos y la
temática de los objetos cotidianos, donde toda
esa estética del intimismo (o “poética del
interior”, como ha definido muy acertadamente
Juan Manuel Bonet en 1993), alcanza su mayor
plenitud.

Trayectoria expositiva de ambos
Repasando la extensa trayectoria pictórica
de Amalia Avia admira comprobar que, pese a
tales circunstancias personales, desde que
comenzó a exponer en el año 1959 no habido
(salvo 1960 que fue el año en que se casó con
Lucio Muñoz y nació su primer hijo) año en el
que no haya realizado alguna exposición
individual o colectiva durante cuarenta años,
hasta
la
actualidad.
Ha
mantenido
prácticamente idéntico ritmo de participación
expositiva incluso en los años sesenta, lo cual
tiene gran mérito teniendo en cuenta que entre
1960 y 1967 nacieron sus cuatro hijos,
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consiguiendo compaginar, a fuerza de trabajo y
tesón, la maternidad y la pintura, sin disminuir
la frecuencia de su participación en tales
eventos durante cuatro décadas.
La trayectoria expositiva de Lucio Muñoz, la
cual recordemos que se inicia en 1955 en la
madrileña Galería Fé hasta la actualidad (la
última, recientemente clausurada, en la Galería
Marlborough), es muy extensa, prolífica e
internacional; aunque hay que decir que la de
Amalia Avia no es en absoluto desdeñable.
Durante sus dos últimas décadas de trayectoria
pictórica, Lucio Muñoz participó en numerosos
certámenes
y
ferias
nacionales
e
internacionales. Concretamente, en España,
estuvo presente en todas las ediciones de Arco
de los años noventa representando a la Galería
Marlborough.
Los premios y reconocimientos que obtuvo
Lucio Muñoz durante su vida, comenzaron a
otorgarse a partir de los años ochenta, cuando
(tras treinta años de profesión) estaba ya
considerado por la crítica especializada y la
opinión pública, como uno de los mejores
exponentes del informalismo español. Así, en
1982 se le concede el Primer Premio de Grabado
en la Feria Internacional de Arte Gráfico, Arteder
(Bilbao); en 1983, recibe el Premio Nacional de
Artes Plásticas; en 1993, recibe la medalla de oro
de las Bellas Artes, y en 1996, el Premio de la
Asociación Española de Críticos de Arte.
Su obra, asimismo, se encuentra repartida
en museos y colecciones públicas y privadas de
todo el mundo.
Si hacemos un breve repaso a las
trayectorias expositivas de ambos, hallamos
algunas interesantes coincidencias en cuanto a
las galerías en las que han expuesto, a veces
incluso los dos en el mismo año, y en cuanto a
los críticos que más han escrito sobre ellos y sus
obras. En 1957 Lucio Muñoz celebró en la Galería
Fernando Fe de Madrid su segunda exposición
individual, y dos años más tarde, en el mismo
sitio tendría lugar la primera individual de
Amalia Avia.
De entre todas, es quizá la Galería Juana
Mordó de Madrid con la que han estado más
años vinculados, manteniendo ambos pintores
un estrecho lazo profesional pero también de
amistad (la Mordó es la madrina de uno de sus
cuatro hijos) desde que la galerista se
independizó y creó en 1964 su propia galería,
considerada en aquellos años como uno de los
pocos y más importantes centros de encuentro
de la vanguardia artística de Madrid, donde
tenían cabida las obras de los jóvenes pintores
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de entonces que luchaban por abrirse paso y
darse a conocer en el complicado mercado del
arte.
Pintores de la posguerra, mayoritariamente
abstractos y coetáneos a Lucio Muñoz, entre los
que Amalia Avia era una excepción siendo su
obra realista. En 1964 ambos artistas pasan a
formar parte de su grupo de pintores (hasta 1991
en el caso de Lucio Muñoz) y participan en la
muestra colectiva que tiene lugar con motivo de
la inauguración de la galería. En ese mismo año,
los dos exponen, además, individualmente.
Juana Mordó ha sido muy importante para
nosotros. (...) Por su galería pasaron todos
los pintores españoles contemporáneos
más importantes. Al poco de fallecer,
recuerdo que se le hizo un homenaje en el
Círculo de Bellas Artes, aunque mi opinión
es que se le debía haber hecho años
después para que también los jóvenes se
acordasen más de Juana Mordó. Era una
mujer extraordinaria e inteligentísima.
Quizá con más intuición que sensibilidad.
Pero es que para ser una buena marchante
hay que tener más de lo primero. Yo me
acuerdo mucho de ella. (Avia, Amalia, 2003).
Tras su andadura en la Juana Mordó, Amalia
Avia se vincularía más con la Galería Biosca,
donde expondrá en numerosas ocasiones
durante los años setenta y ochenta, mientras
que Lucio Muñoz permanecerá con la Mordó
hasta que firma un contrato en exclusiva con la
Marlborough en los inicios de la década de los
noventa.
Las muestras colectivas de Amalia Avia han
sido casi siempre con sus amigos, los miembros
del grupo de realistas madrileños (Antonio
López, los hermanos López, Isabel Quintanilla,
María Moreno...), donde en ocasiones los
galeristas aprovechaban para integrar a otros
pintores realistas como Carmen Laffon. La
Galería Juana de Aizpuru y la Marlborough de
Londres, entre otras, han organizado varias
exposiciones sobre el realismo español
contemporáneo en las que siempre han reunido
a los del grupo de Madrid. Por su parte, Lucio
Muñoz, ha participado también en algunas
colectivas junto con sus amigos, donde a veces
todos eran realistas menos él. Una de las más
significativas muestras de ello fue la que, en
1955, se inauguró en la Dirección General de
Bellas Artes de Madrid y en la que mostró sus
obras junto con las de Antonio López y los
escultores López Hernández.
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También, ocasionalmente, Amalia Avia y
Lucio Muñoz han expuesto juntos. En 1992 la
Fundación Caja de Madrid organizó una
entrañable exposición en la que volvían a
encontrarse todos los amigos del grupo
(realistas como Amalia Avia y Antonio López y
abstractos como Lucio Muñoz y Joaquín Ramo),
titulada “Otra Realidad. Compañeros en Madrid”.
Y En los últimos años, durante la segunda mitad
de la década de los noventa, la Juan Gris ha
reunido al menos en dos ocasiones a la pareja
junto con otros pintores de variadas tendencias
(la exposición que los congregó en 1997 , de
hecho, se llamó “Plural”.). La referencia más
reciente la encontramos en la muestra que, este
verano, servía para la inauguración en Teruel del
Museo Salvador Victoria, pintor abstracto como
Lucio Muñoz y gran amigo de la pareja, cuya
colección cuenta con obras de ambos.

Conclusiones
Analizadas
las evidentes conexiones y
coincidencias existentes entre dos tendencias
artísticas tan diferentes y opuestas como la
Figuración y la Abstracción, materializadas en
las personalidades estéticas de Amalia Avia y
Lucio Muñoz, concluimos con una reflexión, a
nuestro juicio, esclarecedora sobre este debate
inconcluso:

La abstracción surge como omisión de la
figuración y la conciencia de que la pintura
es autosuficiente para operar con sus
medios específicos: forma, color, dibujo,
composición, textura, dimensión. Lo cual
está muy lejos, pese a lo que se ha dicho en
alguna ocasión, de que la abstracción esté
al margen o de espaldas a la realidad. Lo
que omite es la representación de la
realidad, no la expresión de una realidad ni
la referencia de historicidad, pues la
abstracción lo que hace es expresar la
realidad de nuestro tiempo con un sistema
acorde con él y, por tanto, al margen de
cualquier dependencia plástica tradicional.
(Nieto Alcaide, Víctor, 1987, p.24).
En definitiva, el bagaje pictórico de Amalia
Avia y Lucio Muñoz ha sido compartido de casi
desde el inicio de sus trayectorias, siendo una
de las parejas artísticas más sólidas y queridas
por los que los conocieron, y mejor valoradas
por los críticos y galeristas de arte. El hecho de
su gran unión personal como pareja y su larga
vida en común, han podido influir en el hecho de
que las trayectorias de ambos, y esta es otra
característica en común importante, hayan sido
pictórica y estilísticamente tan coherentes y
consecuentes, respondiendo siempre no a las
modas, sino a los principios estéticos y el sentir
creativo de ambos artistas, fieles a ellos mismos.
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Perspectives of social in Brazilian contemporary art: discussing project
Comboio, Favela Moinho, 31st Bienal de São Paulo
Michelle Sommer
Abstract
Since the 2000, the preoccupations with the social dimensions of art have given rise to new
strategies in the intersection between art and political activism in Brazil. In the early 70s, already
worried about the encroachment of the entertainment industry in art, the critic Mário Pedrosa (19001981) proposes political action as the only way to break the circle, creating new conditions for the
emergence of a new man and the flourishing of a new art. Within this context, this paper critically
discusses “the uses of art” through project Comboio at Favela Moinho, São Paulo, in the context of the
31st Bienal de São Paulo. The Comboio acts in “informal spaces” in the central area of São Paulo and
describes itself as a project of research and urban intervention. As the last remaining favela in central
São Paulo, Moinho provides a crucial counterpoint in cultural terms and conditions to the Bienal,
located in Ibirapuera Park. Can this be seen as a contemporary example of what Mário Pedrosa called,
in his criticism of art and politics, “authentic artists” who distinguish themselves from the “silkworm" of
mass production to take up the defensive position of what he calls “rearguard art"?
Keywords: uses of art, Mário Pedrosa, 31st Bienal de São Paulo.

Picture 1. Online collaborative map developed by Arquitetura da Gentrificação (AG), a group that collects, archives and
disseminates information about human rights violations committed by public officials against the residents of Favela Moinho.
Each icon on the map addresses a violation. Source: http://reporterbrasil.org.br/gentrificacao/mapa-colaborativo-denunciaviolencia-cometida-contra-moradores-da-favela-do-moinho (accessed on 09-04-2015).
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Favela Moinho resists
Favela Moinho started 25 years ago with the
occupation of the urban land under the overpass
where was located the Matarazzo mill (moinho),
1
which earned it the name . Recently, the
settlement was the target of two suspected
2
arsons , after which its continued existence has
become a symbol of resistance against property
speculation and for housing rights in the most
populated city of South America. Between the
first and second fires, the local government of
São Paulo built a 8 metre high wall – “the wall of
shame”, as the community has called it – with
the stated purpose of isolating the burned area
from the rest of the inhabited area. Today, 480
families have a temporary legal title to remain in
Favela
Moinho.
The local
organization
Movimento Moinho Vivo, created in 2013 through
the initiative of dwellers and community
partners, presently conducts studies with a view
to building a participatory urbanization project.

Comboio: mobile political activism in
affirmative actions of the right to the city
Comboio defines itself "as a project (in
action) of research and urban intervention,
which since 2010 operates in 'informal spaces' in
the center of São Paulo, seeking ways to exercise
3
and assert the right to the city" . The researches
conducted in the intervention sites are run by
real demands of the communities to create
exercises of empowerment of the local actors
4
and appropriation of underutilized space . The
main objective is to strengthen the relation of
territorial belonging through the creation of
interactive, inclusive and participatory public
spaces inside communities.

Picture 3 – To the right: Public House. To the left: Vermelhão
Park. Source:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/projetocomboio#!page4/cfvg
, accessed on 09-04-2015. #NóisPorNóis!
#FavelaDoMoinhoResiste! #ContraEspeculaçãoImobiliária!
#PorTodasAsFavelasDoBrasil! #LutasAutônomas!
#PoderPopular!

Comboio is working at Favela Moinho since
2012. There were four starting points for the
actions in Favela Moinho: public art, bottom-up
micro urban planning, popular financing, ethics
and citizenship. The project is structured in two
phases, each of which built public forums: "The
Public House" (phase 1) and “Vermelhão Park”
(phase 2), carried out in partnership with
Movimento Moinho Vivo. All interventions are
directly funded by the community, without
intermediaries, through donations of money and
other resources used exclusively for the creation
of these public spaces in the community. During
the execution of these actions, Comboio and

Picture 2. “This is a paintbrush”. Source:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/projetocomboio#!page4/cfvg
, accessed on 09-04-2015.

1

About the history of Favela Moinho: Arquitetura da Gentrificaçao http://reporterbrasil.org.br/gentrificacao , accessed April 9, 2015.
2
In 2011, the first fire destroyed a third of the community and left 600
people homeless. In 2012, the second fire consumed 80 homes and
injured several people. Before the two large fires, the community was
inhabited by 1,200 families (around 5000 people). The fires in the
Brazilian favelas are not isolated cases, but rather a systemic problem
connected to land speculation. In São Paulo, between 2005 and 2012,
more than 800 fires were registered. Source: Movimento Passe Livre
São Paulo - http://saopaulo.mpl.org.br , accessed April 9, 2015.
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3

Comboio was involved at the following occupations: Ocupação Sérgio
Buarque de Holanda (2007), Ocupação Prestes Maia and São João
(2010) and Ocupação Cambuci (2012), all of them in São Paulo. Comboio
is coordinated by artists Caio Castor and Flavia Lobo de Felicio. About
Comboio: http://projetocomboio.wix.com/ projetocomboio, accessed
April 9, 2015.
4
The project involves the memory of the residents in relation to their
own knowledge and technologies. The common spaces were built
using materials locally available or collected in the immediate
surroundings.
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Movimento Moinho Vivo also co-organized the
destruction of “the wall of shame” in August
2013, meeting the community's demand for an
escape route in case of a new fire in the area.
The four points in Comboio's methodology
5
and
for the construction of Public House
6
Vermelhão Park were (1) mobilization of the
residents in order to gather materials and
volunteer work for the project; (2) activation and
mobilization of services by municipal agents; (3)
popular funding (donation of funds and material
7
resources) ; (4) T-shirt sales of Moinho Vivo. The
public forums became the main convergence
space for the community, connecting various
political and cultural actors, internal and
external to the community. Project Comboio is
still ongoing until this date.

The curatorial intention in developing a
collaboration between Comboio and the
community of Favela Moinho in the context of
the 31st Bienal de São Paulo focuses on
exploring art's ability to interfere in different
contexts. As part of the 31st Bienal de São Paulo,
Comboio and Moinho Vivo developed a series of
cultural and educational public workshops, from
10
September to November, 2014 , whose activities
were: sidewalk drawing workshop, planting and
gardening workshop, electrical workshop, toy
workshop, urban furniture workshop and a
concert.

Comboio / Favela Moinho / 31st Bienal de
São Paulo
The title of the 31st Bienal de São Paulo,
“How to (…) things that don’t exist”, is a poetic
invocation of art’s capacities, its ability to reflect
8
and act upon life, power and belief . The
curatorial text conjures up a state of turn in the
contemporary condition and an attempt to find a
way out of established parameters in order to
give space to complexity and flexibility, without
9
shying away from conflict and confrontation .
The emphasis is on process and collaborative
action between individual and groups, on
relationships that should continue and develop
throughout, moving in the opposite direction to
the closure (and imprisonment) of the biennial
in itself.
5

The Public House was inaugurated in June, 2013. The project´s
accounts can be accessed at:
http://projetocomboio.wix.com/
projetocomboio#!transparncia/c1sil ,accessed April 9, 2015.
6
"Vermelhão Park" had become a garbage dump, reduced to rubble
and ashes by the September 2012 fire. Until this time, the place was
used by children as a playing area.
7
On December, 2013 the Movimento Moinho Vive and the Comboio
made an independent campaign to collect resources (materials, tools
and money) to build the "Vermelhão Park".
8
http://www.31bienal.org.br/en/information/766, accessed April 9,
2015.
9
“This is not a Bienal built on art and objects, but on people working
with people on projects, on collaborations between individuals and
groups, on relationships that should continue and develop throughout
and, perhaps, even after the 31st Bienal is over. While a small group of
people might be the initiators, the stress of the 31st Bienal is on all
those who will be in contact with the project and make use of it, and
on what the encounters with the projects and the event as a whole will
create. The openness of the process needs to be understood in terms
of a process of learning: an educational exchange that is established
throughout and on each level and therefore unresolved and
exploratory”. The curatorial text can be accessed at:
http://www.31bienal.org.br /en/information/766 , accessed April 9,
2015.

Pictures 4 and 5 – Images of the workshops occurred at Favela
Moinho and the the exhibition space. Source:
https://m.flickr.com/#/photos/bienalsaopaulo/15405564824/
, accessed on 09-04-2015.

In terms of presence in the exhibition
context, after meetings between curators, artists
10

The activities were: sidewalk drawing workshop, planting and
gardening workshop, electrical workshop, toy workshop, urban
furniture workshop and a concert at Favela Moinho.
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and community to discuss whether and how to
present materials relating to the project, it was
decided that relevant phrases and slogans
related to the community's struggle would be
shown on a large glass panel in the Cicillo
Matarazzo Pavilion at Ibirapuera Park, which
houses the Bienal. The material shown was
assembled by artists and community together.

Social perspectives in Brazilian art: a
“rearguard art”, according to Mário Pedrosa
The emergence of political consciousness in
the Brazilian art context dates back to the 1920s
and 30s. Mário Pedrosa (1900-1981) was one of
the most important contributors for Brazilian
11
social history of art , and his work can still help
us think through the preoccupations with the
social dimension of art that, since the 2000, have
given rise to new strategies in the intersection
12
between art and political activism in Brazil .
Mário Pedrosa argues that art and politics
are inseparable, and art will always be
revolutionary for as long as it is socially engaged
and committed to raising awareness and
communicating with all, without becoming a
means in the hands of the state: an art of
combat, not propaganda. He distinguishes
between "works with immediate aesthetic
purpose", which express a class consciousness
that arises out of "the feeling of solidarity in
misfortune and so its first expression necessarily
takes a defensive way", and the "experimental
exercise of freedom" – a favorite expression of
Pedrosa's, which first emerges in the mid-1960s
and then follows him throughout his life –, an art
proposal that refuses to become a merchandise
and takes place in the form of acts, gestures and
collective actions, ephemeral and environmental.
These are the openings in the “autonomy of
13
granted by the capitalist system: the
art”
11

Mário Pedrosa was a journalist, professor, art critic, curator, writer,
collaborator of the Bienal de São Paulo Foundation and MAM-RJ (Rio
de Janeiro Museum of Modern Art), socialist activist and leader. He
opened a way for Trotsky´s thought in Brazil and, symbolically, signed
the first membership card of the Workers' Party, in 1980, one year
before his death.
12
The right to the city, housing rights and a new discussion about the
meaning of the public and the private constitute the commom matrix
for the following ongoing actions in Brazil: #ocupeestelita, Recife / PE;
Ocuppy Parque Augusta, São Paulo / SP; Occupy Cais Mauá, Porto
Alegre / RS; Vila Itororó, em São Paulo / SP.
13
During his trajectory, Mário Pedrosa did not interpret the autonomy
of art in the same way. In his early criticism, "proletarian art" and
"utilitarian art" were used as terms of praise in relation to Kathe
Kollwitz's work, in his first published piece of criticism, "Social trends
of art and Kathe Kollwitz," of 1933. Later, Pedrosa will become wary of
the possible confusion between “proletarian art” and socialist realism,
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“experimental exercise of freedom” is the
minimal room for manoeuvre, to be preserved
and enhanced, available for socially engaged
artists in capitalism.
In the 70s, already worried about the
encroachment of the entertainment industry in
art, Pedrosa proposes political action as the only
way to break the circle, creating new conditions
for the emergence of a new man and the
flourishing of a new art. It is up to “authentic
artists”, who distinguish themselves from the
“silkworm" of mass production, to take up the
defensive position of what he calls “rearguard
14
art" . "But where are the social and cultural
conditions that allow these animals to continue
to produce their silk and use of their natural gift
in full freedom? How to preserve that silk in its
original authenticity and how to distribute it
without changing its intrinsic existence, how to
give it and exchange it in a society with synthetic
silk aplenty and carried away by the mass
15
mobilizations and mass entertainment ?" .

About possible uses of art (today)
16

Charles Esche , one of the curators of the
31st Bienal de São Paulo, emphatically declared
that if we live in scary times, we need scary
concepts: the days of art for art's sake are gone –
17
a useful art is necessary . For him, the
commons materialised in cultural institutions
and the concomitant bankruptcy of the state
create the opportunity for something like what
and will enhance its meaning to include the constant and updated
renewal of means of expression and form.
14
Lecture presented at the First Latin American Bienal de São Paulo
Symposium, 3 / 11-17 / 12/1978. "Variations without a theme or the art
of defense" is not a thesis, it is a proposition which I hope will be
worthy of attention for future Latin American biennials. His
disillusionment, until the end of life, with the sterilization of art in
consumer society would be a recurring theme in his late criticism.
15
Pedrosa, Mario (2007, pp. 113).
16
Charles Esche is Director of van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven and
Editorial Director of Afterall Journal and Books based at Central
St.Martins College of Art and Design, University of the Arts, London. In
the last years, he has focused on analysing the narratives of the
museum collection and investigating the cultural and political history
of exhibition making. He has (co)curated the following international
exhibitions since 2002: It doesn’t always have to be beautiful, unless
it’s beautiful, National Art Gallery of Kosovo, Prishtinë, 2012; Strange
and Close, CAPC, Bordeaux, 2011 both with Galit Eilat; 5th U3 triennial,
Ljubljana, 2010; 2nd and 3rd Riwaq Biennale, Ramallah, Palestine, 20079 with Reem Fadda and Khalil Rabah; the 9th Istanbul Biennial 2005
with Vasif Kortun, Esra Sarigedik Öktem and November Paynter and the
Gwangju Biennale 2002 in Korea with Hou Hanru. From 2000-2003 he
was Director of the now defunct Rooseum Center for Contemporary Art,
Malmö. He writes extensively for journals and publications.
http://cimam.org/charles-esche/ , accessed April 9, 2015.
17
http://www.publico.pt/culturaipsilon/noticia/instrumentalizar-aarte-sim-diz-charles-esche-vivemos-tempos-assustadoresprecisamos-de-conceitos-assustadores-1680141 , accessed April 9,
2015.
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Pedrosa referred to as “experimental exercise of
freedom”: the possibility of “harnessing” the
permissiveness granted to art by bourgeois
society in order to generalize the idea of
collective ownership.
Almost half a century after Mário Pedrosa´s
early identification of one of the fundamental
conditions of the transition from the modern to
the contemporary – the shift from the exclusive
focus on the artwork to the expanded focus on
the artistic action –, Charles Esche takes up the
idea of the opening provided by the autonomy of
art to think it in relation to the institutional
context. Esche argues that the art institutions
can and should take on the role of agents in the
reinvention of a decaying state, in the necessary
actions of translation for new surfaces. Esche's
argument is thus quite similar to Mário
Pedrosa's. According to both, the main question
can be summarized in two points: the first one is
the instrumentalization of art as a possible use
from its own autonomy; the second one is that
pushing art beyond an exclusively aesthetic
scope can produce an impulse towards social
construction, and thus the possibility of some
kind of rupture/revolution into the system. "If
being creative, in the capitalist sense, is to
imagine what does not exist for the creation of
18
'the new', why can art not imagine society?”
The social practice of art as a political issue
has historical antecedents and certainly there is
a clear threshold between the art as a tool for
socialization of society and the art as a tool for
19
political propaganda . In general, what
encourages the socially engaged artists today
are not the policies generated by governments
or institutions, but rather perceived demands
that emerge from their own activist practice.
There is a sense of urgency, the immediacy in
these practices that are guided by a common
matrix for citizenship education (or "education
through art," according to Mário Pedrosa). The
scale of operation is 1:1, including the important
discussing of the actual meaning of the "public"

20

in contemporary art and social theory? . Here
art plays a functional role within structures of
thought, where the language is not just used in a
symbolic way to present proposals, and where
the aesthetic "function" is disabled in the
foreground for the activation of function
"usefulness".
Yes, I am aware that the concept of
instrumentalization of art sounds terrible for
those who advocate that art is an autonomous
field and the arguments that is just because of
the potential of the inoperative that makes it
liberating. Nevertheless, I am not advocating the
end of the autonomy of art: on the contrary, I
believe that the use of art in specific practices is
one of the transgressive possibilities opened to
art by its very autonomy. I propose that rather
than debating if artistic practices can or cannot
be instrumentalized (indeed, the proliferation of
these actions is a concrete proof of this
possibility), we discuss the uses of art today. If in
Mário Pedrosa´s time his thoughts turned to the
artistic tensions between the symbolic and the
useful, nowadays, when the social practice of art
is consolidated, the researches move on to
discuss possibilities of action.
For now, I will not dwell on terminological
21
discussions about art as a social practice , and
neither will I reduce it to "arte útil" [useful art]. If,
as the Cuban artist Tania Bruguera asserts, that
we can already put Duchamp's urinal back in the
bathroom, it is also important not to forget that
this possible return does not invalidate the
achievements of his previous actions. Both
possibilities for the "urinal" can and should coexist. Regarding the concept of "useful art", I
would like to argue here against the claim that
all actions that fall under this concept are
automatically anti-capitalist.
We can talk about escape attempts,
ruptures and questioning the capitalist system,
but no action taken on its own is anticapitalist
per se. Artistic social practices are possible
precisely because of the "gap" in the existing
system itself: they negotiate tactical and

18

Idem.
Mário Pedrosa, who remained a Marxist and close to Trotskyism
throughout his life, opposed socialist realism and always advocated
full freedom of artistic production. These positions are repeated
mainly in his writings in the Vanguarda Socialista (Socialist Vanguard)
newspaper. Vanguarda Socialista was a weekly newspaper founded by
Pedrosa which circulated from 1945 to 1948 in Rio de Janeiro. The
newspaper brought together socialist intellectuals, mostly Trotskyists
and dissidents from the Communist Party; it was not related to any
political party and aimed to develop a critique of work and
construction of the revolutionary movement in opposition to the
guidelines issued by the Stalinist leadership in the Soviet Union.
19

20

About this discussion: Rodrigo Nunes, "Towards a Politics of
Counterpimping" Revista MESA, May, 2015. http://institutomesa.
org/revista-mesa/ , accessed April 9, 2015.
21
Many terms have been proposed to refer to works of art as social
practice. Among them: "conversational art" (Homi K. Bhabha),
"dialogical aesthetics" (Grant Kester), "new genre public art" (Suzanne
Lacy), "new institutionalism" (Claire Doherty), "connective aesthetics"
(Suzy Gablik), "participatory art" (Claire Bishop) etc. On this discussion
see: Exhibition of Social Intervention "Culture in Action", 1993. Joshua
Decter, Helmut Draxler and other authors Exhibition Histories Afterall,
Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts London, 2014.
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strategic exchanges in it. Even though the
"value" of these works does not lie in their
marketable materiality in terms of the
mainstream art system, it is never the case that
they exist outside relations that can either make
them directly profitable or instrumental for
capitalistic interests. The symbolic economies of
art and activism in this context can be explored
from the concepts of escapology and gaming,
22
launched by Wright (2014) . Escapology, in
short, is the theory and practice of suspending
the operations of all these mechanisms of
capture. “The verb ‘escape’ is usually thought to
derive from the Vulgar Latin excapare, from ex(‘out’) + capio (‘capture’). It may well be, however,
that it comes from the Late Latin ex cappa, in
reference not to capture at all but to a ‘cape’ or
cloak which remains behind even as the living
23
body which it had clad has slipped away” .
Through the concept of gaming, Wright (2014,
pp. 30) launches the questions: “is there
anything outside gaming? Certainly there are
different ways of gaming, but is there anything
beyond gaming? Is playing the spoilsport not
also a game?” Art as social practice can be
understood as the rearguard art of resistance, as
Pedrosa already described it in 1978, but it still is
an action of the capitalist system. “Usership is
not beyond gaming; indeed, it’s just gaming – but
24
playing for real” .

Returning to the configuration Comboio /
Favela Moinho at the 31st Bienal de São
Paulo
The collaboration among projects that have
different temporalities generates a clash
between the long and the short term. Favela
Moinho has a history before, during and after
project Comboio. In turn, Comboio is a long-term
project in relation to the Bienal and biennial
models in general. The insertion of the
discussion of an artistic social practice in an
institutional context such as a biennial can be an
accelerationist "kick" to the internal dynamics of
an ongoing collective action by binding the
different temporalities into a single, coinhabited
time. This coinhabited time is what Bruno Latour
25
would call "the great Complicator" , where the
22

23
24

Wright (2014)

Wright (2014, pp. 23-24)

Wright (2014, pp. 32).
In order to move beyond the modern term of a reflexive subject – a
concept for which the transition between passive and active
participants in art is difficult to assess – it is necessary to consider the
25
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shared democratic space is understood as time
publicly in common, as opposed to independent
time frames.
In the structural context of the biennial
exhibition model, the criteria for the discussion
of what to present of artistic social practice is
not itself aesthetic. It is rather a matter of what
and how to convey the density of information of
an artistic social practice taking place in a space
/ time outside the institution. Taking the
distinction proposed by Draxler (2014, pp. 10)
between two particular categories of artistic
26
practices – the exhibitionary and the discursive
– Comboio / Favela Moinho is a discursive action
communicating a new challenge for insertion of
these practices at the institutional level.
The insertion of artistic social practices in
institutional spheres is one of the possible "uses
of the institution" that expand its ability to
function as a platform for critical thinking and
social change. Art can and should go beyond the
spaces traditionally ascribed to it, be they the
studio, the gallery, the museum or alternative
spaces. On the other hand, there is no way of
saying in advance whether the "kicks" involved
in bringing artistic social practices into
institutional settings have for the practice and
the community itself point forward or
backwards; such mediations are not good or bad
per se, but should be discussed case by case. ?
On the other hand, there is no way of saying in
advance whether the "kicks" involved in bringing
artistic social practices into institutional settings
have, for the practice and the community itself
point of view, advantages or drawbacks.

issue of time. More specifically, how public time is framed in order that
a space of co-production can emerge. Latour, Bruno. “From realpolitik
to dingpolitik or how to make thing public”. Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 2005.
26
“The exhibitionary includes ways of arranging and presenting
objects or displaying information; ways of addressing, assembling and
guiding people; and ways of interacting symbolically with those objects
of information via conversation, education, marketing or critique, in
which the discursive has become a means of intervening into the
exhibitionary situation through voiced debates and targeted
questioning”. Decter, J; Draxler, H and other authors (2014, pp. 10).
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Présence et Absence. La Corporalité dans l’art contemporain
Ilinca Stoiciu
Abstract
La corporalité est signe d’une quantité, se traduisant par visibilité, matière, substance, forme, étant
la manifestation de la présence physique du corps, et dans l’art contemporain cette corporalité réponde
à des interrogations sur la mémoire, l’oubli, la mort, l’identité. Cette structure ayant des fortes
connotations symboliques est simultanément explorée en tant que source des pulsions créatrice et
destructrices, en tant que ressource capable à revisiter la mémoire où objet dérisoire qui tombe dans
l’anonymat. L’image du corps se multiplie ou se disperse, et les notions de présence ou d’absence
corporelle traitent précisément cet aspect de l’affirmation ou de l’anéantissement de la structure
corporelle dans la vision de quatre artistes contemporains. Travaillant sur la corporalité comme marque
de l’identité, de la temporalité, de la présence en termes d’affirmation de l’existence et de l’absence
comme disparition et dissolution, le travail de Geta Brãtescu, Ion Grigorescu, Christian Boltanski et
Ernesto Neto explore néanmoins des thématiques et des mediums différents. Le choix est motivé par les
concepts qui nourrissent leurs propos artistiques et qui peuvent offrir une perspective ponctuelle et
comparative par rapport à l’impacte des circonstances de l’époque actuelle.
L’esthétique dissparitionniste, dans le sens introduit par Paul Ardenne, le corps-objet, le corpsmémoire, le corps-intime ou le corps-collective, le corps organique ou le corps synthétique sont des
attitudes et des pratiques corporelles qui convergent dans l’exploration artistique de l’incertitude qui
caractérise la postmodernité.
Termes-clé: corporalité, identité, mémoire, disparition, absence, mort

La corporalité met en évidence un état
physique, tactile du corps. Elle parlera d’une
visibilité de l’apparence qui consolide la
perception de la présence, mais qui n’assurera
pas aussi une indéniable affirmation du soi, de
l’identité, ou même d’un statut vivant. Le propos
de cet essaie cherche à répondre et à savoir de
quelle manière la corporalité et l’usage du corps
rentrent dans un discours encré sur l’affirmation
ou la négation de la personne. Paul Ardenne,
dans son ouvrage Art, le présent, remarque :
« corps-cadavre,
corps-dépression,
corps
désacralisé, corps-fuite, corps-relation, corpsenfant, corps-animal, corps-sexe, corps "autre"… Jamais le corps humain, sans doute
n’aura donné lieu à autant d’interprétations
artistiques. »1 C’est alors à travers une
manifestation inépuisable dans le champ des
arts que le corps se réaffirme en tant que
structure archétypale de toutes les pulsions
humaines. Considérant l’énumération faite par
Ardenne, qui commence avec le cadavre, on
1

Paul Ardenne, Art, le Présent. La Création Plasticienne au Tournant du
XXIe siècle, (Paris : Editions du Regard, 2009), 161.
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comprend que le corps intervient dans
l’imagerie contemporaine dépourvu d’idéalisme,
dénué d’esthétisation, en tant que structure
réelle, dérisoire, grotesque, une figure aux
croisement des désirs et contraintes. D’autre
part,
cette
abondance
ou
même
la
surabondance des images des corps, cette foisci remplissant l’espace publique et les médias,
ne conduit-elle pas vers un anéantissement de
la forme, vers un sort d’annulation de la
présence ? La transformation par la suite en
matière amorphe efface les traits, les mêle
ensemble sans possibilité de discerner les
formes individuelles.
C’est en analysant le travail de quatre
artistes confirmés de l’époque actuelle, Geta
Brãtescu, Ion Grigorescu, Christian Boltanski et
Ernesto Neto, dont les questionnements créatifs
et conceptuels tournent autour du corps, qu’il
soit sous forme des performances ou des
installations et d’objets qui l’évoquent qu’on
explore quatre pistes différentes d’agir par
rapport aux concepts de présence et d’absence
corporelle. Ce sont quatre approches distinctes
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qui visent des thèmes comme l’identité, la
perception de soi, la mémoire, la manifestation
spatiale et temporelle du corps, la présence
physique et psychique, le corps intime et le
corps public. Le regard comparatif prend en
compte le contexte sociopolitique ainsi que celui
culturel quand on discute les motivations et les
formes de manifestation, lorsqu’on surprend
l’impacte du communisme en ce qui concerne
les artistes roumains Geta Brãtescu et Ion
Grigorescu, ou l’histoire de l’Holocauste sur l’art
de Christian Boltanski. De l’observation
autoréflexive et intime d’Ion Grigorescu aux
vastes mis en scènes d’Ernesto Neto, le corps
est traité comme un instrument qui se déploie
sous le regard intrusif de l’autre. L’art de ces
artistes diffère en tant que discours, motivation,
style, visibilité sur le plan international, mais elle
peut offrir une perspective ponctuelle sur les
moyens d’expression et d’interpellation du
public par l’usage d’un vocabulaire visuel
complexe concentré autour du corps.
La représentation du corps dans l’art
contemporain est influencée par le contexte
social, politique et culturel des artistes, il n’y a
plus des dogmes, canons ou écoles qui dirigent
le style ou les sujets approchés. On remarque
plutôt un mobile « terrain philosophique » 2,
pour reprendre un syntagme de Labelle-Rojoux,
que chaque artiste se construit. L’artiste ne
cherche plus une réaction positive du public,
une approbation, essayant par contre à cibler
ses propres préoccupations conceptuelles lors
de chaque intervention, de provoquer
visuellement et intellectuellement par son art.
Le public constitue un récepteur avec les sens
un peu anesthésiés à cause de sa soumission
constante aux images et attitudes crues et
choquantes, développant un plaisir pour
l’expérimentation du morbide. Ardenne souligne
le fait que « le corps incertain dont fait état l’art
de la "postmodernité", cette culture du doute
marquant le dernier tiers du 20e siècle, ne surgit
pas ex nihilo. Il est, avant tout, un résultat : le
signe que le corps est une formule instable,
figure qui s’esquive, s’échappe parfois, que l’on
ne saurait représenter sans douter bientôt de la
valeur de ce que l’on représente » 3 Le concept
d’absence ou de présence corporelle est
introduit selon la perspective que l’artiste
souhaite transmettre. On parle d’absence
2

Arnaud Labelle-Rojoux, L’Acte pour l’Art, (Paris : Les Editeurs Evidant,
1988), 8.
3

Paul Ardenne, ibid., 9.
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corporelle quand il s’agit du corps vivant
remplacé par l’inanimé, ou par des objets
rappelant le passé. La présence est souvent une
dramatisation de la vitalité, du temps présent,
elle implique une conscientisation organique et
sensorielle de la corporalité. Cependant, les
deux concepts ne peuvent pas être strictement
séparés, transférant leur sens de l’un à l’autre,
pouvant même s’inverser dans le cadre d’une
même œuvre d’art. La liberté d’interprétation et
l’intention artistique ne se rencontrent pas
toujours sur les mêmes idées.
Les œuvres se nourrissent ou sont dévorées
par le public, c’est une relation de dominance
qui s’érige parfois, et qui conduit finalement à
cette question du départ de cet essai, c’est-àdire de savoir quels sont les rapports au corps
qui génèrent l’impacte visuel d’une disparition
ou par contre d’une indéniable évidence
physique. On serait tenté de dire qu’un premier
stade de l’annulation de la présence résidait
dans un rapport de taille, un rétrécissement de
forme renforçant l’effet d’absence. De même, on
pourrait prétendre qu’un volume envahissant de
matière construira et consolida une présence.
On verra que la situation n’est pas si simple que
ça, et que des fois c’est même le contraire qui
valide un positionnement démesuré. Une mise
en scène de l’absence déclenche la nécessité de
remplir le vide ressentit avec des formes et des
images qui estompent les manques et qui
soignent l’angoisse de la disparition. Les parties
du corps déchirés, écartés de leurs sens et de
leurs origines, ainsi que les objets personnels
déplacés de leur contexte affectif constituent
des fragments, et en tant que fragments ils
représentent les traces d’une forme disparue.
Catalysant l’imagination, l’absence entretienne
alors une relation personnelle avec le regardeur,
déterminant une projection de sa propre
corporalité (future, présente, passée) en
dissolution. On assiste alors à un paradoxal effet
de souvenir.

Corps-subjectif / Corps-objectif
Dans le cas de Geta Brãtescu, ses actions
sur le corps, la simulation de la disparition, la
mise en scène, l’artifice, l’intimité, l’acceptation
de soi en tant qu’élément en cours de
dissolution suscite une forme d’esthétique
« disparitionniste », pour reprendre un concept
de
Paul Ardenne. Pour Ion Grigorescu
l’exploration de la relation entre la réalité de
son corps et celle de l’objet quotidien, ainsi que
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ses expérimentes convergent vers une
esthétique de l’affirmation de soi, de l’identité.
Christian Boltanski fait référence aux concepts
de mémoire, de souvenir, de perte, de mort et
d’identité en construisant un dialogue silencieux
entre les corps (qu’il soient les corps issus du
public ou les corps reproduits dans des
photographies) avec les objets extraits du
quotidien, les objets intimes, imprégnés par
l’empreinte humaine. Ernesto Neto emploie une
imagerie particulière sur le corps, transformant
des espaces urbaines dans des paysages
organiques, tactiles, interactives, proposant ainsi
une redécouverte de la corporalité en
immergeant le public dans des corps
translucides et bio-morphes.
Giorgio Agamben, dans son étude sur le
concept de contemporanéité affirme que celui
est « une singulière relation avec son propre
temps, auquel on adhère tout en prenant ses
distances »4, précisant le fait que « ceux qui
coïncident trop pleinement avec l’époque, qui
conviennent parfaitement avec elle sur tous les
points, ne sont pas des contemporains parce
que, pour ces raisons mêmes, ils n’arrivent pas à
la voir. Ils ne peuvent pas fixer le regard qu’ils
portent sur elle. »5 Autrement dit, être un artiste
contemporain suppose s’y éloigner, avoir une
certaine objectivité, prendre du recul et établir
une vision à soi pour pouvoir surprendre les
subtilités de son époque. En plus, dans l’état de
déconcentration
dont
se
trouve
la
postmodernité, caractérisée par un manque de
repères, une crise de la représentation
déterminée par le refus de toutes règles de
représentation et de classification, la liberté
totale de l’artiste détermine aussi un
anéantissement de l’esprit du regardeur,
obligeant à trouver toujours des nouvelles voies
d’interpeller, de déstructurer, de déstabiliser,
finalement de sensibiliser.
L’expérimente est à la base de la création
des artistes qu’on compare, et dans l’analyse des
œuvres il faut tenir compte de dégrée de la
liberté d’opinion entre l’ouest et l’est, ainsi que
de l’implication des artistes dans les
événements de l’époque. On essayera d’établir
dans quelle mesure on peut en parler d’un corps
subjectif en ce qui concerne la création de ces
deux artistes roumains – auxquels on identifie
une évidente tendance vers l’intériorisation de

l’image, une vision plutôt biographique, et d’un
corps objectif dans la création de Christian
Boltanski et d’Ernesto Neto – l’extériorisation de
l’image ainsi qu’une forte liaison entre l’œuvre
et le public sont des éléments qui permettent
une plus forte distanciation de la part de
l’artiste. Néanmoins, les évènements sociaux et
politiques du XXème siècle ont été fortement
assimilés par les artistes devenant des
véritables sources d’inspiration. Paul Ardenne
parle du fait que les principaux « accidents
symboliques majeurs » ont conduit à une
nouvelle, en permanente transformation et
irréversible manière de se rapporter au corps.
Ces accidents symboliques : « 1 – l’abandon
quasi définitif de la conception du corpus
d’essence divine ; 2 – croissance du
matérialisme, qui élargit la voie aux théories de
l’"homme-machine", base d’’une relation plus
technique qu’éthique au corps ; 3 – crise
profonde, et sans doute irréversible, de
l’humanité, que précipitent les tragédies de
l’histoire, à commencer par la Solution finale et
la mise en place par les nazis d’une industrie de
la mort planifiée » 6 se manifestent dans l’art
sous forme de renoncement graduel au
caractère sacré du corps, pour une vision plus
charnelle, plus anatomique, le corps approchant
le statut d’objet, une entité dématérialisé,
virtuelle et instable.

4

6

Giorgio Agamben, Qu’est ce que le contemporain?, (Paris : Payot et
Rivages, 2008), 11.
5

Ibid.

L’espace roumain
La
création
artistique
roumaine
réactionnaire de la deuxième moitie du XXème
siècle et son évolution après la chute du régime
communiste fait preuve de forts essaies de
s’approprier les principes de l’art occidentale,
d’assimiler les tendances et les expérimentes
artistiques de l’ouest. Elle porte en même temps
l’empreinte de son contexte social et politique.
Ileana Pintilie, critique et curateur d’art,
spécialiste de l’art roumain de la période
communiste, observe le fait que « l’actionnisme
roumain s’est développé comme un phénomène
artistique ayant une forte partie conceptuelle,
mêlant une série des périodes et des directions
stylistiques de l’art internationale d’après
1960. » 7 (tr. aut.) Brãtescu et Grigorescu sont
deux personnalités reconnues en Roumanie
mais aussi à l’international, ayant en commun la

7

Paul Ardenne, ibid., p. 9

Ileana Pintilie, Actionism in Romania during the Communist Era, (Cluj :
IDEA Design&Print, 2002), 10.
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préoccupation pour les plasticités du corps dans
le cadre de l’expérimente artistique, et la
volonté d’aborder une palette très variée des
techniques, allant de la peinture à la
performance, au film expérimental, à la vidéo, à
la photographie, à l’installation etc. En

comparaison avec l’art de Boltanski et de Neto,
qui relèvent un art conçue autour de la relation
avec le public, les deux artistes roumains se
concentrent sur une forme d’expressivité plutôt
intime, due principalement à la censure infligée
par le régime communiste.

Geta Brãtescu, Vers le blanc. Autoportait en sept séquences, 1975.
Photographie b/n, 17,5 x 72 cm.© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Geta Brãtescu, Surâsul (Le Sourire), 1978.
Photographie b/n montée sur papier, 17 x 35 cm.© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Pour Geta Brãtescu l’atelier est « un espace
de la liberté et de la sécurité émotionnelle. Il est
une extension spatiale du son corps, milieu
privilégié de la jonction avec le monde »8
constate Alexandra Titu, critique d’art.
Vers la fin des années ‘70 Brãtescu loue un
atelier qui lui sert comme espace de travail,
d’intimité, et d’exposition pour ses installations
temporaires, mais aussi comme sujet effectif
pour sa pratique artistique, devenant scène pour
ses performances filmées. Du point de vue
stylistique et conceptuelle, on peut distinguer
dans le corpus de son œuvre des ressemblances
avec l’art de Bruce Naumann, John Baldessari et
Cindy Sherman, la performance et la mise en
scène de son corps étant deux caractéristiques
principales de son œuvre.
Elle emploie son propre corps comme un
espace de création en soi, étant une
représentante du féminisme dans l’art roumain
dans une période où ce type de préoccupation
était considéré comme décadent par le régime
au pouvoir. Son corps de femme lui sert pour
explorer l’identité féminine, mais plus largement
il lui sert pour construire un discours sur
8

Alexandra Titu, Experimentul în Arta Româneascã dupã 1960,
(Bucarest : Meridiane, 2003), 102.
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l’identité composée à partir de la corporalité.
Située entre « expérimente et investigation
intérieure »9, Brãtescu explore l’effacement des
limites entre l’atelier en tant que milieu réservé
pour l’art et l’espace de la vie quotidienne,
l’artiste s’intégrant corporellement dans les
deux sphères sous forme d’élément de cohésion.
Dans la performance Vers le blanc l’artiste se fait
filmer dans le cadre de son atelier,
premièrement en tant que présence active,
créatrice, puis se laisse graduellement assimilée
en
tant
qu’élément
component
de
l’environnement, s’effaçant d’une coté sa propre
corporalité et de l’autre celle de son atelier par
le recouvrement successif avec des grandes
feuilles de papier blanc, les deux entités formant
finalement un corpus commun, où elles se
neutralisent réciproquement.
L’autoportrait est l’axe directeur pour l’art
de type actioniste de l’artiste roumaine,
soulignant l’intérêt pour son propre corps
engagé dans un processus d’anéantissement.
Les « moments successifs (enregistrés dans un
séquençage) d’un rituel de "blanchissement" de
l’espace de son atelier ou de sa propre figure où
9

Alexandra Titu, ibid., 131.
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son visage perds son identité, se couvrant d’un
masque blanc »10, mettent en évidence
l’importance de la couleur blanche pour faire
ressentir le sentiment d’effacement et de
passivité.

l’identité, le corps de l’artiste se transformant de
présence en absence physique. Les instances
photographiques du son propre visage, avec des
superpositions anatomiques genre collage,
comme on voit dans Autoportrait censuré,
soulignent le principe de la transformation de
soi, de la dualité de l’individu, et de la pression
sociale imposée en tant que censure à l’époque.
Le corps de l’artiste subit une métamorphose, il
est défragmenté, en train de disparaître. Selon
Pascal Hintermeyer, « tout ce qui défait la vie,
tout ce qui évoque ou annonce la mort, se
caractérise généralement par une altération
chromatique. La morbidité se manifeste souvent
par la pâleur. » 11

Geta Brãtescu, Vers le blanc, 1975.
Action-installation, photographiée par Mihai Brãtescu, 9
montées sur papier, 89.5 x 89.5 cm. © 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan
Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Geta Brãtescu, Autoportrait censuré, 1978.
Photographie, collage, 20,5 x 31 cm. © 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan
Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

Le blanc et la « processualité » mis
ensembles dans l’art de Brãtescu marquent
l’acceptation de la transformation corporelle
comme un acte inévitable de disparition de
10

Ileana Pintilie, « Performance Art in Romania. Between Gestures and
Ritual », publié dans l’ouvrage issu à l’occasion de la conférence
internationale Crossroads in Central-Europe. Ideas, Themes, Methods
and Problems of Contemporary Art and Art Criticism, Budapest, 1996,
[http://www.zonafestival.ro], ressource électronique non plus
disponible.

Geta Brãtescu et Alexandru Solomon, Earthcake, 1992.
Vidéo couleur, 7:18 min, Beta SP, sans son. Trames de la vidéo.
© 2015 Geta Bratescu, Ivan Gallery Bucarest, et Galerie
Barbara Weiss, Berlin.

La transition est un effet recherché par
l’artiste. Dans Vers le blanc (Autoportrait en sept
séquences) lorsque sa présence évolue vers
l’absence, elle maintienne le même regard,
l’inaction devenant signe pour l’acceptation de
son devenir, de son corps, de son identité. D’une
11

Pascal Hintermeyer, « Etats » in Corps et couleurs. L’identité dans
Tous ses Eclats, P. Blanchard, G. Böetsch, D. Chevé (éds.), (Paris : CNRS
éditions, 2008), 64.
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façon rituelle, son visage est recouvert
successivement jusqu’à la disparition visuelle,
jusqu’à la perte des repères. Le plastique utilisé
pour le recouvrement fait aussi allusion à
l’emballage industriel, aux techniques de
conservation des produits de consommation.
L’esthétique « disparitionniste » semble
d’être une caractéristique de l’art du XXème
siècle, Ardenne remarquant que disparaître, «
étymologiquement, renvoie à la double
dimension de la dissimulation et de la mort. (…)
Disparaître, c’est tantôt s’absenter, tantôt être
mort, tantôt se dissoudre. Une seule certitude, le
corps cessera d’être visible, il lui faut enregistrer
le passage du statut de réalité perceptible à son
contraire. » 12 L’idée de la transformation et de la
dualité est exprimée par Geta Brãtescu en Atelier
continuu, livre d’artiste ouverte à ses pensées :
« l’art est, vraiment, un désir actif, l’action
pathétique d’une conscience, qui, par acte,
émigre dans une autre matière. » 13
L’œuvre de Brãtescu ne parle pas
seulement du corps féminin soumis à des
transformations sociétales, mais aussi de la
temporalité, de la répétitivité de la vie, de
l’automatisme. Dans son vidéo Earthcake
l’artiste fait un « petit essai sur l’exaspération
transmise
par
l’automatisme,
ou
sur
l’exaspération ressentie quand on est contraints
aux automatismes. Il est un "vice" humain qu’il
faut conscientiser. On peut avoir des
automatismes
même
dans
l’atelier. »14
L’automatisme et la répétitivité conduisent à
l’existence des plusieurs identités déterminées
par le geste qui se continue d’une instance à
l’autre. Brãtescu, en reprenant le même geste,
celui de manger, arrive à contenir une identité
future, aussi bien qu’une identité passé, dans un
seul instant. Encore une fois, la blancheur de son
masque et les traits de son visage quasiment
effacés évoquent une absence, une présence
fluctuante, ni réelle ni fictive, engagée dans une
action atemporelle.
La vidéo présente aussi une recherche des
limites physiques du corps de l’artiste,
lorsqu’elle commence de manière ludique à
12

Paul Ardenne, L’Image Corps. Figures de l’Humain dans l’Art du
XXème siècle, (Paris : Editions du Regard, 2001), 451.
13

Geta Brãtescu, Atelier Continu, (Bucarest : Cartea Româneascã, 1985),
105.
14

Geta Brãtescu entretien avec Raluca Alexandrescu dans « Un Atelier
al Incercarilor Continue. Interviu cu Geta BRÃTESCU » in Observatorul
Cultural. Spiritul Critic în Actiune, n° 24, 8.08.2000,
ressource
électronique :
[http://www.observatorcultural.ro/Un-atelier-alincercarilor-continue.-Interviu-cu-Geta-BRATESCU*articleID_5501articles_details.html], consulté le 5.06.2013.
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préparer un gâteau de terre, puis le mangeant
complètement.

Ion Grigorescu, Autosuperposition, 1977. Photographie b/n,
tirage argentique, triptyque, 51 x 61 cm chaque image.© 2015
Ion Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

L’artiste Ion Grigorescu explore la
problématique du corps par l’intermède de son
propre corps, la présence du son propre corps
dans ses performances, films et photographies
cherchant à combattre les sentiments
d’annihilation identitaire imposés par le régime
communiste, ce qui conduit qu’une grande
partie de ses œuvres sont marqués par un
caractère
subversif.
Grigorescu
est
un
représentant de l’art actionniste dans le paysage
artistique roumain, connaissant les tendances
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des années ’60-’70 qui dominaient la scène
artistique occidentale. Pour lui, ses projets
artistiques utilisant le corps, la nudité et
l’intimité traduisent des actions de proteste
contre la censure et l’oppression imposés à l’art
et à la société. Il développe ses projets soit seul,
entouré par les objets du quotidien se trouvant
dans son atelier et par les appareils
d’enregistrement, soit face à un public assez
restreint, ses actions ayant un caractère
mystique, secret. En comparaison avec Geta
Brãtescu, pour laquelle l’espace de l’atelier à
une connotation positive, symbiotique jusqu’à la
neutralisation des corps, pour Ion Grigorescu
l’atelier
est
un
espace
hermétique,
claustrophobe, apaisant, limité, aggloméré,
dépourvu de liberté et de mouvement. La
solitude et les difficultés subis par l’artiste
nourrissent sa création, avouant dans un
entretien avec Daria Ghiu qu’il avait refusé de se
réfugier à Paris, parce que la légèreté de la vie
lui semblait « en quelque sorte trop simple, un
peu trop sans goût. Chez moi il est plus
difficile… »15 Il affirme de plus, dans un autre
entretien, qu‘il est significatif que dans cette
période quand je me sentais inutile, arraché et
isolé, utile qu’à moi – il est significatif que,
précisément dans cette période, j’ai osé plus et
j’ai avancé plus calme et sans complexes. » 16
Dans le triptyque Autosuperposition la
silhouette fantomatique de l’artiste se dissolve
dans l’espace de l’atelier, essayant des exercices
de lévitation pour échapper à la réalité
quotidienne.
Mettant un point fixe d’observation du
cadre, l’artiste cherche à transmettre, dans cette
œuvre et dans d’autres qui suivent le même
principe, les limitations de l’espace, le sentiment
d’angoisse, la compression physique, qui font
que le corps se dissipe comme un brouillard,
devenant un objet fluctuant, même irréel.
Le caractère subversif, évident dans l’œuvre
Notre maison, par son dureté et par le réalisme
sans censure des images, rapproche Grigorescu
de la sphère des actionnistes viennoises. La
nudité brute, les actions de défécation et
d’urination ainsi que l’angle dont les images sont
prises renforcent le rôle de voyeur involontaire
dont le spectateur est soumis à interpréter. Le
15

Daria Ghiu, « Sã fim sinceri şi sã vedem », entretien avec Ion
Grigorescu, 26.07.2009, publié dans Dilema Veche, (mai 2009)
[http://atelier.liternet.ro/articol/7758/Daria-Ghiu-Ion-Grigorescu/Safim-sinceri-si-sa-vedem.html], consulté le 2 mai 2013.
16

Theodor Redlow, « Mesajul binelui » entretien avec Ion Grigorescu,
in Revista Arta, Bucureşti, nr. 4, 1991.

spectateur devient une partie intégrante de
cette maison, obligé d’interagir avec l’artiste
trouvé dans ses plus intimes postures, même
devant des photographies. Pour lui, la censure,
le manque de liberté, la surveillance constante,
la misère, et peut être même la routine
nourrissent son besoin d’auto exposition,
lorsqu’il cherche par l’intermède de son propre
corps d’exprimer sa frustration, son angoisse
terrible.
Alexandra Titu, dans L’Expérimente dans
l’art roumain après 1960 met le point sur la
motivation qui se trouvait à la base des
impulsions artistiques de l’époque : « les
transformations radicales, consommées très
rapidement, qui ont touchées la société
roumaine (…) laissaient place à des
déracinements culturels et créaient le besoin
d’une implication de la part des artistes, elles la
demandaient même. » 17

Ion Grigorescu, Notre maison, 1974. Photographie b/n, tirage
argentique diptyque, 51 x 61 cm chaque image. © 2015 Ion
Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

L’action de 1976, La Cuisine – art dans une
seule chambre, présente le corps de l’artiste
dans une confrontation directe avec la vie
quotidienne. Les gestes n’ont rien de théâtral, de
17
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faux, c’est le réalisme pur qui est mis en scène
comme si la caméra n’était pas là. Le film montre
la cuisine, plein à refus de vaisselle salle et
d’autres objets de mobilier, l’artiste effectuant

des activités quotidiennes comme le repassage
d’une chemise, il prend son repas, il peint sans
tenir compte du chaos qu’il entoure.

Ion Grigorescu, Atelier, 1979. Photographie b/n, tirage argentique, © 2015 Ion Grigorescu, Galerie Artra, Milan

Ion Grigorescu, La Cuisine. Art dans une seule chambre, 1976.
Vidéo b/n, 10 min. © 2015 Ion Grigorescu, Pomeranz Collection, Viena.

En 1967 l’artiste notait : « je m’ironise le
moi, avec ses méthodes, avec son manque
d’imagination, de tumulte, avec son monde.
L’idéal de moi, le surmoi, commande une
libération, une découverte des personnes dans
moi-même, leur mise en fonction, leur
appréciation. » 18 La recherche de l’identité, des
rapports avec l’extérieur, avec l’espace, avec
l’autre, avec soi-même représentent le centre de
la création artistique de Ion Grigorescu. La
démarche de l’artiste suppose un regard
introspectif, psychanalysant, aboutie dans une
exposition totale du soi dans l’œuvre d’art,
qu’elle soit film expérimental, installation, objet,
peinture ou performance.
C’est très intéressant de mentionner une
série d’actions que l’artiste construit et performe
18

Ion Grigorescu in Documente, I. Grigorescu, R. Balaci (éd.), (Cluj : IDEA
Design&Print, 1998).
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uniquement dans son for intérieur, dont il avoue
avoir conservé et enregistré le moment à travers
des photos qu’il ne montre pourtant pas au
public. Le dégrée d’autoanalyse et d’autocensure
l’auraient poussé à se manifester dans l’intimité
de sa propre conscience, conjurant une
corporalité contenue, renfermé, élaborant une
expérience artistique non-partagée, sans public,
sans appréciations critiques, sans trace sauf ses
propres souvenirs des actions.

L’espace occidental
La société occidentale de la deuxième
moitié du XXème siècle n’a pas connu des
mécanismes de censure officiels s’adressant à
l’art et aux artistes similaires à la politique
communiste, mais il y a eu un vif engagement de
proteste qui soutenait l’esprit artistique contre
les abus et les discriminations.
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Même si la plupart de l’Europe du XXème
siècle a enregistrée des souffrances dues aux
guerres, il y a néanmoins une distinction nette
entre l’est et l’ouest. Les régimes totalitaires ont
persisté plus long temps à l’est, le communisme
en particulier, ainsi que ses dures restrictions. A
l’ouest, pendant les guerres, une grande partie
des artistes se sont refugiés aux Etas-Unis, et
finiront en trouvant un milieu fertile pour
l’innovation artistique. Pour l’est, la fermeture
des frontières survenue après une période
d’intenses échanges culturels avec l’occident, la
nouvelle forme de surveillance du peuple, la
Securitate, le contrôle des gens par l’état (en fait,
il s’agissait d’un système tellement pervers que
les gens ne se faisaient plus confiance entre
eux), la censure de la culture, de l’art, la peur
d’être accusé en tant qu’ « ennemies de l’état »
ont représenté tant des motifs pour quoi la
création artistique n’a pas connu la même
envergure que celle occidentale, et pour quoi
même les manifestations artistiques secrètes
étaient souvent dévoilées et sanctionnées.
Si Grigorescu cherche, en usant sa propre
corporalité, de libérer des personnes intérieures,
Christian Boltanski cherche à imprégner, en
recourant aux mécanismes de la mémoire et à
une corporalité collective, le sentiment de perte
des personnes intérieures, puisque ces
mécanismes glissent inexorablement vers
l’oubli : « j’ai toujours eu le sentiment qu’au fur
et à mesure de sa vie, on perd plusieurs
personnes en soi, notamment l’enfant ; ce sont
des mondes terminés dont j’ai essayé de trouver
les traces. »19 Boltanski confronte le regardeur
avec l’inévitabilité de la mort, en exploitant
l’image des traces, des restes rappelant des
individus disparus. Etant marqué par ses
origines juives et par les actes du Holocauste
commises contre les juifs, l’œuvre de Boltanski
fait souvent références indirectes aux pratiques
d’effacement de l’identité, aux amassements des
gens, aux pratiques d’archivages. La question de
la mort, le réveil de la mémoire, le temps et
l’absence sont les coordonnées-clés dans le
travail de Christian Boltanski. Chez lui,
l’amassement des objets à l’histoire personnelle,
la collection des traces oblige à regarder avec un
œil nostalgique l’écoulement du temps, la
disparition des corps, le vide. L’artiste fait appel
à une mise en scène laborieuse pour créer des

vastes espaces peuplés des objets, des
photographies, dans une sorte d’archive de la
mort et de l’anonymat des corps évanouis.
La notion de trace fait référence à une
histoire inconnue, ouvrant la voie à des
interprétations innombrables, étant un signe
sans langage, sans identité. Le reste est à son
tour une entité provenant d’une autre entité,
une forme tirée d’une autre, donc un signe d’une
identité déchirée. Selon François Théron « il est
impossible de parler du reste sans parler du
tout, sans s’interroger sur l’actualité et de
l’inactualité des systèmes totalisants.» 20 Alors la
trace, le reste, l’empreinte, tous concepts utilisés
par Boltanski suscitent la mémoire sur des corps
et identités disparus. Soit-il des portraits
anonymes archivés dans des espaces énormes,
ou des objets à caractère personnel rangés dans
des vitrines ou tiroirs, des vêtements vidés de
contenu, ces « corps », c’est par l’intermède
d’une scénographie bien mise au point que ses
œuvres dialoguent avec le public, le forçant de
trouver sa propre image dans ce miroir des
souvenirs. Chez Boltanski l’absence se manifeste
par la suggestion de la mort, du passage du
temps, l’artiste étant, comme le décrit Catherine
Grenier, « obsédé par l’idée de la perte et de la
disparition, hanté par la question de l’identité,
focalisé sur des pratiques compulsives,
profondément imprégné par la conscience de
l’absurdité de la vie. » 21 Suisses morts
représente un exemple de la création
boltanskienne où l’accumulation compulsive,
comme la nomme Grenier, du matériel
photographique transforme l’espace dans une
véritable archive de corps aplatis au mur, sans
histoire précise et sans identité, les
innombrables visages d’adultes, enfants et vieux
évoquant un désastre inattendu et dramatique
qu’aurait pulvérisé les personnes. La plupart des
installations de Boltanski semblent répondre
directement à l’affirmation de Pierre Fédida
« l’absence est, d’abord, paradoxalement un
trop-plein. »22

20

François Théron, « La Part d’Intraitable chez Georges Bataille », in Le
Reste. Actes du Colloque de Montpellier (12-13 mars 2004), Suzanne
Lafont (éd.), (Monts : Publications de Montpellier III Université PaulValéry, 2006), 76.
21

19

Christian Boltanski en entretien avec Emmanuelle Lequeux,
« Personnes au Grand Palais » in Christian Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/
Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 15.

Catherine Grenier, « Il y a une Histoire » in Boltanski, (Paris :
Flammarion/Institut Francais, 2011), 12.
22

Pierre Fédida, L’Absence, (Paris : Gallimard, coll. « Folio Essais »,
1978), 10.
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l’accent qu’il met sur la place de l’objet comme
signe et présence à la fois corporelle et
discursive. L’objet à la fonction de souvenir
incorpore des histoires, Catherine Grenier notant
le fait que « face à ses installations, on
remarquera l’importance des objets : des objets
qui parlent, pour lui et de lui. La parole se
constitue ainsi principalement au travers d’un
répertoire familier, les images-souvenirs tout
d’abord, qui sont souvenirs et objets avant d’être
images, puis les meubles, les boîtes de biscuits,
les marionnettes, les vêtements. »23

Christian Boltanski, Personnes, 2010. Installation temporaire,
différentes vues de l’installation, dimensions spécifiques au
site. Grand Palais, Paris.© Christian Boltanski

Christian Boltanski, Suisses morts, 1990. Installation,
dimensions spécifiques au site. © Museum fur moderne Kunst,
Frankfurt

Le corps apparaît chez cet artiste comme un
élément ressentit, comme une entité qui laisse
sa trace sur les espaces, sur les objets, le
regardeur ayant la difficile tâche de réconcilier
et accepter l’évidence de ce vide. Contrairement
aux prémisses fondamentales pour Grigorescu,
telles que la recherche d’un réalisme objectif,
non-altéré, non-falsifié, s’accrochant en fait à la
vitalité, Boltanski met en évidence ses
questionnements sur le rapport entre la
corporalité et la mort. Il cherche à se servir des
images au statut de souvenir de manière à
transmettre des histoires à interpeller au niveau
personnel chaque regardeur par la force de leur
présence. C’est alors une démarche qui opère
avec un fin réglage entre fiction et réalité, qui
mise sur la transmission de profondes émotions
sans pourtant choquer, fait réalisable à travers
114

A l’occasion de Monumenta en 2010,
Boltanski présente une installation qui fait
effectivement preuve du monumentalisme. Dans
Personnes il déploie sous le Nef du Grand Palais
des centaines des vêtements rangés dans des
formes rectangulaires, encadrés par des piliers
comme s’il s’agissait des lits ou des maisons
détruits. L’atmosphère froide de la grande salle,
le rapport disproportionné entre le regardeur et
la quantité des vêtements vides, le caractère
mortuaire de l’installation poussent la réflexion
vers la conscientisation d’un espace dont les
restes sont les témoignes d’une formidable
absence. Le crochet automatique qui récupère
quelques vêtements pour les laisser tomber à
nouveau dans la grande pyramide « textile »
prend l’apparence d’une pseudo-salvation
marquée par le hasard. Le public est confronté à
regarder l’amassement des vêtements comme
des personnes disparues, une corporalité
évanouie derrière des traces anonymes. Le titre
choisi par Boltanski fait un double jeu, d’une
23

Catherine Grenier, La Revanche des Emotions. Essai sur l’Art
Contemporain, (Paris : Seuil, coll. « Fiction et Cie », 2008), 90.
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côté personnes signifie effectivement des
individus, des présences physiques, et de l’autre
la sonorité indique le rien, le vide, le manque
d’une présence physique. Selon Boltanski,
« dans mon installation, ces objets montrent
l’absence du sujet. Comme quand on voit la
photo de quelqu’un, on ne voit que la photo de
son absence. Je suis infiniment conscient de
l’unicité de chacun comme de sa fragilité. » 24

Ce qui est spécifique pour l’art de Boltanski
est un certain sens dramatique qui se ressent
devant son perpétuel essai de capter les
particules du passé, d’attraper le temps et le
vide à partir des souvenirs sans corporalité :
« l’artiste campe alors son œuvre entre le
tragique, qu’introduit le sentiment inéluctable
de l’oubli programmé, et l’absurde que
manifeste cette révolte dérisoire contre le

temps », énonce Grenier. C’est dans une
recherche du temps qui avance aussi sur le
territoire de la culture de masse contemporaine,
lorsque la vue de cette vaste masse de
vêtements fait un point sur l’histoire du
gaspillage qui en résulte de la consommation.
Dans l’installation tripartite Chance conçue
à l’occasion de la Biennale de Venise en 2011,
Boltanski approche le thème de la vie et de la
mort sous l’aspect d’un jeu du hasard. De la
même manière dont « la main » accrochait
aléatoirement des vêtements dans Personnes, le
géant
mécanisme
de
type
imprimerie
industrielle (Wheel of Fortune) s’arrête pour
quelques instants de sa vitesse et de son bruit
sur un visage de bébé, pour ensuite continuer le
déroulement des centaines des visages de
nouveau-nés. Les images provenaient d’un
journal polonais qui enregistrait chaque
naissance d’un jour. Be New, la deuxième partie
de l’installation, est une projection d’un portrait
composé de trois segments qui se changent très
rapidement, la base des portraits utilisés étant
de 60 visages de nouveau-nés et 52 visages de
suisses morts. Ainsi, les hybridations obtenues
comptent environ un million et demi de
combinaisons. La troisième partie apporte une
vision plus exacte de la situation vue dans les
deux segments précédents, en affichant sur deux
grands chronomètres les naissances et les décès
d’un jour dans le monde. Le remplacement des
corps avec la froide évidence mathématique met
en discussion la pouvoir d’autosuggestion de la
présence corporelle. L’entier ensemble crée un
mélange entre vie, mort et hasard.
Le corps collectif absent, dramatiquement
arraché, oublié dans un silence assourdissante
se trouve dans le centre de la thématique
approchée par Boltanski. Il ne s’agit pas d’une
attitude d’indignation face à la mort et à la
disparition, mais plutôt d’une approche
objective, comme s’il fait la régie d’un théâtre où
les restes de ces corps anonymes provoquent
une implication émotionnelle, un déclic de la
mémoire du regardeur. La mémoire est une
possession fugitive, et on doit l’entretenir par
l’intermède des souvenirs, semble être le
postulat de l’artiste qui affirme que « nous
avons une mémoire. Et cette mémoire est une
chose extrêmement fragile, qui forcement
disparaît. » 25

24

25

Christian Boltanski, Personnes, 2010. Installation temporaire,
différentes vues de l’installation, dimensions spécifiques au
site. Grand Palais, Paris.© Christian Boltanski

Emmanuelle Lequeux, « Personnes au Grand Palais » in Christian
Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/ Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts
éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 7.

Christian Boltanski, entretien avec Itzhak Goldberg, « Portfolio :
Objets et Lieux de Mémoire » in Christian Boltanski. Monumenta 2010/
Grand Palais, (Paris : Beaux Arts éditions/TIM éditions, janvier 2010), 18.
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Christian Boltanski, Chance – Wheel of Fortune, Be New, 2011.
Installation temporaire, dimensions spécifiques au site. La
Biennale de Venise © Christian Boltanski

Si le dramatisme et l’obscure caractérisent
principalement les installations de Boltanski,
pour Ernesto Neto c’est le ludique, le diaphane,
la corporalité tactile, la nature positive de la vie
qui définissent ses œuvres. L’œuvre de Neto
peut s’approcher de la nature de l’œuvre de
Geta Brãtescu par la vision positive de l’insertion
de la corporalité dans l’environnement. Le jeune
artiste non-européen n’a pas connu les mêmes
événements troublants qui ont marqué la
création des trois autres artistes présentés dans
ce chapitre, mais il parle néanmoins à un public
européen occidental. Neto vise le corps de
manière ludique, faisant appel à la métaphore
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plutôt qu’au réalisme objectif spécifique aux
Brãtescu, Grigorescu et Boltanski. La mise en
scène de ses installations laisse s’entrevoir
l’espace original qui est envahi par des
structures de type organique, translucides,
élastiques.
Comme le soulignent Rochelle Steiner, mais
aussi Charlotte Bonham-Carter et David Hodge,
la création de cet artiste est inspirée par le néoconcrétisme brésilien, surtout par deux
représentants de ce mouvement, Lygia Clark et
Hélio Oiticica qui, entre 1950 et 1960,
s’opposaient aux idées modernistes de la
géométrie abstraite. Un art qui s’attache à
l’architecture, et qui modifie l’architecture de
telle
manière
qu’elle
semble
vivante,
encapsulant le regardeur l’a beaucoup inspiré.
Selon les axes conceptuels suivis par
l’artiste brésilien, le rapport dimensionnel entre
l’œuvre et le spectateur peut être interprété
comme la démonstration de la propagation et
de la capacité d’incorporation/protection du
corps organique sur l’espace et sur les corps
concrets l’entourant : « j’aime penser aux corps
comme un paysage de plaisir, comme une
méditation sensorielle. » 26 L’artiste propose des
immersions actives du corps réel du public dans
l’espace monumentale, organique de ses
structures bio-morphes. La matérialité, le décor
surréaliste,
la
métamorphose
de
l’environnement créent un discours ancré sur
l’idée de la source de la vitalité. Les principes
masculin/féminin,
intérieur/extérieur,
élévation/lourdeur n’ont plus de caractère
d’opposition chez Ernesto Neto, l’artiste arrivant
à éliminer leur nature conflictuelle. Il joue avec
les notions de l’intimité et de la sexualité, avec
la perception de statique et dynamique, de
l’organique et de l’artificiel. Il crée à partir de
matériaux comme le nylon, le lycra, le mousse
de polystyrène, l’artificialité de ces structures
accentuant le caractère surdimensionné du
corps postmoderne.
Elaborant des rapports entre l’espace vide,
les structures s’y attachant, et le spectateur,
Neto offre une utilisation particulière aux
concepts d’absence et de présence corporelle.
La semi-opacité de ses sculptures pousse le
public à aller y chercher dedans, ou à y aller
dedans, et dans la dernière option le corps
humain devient la substance de l’installation. La
transparence instigue les yeux à aller voir
26

Ernesto Neto, article par Kirsty Bell in Art Now, vol. 2, Uta Grosenick
(éd.), (Köln : Taschen, 2008), 216.
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jusqu’au but du champ visuel, le blanc semiopaque des membranes se comportant comme
un écran qui empêche la vue et crée de
l’incertitude. Ressemblant stylistiquement à la
chromatique utilisée par Geta Brãtescu, le blanc
s’impose comme élément capable à anéantir ou
à neutraliser les corps, inspirant non pas
seulement de la pureté, mais aussi un état de
peur.

Ernesto Neto, Navedenga, 1998. Tissu elastic en polyamide,
sable, Styrofoam, clous de girofle, corde, ruban, 365.8 x 457.2 x
640.1 cm.
© 2010 Jason Mandella, Musée d’Art Moderne, New York.

Navdenga, une œuvre de jeunesse de
l’artiste, propose une chromatique fondée sur le
blanc et la lumière, rendant une atmosphère
irréelle. Cette œuvre a été interprétée par les
curateurs de chez MoMA comme ressemblant
« aussi bien avec les zones intimes du corps
qu’avec un vaisseau fantastique. » 27 Les
matériaux pliables, souples, translucides incitent
le public à pénétrer ces espaces inhabituels,
devenant des présences vivantes dans des corps
artificiels.
Les formes ovoïdales, la lumière qui
pénètre les matériaux, les fins nuances de blanc
et pastels, le recours aussi aux sens olfactif en
utilisant des épices créent une sorte de
« "sculptures d’expérience", explorant des effets
corporels et sensoriels et encourageant le
spectateur à une participation active. » 28 Dans Ô
Bicho!, installation conçue pour la Biennale de
Venise de 2001, le spectateur est confronté avec
27

Descriptif de l’installation Navedenga de l’artiste Ernesto Neto à
l’occasion de l’exposition de 22 janvier à 5 avril, 2010 à MoMA New York,
disponible
sur
le
site :
[http://www.moma.org/visit/
calendar/exhibitions/1032], consulté le 6 juin 2012.
28

Kirsty Bell, « Ernesto Neto », in Art Now, vol. 2, Uta Grosenick (éd.),
(Köln : Taschen, 2008), 214.

un corps suspendu en dessus de soi, aux
dimensions menaçantes, mais qui, due à ses
formes coulantes et rondes inspire un sentiment
de protection. La chromatique fondée sur des
tons de blanc joue un rôle très important, ainsi
que la souplesse des matériels utilisés,
permettant à filtrer l’éclairage et à créer
l’apparence d’une couche de peau très fine. Le
blanc facilite une réaffirmation du soi.

Ernesto Neto, E ô Bicho!, 2001.
Installation temporaire, lycra tulle, tubes de polyamide, poivre
noir, clous de girofle, dimensions variables. Biennale de
Venise © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York et Galerie Fortes
Vilaça, Sao Paolo

Par rapport à Christian Boltanski qui
investit d’habitude des grandes espaces pour
ses installations, et qui recourt aux effets de
type mise en scène théâtrale avec des éclairages
assez spécifiques, Ernesto laisse la lumière
naturelle envahir ses installations. Dans
Personnes Boltanski, en utilisant le cadre du
Grand Palais, se sert de la lumière froide
naturelle pour créer son atmosphère glaciale et
pour obliger le spectateur à ressentir l’échelle
entre sa taille et la taille de l’absence humaine.
Neto, dans une installation aussi sur Paris,
Léviathan Thot, conçue pour le Panthéon,
« attrape » le public par un paysage
« organique » qui se propage dans l’espace
architectural. L’éclairage est celui offert
naturellement par les haute-positionnées
fenêtres du Panthéon.
Une fois de plus, les membranes coulantes
en nuances blanches se trouvent à la limite
entre réalité et illusion optique, étant quand
même très présentes par la lourdeur dont elles
semblent tomber. Le mouvement des formes
apparaît comme figé dans le temps, en cours de
collision mais stoppé à un moment donné.
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L’artiste se concentre sur l’expression des trois
instances corporelles dans ce travail, le corps de
l’espace architectural, le corps de l’installation
comme métaphore d’un organisme bio-morphe,
et le corps du spectateur. Le corps de l’espace,
construction architecturale avec des paramètres
clairement définis, est transformé par
l’écoulement des membranes qui semblent
sortir de la construction même. Le corps du
spectateur, du public, en tant qu’élément
transitoire dans cet environnement en
transformation devient à son tour une particule,
une cellule encapsulée par l’énorme structure
artificielle.

cohérence du discours artistique d’Ernesto Neto
une prédilection vers le monochrome, vers
l’univers infini offert par les valences du blanc
en fonction de son environnement, de la lumière
changeante, mais allant aussi à le mettre en
rapport avec la transparence qui, une fois de
plus, montre l’importance de la symbiose entre
ses installations et l’espace les accueillant.

Ernesto Neto, Léviathan Thot, 2006.
Installation temporaire, matériaux divers, dimensions
variables.
Panthéon, Paris. © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York.

Ernesto Neto, Léviathan Thot, 2006.
Installation temporaire, matériaux divers, dimensions
variables.
Panthéon, Paris. © Galerie Tanya Bonakdar, New York

Barbara Rose, discutant de la présence du
monochrome chez les artistes contemporains,
affirme que « les artistes monochromistes se
sont tout particulièrement attachés à mettre en
évidence cette interdépendance de l’œuvre d’art
et de son contexte. »29 On y voit dans la
29

Barbara Rose, « Le Monochrome. De l’Objet à l’Installation » in Le
Monochrome. De Malevitch à aujourd’hui, V. Varas, R. Rispa (éds.),
(Paris : Editions du Regard, 2004), 8.
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Travaillant avec le corps sous ses aspects
biologiques, organiques, sensoriels, recherchant
les rapports entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur à
travers la membrane artificielle qui s’étend, se
fragilise et menace à la fois, Neto explore les
valences de la temporalité. C’est une présence
qui invite à conscientiser un temps de
méditation, imposant une réflexion sur la
relation existante entre le corps et la nature et le
circuit de la matière. Les dimensions
envahissantes de ces structures sensorielles font
penser à une accumulation des corps et des
matières qui cherchent une réintégration
terrestre qui est perturbée seulement par
l’appréhension de la nature biosynthétique qui
porte sur le corps contemporain et son emploi
de l’artificiel. Les explorations de ses
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installations, qu’elles soient immersives ou non,
évoquent un temps de la création, un stade
d’incubation, embryonnaire, cellulaire de la
forme, un univers ovulaire encapsulant la
matière. Paradoxalement, ses œuvres renvoient
aussi vers un stade final, la perception de la
mort n’étant pas façonnée de manière tragique,
mais tournée plutôt vers une corporalité fluide
et transitoire. Portant donc sur cet aspect dual
de la corporalité, conception et finitude, Neto
illustre une approche presque transcendantale,
qui stimule le regardeur/le participant de
retrouver un sens de l’origine et du flux du
corps.

Conclusions
Si l’art actuel demeure depuis Duchamp
sous le signe de la liberté complète de la
représentation, ce fait à été quand même vu
comme un piège plutôt que libérateur. C’est
Labelle-Rojoux qui remarque que « l’art devint
alors pour beaucoup, dans le public comme
dans la critique, une sulfureuse excentricité de
mystificateurs ou d’iconoclastes. » 30 On observe
cette attitude chez Ion Grigorescu qui se sent
plus impliqué physiquement et psychiquement
quand il doit dépasser et combattre des
jugements de valeur. Sally O’Reilly affirme que à
cause des changements radicaux de position
accélérés dans le XXe siècle le corps a quitté la
sphère de la passivité et s’est imposé dans un
rôle actif, « de telle manière qu’ile n’est plus
considéré dorénavant comme un phénomène
optique statique, mais comme l’incarnation des
rapports humains dynamiques et, dans le cadre
d’un seul œuvre, comme un vecteur de
changement et d’influence. » 31 Dans les œuvres
sélectionnés se manifestent deux attitudes
principales, l’intériorité et l’extériorité de
l’image, le subjectif et l’objectif. La création de
Brãtescu et Grigorescu exprime des expériences
extrêmement personnelles, les artistes faisant
appel à leur propre corps en tant que sujet. En
ce qui concerne Boltanski et Neto, approches
distincts en tant que discours et positionnement
sur le corps, visent exprimer des structures
corporelles sans identité, complétées par la
présence du public. Les deux attitudes,
30
31

l’implication de type biographique et celle de
type distanciation caractérisent la position que
l’artiste de nos jours se permet à prendre par
rapport au corps, en cherchant à exprimer ou à
effacer l’identité, à souligner les coordonnées
temporelles et mortelles du corps ou sa vitalité.
Même si les artistes d’aujourd’hui voyagent le
monde entier et s’identifient avec un lieu au fur
et à mesure qu’ils changent de location, dans cet
essaie
j’ai
approfondit
la
dimension
géographique caractérisant l’origine de chaque
artiste en tant que coordonnée remplie de
valeur personnelle.
En traçant un contexte comparatif entre
l’ouest et l’est européen, on observe comment
l’héritage culturel et personnel, nourrit par des
emprunts et inspirations extérieurs détermine
l’évolution de l’emploi du corps dans la
postmodernité. C’est un constat qui pousse les
interrogations vers la recherche d’une approche
de type micro-univers ou macro-monde qui
distingue les manières de travailler et de se
rapporter au public, faisant apparaître des
visions plus intimes et de petite taille,
autocentrées face aux manifestations d’ampleur
qui impliquent une activation des corps
externes.

Arnaud Labelle-Rojoux, ibid., 8.

Sally O’Reilly, Le Corps dans l’art contemporain, (Paris : Thames and
Hudson, coll. « L’Univers de l’art », 2010), 17.
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Espacio arquitectónico e imagen fotográfica: metalepsis visuales
María José Prada Rodriguez
Resumen
La representación del espacio arquitectónico en la contemporaneidad se muestra en muchas
formas que non son únicamente ilusionistas, figuradas o proyectadas sobre el plano del cuadro, sino
que ofrecen perspectivas de comprensión que incluyen al espacio real en que se sitúa, poniendo en
relación distintos niveles diegéticos en la obra y posibilitando así la mirada autoreflexiva del
observador.
En este artículo se analizan autores que trabajan con la instalación fotográfica y obras que,
basadas en la imagen fotográfica plana, cuestionan la relación entre realidad y representación a través
de mecanismos de ruptura, quiebro y dislocación: Aitor Ortiz, Mike Hewson, Ofra Lapid, Patrick Grijalvo.
Palabras clave: Fotografía, instalación, espacio arquitectónico, metalepsis visual, presencia.

Abstract
Architectural space and photographic image: visual metalepsis
Currently, the representation of architectural space in contemporary art is made in some ways that
are not only illusionistic, figurative or projected on the plane of the work, but give perspectives of
understanding which include the physical limits of the image itself as much as real space in which it is
placed, bringing different diegetic levels together within the artwork and making possible the selfreflexive’s eye of the onlooker.
This paper tracks down authors in photo-installations and pieces of work based on bidimensional
photographic image that put in question the relation between reality and representation through
mechanisms of disruption, collapse and displacement, such as Aitor Ortiz, Mike Hewson, Ofra Lapid or
Patrick Grijalvo.
Keywords: Photography, installation, architectural space, visual metalepsis, presence.

Introducción. Entre la superficie fotográfica
y el objeto.
Este artículo reflexiona en torno a artistas y
obras situados en el campo de la instalación
fotográfica, que manifiestamente cuestionan los
mecanismos perceptivos poniendo en relación la
imagen y su espacio de recepción. El museo es el
espacio natural para algunos de ellos (Aitor
Ortiz, Patrik Grijalvo); otros, con una propuesta
más social, trabajan sobre el espacio público,
directa (Mike Hewson) o indirectamente (Ofra
Lapid).
Las prácticas que presento aquí parecen
plantear abiertamente la relación entre el
espacio representado por medios fotográficos (a
veces entendido como “objeto” arquitectónico) y
www.journalonarts.org

el espacio de su recepción, a través de la
incidencia en los soportes de la imagen —que
son lo que en último término “separa” el espacio
representado del espacio real—. No se trata sólo
de operar materialmente sobre los soportes,
sino de que éstos entren en resonancia con la
imagen que contienen. De este modo se
posibilita el deslizamiento de significados entre
ambos (imagen y contenedor).
Estos artistas tienen en común una cierta
manera de trabajar que les permite plantear
relaciones entre los mundos separados por el
plano de la representación en el que
convencionalmente tiene lugar la fotografía (del
espacio arquitectónico):
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La dicotomía entre exterior e interior, entre
fachada para contemplar e interior para
habitar, que la arquitectura gestiona de
manera prototípica, es un fenómeno
extensible a prácticamente todo el ámbito
de las imágenes. (...) Siempre hay un interior
de las imágenes 1
En general, estos mundos no se tocan entre
sí. Pero estos artistas rompen las fronteras entre
niveles diegéticos y los ponen en relación a
través del soporte de la imagen fotográfica,
tendiendo puentes entre ellos a través de los
elementos convencionales que permiten
establecer el discurso (la imagen). Cuando lo
hacen, se produce un efecto (estético) de
extrañamiento, y se subvierten ciertas
convenciones de la representación fotográfica.
En términos de la narratología este recurso se
denomina “metalepsis”2.
Por situar de algún modo estas prácticas
fotográficas en un contexto histórico, cabría
ponerlas en relación:
Por un lado, con la representación
ilusionista para la que la fotografía constituyó
un culmen en su día y desde entonces como tal
está permanentemente puesta en cuestión.
En el contexto de las artes visuales
entendemos la representación como un mundo
ficticio que de algún modo es narrado a través
del medio (en este caso: fotográfico). Cuando se
exhibe la producción de la ficción, cuando se
proclama su carácter de sistema artificial, se
ofrece la posibilidad de conectar ese espacio de
ficción con el espacio de recepción, exterior al
de la ficción (extradiegético, por tanto).
En la tarea de evidenciar la convención de
la ficción representativa el escultor reflexiona
sobre la peana (marco y valoración de la obra);
el pintor sobre el bastidor como dispositivo de
recepción de la obra (Fig. 1) y el fotógrafo sobre
el papel como soporte convencional de la
fotografía (Fig. 2) 3.
Por otra parte, estas prácticas enlazan con
la literalidad minimalista (que según la
distinción clásica sería mimética en el sentido
literario de que “muestra” directamente, no
“relata”). El minimalismo estableció en los años
1

Catala, J. M. La imagen compleja. La fenomenología de las imágenes
en la era de la cultura visual. Servicio de Publicaciones de la
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 2005, pág. 91.
2
Metalepsis es un término que Gerard Genette rescata de la retórica
para su aplicación en el campo de la narratología. Ver: Genette, G.
Metalepsis. Traducción de Carlos Manzano. Barcelona: Reverso, 2006.
3
http://www.meggangould.net/site_seeingVII.htm,
consultado
8/06/2015.
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setenta el paradigma de la presencia del objeto
artístico en la sala de exposiciones; esa
presencia como material físico en general no es
visible en las fotografías porque como
espectadores nos vemos atraidos por la imagen
(sobre todo si se trata de un espacio interior,
que induce a ser recorrido).
La condición plana de la imagen fotográfica
hace invisible el soporte, pero una fotografía no
deja de ser un objeto presente en el espacio de
exposición, y así un buen número de artistas que
trabajan con la imagen fotográfica en el campo
de la instalación (en el contexto español: Tono
Carbajo, Isidro Blasco, Nacho Martín Silva,
Rosendo Cid, Ian Waelder entre muchos otros)
presentan sus fotografías en un contexto de
objetos y materiales diversos que dota de
nuevos significados a la imagen fotográfica.

Fig. 1: Cornelius Gijsbrechts, El reverso de un cuadro (1678)
66,4 x 87 cm Óleo sobre lienzo. Statens Museum for Kunst,
Copenhague, Dinamarca.

Fig. 2: Meggan Gould, Taped mess (Serie Verso) (Cortesía de Meggan
Gould).

Algunos de ellos, además, reflexionan sobre
el papel que el propio soporte de la fotografía
podría tener en la definición de la obra final, de
tal modo que obra y soporte —y todas las
acciones que se pueden hacer sobre este una
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vez considerado como objeto— se ofrecen
integradas y coherentes bajo la perspectiva de
su recepción en el espacio expositivo (dentro o
fuera de la sala exposiciones).
En tercer lugar, podemos reconocer el
proyecto postmoderno en estas prácticas, en la
deconstrucción los lenguajes de representación
por la vía de las formas, que está presente como
una consideración general en el planteamiento
de este trabajo. A medio camino entre la
literalidad moderna y la representación
ilusionista pre-moderna, se complica la
pretensión de claridad al instaurar el discurso en
el lugar de la presencia. 4
Establezcamos ahora un paralelismo entre
los elementos de la narración y los mecanismos
de producción de la imagen fotográfica para
poder explicar estas prácticas como metalepsis:
A. El relato y su narración.
Para aplicar este modelo a un tipo de
creación en fotografía que no suele ser
precisamente narrativa (fotografía de espacios,
fotografía de arquitectura) hay que forzar un
poco los límites. En los artistas y obras
analizados no se puede hablar en rigor de un
relato, sino que más bien se trata de una
descripción visual, o de signos que establecen
su presencia.
Y sin embargo, la fotografía de arquitectura,
en el momento en que se exhibe en una sala,
tiene a menudo ese carácter metaléptico más o
menos explícito, que se facilita especialmente
cuando la escala de lo representado se
aproxima a la natural, y tiene lugar en la
conexión entre niveles con ese efecto de
abismación que ilustran Borges y Genette. La
ruptura perceptiva que se produce cuando se
transfiere el discurso más allá de su ámbito
convencional de acción (el cuadro, plano) remite
a cierta trascendencia como cuestionamiento de
la naturaleza de nuestra presencia en el mundo,
y también orienta la atención hacia nuestra
propia forma de mirar. Si nos reconocemos
como espectadores dentro de un contexto
similar al que percibimos en la obra, cabría
dudar de que podríamos a su vez estar siendo
observados…
En expresión de Borges:
4

Esta cita de Rosalind Krauss sobre el Collage es perfectamente
aplicable al tema que nos ocupa. Ver: Krauss, R. La originalidad de la
vanguardia y otros mitos modernos. Madrid: Alianza, 1996, pág. 49.

“¿Por qué nos inquieta que Don Quijote sea
lector del Quijote, y Hamlet, espectador de
Hamlet? Creo haber dado con la causa: tales
inversiones sugieren que si los caracteres de
una ficción pueden ser lectores o
espectadores, nosotros, sus lectores o
espectadores, podemos ser ficticios.” 5
…y también de Gerard Genette:
“El efecto más inquietante de la metalepsis
se encuentra en esta hipótesis inaceptable
insistente según la cual el nivel
extradiegético podría ser diegético, y el
narrador y sus narratarios —es decir:
vosotros y yo— podríamos pertenecer a un
relato.” 6
Con todo, la fotografía se inscribe en el
ámbito de la representación, de manera que
precisa de ciertas convenciones para establecer
la ficción representativa (las coordenadas de la
diégesis, las condiciones de su posibilidad). Al
hacer visibles y explícitos estos mecanismos de
ficcionalización —o, por el contrario: al
negarlos— se posibilita el salto entre niveles:
-Las coordenadas geométricas: un plano,
paralelo a la pared, delimitado por el marco, y
que hace por sí mismo de límite entre la
representación y el espacio real en la normal a
su plano, con unas ciertas dimensiones como
objeto físico.
-El medio (elementos del lenguaje
fotográfico): grano, profundidad de campo,
borrosidad, encuadre, exposición.
-La escala (de la imagen en relación al
referente).
Para situar con claridad la representación
de la arquitectura por medio de la fotografía
como diégesis, cabría ponerla en relación con el
trabajo de otros artistas como Gregor Schneider
o Monika Sosnowska que, prescindiendo de
estas convenciones, inciden directamente en el
espacio arquitectónico. Son propuestas que no
necesitan
artefactos
narrativos
(de
representación),
sino
que
presentan
directamente la experiencia arquitectónica, en la
tradición del arte minimalista. La experiencia de
recepción es completamente diferente.
5

Borges en Otras inquisiciones (1952), “Magias parciales del Quijote”
(Obras completas de JL Borges, tomo II, Madrid: Círculo de Lectores,
2003, pág. 262).
6
Genette; G. Figuras III, Volumen 3. Traducción de Carlos Manzano.
Barcelona: Lumen 1989, pág. 245.
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B. Los niveles diegéticos en conexión
El espacio “relatado” (diegético): quizá sería
más preciso y más cercano al campo fotográfico
hablar del “espacio de la toma”; es el espacio
(también el tiempo) donde tiene lugar la
transferencia lumínica del referente (paradigma
de la fotografía analógica o su equivalente
digital), el espacio representado. Como
decíamos, el salto entre niveles se facilita
cuando la cuestión de la escala está resuelta
(por ejemplo, en las instalaciones de Ofra Lapid,
Mike Hewson y Aitor Ortiz), de modo que casi no
precisa de más elementos para traspasar sus
límites diegéticos.
El espacio real (extradiegético) donde se
“narra” el relato: es el espacio al que pertenecen
el espectador, la obra físicamente considerada y
también el autor de la obra. Respecto del
espacio “representado” (espacio diegético,
aunque en él no suceda otra cosa que su
presencia) es exterior, y podemos considerarlo
un espacio extradiegético.
Otras posibilidades se mencionan aquí por
completar
los
casos
posibles,
aunque
únicamente interesan como un ejemplo fractal
de los casos que estamos estudiando: el espacio
metadiegético, un nivel que aparecería en el
interior del diegético. Por ejemplo, las imágenes
dentro de fotografías o las re-fotografías (caso
particular de abismaciones autosímiles).

representación de arquitectura como metalepsis
(salto entre niveles diegéticos):

Aitor Ortiz8, Modular MOD (2002)
Modular Mod (2002) es un conjunto de
imágenes
fotográficas
montadas
sobre
bastidores basculantes, que juegan con la
alteración de la perspectiva y actúan como
conjuntos escultóricos, cuestionando el papel
documental de la fotografía y la capacidad del
espectador de leer el espacio representado.
Sostenidos a una cierta distancia del suelo y
también de la pared, y agrupados en función del
espacio de cada sala o según cada proyecto
expositivo, los paneles tienen una proporción
que remite a la de la figura humana, ausente en
el espacio representado, pero de algún modo
evocada como figura real del espectador dentro
de la sala.

C. La metalepsis de medio
Gerard Genette es el responsable de la
transferencia al campo de la narratología de
este término que proviene de la retórica y
técnicamente es un tropo consistente en la
designación figurada de un efecto por su causa
(o viceversa). En el campo de la narratología, la
metalepsis designa las formas de transgresión
de los límites (internos o externos) de la ficción,
poniendo en tela de juicio una cierta
representación del mundo, como decíamos.
En las obras que veremos se produce esa
transgresión (ruptura, quiebro, dislocación) en
forma de contaminación del contexto de
enunciación en el universo ficcional a través de
la disolución o tematización del marco que hace
posible la representación (Metalepsis de medio o
hiperlepsis, Zavala 7). Veamos ahora cuatro
ejemplos
sobre
los
que
indagar
la

Fig. 1: Aitor Ortiz, Modular Mod (varios)
190 x 120 c/u. Copia fotográfica digital entre aluminio y metacrilato
mate con bastidor de aluminio y acero basculante. Cortesía de Aitor
Ortiz.

7

Zavala, L. El extraño caso de la metalepsis, una aproximación
tipológica.
(www.academia.edu/9584773/El_extraño_caso_de_
la_metalepsis_una_aproximación_tipológica), consultado 8/06/2015.
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8

Aitor Ortiz, Bilbao, 1971. Formado como fotógrafo, vive y trabaja en
Bilbao.
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Los paneles representan fragmentos de
estructuras de hormigón descontextualizadas
gracias a que Ortiz lleva al límite los recursos del
lenguaje fotográfico, y pone en relación la
cualidad del espacio en el momento de la toma
y en su recepción. El ángulo de visión y la
profundidad de campo son extremos, forzando
su definición canónica en la representación de la
arquitectura, con pérdida de legibilidad de los
valores funcionales de la arquitectura pero
ganando en posibilidades plásticas y ópticas de
su representación, en su capacidad de evocación
o de aportación de nuevos significados. Gracias
al dispositivo ideado para su exhibición en la
sala, parecen reconciliarse esos dos tiempos y
esos dos espacios de creación de la imagen
(toma y recepción), en un elegante salto
metaléptico.
El propio autor reconoce la relación entre el
contenido, medio y dispositivo de exposición, al
enfrentar aspectos del lenguaje fotográfico con
la propia definición de la fotografía; para él la
obra plantea un dilema entre la representación y
la interpretación que resuelve con la:

la propia materia (papel) que recibe la obra
como soporte.
Grijalvo se aproxima al salto metaléptico a
través de la manipulación de la fotografía en sus
aspectos materiales y la naturaleza objetual del
soporte-papel (en consecuencia, una relación de
escala muy concreta respecto al productor y al
receptor de la obra, que no facilita la inmersión
en el espacio representado).

“Relación entre elementos inscritos en la
propia imagen y elementos que están en la
sala; la propia memoria o asociación de
ideas. También la relación entre los
elementos que aparecen inscritos en la
imagen y la 'fisicidad' que ocupa la propia
imagen: el soporte, la puesta en escena, la
escala; lo que provoca esa imagen en el
espacio (con la iluminación, sombras,
proyecciones).” 9

Patrick Grijalvo10, Serie Photography as
object (2014)
PH101 es una fotografía de formato medio y
proporción cuadrada, enmarcada. Ese marco
refuerza la autonomía de la obra y su
pertenencia al mundo de la representación
ilusionista, pero al tratar de comprender su
lógica como imagen, esta convicción se viene
abajo: lo que aparenta ser un espacio
arquitectónico es un espacio paradójico,
imposible. Sólo siguiendo el perfilado negro de
los planos (los representados pero también los
reales) podemos deconstruir nuestra propia
percepción y reconocer la acción del autor sobre
9

http://oralmemories.com/aitor-ortiz/ consultado 8/06/2015.
Patrik Grijalvo, Bilbao, 1984. Formado como artista en la facultad de
Bellas Artes, especializado en Imagen Audiovisual y Fotografía, vive y
trabaja en Bilbao.
10

Fig. 2: Patrik Grijalvo, PH101 (150 x 150 x 12 cm) Fotografía tomada
con cámara analógica Hasselblad de formato medio, con película TMax, digitalizada e impresa sobre papel Hahnemühle Fine Art Photo
Rag con tintas pigmentadas y montadas en marco de arquitecto de
roble americano con metacrilato como protección. Cortesía de Patrik
Grijalvo.
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La fotografía es aquí, materialmente, un
papel contenedor de imágenes, y como tal, es
posible incidir en él mediante operaciones
materiales: corte, superposición, plegado,
rasgado… Lo que hace Grijalvo es poner en
relación estas operaciones con el contenido de
la imagen a través de la geometría (implícita en
la arquitectura y también en su representación),
reivindicando la autonomía de la obra desde la
representación fotográfica de la arquitectura.
Sus trabajos son creaciones a partir de
fotografías de arquitectura. Se aproxima al
collage más que ningún otro artista de los que
estamos viendo en el sentido de que se
mantiene dentro del campo de la representación
plana, aunque las acciones que lleva a cabo en
la imagen no serían posibles sin la intervención
de elementos que se encuentran en el espacio. Y
a través del collage (cortar y pegar, aún en
planos
superpuestos),
Grijalvo
consigue
deshacer la coherencia de la imagen y la lógica
espacial que encontraba en el referente
(arquitectónico).
La manipulación tridimensional del papel
que sirve de soporte a la imagen fotográfica le
permite introducir materialmente —de una
manera no-ilusionista— el espacio en su
representación, de tal modo que ante sus
fotografías no podemos establecernos en el
espacio representado (no podemos penetrar del
todo en la imagen), aunque sí late la apelación a
hacerlo, y ese juego entre la presencia y el signo
termina en tablas en el plano del cuadro,
denotado en la aparición del reverso de la
imagen (en algunas de sus obras).

destrucción del patrimonio arquitectónico del
rural americano. Sobre una base fotográfica
apropiada, la imagen se pliega a la
representación tridimensional de los elementos
en proceso de destrucción, y luego se presenta
como fotografía.

Fig. 3: Ofra Lapid, Serie Broken Houses (2010-11)
Edición de 5 + 2 AP. Impresión digital sobre papel con calidad de
archivo.

Ofra Lapid11, Broken Houses (2010-11),
Broken assembled Houses
Ofra Lapid ha desarrollado este proyecto
Broken Houses Series (2010-11) a partir de las
fotografías apropiadas (encontradas en un
conocido portal de fotografía aficionada) que
documentaban meticulosamente el proceso de
degradación de edificios abandonados en el
medio rural de Dakota del Norte en los Estados
Unidos. Ofra Lapid usó estas fotos como
referencia para sus maquetas, que construye y
refotografía.
La fotografía se conforma como objeto en
la estabilización de un momento efímero de la
11

Ofra Lapid, Tel Aviv, 1982. Vive y trabaja en Nueva York. Formada en
Arte en París, Tel Aviv y Nueva York. http://www.canalplus.fr/cemissions/c-ms-l-oeil-de-links/pid7534-l-emission.html?vid =943465
consultado 8/06/2015.
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Fig. 4: Ofra Lapid, Serie Broken Houses (2010-11) House nº 17
(30 x 36 cm) Edición de 5 + 2 AP. Impresión digital sobre papel con
calidad de archivo.

Rastreando sus procesos de trabajo
podemos ver la relación con la fotografía
canónica de arquitectura (plana, frontal, que
describe el edificio según sus vistas principales),
aquí oculta en la acumulación de toda clase de
ricas texturas que se encuentra en los edificios
en decadencia en cualquier lugar del mundo.
Aquí la fotografía sirve para reconstruir algo
que está roto, para prestar atención a lo que
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normalmente no recibe mirada alguna y para
poner en valor una forma de paisaje en
desaparición que se percibe indirectamente y a
kilómetros de distancia (a través de internet).

resorte que activa su proceso creativo en el
espacio público: en el proyecto Homage to the
lost spaces (2012), Hewson utiliza imágenes
cotidianas, tomadas en el interior del estudio
que compartía con su hermano y otros
compañeros, para crear una especie de
homenaje a un tiempo y un lugar que había
conocido y que también estaba a punto de
desaparecer.
Las imágenes, impresas a gran tamaño y
dispuestas sobre un plano arquitectónico de
referencia para su recepción en el espacio
público, se establecen abierta y rotundamente
en un espacio con el que se ponen en relación,
tanto a nivel discursivo como material y
visualmente.

Fig. 4: Ofra Lapid, Broken Assembled House nº 17 (60 x 80 x 40 cm)
Impresión digital sobre madera sobre una base de MDF. Cortesía de
Ofra Lapid.

El salto metaléptico es aquí un poco
peculiar, porque no tiene lugar la presencia de
la imagen en el espacio desde sus propios
códigos, sino por su inmersión (minuciosa,
técnicamente cercana a los “trabajos manuales”)
o plegamiento a una forma tridimensional que a
su vez se deriva de esas imágenes.

Mike Hewson12, Homage to the lost spaces
(2012)
La demolición inminente de un edificio
histórico en el vecindario del estudio en el que
trabajaba Mike Hewson en Nueva Zelanda es el
12

Mike Hewson, 1985 Dunedin, Nueva Zelanda. Formado como
ingeniero. Vive y trabaja en Nueva York.

Fig. 5: Mike Hewson, Homage to the lost spaces (government life
building studio series), 2012 (hasta 5.0 x 2.4 m) Técnica mixta.
Localización: crammer courts, cnr kilmore & Montreal ave,
christchurch, CBD, Nueva Zelanda. Cortesía de Mike Hewson.

La imagen se deforma en anamorfosis para
favorecer un punto de vista desde el que se
entiende la fotografía como proyección en un
plano del cuadro virtual. Sin embargo, en
combinación con los elementos reales (y sus
perspectivas no-estabilizadas), sus imágenes
fotográficas producen un cierto extrañamiento
que reta a la percepción del espacio y a su
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comprensión:
aquí
el
mecanismo
de
ficcionalización (la planitud del objeto
fotográfico) se reconstruye y se hace explícito
pero no desde sí mismo, sino en función de un
observador virtual situado en un punto concreto
del espacio público, que es exterior a la imagen.
El salto entre niveles se produce a través de esa
restitución que introduce el plano de la
representación fotográfica (por anamorfosis) en
el lugar en el que no se espera. Es decir: ante los
ojos se representa un espacio interior
(“cóncavo”) sobre un soporte que es un diedro
convexo, y esa contradicción se resuelve en un
plano virtual que se hace visible desde un único
punto de vista.
“Mucho de lo que me gusta hacer consiste
simplemente en mostrarle a la gente algo
que ya está allí, pero de una manera que les
obliga a observarlo con otra luz y bajo otra
perspectiva'' 13.
***
En todos estos trabajos hay una reflexión
sobre el plano de la representación, que
encuentra su definición por negación (desde la
ausencia, como en los trabajos anamórficos de
Mike Hewson). Todos estos autores trabajan con
ilusiones perceptivas de forma más o menos
13

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/mysterious-words-by-theharbour-hold-up-their-audience-20130801-2r1vj.html#ixzz3chcIwcTL
consultado 8/06/2015.

declarada. Todos ellos buscan la superación de
los límites estrictos que impone la condición
plana de la representación fotográfica.
Preocupaciones comunes y soluciones
similares se pueden detectar en otras obras de
la trayectoria de todos ellos: Ofra Lapid ha
trabajado en la instalación de fotografías de
espacios interiores a escala natural (Living
Room, 2009); algunas obras de Aitor Ortiz se
pueden aproximar al concepto de maqueta
fotográfica (Amorfosis 001, 2008); Mike Hewson
trabaja en la representación arquitectónica de
una manera parecida a como Ofra Lapid trabaja
en las maquetas: ambos utilizan un soporte
tridimensional (el primero a escala natural,
Lapid a pequeña escala) para recibir las
imágenes
impresas
en
papel,
ambos
restituyendo una realidad en proceso de pérdida
o decadencia. Y todos ellos trabajan sobre el
papel y su disposición en el espacio, aunque
tengamos que ampliar el concepto de materia
“papel” como soporte a otros materiales más
sólidos y duraderos, igualmente laminares
(como el aluminio en Aitor Ortiz o la lona vinílica
en Mike Hewson).
En cualquier caso, y es algo que constituye
la motivación de este artículo, ese plano de la
representación es un elemento constitutivo del
trabajo fotográfico, y en estos casos no sirve de
límite entre dos mundos separados, sino que, en
su salto metaléptico, los une e integra.
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“Oneiric communication” as a way of constructing one’s identity.
Around Richard Kwietniowski’s Flames of Passion
Ewelina Twardoch
“[E]very person has a star, every star has a friend, and for
every person carrying a star there is someone else who reflects it, and
everyone carries this reflection like a secret confidante in the heart.”
Orhan Pamuk, Snow

Abstract
The aim of the paper is to introduce the issue of process of communication and the problem of
onirism in the Ryszard Kwietniowski’s short movie Flames of passion from 1989. Richard Kwietniowski is
the British movie director, but his family come from Poland. “Flames of passion” is one of his short
movies, inspired by a not very well-known silent movie under the same title from 1922, directed by
another British director, Graham Cutts, and also influenced by Provencal lyric poetry. In the paper is
considered the possibility of existing the process of communication between movie’s subjects – the
mysterious main characters of the film. Communication act is understood not as established process of
transmitting the information/statement, but – following the thesis of Tomas Goban-Klas – as a game
between the subjects. Onirism is in the paper introduced in the context of psychoanalytical
interpretation of the subject and identity (Freud, Lacan), and the vision of dreams, and such
understanding allows the author to create the category of unconscious/oneiric communication. The
paper considers the place and role of the subject in such kind of communication and how it influences
and determines the process of individual’s identity creating. Onirism is therefore understood in the
analysis not only as a surrealistic, dreamy reality, but first of all as a state of mind. Moreover, in the
paper is considered the epistemological potential of photography, which in the movie is a trigger to
communicate. The author takes into consideration also another important factor of communication –
narcissistic paradigm which creates the moment of characters’ meting and understanding. In reference
to the movie it is rather better to talk about the deformation of traditional communication, than about
communication itself (it is the conclusion of the paper). Such kind of communication is also confirmed
by particular movie technique – montage, shots, etc.
Keywords: communication,
narcissism.

onirism,

Richard

Introduction
One may say that an attempt to look at
communication through the prism of onirism is
actually a negation of the possibility of the
existence of an actual act of communication and
that a juxtaposition of those two notions may
function only as an oxymoron. Therefore, it
appears necessary to at least briefly present the
accepted understanding of communication and
onirism which I use, so that the validity of
applying
the
category
of
“oneiric
communication” in general, and further also in
www.journalonarts.org

Kwietniowski,

photography,

psychoanalysis,

relation to Richard Kwietniowski’s movie,
becomes clearer.
To me, in the analysis of the process of
communicating (oneirically), of significance will
be mainly the issue of the subject’s identity and
the influence of this process on shaping the
character’s identity and revealing certain
elements of the character’s psyche as a result of
accepting or creating the perspective of an
oneiric vision.
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a) Subject in the process of communication
The communication process assumes first
and foremost transmission of the meaning of
given information. One should add here that the
information should be either the means or the
place of the meaningful purpose (in an
unambiguous and the clearest possible way) of
the message (Loska, 2004, 206). For
understanding to occur, the message must have
the sender and the receiver; both should be able
to move within the semantic network of the
other party to the act of communication.
Obviously, communication depends on the
context in which the message is sent. The
background, against which the act of
communication occurs, usually allows us to limit
the field of reception and interpretation of the
meaning of given information (understood here
broadly: as a mere transfer of certain facts or as
an only emotional message). The element which
is indispensable in the context and which
simultaneously
constitutes
the
act
of
communication is, above all, the conscious
presence of the sender’s intentions (Loska, 2004,
207). Quoting the article’s authors, we may also
name the process of communication in the
following way: “information transmission
(preparing
information
for
transmission,
transmitting it through a medium, and receiving
information from a medium) and information
processing (understanding the meaning of
information and integrating it into a mental
model)” (Dennis, Fuller, Valacich, 2008, 576).
However, if we omit the binary method of
perceiving communication by accepting Tomasz
Globan-Klas’s proposition that we treat the act
of communication more like a relationship
between people, similar to personal relations
formed between participants of the same game
(Goban-Klas, 1990,16), it may transpire that the
context is only relatively stable and that the
conscious presence of the subject in the act of
communication is implemented only partially or
eliminated altogether. The communicated
message, as a result of various procedures (for
instance, differently interpreted rules of the
“game” or different expectations of the
“players”), may depart from its original
application; it may also become independent of
the players’ intentions, assume a completely
different form and a completely different tone
than the ones in the message prototype.
In the most general terms, occurrence of a
clear act of communication, concordant with the
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original assumptions, is very unlikely. Even if we
do not assume interference of any irrational
elements in communication, it will probably be,
to a lesser or greater extent, disturbed, and the
function of the subject will be deformed, as a
subject unable to send a meaningful and
precisely tailored message cannot be called a
“pure subject.” Therefore, in order to speak of
intersubjective communication, one should
revise his or her expectations connected with
understanding between individuals and examine
those levels of communication which by
definition do not take into consideration the
possibility of existence of a conscious emotional
and intellectual connection between the
participants.
b) Onirism in psychoanalytical understanding; its
influence on the act of communication
Therefore, is it possible to perform an act of
communication within the presumed sphere of
the structure of unconsciousness determining a
potential communicative situation? Is it possible
in a situation when, as I have assumed, even the
structure of consciousness does not give us a
“clear” communicative result? According to the
binary model, it would be unattainable (the act
would be unreliable because not conducted in
the state of full consciousness). However, if one
follows the theory of psychoanalysis, one will
see that unconscious processes influence human
perception,
understanding
of
meanings,
reactions; that the processes belonging to
consciousness and that even this set of feelings
and
behaviors
which
we
ascribe
to
consciousness are marked by unconscious
elements. In Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan’s
version (in contrast with Descartes’s still selfconscious subject-reason being the basis of
cognition), the subject is always unconscious of
the self and of his or her own products, does not
know what he or she is or says (Markowski, 2006,
67), because “we are locked in the world of our
mental images” (Jung, 1996, 66; own translation –
E. T.), which, as the mental apparatus has a
trophic aspect and thus is composed of the
spheres of consciousness, subconsciousness and
unconsciousness, do not depend on human will
and cannot be fully tamed by man and thus
comprehended
(Markowski,
2006,
49-51).
Therefore, one may conclude that the act of
communication may be only more or less
conscious. Transfer of information or an
emotional message in an invariably unstable
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context, filtered through the psyches of both the
sender and the receiver, can never be
implemented in its pure form, although we can
consider such a message as one which can take
place if we take into account the specifics of
human mental processes and if we notice their
profound
influence
on
the
way
of
communicating and the consequences for the
message which result from them.
Psychoanalysis has also left the theory of
dream understood as one of mental processes
which transforms concealed thoughts into overt
dreams (Freud, 1982, 236). Psychoanalysts did
not treat oneiric visions as irrational (mystical)
elements in man but as one of the signs of
mental activity. Analysis of dreams was to help
discover and explain the reason for neuroses or
disorders in the functioning of the mental
apparatus; also, to Freud, the structure of dream
and neurosis remained analogical (Freud, 1982,
251), which was changed by Carl Gustav Jung,
who stated that dreams were the greatest
reservoir of archetypes and thus very precious to
the development of culture (Jung, 1988, 18-102).
Dream appears to influence communication
in a similar way as mental processes occurring in
reality do, as in both cases one should take into
consideration the trophic aspect of human
psyche and the influence of unconsciousness on
perception and cognition. Therefore, I do not
believe that the act of communication taking
place in a dream may be implemented to a no
lesser degree than in reality. Consequently, to
me, communication in the oneiric sphere does
not have an oxymoronic flavor, and
communication and the oneiric perspective are
not mutually exclusive.
However, the difference is that in dreams
suppressed
and
repressed
needs
and
experiences have more possibilities of being
voiced. Moreover, Freud differentiates between
the visible message of dream and the “thought,”
stating that what we remember from our dreams
is only part of their actual message, the
translation of suppressed thoughts onto their
other level, more visible and impossible to be
experienced in reality (Freud, 1982, 241). Hence
the fact that frequently certain experiences and
desires do not come to fore even in the available
dream matter deeply in human mind. Obviously,
in dream we are less controlled by social and
cultural conventions, and fantastical visions and
frequent, broadly understood deformations
connected with them gain the status of

popularly understood reality. The difference may
also occur within the context of a given situation
as it may assume shapes which it would not have
in reality. It may be less tamed but it is also
difficult to state whether it would also have to
be less stable, as oneiric visions have their own
logic and their own laws of probability
(understood even according to Descartes’s idea).
It is also worth adding that according to the
theory of psychoanalysis, the status of the
subject in the act of communication in oneiric
reality does not undergo violent changes. After
all, he or she is as unconscious of himself or
herself as well as his or her own epistemological
and perceptive situation as in communication in
reality. Frequently the degree of the taming of
oneiric space-time is to him or her no greater
than in reality. Nevertheless, it appears that the
diegesis, from the oneiric perspective, assumes
creational abilities of the subject at a higher
level, as all events must be filtered through his
or her psyche, through each of its aspects, and
the major role is played here by the sphere of
“id.”
The oneiric perspective, according to which
I would like to examine the act of
communication taking place (with any
abovementioned conclusions connected with
the possibility of the occurrence of an act of
communication in mind) in the movie Flames of
Passion by Richard Kwietniowski, remains
identical with the oneiric vision, understood in
terms of psychoanalysis as a special state of
mind, not surrealistic (assuming an irrational
juxtaposition of regular objects, creating a new
aspect of reality, also subject to the nature of
dream). This differentiation might seem
unnecessary as both methods must analyze the
logic which governs oneiric visions, although
psychoanalysis moves the balance point to the
subject taking part in communication and, by
making it the dominant, makes reality registered
and shaped from its perspective. On the other
hand, the mere way of shaping space-time
treated as a completely autonomous creation
frequently becomes fundamental to surrealistic
concepts. To me, the influence of the condition
of the subject presented in the movie on the way
of shaping the movie’s diegesis, their mutual
relationships and analogies between them,
constructed from the protagonist’s perspective,
will be the most significant.
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Photography as a prelude to the world of
illusion
The oneiric form of communication in
Flames of Passion, so far assumed only
hypothetically,
should
become
more
understandable and visible after an analysis of
the way the two (initial assumption) characters
of the movie contact each other. Flames of
Passion is a short movie from 1989. Its author,
Richard Kwietniowski, is a British movie director,
but his family come from Poland. Flames of
Passion is one of his short movies, inspired by a
not very well-known silent movie under the
same title from 1922, directed by another British
director, Graham Cutts, and also influenced by
Provencal lyric poetry.
It is difficult for me to determine the
establishing scene of the origin of such contact,
which may be caused by the fact that the short
movie by Kwietniowski is characterized by its
brief, fragmentary plot composed of seven
impressions (seven days of passion) of a certain
feeling or, as the quite ironic title of the work
suggests (given that this phrase has its origins in
the conventional imagery of Provencal lyric
poetry), “flames of passion.” It is easily
observable that the reason for the nameless
protagonist’s experience of passion (for the
record, I will call the character “A”) is his
discovery of pictures of a man (character “B”) in
a photo booth at the station. The medium of
photography for a long time remains to A the
basis for meeting B and thus it appears to
determine the character of their relationship in
general. In the present text, in the analysis of the
functions of photography, I will place emphasis
mainly on its mimetic function; more specifically,
on its ability to create illusions.
Richard C. Allen states that photography
creates reproductive illusion, which is able to
register and also create illusion, concealing the
actual status of the presented object (Allen,
1999, 286). To Allen, also the cognitive aspect of
photography, the degree enabled by a
photograph to which we can trust our cognition,
is important. The author believes that the
epistemological function of photography is not
necessary,
although
illusion
which
we
experience by means of it undoubtedly drives a
wedge between thought and perception (Allen,
1999, 292). Moreover, to Allen, in the process of
perception our visions and the expression of one
thing through another one (not becoming aware
of the falsehood within the representation itself)
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are inseparable from thinking; therefore, sensual
and rational perception does not yield to
illusion. In Flames of Passion illusion, which is
always in a way carried by photographic
representations, appears to remain unnoticed by
A. The moment he finds the photographs of the
mysterious man, he starts looking for him.
Whenever he is on the platform, he appears to
be looking out for B; he believes he will find the
man also outside the photographs. During their
first “real” encounter, A is rather surprised but
he quickly decides to come closer, rather
intimately and in a way definitely implying
familiarity. Meanwhile, we cannot be sure that
the man in the photograph exists in reality and
is not a mere projection created on the basis of
the photograph in A’s mind. Let us take a closer
look at B himself: he appears for the first time as
a photographed person and remains one for
quite a long time, stuck in A’s imagination. He is
introduced into the movie as a “real” person also
through a number of conventional ways of
estheticization; he is rather blurred and
surrounded by brighter light. B’s disappearance
is inexplicable, accidental and sudden (just as
his appearance) and, in spite of the passionate
kiss, the protagonists later continue to
communicate by means of the photograph,
perpetuating the illusion. It is also very telling
that in Flames of Passion we do not see the
context of the meeting (we only know that for
seven consequent days A visits the station and
gets on the train) nor a broader description of
reality; we only see those aspects in which A
participates.
Moreover, the contact takes place by means
of a preset, tamed code, which is not language,
but this lack of verbal communication appears to
be crucial in the act of communication. First,
oneiric reality is usually discovered by means of
images, as words are probably an insufficient
medium to communicate certain messages.
Negating the verbal aspect of communication
may, however, also be a sign of an attempt to
establish as real contact as possible, not
depending on linguistic conventions which limit
understanding. Jacques Lacan said that
unconsciousness is subjective disinheritance in
language, language which man cannot control
and to which thus he or she has to subject
(Markowski, 2006, 64). The only words spoken in
the movie assume a graphic form and the
images-signs appearing in the movie in the form
of photography and sign language become a
code. In case of sign language we also witness an
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unusual phenomenon, as gestures are presented
to the main character… in pictures. Interestingly,
he believes in the reality of photography to such
an extent that he buys a book explaining sign
language. The linguistic code (conventional,
tamed) is thus changed into a system of signs
which A must decipher. Therefore, it appears
that the model based on inference, not the
semiotic code system, becomes closer to the
communicative situation. According to James
Peterson, this model allows for capturing the
innovative form of avant-garde movies
(Peterson, 1999, 160).
One should also add that the two meetings
of the characters take place in accordance with a
certain pre-arranged ritual. Each time they kiss,
which is preceded by B’s losing his contact lens,
looking for it, and by shaking hands, in which the
lens is presumably crushed. Those symbolic
gestures may be interpreted in various ways;
however, in my opinion, they show the greatly
passionate
form
of
interpersonal
communication, some kind of blindness,
limitation of perceptive and cognitive abilities
(lack of the use of language).
It also appears that lyrical intimacy so
quickly established between the characters
suggests their pre-conscious “acquaintance.” It
is doubtful that they could have known one
another earlier if they are only able to
communicate by means of photographs left in
the booth. Therefore, they sense some
subconscious connection; B may also be an
oneiric projection by A, resulting from his
memories of the real B. If we assume that the
situation takes place in reality, the characters’
contact appears completely inexplicable and B,
surrounded by a supernatural aura in the movie,
appears to play the role of a magician or a spirit.
In oneiric space-time the illusion of photography
and the oddity of the contact may be explained
by means of the protagonist’s memories, wishes
or fantasies.
The presented space-time also appears to
be constructed in oneiric stylistics. However, we
do not encounter here any surrealistic
juxtaposition of the elements of reality, but slow
movements of the camera, frequently with soft
editing, unreal lighting combined with smoke
going up during the meetings, slow rhythm,
freeze-frames. The world is not deformed, it
does not implement iconography characteristic
of science-fiction or fantasy movies, but, by
means of filmic measures, signals that the

presented reality is not known from common
experience. The construction of space-time in
Kwietniowski’s work thus remains commensurate
with the shape which the filmed communicative
situation receives. In other words, the world
appears to be recorded through the eyes of the
main character: we can only see this part of
space which is important to A. The camera’s way
along the stairs suggests that the character has
taken them, the space of the station is also
presented in a very cursory manner (there are no
panoramic shots), reduced to A’s immediate
surroundings. Even the train is “composed” only
of the door through which the protagonist enters
the compartment in which he sits down.
Therefore, both on the factual level of the movie
and on the level of the symbolic dimension of
image, we remain within the area of A’s
observations and feelings. Narration structured
in this way is typically subjective narration from
the point of view of the character ().

The self and “the other.” The narcissistic
paradigm
Narcissism has been widely discussed on
the
level
of
psychoanalysis.
Popularly
understood as egoistic love for oneself,
according to psychoanalysts, it has its origins in
suffering, unfulfilled or lost love, as a result of
which feelings are transferred from the loved
object to oneself (Brown, 1997, 643-648).
However, the loved “self” is always perceived as
an alter ego, someone else is subconsciously
projected, even if his or her form is not fully
crystallized. The phenomenon of projecting “the
other” by the subject, who in this way has lost
part of his or her identity, has been divided and
remains an incomplete identity, as well as
narcissism are connected with making reality
unreal (Jankun-Dopartowa, 2001, 61). By
analyzing the character of Locke/Robertson in
The Passenger directed by Antonioni, Krzysztof
Loska states that the “other” becomes to the
protagonist the carrier of all values and wishes
and that the “hallucinatory immersion in the
other is based on the rejection of one’s identity
and the transgression of one’s ego” (Loska, 208;
own translation – E. T.). This statement might
also characterize actions taken by A from
Kwietniowski’s movie.
When A appears on the screen for the first
time, he is presented to the viewer as a dull
person, conventionally dressed, not showing any
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emotions (interestingly and according to my
previous theses that the movie’s space-time is
perceived by the viewer through the main
character’s eyes, the world is presented
analogically to A: the colorless space of the
station, conventionalized characters with their
schematic, non-dynamic movements). A’s
identity begins to show only after he meets B.
The development of the character’s emotional
sphere is inseparably connected to “the other.”
Only after meeting B does the director show us
the protagonist deliberately and joyfully
smoking a cigarette in a non-smoking
compartment, paying attention to his fellow
passengers reading Keats’s book of poems or Iris
Murdoch’s novel The Italian Girl. During the
contact with the other character, A’s need for
closeness is revealed. It might also be the need
for fulfilment connected with his homosexual
orientation. The subject clearly looks for his
complement, which may be suggested also by
the symbolic act of joining the characters’ hands
or by the doubled image of embracing lovers
shown at the end of the movie. At the beginning
of the essay I said that the presence of two
characters in Kwietniowski’s movie was stated
only tentatively. Of course, this notion is
unjustified as both men’s appearances are
clearly different from one another and there is
no evident basis to identify those two characters
as one. However, as I have mentioned before, A’s
identity appears to develop and to be
complemented by means of B. What is more, this
process does not occur the other way around, as
B appears only as a hazy spectrum, the reality is
not presented from his perspective and it is
difficult to say what feelings he might have for A.
Mariola Jankun-Dopartowa states that the main
characteristics of the narcissistic paradigm are
“attempts at reducing senses,” and, as a result, a
stereotypical and fragmentary approach toward
reality, trivial poetization of events as well as
presentation of the world conventionally made
unreal by means of applying “long shots, hazy
symbols, moodiness” (Jankun-Dopartowa, 61;
own translation – E. T.). All of the characteristics
can be easily found in Flames of Passion.
Accepting the narcissistic paradigm would
additionally explain A’s attempts to complement
his own identity, his search for the cohesion of
his psyche and subjective identity, which can
only occur as a result of closeness with another
person or one’s alter ego. The narcissistic
perspective is characterized by sharper focus on
one’s own needs and emotions as well as by the
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sensed primacy of identity over the surrounding
reality (Jankun-Dopartowa, 60), while an
excellent background for its occurrence remains
space-time made unreal, e.g. by means of an
oneiric vision.

Deformation of the process of
communication? Conclusion
If we assume, just as in the present article,
that in the act of communication the
interlocutors’ identities interact (also in case of
nonverbal communication), one should accept
that in Flames of Passion this process has been
disrupted, deformed, a shift has occurred in it. It
is mainly caused by the fact that shaping the
identity pertains to only one of the persons, and
if we were to accept my theses of the existence
of the “other self” and of the implemented
narcissistic paradigm, one may conclude that the
act of communication occurs in the movie only
between one split identity. The relationship
between the self and “the other self” occurs in a
reality made unreal and photographic illusion
has been used as a medium being an agent in
the act of communication. Those notions, on the
other hand, lead to the conclusion that
connection between the two poles of the
character’s identity may only occur in the oneiric
perspective, allowing one to explore his or her
own self and reveal secret wishes and
experiences.
The movie’s subject is shaped through
mystification, illusive perception, elements of
game, “which, as a matter of fact, lead to the
equation of illusion and reality” (Loska, 209; own
translation – E. T.). The spheres of reality and
dream merge and complement one another, just
as A’s identity and the identity of “the other self”
do. Reality is presented to us and shaped as the
movie’s diegesis, analogically to the main
character’s psyche; therefore, we encounter here
parallelism of the structures of the micro- and
the macro-world. The world surrounding the
subject depends on the degree to which this
subject’s identity is shaped and to which this
subject is complete. The peculiar narration is
conducted from the perspective of the
characters; the place, time and even the
characters and their appearance reflect the
current condition of A’s identity. Introspection of
the protagonist’s psyche implies the process of
inspecting reality – it does not allow us to access
those elements of space-time which do not
define or pertain to A in any way.
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Here one should consider, for the last time
in the present essay, what communication we
encounter in Kwietniowski’s movie or rather
between whom and whom (what) it occurs.
Therefore, it might be an attempt to reach
fullness in a dichotomous identity (a narcissistic
identity or one projecting “the other”) as well as
understanding between the individual and
reality, to find, by means of an alleged or
genuine (it does not matter) feeling his or her
place in the world, which, as might be suggested
by the last caption in the movie, has been at
least partially found. However, one may also
interpret
Kwietniowski’s
movie
as
an
epistemological study of man in the era of
audiovisual media, which problematizes the
relationship between a human creature’s
identity and space-time to which he or she
belongs.
Regardless of which of the proposed
interpretation keys we accept, it is difficult to

ignore the functioning of the oneiric level
determining the process of communication
taking place in the movie. It allows us to perceive
the act of communication as possible and
important, not rejecting the distance toward the
events. It also implies the necessity of examining
the subject taking part in the process of
communication and the process of shaping the
protagonist’s identity as a result of strongly-felt
experiences. Therefore, I think that the structure
of oneiric space-time and including in it the fate
of some peculiar intimate relationship do not
cause
deformation
of
the
presented
communication in Richard Kwietniowski’s Flames
of Passion, which gives new possibilities of
analyzing such understanding, even ones taking
into consideration the achievements of
psychoanalysis. Therefore, it is a filmic
representation of a subversive communication
model rather than its negation.
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Oscillations of Otherness: Disinterestedness and the Capacity of Affect
in Trinh T. Minh-ha’s Reassemblage
Andie E. Shabbar
Abstract
This paper explores the affective capacity of Trinh T. Minh-ha’s experimental documentary,
Reassemblage: Fire Light to the Screen. Examining Trinh’s unconventional use of sound and image, I
argue that Reassemblage’s disruptive aesthetics have the affective capacity to produce, rather than
represent, new subjectivities wherein the line between subject/object, filmmaker/viewer, self/other, and
insider/outsider begin to dissolve. In so doing, the paper builds an unlikely theoretical alliance between
Gilles Deleuze’s delineation of affect, the Kantian notion of disinterestedness, and feminist scholarship
on aesthetics. Paying particular attention to the space in-between an interested and disinterested
aesthetic approach, the paper stresses that one must engage in an oscillation of otherness in order to
reconsider both the distance and proximity between self and other.
Keywords: Trinh T. Minh-ha, aesthetics, affect theory, disinterestedness, feminist film theory,
experimental film, feminist art philosophy.

1. Introduction
“Truth and meaning: the two are likely
equated with one another. Yet what is put
forth as truth is nothing more than a
meaning. And what persists between the
meaning of something and its truth is the
interval, a break without which meaning
would be fixed and truth congealed”– Trinh.
T. Minh-ha 1
The experimental film Reassemblage: Fire
Light to the Screen, by Vietnamese filmmaker
and feminist theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha, is a work
that
calls
into
question
conventional
documentary aesthetics that engage in
processes of othering. Shot in Senegal in 1981
(released 1982), the film uses various editing
techniques in unexpected ways to expose
colonialist
undercurrents
in
traditional
ethnographic
filmmaking
practices.
In
Reassemblage, montages are disordered,
voiceovers repetitious, scenes reoccur with slight
difference, the narrative is non-linear or absent,
and music is interspersed with intervals of
silence; all of which serve to interrupt the
spectator’s passive gaze.
As the audience
1
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navigates their way around Reassemblage’s
disorienting aesthetic in search of narrative, the
question that arises is not what the meaning of
the film is, but who assigns meaning and how.
Likewise, this paper answers not what
Reassemblage is about, but, rather, what it does.
That is, I argue that Reassemblage’s disruptive
aesthetics have the affective capacity to
produce,
rather
than
represent,
new
subjectivities wherein the line between
subject/object, filmmaker/viewer, self/other,
and insider/outsider begin to dissolve. In so
doing, the paper builds an unlikely theoretical
alliance between Gilles Deleuze’s delineation of
affect, the Kantian notion of disinterestedness,
and feminist scholarship on aesthetics.
The bulk of feminist scholarship on
aesthetics
critiques
Immanuel
Kant’s
disinterested approach to art, arguing that there
cannot be a separation between subjective
political interests and works of art (Eaton 2008;
Lauter 1990). Nonetheless, this paper follows the
trajectory of feminist theorists who revisit
principles of disinterestedness anew (Brand
1998; Daniels 2008). Beyond revitalizing
disinterestedness as a useful tool for feminist
aesthetics, the paper treads new territory; I
claim, the oscillation between interest and
disinterest is the condition necessary for an
affective, and, therefore, more politically
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nuanced, art encounter. Ultimately, the paper
stresses that Reassemblage’s affective aesthetics
produces new ways of thinking, feeling, and
being with/as/through the self and other.

2. Disrupting Representations of Otherness
Conventional ethnographic documentary
film uses a particular set of filming and postproduction techniques to authenticate its
representations of a culture. Trinh explains:
Lip-synchronous sound is validated as the
norm; it is a “must”—not so much in
replicating reality (this much has been
acknowledged among the fact-makers) as in
“showing real people in real locations at
real tasks.” (Even non-sync sound recorded
in context are considered “less authentic”
because
the
technique
of
sound
synchronization and its institutionalization
use have become “nature” within film
culture.) Real time is thought to be more
“truthful” than filmic time, hence the longtake… and minimal or no editing (change at
the cutting stage is “trickery,” as if montage
did not happen at the stages of conception
and shooting) are declared to be more
appropriate if one is to avoid distortions in
structuring material. The camera is the
switch onto life. Accordingly, the close-up is
condemned for its partiality, while the wide
angle is claimed as more objective because
it includes more in the frame; hence it can
mirror the event-in-context- more faithfully
(Documentary 80).
Wide-angle framing, synchronized image
and sound, talking heads, and authoritative
voiceover narration give the illusion that reality
is captured, rather than constructed. Disrupting
these techniques, Trinh uses sound and image in
startling ways to interrogate traditional
documentary filmmaking practices. Thus,
Reassemblage exposes the artificiality of the film
medium; Trinh challenges the documentary
genre as one that simply delivers truth and
meaning about another culture through “honest”
depictions of reality.
In the opening sequence of the film, African
drumming and a cacophony of voices emanate
from a black screen. Listening to and feeling the
rhythmic texture of the music, a sense of
anticipation arises as we wait for the first image
to appear—one that will correspond with the
sound and provide meaning to what is heard.
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After a minute, the music cuts out unexpectedly,
and the viewer is jolted into silence as the first
series of images colour the screen. Instead of an
image that compliments the previous sound of
drums and voices—such as a scene of people
drumming and dancing—what appears is a
roughly edited montage of everyday day life in a
Senegalese village. Images cut from people
working to children playing as Trinh’s heavily
accented voice disrupts the silence: “Scarcely
twenty years were enough to make two billion
people define themselves as underdeveloped 2. I
do not intend to speak about, just nearby”. The
music continues just as abruptly as it stopped
only to cut out moments later for Trinh’s second
narrative interruption: “A film about what? A film
on Senegal, but what in Senegal?” Reflecting on
this question, our expectations of ethnographic
film surface: we expect an anthropological film
with a coherent narrative to provide objective
knowledge about Senegalese culture. In its
place, fragmented visuals accompanied by nondiegetic sound repeat throughout the fortyminute film, throwing the relationship between
documentary, truth, and representation into
question. Likewise, the dissonance between
sight and sound pull apart the comfortable
ménage à trois between ethnography, reality,
and meaning, making conventional documentary
viewing habits uncomfortable, if not impossible.
Unable to passively sit back and receive
knowledge, viewers become intensely aware of
the film’s form. In this way, Reassemblage
exposes the limitations of documentary
filmmaking practices by revealing both the
filmmaker’s role as well as the spectator’s in
constructing otherness. With documentary film’s
subjective interests exposed, the question of
how to represent the other becomes not only an
aesthetical concern, but also an ethical one.
Beyond challenging representations of
otherness, I argue that Reassemblage’s aesthetic
interruptions have the affective capacity to
produce new subjectivities. Expanding on Baruch
de Spinoza’s distinction between affection
(affectio) and affect (affectus), Gilles Deleuze
(1988) explains that ‘affection’ is the corporeal
trace, the state of the affected body, and ‘affect’
is the movement from one state to another in
the affected body. Unlike emotion, which is
semantically and semiotically formed, affect is a
2

Not accidently, at the time Trinh filmed Reassemblage it had been
twenty years since most African countries became independent
(including Senegal). Thus, here, she speaks to the imposed definitions
on the newly post-colonial Africa.
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visceral impingement on the body, an
incomprehensible sensorial event that escapes
discursive knowledge. Affect operates in excess
off—or beside—linguistic systems and discursive
power. As Carolyn Pedwell and Anne Whitehead
note, “affect thus cannot be reduced to either
‘discourse’ or ‘emotion’, but rather exceeds
these categories…” (116). For Brian Massumi
(2002), affect is ‘a shock to thought’. Similarly, for
Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth “affect
arises in the midst of in-between-ness: in the
capacities to act and be acted upon” (1). Affect,
therefore, is a force, a relational intensity felt
through sensation that changes the body from
one state to another.
As an interruption to the senses,
Reassemblage’s potential to affect manifests
with Trinh’s shocking use of disjointed image
and sound. The film jolts the viewer from a
comfortable place of passivity to an acute
awareness of how otherness is constructed.
Revealing documentary film’s meaning-making
processes, Reassemblage, therefore, has the
affective potential to alter how we come to feel
and know (cultural) difference. Nevertheless,
interruptive aesthetics alone do not guarantee
that Reassemblage’s potential to affect will
actualize. The spectator’s aesthetic approach to
the film is equally important in considering how
affect transpires during the art encounter.

3. The Moment of Disinterestedness
Discussing
different
aesthetic
approaches to art, Kant, in the Critique of
Judgement, remarks that aesthetic judgments,
particularly judgements of beauty, are
‘subjectively universal’. That is, although
judgments of beauty are based on individual
subjective feelings, they also claim universal
validity. According to Kant feelings about beauty
differ from feelings of pleasure in that the
former is disinterested. In other words, while we
seek to possess pleasurable objects, we simply
appreciate beauty even though it does not
appear to have any practical use. Because
individual wants and needs do not come into
play when appreciating beauty, our aesthetic
response is, according to Kant, disinterested and
thus universal.
Kant describes disinterestedness as the
first moment in an aesthetic judgement of
beauty. We first judge an artwork based on
intuitive feeling rather than rational (moral)
thought. This disinterested moment is in

contrast to an interested aesthetic judgement,
which is tied to ethical, social, and political
motivations. Thus, to be disinterested is to
concern oneself only with the form (shape) of an
object and not its sensible content (colour). The
latter, according to Kant, is connected to
collective interests. He states that if we concern
ourselves with ‘agreeables’ such as colour, we
cannot make a judgement of beauty because
these aspects are merely sensuous personal
preferences that, therefore, cannot be
universalized. Thus, in an aesthetic judgement of
beauty, one’s experience or taste must be
traceable to non-sensory aspects (Daniels 201).
Therefore, to be disinterested is to be without
interest in the objects existence; or in another
way, a disinterested approach to art is to take
pleasure in an artwork because we judge it
beautiful, rather than judging it beautiful
because we find it pleasurable (Brand 5,
Burnham
2005).
Importantly
then,
a
disinterested attitude does not exclude pleasure
but rather the desire to posses an object
through conceptualization.
Feminist art philosophy is particularly
critical
of
the
Kantian
notion
of
disinterestedness. At first glance, a disinterested
approach appears to suggest that in order to
make a universal claim of beauty, a universal
subject is necessary. From this perspective, Katy
Deepwell
argues
that
disinterestedness,
therefore, ignores a subject’s positionality and
how one’s social-location (based on gender,
race, class, ability, sexuality) affect an aesthetic
judgement (8). In her words, “Feminism’s critique
of the disinterested observer exposed the
partisan nature of all readings (when that
‘neutral’ figure was identified as white, male and
middle-class), and began to explore how reading
[art] is inevitably informed by political positions”
(8). Thus, for Deepwell, a disinterested attitude
can only be held through a position of privilege
that reinforces gender oppression. In support,
bell hooks contends that any claim to a neutral,
distanced, disinterested mode of perception
glosses over the deeply invested interests and
influences of one’s experience of gender, race,
class, sexuality and ability (116-118).
Estella
Lauter
further claims
that
disinterestedness, like formalism (the practice of
judging artwork based purely on form rather
than context or content), is partial to the male
experience. According to Lauter, formalist
aesthetics are in direct opposition to feminist art
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theory (103). In comparing formalism to feminist
reception theory 3, Lauter genders the former as
male and the latter as female. She claims that a
formalist approach is dependant upon formal
education and artistic training—a criteria that
assumes one has access to these privileges and
the ability to “set time aside from daily life to
perceive art and to cultivate a separate mode of
response (called psychical distance or
disinterestedness) that will allow a momentary
release from life’s pressures” (104). In contrast,
feminist responses to art, writes Lauter, involve
“political, social, religious, economic and
aesthetic sensitivity…” (104, emphasis in
original). Moreover, she declares that, unlike the
aesthetic attitude of disinterestedness, feminist
art theory concerns itself with an artwork’s
potential to empower a particular group of
people. To do so, the interests of both the artist
and art critic are considered in the process of
assessing the work’s artistic value (104).
Alongside Lauter, Marcia Eaton challenges
Kant’s assertion that judgements of beauty are
void of interest. Eaton argues that judgements of
beauty are contextually linked to collective
attitudes and one’s ethical imperative. To
illustrate this point, she refers to Kant’s
characterization of female beauty, which he
describes as as a woman with blonde hair and
blue eyes (Eaton 356). Such, attributes, Eaton
affirms, are deeply invested in interested
notions of gender and race. Ultimately, as Peggy
Brand writes, “The general consensus [amongst
feminists] is that there is no disinterested gazer
of visual images, only one whose gaze is
saturated with interest” (8). A feminist
philosophy on aesthetics, therefore, promotes
and encourages an interested approach to art
and takes one’s positionality and situatedness
into account. In this regard, the content and
context of an artwork is just as important as its
form, if not more so.
In a surprising move, Brand goes against
feminist these critiques of Kantian aesthetics.
She claims that a disinterested approach to art
is not only possible but that it is useful for
feminist theory. Although she acknowledges the
validity of an interested approach to art, she
3

Feminist reception theory, sometimes referred to as just reception
theory and also known as the reader-response approach, gives an
essential role to the viewer (or 'reader'). This approach considers
meaning as something produced, negotiated, or fabricated by an
interaction of between the film and its viewer. In other words,
reception theory analyzes the reading of a text as a communicative
process.
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proposes that a conscious switching between
interest and disinterest is the “fullest and fairest
experience of a work of art” (4). Brand states,
“what I suggest here is a bit of ‘gender treason’the simultaneous endorsement of both authority
and freedom, order and flexibility, objectivity
and subjectivity, and reason and feeling” (10).
Drawing a distinction between a disinterested
attitude and a disinterested attention, she
defines the latter as not a pure disinterested
stance, void of subjective interests, but “only
something approximating it” (13). This stance,
Brand assures, strips away various subjective
‘lenses’ such as race, class, gender and so on
(13). She continues that a disinterested attention
allows one to ‘disengage’ with their emotional
response and free themselves to the intellectual
impressions a work has to offer. Nonetheless,
Brand admits that one cannot fully experience a
work of art with disinterest alone. Instead, she
contends, one must ‘retrieve’ imaginative
interpretations gained from an interested
position in order to add contextual meaning to a
disinterested one. This, she asserts, provides a
richer experience of the artwork (13-14). Brand
maintains that ‘toggling’ between an interested
attention (which she claims is the initial
reaction) and a disinterested attention (the
secondary reaction), is analogous to viewing an
optical illusion—only one type of attention can
be occupied at a time; it is an either/or situation
(10). In a contradictory statement, however, she
claims that an interested attention “may be
interspersed with brief moments or long
intervals of… disinterested attention” (10,
emphasis added). Despite her earlier description
of interest and disinterest as being separate and
consecutive moments, here, she suggests they
occur simultaneously: disinterestedness exists
within interest.
Despite this revelation, Brand strangely
continues to impose a dichotomy between
interest and disinterest. What is more, she
genders this dichotomy as female and male
respectively. Brand states:
The feminist viewer whose tendency is to
adopt a more physically and bodily based
interested stance… may also benefit from
the
lesson
of
undergoing
an
intellectualizing and abstracting process.
Like the viewer with a male gaze, who
undergoes a radical shift by learning to view
with a feminist lens, the feminist who looks
upon [art] formalistically is self-consciously
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and deliberately shedding her feminist lens
to view the work as disinterestedly as
possible (15).
Consequently, Brand implies that a feminist
should not only disassociate intellect from
emotion (if that is at all possible) but that she
would actually benefit from ‘shedding’ her
feminist perspective to adopt a male gaze. This
line of thinking systematically recreates binary
modes of thought where objective/subjective
translates to intellectual/emotional and is
associated with the hierarchal division between
male/female.
Rather
than
following
a
dichotomous logic, as Brand does, I argue that
the boundaries around an interested and
disinterested approach are porous in such a way
that one approach cannot help but leak into the
other. Disinterest and interest, then, are not
oppositional; they cannot be separated; they
exist in interaction, relationality, and oscillation.
Thus, Brand’s notion of ‘toggling’ between
objective and subjective, intellectual and
emotional, and disinterest and interest during
an aesthetic judgement relies on the notion of
stable categories and is, therefore, amiss.
Brand’s insistence that interest and disinterest
occur in discrete moments is informed by her
(mis)reading of Kant’s description of universality.
Unwittingly, she collapses universality into
objectivity writing, “We can attempt to be neutral
and objective, in the spirit of the traditional
notion of disinterestedness…”. However, Kant’s
understanding of universality is more complex.
He does not claim that a viewer is neutral and
objective but that a judgement of beauty is
based on ‘subjective universals’.
Taking a closer look at Kant’s concept of
‘subjective universal judgements’, Paul Daniels
argues that, despite also being subjective,
aesthetic judgements of beauty are universal not
in content but form. More specifically, Daniels
claims that for Kant universality refers not to any
social attitude or location, but to the universal
process of cognition, which then forms
subjective opinion. Daniels writes, “While the
content of subjects may differ, the form of a
judgement is common… It is the validity of this
commonality which Kant supposes justifies our
aesthetic judgements” (207). Put differently, it is
the neurological processes and the force of
perceiving beauty that defines the universal
experience in an aesthetic judgement. With this
in mind, disinterestedness as a universal
judgement is not claiming to be objective, it

simply is. Cerebral processes, the firing of
neurons for example, exit outside of subjective
awareness. Thus, like the relationship between
affect and emotion, as soon as the physiological
pleasure of perceiving is brought into thought it
becomes subjective with a person’s “covert
incentives” (Daniels 202). Although Daniels
interpretation
of
‘subjective
universal
judgments’ is not without problems (such as the
assumption that all subjects share identical
neurological and cognitive faculties) his reading
of ‘subjective universals’ is an interesting
intervention to Brand’s conflation of universality
and objectivity.

4. The Affective Dimensions of
Disinterestedness
In her short but thoughtful chapter,
“Beauty: Machinic Repetition in the Age of Art”,
Melissa McMahon attends to the affective
dimensions of disinterestedness. She explains
that disinterest is commonly misunderstood as
an attitude of disaffection. This, she says, implies
a distance between the viewer and art object.
McMahon clarifies that it is actually an
interested attitude that seeks to put subject and
art objects at a distance. With its moral and
theoretical investments, an interested approach
asks what the art object is, or what it is good for
as a way to assess the appropriate proximity to
the object (6). A disinterested approach, on the
other hand, is unconcerned with such questions,
and, therefore, does not create distance
between the viewer and artwork, but actually
marks its loss (6). Because disinterest is
detached from political investments, the
aesthetic experience is no longer about a
relationship to the object itself; rather, an
aesthetic encounter becomes one of sensation
and affect operating outside cognition. Fittingly,
McMahon writes, “[disinterest is] an encounter
which precisely strips the subject of its habits of
thought” (6). In a disinterested moment, affect is
not attached to the object as a whole but to the
eventfulness of its fragmented attributes (6).
Likewise, I contend that Reassemblage is
affective not as a whole, but through its
fragmentation. Indeed, spaces and people in
Reassemblage are never wholly represented; just
as they come together they move apart. Through
jump cuts that seem to separate one image from
the next, the audience is denied a linear
progression of time and thought, thus revealing
the impossibility of ever capturing the ‘whole’
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(Odin 600). For Trinh these fragmented images or
scenes are not in opposition to a whole but
rather they are “a way of living with difference”
(Framer Framed 156). The fragments exist on
their own as pieces of difference. For instance,
the film’s fragmented non-diegetic sound
interrupts passive, yet interested, spectatorship
by unsaying and momentarily freeing images
from their meaning. Impinging on the senses and
catching the viewer unawares, sound and silence
affect the viewer by their sudden and
unexpected eventfulness. Caught by the film’s
intervals, the viewer is obliged to sense the form
of the film while also attending to content.
Writing on the importance of black screens in
Reassemblage, Jaishree Odin claims, “the
[viewers] need to have momentary blindness or
emptiness in order to enter the reality of the
other” (614). The black screen, or ‘negative
space’, as Trinh calls it, is not absent of meaning
but marked with presence. Accordingly, this
presence or ‘momentary blindness’ is one of
disinterest and interest, where form is called to
the
forefront
through
fragmentation.
Reassemblage’s affective capacity, therefore, is
not generated through an interested attention to
the sequence of images or through a
disinterested attitude toward the intervals of
black screens, but from the space that exists
between aesthetic judgements.
Deleuze’s concept of ‘any-momentswhatever’ provides a useful tool to unfold the
potential of this in-between space. He describes
‘any-moments-whatever’ as a flattening out of
time absent of a linear succession of moments
that move from one privileged point to another.
Instead, any moment is just as any other,
mapped out without attributing specific value to
one instance over another: “when ‘anymoments-whatever’ collide the course of things
follows” (McMahon 3). That is to say, what
potentially follows out of a meeting of moments
cannot be predetermined; it emerges at the
possible site of connection: “[Movement] can be
intercepted at ‘any-moment-whatever’ in order
to yield information” (3). Correspondingly, the
fragmented arrangement of images and sounds
in
Reassemblage
creates
‘any-momentswhatever’. This, I claim, is the affective inbetween space that allows for new meaning to
take place. Just as judgements of the beautiful
cannot be mapped as privileged points (such as
starting with interest and moving to disinterest
and back again), no one image or sound in
Reassemblage is more important than the other.
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Trinh brings together ‘any-moments-whatever’—
an image of burning house, followed by an image
of a woman cutting wood, interspersed with
music then silence then narration—without
prescribing meaning or more value to one image
over another. Because scenes have no
beginning, climax or end, our attention turns to
the space in-between image and sound. This
space, however, is not empty; it fills up with
unpredictable ‘any-moments-whatever’ with
every jump cut.
The gathering of ‘any-moments-whatever’
into a single context is, what Deleuze and Felix
Guattari call, an assemblage. This meeting of
things (images, sounds, thoughts, forces),
according to Deleuze and Guattari, is a relation
that produces a number of effects (3-4). Unlike a
unified whole with a single and dominant
reading, assemblages are a mixing of
exchangeable fluid pieces that have multiple
functions. Drawing on the example of a book,
Deleuze and Guattari explain that the various
components of a book including text, thought,
and its material properties are all fragments that
operate outside of the assemblage of a book in
other contexts or assemblages (3-4). Further,
assemblages exist in a web of interactions with
entities to continuously re-create new
formations. For instance, the book interacts with
any number of assemblages including readers,
libraries, or even as kindle for fire. Thus,
assemblages contain other assemblages within
themselves and enter into new assemblages
through various interactions (Wise 79).
Assemblages, then, are open-ended processes
always coming together while simultaneously
moving apart. As such, they may or may not form
emergent thought
The first assemblage in Reassemblage
occurs in the titling of the film. Using the prefix
‘re’ before ‘assemblage’, Trinh points to the
repetitious nature of constructing otherness in
ethnographic film. The ‘re’ signifies the recreation and re-presentation of otherness, but
also illustrates how the boundaries around
these
meaning-making-assemblages
are
continually influx. Although conventional
ethnographic film attempts to assemble and reassembles image and sound in certain ways in
order to provide particular meaning to the film,
there is no guarantee what the spectators'
perception will be. This is because, as Deleuze
and Guattari describe, assemblages are volatile
fleeting
forces
with
unstable
borders.
Reassemblage plays at/with the borders of
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ethnographic film testing its limits and exposing
the instability of documentary practices.
This paper argues that there is an affective
dimension in disinterested approaches to art.
Furthermore, this dimension is felt in the
oscillation of ‘any-moments-whatever’ between
insider/
outside,
self/other,
and
interest/disinterest. By turning to the affective
capacities of Reassemblage, we can explore how
Trinh’s filmic techniques push out comfortable,
categorical ways of knowing in order to make
room for new ways of thinking and feeling.
Instead of taking an interested approach to
filmmaking, in which scenes are scripted, Trinh

edits together an assemblage of ‘any-momentswhatever’ with a disinterested attitude focusing
not only on content but form. Trinh’s
disinterested and, at the same time, interested
approach to representing difference as an
unstable re-assemblage underscores the
inability to know difference. That is, difference is
always in a process reconstitution and reassemblage. What I argue is that a disinterested
approach to art is an affective one. In our
fluctuations between interest and disinterest we
find ourselves in a space between that is full of
potential. It is here, in this space that we can
begin to think, feel, and sense otherness anew.
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Diasaféo. Illustration as Envisioning or Interpretation
of the Holy Book
in the Works of Marc Chagall and Robert Crumb
Sînziana Șerbãnescu
Abstract
"I saw the Bible, I dreamed it. Since childhood, the Bible captivated me. For me it has always been
and still is now the greatest source of poetry of all time" used to say Marc Chagall to Franz Meyer.
Chagall was commissioned in 1930 to draw a series of illustrations of the Bible, on which occasion he
explores similar cultural products and makes some of the most famous drawings of the sacred book.
Starting from Chagall's statement with its obvious applicability on the Christian world and considering
the Bible is one of the most read books, I will try to answer some specific questions: what is the link
between illustration and the sacred text? What role has the illustration in the representation of the
sacred text? Which would be some relevant works or art to the history of biblical illustrations? How do
these stories re-appear in illustrations in contemporary times?
The verb diasaféo (to clarify, to present with explanations, to clarify) appears in the Greek version
of the Bible and is present only once in the Old Testament, when Moses clarifies at his turn the laws on
Mount Sinai. He repeats it, but he also clarifies, explains them. Not only semblance, but also
interpretation. Likewise, illustrations made for the biblical text can be only appearances or they can they
can explain the text.
Through two case studies which are highlights in the history of art and that of illustration (painter
Marc Chagall and comics artist Robert Crumb) I will try to determine which is the relation between text
and illustration. The point of view upon the artworks will be the one stating that the Bible is primarily a
mythology, but it is that particular mythology presented by the book that was prevalent in the world of
illustration over time in various media. There is on the one hand the text and on the other's its
representation.
Keywords: Bible, illustration, painting, mythology, comics.

Introduction: Illustration as an art form and
the context of illustrating the Bible
The verb diasaféo 1 (to elucidate, bring
explanations, clarify) appears in the Greek
version of the Bible and it is only present once in
the Old Testament, when Moses “clarifies” in his
turn the commandments on Mount Sinai. He
repeats but also clarifies, elucidates them. In the
same fashion, illustrations to the Bible can only
be “envisions” or, more than that, they can be
designed and regarded as interpretations, as
they may clarify the text, they may bring
additional explanations. The stylistic register in
which the illustration is designed bears, most of
1

Valeriu Anania Bartolomeu, Biblia sau Sfânta Scriptură [The Bible or
The Holy Scripture]. Cluj-Napoca: Renașterea, 2009, p.200.
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the time, the graphic markers of the time when it
was accomplished.
The perspective on the illustrations of the
holy text is the one in which the Bible is mainly a
mythology, only that it is a mythology spread in
the most illustrated books, on the most
diversified supports in the world, along history.
Thus, there is for one thing the text and its
graphic representation for the other. With the
help of two major case studies in the history of
art and, implicitly, of the illustration practice, I
will try and determine the relation between the
text and the illustration and the functions of the
latter.
Starting therefore with the idea that the
Bible is the most read of the books, and that the
holy texts are the most represented in the world
along history, from stained glass and easel
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painting, to cinema and comic strips, I will try to
answer questions like: what is the relation
between illustration and the holy book? What is
the function of illustration in the process of
representation of the holy book? Which are the
major examples for a history of the biblical
illustration? How is contemporary world present
in the illustration of these stories? Which are the
main actors involved in the process of text
representation? What does it actually mean for
an artist to illustrate the Bible?
A relevant point of view for this topic comes
from the works of Michael Baxandall, a British art
historian who analysed the works of art through
the intellectual, social and physical conditions in
which these were produced. His concept of the
period eye appears in his work Painting and
Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A primer in
the Social History of Pictorial Style where he
describes the cultural conditions in which the
Renaissance art was created, seen and
understood. The period eye is a method of
analysis often used in the works of art historians.
Baxandall explains how we process differently
information in our brains, using a mix of “tools”
that we get from birth (the eye and the actual
sight process), as well as tools we acquired by
experience and that are culturally determined2.
Cultural factors influence the visual features that
are attractive in each separate period of time.
The period eye analyses how the artist and the
work of art function in the original social,
commercial and religious context.
Renaissance is probably the most
definite time of a boost in demand for the
illustration of the biblical scenes, which is not to
say that they were not present before, only that
their visibility was less poignant. Possibly due to
the progress in the painting techniques , the
sensation that this period brings is one of
abundance. It is also the time when, for the first
time, artists are valued as individuals, as
personalities, which supports the process of a
wide recognition of their works.
Baxandall points out how the painter
depends on the viewer and on the science of
making his work understood. When the latter is
not familiar with the biblical scenes before
viewing a new painting illustrating them,
everything is in vain; he won't understand it,
which does not mean that the painter made any

mistake. The painter, as Baxandall explains, is a
“professional visualizer” of the Bible stories.
This, strictly in reference to the Quattrocento,
works of art were not accepted as we see them
now, but rather as the “marriage” between the
painter and the personal history of visualizations
of each viewer. Can we still speak, in this case of
a precise function of illustration or only of in
duet with the one interpreting it?
Giotto, for example, as we read in
Gombrich 3, followed in his practice the advice of
the preaching monks who told believers that
when they read the Bible they should imagine
the scenes just as they might have taken place in
reality. Giotto thus contextualised with the most
honest curiosity, constantly wondering how
everything might have looked during those
times, while also employing the critical eye of a
possible viewer of the scene. For Giotto, painting
is more than a mere supplanting of the writing
and goes beyond painting's role as educator of
the masses at the time. Giotto is a pioneer,
brings authenticity to the biblical scenes, for the
first time in the history of art and he is also the
first artist whose history becomes relevant in
itself. He will be followed by all artistic destinies
regarded so, when the artist walks to the
foreground with his work following.

Robert Crumb and Marc Chagall as
milestones in Bible illustrations
For the exemplification of the theme, I
chose two series of illustrations of the Bible
accomplished by two artists, as different from
one another, as surprising in their decision to
approach this theme. They are Marc Chagall, with
his series Dessins pour la Bible, colour
lithographs accomplished between 1930 and
1955, and Robert Crumb, with his work The Book
of Genesis Illustrated from 2009, best selling
graphic novel on which he worked for 5 years.
Robert Crumb is an American illustrator and
musician, born in 1943, a controversial
underground artist (he created on LSD during
the years when it was still legal), known to the
wide public especially for his character Fritz, the
Cat. He participated, by selection, in the 55th
edition of the Venice Biennial (2013) with the
work The Book of Genesis Illustrated, a graphic
novel representing the story of the biblical
Genesis. At that time, Crumb was rather an artist

2

Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy:
A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988, p.35-40.
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invalidated on the international art scene, and
his presence in the central exhibition of the
Biennial curated by Massimiliano Gioni and
called The Encyclopedic Palace was unexpected
for contemporary art practices. By extrapolation,
it was a sort of validation of illustration as an
independent artistic practice, a victory after a
long endeavour in which illustration fought for
representation and to overcome the status of
commercial art.
Robert Crumb is a god example of what
Kearny4 called the attempt of a contemporary
artistic consciousness to assimilate the biblical
texts. How does this assimilation, this
appropriation happen? Kearney explains:
through imagination, as it has always happened.
It is not an attempt to precisely understand the
old texts, neither one to decode them or place
them in a present context. It is rather a process
of “mutual convergence”. The old is
reinterpreted, the time distance vanished in the
process of interpretation, which becomes in this
case twofold: while the alien becomes familiar,
the familiar becomes alien. By assimilating
different meanings, adopting different meanings
in our own perspective, we separate ourselves at
the same time from this perspective, in order to
open that meaning someplace else. Bringing in
the present old texts through a process of
reinterpretation turns into a dialogue, in the
most literal sense possible of the Greek term
dia-legein: to read by crossing, to read between,
among the two. What sort of imagination by reappropriation do we see in Robert Crumb? In
consideration of his works prior to the
illustration of the Bible, marked by highly
original fiction, the drawings surprise by their
precise following of the plot. It keeps to the word
of the Bible, and the drawing flow like a story. It
is a graphic novel, par excellence, it is the myth
disguised in the form of a different genre.
“Mutual convergence” is thus translated in
adopting a familiar tone with the biblical text
closely followed, while the author gives up his
own originality, separating from the famous
characters that defined him so far. The alien
becomes familiar when dressed in present
stylistic garments. Crumb's drawing style for the
biblical illustration is consistent with his entire
work. Plain and crossed hatching, in black and
white, reminding us of Dürer's work in the 1500's,
is the drawing technique for the entire book and
4

Richard Kearney, The Wake of Imagination. Toward a postmodern
culture. London: Routledge, 1988, p.38.

seem to carry the artist towards a surprising
classicism for someone with a practice like his.
Interested, as illustrator, in creating typologies,
Crumb revisits the first human archetypes that
are born in the holy texts. His interest for the
subject is the interest of any artist reaching a
certain maturity of creation. Robert Hughes,
critic of art, finds in Crumb's drawings for the
Bible influences of artists like Bosch, Pieter
Bruegel, Rubens, Hogarth and Goya 5. The artist
himself confesses his intentions of a direct
approach of the chosen theme: "I fooled around
in the sketchbooks with those ideas and I just, I
didn't like how it was working out so I just
decided to do a straight illustration job of it. It
seemed to me that the original text was so
strange in its own way that there was no need to
do any sendup or satire of it. My trial efforts to
do that seemed lame, it wasn't working out” 6.
What separates Crumb's drawings from the
works of the mentioned artists is, first of all, the
media support, the comic strip format chose for
the representation. This frames the biblical story
and makes us aware of all the conventions of the
genre. We are not surprised to see people naked
in all the details, and the perspective of the
author is a pragmatic one, allowing us to
understand that the artistic act was nevertheless
limited: „I didn’t want to show sex organs, cause
then the thing becomes X-rated and it limits the
sales. I’ve done my share of explicit sexual
drawings, as anybody who knows my work can
certainly attest. I just decided it wasn’t really
necessary”7.
Miles away, the far more famous oeuvre of
Marc Chagall lies a different testimony on the
sacred narration. „I did not see the Bible, I
dreamed it. Ever since early childhood, I have
been captivated by the Bible. It has always
seemed to me and still seems today the greatest
source of poetry of all time“8 Marc Chagall told
Franz Mayer, his son in law, a museum director.
Chagall was assigned in 1930 by Ambroise
Vollard, famous editor, art collector and art
dealer, to create a series of illustrations of the
Bible, on which occasion he intensely explores
5

Robert Hughes, “Robert Crumb. Roll right up, folks!”, http://
theguardian.com/books/2005/mar/07/robertcrumb.comics1 (visited
on December 15th, 2014).
6
Alex Wood, “Hey, I’m Still Here…”, http://crumbproducts.com/pages/
about/hey.html (visited on December 15th, 2014).
7
Eric Spitznagel, “Robert Crumb Thinks God Might Actually Be Crazy”,
http://www.ericspitznagel.com/awkward-question-time/robert-crumb
(visited on December 15th 2014).
8
Jackie Wullschlager, Chagall: A Biography. New York: Knopf, 2008.
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similar cultural works, so that later he can create
the most famous drawings of the Holy Book.
Chagall is more renowned for his drawings than
his paintings and it can be seen better that in
any of his other works in the drawings
representing the biblical stories. They are
dramatic works accomplished by powerful
contrasts, through a fluid and intense drawing.
Chagall creates framed scenes, each bearing a
touch of mise en scene.
For Chagall, the illustration of the Bible is
more related to expressing the emotions of the
artists, than with presenting a narrative. He
creates portraits taken out of the context,
separated from each other. Just as in the case of
Robert Crumb, Chagall imports in his family on
paper the biblical characters that he recreates in
his own style. Or maybe there are the initial
Chagallian characters that are now populating
the Bible. Chagall does not tell a story, as Crumb
does, but instead presents an isolated narrative,
where characters often seem to be floating,
melting into the surrounding objects, in a
childish and innocent manner, that often gives
them an unfinished aspect. The Bible seems to
represent to him rather a starting point for a
journey in itself. With Crumb, one can note the
line between the illustration and the story; he
tells a story with the help of the drawing,
creating a full visual narrative. Episodes are
narrated step by step and no detail in the story
is left out. Each word of the biblical text is
represented in drawing, as well as textually
reproduced. Crumb's book includes a complete
version of the Genesis and this might be Crumb's
solution for the text and the image to fully
coexist. With Chagall, however, the text is
completely stroke out, as we have been used to
see for centuries when looking at illustrations of
the biblical scenes, but his drawings do not
remind of the classic paintings, nor of the icons.
His drawings reveal the biblical scenes as if they
were a series of dreams lacking any realism in a
drawing. They don't look like anything familiar to
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us but, then again, why should they? It is an
ingression to the painter's own imaginary, and
his introspection actually reveals a certain
aesthetic choice that he puts forward. The thick
lines used on the characters and sometimes on
the background, the vivid, primary colours, in
small number in each composition, the lack of
perspective all place Chagall's works in a space
of illusion, of the unreal.

Conclusions
Returning to the initial point of the work,
while Robert Crumb gives an illustration that
envisions and faithfully represents the biblical
text, also fully including it in the book, Chagall
brings a more abstract interpretation, fully
original in both style and composition. A close
look into the works of the two reveals several
functions that might be assigned to the
illustration in relation to the biblical text.
Illustration has a mimetic function, that of
translating the text into images, of accounting it
in a visual narrative, so that the story may be
understood from the images only. The ethical
function of the images is present in the choice of
preserving or not the piety of the initial text. The
anthropologic function is that of placing the
viewer into a certain period of time, with its
specifics. And, eventually, the religious function
of the illustration, similar to the one in the
Quattrocento, for example 9, when there was a
functional nature of the Holy Book illustration,
so that it served as guide to those who could not
read.
Regardless of the relation between the
illustration and the biblical text or of the way in
which the artist related to it, the power of the
Holy Book of generating new works of art
remains undiminished.
9

Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy:
A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988, p.41.
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Appendix 1 – Creation

Appendix 3 – Cain and Abel

Fig. 1: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Appendix 2 – Adam and Eve

Fig. 4: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Appendix 4 – Lot and his daughters

Fig. 2: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Fig. 5: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood
Fig. 3: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis.
© Alexander Wood

Figure 1: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://26.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_l68jgdmlmI1qz6f4bo1_500.png (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
Figure 2: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://www.metroactive.com/features/book-of-genesis.html (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
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Figure 3: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://25.media.tumblr.com/ab7DluYNrqaniw7krjDTy3cpo1_500.jpg (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
Figure 4: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://www.theguardian.com/books/gallery/2009/oct/23/robert-crumb-art (visited on Dec.
15th 2014)
Figure 5: Robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis. W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2009.
http://commonsenseatheism.com/?p=8606 (visited on Dec. 15th 2014)
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Immaterial Interruption: Paul Chan’s New New Testament
Sara Collins
“The media… is where democracies conduct their civil wars.”
Cloud Atlas, David Mitchell*

ABSTRACT
“Immaterial Interruption” investigates the 2014 e-book, New New Testament, published by the artist
Paul Chan. Through the juxtaposition of scanned ready-mades and visual poetry, this article seeks to
expand upon how Chan utilizes the e-book as a time-based medium that relies upon the operations of
the digital, network, but instead, exploits the generative structure of this platform through processes of
cognition.
The ascension of the image over the signifier was confirmed with the advent of cinema, and later, with
the mass production and consumption of televisions. The television network has directed digital
publishing in an economic sense, but the focus upon the speed of light associated with the image limits
the development of a discourse surrounding a process formerly particular to language: the nonsimultaneous labor of substitution and displacement. The subsumption of the traditional support of
paper does not qualify the act of reading and writing with images as a disembodied project, but rather,
demonstrates the full integration of the hyper-real within knowledge and communication.
Storytelling, or more abstractly, the transmission of ideology through a series of codes, is not
experienced in the linear fashion of historical time, but rather, a layered evocation of images that
synchronously exchanges and substitutes is a consequential result of this use of images. New New
Testament attempts to slow down the speed of images by utilizing images as a language in order to
produce a content not subjugated to the form of the e-book or book, but comprised within and by it.
Unlike previous forms of e-publications, this work does not seek to substitute itself for knowledge. On
the contrary, cognition operates on a continuum that is constantly generative. What is of interest for
storage and memory is why certain images or language keep reappearing, and what processes of
production make them disappear.
Keywords: aesthetic theory, critical theory, media studies, visual culture, e-pubs, digital humanities.

The first technology to capture light was
photography, and through the imposition of a
frame the mass-production of images birthed
the crisis of aura and authorship. Currently, the
screen mediates the enframed image, and in
Feedback: Televisions Against Democracy, David
Joselit elaborates upon the detention of light
with the first form of media that combines both
the frame and the screen. Joselit states,
“Television tames the comet by turning light into
private property. Art stands against television as
figure stands against ground, and television, in
its privatization of public speech and its strict
control over access to broadcasting, stands

against democracy”.1 Belying the fundamentalist
principles from which government sponsored
projects proclaim equal representation, e-books
and the publishing network have modeled their
economy to mimic television’s systematization
and integration into society in order to build a
new visual regime. The trajectory of the e-book
and e-reader mirror the history of consumer
television, and Wendy Chun illuminates how this
is the result of an ideological conflation between
television and new media. With the lense of
Chun, the 2014 publication New New Testament
by the artist Paul Chan can be perceived as a
time-based, digital-born book. The economic
1

David Joselit, Feedback: Television against Democracy (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 2007), xi.
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model and social interest of the mass
consumption of technology is established with
Joselit’s history of consumer television, and Chun
illustrates
the
contradictions
and
misunderstandings of new media that are rooted
within reproducing the conditions of television’s
ideology.
New New Testament inaugurates an imageevent by utilizing the book in both the material
and digital form as a space for the exploration of
the aesthetic and as the generation of artistic
experience. Through the juxtaposition of a past
work, Volumes (2012, in which Chan appropriated
books covers and utilized them as a readymade
and canvas, painting abstract squares of
landscapes),
with
visual
poetry,
Chan
incorporates symbols, signs, and word signifiers
that manifest a formal language through the
manipulation of the book’s structure. The
subsumption of the traditional support of paper
does not qualify the act of reading and writing
with images as a disembodied project, but
rather, demonstrates the full integration of
hyper-real images within knowledge and
communication. The tension of translation and
reading words with images manifests an event in
real time, and as the images and words are read,
an interruption occurs within the act of cognitive
reproduction, generating an association. Chun
asserts this consistent displacement, formerly
applicable only to language, is beholden not to
the speed of light associated with the
appearance of an image, but rather, due to the
images’ ephemeral character. The conventions
established by the history of television need to
be recast with digital media, and New New
Testament’s practice makes visible the
productive processes of new media while
questioning the democratic means of knowledge
and dissemination.
The first relationship that Joselit identifies
within the history of television is, “The network is
a function of the commodity. Television existed
as a technology before it was clear how it might
be marketed as a product”.2 The large
manufacturers that arose out of the economy of
World War II found a place in society after the
war by mass-producing televisions. However,
before television became a mass marketed
product, the economy had to reflect a shift and
focus in the consumer’s demands. The history of
electronic publications, like all forms of media,
has its roots in government-sponsored projects,
2

Ibid, 15.
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and the rise in the consumption of e-pubs
parallels the changing ways in which information
is consumed.
In 1971, Michael S. Hart published the first
electronic text, The Declaration of Independence,
by emailing users of Arpanet, the government
funded network that resembled a pre-Internet.3
The obituary for Hart published by The New York
Times is laden with patriotic references such as
the Fourth of July and subsequent publications
put online by Hart: The Bill of Rights, the U.S.
Constitution, and the King James Bible. Even if
Hart was promoting values of equal access to
literature with his continued project of making
books accessible online within the public
domain, Hart’s utilization of Arpanet makes it
impossible to divorce technological progress
from the interests and benefaction of the State.4
Additionally, the ideological impulse of Hart’s
project imitates assumptions established by
Vannevar Bush decades earlier.
Chun outlines the argument of, “As We May
Think”, an article published by Bush in 1945, and
discusses how the memex created new media in
an effort to preserve media. Chun states, “Thus
the [scientific] archive, rather than pointing us to
the future, is trapping us in the past, making us
repeat the present over and over again”. 5 Chun’s
words are poignant in the context of Hart’s
choice in publications; even the name of the
Hart’s endeavor, “Project Gutenberg”, harkens a
forgotten past. Nonetheless, publishing books
online began a modern conflict within the free,
eminent domain of the Internet by making
private property accessible to the public. File
sharing and copyright laws attempt to control
access to information, and at the foundation of
these complex efforts of privatization is a
presumed subject. Chun, critical of the ambiguity
of Bush’s title, reveals an uncertainty principle
between
man
and
machine.
Technoprogressivists like Bush defend the limitations of
technology
through
development
and
advancement in complex modes of cognition. In
Bush’s model of knowledge, the subject is
3
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premeditated due to the equation of software to
hardware. Chun states, “In Bush’s writing…there
is no difference between access to and
understanding the record, between what would
be called…machine reading and human reading
and comprehension, between information and
argument”.6 Thus, publishing the Bible and The
Declaration of Independence online does not
guarantee the promotion of the American,
Christian legacy, but may be representative of
such ideologies by serving as the content. The
conjecture that the content of human
consciousness was suffice for media was
established by Bush and the memex, and the
failure of the subject coincides with Bush’s
assertion
because
it
indicates
larger
epistemological problems.
Chun states, “Bush’s argument assumes that
human records make possible the construction
of an overarching archive of human knowledge
in which there is no gap, no absence—a
summation of human knowledge… This
conversion of medium into storage—grounds
Bush’s progressivist and idealist ideology”. 7
Hart’s project is fundamental to the historical
tension between publishers, authors, and giant
content managers such as Sony, Amazon, and
Barnes and Noble; however, the function of
storage marginalizes the production of new
forms by the memex and e-book. Hart
manifested a network for digital publications
and the creation of content managers is another
result of the technically prolific stifling creative
production.
In 2011, in the case of Bertelsmann versus
Random House, “the agency model” was
solidified as proper business conduct for the
publishing world. Publishers were allowed to set
the price for titles while e-booksellers acted as
the selling agents.8 At this point, content
managers were producing their own versions of
the e-reader, and the agency model permitted
content managers to store and solicit titles.
Purchasing e-books from a publisher became an
extra step for the content managers and did not
allow them to offer customers a break when
buying e-readers. Amazon resolved this conflict
by becoming a publisher. By increasing
privatization within the publishing network,
Amazon adopted a closed circuit modus
6
7
8

Ibid, 159.
Ibid.

Kelvin John Smith, The Publishing Business from P-Books to E-Books
(Lausanne ; Worthing: AVA Academia, 2012).

operandi that mimics the history of television by
converting the medium into storage.
The second principle in the history of
television is, “The commodity is a function of the
network”.9 The commodity has a subjective
function within the network by identifying
individuals based upon their socio-economic
status, determined by the possession of private
property and wealth. As television became the
signifier of the middle-class in America, it also
served as a platform for the advertisement of
any other commodity. In a more intimate
manner, these qualities are reproduced by the
economic functions of the e-book. What are for
purchase on the e-publishing market are two
different commodities. The e-reader is a status
symbol and affiliation; for example, do you own
an iPad, Kindle, or Nook? The DRM (Digital Rights
Management) copyright protection system
utilizes metadata such as the ISBN number or an
implanted code to catalog every purchase. As
Alessandro Ludovico states, “…(in case anyone
still needs convincing that customer profiling is
here to stay), every single e-book or e-magazine
purchase is tracked and registered, just like
anything else on any network”.10
By
vertically
integrating
production
processes, Amazon fixes the consumer in a
relationship between the device and the e-books
that are available through the content manager.
E-books are not transferrable to other devices,
and as multiple brands of e-readers and tablets
are created, the world of programming platforms
is accordingly disparate. The consequences of
privatizing light suppress the capabilities of
digital media’s functions and network, and the
wide dissemination of devices for a “closeup” 11 individual use is shrinking market share
amongst publishers and booksellers. While this
further destabilizes categories of authorship and
the fight for creative representation on either
side of the publishing spectrum, the
foundational presumptions of digital media’s
subjective purpose were made on behalf of Bush
and the memex.
_

9
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While many companies were developing the
e-reader to be capable of hosting other services
such as web browsing, Amazon and founder Jeff
Bezos were the primary proponents of the ereader imitating the look and feel of a book. This
shift in the way in which information is received
modifies the perspective from the frame to the
screen, and Bezos’ interest in the e-book by
association or supplementation to the tangible
object complicates the principles first purported
by Bush by begetting the creation of a new form
while also omitting any precedent. Bezos’
conflation of the two forms of publishing belies
its’ very ideology. Chun states:
Networked new media does not follow the
same logic of seriality as television; flow
and segmentation do not quite encompass
digital media’s ephemerality…To program a
television show is to schedule or broadcast
it; to program a computer is to produce a
series
of
stored
instructions
that
[supposedly] guarantee—and often stand in
for—a certain action. One is descriptive, the
other prescriptive…Digital media with its
memory was supposed to be the opposite
of or the solution to television. That is, new
media scholars’ blindness to the similarities
between new media and TV is ideological; it
stems from an overriding belief in digital
media as memory—and thus possibly
memorable—and TV as liveness… Digital
media through the memory at its core, was
supposed to solve, if not dissolve, archival
problems…not create archival problems of
its own.12
Mass consumption is the sole interest
television and the e-reader have in common,
and
this
similarity
spawns
the
miscomprehension of memory, storage, and
forms of narrative. Joselit discusses how the
television heightened the alienation between
the producer and consumer by presenting digital
images in which to align one’s identity, and how
programming can influence an ideological
narrative. Increasingly, as the e-book becomes
more prominent in the use of education, the
relationship between alienation and the
production of subjects is located beyond the
structure of the commodity and the network.
While the e-book advertises the consumer to
third parties not (always) visible or permissible
to the user, Bush’s institution of media as
12
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storage is substantiated in the digital form.
Severing the capacities of the medium
transforms the e-book into a capitalist function
by exploiting the immaterial results of capture.
These logistical functions were first ingrained
with the foundation of the television network,
and digital media reproduce the conditions of
television’s ideological production.
Another e-publication by Chan that is
exemplary of Chun’s claim of conflation between
digital media and television is AD Book by the
artist group, BFFA3AE. AD Book comprises of ads
for galleries, artists, art-related publications, and
businesses. The network of the art market
becomes the narrative when flipping or swiping
through this e-book, and AD Book permits
advertisements to occupy a space of media
storytelling. Chun discusses the qualities of
digital media that are overlooked by stating,
“The major characteristic of digital media is
memory. Its ontology is defined by memory from
content to purpose…the move from calculator to
computer
depended
upon
‘regenerative
memory’… Vacuum tubes, unlike mechanical
switches, can hold value precisely because their
signals can degenerate—and thus regenerate”. 13
The value of digital media’s productivity is
extinguished when knowledge is equated to
information, and the possibility for cognitive
(re)generation is lost with the appropriation of
shallow, recycled content.
The third relationship that Joselit identifies
is, “The network is [itself] a commodity… like the
highway system of the 1950s… the development
of a televisual infrastructure was viewed as both
a national identity and a corporate boom. Access
to the public was itself fashioned as a kind of
A
harmonious
agreement
commodity”. 14
between private corporations and public interest
endowed by the State ignores the material basis
that the advancement of technological progress
stands upon: the labor of marginalized groups
and individual consumers. Chun affirms the
rhetoric surrounding the dynamic of new media
“is based on a conflation of storage with access,
of memory with storage, of word with action.
This belief depends on our machines as more
stable and permanent and, thus, better record
holders than human memory; it depends on an
analogy between digital and analog media”. 15
The primary mode of public interaction and
13
14
15
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consumption of images assumes the live
omnipresence of television’s narrative, and the
functions that characterize the human condition,
such as the ephemerality of memory, have been
erased due to the alienation experienced
between the image, the commodity, and the
consumer. The availability of new media belies
public access to nationalist monitoring and
corporate restrictions; forms of infringement
that are defended with a focus upon the future
of digitality that is symptomatic to the past. A
discussion regarding the future becomes
problematic with the conceptual substitution of
memory for storage, and Chun asserts acts of
cognition, such as reading and writing, are more
suited to explain the functionality of computers
and digital media. With the creation of new
media, the support of cognition, traditionally
understood as the book, pen, and paper,
becomes part of the “nonsimultaneous
dissemination”16 of the image and media object,
and the focus is toward the appearance and
repetition of an image throughout time.
Additionally, the presence of memory as a
logistical function of new media allows for a
space of regeneration that permanently
threatens the apparition and disappearance of
an image.
Access to the public via the network was not
lost on publishing companies, and aside from
tracking purchases made by consumers, Smith
identifies sponsorship as a revenue source for
publishing companies. Subscribers to a
publication pay prior to the printing; this method
is most obviously enacted with magazine
subscriptions and is increasingly popular in the
e-book world with the release of multiple
chapters or volumes for a single e-book. 17
Inadvertently, this was my experience when
purchasing New New Testament through iBooks.
New New Testament was divided into eight
different volumes. Each volume of New New
Testament has the same introductory essay by
Chan and art historian, Sven Lütticken, however
the amount of content differs for each volume
and none of this is apparent to the consumer
until after purchase. New New Testament is also
published in book form, and while the amount of
content in each e-volume is reflective of chapter
length, comparative questions of value and

worth surface with the necessary purchase of
multiple digital volumes.
Smith identifies the “P.E.S.T” factors in
publishing: politics, the economy, social
relations, and technological advancements.18
While these are obvious elements that impact
businesses, the nature of publishing is
fragmented, therefore, each element is
considered within a specific faction of
publishing. To the consumer, publishing
companies are selling one product, but a
nuanced process of book publishing precedes
the complexity of the e-book. Traditionally, the
life of a book is formatted and sold as a
hardcover before it enters the “B” format of the
more user-friendly paperback. If the title
accomplishes success on the market, the
publishing
company
will
mass-produce
paperbacks, and perhaps a more aggressive
marketing endeavor will be deployed in order to
broaden the audience.19 The book title is
exploited on a variety of levels; certain stages
indicate a commodity that circulates within
specific sectors of the economy. The current
mode of publishing releases hard copies
simultaneously with e-books, and the continued
contestation of the digital by the world of art
book publishing compels the production of New
New Testament.
Art book publishing companies struggle to
innovate their product and market outreach due
to resisting attitudes towards the digital form.
New New Testament and Chan’s publishing
company, Badlands Unlimited, nominally falls
into the category of art book publishing,
however, the divergent nature of Chan’s
publishing company became clear this past
February at an event hosted by the New York
Public Library called, “Trends in Art Book
Publishing”. 20 Representatives from Phaidon,
Yale University Press, David Zwirner gallery, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Sigilio Press
delivered short presentations about the method
and history of each publisher while addressing
the problems that art book publishers face with
a dwindling audience and the rise of the digital
format. Unsurprisingly, these companies and
institutions are not receptive to e-publications.
Yale University Press was perhaps the most
lamentable when describing the unenthusiastic

16

18
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attitude of art book publishing companies
formatting publications for the digital and/or
making their content available online. Yale
University Press is a commercial publisher that
accepted a grant focused on establishing an eportal over the next two years. Although this
seems like good news, the stipulation that some
of the content is to be open source concerned
the Yale University representative. The e-portal
is a method used by other companies wishing to
present their product in a space that is not
affiliated with third parties like Amazon. All of
these publishers spoke of an online presence
which showcases their titles, although, the
motivation is particular in each case. Yale
University Press is attempting to find a new
revenue source through the e-portal by offering
services such as print-on-demand or purchasing
backlisted titles. The Metropolitan Museum
offers these functions on the Met publications
website, but due to institutional affiliation and
funding, the Met’s e-portal is an open access
source.
The majority of the participants, including
the moderator, skirted around the question of
the digital, but Mark Polizzotti, director of the
Publications Program at the Met was candid
about the problems faced by art book
publishers. Firstly, Polizzotti established a
hierarchical binary amongst e-books and art
books by proclaiming that e-books are
successful for certain genres such as
instructional, fiction, or romance. Then, Polizzotti
asserted the art book as an object of desire.
According to Polizzotti, the art book will never be
fully transferable to the digital because the
digital is unable to mimic the complex content
and design of the art book. Polizzotti’s argument
supports traditional forms of commodity
fetishism and consumption only because
Polizzotti and the other publishers present are
unable to imagine the infinite possibility of the
digital form—i.e. these publishers were focusing
on the digital as storage. The lack of creativity
and market adaption consequentially resulted
from the perseverance of the memex’s ideology,
and New New Testament coerces new media by
turning the e-book into a medium with the
capacity for epistemological investigation.
Deborah Aaronson, from Phaidon, revealed
the key behind best-sellers, such as Nan Goldin’s
The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, Cindy
Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills, or Robert Frank’s
The Americans: these books are the objects that
became the primary representation and source
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for the work of art. The perpetual circulation of
best-selling art books is caused by their status
as a commodity and art object. It is also not a
coincidence that the best-selling art books
named are books of photography. Joselit’s
testament to the power of the image is recalled
through the apprehension of light and the
subsequent influence of advertising, and the
economic model of contemporary art seeks to
mask the social processes that are embedding
these objects into the canon. If one needs
further proof of the sycophantic nature of the art
world, David Zwirner’s Todd Bradway, bragged
about the inclusion of twenty artists, whom are
represented by the gallery, in a new Phaidon
publication on 21 century art.
Another project emerging from Phaidon is
the complete catalogue raisonné of Andy
Warhol, but the title that represents Phaidon’s
success most aptly is The Story of Art by E.H.
Gombrich. The history of this title is subject to
multiple versions and re-printings, and the goals
and achievements of The Story of Art highlight
the e-book’s contribution and deviation from
traditional forms of knowledge production.
Gombrich conceived the work with an interest in
speaking to the non-specialized reader. Thus,
the impact of The Story of Art affected a
consensus of understanding (or consciousness)
of art surrounding the last 30,000 years.
Through form and content, Chan’s New New
Testament generates cognitive associations
linked to knowledge and representation by
utilizing normative notions of language and the
visual. The presence of a “non-specialized”
reader fades as a concern for Chan’s project
because of the lack of narrative or subject within
the work. Instead of a linear history of time
though the accounting of objects, Chan
approaches the ephemeral qualities of art and
language through processes of (re)generation,
asking us as Chun did, to reconsider the
relationships in between the moments of
conscious production.
The final relationship that Joselit identifies
within the history of television is, “The audience
is a commodity…[advertisers] began to regard
their audiences less as undifferentiated masses
and more as a spectrum of distinct sectors
defined by their consumption patterns”.21 The
archaic version of the DRM system is a mapping
of visual consumerism that completes the
subject. Through the television, the process of
st
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subjecthood occurs through network affiliations
and brand representation. With the aid of
technologies, consumption and circulation are
increasingly monitored, and the democratic
choice of purchase is turned into information
and working knowledge. Statistics are used to
plot audience expansion and outreach to other
types of consumers. Polizzotti conveyed the
obstacles confronted by art book publishers in
reaching a broader audience willing to identify
with a particular publication or institutional
mission. His response to dwindling sales and
strategies for widening the market is simple:
exploit the product and the network. Polizzotti
maintained success to conceit by proclaiming
the necessity of superficial judgments. Utilizing
the old axiom, “Judge a book by its’ cover”,
Polizzotti desired more pathways of exploitation
that reach consumers at the “trade” level, rather
than only within the confines of the museum
bookstore. It is surprising that Polizzotti has yet
to apply these ideas to the digital realm, but
there are more nuanced ways that other
companies are approaching the integration of
the digital. David Zwirner uses social media:
Twitter and Instagram, in order to promote book
events at the gallery and elsewhere. Phaidon’s
strategies resemble a multi-level marketing
scheme with various sectors of their publishing
force focused on different aspects of the art
community and the general public. For example,
Phaidon’s contemporary art series produces art
books according to the artists’ medium,
reflecting a user-friendly price-point, design, and
editorial content meant to reach a wider
audience. Phaidon’s sister platform, Artspace,
showcases Phaidon’s books as well as acting as a
channel of communication by harvesting
information about the Phaidon customer. The
average price of a book sold on Artspace begins
at $1,300, thereby reflecting the users of this
platform to be of a higher consumer class.
The challenges of publishing today ensue
the history of modern production by
demonstrating a fundamental shift in the way in
which capital moves through space. Economic
production takes place through technologically
enhanced forms of cognition, crafting a result
that is both immaterial and embodied. The
framework of capitalism is congruent with
television and the e-book, and the technotheology that compels the extraction of the
subjects it exploits and produces flattens
qualities of new media. The production and

exchange of signs and signifiers ascribes a
subject through the labor and disappearance of
another, and New New Testament makes the
subject conscious of the processes of production
through a generation of cognitive associations.
The abstract nature of New New Testament lends
the work to continually displace normative
signfiers while simultaneously constructing new
links between words and images. The e-book is
authorized as a new moment in the history of
cultural and social production by opening the
space of cognition, completed by the
subsumption of the e-reader as a support. What
occurs when the hypokeimenon is utilized as a
readymade, or is made an active agent through
discourse? Chun quotes Frances A. Yates’ The Art
of Memory, in order to emphasize the difference
in cultural production: “For the places are very
much like wax tablets or papyrus, the images like
the letters, the arrangement and disposition of
the images like the script, and the delivery is like
the reading”. 22
While the television network has directed
publishing in an economic sense, the rhetoric
surrounding the speed of light limits the
development of a discourse focusing on the nonsimultaneous production and substitution of the
image. Paper, acting as a medium, was a space
for writing, but inherently lacks the
dimensionality of software and hardware. If
Yates’ words can be truly considered, a
compression of historical time is not
experienced with this type of narrative, but
rather, a layered evocation of images that
accounts for a synchronous exchange of one
another is to read and write with images. New
New Testament attempts to slow down the speed
of images by utilizing images as a language,
producing a hyper-real content not subjugated
to the form, but comprised within and by it. A
new act of reading and writing does not
substitute knowledge for content; on the
contrary, if the perception of the image moves
beyond light, cognition operates on a continuum
that is constantly generative. What is of interest
for storage and memory is why certain images or
language keep reappearing, and what processes
of production make them disappear.

22
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